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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
This study is an investigation of present headings and future prospects 
for food production and demand in most major countries of the world. Recent 
trends in area, yield and production of important crops are estimated and 
projected, and income and population trends...are used to project food demand. 
Based on these projections, prospects for balancing future food production 
and demand are evaluated. 
Background 
Three fundamental considerations have prompted this study, and all are 
rooted in events which have transpired since World War II. First, highly 
significant changes occurred in per capita food supply trends of the world's 
poorer nations during recent years. Numerically, these changes have not 
been great, but when their causes became clear, the implications for the 
future could not be ignored. 
Second has been the dramatic increase in U.S. farm exports, particu­
larly from 1954 to the present. During these 13 years, U.S. exports rose 
from $2.9 billion in 1954 to an estimated $6.9 billion in the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1967. In part this second consideration is closely related 
to the first since a large .jhare of U.S. farm exports have been shipped on 
a non-commercial basis under the authority of Public Law 480; a curious 
combination of U.S. domestic farm policy and foreign aid policy. However, 
a large and growing share of these exports have gone abroad on strictly 
commercial terms in direct response to rapid economic development in Europe 
and Japan. 
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Third, taking an international viewpoint again, the goal of general 
economic development has been explicitly adopted by virtually all the 
poorer nations of the world during the years following World War II. 
Typically, these countries with lagging economic development have per 
capita food supplies that are low and improving slowly, if at all. How­
ever, there are convincing reasons to expect that the agricultural sectors 
of such countries will play pivotal roles in the process of realizing 
broad general economic development objectives. 
Post-war food supply trends 
Through the first 12-16 years of the post-war period, per capita food 
supplies in most underdeveloped countries moved upward at modest rates from 
a base which permitted only marginal or even substandard diets. However, 
in the most recent years these trends seem to have leveled off or even 
declined slightly. 
The existence of meager per capita food supplies in the poorer nations 
is not new. Indeed, for long periods of history no major world region could 
really assume that its future food supply was assured. It is only in recent 
times that the notion of a surplus, unmarketable supply of food would have 
seemed anything but absurd. 
Malthus, in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, published his well-
known analysis rationalizing this prevalence of subsistence diets (1, pp. 
1-13). He recognized that on the basis of reproductive ability alone, man 
has a potential for reproducing in numbers which would form a geometric 
progression through time. He further believed that over any significant 
length of time, food supplies for a region could exhibit no more vigorous 
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growth than that represented by an arithmetic progression. This belief 
stemmed from his observation that the total quantity of cultivable land 
is limited, and his firmly held belief in diminishing returns in agricul­
ture when the land input is fixed. His conclusion that food supply poten­
tial is no match for population potential follows immediately. 
But Malthus did not infer widespread famine as a result. Instead, he 
concluded that population numbers will almost always increase to a point 
near the limits of sustenance, but only rarely will this limit be reached 
so abruptly that actual starvation results.^ Two kinds of restraints, 
positive and preventive, are said to limit population numbers. The posi­
tive checks take in most of the maladies of man which tend to increase 
death rates including "all unwholesome occupations, severe labour and 
exposure to the seasons, extreme poverty, bad nursery of children, large 
towns, excesses of all kinds, the whole train of common diseases and 
epidemics, wars, plague and famine" (1, p. 8). The preventive checks are 
those factors tending to limit the birth rate, but Malthus had only limited 
hopes for widespread voluntary actions designed to limit numbers of births. 
It is not my purpose to demonstrate that Malthus was either fully 
right or fully wrong. Some facets of his thesis have withstood the test 
of human experience remarkably well, while others have been found lacking. 
His observations on the potential for population growth, based on repro-
ductivity alone, go unchallenged. His understanding of the positive and 
preventive checks, taken together, as being the factors containing 
•^althus admits the possibility of population remaining below the lim­
its set by food supplies, but he vitws this as an unlikely possibility (1, 
p. 12). 
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population numbers to the limits of sustenance seems at least qualitatively 
correct whether or not one accepts the moral values he attaches to these 
checks. Certainly the power of the positive checks is evident in the 
African statistics on life expectancy, and to some extent, in the vivid 
newsfilms which come from Asia with increasing frequency. If dominance 
of the positive checks corresponds to the early phases of the demographic 
transition, then Malthus can probably be faulted for neglecting the later 
phases. Clearly, he grants the power of preventive checks to contain popu­
lation numbers to the bounds set by food supplies (or productive resources), 
but he doubts the power of these checks to bring the rate of population 
growth below the rate of growth in sustenance (or productive resources). 
As generalizations, his judgements on yield potentials seem somewhat 
conservative. For example, he specifically states his doubts as to whether 
a country such as Japan could ever double its food production even with the 
best directed efforts and an infinite time span (1, p. 4). Yet recent 
statistics report that in just the 12 years between 1954 and 1966, net 
agricultural output for that country increased by 48 percent (2, p. 21). 
Other examples could be cited, but this one in Malthus' own terms of ref­
erence should suffice. Still it is true that while agricultural produc­
tivity far exceeded Malthus' expectations in many cases, there are many 
instances where historical evidence has not contradicted him. 
What, then, is the relevance of the Malthusian model fo the present 
world food situation? First, it is quite consistent with circumstances 
presently existing in countries with low incomes and poor diets. Birth 
rates are high. Life expectancy is low, and the dominance of the positive 
checks in limiting population growth seems clear. Expansion of food 
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supplies in these countries has often been closely tied to cropland expan­
sion, with only modest yield increases being realized (though not so much 
due to diminishing returns to non-land inputs as to failure to use them). 
At the same time, widespread famine has been rare. 
Little will be said in this section of food supply trends in the 
economically developed countries except to note that average diets have 
been fully adequate by any nutritional standard. However, it can be said 
that these countries have provided evidence for challenging certain of 
Malthus' conclusions. That is, it is here where food production increases 
obtainable from non-land inputs have been realized, and where preventive 
checks to population growth have acted with force not only to prevent 
2 famine, but to allow diets near the saturation level. 
Statistics on the first decade of the post-war era seemed to offer 
hope that many underdeveloped nations were ready to break free from the 
Malthusian model as many developed nations had done previously. Per capita 
food production was making modest gains. Certain of the positive checks 
were being suppressed by widespread application of medical and sanitation 
knowledge to eliminate diseases and pestilence which had formerly killed 
or debilitated large numbers of people, particularly children. 
Table 1 presents indices of total and per capita fo^d production for 
eight regions of the world covering the post-war years through 1964, and 
a pre-war average. While the aggregations hide considerable detail, it 
This argument is actually far to narrow, though the broader aspects 
will not be pursued here. But see Coale and Hoover for an excellent treat­
ment of the relation between population growth and the rate of accumulation 
of productive resources in determining the rate of general economic develop­
ment in poor nations (3). 
Table 1. Indices of total and per capita food production by world regions (1952-56=100) 
Type of 
Region index Pre-war 1948-52 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 
W. Europe total 82 86 101 102 103 107 109 113 118 117 124 127 127 
per cap. 93 89 101 101 101 104 106 109 113 111 116 117 116 
E. Europe, USSR total 82 87 96 104 116 119 131 133 134 138 141 135 146 
per cap. 84 92 96 103 112 114 123 124 123 124 126 119 127 
N. America total 66 92 97 101 104 101 109 110 111 110 113 120 118 
per cap. 85 99 97 100 100 96 101 100 100 97 99 103 100 
Oceania total 81 92 98 103 100 99 117 115 122 124 133 137 146 
per cap. 108 102 98 101 96 92 106 103 106 106 111 112 117 
Latin America total 69 88 100 102 109 112 116 116 118 121 123 128 130 
per cap. 104 97 100 99 103 103 105 102 101 100 100 101 101 
Far East^ total 82 87 100 104 108 107 112 118 122 124 126 128 129 
per cap. 106 93 100 102 103 100 103 106 107 107 106 105 104 
Near East total 73 85 97 100 109 113 118 120 120 122 130 133 131 
per cap. 96 93 97 98 104 105 107 107 104 103 107 107 102 
Africa total 69 89 101 100 106 103 107 110 116 114 119 121 124 
per cap. 98 99 101 98 101 96 97 97 99 95 97 96 96 
it 
Source: (4, pp. 14-15). 
Excluding Mainland China. 
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can be concluded that instances where agricultural output is truly stagnant 
are rare. Certainly, there is an element of war recovery in these data, 
but the gains in total food production are still impressive. Only the Near 
East among the four underdeveloped regions has been successful in raising 
per capita production significantly above pre-war levels. Still, the trends 
in the early post-war years showed promise. Latin America, the Far East 
and Near East reached peaks in per capita production 8, 12 and 12 percent, 
respectively, above their 1948-52 mean levels by or before 1960. After 
that, however, no positive trend is evident. Africa, the least advanced 
of the eight regions, showed no significant change in per capita food 
supplies over the entire period. 
The four developed regions achieved steady gains in total food pro­
duction during the post war period, and all but North America substantially 
increased per capita food production as well. Here, of course, major farm 
policy programs designed to restrict production were in force during much 
of the period under examination, and in any case, average per capita diets 
were more than adequate. 
Absolute levels of food consumption in various parts of the world pro­
vide further information on the recent world food situation. The Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations has, on three occasions, 
analyzed data on population, food production, inventory changes, trade, 
waste and extraction rates to make comprehensive estimates of food consump­
tion around the world. The most recent study was based on data for 1957-59, 
and results were reported as part of the Third World Food Survey (5). Se­
lected findings from this study are presented in Table 2. The four under­
developed regions achieved little more than two-thirds the levels of calorie 
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Table 2. 1957-59 average per capita daily nutritive values by world 
regions (retail level)* 
All Animal Calories % calories 
protein prote in as 7o of from cereals, 
Region Calories (grams) (grams) requirement roots and sugar 
W. Europe 2,910 83 39 113 55 
E. Europe, USSR 3,180 94 33 122 71 
N. America 3,110 93 66 120 40 
Oceania 3,250 94 62 125 48 
Latin America 2,510 67 24 104 63 
Far East^ 2,030 53 9 90 79 
Near East 2,470 76 14 103 72 
Africa 2,360 61 11 101 74 
Source: (5, pp. 88-93). 
Excluding Mainland China. 
consumption found in the developed regions. Furthermore, daily average 
calorie consumption levels were barely meeting FAO's minimum recommended 
standards in Latin America, the Near East and Africa, while the reported 
consumption level for the Far East was only 90 percent of the standard. 
Supplies in the remaining four regions were well above minimum physiolog­
ical requirements. 
Calorie consumption requirements estimated by FAO and incorporated in 
Table 2 allow for normal growth and physical activity, and they reflect 
interregional variations in needs arising from differences in average 
physical stature, age and sex distribution of the population and mean 
environmental temperatures. 
One further point should be noted. Figures presented in Table 2 are 
averages for regions. Within a region some countries will have greater 
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and some lesser food supplies than the regional average, and some subgroups 
of the population of an individual country are nutritionally better off 
than others. Thus, in regions such as Latin America, the Far East, Near 
East and Africa where average calorie supplies are at or below the physio­
logical requirement, it is certain that there are significant numbers of 
people for whom hunger is an everyday experience. And it is not only 
hunger, but the full array of maladies set forth by Malthus under the 
3 heading of positive checks. 
Total protein consumption estimates show a similar contrast between 
developed and underdeveloped regions, but the most striking differences 
appear in estimates of animal protein consumption. The importance of 
animal protein to human diets is not fully agreed upon by nutritionists. 
It is known that a proper combination of plant proteins can provide essen­
tial nutrients contained in animal products. However, the incomplete 
evidence available suggests that the proper combination has not been 
achieved in most cases since presence of diets low in animal protein is 
highly correlated with presence of protein deficiency diseases. Moreover, 
diets rich in animal protein will almost certainly provide the amino acids 
essential to good health. 
Conversely, figures showing percent of calories derived from cereals, 
starchy roots and sugar indicate a general pattern of heavy reliance on 
In discussing problems of malnutrition and undernutrition around the 
world, Scrimshaw argues forcefully that efforts to understand and cope with 
them must be based on a recognition that they are only part of a pattern, 
or syndrome (6). His description of the pattern bears many similarities to 
Malthus' description of the positive checks which he (Malthus) also believed 
would act in unison. 
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these foods in underdeveloped regions. Average diets in the Far East, Near 
East and Africa all derived over 70 percent of total calories from these 
foods. Countries in Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R. also rely heavily upon 
these foods, but this fact must be judged against a background of higher 
levels of consumption for all kinds of food than is found in the underdevel­
oped regions. 
Concentrations this high are, in general, cause for concern; especially 
when they occur in areas where total food consumption is only marginally 
adequate. Foods in this class are not noted for their health protecting 
qualities, and when too much reliance is placed upon them, nutritional 
deficiencies are usually a greater problem. 
The foregoing discussion has brought out the essential features of 
the patterns of food production and consumption around the world in the 
post World War II years. There remains one integrally related topic to 
be treated: the current growth rate of world population, or the so-called 
"population explosion". 
Population growth in the underdeveloped countries 
The crude population growth rate for the world is presently at an 
all-time high. Also, many underdeveloped countries which now have high 
growth rates have built-in potentials for even more rapid future growth. 
Because of past high birth rates, these countries have high proportions of 
their populations in the younger age brackets. It is the young whose 
likelihood of death has been most affected by application of medical and 
public health knowledge in underdeveloped countries; and, therefore, their 
chances of surviving through childbearing age have been very much enhanced. 
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Thus, even if fertility (in the sense of average family size) were to de­
cline quite markedly, there would still exist the potential for substantial 
population growth. 
We turn now to an examination of the changes in mortality which have 
so dominated demographic considerations in underdeveloped countries during 
recent years. 
Stolnitz prefaces his review and interpretation of the mortality 
experience of these areas with the following summary statement (7, p. 117); 
"The most personal of the post-war revolutions pursues an ever-
widening course. Headlong mortality declines in the underdeveloped 
areas began only a decade or two ago, in isolated fashion. To-day 
they have become commonplace and near-continental. Large parts of 
Latin America and Asia have already experienced such declines and 
much of Africa seems likely to do so in the near future. With amaz­
ing regularity the nations of these regions which provide reasonably 
reliable information show recent 10 to 20-year trends which match or 
exceed the maximum declines ever found in the industrialized, low-
mortality parts of the world." 
Anyone who has attempted specific analysis of virtually any phase of 
economic or social activity in the underdeveloped countries will be aware 
of the scarcity of reliable data, and demographic data provide no exception. 
For this reason and others, Stolnitz uses expectation of life at birth as 
his primary indicator of mortality rather than the crude death rate. The 
later measure must rely heavily upon death registrations, and these are 
often incomplete and unreliable. 
A second reason for preferring expectation of life at birth is that 
it is independent of the age distribution of the population, and, therefore, 
it is a truer measure of mortality proper. The crude death rate, which is 
defined as the number of deaths per thousand population, must be interpreted 
with caution when it is applied to underdeveloped countries. These 
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countries are characterized by high past and present birth rates, and 
because of this they usually exhibit broadly based age distribution 
pyramids. Thus, a lowering of the age-specific death rate for the young 
will have an exaggerated effect on the crude death rate simply because 
there are relatively few people in higher aged cohorts where their age-
specific death rates may have been less affected. 
Stolnitz's findings for Latin America are particularly striking. In 
Tropical South America, he finds life expectancy to have risen from 44.0 
years in 1945-50 to 51.6 years in 1955-60. The corresponding change in 
Central America and Antilles was 46.0 to 52.0 years. Temperate South 
America gained only 4 years in life expectancy during these years, but 
Stolnitz regards this datum as largely extraneous to the discussion since 
it is dominated by Argentina and Uruguay, two countries which had long 
since experienced declines in both mortality and fertility. 
Stolnitz was unable to present estimates for regional aggregates in 
other parts of the world, but he presents country estimates which are in­
structive. In Ceylon, expectation of life at birth rose from 52.6 years 
in 1947 to 60.3 in 1954 for males, while for females the change was from 
51.0 to 59.4 years. Taiwan males gained in life expectancy from 41.1 years 
in 1936-41 to 61.3 years in 1959-60. The change for females' life expect­
ancy was from 45.7 to 65.6 years. In India, the most populous country in 
non-Communist Asia, life expectancy for males rose from 32.4 years in 
1941-50 to 37.8 years in 1951-56 to 41.7 years in 1956-61. Female life 
expectancy rose from 31.7 to 37.5 to 42.1 years. Data on the African 
countries are very meager, but available evidence suggests a similar, 
though somewhat smaller decline. 
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Stolnitz notes some further characteristics of recent mortality trends 
which are germane to the present discussion. 
First, he compares the rates of decline in mortality now being experi­
enced in the underdeveloped countries to historical rates at which mortal­
ity declined in the now-developed countries prior to the time when they 
achieved their present low rates. He states that, "...an annual rise of 
only two-thirds of a year (in life expectancy) is well above the largest 
short-run increases found in Western nations" (7, p. 129). But in the 
mortality data for today's underdeveloped countries, he finds an annual 
rise of above 0.5 to be common, while many countries exhibit gains of one 
year or more in average life expectancy per year. 
Another way of making this comparison is seen in the following exam­
ples: Japan's mortality levels in the inter-war period approximated those 
of the West at a time 50 years earlier, while Stolnitz estimates the pre­
sent lag to be about 10 years; Taiwan, in the last 30 years, achieved 
mortality reductions which took 50 years in the West; and Mauritius accom­
plished mortality reductions in 10 years which matched the gains made by 
the Western nations during the full nineteenth century. 
Stolnitz and others have made it clear that such dramatic declines 
must soon level off. The quick and easy advances in mortality reduction 
have been accomplished in many areas, and future advances will come more 
slowly. But any casual examination of recent mortality trends in the 
underdeveloped countries, and life expectancy differences still remaining 
between these and the developed countries, must surely suggest that further 
significant declines are still possible and highly likely. 
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By simple arithmetic it is readily seen that a crude population growth 
rate is only the difference between births and deaths expressed on a per 
unit basis. One can be said to determine population growth as much as the 
' ' .  i ' n e  z r - z j o u  f o r  t h e  n e a r l y  c a i u p l e t e  o m i s s i o n  o f  b i r t h  r a t e s  f r o m  
the preceding discussion of population growth in underdeveloped countries 
is that until very recently, they have remained nearly constant at rela­
tively high levels; and thus, they have not been actively associated with 
the important changes in the world food situation during recent years. 
The active agent, insofar as population growth is concerned, has been the 
death rate. 
But though population growth was a determinant of the disappointing 
progress made in raising the poor nations' per capita food supplies during 
the past two decades, the idea of reverting to earlier levels of mortality 
is repulsive to all. Good health, freedom from disease and sickness, 
plentiful diets and greater general levels of affluence are all part of 
the rising aspirations which are so evident throughout the world. 
Birth rate trends are a matter of great importance for the future, 
and this subject will be given attention in a later chapter when other 
prospects for the future are being examined. 
To summarize, then, in terms of their relevance to the present inves­
tigation, the important developments in the world food and population situa­
tion during the post war years were the following: 
1. Total food production rose steadily throughout the world. 
2. Per capita food production made steady gains in the developed 
countries, but in the underdeveloped countries gains were only 
slight, and the increase seems to have stopped altogether at 
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the present time. 
3. Regions with poor diets made less progress than those with adequate 
diets. 
4. Population growth rates moved upward in the underdeveloped regions 
due to falling mortality rates, and available evidence suggests 
that this trend will continue. 
In Malthusian terms, it can be said that man has interdicted to sup­
press a subset of the positive checks. This was done with intent, and 
provisionally, the result must be judged favorably. 
But though it may lack analytical content, the requirement that popu­
lation numbers remain below the bounds of sustenance is certainly a rigid 
inequality. One question which must now be asked is how do we ensure 
against the aforementioned relation becoming an equality for part of the 
world's populace? Undoubtedly, this must come through a combination of 
increasing the effectiveness of the preventive checks and increasing agri­
cultural output (in both cases, beyond Malthus' expectations). 
But ultimately, man must address himself to a much more important and 
difficult question; for answering the first, and no more, ensures nothing 
but misery. That question, of course, is how may the populace of the 
underdeveloped nations be raised above the level of subsistence so that 
they may apply their efforts to other tasks more rewarding than simply 
keeping alive. 
Recent trends in U.S. agricultural exports 
In this section, the focus will shift briefly from an overview of 
recent world food and population developments to a more restricted topic; 
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the growing importance of U.S. farm exports to U.S. agriculture and to the 
American economy. 
Not only are U.S. agricultural exports at a record high level, but 
they are also a greater share of total farm production than at any time in 
the recent past. According to recent estimates made by Tontz and Lemon, 
the value of U.S. agricultural exports in 1966 was 17.0 percent of all cash 
receipts from farm marketings (8, p. 10). This compares with 13.5 percent 
in 1960 and only 9=5 percent in 1954. Tontz and Lemon estimate that about 
25 percent of American farmland produced for export in 1965-66, versus 9 
percent in 1954. 
Export sales dominate the end use of certain major commodities to an 
even greater degree. For example, wheat exports in 1965-66 were 64 percent 
of production, 43 percent of U.S. soybean production was exported and about 
one-third of the U.S.,corn crop was shipped abroad. 
To both the farm industry and those concerned with domestic farm pol­
icy, the export market has become a much more significant factor in condi­
tioning the outcome of present production and marketing decisions and in 
planning for the future. At the same time farm exports were rising to 
record levels (and partly because of it), U.S. stocks of several important 
commodities have been greatly reduced from their former excessive levels. 
These large stocks, in conjunction with U.S. farm price and income policy, 
formerly provided an almost impregnable buffer which insulated U.S. farm 
commodity markets from nearly all the usual "shocks" which might have arisen 
from variations in production and demand. The low price elasticity of de­
mand for food in U.S. domestic markets requires no documentation, and the 
potential for severe market instability under such circumstances should be 
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as readily evident. 
Thus, in this present context, the prospect of increasing exports 
brings with it both new opportunities and greater potential pitfalls. 
The opportunity to pursue expansionary output policies to supply foreign 
demand will be welcomed by all, but failure to accurately gauge these new 
and larger market prospects will carry heavier penalties than in the past. 
These penalties will be expressed in terms of either lost potential export 
sales, inability to meet commitments to supply emergency food aid and 
above-normal domestic food prices on the one hand; or increased program 
costs for storage and price supports, and unduly low domestic food prices 
on the other. 
Of course, a significant share of U.S. farm exports are shipped abroad 
under non-commercial terms through the authority of Public Law 480. How­
ever, nearly all gains since 1959 have been in sales for dollars, and at 
present, shipments under government programs account for less than one-
fourth of all agricultural exports. This increase in dollar sales has 
come at a particularly opportune time, for it has helped to lessen the 
impact of rising U.S. foreign assistance on our balance of payments dif­
ficulties . 
It is clear that the U.S. farm export picture during the post-war 
years has had two parts. The major gains, especially in feed grains and 
soybeans, have been the result of combining vigorous commercial demand in 
countries which have experienced rapid economic growth, with the ability of 
the U.S. farm sector to produce these commodities at low cost. Western 
Europe and Japan, leaders in post-war economic development, have been our 
major dollar markets; and further economic development in these countries 
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seems certain. The prospects for further expansion in food import demand 
in these and other high-income countries is a topic of major interest to 
U.S. agriculturists. 
Future prospects for concessional sales depend upon entirely different 
considerations, but the prospects themselves are of no less concern to U.S. 
farm interests. 
No attempt will be made here to analyze the effectiveness of food aid 
as a development tool, but it is useful to examine the history of the pro­
gram. By the early 1950's, we experienced a large build-up of commodity 
stocks accompanied by a rise in costs of storage. Given our prevailing 
domestic prices, more was being produced than could be used domestically. 
\ 
Effective foreign demand was inadequate to purchase these surpluses. In 
direct response to these forces. Congress, in 1954, passed the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act, Public Law 480 (9). To be sure, the 
stated aims of this act include assisting in the economic development of 
recipient countries. However, the program was limited in applicability to 
only those commodities in surplus. 
The program has been modified since its establishment; the most recent 
change being to deemphasize sales for foreign currencies in favor of ex­
panded sales on long-term dollar credits (10). However, since reduction 
of past surpluses is now an accomplished fact, and since the superiority of 
food aid over other possible development assistance programs seems at least 
doubtful, the future for this program in its past form must be regarded as 
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questionable. 
Certainly, shipments to meet emergency food shortages will continue, 
and the amounts involved may be large. But the recent era of surplus dis­
posal seems to have ended. 
Agriculture and economic development 
The subject matter of economic development must necessarily include 
all the traditional aspects of economics which justify and specify alloca-
tive operations needed to optimize individuals' and society's goals. But 
more important, development theory must also seek to rationalize these 
functions in a dynamic setting, and to explain changes in resource accumu­
lations and the parameters of the technical and behavioral relationships 
describing transformation processes and human responses. Because of its 
proportions, and because it seeks to provide an understanding of the evolu­
tions needed to realize the rising aspirations of the world's poor, this 
topic is of widespread interest, and it has a voluminous literature. 
The subject of this investigation is much more modest, but it is 
important to recognize the dependence of success in broad developmental 
pursuits upon success in the much narrower realm of improving agricultural 
output relative to needs in the developing countries. Of course, the 
specific nature of this dependence will vary greatly with circumstances 
in individual countries, but there are certain general principles which 
For a summary of the arguments, pro and con, on the effectiveness of 
food aid, see Witt (11), and for a recent statement comparing food aid to 
other alternatives, see Heady and Tiramons (12). Tweeten's recent contri­
bution proposing a way of pricing food aid for use in development assist­
ance is also relevant (13). 
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can be demonstrated. 
Two of the more obvious features will be considered first. 
The simple arithmetic relating numbers of agricultural workers to the 
total labor force, and income originating in agriculture to total income 
in low income countries clearly illustrates the dominance of the agricul­
tural sector in the economies of these countries. Typically, those coun­
tries classed as underdeveloped will have 50 percent or more of their labor 
forces engaged in agriculture, and over a third of their incomes originat­
ing in the agricultural sector. Concentrations well above these levels 
are also common. Guatemala, in 1945-63, had 62 percent of its labor force 
in agriculture, India had 70 percent and Ethiopia had 90 percent, to cite 
but a few (14, 1964, pp. 18-19). Thus, any developmental effort which 
leaves untouched such a dominant share of a country's economic activity 
can have only minimal effects on the aggregate income level for a long 
time. 
The second more obvious contribution of agriculture to economic growth 
is in simply providing food for an expanding population. In this vein it 
is worth noting that food is often the primary wage good in the early stages 
of industrialization. 
In less obvious ways, the rate of progress in the agricultural sector 
can be an important determinant influencing the accumulation of develop­
ment capital, the essential ingredient in any successful development effort. 
For a long period, opportunities for foreign exchange earnings from 
agricultural exports were recognized not only in theory, but also in prac­
tice. Schultz argues that these opportunities often have been fettered in 
recent years by overemphasis on import substitution and accompanying 
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protection of inefficient industries in low income countries (15, pp. 231-
233). This protection, he states, has cost poor nations their foreign 
markets and has resulted in domestic producers paying higher prices for 
agricultural inputs. 
Heady describes another indirect way by which agriculture made impor­
tant capital contributions to the non-farm sector during early stages of 
development in the United States (16, p. 85). United States inheritance 
customs, he points out, have favored all members of farm families in the 
allocation of capital accumulations. During early stages of economic 
growth, and even today, sizeable numbers of farm youth have migrated to 
non-farm jobs, and they have brought their inheritances with them. 
Johnston argues that the example of Japan is particularly instructive 
in evaluating contributions of agriculture to economic growth since condi­
tions in that country during its early development stages were similar to 
those in many Far East countries now struggling with development problems 
(17). The primary common grounds which he stresses are high population 
density and little potential for agricultural land expansion. He contrasts 
these conditions with the U.S. experience where land expansion was a major 
feature of early agricultural development. Through progressive agricul­
tural practices and government promotion of agricultural research, labor 
productivity in Japanese agriculture doubled from 1885 to 1915, according 
to Johnston. An agricultural production increase of 77 percent was realized 
from a 21 percent increase in planted area and a 46 percent increase in 
crop yields. 
Naturally, such an increase in agricultural output represented a 
sizeable growth in the country's income by itself. But Johnston goes on 
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to illustrate how these agricultural gains were translated into even 
further growth through a deliberate policy of heavy land taxation to pro­
vide the core of the country's development capital fund. He estimates that 
in 1875-76, land taxes provided 86 percent of all national government rev­
enues. Even by 1906-7, land taxes were still 22 percent of tax revenues. 
Johnston finds no adequate basis for estimating the proportion of the 
national budget which was devoted to industrial development processes, 
but he does make a crude comparison showing that in 1906-7, land tax rev­
enues amounted to more than half of estimated total capital investment 
for the nation. 
The Japanese land tax was not an unmixed blessing. Johnston points 
out that it was a major factor explaining the large number of farms sold 
for indebtedness and the striking upturn in tenancy during the period 
1873-1915. But the capital contribution of Japanese agriculture must be 
judged as a major cause of the quadrupling of real national income which 
Johnston finds over the period, 1887-1925. 
A great many writers have advanced theoretical constructs, or models, 
purporting to explain the process of economic development or some stage of 
development. These are generally axiomatic in character, stressing internal 
consistency; but at the same time, they each justify the claim to some de­
gree of correspondence with observed evolutionary patterns of develop­
ment. Clearly, some empirical testing of these several hypotheses would 
be desirable, but partly because of the nature of the models, and partly 
because of the paucity of reliable economic data in underdeveloped coun­
tries (past or present), such tests cannot be performed with any rigor. 
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Only one formal model, the Ranis-Fei model of economic development, 
will be discussed here, and coverage will be limited to those particular 
features of the model which are relevant to the present discussion.^ This 
model has been selected not because it is necessarily more believable than 
others, but because it explicitly considers the main relationships between 
the agricultural sector and the industrial sector during the development 
process. The feature of the Ranis-Fei model which is of interest here is 
its emphasis on migration of labor from agriculture to the industrial sector 
as a fundamental process involved in economic development. They postulate 
a dualistic economy. Agriculture is specifically defined as the tradition­
al sector, and coexisting with it is an industrial sector which is assumed 
to be small initially. They further assume initial labor redundancy in the 
agricultural sector, and an institutional wage rate greater than the (zero) 
marginal productivity of labor in agriculture.^ Labor is released to the 
industrial sector in the early stage of development at the institutional 
wage. This wage prevails until the agricultural labor force has been 
shrunk to where the marginal product of labor in agriculture becomes posi­
tive. At this point, further reductions in agricultural labor are presumed 
to reduce agricultural output, and hence, each industrial worker will no 
longer "carry his subsistence with him from the farm to the industrial 
^The model was first presented in (18), but an extended version has 
recently appeared in (19). 
^Much has been written, pro and con, theoretical and empirical, about 
the validity of the labor redundancy concept. For a brief summary of the 
major arguments and an extensive bibliography, see Kao, Anschel and Eicher 
(20). The assumption of labor redundancy in the Ranis-Fei model can be 
relaxed without affecting the points of interest in this discussion. 
sector". The result is said to be a rising supply price for labor in the 
industrial sector because food, the major wage good, has become more scarce. 
Finally, as further migration to the industrial sector occurs, the agricul­
tural labor force is reduced to where the marginal product of labor equals, 
and later exceeds, the institutional wage. At this point, the full array of 
market forces enter to play their allocative role. 
Ranis and Fei emphasize the need for increased agricultural produc­
tivity to keep the price of wage goods at reasonable levels in the inter­
mediate stages of migration, and hence, to keep the labor supply curve in 
the non-agricultural sector from rising too rapidly. 
The Ranis-Fei model seems especially relevant to development in its 
very early stages when market forces may not be fully operative. Like 
many models of dualistic economies under economic growth, the original 
version presumes that agriculture, the traditional sector in this case, 
does not save, and hence it is not a direct source of development capital 
(18, p. 545). In their later version, the authors do recognize the possi­
bility of saving in the agricultural sector (19, pp. 29 and 38-40). 
In their treatment of the migration of labor from the farm to the 
non-farm sector, agriculture is assigned an essentially passive role as 
a supplier of labor. This is especially true in the early stage where 
labor is assumed to be redundant. 
Heady discusses the role of agriculture as a supplier of labor in 
more active, market oriented terms; though the result, and its importance 
is essentially the same (16, pp. 85-86). He points out that technological 
progress in agriculture fosters both a rightward shift in the food supply 
curve and a relative (sometimes absolute) decline in agriculture's demand 
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for resources. This lessened demand has been most evident in the case of 
labor. 
To summarize, then, the urgency with which developmental needs are 
viewed around the world has been noted, and several of agriculture's con­
tributions toward realizing these development goals have been set forth. 
While it may be that agriculture's contributions to development have 
always been recognized, it is certainly true that recent evidence of un­
satisfactory agricultural progress in many underdeveloped countries has 
focused more attention on this topic. In theory, and certainly in the 
U.S. government's foreign assistance programs, problems of agricultural 
development within a context of general economic development have received 
much more emphasis in the most recent few years than they did previously. 
In a sense, the contrast between the 1961 and the 1966 versions of the 
Ranis-Fei model is illustrative at the theoretical level. Here I refer 
to their treatment of agriculture's capital generating potential via 
technological progress, increased productivity, savings and investment. 
With this examination of the role of agriculture in economic develop­
ment, the discussion of the major post World War II developments which 
prompted this investigation is complete. These developments all point to 
the conclusion that future growth in world agricultural productivity rel­
ative to demand will be a factor critical to future economic and social 
progress over the world, and they comprise the problem setting for this 
study. Specific objectives of the study are formulated against this 
background. 
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Review of Related Studies 
The Third World Food Survey, by the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations, has been referred to earlier for a description of 
world-wide food consumption levels in 1957-59 (5). The primary objectives 
of that study included measuring food consumption levels in most countries 
of the world, comparing these consumption levels with established nutri­
tional reference standards, and identifying serious shortages. A further 
objective was to estimate kinds and quantities of additional food produc­
tion which would be required to achieve specified improvements in nutri­
tion throughout the world by 1975 and 2000. 
In pursuit of these objectives, food balance sheets were prepared for 
over 80 countries covering about 95 percent of the world's population. 
Mainland China was included in this study. The balances were used to 
estimate nutritional adequacy of average diets in countries under study. 
Nutritional targets were established for the future; and needed future 
food supplies were estimated based upon the targets, population projec­
tions and estimated nutritional values of individual foods. 
A portion of the findings has been discussed earlier and summarized 
in Table 2. Further findings estimated future food needs. Projected 
1975 world food supply needs were 35 percent above 1958 levels when no 
improvements in diets were assumed, while about a 50 percent increase in 
needs were estimated if short-term nutritional targets were to be reached. 
Regional differences were significant. The underdeveloped countries would 
require a 79 percent increase in total food and a 121 percent increase in 
supplies of livestock products to achieve 1975 targets. By the year 2000, 
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total world food supplies would need to rise 174 percent and livestock 
products would need to increase 208 percent to meet long-term targets, 
according to FAO's findings. Required increases in the underdeveloped 
countries were correspondingly higher. 
A 1963 work by Pawley (21), was a companion study to the Third World 
Food Survey. This study is descriptive in nature; it seeks to determine 
in a qualitative way whether the natural resources of the world, if prop­
erly used, can be expected to provide an adequate level of nutrition for 
a greatly expanded population in coming decades. He concludes that a 
favorable future balance is assured in the developed regions; that re­
sources are more than ample in Latin America and Africa, but that addi­
tional efforts will be needed to mobilize them; that twentieth century 
needs in the Near East will approach resource availabilities; and that a 
favorable balance between resources and future needs in the Far East is 
at least questionable. 
Brown (22) sought to investigate past trends and future potentials 
for area, yield and production of grain in relation to prospective popu­
lation growth for 7 geographic regions covering the world. A related aim 
was to explore possible net grain trade patterns for the future. 
Brown used 4 historical multi-year averages for area, yield and pro­
duction of all grains in 7 regions to analyze past trends. He further 
draws upon scattered evidence to estimate potentials and resource require­
ments for increasing yields. In this vein, such practices as multiple 
cropping, irrigation, use of improved seed and agricultural chemicals, and 
mechanization are considered in highly aggregative terms. Brown then pro­
jects two alternative patterns of grain production, trade and utilization 
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in two future years ; 1980 and 2000. 
Brown's primary findings are that the less developed countries of the 
world are losing the capacity to feed themselves, and that efforts to meet 
future needs of their projected populations will severely tax their re­
sources. Assuming average diets at 1958 levels, and postulating a level 
of imports related to past trends and to available port, transportation 
and distribution facilities in the underdeveloped countries; Brown esti­
mates that the less-developed regions, as a whole, would need to raise 
production of grains by 139 percent by 2000. At the same time, his results 
show a growth in net grain imports in the less developed countries from 
15 million tons in 1958 to 68 million tons in 2000. Assuming a 20 percent 
increase in grain use per capita in these regions and the same import 
levels, Brown estimates production requirements at nearly three times their 
1958 levels. From these estimates he infers, for example, a need for 87 
million tons of fertilizer in the underdeveloped countries by 2000; three 
times world consumption in 1960. 
In 1962 the first of a group of publications appeared reporting esti­
mates of future agricultural supply, demand and trade in individual coun­
tries. The U.S. Department of Agriculture, under the authority of Public 
Law 480, entered into a series of separate contracts with foreign private 
and governmental research agencies to conduct these studies in approximate­
ly 40 countries. To date, 13 of the resulting reports have been distributed 
(23 through 35). Though each study was conducted more or less independently, 
they will be discussed as a group here. To a large degree they share common 
objectives, and their results are destined for at least one common use. 
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The objectives of these studies were to project the future growth of 
the economy through projections of population and the major components of 
national accounts, to project domestic demand for major agricultural pro­
ducts consumed, to project domestic supply for major products produced, 
and to estimate future agricultural trade potentials for the country under 
study. Ultimately, of course, the goal of the U.S. Department of Agri­
culture was to assess future market prospects for U.S. agricultural ex­
ports . 
Methodologically, these studies show considerable variation, although 
there are several common features. In general, they include a much more 
substantive investigation of economic growth prospects than other studies 
being reviewed. Investment projections^ capital absorptive capacities 
and expected productivity changes were commonly examined in arriving at 
growth projections. Future per capita food demand estimates were nearly 
always based on analyses of recent consumer expenditure surveys, and 
frequently on analyses of time series consumption data as well. For most 
countries, the supply projections were fundamentally extrapolations of 
past trends adjusted subjectively on the basis of judgements by produc­
tion specialists. Some of the more significant deviations from these 
generalizations will be discussed below, and at the same time, a few of 
the major findings of each study will be summarized. 
The Indian study (23) used a somewhat more detailed scheme to estimate 
future crop areas since land was judged to be an especially important and 
limited production factor. Planned investment in water development pro­
jects was used to derive estimates of additional water availability; and 
from these figures, future estimates of multiple cropping were made. 
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Allocation of land to different crops was based on total area to be cropped, 
profitability of individual crops to farmers, and relative growth in demand 
for individual crops. The findings of this study, together with recent 
events in India provide a basis for much speculation. For all commodity 
aggregates studied, a pronounced movement toward self-sufficiency, or even 
to modest export surpluses, was projected. It is well known that the massive 
grain exports to India during the last year have been attributed primarily 
to poor weather, but certainly such a sharp deviation from expectations 
warrants close examination. 
The United Kingdom study (24) forecasts domestic production gains 
which are about equal to demand increases. Among the several variants 
for 1965 and 1975, no aggregate import estimate deviates more than 11 
percent from the 1960 level. 
The study for the Philippines (25) includes a relatively detailed 
examination of sources of past economic growth, and the conclusion is 
reached that future growth will be more difficult to achieve. Korean 
War exports generated high foreign exchange earnings which permitted 
prosperity in an import-fed industrial sector. An input-output table 
was used to judge the consistency of future estimates. The most signif­
icant agricultural trade forecast was a sharp increase in imports of live­
stock products. 
The study of future food prospects in Nigeria (26) is necessarily the 
most crude of those examined, for available data are very poor. The rather 
sketchy findings suggest that agricultural production, for the most part, 
will keep abreast of demand. 
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Austria's future will include a trend toward self-sufficiency in food 
production, according to the findings of this study (27). Food product 
imports are expected to be lower, although feed grain imports are expected 
to rise. 
The Israel estimates of future production are, perhaps, the most re­
fined of any encountered in this series of reports from the point of view 
of methodology (28). In effect, a ranking' of commodities was established 
according to their claims on agricultural resources. Statistical supply 
curves were estimated for certain "high ranking" commodities, and the inter­
sections of their supply curves with their counterpart statistical demand 
curves determined production and price forecasts. Resource requirements 
for these commodities were subtracted from estimated totals available, 
and the residual was allocated to other commodities according to their 
profitability using linear programming. The resulting projections in­
dicated continued high level imports of grain and oilseeds and a sizeable 
expansion of citrus exports. 
The results of the study for Japan (29) forecast a quadrupling of 
feedgrain and oilseed imports between 1960 and 1975, self-sufficiency 
in rice and roughly a 50 percent increase in wheat and cotton imports. 
The findings of the Italian study (30) forecast that production will 
not keep up with demand. Grain imports are expected to increase dramat­
ically, primarily because of expanded feed demand. Fats and oils imports 
are also expected to expand rapidly. On the other hand, fruit and vege­
table exports to other countries of the European Economic Community were 
expected to rise substantially. 
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The Ghanian study (31) dealt with only 5 agricultural commodities. 
Imports of wheat flour, dairy products and meat were expected to about 
double their 1960 levels by 1975. 
The findings of the Saudi Arabia study (32) indicated steadily ex­
panding imports for all but one of the 17 product classes considered. For 
14 of these 16, 1975 projected imports were two or more times their 1960 
levels. Wheat and rice imports were expected to increase by about one 
third. 
Forecasts for Venezuela (33) indicate rapidly growing imports of 
wheat, barley and oats, none of which are produced domestically; and 
substantially larger imports of corn, the country's major subsistence 
crop. Rapid growth in both population and income are projected. Meat 
imports are expected to drop to zero. Exports of bananas and cocoa are 
expected to hold constant, but a decline in coffee exports is anticipated. 
The investigation of future food demand and supply prospects for the 
West Indies (34) forecasts continued export growth for all tropical pro­
ducts, essentially constant levels of exports for rice and cotton, and 
moderate to large import increases for all other grains and fats and oils. 
The Mexican projections (35) provide the most commodity detail of any 
study in this set. In addition to domestic supply and demand, forecasts 
of foreign demand for certain of Mexico's traditional export commodities 
were made as part of this study. In aggregate value terms, a continuing 
export surplus is forecast in 1965, 1970 and 1975; though individual 
commodity prospects vary widely. A substantial share of the projected 
export surplus arises in the cereals group and in cotton. Fruit, oilseeds 
and livestock products are all expected to be imported in significant 
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quantities. 
Many of the contract studies discussed above were used by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture in preparing its study. The World Food Budget, 
1970 (36). The objectives of this investigation were to study supply and 
utilization of food commodities for the world in 1970; to evaluate pro­
blems and possibilities of closing the food gap; and to arrive at consist­
ent and balancing estimates of production, utilization and trade. 
First approximation demand estimates were made for 1970 using the 
studies discussed above, or using population and income forecasts for 
countries not included in this set. In some cases, past per capita con­
sumption trends were simply extrapolated. Production was provisionally 
estimated by extrapolating past trends estimated from 1954-63 data. Areas 
and yields were extrapolated for some important commodities as a check. 
Trade and non-food uses were also projected by extrapolating trends. All 
of the above provisional estimates were then examined for consistency and 
adjusted, where necessary, by U.S. Department of Agriculture country 
I 
specialists in consultation with agricultural attaches whenever possible. 
Of course, the numerical results of this study show individual coun­
tries and the world to be in balance in the sense that demand equals pro­
duction plus imports minus exports, in all but a few cases. Diet-deficient 
countries, as a group, are shown to be net importers of grain at a level 
of about 24 million tons annually. They also import over 5 million tons 
of milk products in 1970. However, for the remaining 6 commodity classes 
which were considered, the diet-deficient countries are net exporters. 
Two final selections from the literature will be discussed together, 
for one is an extension and an updated version of the other. They are 
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the following studies by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations: Agricultural Commodities : Projections for 1970 (37), 
and Agricultural Commodities : Projections for 1975 and 1985 (38). 
The two studies share essentially the same primary objectives (38, 
Vol. 1, p. 5): 
"1. to provide an integrated view of the current trends and future 
prospects for world agricultural commodity markets in the context 
of world economic development; 
2. to provide a basis for assessing the role of agricultural commodity 
production and trade in economic development, especially in devel­
oping regions; 
3. to provide a basis for assessments of the scale of world wide de­
mand for food and of the prospective food gap; 
4. to provide a basis for assistance to national governments in devel­
opment planning, target setting and diversification policies; 
5. to throw new light on the inter-relations between trade and aid 
policies designed to help the developing regions, to enable the 
likely impact of changes in such policies to be assessed." 
The basic approach to achieving these objectives is the same in both 
studies. Greater commodity and country coverage has been included in the 
1975 and 1985 projections, and results are published in much fuller detail. 
The 1970 projections study was more strongly oriented toward gauging com­
mercial trade prospects, while the later study has been broadened substan­
tially from this narrower scope. Furthermore, relatively more effort has 
been given to assessing production trends in the later study. 
Production and demand projections were made for 99 countries and for 
most major agricultural crops. Demand projections were made under two 
income and two population assumptions. The two population assumptions 
corresponded to United Nations' low and medium variant projections, while 
the income assumptions were determined on an essentially ^  hoc basis 
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after analyzing past trends, national development plans, past productivity 
changes and natural resource bases. Both studies based their per capita 
demand projections on analyses of household consumption surveys in about 
80 countries, consumption function estimates from time series data in 28 
countries and inter-country comparisons. 
The production projections are based on, "...the analysis of past 
trends, the consideration of national targets and policies, the analysis 
of existing projection studies and the preliminary results of the Indica­
tive World Food Plan sub-regional studies whenever available" (38, Vol. 2, 
p. xxii). 
Since agricultural output is closely related to income in the develop­
ing countries; and since population is a major determinant of production, 
income and demand; each set of assumptions was reviewed for internal con­
sistency before final selections were made. 
No summary can do justice to the detail contained in these two re­
ports, particularly the later one, but perhaps a few general remarks may 
establish the tone of their findings. In terms of world totals, 1975 pro­
duction estimates are very close to demand estimates for most commodities.^ 
This is true even though the projections imply that substantial excess 
agricultural capacity will remain in the developed countries in 1975. How­
ever, as in other studies, there are large deficiencies between domestic 
production and demand in the underdeveloped countries; deficits so large 
as to raise serious doubts about the possibilities for erasing them through 
international food shipments. 
^Only demand estimates were prepared for the 1985 projections. 
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CHAPTER II. AGRICULTURAL RESOURCE DEMAND, PRODUCT PRICE AND OUTPUT 
INFERENCES FROM POPULATION, INCOME AND PRODUCTIVITY TRENDS 
The importance of past and future growth rates in population, income 
and agricultural productivity has been stressed throughout the preceding 
chapter. Of course, the rates realized are the result of a vast complex 
of underlying social and economic forces acting through time. Still, the 
time dimension itself is significant. 
Time trends can serve as highly visible summary indicators of under­
lying developments. Perhaps most important, an analysis of trends can 
provide evidence of pending problem situations and suggest areas where 
further, more specific analysis seems warranted. This can be particularly 
important in underdeveloped countries where problem-oriented research must 
proceed slowly because of inadequate basic data and analyses. And finally, 
to the extent that problem situations are foreseen, time requirements for 
remedial action can be critical. 
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate at a theoretical level 
how time paths of population, income and agricultural productivity may act 
in unison to determine secular shifts in demand for agricultural resources 
and secular trends in equilibrium price-quantity combinations for agricul­
tural output. The vehicle used for this purpose will be an algebraic exam­
ple containing only those elements essential to the discussion. Naturally, 
no one-to-one correspondence to any particular real-world situation is 
claimed. The arguments have been formulated in a highly restricted context 
to isolate and examine a few specific relationships. 
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First, it will be useful to review some principles from the static 
theory of firms and markets in competitive equilibrium. Assume a closed 
economy with an agricultural sector composed of atomistic firms operating 
under perfect competition in both factor and product markets. Let there 
be k such firms, and assume each uses n inputs to produce a single homoge­
neous product in pursuit of maximizing its profits. Further assume that 
the input-output relationship for the i-th firm can be represented as a 
continuous production function, equation 1. Qu is the output level for 
the i-th firm, and X.. is the amount of the j-th input used by the i-th 
If capital is unlimited, the firm will maximize profits in the short-
run by simultaneously equating the marginal value product of each input 
to its price. Of course, in long-run equilibrium, all inputs will be 
variable. Letting P be the price of the output and be the price of the 
j-th input, the profit maximizing conditions can be expressed as in eqûa-
g 
tion 2. For firm i, equation 2 will be characterized as n or n-r 
F^(X^^, ..., X^^); i 1, 2, ..., k (1) 
firm 
ÔQ /ÔX = P./P; i = 1, 2 
1 Ij J 
j = 1, 2 9 • • • > 
9 • • • 9 
n if all factors are variable 
k (2) 
or 
j = 1, 2, ..., n-r if r factors are fixed for firm i. 
Second-order conditions for extrema will be assumed to be satisfied 
throughout this chapter. 
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equations in n or n-r price ratios, Pj/P, according to whether any factors 
are to be fixed in quantity over the planning period. Unless the produc­
tive contributions of the factors are independent, the n-r equations of the 
second case will contain as parameters the levels of the r factors which 
are fixed, in addition to production function parameters. 
The firm facing a set of market prices for product and inputs simply 
commits to production the quantities of the n (or n-r) inputs which simul­
taneously satisfy equation 2 and proceeds with the production process. But 
more generally, a solution to equation 2 yields the firm's derived factor 
demand functions; i.e., a system of equations specifying demand for each 
input as a function of the input price, prices of other variable inputs and 
product price. In addition to the above variables, the levels of fixed 
factors and production function parameters will also be a part of the 
derived demand structure. This result for firm i can be represented as 
in equation 3, where represents a quantity of input fixed in the 
production process. 
^ij " °ij(^l/^' ^ 2^^' ' ' ^n-r^^' ^ i,n-r+l' ' '' ^i,n^ 
j Ij 2, ..., n—r 
The agriculture industry's market demand for each of the n factors is 
then the sum of the individual firms' demands, equation 4. The market 
k k 
X, = 2 X = Z D ; j = 1, 2 (4) 
J i=l i=l 
demand X^, will be a function of all variables appearing in the firms' 
derived demand functions; and it will be conditioned by all parameters 
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therein. Under any but the strictest assumptions, a specific form for 
this market demand function would be algebraically unmanageable, and cer­
tainly not continuous. 
Returning now to concepts specific to firm i, profit maximization 
requires that any level of output be produced at minimum cost. This is 
ensured when each marginal rate of factor substitution between two variable 
factors is equated to the corresponding factor price ratio, equation 5. 
Total costs for firm i are represented in equation 6, where denotes 
fixed costs. 
aq /ÔQ dX P 
^ / 5x7. ~ ' dX " pT ' j = 2, 3 n-r (5) 
il/ ij il J 
n-r 
C. = Z P.X. . + FC. (6) 
=1 J J 
The system of equations comprised of the production function, equation 
1, the relations defining the minimum cost input mix, equation 5, and the 
cost expression, equation 6, can, in general, be reduced to one equation 
relating total costs to the level of production as in equation 7. In 
C. = C.CQ^ + FC. (7) 
this formulation, the i-th firm's profit maximizing level of output will be 
determined when marginal cost, MC^, is equated to product price, equation 8. 
MC^ = dC7dQ^ = P (8) 
I 
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The supply curve for the firm, equation 9, is obtained by solving equation 8 
for Q^. 
Q. = S.(P) (9) 
Finally, the theoretical market supply curve for the product, Q^, is 
obtained as the sum of the firms' supply curves, equation 10. The comments 
k k 
Q = Z Q = Z S (10) 
i=l i=l 
made earlier regarding the aggregation problems in attempting to obtain a 
derived market demand curve for inputs, equation 4, will apply with equal 
force to equation 10. 
Assume a market demand curve for the industry's output is given, 
equation 11. Also assume that income, Y; population, N; as well as 
Qj = QjCP, Y, N, Z) (11) 
prices of other consumer goods and consumer preferences, Z, are given. 
ic * 
Then equilibrium will exist at a price P when = Q . Conceptually, 
* * 
this requires values of Q and P which simultaneously satisfy equations 
10 and 11. 
The preceding brief review has omitted many refinements from the 
theory of the firm, and has abstracted from interindustry considerations 
altogether. However, it has brought out the concepts needed for the dis­
cussion which follows. 
The task now is to show how time trends in population, per capita 
real income and agricultural productivity may be integrated into the preceding 
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structures, and to assess their joint impact. Specific algebraic forms 
will be introduced as illustrations. Particular functional forms have 
been selected primarily for ease of necessary algebraic manipulations, 
and not because they most nearly approach reality. However, the principles 
illustrated are quite general. All assumptions made about market behavior 
in the preceding section are retained. 
Consider first how population and income trends may affect market 
demand for agriculture's output. Let equation 12 be the explicit market 
demand function for agricultural output in static form corresponding to 
equation 11. 
-1 
Qj = aP"^e"^"^o (12) 
Price elasticity of demand is constant at e. The symbol Y denotes 
average per capita real income. Thus, in this formulation, income elastic-
-1 ity of agricultural demand, |iY , declines at higher levels of per capita 
income. Assuming the parameter p is positive, a negative income elasticity 
for agricultural demand is not admitted; although the elasticity will 
approach zero for very high per capita income levels. While negative in­
come elasticities are observed empirically for single agricultural commod­
ities, this seems improbable for all agricultural output taken together. 
The parameter CX reflects the combined influence of a fixed population size, 
N^, prices of other goods and consumer preferences. The constant e is the 
base of the Naperian system of logarithms. 
The number of function forms which could characterize population and 
per capita income time trends is very large. Certainly, there is a preced­
ent for erratic patterns. Past wars, business cycles, epidemics, resource 
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discoveries, migrations, major technological breakthroughs and others have 
caused such patterns; and they will probably reoccur. However, the trends 
of interest here are those which are expected to be more sustained. In 
more formal terms, the relevant class of time trends contains only mono-
tonic functions of time. That is, if F(t) is a function of time and is 
in the relevant class, then t^ > t^ must imply either F(t^) > FCt^) for 
all positive t, or F(t^) < F(t^) for all positive t. Of the many functions 
possessing this property, the compound growth formula will be used here 
(again, for algebraic simplicity). Equation 13 describes the growth of 
population through time, and equation 14 represents the per capita income 
= N^(l-hr)^ (13) 
Y^=Y^(l+g)^ (14) 
time trend. Variables with subscript o denote base period values, and 
those with subscript t denote values in year t. The constants r and g 
are the compound growth rates in population and income, respectively. 
If it is now assumed that population growth simply shifts the aggre­
gate demand curve to the right, and that neither population nor income 
changes affect price elasticity, the aggregate demand curve at any time, 
t, can be represented as in equation 15. For any time t, price elasticity 
= (l-h:)*^Q:P^"S"^^o (15) 
of demand remains constant at €, and income elasticity is the same func­
tion of current income, pY^ But at two different times, income elas­
ticities will generally differ. Within this structure, both population 
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and income may rise, fall or remain constant; or they may move in opposite 
directions. 
Difficult conceptual and practical problems arise when one constructs 
an algebraic illustration of equilibrium in the producing sector. The 
aggregation problem has already been noted with reference to industry de­
rived factor demand curves and product supply curves. Even an imperfect 
attempt to introduce the component parts of these market relationships 
explicitly would require burdensome manipulations. However, the central 
purpose of this chapter can be accomplished with only an implicit recog­
nition of the aggregative nature of these curves. 
The approach adopted is to define an industry production function at 
the outset, specify productivity changes on an industry basis, and then 
9 
move directly to an examination of factor demand and product supply. 
For present purposes, a production function using but one input will be 
specified, but results for a more general case will be inferred later. 
A second problem, and one which is less easily circumvented, lies in 
devising a conceptually valid way of specifying changes in agricultural 
productivity, or technology. Technology advances, or improvements in 
production efficiency, are probably always embodied in inputs, and are 
probably never factor neutral. By aggregate measures of output and input, 
they usually increase the output-input ratio. But almost always, the pro­
ductivity of different inputs is affected unequally. 
9 
This method is based on one used by Heady (16, pp. 21-22 and 49). 
His reasons for adopting it parallel those cited here. 
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In empirical production function studies, resources must be aggregated 
to some degree, not all inputs can be measured, and the observations are 
frequently time series. Under such circumstances, the make-up of both the 
aggregated and omitted resources may change, and time shifts in estimated 
parameters and resource productivities can easily occur. In a strict 
theoretical sense, however, one can argue that a specific production func­
tion defines rates at which homogeneous units of inputs are transformed 
to homogeneous units of output, and that different "technologies" are 
representable only by different production functions. 
In any case, the problem of accounting for technological change in an 
algebraic structure seems to have no general solution, and the method used 
here is to postulate a simple upward shift of the production function sur­
face through time. 
One other shortcoming will be noted before proceeding. In many 
countries, agriculture is the dominant sector in the national economy. 
Logical completeness would call for an interdependent system where food 
supply and demand, per capita income, perhaps even population, as well as 
other variables would be simultaneously determined. However, such a system 
is well beyond the scope of this chapter. 
Returning now to formulation of the production and supply side of the 
system, the static industry production function is given in equation 16. 
Qp = (16) 
In—further derivations, it will be treated analogously to the firm's pro­
duction function, equation 1. 
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The time form selected to represent agricultural productivity changes 
is, again, the compound growth rate formula. Equation 17 is the resulting 
Qpt = (l+s)^râC^^ (17) 
expression showing the production surface shifting upward at a constant 
cumulative percentage, 100s, per time period. The elasticity of production, 
P, remains constant through time, but marginal productivity of the input 
increases 100s percent per time period. The same would be true for indi­
vidual inputs in a multiple input production function of the type used 
here. Thus, the productivity shift, as specified, is factor neutral since 
relative productivities among factors would remain constant over time. 
Proceeding to derive the industry supply curve, equation 17 is first 
solved for the input level, X^, and the result is used to form the total 
cost function, equation 18.^^ Setting marginal cost, dC^/dQ^^, equal to 
(18) 
output price and solving for Q (now redesignated as Q^^) yields the industry 
supply curve, equation 19. 
«St " 
1/(1-P) (19) 
Market equilibrium in year t requires that values of quantity, Q^, 
* 
and price, be determined which simultaneously satisfy equations 15 
and 19. These values are given in equations 20 and 21. In the equations 
^^Since only one input is used, no expansion path relations, equation 5. 
are needed to relate total cost to- the level of production. 
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* * 
for and Q^, and in later equations, the symbol 7 will denote the 
expression (p-pe+e) 
C - (pPV 
(l+s)-t(i+r)C(l-P)fP^exp 
-^(l-P)Y^"\l+g)"^ 
(l+s)"tC(i4r)tPr^^-PCexp 
(20) 
(21) 
These expressions describing equilibrium price and output will be 
discussed fully in later paragraphs, but first consider the formulation 
of the derived factor demand curve in this context. Using the industry 
production function, equation 17, and proceeding along the lines illus­
trated in equations 2 and 3, set dQ^^/dX^ equal to P^^/P^ and solve for 
to determine the derived demand curve for X in year t. The result is 
displayed in equation 22. Finally, substitute the equilibrium output 
- 1  
(22) 
price, P^, from equation 20 to obtain equation 23. 
X* =.jp^anE-l(i+s)t(c-l)(l+r)tp-G exp ^-MY^"l(ltg)"t (23) 
At this point the primary purpose of this chapter has been achieved. 
Time trends for three important variables have been introduced into an 
algebraic example, and some basic economic principles have been applied 
to infer the impact of these trends on equilibrium price and output, and 
on factor demand; equations 20, 21 and 23. 
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Of course, the precise forms of the resulting expressions are deter­
mined by the kinds of functions selected to represent production and de­
mand. Also, it will be noted that the principles which have been applied 
are those appropriate for a market oriented economy, while in some coun­
tries of the world other approaches may be more appropriate. Some may 
be in a too primitive development stage, and possibly others may have such 
totally planned economies that consumer and producer sovereignty ceases to 
exist. But between these extremes lie many countries for whom these prin­
ciples are reasonably appropriate. 
Chapter I summarized the views of several authors on present and 
future trends in world food demand and production. Most concluded that 
some countries will find it difficult to achieve satisfactory future 
balances between domestic production and demand. But whether satisfactory 
or not, a balance will be reached, and agricultural prices will be an 
integral part of the balancing process. Ignoring trade prospects, equa­
tion 20 depicts how population, income and agricultural productivity trends, 
together with current production and demand parameters, may jointly affect 
aggregate food price trends as successive balances are achieved through 
time. Equation 21 shows the analogous effects in terms of agricultural 
output. A more basic result of these three simultaneous forces is illus­
trated in equation 23; the time shifts in the factor demand relationship. 
To examine the nature of these derived, secular changes more closely, 
consider equations 24-26; the derivatives of equilibrium price, equilibrium 
output and factor demand with respect to time. Note that in each case the 
expression in brackets is 1/100 times the percentage change per year, 
though this percentage is not constant through time. Furthermore, the 
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*, * 
dP^/dt = Pj. 
-7ln(l+s)+7(l-p)ln(l+r)+7M.(l-p)Y^ ^(1+g) ^ ln(l+g) 
dQ^/dt - 7eln(l+s)+7Pln(l-h:)+7Pp.Y^ ^(Itg) ^ ln(l+g) 
dX^/dt = X*j^7(6-l)ln(l+s)+7ln(l+r)+7tiY^"^(l+g)"^ln(l+g) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
percentage rate expressions are each composed of three additive terms; 
one involving the rate of productivity change, one the population growth 
rate, and a third involving the per capita income growth rate. 
The resulting expressions provide a basis for further cautious infer­
ences. First, if population, income and agricultural productivity are all 
* * 
stagnant, then r = g = s = 0, in equations 24-25. Therefore, P^, Q^, and 
* 
will exhibit no time shifts. This result is the same as would be real­
ized if the entire structure had been developed in static terms. 
Exact magnitudes and signs of the time derivatives depend not only 
on r, s, and g, but also on values of the production function and demand 
parameters. For values of P and e between zero and one, 7 will be posi­
tive and greater than one. Such a range seems reasonable for price elas­
ticity of demand for an aggregate of all agricultural products. Similarly, 
a range from zero to one for total elasticity of production seems appro­
priate since the constructs developed in this chapter were intended to 
demonstrate time paths resulting from a sequence of short-run profit 
maximizing decisions. 
Equations 24-26 show that the summary impacts of positive trends in 
income and population are positive changes in agricultural output, prices 
and aggregate factor demand. However, increased agricultural productivity 
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has negative effects on agricultural prices and factor demand, and a posi­
tive effect on output. 
It is frequently noted that when per capita incomes reach high levels 
further positive increments have little effect on food demand. But equa­
tions 24-26 demonstrate the effect of a falling marginal propensity of food 
* 
consumption not only in terras of equilibrium output, Q^, but also in terms 
of equilibrium prices and factor demand. The expression, [iY^ (1+g) In(H-g), 
is common to the term expressing income's contribution in the time deriva­
tives of factor demand and equilibrium price and output. Assuming g > 0, 
equation 27 shows that the limiting value of income's contribution is zero 
in each case. 
lim iaY^"^(l+g)"'ln(l+g) = 0 (27) 
t-»oo 
Without examining in detail the total economic structure in and around 
U.S. agriculture, these three relatively simple expressions, equations 24-
26, illustrate quite clearly the relations among some important factors 
which have been acting since World War II. Income levels have been high 
and growing, but their contributions to additional total food demand at 
the farm level have been near zero. Agricultural productivity has made 
very rapid gains, and population growth has been moderate. Thus, the 
directions and rates of change in prices, output and factor demand have 
been determined primarily by population and productivity rates. It seems 
clear that productivity has been dominant. As noted above, population, 
income and productivity all have positive effects on the rate of change 
in output. Certainly, this is consistent with recent U.S. experience. 
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But productivity's negative impact on secular trends in factor demand and 
agricultural prices, equations 24 and 26, is also evident. Large scale 
government programs designed to shore up farm prices and income have been 
an important part of U.S. farm policy throughout the post war years. 
Total inputs have changed little, but emphasis has been placed upon with­
drawal of two kinds of inputs through Government land retirement programs 
on the one hand, and low returns to farm labor on the other. 
The percentage rates of change derived for output, prices and factor 
demand depend not only on population, income and productivity rates, but 
also on the elasticity parameters for price, income and production. Con­
sequently, the same values of r, s, and g can yield quite different time 
derivatives, depending upon the elasticity constants. For example, if 
income, population and agricultural productivity were all to increase 
at 2 percent per year; and if e = .5, P = .1 and income elasticity were 
equal to .6; then output would increase 2.4 percent per year, prices 
would rise 1.8 percent per year and factor demand would increase 3.9 per­
cent per year. However, for the same income, population and productivity 
rates; and for e = .5, P = .8, and income elasticity equal to .1; output 
would rise 3.0 percent per year, prices would fall 1.7 percent per year 
and factor demand would increase 1.3 percent per year, according to equa­
tions 24-26. 
Two concepts have been omitted from the algebraic formulation above 
which may be of great significance to many underdeveloped countries in 
coming years. One is factor substitution, and the other is the supply 
price of agricultural inputs. Their inclusion would have made the nec-
cessary functional forms unduly cumbersome. However, they still require 
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consideration. 
The theory of derived factor demand indicates that in a multiple 
input production process, each factor demand function will include among 
its arguments the prices of all other variable factors used in production. 
(See equation 3.) Furthermore, a rise in the price of a factor increases 
the demand for its substitutes. 
In many underdeveloped countries, land is the dominant input in agri­
culture. Since the physical supply of this input is ultimately fixed, and 
since present population and income trends are rapidly increasing the 
pressure on resources in the manner suggested by equation 26, there is 
concern over the possibility of exhausting this resource (or equivalently, 
raising its price to extreme levels). 
Within equation 26 itself are two acceptable solutions: (a) decrease 
the birth rate; and (b) increase resource productivity. But factor sub­
stitution promises another solution; one not unrelated to the second above. 
Khan has demonstrated the substantial possibilities for substituting 
fertilizer for land in the production processes of underdeveloped coun­
tries (39). Basing his analysis on wheat and rice yield response to 
fertilization in India, he estimates that a ton of plant nutrients may 
substitute for about 12 to 45 acres of land in rice production, given 
present low yields and levels of fertilizer use. Possible rates in wheat 
production ranged from about 15 to 70 acres of land per ton of plant 
nutrients, according to Khan. Data were analyzed for several regions in 
India, and the ranges given for estimated marginal rates of substitution 
reflect regional variations. Khan's results indicate decreasing returns 
to fertilizer on a fixed land base, so the dramatic substitution 
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possibilities cited above would decline as per acre fertilization rates 
rise above present levels. 
But marginal rates of factor substitution measure only technical 
opportunities. To realize substitution of non-land inputs in the pro­
duction process, such inputs must be made available at a supply price low 
enough to justify their introduction. The impact of a falling supply 
price of technologically advanced non-land inputs would cause lower 
equilibrium farm prices, higher equilibrium output and reduced demand for 
other factors of production. But because of low labor costs, inadequate 
factor and product marketing facilities, high prices for purchased inputs 
relative to farm prices, lack of knowledge about new inputs and a host of 
other economic and institutional factors, opportunities for factor sub­
stitution go largely unexploited in many underdeveloped countries. 
The present research endeavor was formulated against a background, or 
problem setting, which many have described in terms of relative growth 
rates in agricultural productivity, population and income. Similarly, 
analysis of time trends in these variables is an essential element in the 
objectives of this study. The present chapter has sought to integrate 
these trend concepts and some basic precepts from economic theory to illus­
trate in a formal way how such trends may jointly determine time shifts in 
agricultural prices, output and factor demand. 
The empirical phase of the study will be discussed in subsequent 
chapters. It was not possible to estimate structures exactly paralleling 
all those presented in this chapter. However, in many respects, the 
correspondence is close; and the simplified, yet theory-based constructs 
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developed here provide a background which will be useful in evaluating 
the empirical results and in drawing inferences from them. 
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CHAPTER III. OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH METHODS 
Objectives 
Objectives and results of previous studies of agricultural production 
and demand were reviewed in Chapter I. The scope of these analyses and the 
nature of their objectives vary considerably. Probably FAO's most recent 
investigation (38) is most comprehensive, but others are much more limited. 
The present investigation seeks to encompass projections of area, yield and 
production for most major crops; estimates of cropland expansion potentials; 
and demands estimated using population and income projections together with 
consumption functions to assess future production-demand comparisons which 
might result if present trends continue. Detailed estimates such as these 
are needed if developing problem situations are to be recognized in time for 
remedial programs to be designed and implemented. Moreover, projections re­
flecting continued recent trends in production are especially important 
since they provide a means of gauging the amount by which present efforts 
must be stepped up to achieve future goals. This study was initiated to 
meet these needs. The specific objectives are the following: 
1. To estimate recent time trends in crop area and yield, or produc­
tion, for all major crops grown over the world, and to include 
in the coverage as many as possible of those countries which are 
significant producers of agricultural commodities. 
2. To project these estimated area and yield trends through the year 
2000, subject to estimated upper bounds on cropland expansion in 
the underdeveloped countries; but otherwise assuming that the 
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factors affecting recent trends will continue to affect them in 
the same way in the future. 
3. To estimate possible future demand through the year 2000 for cer­
tain food commodity aggregates in each country under three alter­
native sets of population estimates, and under three alternative 
sets of future total income estimates. 
4. To compute the surpluses or deficits implied in the future produc 
tion and demand estimates for each commodity class, for each coun 
try and for certain aggregates of countries. 
5. To analyze these future food production-demand comparisons in 
relation to their determinants to identify those factors which 
are critical in determining the outcome. 
6. To interpret the estimated future comparisons in terms of the 
magnitudes of adjustments in agricultural productivity, demand 
or trade which would be required to bring about acceptable pro­
duction-demand balances. 
It will be noted from the above statement of objectives that broad 
geographic coverage of world agriculture is important to success of the 
study. The emphasis is upon not only the future food supply and demand 
prospects of countries comprising the world, but also upon global aspects, 
per se. 
The degree of coverage in the study has been determined primarily by 
data considerations. No country was included unless past trends in either 
area and yield, or production for a significant share of its crops could 
be documented with data of minimally acceptable quality. On this basis, 
96 countries are included in the study. The total number of crops and 
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agricultural commodities represented is 73, although the most which appear 
in the analysis for any individual country is 41. The only country omitted 
which is of real significance to world totals is Communist China. Surely, 
omission of a country with one-fourth of the world's population is damaging 
to the global aspects of the results, but data on Chinese agriculture is 
simply inadequate for the needs of this study. The analysis for many coun­
tries in Africa was carried out in less detail for similar reasons, but 
results are included. 
Objectives 2 and 3 above indicate that the year 2000 is the maximum 
time horizon to be considered; however, a full set of balances also has 
been estimated for the intermediate years, 1970 and 1985. For to the ex­
tent that production-demand comparisons may indicate serious future food 
imbalances, it is also an aim of this study to estimate when such diffi­
culties might arise. 
It will be useful to point out two possible aims which are not among 
the objectives of this study, for they are the basis for significant 
differences between this and other related studies. First, no attempt 
will be made to evaluate nutritional aspects of the diets which might 
result if projected production and demand figures were to be realized. 
Estimates of future demand are determined by projected economic and demo­
graphic factors only, and they do not necessarily reflect improved dietary 
standards, desirable as these may be in many instances. 
Furthermore, it is not an aim of this study to determine future levels 
of production, domestic demand and trade which would reduce excess demand 
to zero for every commodity, country and time. A balance will exist, of 
course. Moreover, if such a grand plan could be specified on grounds 
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which were normative in some universal sense, it would certainly be 
invaluable. The aim of this study is the much more modest one of simply 
evaluating the consequences of a continuation of recent trends, and some 
variants about them, to identify possible future disparities; determining 
their causes; and judging the magnitudes of some possible adjustments which 
might resolve them. 
As a consequence of this narrowly defined purpose, the precise defini­
tions of the two elements in the production-demand comparisons warrant 
close examination. Comparisons will be made only for primary agricultural 
products, or crops. Demand for livestock products will be projected, and 
from these, demand for feed use of crops will be projected. No judgement 
will be made as to whether these livestock products will be produced 
domestically, or imported (or whether the demand will even be fulfilled); 
but the derived feed demand will be a component of domestic demand in any 
case. Food and industrial demand will be estimated directly, and an 
allowance for seed and waste will be estimated, based on the siam of domestic 
food, feed and industrial demand. Note that any seed and waste which might 
arise by virtue of a country being a net exporter of a crop will not be in­
cluded in total demand, even though it may literally be a portion of domes­
tic disappearance. The demand half of the comparison, then, is the sum of 
food, feed, industrial use, and seed and waste demand; each defined as in­
dicated above. The production side is simply total domestic production. 
Inventory changes are assumed equal to zero. 
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Research Methods 
General methodological considerations 
A few comments on some empirical and theoretical aspects of time 
trends, characteristics of available data and country aggregations will 
be germane to selection, development and application of all research 
procedures used in this study. These will be discussed at the outset. 
The statement of objectives just presented indicated that a major 
gioal of this analysis will be to estimate empirical time trends for 
several variables affecting agricultural production and demand. In 
Chapter II, the question of appropriate functional forms was raised, but 
in a theoretical context. Now the problem of selecting algebraic forms 
to represent time paths must be re-examined, but in a specifically 
empirical setting. 
Trends in variables entering the production and demand projections 
will be estimated by applying standard statistical tools to historical 
time series data in most cases. On the production side, the projections 
will reflect an extension of recent trends in the determining variables 
as nearly as possible. For reasons to be discussed later, it is not deemed 
desirable to insist tenaciously on a "continued recent trends" concept in 
the demand projections, though the total income trends do not stray far 
from this standard. 
Theoretical considerations underlying time series analysis suggest 
some elegant techniques for estimating time trends from empirical data. 
However, for valid application, most such procedures demand lengthy series 
of quite reliable data; many are difficult computationally; and only a few. 
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if any, are suitable for extrapolations outside the range of the observed 
data. 
In this study, time trends were estimated by first making parametric 
assumptions about functional forms, and then proceeding directly to esti­
mation. Least-squares estimation techniques are used throughout; but 
primarily as a vehicle to extract whatever information can be found in a 
series of discrete historical data, and to incorporate it into a single, 
manageable parametric function of time. Only limited emphasis is placed 
on the statistical properties of the resulting functions. One need only 
examine a few confidence intervals about predicted values of the dependent 
variables ten or twenty years in the future to become convinced that the 
resulting least squares estimates cannot be justified on their statistical 
merits alone. 
As a first step toward selecting particular functional forms, the 
criterion stated in Chapter II is applied. That is, only functions which 
are monotonie throughout the projection period are considered. Others will 
give better statistical results in many cases, but they are deemed in­
appropriate for projection purposes. The specific set of functions used 
and the criteria for final selections will be discussed in later sections. 
Morgenstern (40) has written of the many inadequacies found in economic 
data, especially in comparison to data from the physical sciences. While 
his comments are sobering to any researcher, they do not do justice to the 
difficulties encountered in trying to document agricultural developments 
in the underdeveloped countries with published statistics. Perhaps the 
single most important factor determining the selection of methodology for 
this analysis was the quality of available data. Often, necessary data 
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do not exist. Where data gathering capabilities are limited in under­
developed countries, there is a tendency to concentrate on commodities 
which are important in foreign trade, or commodities which move through 
domestic commercial channels. Thus, important subsistence crops may be 
omitted from statistical records altogether, or they may be estimated 
with the crudest of methods. Not infrequently, two or more agencies in a 
country will publish purportedly official statistics on the same variable, 
but the estimates may be quite different. 
If the results of these poor estimating techniques were simply large 
measurement errors with zero means, the effect would not be so detrimental. 
But unfortunately, factors are often at work tending to produce errors which 
are systematic through time. Growing appreciation of the need for complete 
data has brought with it expanding geographic coverage in crop production 
statistics in many underdeveloped countries. Of course, this is a favorable 
tendency, but when historical statistics on crop area reflect the changing 
coverage, the result can be a completely spurious time trend estimate. 
Other countries base taxation on agricultural production, while at the same 
time, production is estimated from questionnaires sent to farmers or village 
leaders. The resulting estimates are always suspect. Still other countries 
deem it a matter of national prestige to be able to show high production 
and consumption levels. These and other factors make it necessary to use 
extreme care in selecting and analyzing such data. But on the other hand, 
the objectives stated earlier stressed the importance of maintaining 
broad geographic and crop coverage; and to maintain such coverage, many 
data series were used which were of highly dubious accuracy. 
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Finally, it will be useful at this point to specify the countries 
which have been included in the analysis. Table 3 lists them in the 
center column. They are grouped according to their appearance in certain 
regional aggregates which are named in the first column. These same coun­
tries will be aggregated into three groups according to average per capita 
income levels; low, medium and high. The classification of countries by 
income levels is given in column 3. It will be noted that certain entries 
under the "Country" heading are groups of countries. Where this is in­
dicated, all phases of the analysis have been carried out for the aggregate, 
as specified. 
Table 3. Aggregates of countries by region and income class 
Region Country Income class 
United States United States high 
Canada Canada high 
Mexico Mexico medium 
Central America British Honduras medium 
and Caribbean Costa Rica medium 
Cuba medium 
Dominican Republic low 
El Salvador low 
Guatemala low 
Haiti low 
Honduras low 
Jamaica medium 
Nicaragua low 
Panama medium 
Trinidad and Tobago medium 
Brazil Brazil low 
Argentina and Uruguay Argent ina medium 
Uruguay medium 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
Region Country Income class 
Other South America Bolivia low 
Chile medium 
Colombia low 
Ecuador low 
Paraguay low 
Peru low 
Venezuela medium 
Northern Europe Austria high 
Belgium and Luxembourg high 
Denmark high 
Finland high 
France high 
Ireland medium 
Netherlands high 
Norway high 
Sweden high 
Switzerland high 
United Kingdom high 
West Germany high 
Southern Europe Greece medium 
Italy medium 
Portugal medium 
Spain medium 
Eastern Europe Bulgaria medium 
Czechoslovakia medium 
East Germany high 
Hungary med ium 
Poland medium 
Rumania medium 
Yugoslavia medium 
U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R. high 
North Africa Algeria low 
Ethiopia low 
Libya low 
Morocco low 
Sudan low 
Tunisia low 
United Arab Republic low 
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} Table 3. (Continued) 
Region Country Income class 
West-Central Africa Angola low 
Cameroun low 
Congo (Kinshasa), Rwanda 
and Burundi low 
Ghana low 
Guinea low 
Ivory Coast low 
Liberia low 
Nigeria low 
Senegal low 
Sierra Leone low 
Togo low 
East Africa Kenya low 
Malagasy Republic low 
Malawi, Rhodesia ; and Zambia low 
Tanganyika^ low 
Uganda low 
Republic of South Africa Republic of South Africa med ium 
West Asia Cyprus medium 
Iran low 
Iraq low 
Israel high 
Jordan low 
Lebanon low 
Syria low 
Turkey low 
India India low 
Other South Asia Ceylon low 
Pakistan low 
Japan Japan medium 
%ow part of Tanzania. 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
Region Country Income class 
Other East Asia Burma low 
Cambodia low 
China (Taiwan) low 
Federation of Malaya low 
Indonesia low 
Philippines low 
South Korea low 
South Viet Nam low 
Thailand low 
Oceania Australia high 
New Zealand high 
Methodology for the demand projections 
The basic approach to making demand projections for this study 
incorporates structures quite analogous to those developed in Chapter II. 
Three alternative population projections are derived from estimates pub­
lished by the United Nations. Recent trends in total real income are 
estimated from historical data, and two alternative future trends are 
established. Population and total income projections are combined to 
estimate future per capita income. Using per capita income and population 
projections, projected demands for nine aggregates of food commodities are 
estimated via a consumption function and a base period income elasticity 
estimate specific to the commodity class. Prices are assumed constant 
throughout. Future demands for non-forage livestock feeds are then derived 
from estimated future demand for livestock products. No demand projections 
are made for agricultural commodities which are not used for food or 
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livestock feed. 
Population projections As already noted, a recent set of estimates 
prepared by the United Nations' Department of Economic and Social Affairs 
(41) formed the basis for the population estimates herein. The U.N. anal­
ysis contains two distinct phases. First, all available recent projections 
of populations for individual countries were assembled and analyzed. A 
standard set of assumptions, or a demographic model, was developed; and 
individual country projections through 1980 were adjusted, where necessary 
to conform to the norm. In the second phase, the U.N. model was used to 
estimate low, medium and high variant projections for 24 regional totals 
encompassing the world.Such estimates were prepared for 1960-2000 at 
10 year intervals. The model also was used to estimate country projections 
in cases where other sources were lacking. Individual country estimates 
through 1980 correspond to the medium variant. 
In general, mortality assumptions are very similar under all variants, 
A gain in life expectancy of one-half year per year is postulated until 
life expectancy reaches 55 years. Thereafter, it rises more rapidly until 
a level of 65 years is reached; and from there life expectancy advances 
more slowly, asymptotically approaching 73.9 years. 
Actually, a fourth variant titled "continued recent trends" also was 
estimated, though it has not been used here. The continued trends variant 
assumes constant fertility at present levels for all countries through 2000, 
and mortality declining throughout the world at present rates. For compari­
son, the world total population estimates in 2000 under the low, medium, 
high and continued recent trends variants are 5,296 million, 5,965 million, 
6,828 million and 7,410 million, respectively. 
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The low, medium and high variants differ primarily with respect to 
fertility assumptions, and in particular, in the date when fertility is 
assumed to begin falling. In the high fertility countries, the most 
common assumption is that fertility will decline to one-half present 
levels over a span of 30 years. The time form postulates show decline for 
the first five years of transition, followed by steady, more rapid decline 
for 20 years, and finally, a lesser rate of decline as the new plateau is 
approached during the last 5 years. Under the low assumption, the decline 
begins earliest, and the high variant assumption is associated with latest 
onset of decline (or none at all, in the case of some African high variant 
projections). However, estimated date of onset for any variant varies from 
region to region, as does number of years separating date of onset among 
the three variants. In regions where fertility is already low, the three 
variants reflect differences in fertility corresponding to recently observed 
fluctuations. 
Migration is seldom significant in the projections, and in all cases, 
a trend to zero by 2000 is assumed. 
Deviations from procedures described above were made for individual 
countries and regions, but the general pattern described is representative. 
These projections, like any others, reflect the assumptions they are 
based on, and not all assumptions are equally well founded. The authors 
are particularly careful to underscore the areas which they feel are most 
uncertain: "It must be emphasized that the assumptions made for high fer­
tility regions have only a very tenuous basis in known facts" (41, p. 31). 
Further calculations were required to derive individual country esti­
mates for 1970, 1985 and 2000 to be used in the present study. The general 
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derivation procedure will be discussed first, and the handling of some 
special cases will be specified later. 
Medium variant projections of population in individual countries in 
1975 were published, and these were used directly. Low and high variant 
1975 projections were estimated by decomposing published regional totals 
using proportions equal to percent of the medium variant regional total 
accounted for by each included country's population. The same procedure 
was applied to estimate 1980 population projections for individual coun­
tries under each assumption. The 1980 estimates were not used directly, 
but they were required for further computations. 
As noted above, the U.N. study generally did not provide individual 
country estimates for years past 1980. Moreover, an examination of the 
country estimates for pre-1980 years reveals that individual countries' 
populations within the same region frequently are growing at quite differ­
ent rates under the assumptions of a single variant in the U.N. model. 
As a result, each country's population is a changing proportion of its 
regional total in successive time periods, and it is necessary to con­
struct a means of decomposing the regional totals which accounts for 
these differing growth rates. The procedure which has been developed is 
based on the assumption that rates of population growth for countries with­
in a region maintain the same proportions as those implied between the 
published 1975 and 1980 medium variant projections. This concept is in­
corporated into a computational process which yields the desired country 
estimates, but maintains consistency with regional totals estimated by 
the U.N. 
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Define the following: 
N^gO = 1980 population estimate for country i in region k. 
Ic 
^Z90 ~ 1990 total population for region k. 
N^lOo ~ 2000 total population for region k. 
n^ = number of countries in the k-th region. 
= percentage change in population between 1975 and 1980 for 
country i in region k under the medivmi variant projection. 
c^c = proportionality constant unique to region k over the period, 
1980-90. 
Equation 28 is solved for Cg^, and individual country estimates for 
1985 and 1990, and are computed as in equations 29 and 30.^^ 
(28) 
^i85 ~ ^ ^8o(^^^85^i) (^9) 
^i90 ^^8o(^^^85^i) (^0) 
Estimates for 2000 are computed by substituting for and 
k for N^gQ in equation 28, determining a new proportionality constant, 
Cgg, and similarly "updating" equation 30. 
^^Equation 28 is a quadratic in Cg^, and for non-negative r^, the 
roots are real and of opposite signs. The positive one is selected. 
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This procedure is repeated for all three population variants. The 
same r^ is used for the i-th country in all calculations, but values of 
N^8o' ^ Z90 ^ZIOO &PPf0Pci&te for each variant are used to compute 
two values of the proportionality constant. 
In some cases it was possible to use additional information provided 
in the U.N. study. Population projections were made for some individual 
countries through 2000, but only at 10-year intervals past 1980. Korea,' 
China (Taiwan), India and Pakistan are examples. In such cases, a geo­
metric mean of the 1980 and 1990 estimates was used to estimate 1985 popu­
lation. The U.N. projections do not distinguish between the southern 
and northern portions of Korea and Viet Nam. However, since only the 
southern regions of these countries are included in the present study, the 
country totals have been decomposed by assuming in each case that the two 
component regions will grow at the same rate as the total. 
Results of these calculations will be presented in Chapter IV along 
with other basic results after remaining methodological topics have been 
discussed. It will then be possible to discuss all preliminary findings 
more meaningfully. 
Income projections The projections of total income incorporated in 
the projections of food demand are fundamentally extrapolations of past 
trends. For all but 12 of the 96 countries studied, it has been possible 
to assemble historical time series data on an income variable, and to base 
estimates of future trends on such data. The 12 for which completely a 
priori trends are specified are the following: British Honduras, Angola, 
Cameroun, Ethiopia, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Libya, Malagasy Republic, 
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Sierra Leone, Togo and Jordan. Trends specified for these countries reflect 
income growth in nearby countries judged to be similar; and in a few cases, 
some inferences from scattered historical data. Data required for doing 
most other analyses on these countries is available, and it was judged 
justifiable to proceed with only a crude income indicator in order to in­
clude them in the study. 
An attempt was made to assemble time series on total personal consump­
tion expenditures wherever possible; however these data were not always 
available. As a result, personal consumption expenditure is the income 
variable used for 57 countries. Other income variables used include 
national income (9 countries), gross domestic product (9 countries), indi­
vidual consumption (4 countries), net material product (3 countries), and 
net domestic product (2 countries). 
The primary sources used for data on income variables were (42), (43) 
and (44), but these were supplemented by (45), (46) and (47). Time series 
collected were of varying length, but all were relatively short. The most 
common beginning year is 1950, and the year of the most recent observation 
is 1964. For some countries, longer series of useful data could have been 
assembled; but because of World War II disruption, and because of overall 
poor quality in the earlier data for the underdeveloped countries, the 
series were limited to the post-war years. 
Income series used are all measured in local currencies. These were 
not transformed into standard units since the method used to introduce 
income into the demand projections requires only that relative changes in 
income be specified. However, it was necessary to deflate the data series 
with cost of living indices before proceeding. Data on price indices were 
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drawn primarily from (45); but (46), (48) and (49) were also used. 
Measurement of income and prices is subject to many shortcomings, but 
it was not possible to effectively account for them in this study. Still, 
a few important ones should be mentioned so that the results can be judged 
more meaningfully. 
In underdeveloped countries where a large measure of economic activity 
is carried on outside market channels, measurement of income can never be 
precise. But measurement problems aside, the question of which activities 
should be included in the national accounts of such countries is not easily 
answered. The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs has 
promulgated a set of recommended practices for handling national accounts, 
and these have helped greatly to standardize reported figures. Still, 
these can only serve as guidelines to assist in determining which non-
market activities should be included, and many questions remain. 
Prices pose similar problems. In many cases, deflators used reflect 
only prices of wage goods in cities, but no more appropriate deflators 
exist. 
Least squares regression techniques are used to estimate time trends 
in total income. The selection of appropriate functional forms to repre­
sent income time paths is, perhaps, more difficult than in the case of 
variables involved in agricultural production. Each country's data is 
first plotted against time. Of course, a variety of patterns is observed, 
but growth paths which appear to increase at increasing rates are not un­
common. But, projections based on estimated functions, f(t), for which 
2 2 d f/dt > 0, lie on an "explosive" time path; and where estimates are 
based on short time series, projected values are very sensitive to 
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observations away from the trend line. In view of the uncertainty about 
the appropriateness of individual forms, (and, of course, about the future 
path of income itself), two alternative income growth paths are specified 
for each country. 
Wherever possible, the two variants have been specified as, (1) a 
low variant consisting of a function which is linear throughout the pro­
jection period; and (2) a high variant consisting of a function which is 
exponential throughout the projection period. Exceptions were made, how­
ever. In a few cases, historical income observations appear to increase 
at decreasing rates, and for these countries, a function for which 
2 2 d f/dt < 0 is used for one of the two alternative growth paths. In 
still other cases, the estimated functions are judged to be unduly in­
fluenced by wars, political disturbances, extraordinary economic experi­
ence, etc. during the years when the observations were generated. Here, 
one or both of the two inccai?. trends are specified on _a priori grounds. 
The full set of possible functions is displayed in equations 31-35. 
= a + bt + € (31) 
= a + bt + ct^ + e (32) 
ln(Y ) = In(a) + bt + g (33) 
In(Y^) = ln(a) + bt + ct^ + e (34) 
Y^ = a + b Vt + G (35) 
Equations 33 and 34 are exponential functions written in their logarithmic 
forms. In these equations, t is the year minus 1900; Y^ is deflated total 
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income in year t; is a "dummy" time variable which is assigned a value 
0 for t < d, and a value t-d for t > d; e is an error term; and a and b 
are constants to be estimated. Equations 32 and 34 each appear as curves 
composed of two segments joined at year d. Three alternative values of 
d were prespecified: 53, 55, and 57. In equation 32, the two segments are 
linear in form, and throughout the projection period the curve appears as 
a continuous linear function with intercept a-cd and slope b+c. The two 
segments in equation 34 are exponential, but the curve is a continuous 
exponential function throughout the projection period with multiplicative 
constant ae and (constant) cumulative growth rate b+c. Functions in 
the classes described by equations 32 and 34 are used in a limited number 
of cases where income growth in recent years (strictly speaking, in years 
after d) seems to be influenced by forces unlike those acting in earlier 
years, but where it is desired to maintain the basic linear or exponential 
character of the function over the projection period. One good example 
of a change in underlying forces is war recovery. 
The final selection of two functions to represent alternative future 
income growth requires a judgement based on the appearance of the plotted 
observations, the statistical properties of estimated functions, known 
historical occurrences which may have affected the data, and values pro­
jected by each function. Obviously, no claim of complete objectivity can 
be made; but it is equally obvious that no truly objective procedure 
exists. However, even though two parametrically different functions may 
be used for each country, and though the resulting projections may be 
quite different, it can be said that both are fundamentally determined by 
historical trends as revealed in the historical data. 
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Per capita income projections In all, nine different constellations 
of total food demand are estimated for each of the 96 countries, and at each 
of three future time periods. These nine vary according to assumptions made 
about population and income growth. Three are estimated assuming constant 
per capita income, but with population alternatively evaluated under low, 
medium and high growth rate assumptions. In this case, future growth in 
demand is proportional to population growth alone. Three additional de­
mand patterns are estimated by combining a low variant growth rate for total 
real income with the three above population rates; and finally, a high 
variant income rate is combined with low, medium and high population vari­
ants to complete the set. 
The approach used to project population and income ignores the inter­
dependence which may exist by virtue of population growth expanding the 
supply of productive inputs (labor), and hence, influencing output and 
income. But in underdeveloped countries where labor is frequently under­
employed and labor productivity is low, the linkage between population 
growth and total income growth would seem, at best, tenuous. Certainly, 
this is fundamental in the argument developed by Coale and Hoover (3), 
though they are more specific in basing their thesis primarily on the claim 
that rapid population growth lowers saving and diverts a high proportion of 
investment to non-productive forms. 
Thus, in this study, total income and population are projected inde­
pendently, and per capita income is computed as the ratio between the two. 
The results of these calculations will be presented in Chapter IV. 
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Food demand projections The demand projections estimated for future 
years reflect only population and income projections. Prices are assumed 
constant, and consumer preference changes are ignored. Demand for forage 
crops and for agricultural products used neither for food nor feed are not 
considered, though production projections are made for some industrial crops. 
Industrial use of food crops is included in the projections, as is demand 
for non-forage livestock feed. 
The procedure for projecting each commodity's direct demand is 
carried out in two steps. Per capita demand is first projected on the 
basis of estimated future per capita real income, and the resulting 
figure is multiplied by projected population to arrive at a total direct 
demand estimate. 
The relation between per capita income and food demand has been studied 
in considerable detail by FAO in (37) and (38) pursuant to their projections 
of world food supply and demand. Goreux, of FAO's staff, has described the 
demand analysis in (50). The investigators analyze a large number of house­
hold surveys and time series drawn from different countries. They examine 
the appropriateness of several types of consumption functions for different 
food groups. Two results of the FAO study were adopted for use here: (1) a 
set of estimates of income elasticity of demand for various food groups in 
most countries of the world, and (2) a specification of consumption func­
tion forms judged appropriate for long-term demand projections in the same 
countries and for the same food groups. The elasticity estimates were 
not all made for the same base year, but the dates range over the period 
1959-1962. The above findings are in (38, Vol. II, pp. 57-232). Income 
changes to be accounted for are often large, and the methodology for 
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projecting per capita demand must take into account the falling marginal 
propensity of consumption for individual foods. Thus, all but one of the 
consumption functions exhibit declining income elasticities at higher in­
come levels. 
The projection procedure in the present study assumes the following: 
(1) at some base period, observed per capita consumption and income values 
constitute a point on a consumption function; and (2) the consumption 
function is of a mathematical form specified on the basis of FAO's inves­
tigation. Given estimates of per capita income and consumption, and esti­
mated income elasticity at the same income-consumption point; then for 
certain consumption functions it is possible to estimate the consumption 
which the function would predict for any income level. 
Admissible consumption functions are those with two parameters. When 
the functional form is specified, the algebraic form for the income elas­
ticity can be derived and set equal to the estimated base period elasticity. 
This equation, together with the consumption function expression with base 
period income and consumption levels entered, constitutes a set of 2 equa­
tions in two unknown consumption function parameters. The set is then 
solved, and future estimates consistent with the above assumptions can 
then be made. 
The four alternative consumption function forms used are displayed in 
equations 36-39; the corresponding expressions for income elasticity, [i, 
and projected consumption follow each consumption function. 
C = aY^ (36) 
M- = b 
C. = C 
t 0 t 0 
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C = a + bin(Y) 
kl = bc"^ 
(37) 
C = exp(a - bY 
li = bY"^ 
Cf = C^ecp^MCl - Y,Yt ) 
(38) 
-1 C = a - bY 
-1 -1 p = bC Y 
(39) 
- Vt"'> + 1 
C and Y symbolize per capita consumption and income; variables sub­
scripted with o denote base period values, and those subscripted with t 
denote values at a future year. The symbols a and b stand for consumption 
function parameters. 
FAO's most recent projections make use of a log-log-inverse function. 
c 
C = Y exp(a - bY) , to project consumption of cereals and root crops in 
several underdeveloped countries. This function implies that consumption 
reaches a maximum at an intermediate level of income, and declines there­
after. As such, it may be appropriate for depicting consumption changes 
associated with large increases in income starting from an initial low 
level. However, the function contains three parameters, and to use it, 
FAO resorted to a priori estimates of income levels which would yield 
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maximum consumption. 
In the present study, equation 39 has been used to project demand for 
such commodities. For this function, consumption approaches a maximum 
level, a, as income increases, but it never declines. Given initial levels 
of income and consumption, base period elasticity estimates, FAO's esti­
mated income levels where consumption is maximized, and the levels of per 
capita income projected in this study; projected levels of consumption 
using equation 39 and the log-log-inverse function were computed and com­
pared. The differences, generally, were not large. 
The computation procedure discussed above requires fairly complete 
data on domestic utilization of agricultural products in some base period. 
Such data are available for the average of 1959-61 in the form of food 
balance sheets prepared by the U.S. Department of Agriculture for 91 
countries or groups of countries (51) - (56). All these countries have 
been included in the present study, and five others have been added 
(Cambodia, Senegal, South Korea, South Viet Nam and Uganda). Estimates 
of total domestic disappearance of food commodities were made for these 
five countries using available production and trade data, but the esti­
mates are far less complete than those of USDA. 
Demand projections are prepared for the following nine product classes: 
cereals, sugar (raw value), starchy roots, pulses, vegetables and fruit, 
oil crops, meat, milk and eggs. 
It was first necessary to summarize the contents of the USDA food 
balances into corresponding aggregates; and at the same time, to adjust 
them to reflect total domestic disappearance of all foods in terms of 
primary agricultural products. Except for sugar and meat, all commodities 
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are expressed in 1,000 metric tons of unprocessed products. Conversion 
factors, where needed, are obtained from (57) and (58). For each product 
class, three categories of end use are identified: food and industrial, 
13 feed, and seed and waste. No attempt is made to project industrial 
uses separately; rather, industrial demand is assumed to grow at the same 
rate as food demand. 
In general, it is necessary to estimate the oil crops category sepa­
rately since USDA balances account for only the vegetable oil portion of 
such commodities, while it is desired to include feed use of such crops in 
the present study. Production estimates are formed from data collected 
for this study, (see the following section of this chapter), and trade 
estimates were obtained from (59). The allocation to feed and food uses 
presents conceptual problems since most such products are physically 
fractioned and the components are subject to dissimilar demand structures. 
On the other hand, the components must ultimately be used in proportions 
equal to their fractioning ratios. The procedure used here is simply to 
allocate the total, less estimated seed and waste, to food and feed uses 
according to the oil and cake fractions, respectively, after accounting 
for any direct food consumption indicated by USDA. 
A further adjustment is made to include in the balances grapes used 
for wine (in grapes equivalent) where these are omitted by USDA. 
-1 
13 In many instances, the USDA food balances record an entry in a 
category titled, "non-food industrial use", when the commodity in question 
actually reappears in the balance sheet as "production" of a processed 
food product. At other times, quantities so designated are actually 
destined for non-food uses. Appropriate adjustments were made to avoid 
double counting whenever the need was apparent. 
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As a first step toward adjusting base period balances to reflect 
total domestic disappearance in terms of primary product equivalent, it is 
necessary to account for the fact that while seed and waste are literally 
a part of domestic disappearance in an ex post sense, they actually arise 
in the process of meeting a demand which may or may not be wholly of domes­
tic origin. Thus, for countries which are net food exporters in the base 
period, the seed and waste figure is adjusted downward, while importers 
are charged for more seed and waste than was realized domestically. The 
computation procedure is based on the assumption that seed and waste are 
associated with production only. Adjusted seed and waste for the r-th 
product class in the base period, is computed as in equation 40. 
SW = SW DD (40) 
ro ro ro ro 
The symbols DD^^, and refer to domestic disappearance, produc­
tion, and seed and waste, respectively; all for commodity r in the base 
period (as summarized from USDA's food balances). 
Projected demand for the r-th commodity will contain only two com­
ponents: food and industrial demand, and feed demand. However, the 
projected values are defined to include an allowance for the seed and waste 
which would be incurred in meeting the domestic demand. Herein, it is 
assumed that this quantity is a fixed proportion of deliveries to demand. 
Possible reduction of waste and lowering of relative seed requirements 
due to improved yields are ignored. Consistent with this specification 
of demand, base period values of feed use, and food and industrial 
use, are adjusted as in equations 41 and 42. 
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• ^"ro"rc./<^ro + "ro' + <42) 
At this point it is necessary to depart temporarily from the discussion 
of adjustments to base period balances in order to describe the procedure 
for projecting feed demand. Certain parameters developed for projecting 
feed demand are required to complete the adjustments on base period balances. 
As stated earlier, future feed demand is based on projected livestock 
products demand. An index of total feed concentrate demand is computed for 
each country and at each time when a production-demand comparison is to be 
made. The index, I^, is computed as a weighted sum of projected demand 
for the three livestock product aggregates in year t; equation 43. 
It = "yAyt + WgAgt + WgAgt (43) 
Subscript values 7, 8, and 9 are associated with meat, milk and eggs, 
respectively. A^^ is the estimated future domestic demand for the r-th 
class of livestock product in year t. The weights, w^, are proportional 
to concentrate requirements per 1,000 metric tons production of the r-th 
livestock product aggregate, and they are scaled so that = 1.0. 
Weights for countries of Northern and Mediterranean Europe and for 
Canada were based on data from (37, p. A-27). Weights for Eastern European 
countries and for the U.S.S.R. were assumed proportional to those for 
Mediterranean Europe, and those for Oceania were assumed proportional to 
weights for Canada. Analogous estimates for the U.S. were derived from 
USDA data (60, p. 80) and (61, pp. 43-44). For underdeveloped countries 
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where few useable estimates were available, feed requirements per unit of 
production were assumed proportional to calories for human consumption de­
rived per 1,000 metric tons for each livestock product aggregate (in farm 
weight). 
As the procedure is explained further, it will be seen why internal 
consistency requires only that the weights, w^, for a given country main­
tain proper proportionality relationships among themselves; absolute values 
are not crucial. It will also be noted that a constant mix of feeds in the 
livestock "diet" is assumed, and that future feed conversion rates are im­
plicitly assumed constant at base period levels. Finally, no explicit 
measures are taken to segregate quantities of feed fed to draft animals. 
Needed data generally are not available, and in any case, draft animals 
frequently serve other purposes in underdeveloped countries. Some are 
milked, and ultimately, many contribute to meat supplies. 
Returning now to adjustments on base period food balances, the live­
stock aggregation weights are used to inflate base period feed estimates, 
of countries which are net importers of livestock products, and to 
deflate the feed estimates of countries which are net exporters of such 
products. A multiplicative adjustment factor, k, is computed for each 
country as illustrated in equation 44. Final adjusted feed use figures 
for the base period, F^^, are computed as in equation 45, and the final 
value for adjusted total domestic disappearance is computed as in equation 
46 
9 9 
(44) 
(45) 
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DD' = FI' + F" (46) 
ro ro ro ^ ' 
When all above adjustments have been completed, the resulting balances 
appear quite different from the originals in many cases. Major exporters 
of crops exhibit reduced domestic disappearance by virtue of seed and waste 
"exports". All countries' food and industrial and feed demands are inflated 
by their pro-rata shares of adjusted seed and waste. And finally, countries 
which import (export) livestock products show increased (reduced) feed allo­
cations . 
Using base period food and industrial use estimates in their adjusted 
forms, base period and projected population estimates, and base year and 
projected income estimates, future food and industrial demand is projected 
for all nine commodity aggregates using the procedure described in the pre­
ceding section of this chapter. 
The feed component of demand must also be projected to arrive at 
estimates of total future demand. But first, consider the aggregation 
weights again. For meat and eggs, all future demand arises from food and 
industrial uses, and these are projected in the manner just described. 
Symbolically, the process is illustrated in equation 47, where and 
\t " ^ r^t " r = 7' 9 (47) 
are respectively, income and population in year t. However, in many 
countries, milk is used for both food and feed, and in such cases, total 
demand must be expressed as in equation 48. 
Age = fist + + fsc (48) 
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At any time t, feed demand for the r-th class of feed (including milk) 
will be estimated as in equation 49 (recalling that I = 1.0). Substitute 
o 
^rt = Vro' r = 1, 2, ..., 9 (49) 
from equations 47, 48 and 49 into equation 43 to form equation 50. Finally, 
collect terms and rewrite equation 50 as equation 51, where = w^/(l -
WsFgo)• The resulting weights, w^, account for the functional circularity 
It - .;f,(Yt,Nt) + (51) 
in the role of milk in the same way that interdependence coefficients in 
an input-output model account for the dual role of all commodities in that 
context. Milk is required to produce feed and feed is required to produce 
milk. 
All feed demands, then, are projected using as computed from equa­
tion 51, and then as illustrated in equation 49. Adding the result to 
food and industrial demand, total domestic demand is estimated. 
Methodology for the production projections 
The production projections entail only an extrapolation of trends 
for the recent past. Area and yield trends are used where data are 
available. In other cases, projections are based on trends estimated 
from production data only. The area trends so estimated are extrapolated 
subject to a constraint on total cropland in each country. Preparatory 
to making production-demand comparisons, the resulting production 
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projections are aggregated into six commodity classes corresponding to 
the crop classes defined in the preceding section. 
Estimates of time trends for area, yield and production The work 
of estimating time trends on the production side began with an effort to 
assemble data for area, yield and production of all individual crops, and 
in all countries of the world for which useable sets of data were available. 
Chapter IV reports results of the analysis of over 3,000 individual sets of 
such data. Because of their numbers, it is impractical to give precise 
documentation of the source for each data set. Instead, a general descrip­
tion will be given of the priorities applied in selecting data sources, and 
then all sources used will be indicated. 
All data used were drawn from sources published by either USDA or F AO. 
FAQ's coverage is broader, both geographically and in terms of the number 
of crops. Data from statistical reporting services of individual countries 
were not used because the same data, with very few omissions of significant 
crops, can nearly always be found in FAG publications. Moreover, it is 
then possible to avoid the encumbrance of working in numerous units of 
measurement and languages. However, for certain countries of the world, 
USDA's estimates were thought to be more reliable, and a priority was 
established whereby if all other considerations were equal, USDA data 
were used as a first choice whenever they were available. 
The basic FAG data sources used are (62) and (14), and the basic 
source of USDA statistics is (63). Excepting the United Arab Republic, 
projections for African countries are based on production trends only. 
USDA data are used for estimation, and the source is (64). An effort was 
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made to project production on an area and yield basis, but it was determined 
that available data were generally inadequate. In addition to the basic 
USDA sources, supplemental data on the U.S.S.R. are taken from (65). Other 
USDA sources which are used occasionally for production data are (66), (67) 
Like the income data, the series collected were of variable length. 
However, 1946 is the earliest year considered, and 1964 the most recent, 
but in only a few cases do the data include 1964 observations. 
All data are transformed into standard units of measurement: 1,000 
hectares for area, 100 kilograms per hectare for yield and 1,000 metric 
tons for production. Each data series was then plotted against time. 
The various functional forms used to represent time trends are dis­
played in equations 52 through 59. The variable indicates either area, 
yield or production in year t. Again, a and b are constants to be estimated. 
and (68). 
= a + bt + e (52) 
Z^ = a + b^/T + e (53) 
Z^ = a + blog(t) + e (54) 
Z. = a + bt + ctj + e 
t d (55) 
Z^ = a + bt + c .yt + e (56) 
Z^ = a + bt + clog(t) + € (57) 
Z^ = Z + e 
t (58) 
Zt = z + e (59) 
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and e is a disturbance term. The variable t^ is defined as in equation 32, 
except that values of d equal to 52 and 58 are considered. The form given 
in equation 55 was used for several purposes. In general, it may be used 
to represent any trend which appears to possess two distinct, more or less 
linear phases, if the two phases are connected. Certain series seem to be 
characterized by a period of rapid war recovery, followed by a markedly 
more moderate trend. A second intended use was to detect any leveling-off 
of production trends near the end of the 1950*s when earlier aggregate per 
capita production gains in the underdeveloped countries seemed to lessen. 
However, only limited success was achieved with this approach. Such trends 
(to the extent that they are present) can often be approximated as well or 
better with equations 53 or 54. By any rigorous statistical criteria, it 
is difficult to verify a distinct "break" in area, yield or production 
trends in the late 1950's using time series of the quality and length which 
are available. 
Observed time paths of the variables under study here only infrequently 
appear to be increasing at increasing rates. However, in a few cases, forms 
of the type shown in equation 55 are used to represent such trends in order 
to permit a more rapid rise than would be possible with equations 52 through 
54, while at the same time, maintaining a form less "explosive" in character 
than an exponential function. 
Equations 56 and 57 are used only rarely. These forms are introduced 
2 2 
as representatives of the class of functions for which d Z/dt > 0, but 
whose limiting forms are linear. Thus, using equation 57 as an example, 
dZ/dt = b + clog(e)t and lim dz/dt = b. It was hoped that this "damping" 
t-^oo 
of the trend might make these forms useful to represent data which appears 
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to increase at an increasing rate. However, for the projection period 
under study, the damping effect is small, and as with the exponential func­
tions, projected values are highly sensitive to observations away from the 
trend line. 
Under equation 58, an overall mean of the observed data, Z, is used 
if no discernable trend was evident, and the entire series appeared as 
— ^ 
only random fluctuations about a constant value. The symbol Z in equation 
59 refers to a mean of only a recent portion of the data set. This ex­
pression is used when a trend in early years has distinctly "flattened out" 
over several recent years, or in certain other cases, when a distinct 
shift is observed from one more or less constant level to another. 
All the above are monotonie functions of time throughout the projec­
tion period. (Equations 56 and 57 are not used except when the fitted 
curve rises at an increasing rate.) 
Least squares techniques are used to estimate all equations. Several 
criteria are applied in selecting functions to represent individual time 
trends. Among these are the appearance of the plotted observations, and 
statistical properties of the fitted functions. Trial projections of de­
pendent variables are computed by evaluating each fitted function at future 
time values, and comparative growth rates between two or more forms fitted 
to the same data series are considered in selecting one from among them. 
Recent, often provisional data, not used in fitting regressions, are also 
considered in relation to the data which are included and the resulting 
estimated functions. Finally, extraordinary historical events which are 
known to have affected the observed data are taken into account. Sometimes, 
data are removed, and functions are estimated without such observations. 
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while in other cases, such events only condition the selection of particular 
functional forms which are estimated using the full data set. Examples of 
such historical events are major agricultural policy changes, extreme 
weather, war or political disturbances, severe market disruptions, etc. 
The only attempt to apply a general statistical selection criterion is 
in requiring an "F" value significant at the 90 percent confidence level 
before selecting any function with a non-zero trend. However, even this 
criterion is overridden in some isolated cases. Where no trend can be 
discerned, either equation 58 or 59 is used, depending on the nature of 
the data. 
At times, equations 58 or 59 are used even though statistically 
significant trends can be measured. For example, when a series moves 
from one more or less constant level to another, equation 59 is used. 
For two variables, a priori linear trends are specified because, on 
the one hand, past observations are determined to a large degree by govern­
ment agricultural policies, and on the other hand, evidence is available 
to suggest the likely impact of future policies. These variables are the 
area of wheat and corn in the U.S. 
As is true of the income trends, it cannot be said that the results 
of the above decisions are objective. However, every effort has been made 
to select functions in a way such that the resulting projections can be 
validly labelled as extensions of recent underlying trends. 
Estimates of maximum potentials for cropland expansion All pro­
jections in this investigation are conditional upon their assumptions, and 
the most pervading assumption is a continuation of recent trends. But the 
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assumption that cropland expansion can continue indefinitely can be ruled 
out a priori, and to have completely ignored the boundedness of agricultural 
land when projecting 35 years into the future would have made the results 
much less meaningful. Furthermore, many have expressed concern about the 
future world food situation on grounds that present rates of cropland ex­
pansion in the underdeveloped countries will soon exhaust available land 
supplies. 
After surveying estimates which were available, it was determined that 
the needs of the present investigation could be best served by undertaking 
a separate, semi-autonomous study of land resources in the underdeveloped 
14 
countries of the world. Mr. William G. Harper did the basic analysis 
under an agreement with the Center for Agricultural and Economic Development, 
Iowa State University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. Only a part 
of his analysis is used here, and some further derivations have been nec­
essary to adapt the part used to the needs of the present study. 
For three reasons, the Harper study was limited to only underdeveloped 
countries of the world.First, available resources were limited, and the 
necessary research is expensive in both time and money. Second, the most 
pressing food problems and the most rapidly rising total land trends are 
Through the cooperation of Charles E. Kellogg, Deputy Administrator 
for Soil Survey, and Arnold C. Orvedal, Chief, World Soil Geography Unit, 
Soil Conservation Service, USDA; arrangements were made for access to un­
published materials on world soil resources and the library facilities of 
the Soil Conservation Service. The study of land resources was based on 
these working materials. 
15 
However, Communist China was excluded, since it was not to be in­
cluded in the present study. 
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found in the underdeveloped countries, while knowledge about their agri­
cultural land resources is least adequate. And finally, food problems are 
generally not pressing in the developed countries, knowledge is more ade­
quate, and most total cropland trends are rising slowly, or even falling. 
Thus, it was believed that continued trends would not result in unrealis-
tically large cropland projections in the developed countries. 
With only a few exceptions, this last ex ante judgement has been borne 
out. The exceptions will be discussed later. 
In this investigation, projections of crop areas in most countries of 
Central and South America, the Near East, and Non-Communist Asia are made 
subject to upper bounds on cropland expansion which have been derived from 
Harper's estimates. Since most of the production projections for Africa 
are not based on area and yield trends, it was not possible to introduce 
bounds on land expansion. However, it will be seen later that the results 
would probably be unchanged even if the boundedness of crop area had been 
accounted for. 
In the Harper estimates, land for use in growing crops is classified 
according to suitability under either dry fallow, irrigated or rain-fed 
conditions. In many, but not all cases, it is possible to distinguish 
between presently irrigated and potentially irrigable land. The rain-
fed and irrigated lands are placed in three classes on the basis of poten­
tials for producing reasonably continuous high, moderate or low yields of 
adapted crops. However, land of all three classes is grouped together 
without distinction for establishing upper bounds on total area trends. 
Some cropland is set apart as being suitable for only a limited 
number of specified crops. Generally, these are minor crops such as 
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fruit, coffee, cocoa, etc. Cropland suitable for growing either a country's 
major crops or its minor ones is assigned to the general cropland categories. 
A location criterion also is introduced into the classification system 
in that land more than fifty miles from water, rail or road transportation 
is differentiated from that which is nearer. 
Harper's estimates also provide some basis for estimating multiple 
cropping potentials. He identifies areas where, from the standpoint of 
soil characteristics, multiple cropping seems possible; he estimates mul­
tiple cropping potentials for irrigated land based on water availability; 
and he summarizes climatological data to estimate length of growing season 
and quantity and distribution of rainfall for areas judged to have multiple 
cropping potentials on upland soils. 
Underlying all classification decisions is a relatively high manage­
ment assumption. It is assumed that management and cultural practices are 
analogous to those on commercial North American and West European farms, 
taking into consideration potential productivity of soils relative to costs 
of required practices. Implied in this assumption is development of a 
locally adapted technology, and in many cases, lowering of farm input prices 
relative to farm product prices to where economic incentives for adoption 
of practices parallel those in North America and West Europe. 
From the basic data described above, upper boundaries on cropland 
expansion are established for each country at two alternative levels. For 
each alternative, two kinds of cropland are distinguished: land suitable 
for minor crops only, and a general cropland class. A hectare of land 
designated as suitable for multiple croppings is treated as two hectares 
of cropland, whereas a hectare of cropland marked for dry fallow management 
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is added in at one-half weight. However, where Harper has designated 
cropland as suitable for long-term crops such as, coffee, sugar cane, etc., 
no multiple cropping is assumed in any case. 
The basis for establishing low and high variant upper bounds differs 
between Latin America and the Near and Far East. For Latin American coun­
tries, the low variant is computed as the sum of all cropland located with­
in fifty miles of rail, water or road transportation. Both general crop­
land and that for minor crops is measured on this basis. Little of the 
cropland is presently planted more than once annually in Latin America, 
and the low variant here assumes no multiple cropping. The high variant 
upper bound includes all cropland, regardless of location; and in addition, 
multiple cropping is assumed possible on irrigated land where sufficient 
water is deemed available, and in upland areas having favorable soil 
characteristics and acceptable temperature and moisture for eight months 
or longer annually. 
For the countries of the Near East, multiple cropping is assumed 
possible only on presently or potentially irrigable land. No potential 
cropland is identified at distances greater than fifty miles. The low 
variant upper bound reflects all cropland identified in upland areas, and 
irrigated land presently in use. Multiple cropping is assumed to be at 
estimated present levels on irrigated land. Under the high assumption, 
potentially irrigable land is added, and multiple cropping is increased to 
reflect potential increases in supplies of irrigation water and better 
management of existing and future flows. 
Beginning with the eastern part of India and moving eastward, annual 
precipitation is judged adequate to permit multiple cropping on upland 
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soils in some cases. Thus, in these countries, the conceptual basis for 
differentiating between low and high variant land boundaries is the same 
as in the Near East, except for the multiple cropping assumptions on 
non-irrigated cropland, and except for the distance criterion in the case 
of Indonesia. Under the high variant, multiple cropping is assumed possi­
ble on non-irrigated cropland having favorable soil characteristics and 
acceptable temperature and precipitation for eight months or longer annu­
ally; while under the low variant, a minimum ten month long favorable 
growing season is assumed needed. Certain portions of Indonesia's crop­
land are designated as more than fifty miles from transportation, and 
these areas are omitted from the low variant land constraint. In no other 
case is the location criterion operative in Asia. 
It was next necessary to make allowance for the fact that the crops 
for which area trends were estimated do not include all crops grown in 
any country, and hence, the sum of the area trends cannot be interpreted 
as the trend in total cropland. It is therefore necessary to reduce the 
estimates of total potential cropland to allow for crops not included in 
the analysis of area trends. The method used is to multiply each country's 
land constraints; low variant and high, land for minor crops and general 
cropland; by the estimated percentage of 1960 cropland accounted for by 
crops whose area trends are included. For the 39 countries having land 
constraints estimated from Harper's data, crops whose area trends have 
been estimated account for 81 percent of total 1960 estimated cropped area. 
The coverage percentages vary from country to country, and they may be sub­
ject to substantial errors since estimates of undercoverage were often 
based on inferences drawn from fragmentary data rather than on direct 
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estimates. Of course, this is to be expected, since from the outset, the 
most common reason for any kind of omission was inadequate data to support 
time trend analysis. 
For most countries not included in Harper's analysis, constraints on 
land expansion are routinely set at levels only slightly above those of 
1960. Most estimated total area trends show only modest changes. Aside 
from Finland and Norway, no European country's data shows rates of total 
cropland expansion in excess of 0.4 percent per year in 1960. Trends for 
Japan and for fourteen countries in Europe are estimated to be negative 
in 1960, though as some individual crop areas go to zero in later years, 
projected total area trends often recover. Norway, with an estimated 
annual growth rate in total cropland of 1.6 percent, is constrained to 
115 percent of 1960 crop area; and Denmark, with a 0.8 percent annual 
growth rate, is limited to 110 percent of 1960 area. Two other European 
countries, Finland and the U.S.S.R., are permitted a ten percent increase 
in cropland under the land constraint, on the basis of their respective 
0.4 and 0.3 percent annual cropland growth rates, and France is allotted 
a ten percent increase on the basis of estimates in (14, 1964, p. 3). 
Australia and New Zealand present special problems because both 
exhibit rapid growth in total cropland, evidence suggests that substan­
tially more expansion is possible, and neither has been singled out for 
detailed study by Harper. In the case of New Zealand, estimates are 
available in (14, 1964, p. 8) suggesting that ample undeveloped land is 
available to permit the expansion implied in the projections, so the land 
constraint is set at a level which left the trend unbounded. For Australia 
where the 1960 growth rate in cropland is estimated at 3.4 percent per year 
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a land constraint forty-five percent above the 1960 level is estimated 
from data in (69, pp. 274-280). 
In all cases where land constraints are estimated without the benefit 
of Harper's data, only one variant (labeled "high") is specified, and no 
distinction is made between general cropland and other land which might be 
suitable only for some special crops. 
Production projections Where area and yield trends cannot be esti­
mated, but acceptable production data are available, the estimated produc­
tion trend is simply extrapolated to project future production of individual 
crops. Nearly all fruit crops are projected on this basis, and the same 
procedure is necessary in other cases as well. Such projections do not 
take into account the possible boundedness of cropland even when the land 
constraint is binding for other crops in the same country. 
Where future production is to be estimated as the product of projected 
area times projected yield, it is first necessary to project individual 
crop areas subject to overall land constraints. All crops are included 
at this stage, regardless of whether they are to be later incorporated into 
the food production-demand comparisons. By including them, it is possible 
to make allowance for some of the competition for food producing resources 
which arises from industrial and beverage crops. 
All functions depicting area of individual crops in a country are 
first extrapolated to 1970, 1985, and 2000 to estimate "unconstrained" 
area values. The assumption is made that any crop present may be grown 
on land which Harper has classified in the general cropland categories, 
but that land designated for minor crops may be used only for those crops 
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specified by Harper. For countries where land constraints are formulated 
on bases other than Harper's estimates, only a general cropland constraint 
is specified, and no minor crops are designated. 
The procedure for projecting crop areas assumes that if projected 
total area reaches a boundary value, then no further total expansion may 
occur. In such cases, however, further adjustments in areas of individual 
crops are still permitted within the limits set by prespecified bounds on 
the total. Such gains or losses for areas of individual crops do not re­
flect any specific economic considerations; rather, the adjustments are 
related to relative rates of change in individual area trends. The opera­
tional content of these assumptions will be explained in subsequent para­
graphs . 
It will first be useful to define some terms and symbols. The total 
amount of land classified by Harper as suitable for the general crops 
grown in a country will be referred to as "general cropland", (GC), and 
the total area designated as suitable for only a limited number of crops 
will be called "special cropland", (SC). The term "total projected area", 
(TPA), will denote the sum of the unconstrained area projections of all 
individual crops grown in a country; and the term "special crops projected 
area", (SCPA), will be the sum of the unconstrained area projections of 
those crops designated by Harper as suitable for growth on special cropland. 
Total projected area and special crops projected area are first com­
puted for each of the three future years 1970, 1985, and 2000 by adding 
individual area figures estimated by extrapolating area trends. Of course, 
negative values are not admitted, and any occurring are set equal to zero. 
At each of the three future times, one of three mutually exclusive states 
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will be observed, and consistency with the above assumptions will require 
one of three different computational procedures to arrive at final area 
estimates for individual crops. The three states are the following: 
(1) TPA < GC + SC and TPA - SCPA < GC 
(2) TPA - SCPA > GC and SCPA < SC 
(3) TPA > GC + SC and SCPA > SC 
Under state (1), the land constraints are entirely inoperative, and 
the final projected areas for individual crops are simply the unconstrained 
extrapolations. Under state (2), the special crops projected area can all 
be accommodated on the special cropland, but crops not designated as spe­
cial crops cannot be accommodated on the general cropland. Thus, final 
area estimates for individual crops not in this later category are computed 
by applying the scale factor, GC/(TPA - SCPA), to their unconstrained area 
estimates. Final area estimates for the individual special crops are, 
again, the unconstrained extrapolations. 
State (3) is the most restrictive in that special crops projected area 
exceeds special cropland, and total crops projected area exceeds the sum of 
general cropland and special cropland. Here, according to the assumptions, 
the special crops compete on both kinds of cropland, GC and SC; while the 
others compete only on the general cropland, GC. Final area estimates for 
crops not designated as special crops are obtained by multiplying their un­
constrained area estimates by the scale factor, GC/(TPA - SC), and final 
area estimates for the special crops are obtained by scaling down the un­
constrained values with the factor, SC/SCPA + |GC/(TPA - SC) J (^ 1 - (SC/SCPA)J 
In other words, the special crops are allocated to the special cropland up 
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to its capacity, and then the residual is allowed to "compete" with the 
general crops for the general cropland. 
The above procedures accommodate the case where special cropland is 
zero. Furthermore, it is possible for areas of certain crops (the general 
ones) to be bounded, while other crops (the special ones) are unbounded 
in area. The same sequence of decision rules and computations is applied 
for the three future years under study, for the low and high variant land 
constraints (where two are present), and for all countries where area 
trends are estimated. 
To obtain yield projections, the estimated trends are simply extra­
polated to the years 1970, 1985 and 2000. Again, negative projections 
are not admitted. Future production is then estimated as the product of 
projected area times projected yield. 
Projections of sugar cane and sugar beets production are converted 
into sugar on a raw value basis to conform with the definition used in 
the demand projections. Similarly, projections of groundnuts production 
are transformed to reflect production on a shelled basis. Conversion 
factors for these purposes were obtained from (57) and (70, pp. 14-15). 
In some cases where data on sugar cane and sugar beets are not available, 
trends in centrifugal and non-centrifugal sugar production, measured in 
raw value, are estimated and projected directly. 
When all production projections have been completed for individual 
crops, each country's data on food and feed are aggregated into six pro­
duction categories: cereals, sugar (raw value), starchy roots, pulses, 
vegetables and fruit, and oil crops. These categories are defined in the 
same way as those used for the demand projections except that the three 
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groups of livestock products have been omitted. Projections of production 
for industrial and beverage crops are dropped at this point. 
From the description of methodology, it will be noted that the demand 
projections purport to include all commodities used by each country within 
each of the defined classes. However, it is also clear that the production 
projections, as described thus far, are conceptually different in that not 
all crops could be included. The estimated coverage varies substantially, 
both by country and by type of commodity. Generally, the cereals and sugar 
are very well covered. Starchy roots and oil crops are reasonably well 
covered; pulses, somewhat less; and vegetables and fruit are least well 
covered. Several cases were observed where no estimates were available 
on any of the fruits and vegetables. 
To make the production and demand projections conceptually comparable, 
it is necessary to attempt a means of correcting for undercoverage. Esti­
mated 1960 production is first computed by evaluating all area, yield and 
production trends at 1960, and aggregating the resulting production esti­
mates into the six categories described above. The result is compared to 
the corresponding production estimates derived from the 1959-61 food 
balance sheets prepared by USDA; and the difference, if any, is interpreted 
as a measure of the crop omissions from the time trend projections. An 
approximate adjustment is made to the future production estimates by 
assuming that the undercoverage percentage remains constant through time. 
In cases where the coverage ratio is zero, it is assumed that 1959-61 
average production for the commodity class reported by USDA in the food 
balance will increase in the same proportion as the country's production 
of cereals. 
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Production-demand comparisons 
The comparison of estimated future production and demand is straight 
forward. Food and industrial demand is computed for nine product classes 
feed demand is derived, and the total for six food and feed crop product 
classes is compared to corresponding production projections. Excess de­
mand, or demand less production, is computed for each of the product 
classes. Again, the objective is to compare, for each country, all food 
and feed crop production to demand estimates which include all direct 
and indirect demand. 
This procedure is carried out for 96 countries, for three future 
time periods, for nine combinations of population and income, and with 
two alternative upper bounds on cropland expansion. 
The resulting comparisons are then aggregated three ways. Aggregates 
are computed summarizing the results for 21 geographic regions covering 
the world. Second, the same data are aggregated according to levels of 
income in each country. Aggregates of the low, medium and high income 
countries are prepared. And finally, world totals are computed. 
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CHAPTER IV. BASIC RESULTS: POPULATION, INCOME AND PER CAPITA INCOME 
PROJECTIONS; AND AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION TRENDS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present basic results of analysis 
of time trends in variables affecting future production-demand comparisons. 
Projected 1970, 1985 and 2000 population estimates are presented, and esti­
mated indices of future total and per capita income are given for these 
years. However, basic results of time trend analysis on area, yield and 
production variables are presented in a different form. 
For each crop in each country, 1960 trend values of area, yield and/or 
production are given. These are not actual 1960 observations, but values 
obtained by evaluating each estimated time trend function to determine its 
"predicted" value at 1960. Where area, yield and production figures are 
given for a crop, the production figure is the product of area and yield; 
but where production appears by itself, area and yield trends were not 
estimated. 
Each function is differentiated with respect to time, and the deriv­
ative evaluated at the value of t corresponding to 1960 is reported as the 
annual change. Where production is estimated as the product of area times 
yield, A(t)«Y(t), annual change is computed as dA/dt.Y(t) + dY/dt»A(t), 
and the result is evaluated at t corresponding to 1960. Percentage rate 
of change per year is also computed for each variable; annual change is 
simply divided by the trend value at 1960. 
Finally, the total of all individual 1960 crop areas is presented for 
each country, along with the corresponding annual change and annual per­
centage change. Some country tables will present results for cotton. 
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cottonseed, linseed and flax; but the apparent double counting of area has 
been removed from the crop area totals. 
From the discussion of functional forms in the preceding chapter, it 
will be clear that the percentage rate of change is not a constant through­
out the projection period, and in general, the annual change need not be 
either. 
Projected values for individual area, yield and/or production variables 
are not presented. The presentation format just described seems generally 
adequate to depict the nature of the trends which are to be extrapolated, 
and a full presentation of all projected values would require a large mass 
of data having little additional net utility. However, the final tables of 
the chapter do present projected area, yield and production values for 
individual cereal crops aggregated by world regions and by country income 
leveIs. 
Basic Results by Countries 
Tables 4 through 195 present basic results estimated for each country. 
Country tables appear in the same sequence as they are listed in column 2 
of Table 3, and they are discussed in groups corresponding to the regional 
aggregates shown in columns 1 and 2 of Table 3. 
Consider first Tables 4 and 5 showing U.S. income and population pro­
jections and basic trend results for agricultural production. The rela­
tively large variation in income, population and per capita income in 
2000 is quite typical, and probably not unreasonable for a time horizon 
33 years in the future. Population growth is modest in relative terms, 
but still substantial in absolute numbers. Low and high variant indices 
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Table 4. Population, real income and per capita real income projections 
for United States 
Projected population 
(thousands) 
Projected indices of 
real income (1950=100) 
Year 
Low 
variant 
Medium 
variant 
High 
variant 
Low 
variant 
High 
variant 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
180676 
201100 
234774 
263970 
180676 
205266 
254403 
316376 
180676 
210693 
267938 
336022 
100 
131 
179 
226 
100 
141 
238 
400 
1960 base per capita real income indices 
Low income variant 
Year 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
Low 
population 
100 
118 
137 
154 
Medium 
population 
100 
116 
127 
129 
High 
population 
100 
113 
120 
121 
High income variant 
Year 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
Low 
population 
100 
127 
183 
274 
Medium 
population 
100 
124 
169 
228 
High 
population 
100 
121 
160 
215 
TABLE 5. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN UNITED STATES 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR BEETS 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
HOPS 
POTATOES 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (ICCO M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
18210 349.1 1.9 15.9 0.4 2.6 29012 1304.3 4.5 689 0.0 0.0 11.2 0.4 4.0 773 30.9 4.0 4884 0.0 0.0 16.9 0.3 1.6 8275 133.5 1.6 11363 -426.4 -3.8 14.8 0.3 1.7 16858 -340.5 
-2.C 22924 161.9 0.7 35.5 1.4 3.9 81485 3761.0 4.6 709 0.0 0.0 38.4 1.2 3.0 2725 82.2 3.0 5594 0.0 0.0 24.2 1.8 7.3 13532 987.9 7.3 40G 14.6 3.7 385.3 3.6 0.9 15396 705.9 4.6 140 1.7 1.2 563.1 9.6 1.7 7866 230.8 2.9 605 3.9 0.6 14.2 0.2 1.2 862 15.5 1.8 116 0.0 0.0 13.7 O.C 0.0 158 0.0 O.C 10131 542.0 5.4 15.9 0.2 1.4 16067 1081.4 6.7 655 -19.1 -2.9 13.4 0.4 3.2 876 2.7 0.3 6049 0.0 0.0 8.6 0.3 3.1 5228 164.3 3.1 1244 0.0 0.0 5.6 O.C 0.0 692 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 11.7 O.C 0.0 2 0.0 O.G 6049 0.0 0.0 5.2 0.2 3.1 3154 96.6 3.1 465 0.0 0.0 18.7 0.4 2.3 871 20.1 2.3 13 0.0 0.0 17.2 O.C 0.0 23 0.0 0.0 573 0.0 0.0 209.0 5.1 2.4 11981 292.2 2.4 
TABLE 5. (CONTINUED) 
CROP 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
ONIONS 
TOMATOES 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
GRAPEFRUTT 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
DATES 
FIGS 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
I960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
94 -5.3 -5.7 
42 -0.9 -2.1 
201 -4.8 -2.4 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 85103 616.8 0.7 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (LOGO M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
82.1 2.3 2.7 
274.0 9.0 3.3 
243.8 11.7 4.8 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
773 -22.6 -2.9 
1143 13.8 1.2 
4900 118.8 2.4 
2605 43.5 1.7 
643 — 6.6 -1.0 
516 0.0 0.0 
203 0.0 0.0 
1629 0.0 0.0 
191 0.0 0.0 
2705 0.0 0.0 
4814 0.0 0.0 
1503 
-0.1 -0.0 
541 7.8 1.4 
20 0.0 0.0 
59 0,0 0.0 
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of total real income in 2000; 226 and 400, respectively, reflect the 
difference between a linear and an exponential function fitted to the 
same data. 
Wheat and corn dominate the crop area estimates as shown in Table 5. 
These two are the only variables associated with production in the entire 
study which were specified on entirely a priori grounds. Estimated trends 
were established against a background of recent changes in government pol­
icy affecting wheat and corn area, present levels of idle cropland, the 
decline in oats area, and recent estimates of future crop demand and land 
needs by Mayer (71, pp. 132-144). Among other significant changes are 
oats area falling at 3.8 percent per year from a base of over 11 million 
hectares, and soybeans area rising at 5.4 percent per year from a base of 
about 10 million hectares. As is well known, yields of most crops are 
rising steadily from levels already high by world standards. However, pro­
duction of fruit crops shows only modest growth. 
Table 6 shows Canadian population growth to be somewhat more rapid 
than in the U.S., but still only moderate. Total Canadian income is pro­
jected to grow more rapidly than U.S. income when measured in relative 
terms, and extremes of projected per capita income in 2000 are more widely 
dispersed. 
Total area of all crops reported for Canada in Table 7 shows only a 
slight increase. Areas of corn and oil crops are growing at sizeable 
percentage rates, but these are not major crops in Canadian agriculture. 
Wheat, by far the most important crop, increases in area at a rate not 
quite offsetting the decline in oats area. Yields of major crops show 
steady gains, and production trends are positive for 16 of the 24 crops 
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TABLE 6. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR CANADA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
17909 
21006 
25981 
30187 
17909 
21441 
28360 
37444 
17909 
22008 
29890 
39885 
100 
139 
197 
256 
100 
157 
307 
602 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 lis 116 113 
1985 136 125 118 
2000 152 122 115 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 134 131 127 
1985 212 194 184 
2000 357 288 27U 
TABLE 7. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CANADA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
SUGAR BEETS 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
SOYBEANS 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
TOBACCO 
HOPS 
POTATOES 
ONIONS 
TOMATOES 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE 
12042 36.4 0.3 13.8 0.2 1.1 16571 233.6 
249 0.0 0.0 10.6 O.G 0.2 264 0.6 3043 0.0 0.0 15.4 0.2 1.3 4680 60.9 4136 
-42.1 -1.0 14.7 0.3 1.7 6088 44.3 
197 6.7 3.4 41.0 1.0 2.5 807 47.6 34 0.0 0.0 287.5 4. G 1.4 970 13.4 27 0.0 0.0 12.3 O.G 0.0 33 0.0 28 0.0 0.0 12.0 0.0 0.0 33 0.0 98 1.9 1.9 18.1 0.4 2.0 178 7.0 972 0.0 0.0 5.6 0.0 0.0 540 0.0 198 15.3 7.8 8.3 O.C 0.0 165 12.8 14 0.9 6.2 7.0 O.G 0.0 10 0.6 49 0.0 0.0 16.3 0.2 1.5 79 1.2 0 -0.0 -3.9 15.4 O.G 0.0 1 -0.0 123 0.0 0.0 160.3 4.2 2.6 1968 51.5 3 0.0 0.0 244.7 4.8 2.0 70 1.4 17 0.0 0.0 266.7 O.C 0.0 461 0.0 
339 0.0 
34 0.9 
13 -0.4 
YEAR 
1.4 
0.2 
1.3 
0.7 
5.9 
1.4 
0.0 
0.0 
3.9 
0.0 
7.8 
6.2 
1.5 
-3.9 
2.6 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.6 
- 2 . 8  
TABLE 7. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 21229 19.1 0.1 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
196C ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
14 0.5 3.2 
57 0.0 0.0 
6 0.2 4.3 
42 0.8 1.8 
Ill 
covered. 
Mexico's population projections. Table 8, contrast sharply with those 
for the U.S. and Canada. Projected increases from 1960 to 2000 range from 
219 percent under the low variant to 298 percent under the high variant; and 
by only 1985, the low variant forecasts a 116 percent increase over 1960. 
The two variants of projected total real income are sharply different, even 
in the intermediate years, 1970 and 1985. Together, the population, total 
income and per capita income projections illustrate vividly the tremendous 
increase in economic activity required for sustained rising living standards 
in the face of population growth rates typical of many Latin American coun­
tries. And though the variance in per capita income projections results 
primarily from procedural considerations in the way total income has been 
projected, (linear trends for low variants, exponential trends for high), 
the outcome is qualitatively consistent with the Coale-Hoover thesis. 
Total area of crops considered in Mexico is found to be increasing 
2.5 percent per year in 1960 as shown in Table 9. Corn dominates both 
the land use estimates and the annual increase in total area. In percent­
age terms, soybeans area rises very rapidly, but the absolute increase is 
more modest. Production increases are quite vigorous for most crops, and 
increasing area is by no means the only contributor since substantial 
yield increases for major and minor crops alike are quite common. Even 
corn, the major subsistence crop, exhibits a 1.7 percent annual yield 
increase while sustaining an area increase in excess of 3 percent per year. 
Tables 10 through 33 present basic results for 12 countries in the 
Central America and Caribbean region. The 12 are equally divided between 
low and medium income categories, and income projections based on past 
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TABLE 8. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR MEXICO 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
34988 
47955 
75635 
111452 
34988 
48553 
80811  
127703 
34988 
48557 
83122 
139332 
100 
153 
233 
313 
100  
1 8 6  
475 
1209 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 112 110 110 
1985 108 101 98 
2000 98 86 79 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100  
136 
220 
379 
100 
134 
206 
331 
100 
134 
200 
304 
TABLE 9. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE R A T F  OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN MEXICO 
CROP 
WHEAT 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
SOYBEANS 
PALM KERNELS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SESAME SEED 
COPRA 
COTTON 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
836 0.0 0.0 17.4 1.2 6.7 1454 97.1 6.7 240 
-0.1 -0.0 7.6 0.0 0.6 182 1.0 C.5 89 0.5 0.5 7.5 0.0 0.0 66 C.3 0.5 6041 193.7 3.2 8.8 0.2 1.7 5346 262.8 4.9 129 3.8 2.9 21.5 0.3 1.6 277 12.4 4.5 
1446 
18902 805.8 4.3 
63.7 4.4 3.7 0.1 3.0 534 39.3 7.4 7 0.0 0.0 7.2 0.0 0.0 5 0.0 O.C 40 0.0 0.0 7.3 0.0 0.0 29 0.0 0.0 135 1.4 1.0 8.0 0.1 0.7 109 1.9 1.7 4 0.1 2.2 7.6 0.1 1.0 3 0.1 3.2 10 9.1 91.1 12.6 o.c 0.0 13 11.5 91.1 
69 
22 1.2 5.4 
1.7 2.5 12.7 0.1 0.7 88 2.8 3.1 2102 0.0 0.0 9.4 0.3 3.7 1966 73.0 3.7 32 0.0 0.0 8.6 O.C 0.0 28 0.0 0.0 
214 
6 0.0 0.0 5.7 2.7 6.3 0.2 3^0 134 7.6 5.6 
2102 
174 12.1 6.9 o
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o
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o
 
5.6 0.2 3.5 1178 41.0 3.5 
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TABLE 9. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 •
 
<
 
X
 YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 196C ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
TOBACCO 36 0.0 0.0 12.4 O.C O.C 45 0.0 O.C 
POTATOES 45 1.5 3.4 55.2 1.3 2.4 248 14.5 5. 8 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 13 0.0 0.0 62.3 0.5 0.9 83 0.7 0.9 
ONIONS 16 0.0 0.0 41.4 0.0 0.0 66 G.O 0.0 
TOMATOES 63 0.3 0.4 59.0 O.C 0.0 373 1.6 0.4 
APPLES 67 1.8 2.7 
PEARS 19 0.4 2.3 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 9 0.3 3.6 
PEACHES 59 1.1 1.8 
APRICOTS 6 0.1 1.1 
GRAPES 70 2.7 3.9 
ORANGES AND OTHER 670 19.9 3.0 
LEMONS AND OTHER 103 3.6 3.4 
DATES 6 0.0 O.C 
FIGS 6 0.0 0.0 
BANANAS 311 15.4 4.9 
PINEAPPLES 181 5.4 3.0 
COFFEE 299 11.9 4.0 4.1 O.C 0.0 123 4.9 4.0 
COCOA 48 2.0 4.2 3.8 0. 1 2.2 18 1.2 6.4 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 11915 295.2 2.5 
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TABLE 10. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
FOR BRITISH HONDURAS 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960  
1970 
1985 
2000 
90 
119 
186 
276 
90 
120 
199 
316 
90 
12C 
204 
345 
100 
138 
194 
250 
IOC 
1 8 8  
319 
450 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
104 
94 
82 
100 
103 
88 
71 
100 
103 
85 
65 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
142 
154 
147 
100 
141 
144 
128 
100 
141 
141 
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TABLE 11. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN BRITISH HONDURAS 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD, (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 6 0.0 0.0 8.0 O.C 0.0 5 0.0 0. 0 
RICE 1 0.0 0.0 15.0 O.C 0.0 2 0 . 0  0.0 
SUGAR CANE 5 0.3 7.2 279.7 O.C 0.0 133 9.5 7.2 
COPRA 0 -0.0 -67.4 
ORANGES AND OTHER 15 2.0 13.3 
GRAPEFRUIT 9 0 . 0  0 . 0  
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 12 0.3 2.8 
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TABLE 12. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR COSTA RICA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME {1960=1CO) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
200C 
1171 
1672 
2557  
3632 
1171 
1693 
2727 
4128  
1171 
1693 
2801 
4473 
100 
141 
203 
265 
100 
156 
304 
592 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100  
99 
93 
85 
100 
98 
87 
75 
100 
98  
85  
69 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
109 
139 
191 
100 
108 
131 
168  
100 
108 
127 
155 
TABLE 13. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN COSTA RICA 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 72 0.0 0.0 
RICE 51 1.6 3.1 12.0 0.0 0.0 62 1.9 3.1 
CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR 61 3.6 6.0 
NON-CENT. SUGAR 29 0.0 O.Q 
DRY BEANS 45 0.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 0.0 19 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 1 0.0 0.0 7.9 o.c 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
BANANAS 462 0.0 0.0 
COFFEE 56 3.0 5.3 
COCOA 10 0.5 4.4 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 98 1 .6  1 . 6  
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TABLE 14. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR CUBA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20C0 
6797 
8144 
9767 
11305 
6797 
8269 
10749 
13626 
6797 
8307 
11207 
14410 
ICO 
131 
179 
226 
100 
144 
247 
425 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
I 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 110 108 108 
1985 124 113 108 
2000 136 113 107 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 120 118 118 
1985 172 156 150 
2000 256 212 201 
TABLE 15. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CUBA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (ICOO iM.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 Pf 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 175 0.0 0.0 10.1 O.C 0 .0  176 0.0 0 .0  
RICE 97 0.0 0.0 20 .8  0.2 1.2 202 2.3 1.2 
SUGAR CANE 1130 0.0 0.0 391.1 0.0 0.0 44213 0 .0  0.0 
DRY BEANS 50 0.0 0.0 6.4 0 .0  0.0 32 G.O 0.0 
GROUNDNUTS 19 0.0 0 .0  6.5 0 .0  0.0 12 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 57 0.0 0.0 8.7 0.2 2.3 50 1.1 2.3 
POTATOES 9 0.0 0.0 134.3 3.8 2.8 125 3 .5  2.8 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 315 0.0 0.0 
ORANGES AND OTHER 77 0.0 0.0 
GRAPEFRUIT 7 0.0 0.0 
PINEAPPLES 106 0.0 0.0 
COFFEE 38 0.0 O.C 
COCOA 3 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 1537 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 16. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
(THOUSANDS) REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 3G30 3030 3030 ICO IOC 
1970 4193 4258 4277 149 180 
1985 6345 7200 7597 223 437 
2000 8573 11646 12629 297 1061 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 108 106 106 
1985 107 94 89 
2000 105 77 71 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
130 
209 
375 
100 
128 
184 
276 
100 
128 
174 
254 
TABLE 17. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL C/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 101 1.7 1.7 
RICE 57 1.2 
CM 
•
 
(M 23.9 0.8 3.4 137 7.7 5.6 
CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR 832 0.0 0.0 
DRY BEANS 16 0.0 0.0 13.8 O.C 0.0 22 0.0 0.0 
GROUNDNUTS 51 0.0 0.0 10.8 0.0 0.0 55 0.0 0.0 
SESAME SEED 0 0.0 O.C 
COPRA 4 0.3 7.3 
TOBACCO 22 0.3 1.4 9.7 O.C 
o
 
•
 
o
 21 0.3 1.4 
POTATOES 2 0.0 0.0 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 87 0.0 0.0 
CASSAVA 186 0.0 0.0 
ORANGES AND OTHER 26 0.0 O.C 
BANANAS 373 0.0 0.0 
PINEAPPLES 5 0.0 0.0 
COFFEE 35 0.3 0.7 
COCOA 36 0.4 1.3 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 146 1.5 1.1 
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TABLE 18. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR EL SALVADOR 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=1CG) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20C0 
2442 
3256 
4813 
6702 
2442 
3297 
5127 
7583 
2442 
3297 
5261 
8189 
100 
150 
225 
3 DO 
IOC 
225 
412 
600 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 113 111 111 
1985 114 107 104 
2000 109 97 39 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
169 
209 
219 
100 
167 
196 
193 
100 
167 
191 
179 
TABLE 19. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN EL SALVADOR 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 170 0 .0  0.0 10.1 O.C 0.0 172 0.0 0. 0  
RICE 15 0.0 0.0 20.3 0.4 2.2 31 0.7 2.2 
SORGHUM ICO 0.0 0.0 10.2 0.0 0.0 102 0. 0  0.0 
SUGAR CANE 576 8.2 1.4 
DRY BEANS 30 0.0 0.0 5.3 0.0 0.0 16 0.0 0. 0  
COTTONSEED 103 0.0 0.0 13.2 O.C 0.0 136 0.0 0.0 
SESAME SEED 1 -0.3 -22.3 7.8 0.0 0.0 1 -0.2 -22.3 
COTTON 103 0.0 0.0 7.5 0.0 0.0 77 0.0 0. 0  
TOBACCO 1 0.0 0.0 10.3 0.7 6.9 1 0.1 6.9 
COFFEE 36 1.6 1.9 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 420  -0.3 I
-
I 
1 
0
 1 
1 
1 
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TABLE 20. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR GUATEMALA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
3765 
4897 
723C 
10108 
3765 
4959 
7702 
11444 
3765 
4959 
7907 
12372 
100 
165 
263 
361 
100 
152 
284 
532 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
127 
137 
135 
100 
126 
129 
119 
100 
126 
125 
110 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
117 
148 
198 
100 
115 
139 
175 
100 
115 
135 
162 
TABLE 21. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN GUATEMALA 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 p{ 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 33 0.0 0.0 6.4 0.1 1.3 21 0.3 1.3 
CORN 635 11.0 1.7 7.6 0.0 0.0 486 8.4 1.7 
RICE 10 0.1 0.7 13.6 0.2 1.4 13 0.3 2.1 
SUGAR CANE 28 0.9 3.1 310.4 o.c 0.0 872 26.6 3.1 
DRY BEANS 58 0.0 0.0 6.3 0.0 0.0 36 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 96 0.0 0.0 11.7 0.0 0.0 113 0.0 0.0 
COTTON 96 0.0 0.0 7.3 0.0 0.0 70 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 3 0.0 0.0 6.3 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 4 0.2 3.5 30.5 o.c 0.0 14 0.5 3.5 
BANANAS 172 0.0 0.0 
COFFEE 219 5.9 2.7 4.1 
o
 
•
 
o
 0.0 90 2.4 2.7 
COCOA 1 0.0 O.C 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 1086 17.9 1.7 
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TABLE 22. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR HAITI 
PROJECTED POPULATION! 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
4140 
5152 
6919 
8674 
4140 
5231 
7739 
11134 
414C 
5255 
8120 
11932 
ICG 
115 
137 
160 
100  
117 
149 
189 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 92 91 91 
1985 82 73 70 
2000 76 59 55 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
94 
89 
90 
100 
93 
80 
70 
100 
92 
76 
66 
TABLE 23. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AMD PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN HAITI 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (ICGO M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 83 0.0 0.0 
RICE 41 0.0 0.0 
CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR 60 0.9 1.4 
DRY BEANS 26 0.0 0.0 6.5 O.C 0.0 17 0.0 O.C  
COTTONSEED 14 0. 0  0.0 2.6 0.0 0.0 4 0. 0  0.0 
COTTON 14 0.0 0.0 1.0 0. 0  0.0 1 0 .0  0.0 
TOBACCO 2 0 .0  0.0 4.6 0.0 0,0 1 0.0 0.0 
BANANAS 27 0.0 O.C 
COFFEE 35 0.0 0.0 
COCOA 2 0.0 1.1 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 43 0 . 0  0 . 0  
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TABLE 24. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR HONDURAS 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
1838 
2522 
3884 
5592 
1838 
2554 
4144 
6374 
1838 
2554 
4259 
6926 
100 
133 
183 
233 
IOC 
146 
257 
453 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 97 96 96 
1985 87 81 79 
20G0 76 67 62 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
106 
122  
149 
100 
105 
114 
131 
100 
105 
111 
120 
TABLE 25. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN HONDURAS 
CROP 
WHEAT 
CORN 
RICE 
SORGHUM 
CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR 
NON-CENT. SUGAR 
DRY BEANS 
PALM KERNELS 
COTTONSEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
CASSAVA 
TOMATOES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
BANANAS 
PINEAPPLES 
COFFEE 
COCOA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD, (loco M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
2  0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 .0  0.0 
374 13.1 3.5 7.8 0.0 0.0 292 10.3 3.5 
13 0 .3  2.0 16.7 0.0 0.0 22 0.4 2.0 
64 0.3 0.4 8.3 O.G 0.0 53 0 .2  0.4 
20 1.7 8.7 
18 0 .0  O.C 
81 4.9 6.0 4.3 o
 
t o
 
0.0 35 2.1 6.0 
1 0.1 7.9 
12 0.0 0.0 14.5 0.0 0 .0  18 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 7.1 O.C 0.0 1 0 .0  0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 0.0 10 0.0 O.C 
5 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 3 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 19.9 O.C 0 .0  2 0 .0  0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 27.7 0.0 0 .0  3 0.0 O.C 
4 0.1 1.7 35.4 0.1 0.2 15 0.3 1.9 
1 0.0 0.0 21.3 0.0 0 .0  2 0.0 0.0 
13 0 .8  6.5 
871 27.9 3.2 
2 0.0 0.0 
23 1.0 4.5 
0 0.0 0 .0  
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 560 18.6 3.3 
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TABLE 26. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR JAMAICA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
1607 
1804 
1987 
2130 
1607 
1832 
2162 
2516 
1607 
1840  
2244  
2635 
ICO 
125 
173 
241 
IOC 
200 
35C 
500 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 IOC ICO 
1970 111 109 109 
1985 140 129 124 
2000 177 154 147 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
178 
283 
369 
100 
175 
260 
319 
100 
175 
251 
305 
TABLE 27. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN JAMAICA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/G PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 5 0.0 0.0 5.8 0.0 0.0 3 0.0 0.0 
RICE 4 0.0 0.0 19.7 o.c 0.0 8 C.O o.c 
SUGAR CANE 4321  155.3 3.6 
COPRA 14 0.8 5.5 
TOBACCO 2 0.0 0.0 . 6.3 0.3 4.7 1 0.1 4.7 
POTATOES 1 0.0 0.0 79.5 0.0 0.0 8 0.0 O.C 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 29  0.0 0.0 54.5 o.c c.o 158 0.0 o . c  
CASSAVA 4  -0.1 —2 . 6 36.0 O.G c.o 14 -0.4 — 2.6 
ORANGES AND OTHER 66 0.0 0.0 
GRAPEFRUIT 17 0.5 2.8 
LEMONS AND OTHER 8 0.0 0.0 
BANANAS 260  0.0 O.C 
COFFEE 3 0.0 0.0 
COCOA 2 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 44 -0.1 -0.2 
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TABLE ?8. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR NICARAGUA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME 1 1 9 6 0 - 1 0 0 )  
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 1403 1403 1403 ICC IOC 
1970 1926 1950 1950 141 225 
1985 2966 3165 3252  202 412 
2000 4269 4867 5288 264 60G 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100  100 100 
1970 103 101 101 
1985 96 90  87 
2000 87 76 70 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 164 162 162 
1985 195 183 178 
2000 197 173 159 
TABLE 29. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN NICARAGUA 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 196C ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 143 1.8 1.2 8.8 0.0 0.0 125 1.5 1.2 
RICE 22 0.1 0.3 15,9 0.4 2.7 36 1.1 3.0 
SORGHUM 52 0.0 0.0 9.6 G.G 0.0 50 0.0 0.0 
CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR 75 0.0 0.0 
NON-CENT. SUGAR 19 0.0 0.0 
DRY BEANS 52  2.4 4.6 6.7 O.G 0.0 35 1.6 4.6 
COTTONSEED 88 6.0 6.9 12.5 O.G 0 .0  110 7.5 6.9 
SESAME SEED 14 —0 . 6 -4.7 5.1 0. C 0 .0  7 -0.3 -4.7 
COTTON 88 6.0 6.9 7.9 O.G 0.0 69 4 .8  6.9 
TOBACCO 3 0.3 10.8 7.9 0.0 0 .0  2 0 .2  10.6 
BANANAS 7 0.0 0.0 
COFFEE 25  0.6 2.6 
COCOA 0 0.0 0. 0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 373 9.9 2 . 6  
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TABLE 30. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME 
FOR PANAMA 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20GQ 
1G79 
1419 
2139 
3C37 
1079  
1437 
2280 
3451 
1079 
1437 
2342 
3741 
100 
145 
211 
278 
IOC 
169 
372 
819 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
110 
107 
99 
100 
109 
100 
87 
100 
109 
97 
80 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 129  127 127 
1985 188 176 171 
2000 291 256 236 
TABLE 31. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN PANAMA 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P£ 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 87 0.8 0.9 9.1 0.0 0.0 79 0.7 0.9 
RICE 96 3.1 3.2 12.1 0.0 0.0 116 3.7 3.2 
CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR 28 1.3 4.7 
NON-CENTi SUGAR 3 0.0 0.0 
DRY BEANS 20 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 10 0.0 0 . 0
TOBACCO 1 0.0 0.0 8.3 o.c 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
BANANAS 451 14.3 3.2 
COFFEE 4 0.1 1.9 
COCOA 1 -0.0 -1.2 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 204 3.9 1.9 
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TABLE 32. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL 
PROJECTIONS FOR TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 
INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 844 844 844 ICO 100 
1970 1098 1115 1120 161 200 
1985 1438 1599 1675 252 350 
2000 1754 2204 2352 343 500 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 124 122 121 
1985 148 133 127 
2000 165 131 123 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 
1985 
2000 
154 
205 
241 
151 
185 
191 
151 
176 
179 
TABLE 33. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD . (loco M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
SUGAR CANE 33 
o
 t 
o
 
o
 * 
o
 694.0 26.8 3.9 2319 89.4 3.9 
COPRA 15 — 0.6 -4.4 
GRANGES AND OTHER 10 0.5 5.3 
GRAPEFRUIT 26 0.8 3.0 
BANANAS 4 0.3 7.4 
COFFEE 2 0.2 7.5 
COCOA 7 -0.2 -2.8 
to 
00 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 33 0.0 0.0 
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growth suggest that in most cases, past rates will need to be altered 
substantially if future living standards are to be much improved. Haiti 
holds clear title to the bottom of the array. Table 22 shows per capita 
income falling steadily, even under the most favorable population and in­
come projections. Throughout most of this study, projections of past 
trends yield estimates which are at least feasible, but in the case of 
Haiti, it is difficult to comprehend the full consequences of a halving of 
present low per capita income levels. 
Of course, projected population increases are large throughout the 
region. Jamaica (Table 26) and Cuba (Table 14) are the only two countries 
whose growth rates could be termed moderate. Projected populations to 
2000 for all other countries in the region are at least double 1960 levels 
even under low variant trends. Total population for the region triples 
by 2000 under the high variant population projections. 
Crop coverage is less complete, but in general, area trends are 
relatively more important than trends in yields. Tropical crops dominate, 
and sugar and fruit are important as export crops throughout the region. 
Table 15 shows yields of Cuban rice, tobacco and potatoes to be increasing 
somewhat, but all other crops are constant in both area and yield. 
Fragmentary area and yield trend estimates for the Dominican Republic 
shown in Table 17 indicate increasing areas and yields for rice, and rising 
tobacco area. All others are constant. However, trends in production for 
crops not having area and yield data do show some increases. 
Table 33 shows substantial production increases for most of the few 
crops reported in Trinidad and Tobago. Most production gains in other 
countries are modest, and those of much significance tend to be associated 
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with area expansion. 
Tables 34 and 35 present basic results for Brazil. Brazil has not 
only the largest population of any country in Latin America, but also 
one of the larger population growth potentials, according to estimates 
presented in Table 34. Combining the estimated population and income 
projections, per capita income values ranging from about 0 to 100 percent 
above 1960 levels are projected by 2000. 
Table 35 indicates that total area of crops considered for Brazil 
is increasing at over 2 percent annually. Scattered yield increases are 
reported, but for the most part, the sizeable production increases reported 
are the result of area expansion. Areas of corn and rice, the two major 
cereals, increase about 3 percent per year. Root crops are dietary staples 
for many Brazilians, and these too show sizeable area increases as well as 
some progress in yields. 
Argentina and Uruguay are demographically different from most of 
South America, and their agriculture is dominated by temperate zone crops. 
Tables 36 and 38 are similar in the relative population and income increases 
projected. Though Argentina's projected population growth is somewhat 
larger than Uruguay's, neither is extreme. However, past economic growth 
has been only mediocre in both countries, and this is reflected in the 
estimates of future per capita income. 
Neither country exhibits great progress in agricultural production, 
according to estimates in Tables 37 and 39. Neither area nor yield of any 
major crops is increasing in Uruguay; while only corn and groundnuts area, 
and millet and sugarcane yields increase significantly in Argentina. How­
ever, production of several Argentine fruit crops is tending upward. 
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TABLE 34. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR BRAZIL 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960  
1970 
1985 
2000 
70459 
94398 
130086 
168251 
70459 
95838 
145412 
211480 
70459 
96404 
152336 
225800  
ICC 
131 
197 
295 
100 
200 
350 
500 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960  
1970 
1985 
2CG0 
100 
98 
107 
124 
100 
96 
95  
98 
100 
96 
91 
92 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
149 
190 
209 
100 
147 
170 
167 
100 
146 
162 
156 
TABLE 35. ESTIMATED I960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN BRAZIL 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
BROAD BEANS 
SOYBEANS 
PALM KERNELS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
JUTE 
AGAVES FIBER 
OTHER HARD FIBERS 
RUBBER 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
879 0.0 0.0 
26 -0.3 
-1.0 
34 -0.0 
-0.0 
26 1.0 3.7 
6745 196.1 2.9 
3021 104.7 3.5 
1319 45.1 3.4 
2457 61.1 2.5 
107 2.6 2.4 
170 17.1 10.1 
286 17.3 6.0 
2260 0.0 0.0 
45 1.7 3.9 
2260 0.0 0.0 
184 3.8 2.1 
32 2.0 6.1 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PEl 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
7.4 0.0 0.0 
7.3 0.0 0.0 
9.6 0.0 0.0 
7.0 O.G 0.0 
12.7 0.0 0.0 
16.3 0.1 0.6 
416.8 2.8 0.7 
6.8 0.0 0.0 
4.5 0.0 0.0 
18.3 0.0 0.0 
13.5 0.3 2.5 
3.1 0.0 0.0 
7.4 O.C 0.0 
2.2 0.0 1.6 
7.8 0.0 0.0 
12.0 O.G 0.0 
PROD . (lOOC M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
647 0.0 0.0 
19 
-0.2 -1.0 
33 
-0.0 -0.0 
18 0.7 3.7 
8570 249.2 2.9 
4930 200.4 4.1 
54961 2252.8 4.1 
1661 41.3 2.5 
48 1.2 2.4 
311 31.3 10.1 
105 4.8 4.6 
386 32.8 8.5 
707 0.0 G.O 
33 1.3 3.9 
495 8.0 1.6 
144 3.0 2.1 
39 2.4 6. 1 
151 11.2 7.4 
4 0.0 0.0 
23 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 35. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
POTATOES 192 3.1 1.6 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 133 4.3 3.2 
CASSAVA 1346 43.5 3.2 
ONIONS 40 1.5 3.6 
TOMATOES 31 1.5 4.9 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PEACHES 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
BANANAS 
PINEAPPLES 
COFFEE 4378 0.0 0.0 
TEA 4 0.0 0.0 
COCOA 470 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 24184 505.9 2.1 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (lOCO M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL G/0 PER 196C ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
56.9 0.7 1.3 1G94 31.5 2.9 
96.6 1.5 1.6 1284 61.5 4.8 
131.2 0.5 0.4 17663 642.5 3.6 
49.5 O.C 0.0 200 7.3 3.6 
131.2 3.6 2.7 402 30.6 7.6 
10 0.4 3.8 
42 1.6 3.7 
55 1.8 3.3 
428 15.7 3.7 
794 0.0 0.0 
32 2.3 7.0 
5220 209.9 4.0 
253 11.2 4.4 
3.9 O.C 0.0 1699 0.0 0.0 
2.1 O.C 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
4.4 0.0 0.0 209 0.0 O.C 
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TABLE 36. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR ARGENTINA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
20956  
24362  
28279 
32239 
20956 
24614 
29956 
35407  
20956 
24738 
31105 
38609 
ICC 
125 
163 
200 
100 
175 
288 
400 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 108 106 106 
1985 120 114 109 
2000 130 118 109 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
151 
213 
260 
100 
149 
201 
237 
100 
148 
194 
217 
TABLE 37. ESTIMATED I960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN ARGENTINA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
OLIVES 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
4622 0.0 0.0 
828 0.0 0.0 
720 0.0 0.0 
704 0.0 0.0 
2491 41.9 1.7 
53 0.0 0.0 
176 0.0 0.0 
752 0.0 0.0 
273 0.0 0.0 
27 0.4 1.5 
23 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 
13 0.0 0.0 
6 1.7 30.3 
234 12.9 5.5 
523 0.0 0.0 
1112 0.0 0.0 
981 0.0 0.0 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PEi 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
13.1 O.C 0.0 
7.0 o.c 0.0 
11.8 0.0 0.0 
11.2 0.0 0.0 
17.2 0.0 0.0 
33.6 0.2 0.6 
12.3 0.4 3.6 
15.9 O.C 0.0 
362.4 6.8 1.9 
9.9 0.1 1.3 
9.3 O.C 0.0 
36.0 0.8 2.2 
9.4 0.1 1.2 
8.7 O.C 0.0 
10.3 0.0 0.0 
11.4 0.0 0.0 
4.3 O.C c.o 
6.6 O.C 0.0 
6.8 O.C 0.0 
PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
6041 0.0 0.0 
582 0.0 0.0 
850 0.0 0.0 
790 0.0 0.0 
4297 72.2 1.7 
176 1.0 0.6 
216 7.8 3.6 
1199 0.0 0.0 
9893 185.4 1.9 
27 0.8 2.8 
21 0.0 0.0 
4 0.1 2.2 
7 0.1 1.2 
11 0.0 0.0 
51 2.4 4.6 
6 1.7 30.3 
267 14.7 5.5 
227 0.0 0.0 
736 0.0 0.0 
666 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 37. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
COTTON 523 0. 0 0. 0 
TOBACCO 42 1. 3 3. 1 
HOPS 
OTHER HARD FIBERS 3 0. 0 0. 0 
POTATOES 200 0. 0 0, .0 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 33 0, .0 0. 0 
CASSAVA 20 —0. 3 
-1. 5 
ONIONS 11 0. 4 3, .3 
TOMATOES 20 0. 0 0, .0 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
GRAPEFRUIT 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
FIGS 
TEA 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 13875 58.2 0.4 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
2.4 0.0 0.0 
1 0 .2  0 .0  0 . 0  
14.1 0.0 0.0 
79.0 2.0 2.6 
100.2 O.C 0.0 
129.4 0.0 0.0 
172.5 0.0 0.0 
158.4 O.C 0;0 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
125 0.0 0.0 
43 1.3 3.1 
0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 c.o 
1582 40.5 2.6 
335 0.0 0.0 
256 
— 3.9 -1.5 
193 6.3 3.3 
318 0.0 0.0 
418 14.4 3.4 
106 0.0 O.C 
42 1.0 2.5 
2 0.0 0.0 
151 3.2 2.1 
13 0.3 2.7 
2081 42.6 2.0 
665 26.2 3.9 
40 4.2 10.4 
93 3.2 3.5 
6 0.4 5.7 
7 0.6 9.1 
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TABLE 38. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR URUGUAY 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
2 4 9 1  
2754 
3003 
3 2 9 0  
2491 
2783 
3172 
3564 
2491 
2797 
3277 
3811 
100 
125 
163 
200 
100 
175 
288 
400 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION ' POPULATION POPULATION 
100 
111 
124 
131 
1960 IOC lOG 
1970 113 112 
1985 135 128 
2000 151 140 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
158 
238 
303 
100 
157 
226 
280 
100 
156 
219 
261 
TABLE 39. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN URUGUAY 
CROP 
WHEAT 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
SUGAR BEETS 
SUGAR CANE 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
TOBACCO 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
APPLES 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1 9 6 0  ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
550 0.0 0.0 8 . 7  0.0 0 . 0  481 0.0 0.0 
4 0  0.0 0.0 7.7 0.0 0.0 31 0.0 0.0 
71 0.0 0.0 6.3 o.c 0.0 45 0.0 0.0 
253 G.O 0.0 6.5 0.0 0.0 164 0 . 0  0.0 
18 0.4 2.1 33.3 o . c  0.0 60 1.3 2.1 
10 0.6 5.7 186.8 O.C 0.0 192 11.0 5.7 
5 0 . 3  5.5 2 9 6 . 0  7.6 2.6 141 11.3 8.0 
8 0.0 0.0 7.6 0.0 0.0 6 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0 . 0  5.8 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0 . 0  
121 0.0 0 . 0  5.7 0.0 0.0 6 9  0.0 0 . 0  
146 0.0 0.0 5.4 o . c  0.0 79 0.0 0 . 0  
0  0.0 0 . 0  7.8 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 
26 1.1 4.4 40.7 o . c  0.0 1C4 4.6 4.4 
11 0.0 0.0 4 4 . 0  o . c  0 . 0  50 0.0 0.0 
23 0 . 0  o. c  
132 1.6 1.2 
44 0.0 0. 0  
11 0.5 4.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 1261 2.4 0.2 
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Basic population, income and agricultural production trends data for 
7 countries in the region. Other South America, are presented in Tables 
40 through 53. These countries exhibit universally high population growth 
rates. These trends, together with the familiar pattern of past income 
growth portend difficulty in making substantial per capita income gains 
during future years. At the extremes, Chile's projected population in 
2000 is 99 percent above its 1960 level under the low variant, while the 
corresponding percentage for Venezuela's high variant population projection 
is 331. 
Bolivia's agricultural production data are extremely sketchy, but 
estimates in Table 41 indicate that rice and potatoes production are 
tending upward by virtue of area expansion. Sugar production shows a large 
positive trend, but other crops show no increases. 
Chile's production trends, shown in Table 43, indicate rising levels 
for a number of crops, but generally at rates less than population growth. 
Three crops, wheat, rye and corn, exhibit moderate yield increases; and 
several more are being planted on increasing areas. 
Colombia shows the most vigor in yield trends of any country in the 
group. Estimates shown in Table 45 report noteworthy yield trends for 
several important crops, though corn, the largest in area, shows none. 
In total, Colombia's planted area increases 0.7 percent annually. 
Table 47 indicates that Ecuador's total planted area is increasing at 
2.4 percent per year. This is broadly distributed by crops. However, 
positive yield trends are limited to wheat, sugar cane and groundnuts. 
Paraguay's production increases are derived almost entirely from 
area expansion, but in total, crop area gains amount to only 0.9 percent 
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TABLE 40. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR BOLIVIA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
3696 
4683 
6279 
8011 
3696 
4754 
7004 
9990 
3696 
4782 
7332 
10649 
IOC 
139 
197 
255 
100 
144 
251 
436 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
109 
116 
117 
100 
108 
104 
94 
100 
107 
99 
88 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
114 
148 
201 
100 
112 
132 
161  
100 
112 
127 
151 
TABLE 41. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN BOLIVIA 
A R E A  ( 1 0 0 0  H A .  )  Y I E L D  ( 1 0 0  K G  . / H A . )  P R O D  .  ( 1 0 0 0  K . T .  )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  I 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P I  
C R O P  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
W H E A T  4 7  0 . 0  O.G 
B A R L E Y  7 1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
C O R N  2 5 4  0 . 0  G . O  
R I C E  2 6  1 . 3  5 . 0  1 5 . 6  0 . 0  o
 
•
 
o
 
4 1  2 . 0  5 . 0  
C E N T R I F U G A L  S U G A R  ,  3 2  3 . 5  1 1 . 2  
T O B A C C O  1  0 . 0  0 . 0  8 . 0  O . C  0 . 0  1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
P O T A T O E S  8 9  1 . 8  2 . 0  4 0 . 4  O . G  0 . 0  3 6 1  7 . 2  2 .G 
C O C O A  2  0 . 0  0.0 
S U M  O F  A B O V E  A R E A S  1 1 7  3 . 1  2 . 7  
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TABLE 42. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME 
FOR CHILE 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
7627 
9 587 
12391 
15156 
7627 
9685 
13198 
17051 
7627 
9735 
13819 
19217 
100 
134 
184 
234 
IOC 
146 
256 
451 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
106 
113 
118 
100 
105 
106 
105 
100 
105 
101 
93 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
116 
158 
227 
IOC 
115 
148 
202 
100 
114 
142 
179 
TABLE 43. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL* RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CHILE 
A R E A  { 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  
C R O P  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
W H E A T  8 3 4  3 .  . 4  0 .  . 4  
R Y E  1 0  0 .  . 2  1 .  . 7  
B A R L E Y  6 5  1 .  . 3  2 ,  . 0  
O A T S  1 1 0  1 .  . 4  1 .  . 3  
C O R N  7 0  1 .  . 8  2 .  . 5  
R I C E  3 1  0 .  •  0  0 .  . 0  
D R Y  B E A N S  8 8  0 ,  . 8  1 .  . 0  
D R Y  P E A S  1 5  0 ,  . 0  0 .  . 0  
C H I C K  P E A S  9  0 .  . 0  0 .  . 0  
L E N T I L S  3 0  0 ,  , 8  2 .  . 6  
L I N S E E D  7  0 .  . 0  0 ,  . 0  
R A P E S E E D  3 2  2 .  . 8  8 ,  , 6  
S U N F L O W E R S E E D  3 9  0 .  . 0  0 .  . 0  
T O B A C C O  3  0 ,  , 0  0 .  . 0  
P O T A T O E S  8 4  0 .  . 0  0 .  , 0  
O N I O N S  5  0 .  . 2  4 .  . 8  
A P P L E S  
P E A R S  
P L U M S  A N D  P R U N E S  
C H E R R I E S  
Y I E L D  ( 1 0 0  K G  . / H A . )  P R O D  .  ( 1 0 0 0  M . T .  )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0/0 P E R  1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P I  
L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
1 3 . 6  0.1 0. 7  1 1 3 3  1 2 . 9  1 . 1  
8 . 7  0 . 2  2 . 4  8  0 . 3  4 . 0  
1 6 . 8  O.C 0 . 0  1 0 9  2 . 2  2 . 0  
1 0 . 1  o.c 0 . 0  1 1 1  1 . 4  1 . 3  
2 0 . 6  0.5 2 . 3  1 4 4  7 . 0  4 . 8  
2 7 . 6  O . C  0 . 0  8 5  0 . 0  0 . 0  
9 . 3  O . C  0 . 0  8 2  0 . 8  1 . 0  
7 . 0  O . C  0 . 0  1 1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
5 . 1  0 . 0  0 . 0  4  0 . 0  0 . 0  
6 . 2  0 . 0  0. 0  1 9  0 . 5  2 . 6  
7 . 8  O . C  0 .0  5  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 0 . 5  0 . 0  0 . 0  3 4  2 . 9  8 . 6  
1 3 . 0  0.0 0 . 0  5 0  0 . 0  0.0 
2 0 . 7  O . C  0 . 0  7  0 . 0  0.0 
9 3 . 7  O . C  0 . 0  7 9 1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 8 3 . 0  0 .0  0 .0  1 2 7  6 . 1  4 . 8  
5 3  2 . 5  4 . 6  
9  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  
3  0 . 2  5 . 8  
TABLE 43. (CONTINUED) 
A R E A  ( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / C  P E R  
C R O P  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
P E A C H E S  
R A I S I N S  
O R A N G E S  A N D  O T H E R  
L E M O N S  A N D  O T H E R  
S U M  O F  A B O V E  A R E A S  1 4 3 2  1 2 . 8  0 . 9  
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / C  P E R  1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  
L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
3 9  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
5 0  0 . 0  0.0 
4 4  0 . 0  0.0 
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TABLE 44. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR COLOMBIA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20C0 
15468 
20622 
29465 
39420 
15468 
20937 
33104 
50522 
15468 
21061 
34741 
54158 
100 
142 
205 
269 
IOC 
163 
338 
703 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
107 
108 
105 
100 
105 
96 
82 
100 
104 
91 
77 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
122 
178 
276 
100 
120 
158 
215 
100 
120 
151 
201 
\ 
TABLE 45. ESTIMATED I960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN COLOMBIA 
A R E A  ( 1 0 0 0  H A ,  )  Y I E L D  ( 1 0 0  K G  . / H A . )  P R O D  .  ( 1 0 0 0  M . T .  )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / C  P E R  1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  
C R O P  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
W H E A T  1 6 4  0 . 0  0 . 0  8 . 9  0 . 1  1 . 6  1 4 7  2 . 3  1 . 6  
B A R L E Y  5 4  0 . 8  1 . 4  1 6 . 5  0 . 6  3 . 4  8 9  4 . 2  4 . 8  
C O R N  6 9 8  0 . 0  0 . 0  1 1 . 4  c . c  0 . 0  7 9 5  0 . 1  0 . 0  
R I C E  2 2 5  7 . 9  3 . 5  1 9 . 4  0 . 3  1 . 7  4 3 6  2 2 . 9  5 . 3  
C E N T R I F U G A L  S U G A R  3 3 8  1 6 . 7  4 . 9  
N O N - C E N T *  S U G A R  6 1 7  0 . 0  0 . 0  
D R Y  B E A N S  1 0 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  5 . 3  O . C  0 . 0  5 4  0 . 0  0 . 0  
S O Y B E A N S  1 2  2 . 1  1 7 . 3  1 5 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  1 8  3 . 1  1 7 . 3  
C O T T O N S E E D  1 6 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  8 . 7  O . C  0 , 0  1 4 1  0 . 0  O . C  
S E S A M E  S E E D  2 0  1 . 2  6 . 1  
C O P R A  2  - 0 . 2  - 9 . 5  
C O T T O N  1 6 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  4 . 4  0 . 0  0 . 0  7 1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
T O B A C C O  2 4  0 . 4  1 . 9  1 6 . 7  0 . 4  2 . 6  3 9  1 . 8  4 . 5  
P O T A T O E S  1 0 9  0 . 0  0 . 0  5 5 . 5  0 . 8  1 . 4  6 0 3  8 . 5  1 . 4  
B A N A N A S  5 0 3  7 . 9  1 . 6  
C O F F E E  4 4 7  7 . 0  1 . 6  
C O C O A  1 5  0 . 2  1 . 5  
S U M  O F  A B O V E  A R E A S  1 5 4 9  1 1 . 2  0 . 7  
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TABLE 46. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR ECUADOR 
PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
(THOUSANDS) REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 4355 4355 4355 100 100 
1970 5850 5939 5974 140 160 
1985 8527 9597 10078 200 322 
2000 11543 14893 15987 259 648 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 104 103 102 
1985 102 91 86 
2000 98 76 71 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 119 117 116 
1985 164 146 139 
2000 245 190 177 
TABLE 47. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN ECUADOR 
CROP 
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
C O R N  
R I C E  
S U G A R  C A N E  
D R Y  B E A N S  
B R O A D  B E A N S  
L E N T I L S  
G R O U N D N U T S  
C O T T O N S E E D  
C O T T O N  
T O B A C C O  
P O T A T O E S  
S W . P O T A T O E S ,  Y A M S  
C A S S A V A  
O R A N G E S  A N D  O T H E R  
B A N A N A S  
C O F F E E  
C O C O A  
A R E A  ( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  
L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
6 9  0 . 0  0 . 0  
9  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 1 9  2 . 5  2 . 1  
2 0 0  1 0 . 0  5 . 0  
1 1 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  
6 3  3 . 0  4 . 7  
4 6  0 . 8  1 . 8  
2 3  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 0  0 . 5  5 . 0  
1 8  0 . 4  2 . 2  
1 8  0 . 4  2 . 2  
1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
3 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  
7  - 0 . 3  - 5 . 0  
2 4  1 . 2  5 . 1  
Y I E L D  ( 1 0 0  K G  . / H A . )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E I  
L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
8 . 5  0 . 4  4 . 4  
5 . 5  O . C  0 . 0  
7 . 4  0 . 0  0 . 0  
9 . 0  O . C  0 . 0  
1 8 . 7  0 . 0  0 . 0  
6 8 2 . 3  4 2 . 3  6 . 2  
5 . 5  O . C  0 . 0  
7 . 3  0 . 0  0 . 0  
5 . 3  O . C  0 . 0  
1 2 . 3  0 . 6  4 . 9  
3 . 0  O . C  0 . 0  
1 . 7  O . C  0 . 0  
1 2 . 5  0 . 0  0 . 0  
8 5 . 0  O . C  0 . 0  
6 7 . 5  0 . 0  0 . 0  
8 8 . 8  0 . 0  0 . 0  
P R O D  .  ( 1 0 0 0  M . T .  )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P I  
L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
5 9  2 . 6  4 . 4  
5  0 . 0  0 . 0  
8 8  1 . 8  2 . 1  
1 8 0  9 . 0  5 . 0  
2 0 8  C . O  0 . 0  
4 3 1 4  4 7 1 . 1  1 0 . 9  
2 5  0 . 5  1 . 8  
1 7  0 . 0  0 . 0  
6  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 2  1 . 2  9 . 9  
5  0 . 1  2 . 2  
3  0 . 1  2 . 2  
1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 7 6  0 . 0  0 . 0  
4 4  - 2 . 2  — 5  .  0  
2 1 6  1 0 . 9  5 . 1  
1 5 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 1 7 9  0 . 0  0 . 0  
4 2  1 . 9  4 . 6  
3 6  1 . 4  3 . 8  
S U M  O F  A B O V E  A R E A S  7 4 3  1 8 . 1  2 . 4  
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TABLE 48. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR PARAGUAY 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME {1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARI'ANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
1720 
2195 
3041 
3913 
1720 
2218 
3251 
4476 
172C 
2229 
3423 
5161 
ICO 
147 
218 
289 
IOC 
176 
413 
967 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 115 114 114 
1985 123 115 110 
2000 127 111 96 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
138 
234 
425 
100 
137 
218  
372 
100 
136 
208 
322 
TABLE 49. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN PARAGUAY 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 Pi 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 13 0.0 0.0 7.3 0.0 0.0 9 0.0 0.0 
CORN 94 0.0 0.0 12.7 0.0 0.0 119 0.0 0.0 
RICE 8 0.0 0.0 23.4 0.5 2.1 20 0.4 2. 1 
SUGAR CANE 21 0.8 3.5 269.3 0.0 0.0 575 20.4 3.5 
DRY BEANS 23 0.2 1.1 8.2 0.0 0.0 19 0.2 1.1 
PALM KERNELS 6 0.9 15.3 
GROUNDNUTS 12 0.0 0.0 8.8 0.0 0.0 10 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 63 0.8 1.3 3.2 O.G 0.0 2G 0.3 1.3 
COTTON 63 0.8 1.3 1.9 0.0 0.0 12 0.2 1.3 
TOBACCO 9 0.2 2.8 10.8 O . C  0.0 9 0.3 2.8 
POTATOES 1 0.0 0.0 47.8 0.0 0.0 5 0.0 0.0 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 8 0.0 0.0 100.3 0.0 0.0 78 0.0 0.0 
CASSAVA 70 1.0 1.4 149.0 O . G  0.0 1C36 14.9 1.4 
ORANGES AND OTHER 139 0.0 0.0 
COFFEE 2 0.4 20.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 321 
1 1 I 1 1 1 
o
 
1 1 ! 
O
 1 
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TABLE 50. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR PERU 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME 11960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
10199 
13345 
18434 
23964 
10199 
13549 
20622 
30210 
10199 
13629 
21609 
32275 
143 
209 
274 
100 
165 
349 
73 8 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 110 108 107 
1985 115 103 98 
2000 117 92 87 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
126  
193 
314 
100 
124 
172 
249 
100 
123 
165 
233 
TABLE 51. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN PERU 
C R O P  
W H E A T  
B A R L E Y  
C O R N  
R I C E  
S U G A R  C A N E  
D R Y  B E A N S  
D R Y  P E A S  
B R O A D  B E A N S  
C H I C K  P E A S  
L E N T I L S  
O L I V E S  
G R O U N D N U T S  
C O T T O N S E E D  
C O T T O N  
T O B A C C O  
P O T A T O E S  
S W . P O T A T O E S ,  Y A M S  
C A S S A V A  
G R A P E S  
O R A N G E S  A N D  O T H E R  
C O F F E E  
T E A  
C O C O A  
S U M  O F  A B O V E  A R E A S  
A R E A  ( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  
L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
1 4 7  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 9 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 5 3  6 . 2  2 . 5  
7 0  1 . 4  2 . 0  
6 9  1 . 5  2 . 1  
3 7  1 . 0  2 . 8  
8  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 6  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 4  0 . 0  0 . 0  
6  0 . 2  4 . 0  
2  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 4 9  5 . 4  2 .2  
2 4 9  5 . 4  2 . 2  
3  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 3 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 5  0 . 5  3 . 3  
2 4  1 . 1  4 . 6  
2  0 . 1  4 . 6  
1 3 4 4  1 7 . 5  1 . 3  
Y I E L D  ( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  
L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
9 . 8  0 . 1  0 . 6  
1 0 . 8  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 2 . 9  O . C  0 . 0  
4 1 . 3  0 . 4  1 . 0  
1 0 1 , 1 . 3  O . C  0 . 0  
9 . 5  0 . 1  1 . 2  
9 . 6  O . C  0 . 0  
1 2 . 6  O . C  0 . 0  
10 .0  0 .2  2 .4  
1 0 . 3  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 2 . 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  
8 . 8  0 . 2  2 . 0  
5 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 0 . 9  0 . 0  0 . 0  
5 4 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  
8 4 . 1  0 . 9  1 . 0  
1 3 8 . 9  0 . 0  0 . 0  
4 . 4  O . C  0 . 0  
P R O D  .  ( 1 0 0 0  M . T .  )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P I  
L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
1 4 4  0 . 8  0 . 6  
2 0 5  0 . 0  0 . 0  
3 2 7  8 . 1  2 . 5  
2 8 8  8 . 6  3 . 0  
6 9 8 5  1 4 9 . 0  2 . 1  
3 5  1 . 4  4 . 0  
7  0 . 0  0.0 
3 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 4  0 . 3  2 . 4  
6  0 . 2  4 . 0  
7  0 . 5  6 . 7  
2  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 1 9  9 . 1  4 . 1  
1 2 6  2 . 7  2 . 2  
3  0 . 0  0.0 
1 2 5 2  0 . 0  0 .  0  
1 2 4  5 . 4  4 . 4  
3 3 6  1 5 . 5  4 . 6  
4 6  0 . 0  0 . 0  
1 3 0  7 . 0  5 . 4  
3 2  3 . 5  1 1 . 0  
1  0 . 1  4 . 6  
5  0 . 1  1 . 6  
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TABLE 52, POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOKE AND 
FOR VENEZUELA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
I960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
7394 
10484 
16C61 
22478 
7394 
10644 
18165 
29549 
7394 
10707 
19107 
31842 
100 
160 
250 
340 
IOC 
250 
475 
70C 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 113 111 111 
1985 115 102 97 
2000 112 85 79 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1 9 6 0  
1970 
1 9 8 5  
2000 
100 
176 
219 
230 
100 
174 
193 
175 
100 
173 
184 
163 
TABLE 53. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN VENEZUELA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
CORN 
RICE 
CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR 
NON-CENTé SUGAR 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
SESAME SEED 
COPRA 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
AGAVES FIBER 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
CASSAVA 
BANANAS 
COFFEE 
COCOA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA^) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1 9 6 0  ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL G/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
2 0.0 0.0 6.1 O.C 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
370 16.9 4.6 11.6 0.0 0.0 428 19.6 4.6 
60 2.9 4.9 14.8 0.4 2.4 88 6.5 7.3 
224 15.3 6.8 
61 
-2.9 -4.8 
89 0.0 0.0 5.4 0.0 0.0 48 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 5.6 0.0 0 . 0  2 0.0 0.0 
2 0.1 6.1 10.1 0.0 0.0 2 0.1 6.1 
40 3.7 9.0 3.6 0 . 0  0 . 0  15 1.3 9.0 
47 4.5 9.5 5.9 0.0 0.0 28 2.7 9.5 
13 0.0 0.0 
7 0.5 7.3 
6 0.0 0.0 14.7 O.C 0.0 10 0.0 0.0 
11 0 . 0  0.0 8.2 0.4 4.9 9 0.4 4.9 
12 0.7 5.6 78.2 0.5 0.7 95 5.9 6 . 3  
15 0.0 0.0 64.8 3.6 5,5 95 5.2 5.5 
50 0.0 0.0 129.3 O.C 0 . 0  644 0.0 0 . 0  
1113 0.0 0.0 
54 0.7 1.2 
16 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 708 28.8 4.1 
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annually. 
Table 51 shows that Peru's cropped area is expanding 1.3 percent per 
year, with major increases in corn and cotton. About one-third of the 
crops reported exhibit rising yields, but all increases are rather small. 
Finally, Venezuela's data indicate sharply rising area trends; 4.1 
percent per year. Over half of this is in corn, the country's leading 
crop. Yield increases are less important; a 2.4 percent annual rise for 
rice is most notable. 
Shifting to a different part of the world, 12 countries in Northern 
Europe will be considered next. Their population, income and agricultural 
production trends are reported in Tables 54 through 77. Projected popu­
lations contrast sharply with all observed in North and South America. 
To cite extremes for this region, Ireland's population would actually 
fall slightly under the low variant projections, while the Netherlands 
high variant projections predict the most growth; a modest 59 percent between 
1960 and 2000. All countries of the region except Ireland are classed as 
high per capita income countries; but extrapolated income trends imply much 
higher levels of affluence for the future. In the most extreme projection, 
per capita income in Austria would reach a level 8-3/4 times its 1960 value 
under the high income and low population assumptions. 
Agricultural production trends among these countries show many uni­
formities and they are relatively easy to describe. Total area changes 
are only modestly positive, or negative, as was indicated in Chapter III.' 
Potatoes area is falling in every country where this crop appears. In 
all countries, area trends for rye and oats are either constant, or more 
commonly, negative. However, areas of these crops will go to zero before 
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TABLE POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR AUSTRIA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME {1960=1C0) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 7C81 7081 7081 IOC IOC 
1970 7147 7206 7268 146 173 
1985 7134 7330 7525 216 393 
2 0 0 0  7219 7488 7754 286 893 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 145 144 143 
1985 214 209 2 0 3  
2000 2 8 3  2 7 0  261 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 171 170 168 
1985 390 380 370 
2000 876 844 815 
TABLE 55. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN AUSTRIA 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (ICO KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 267 3.7 1.4 24.0 0.4 1.9 641 20.9 3.3 
RYE 198 -4.8 -2.4 21.0 0.5 2.6 414 0.8 0.2 
BARLEY 191 5.6 2.9 25.6 0.9 3.6 494 32.2 6.5 
OATS 164 -7.0 -4.3 21.1 0.7 3.1 345 -3.9 -1. 1 
CORN 53 —0 . 6 -1.2 33.8 1.3 3.9 178 4.8 2.7 
MILLET 0 -0.3 -125.5 16.1 0.5 2.9 0 -0.4--122.6 
SUGAR BEETS 46 0.7 1.4 363.1 8.6 2.4 1669 63.3 3.8 
DRY BEANS 0 0.0 0.0 22.4 0.9 4.0 1 0.0 4.0 
DRY PEAS 0 0.0 0.0 23.5 0.9 3.9 1 0 . 0  3.9 
BROAD BEANS 1 0.0 0.0 21.7 0.6 2.8 3 0.1 2 . 8  
RAPESEED 4 0.0 0.0 17.4 0.6 3.2 7 0.2 3.2 
TOBACCO 1 0.0 0.0 
HEMP 0 -0.1--306.0 
POTATOES 172 -1.4 -0.8 191.9 3.8 2.0 3305 39.2 1.2 
ONIONS 1 0.0 0.0 220.8 O.C 0.0 22 0.0 0 . 0  
TOMATOES 8 0.5 6.3 
APPLES 316 0.0 0.0 
PEARS 171 0.0 0.0 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 8 3  2.7 3.3 
CHERRIES 29 0.7 2.3 
PEACHES 7 0.3 4.9 
APRICOTS 16 1.0 6.2 
GRAPES 142 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 1097 —4.0 -0.4 
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TABLE 56. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR BELGIUM AND 
PER CAPITA 
LUXEMBOURG 
REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
9467 
9814 
10351 
10735 
9467 
9893 
10693 
11422 
9467 
9978 
11033 
12104 
100  
129 
172 
216 
IOC 
14C 
232 
383 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 124 123 122 
1985 158 153 148 
2000 190 179 169 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 135 134 133 
1985 212 205 199 
2000 338 318 300 
TABLE 57. ESTIMATED I960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN BELGIUM AND LUXEMBOURG 
C R O P  
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
SUGAR BEETS 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
TOBACCO 
HOPS 
FLAX 
POTATOES 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
GRAPES 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
232 0.0 0.0 37.0 0.4 1.2 859 10.4 1.2 
59 -3.4 -5.7 29.9 0.4 1.3 177 -7.7 —4.4 
117 2.9 2.5 35.7 0.6 1.7 418 17.6 4.2 
151 -4.0 -2.7 32.3 0.4 1.3 488 -6.5 -1.3 
61 0.0 0.0 365.0 O.C 0.0 2240 C.O 0.0 
0 0.0 0.0 23.2 0.4 1.7 1 0.0 1.7 
7 0.0 0 . 0  34.5 0.9 2.6 25 0 . 7  2.6 
4 0.0 0.0 28.6 0.5 1.9 10 0 . 2  1.9 
30 0.0 0.0 6.3 0.1 1.4 19 0 . 3  1.4 
0 -0.1 -35.9 13.1 O.C 0.0 0 - 0 . 2  -35.9 
1 0.0 0.0 24.5 0 . 0  0.0 3 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 2.2 16.9 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 2.2 
30 0.0 0.0 11.6 0.2 1.8 34 0 . 6  1.8 
79 -2.2 -2.7 240.2 O.C 0.0 1903 -52.0 -2.7 
159 0.0 0 . 0  
61 0. 0  0.0 
15 0 . 0  O.C 
25 0. 0  0.0 
27 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 743 —  6 . 8  -0.9 
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TABLE 58. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR DENMARK 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1 9 6 0  4581 4581 4581 ICO 100 
1970 4805 4844 4885 137 164 
1 9 8 5  4951 5164 5340 221 347 
2000 4927 5423 5908 356 732 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 131 130 129 
1985 205 196 1 9 0  
2 0 0 0  331 301 276 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 157 156 154 
1985 321 308 298 
2000 681 618 568 
TABLE 59. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN DENMARK 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PÎ 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 123 0.0 0.0 40.7 0 . 6  1.4 50C 7.0 1.4 
RYE 95 -4.0 -4.2 27.4 0 . 4  1.6 261 -6.7 -2.6 
BARLEY 778 27.2 3.5 36.4 0.3 0.8 2830 121.6 4.3 
OATS 198 -9.0 -4.5 34.2 0.3 1.0 678 -24.2 —3 . 6 
SUGAR BEETS 60 0.0 0.0 352.7 O.C 0.0 2122 0 . 0  0.0 
DRY PEAS 8 0 . 0  0 . 0  20.4 0 . 0  0.0 17 0.0 0.0 
LINSEED 1 0.0 0.0 9.8 O.C 0.0 1 0.0 0. 0 
RAPESEED 8 0.0 0.0 20.0 0 . 0  0.0 17 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 77 -3.9 -5.1 191.8 O.C 0.0 1483 
-75.7 -5.1 
ONIONS 1 0.0 0.0 200.4 0.0 0.0 20 C . O  0.0 
TOMATOES 16 0.0 0.0 
APPLES 196 0.0 0.0 
PEARS 19 0.0 0.0 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 15 0.0 O.C 
CHERRIES 3 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 1351 10.3 0.8 
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TABLE 60. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME 
FOR FINLAND 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1970 
1 9 8 5  
2000 
4430 
4747 
4996 
4966 
4430 
4 7 8 4  
5239 
5568 
4430 
4825 
5430 
6157 
ICO 
132 
179 
227 
100  
143 
247 
424 
1960 B A S E  PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 ICQ 100 100 
1970 123 122 121 
1985 159 152 146 
2000 203 181 163 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 134 133 132 
1985 219 209 201 
2000 378 337 3 0 5  
TABLE 61. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN FINLAND 
AREA (1000 
1 
*
 
<
 
I
 YIELD {100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 243 0.0 0.0 16.0 0 . 0  0.0 390 0.0 0.0 
RYE 93 0.0 0.0 14.4 0.0 0.0 134 0.0 0.0 
BARLEY 213 5.8 2.7 16.9 0.2 1.2 361 14.2 3.9 
OATS 453 0.0 0.0 17.7 0.2 1.4 802 11.2 1.4 
SUGAR BEETS 16 0.7 4.3 210.8 0.0 0.0 345 14.7 4.3 
DRY PEAS 6 -0.4 -5.9 13.1 0.0 0.0 8 -0.5 -5.9 
LINSEED 1 0.0 2.9 7 . 0  0.0 0.0 0 0.0 2 . 9  
RAPESEED 10 0.0 0.0 12.4 0 . 0  0.0 13 0.0 0.0 
FLAX 1 0.0 2.9 3.3 o.c 0.0 G 0.0 2.9 
POTATOES 82 -1.7 -2.1 146.7 o.c 0.0 1209 -25.4 —2 « 1 
APPLES 2 8  0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 1119 4.5 
1 
O
 
1 
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TABLE 62. POPULATION, REAL INCOKE AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR FRANCE 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
4 5 6 8 4  
49003 
53021 
55717 
45684 
49404 
54939 
60078 
45684 
49828 
56833 
64445 
ICO 
142 
205 
268 
IOC 
163 
337 
700 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 132 131 130 
1985 176 170 165 
2000 219 204 190 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 IOC 100 
1970 152 150 149 
1985 291 281 271 
2000 574 532 496 
TABLE 63. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN FRANCE 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR BEETS 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
LENTILS 
OLIVES 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
TOBACCO 
HOPS 
HEMP 
AREA (1000 
1960 ANNUAL 
LEVEL CHANGE 
4273 0.0 
298 -16.0 
2068 98.6 
1534 -78.6 
768 39.8 
31 0.6 
4 0.0 
6 0.5 
388 0.0 
101 -4.5 
16 -1.0 
40 -2.3 
12 0.0 
56 1.3 
77 0.0 
9 0.0 
24 -0.7 
1  -0 .0  
2  0 . 0  
HA.) YIELD 
/O PER 1960 
YEAR LEVEL 
0.0 25.3 
-5.4 13.8 
4.8 25.5  
-5.1 19.1 
5.2 28.9 
2.0 42.3 
0.0 15.3 
8.2 21.3 
0.0 329.6 
-4.5 8.9 
-6.3 19.5 
-5.6 15.0 
0.0 7.2 
2.3 7.7 
0.0 15.7 
0.0 15.3 
-2.7 18.3 
-2.2 16.4 
0 .0  12 .8  
(100 KG./HA.) 
ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CHANGE YEAR 
0.8 3.0 
0 . 2  1 . 8  
0.9 3.5 
0.4 2.3 
1.3 4.6 
0.8 2.0 
0.6 3^8 
0.9 4w0 
5.2 1.6 
0.3 3.0 
0.3 1.7 
0.3 2.2 
O.C 0.0 
0.4 4.7 
0.4 2.6 
0.3 2.2 
0.0 0.0 
0.3 1.9 
0.2 1.6 
PROD. (1000 
1960 ANNUAL 
LEVEL CHANGE 
10807 322.7 
411 — 14. 6 
5279 437.3 
2923 -82.6 
2219 215.9 
132 5.2 
6 0.2 
14 1.7 
12785 203.4 
90 — 1.3 
30 
-1.4 
61 -2.1 
9 0.0 
6 0.0  
43 3.0 
121 3.1 
14 0.3 
45 -1.2 
2 -0.0 
2 0.0 
M.T. ) 
0/0 PE 
YEAR 
3.0 
-3.5 
8.3 
— 2  .  8  
9.7 
3.9 
3.8 
1 2 . 2  
1 . 6  
-1.5 
—4 . 6 
-3.5 
0.0 
0.0 
7.0 
2 . 6  
2 . 2  
-2.7 
- 0 . 2  
1 . 6  
TABLE 63. (CONTINUED) 
CROP 
POTATOES 
ONIONS 
TOMATOES 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
927 -19.8 -2.1 
12 0.3 2.1 
17 0.8 4.7 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 10666 18.9 0.2 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
159.4 3.1 2.0 14786 -26.6 -0.2 
164.7 2.5 1.5 198 7.2 3.6 
224.4 0.0 0.0 380 17.7 4.7 
890 0.0 0.0 
308 0.0 0.0 
126 0.0 0.0 
89 1.3 1.5 
297 22.4  7.6 
68 3.4 5.0 
8808 185.9 2.1 
2 0.1 4.9 
f* 
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TABLE 64. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR IRELAND 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
2334 
2791 
2728 
2727 
2834 
2813 
2788 
2801 
2834 
2837 
2862 
2889 
ICC 
115 
142 
175 
100 
135 
213 
335 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
117 
148 
182 
100 
1 1 6  
144 
177 
100 
115 
141 
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HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 137 136 135 
1985 221 216 211 
2000 348 339 329 
TABLE 65. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN IRELAND 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD. (  1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 Pf 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 127 -5.1 -4.0 31.7 0.9 2.7 402 -5.2 — 1.3 
RYE 1 -0.2 -24.1 21.6 O.C 0.0 1 -0.3 -24. 1 
BARLEY 137 6.8 5.0 33.3 0.7 2.0 458 32.0  7.0 
OATS 163 -11.2 -6.9 26.0 0.4 1.6 423 -22.5 -5.3 
SUGAR BEETS 31 1.0 3.2 264.0 0.0  0 .0  809 25.6  3.2 
POTATOES 95 -4.0 -4.2 225.5 2.3  1.0 2148 -69.0 
— 3  « 2 
TOMATOES 9 1.0 10.8 
APPLES 25 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 553 -12.7 -2.3 
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TABLE 66. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR NETHERLANDS 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
(THOUSANDS) REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 11480 11480 1148C ICO IOC 
1970 12622 12725 12835 138 153 
1985 14111 14691 15262 195 289 
2000 15152 16698 18264 252 547 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 125 124 123 
1985 158 152 146 
2000 191 173 158 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
139 
235 
414 
100 
138 
226 
376 
100 
137 
218  
344 
TABLE 67. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN NETHERLANDS 
AREA (1000 
1 
X
 
1 
>
 
1 1 1 
YIELD (IOC KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P[ 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 119 5.3 4.5 41.8 0.8 1.9 498 31.7 6.4 
RYE 133 —4 . 6 -3.5 29.2 0.1 0.2 388 -12.6 -3.3 
BARLEY 86 2.0 2.3 39.5 0.8 1.9 341 14.6 4.3 
OATS 130 -2.4 -1.8 34.8 0.7 1.9 450 C.6 0.1 
SUGAR BEETS 80 1.8 2.3 415.7 0.0 0.0 3346 76.4 2.3 
DRY BEANS 4 0.0 0.0 21.2 O.C 0.0 9 C.O 0.0 
DRY PEAS 27 0.0 0.0 35.1 0.9 2.5 95 2.4 2.5 
BROAD BEANS 1 0.0 0.0 27.2 0.6 2.2 3 0.1 2.2 
LINSEED 25 0.0 0.0 9.6 0.2 1.9 24 0.4 1.9 
RAPESEED 4 0.0 0.0 25.4 0.2 0.9 9 0.1 0.9 
FLAX 25 0.0 0.0 12.5 0.2 1.8 31 0.6 1.8 
POTATOES 135 —3 . 6 -2.7 274.5 2.1 0.8 3710 -70.5 -1.9 
ONIONS 6 0.0 0.0 277.2 O.C 0.0 176 0.0 0.0 
TOMATOES 3 0.1 5.5 771.9 16.5 2.1 203 15.4 7.6 
APPLES 287 0.0 0.0 
PEARS 121 0.0 0.0 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 14 0.0 0.0 
CHERRIES 9 0.0 0.0 
PEACHES 2 0.0 0.0 
GRAPES 9 -0.7 -7.5 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 754 - 1 . 2  - 0 . 2  
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TABLE 68. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOKE AND 
FOR NORWAY 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
3581 
3833 
4C44 
4019 
3581 
3863 
4246 
4527 
3581 
3896 
4403 
5024 
100 
132 
202 
307 
IOC 
137 
218 
348 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 124 123 122 
1985 179 170 164 
20C0 274 243 219 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
128 
193 
310 
100 
127 
184 
275 
100 
126 
177 
248 
TABLE 69, ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN NORWAY 
AREA {1000 HA. ) YIELD (IOC KG ./HA.) PROD « (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0  Pf 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 10 -1.7 -17.7 23.9 0.4 1.8 23 -3.6 -15.9 
RYE 1 0.0 0.0 23.5 O.C 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 
BARLEY 148 8.2 5.6 23.8 0.0  0.0 351 19.5 5.6 
GATS 59 -1.6 -2.8 22.5  O.C 0.0 133 —3.6 -2.8 
DRY PEAS 0 -0.1 -83.4 
POTATOES 54 -0.5 -1.0 203.0 o
 
•
 o
 o
 • 
o
 1089 -10.7 -1.0 
ONIONS 5 0.0 O .C 
TOMATOES 8 0.0 0.0 
APPLES 59 0.0 0.0 
PEARS 7 0.0 O.C 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 15 0.4 2.8  
CHERRIES 4 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 271 4.4 1 . 6  
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TABLE 70. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR SWEDEN 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
YEAR 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 7480 7480 7480 100 100 
1970 7783 7845 7912 127 133 
1985 7977 8296 8571 167 205 
2000 7943 8659 9364 207 315 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 122 121 120 
1985 157 151 146 
2000 195 179 166 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 128 127 126 
1985 192 185 179 
20G0 297 272 252 
TABLE 71. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN SWEDEN 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
I960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 308 -8.9 -2.9 25.6 0.5 1.8 789 — 8.4 -1.1 
RYE 87 -4.1 -4.7 22.1 0.3 1.4 193 — 6.4 -3.3 
BARLEY 338 20.6 6.1 24.6 0.3 1.4 832 62.4 7.5 
OATS 518 0.0 0.0 19.8 0.4 1.9 1028 19.8 1.9 
SUGAR BEETS 49 -0.8 -1.6 353.1 O.C 0.0 1720 -27.4 -1.6 
DRY BEANS 2 0.0 0.0 15.8 0.0 0.0 3 0.0 0.0 
DRY PEAS 11 -0.3 -3.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 15 — 0.5 -3.0 
LINSEED 1 0.0 0.0 12.0 O.C 0.0 2 C.O 0.0 
RAPESEED 65 0.0 0.0 19.5 0.5 2.6 127 3.3 2.6 
TOBACCO 0 0.0 0.0 
FLAX 2 0.0 0.0 9.4 0.2 2.2 2 0.0 2.2 
HEMP 1 0.0 0.0 7.3 0.2 2.0 1 0.0 2.0 
POTATOES 111 -2.4 -2.2 133.8 0.0 0.0 1492 -32.4 -2.2 
APPLES 182 0.0 0.0 
PEARS 35 0.0 0.0 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 20 0.8 3.7 
CHERRIES 8 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 1494 4.1 0.3 
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TABLE 72. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR SWITZERLAND 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 5362 5362 5362 ICO 100 
1970 5861 5909 5959 139 153 
1985 6202 6413 6622 197 289 
2000 6461 6905 7348 255 546 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
127 
170 
212 
100 
126 
165 
198 
100 
125 
160 
186 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
140 
250 
453 
100 
139 
242 
424 
100 
138 
234 
399 
TABLE 73. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN SWITZERLAND 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/G PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 102 1.3 1.3 32.1 0.6 2.0 328 10.6 3.2 
RYE 14 0.0 0.0 30.4 0.7 2.2 42 C.9 2.2 
BARLEY ' 28 0.3 1.2 31.3 0.7 2.3 86 3.0 3.5 
OATS 16 -1.2 -7.3 31.5 0.6 2.0 51 -2.7 -5.3 
SUGAR BEETS 6 0.0  0.0 431.8 7.1 1.7 246 4.1 1.7 
RAPESEED 5 0.4 7.4 18.4 O.C 0.0 10 0.7 7.4 
TOBACCO 1 0.0 0.0 20.9 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 50 -1.1 -2.3 286.1 9.7 3.4 1439 16.5 1.1 
ONIONS 1 0.0 0.0 213.3 O.C 0.0  21 0.0 0.0 
TOMATOES 1 0.0 0.0 161.5 O.C 0.0  16 0.0 0.0 
APPLES 445 0.0 0.0 
PEARS 242 0.0 0.0 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 38 1.0 2.7 
CHERRIES 53 0.0 0.0 
APRICOTS 5 0.0  0.0 
GRAPES 101 0.0 0.0  
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 224 -0.3 - 0 . 1  
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TABLE 74. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND-PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
FOR UNITED KINGDOM 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
52508 
54148 
54564 
54407 
52508 
54581 
56387 
58055 
52508 
55045 
58122 
61739 
ICO 
128 
185 
268 
IOC 
136 
215 
341 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 124 123 122 
1985 178 173 167 
2000 259 243 228 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
132 
207 
329 
100 
131 
200 
308 
100 
130 
194 
290 
TABLE 75. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN UNITED KINGDOM 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD. ( 1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 863 0.0 0.0 35.7 0.9 2.6 3080 79.7 2.6 
RYE 8 0.0 0.0 24.1 0.3 1.4 20 0.3 1.4 
BARLEY 1365 53.7 3.9 32.8 0.8 2.4 4475 283.2 6.3 
OATS 765 -46.7 —6 • 1 26.6 0.4 1.6 2034 -91.8 -4.5 
CORN 73 -28.1 -38.3 25.1 0.0 0.0 184 -70.3 -38.3 
SUGAR BEETS 169 0.0 0.0 339.4 6.8 2.0 5723 114.5 2.0 
DRY PEAS 12 0.0 0.0 23.4 0.5 2.0 29 0.6 2.0 
BROAD BEANS 32 — 1.6 -4.9 24.2 0.4 1.5 77 -2.6 —3 . 4 
HOPS 8 0.0 0.0 15.8 0.0 0.0 13 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 319 -11.0 —3 .4 208.3 3.0 1.4 6647 -133.1 -2.0 
ONIONS 3 0.0 0.0 188.8 0.0 0.0 49 0.0 0.0 
TOMATOES 1 0.0 0.0 811.4 0.0 0.0 81 0.0 0.0 
APPLES 573 0.0 0.0 
PEARS 63 2.0 3.2 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 83 -3.4 -4.0 
CHERRIES 20 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 3618 -33.7 -0.9 
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TABLE 76. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR WEST GERMANY (INCLUDING W. BERLIN) 
PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
(THOUSANDS) REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 55423 55423 55423 100 IOC 
1970 58111 58586 59089 154 163 
1985 59763 61650 63521 236 342 
2000 61568 65057 68525 317 714 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
147 
219 
286 
IOC 
146 
212 
270 
100 
145 
206 
257 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
156 
317 
643 
100 
155 
307 
609 
100 
153 
298 
578 
TABLE 77. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN WEST GERMANY (INCLUDING W. BERLIN) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 1327 28. 9 2, .2 
RYE 1302 -15. .2 -1. 2 
BARLEY 1020 41. .9 4. ,1 
OATS 809 -28, .7 -3. .5 
CORN 7 0. 0 0. 0 
SUGAR BEETS 290 8, .5 2. 9 
DRY BEANS 2 0. 0 0. 0 
DRY PEAS 4 0, .0 0. 0 
BROAD BEANS 14 -0. .2 -1, .2 
LINSEED 3 0. 0 0. 0 
RAPESEED 36 0, .0 0. ,0 
TOBACCO 4 0. 0 0. ,0 
HOPS 9 0. 1 1, .1 
FLAX 3 0. 0 0. 0 
HEMP 0 -0, .1 -67, .9 
POTATOES 1018 -22. .2 -2, .2 
ONIONS 1 0. > 0 0. 0 
TOMATOES 1 0. ,0 0. 0 
APPLES 
PEARS 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
32.6 0.7 2.1 4324 184.6 4.3 
26.4 0.4 1.4 3432 8.8 0.3 
29.7 0.6 2.0 3029 185.3 6.1 
27.6 0.5 1.9 2236 -35.8 — 1.6 
28.0 O.C 0.0 19 0.0 0.0 
349.8 0.0 0.0 10149 296.3 2.9 
20.2 0.6 2.9 3 0.1 2.9 
19.8 0.5 2.5 8 0.2 2.5 
25.3 0.7 2.8 35 0.6 1.6 
6.9 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 
20.7 0.3 1.7 74 1.2 1.7 
23.8 O.C 0.0 9 0.0 O.C 
18.7 0. 1 0.7 16 0.3 1.7 
4.8 O.C 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
8.5 O.C 0.0 0 -0.1 -67.9 
240.7 2.2 0.9 24506 -306.6 — 1.3 
182.9 O.C 0.0 18 0.0 0.0 
324.6 12.4 3.8 32 1.2 3.8 
1117 0.0 0.0 
373 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 77. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 5846 13.0 0.2 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
372 C.O 0.0 
207 7.4 3.6 
28 0.0 0.0 
2 0.1 4.3 
559 31.4 5.6 
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2000 in many countries, and the nature of the projection procedure is such 
that the implicit trend in total crop area may recover and even become posi­
tive as the crops with negative area trends "drop out". Area of barley, 
the major European feedgrain, is increasing in every country, and often at 
a rapid rate. Of course, the reason is clear; rising incomes have increased 
demand for livestock products, and in turn, livestock feed demand has in­
creased. Noteworthy increases in wheat area are indicated in Austria, the 
Netherlands, Switzerland and West Germany ; and France's corn area shows a 
significant increase. With Norway and Finland as possible exceptions, 
yields in all countries are generally increasing steadily from already high 
levels. 
Basic results for the four countries in Southern Europe are reported 
in Tables 78 through 85. Relative population increases from 1950 to 
2000 are little different from those found in Northern Europe, Similarly, 
both total and per capita income make good progress, though both low and 
high variant income trends for Spain are less positive than for other 
countries in the group, and the high variant income for Greece yields 
distinctly higher estimates than corresponding ones in other countries. 
Agricultural production patterns are somewhat less consistent among 
these four countries than among countries of Northern Europe. Table 79 
shows that the trend in total cropped area is slightly positive for Greece. 
Wheat, barley and tobacco are major contributors to the rise, while rye, 
oats and corn areas all fall substantially. Yield increases are well dis­
tributed among crops. 
Italy's area data are dominated by negative trends in several impor­
tant crops. For all crops whose area trends are reported, the net effect 
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TABLE 78. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR GREECE 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME {1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 8327 8327 8327 100 IOC 
1970 8709 8790 8870 151 184 
1985 8996 9326 9655 226 459 
2000 9217 9859 10495 302 1146 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
1 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 144 143 141 
1985 210 202 195 
2000 273 255 240 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
176 
425 
1035 
100 
174 
410 
968 
100 
173 
396 
909 
TABLE 79. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN GREECE 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD, (loco M.T.) 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
OLIVES 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
SESAME SEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
COTTON 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1075 7.0 0.6 15.0 0.4 2.9 1611 56.9 3.5 
36 -2.0 -5.7 9.1 O.C 0.0 32 -1.8 -5.7 
232 3.0 1.3 12.7 0.2 1.9 295 9.4 3.2 
132 -3.1 -2.3 11.5 0.3 2.2 152 -0.2 -0.1 
207 -4.0 -1.9 13.4 0.4 2.7 276 2.2 0.8 
18 -0.1 —0 . 3 39.7 0.5 1.2 70 0.6 0.9 
0 —0.5 -372.1 7.8 0.0 0.0 0 -0.4--372.1 
2 -0.2 -8.8 10.5 0.3 2.6 2 -0.1 —6.2 
71 1.0 1.4 7.0 O.C 0.0 49 0.7 1.4 
1 0.0 0.0 9.0 0.4 4.4 1 0.0 4.4 
21 -1.4 —6 . 4 9.1 0.2 1.8 20 -0.9 -4.6 
21 -0.2 -1.1 7.2 0.0 0.0 15 -0.2 -1.1 
17 0.3 1.9 7.1 0.1 2.0 12 0.5 4.0 
0.0 
644 0.0 O.C 
2 0.0 21.4 0.0 0.0 5 0.0 C.O 
173 0.0 0.0 7.7 0.1 i;i 134 1.5 1.1 
1 0.0 0.0 3.1 O.C O.C C 0.0 0.0 
29 0.0 0.0 3.2 O.C 0.0 9 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 8.8 0.0 c.o  3 0.0 0.0 
173 0.0 0.0 4.3 0.1 2.8 75 2.1 2.8 
TABLE 79. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
TOBACCO 118 2.9 2.4 
FLAX 1 0.0 0.0 
HEMP 
POTATOES 42 0.7 1.6 
ONIONS 14 0.0 0.0 
TOMATOES 26 0.7 2.7 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
FIGS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 2239 4.1  0 . 2  
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (IGCO M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/G PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
7.7 0.2 2.0 
3.9 0.2 6.4 
117.6 1.4 1.2 
107.0 0.0 0.0 
178.9 1.5 0.8 
ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CHANGE YEAR 
4.1 4.5 
0.0 6.4 
0.0 0.0 
13.9 2.8 
0.0 0.0 
16.3 3.6 
9.6 8.7 
0.7 1.9 
0.0 0.0 
0.4 3.2 
5.9 10.8 
0.5 4.0 
0.0 0.0 
10.5 5.1 
3.8 5.5 
0.0 0.0 
1960 
LEVEL 
91 
0 
0 
492 
146 
460 
111 
38 
12 
11 
55 
13 
1092 
205 
69 
26 
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TABLE 80. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR ITALY 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
49642 
51647 
53406 
54722 
49642 
52133 
55364 
58527 
49642 
52601 
57320 
62306 
100 
139 
198 
258 
100 
156 
302 
586 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 134 133 132 
1985 184 178 172 
2000 234 218 205 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
150 
281 
532 
100 
148 
271 
497 
100 
147 
261 
467 
TABLE 81. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN ITALY 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
SUGAR BEETS 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
OLIVES 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SESAME SEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
AREA {1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
4627 -50.5 -1.1 
64 -3.1 -4.8 
219 —4. 5 -2.1 
417 -3.9 -0.9 
1269 -12.7 -1.0 
128 0.0 0.0 
237 1.8 0.8 
378 -9.6 -2.5 
15 —0.3 -1.9 
541 -4.0 -0.7 
80 -2.5 -3.1 
23 -0.5 -2.2 
0 -0.1 -48.3 
5 0.0 0.0 
22 0.0 0.0 
10 —0.8 -8.1 
7 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PEf 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
18.6 0.3 1.8 
15.4 0.3 1.7 
12.9 0.3 2.0 
13.3 0.2 1.7 
28.7 0.8 2.9  
53.1 0.3 0.5 
327.6 3.5 1.1 
4.6 0.2  3.6 
7.4 0.1 1.5 
8.6 0.1 1.5 
5.9 0.1 1.9 
6.4 0.1 1.7 
14.6 0.0  0.0 
22.2  0.4 1:9 
4.1 0.1 2.8 
7.5 0.1 1.8 
13.7 0.4 2.6 
7.5 0.1 1.6 
16.2 0.3 2.1 
PROD . <1000 K.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
8589 62.4 0.7 
99 -3.1 -3.1 
281 -0.2 -0.1 
553 4.3 0.8 
3643 70.1 1.9 
679 3.3 0.5 
7747 140.5 1.8 
172 1.8 1.0 
11 -0.0 -0.4 
467 3*6 0.8 
47 — 0.6 -1.3 
15 -0.1 — 0.4 
1975 70.0 3.5 
0 -0.1 -48.3 
10 0.2 1.9 
9 0.2 2.8 
7 -0.4 -6.3 
10 0.3 2.6 
2 0.0 1.6 
6 0.1 2.1 
TABLE 81. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
COTTON 22 0. 0 0. 0 
TOBACCO 51 0, .0 0. 0 
FLAX 10 -0. .8 -8. .1 
HEMP 14 0. 0 0. 0 
POTATOES 382 -1. .3 -0. .3 
ONIONS 23 0, .2 0. 9 
TOMATOES 120 4. 1 3. 4 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
FIGS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 8636 -87.7 -1.0 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 19 60 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
2.5 0.1 2.1 5 0.1 2.1 
13.8 0.0 0.0 71 0.0 0.0 
0.6 o.c 0.0 1 -0.0 -8.1 
10.8 0.0 0.0 15 0.0 O.C 
98.3 2.8 2.8 3759 92.9 2.5 
159.9 6.0 3.7 364 17.0 4.7 
204.1 7.4 3.6 2452 171.6 7.0 
1845 119.5 6.5 
676 37.3 5.5 
104 2.5 2.4 
182 7.7 4.2 
839 55.7 6.6 
44 2.0 4.5 
9329 239.8 2.6 
845 27.3 3.2 
358 7.8 2 . 2  
41 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 82. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR PORTUGAL 
PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
(THOUSANDS) REAL I N C O M E  (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 8326 8826 8826 100 IOC 
1970 9099 9185 9267 135 145 
1985 9202 9518 9834 188 255 
2000 9367 9912 10452 241 447 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 131 130 129 
1985 181 175 169 
2000 227 215 204 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 141 140 139 
1985 245 237 229 
2000 422 398 378 
TABLE 83. ESTIMATED 196C LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN PORTUGAL 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 726 0.0 0.0 7.8 O.C 0.0 565 0.0 0.0 
RYE 273 2.2 0.8 6.2 0.0 0.0 170 1.4 0.8 
BARLEY 138 -2.7 -2.0 6.5 o.c 0.0 90 -1.8 -2.0 
OATS 300 -2.0 -0.7 3.8 O.G 0.0 114 -0.8 -0.7 
CORN 485 1.2 0.2 10.4 0.3 2.5 506 14.1 2.8 
RICE 37 0.0 0.0 44.3 -O.C -0.0 163 -0.0 -0.0 
CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR 13 0.5 3.4 
DRY BEANS 377 0.0 0.0 1.4 O.C 0.0 52 0.0 0.0 
BROAD BEANS 63 0.7 1.1 5.9 O.C 0.0 37 0.4 1.1 
CHICK PEAS 59 1.3 2.2 3.6 O.G 0.0 21 0.5 2.2 
OLIVES 591 0.0 0.0 
FLAX 0 0.0 0.0 
HEMP 0 -0.1 -22.3 
POTATOES 90 
o
 
o
 0.0 104.7 
o
 • 
o
 o
 
o
 
945 0.0 0.0 
APRICOTS 5 0.0 0.0 
GRAPES 1546 27.3 1.8 
ORANGES AND OTHER 114 3.1 2.7 
GRAPEFRUIT 1 0.0 0.0 
LEMONS AND OTHER 10 0.2 2.5 
FIGS 18 0.5 3.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 2548 0.6 0 . 0  
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TABLE 84. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME 
FOR SPAIN 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL I N C O M E  (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
30303 
32316 
34212 
35314 
30303 
32620 
35555 
38217 
30303 
32913 
36894 
41111 
100 
136 
189 
242 
100 
143 
243 
414 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC lOG 100 
1970 127 126 125 
1985 167 161 155 
2000 208 192 179 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
134 
215 
355 
100 
132 
207 
328 
100 
131 
199 
305 
TABLE 85. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN SPAIN 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SUGAR BEETS 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
OLIVES 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
COTTON 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD {100 KG,/HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
4205 -15.4 -0.4 
526 -27.6 -5.3 
1470 -16.0 
-1.1 
558 -6.3 -1.1 
420 17.1 4.1 
65 -0.3 -0.5 
, 2 0.0 0.0 
142 3.9 2.8 
5 0.0 0.0 
102 0.0 0.0 
34 —0.6 -1.7 
151 0.0 0.0 
260 -10.5 -4.0 
44 0.0 0.0 
6 0.0 0.0 
257 0.0 0.0 
10 -0.5 -4.7 
4 0.0 0.0 
257 0.0 0.0 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
10.4 0.1 1.3 
8.7 0.1 1.0 
12.1 O.C 0*0 
8.6 0.0 •0.0 
22.6 0.6 2.8 
59.2 l.C 1.7 
11.2 0.0 0.0 
245.4 4.8 1.9 
678.7 0.0 0.0 
12.0 0.7 5.5 
6.7 0.1 2.2 
8.3 0.0 0.0 
5.2 0.1 2.4 
6.5 0.1 1.7 
15.8 c.o 0.0 
6.0 0.3 5.4 
6.0 O.C 0.0 
4.4 O.C 0.0 
3.1 0.2 5.1 
PROD. (1000 K.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL G/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
4360 42.4 1.0 
459 -19.3 -4.2 
1778 -19.3 -1.1 
481 -5.5 -1.1 
949 65.7 6.9 
383 4.7 1.2 
2 0.0 0.0 
3484 164.0 4.7 
339 0.0 0.0 
123 6.8 5.5 
22 0.1 0.6 
126 0.0 0.0 
136 -2.3 -1.7 
29 0.5 1.7 
1863 0 . 0  0.0 
9 0.0 0.0 
153 8.2 5.4 
6 -0.3 -4.7 
2 0.0 0-0 
81 4.1 5.1 
TABLE 85. (CONTINUED) 
i AREA (1000 HA.) 
I960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
TOBACCO 20 0, ,2 1, .0 
HOPS 1 0. ,1 16. .5 
FLAX 10 -0. .5 -4, .7 
HEMP 9 0. 0 0. 0 
POTATOES 374 0. ,0 0, .0 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 9 -0, .3 —3 < .4 
ONIONS 34 1. 0 2.9 
TOMATOES 51 1, .8 3, .5 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
GRAPEFRUIT 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
DATES 
BANANAS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 8757 -53.4 —0 .  6  
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 Pi 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
14.4 0.0 0.0 29 0.3 1.0 
33.9 0.0 0.0 2 0.4 16.5 
7.1 0.2 2.2 7 -0.2 -2.5 
11.5 0. 1 1.0 11 0.1 1.0 
113.3 1.1 0.9 4237 40.1 0.9 
124.7 0.0 0.0 115 -3.9 -3.4 
221.8 6.3 2.9 752 43.2 5.7 
219.2 2.7 1.2 1118 53.0 4.7 
262 12.4 4.7 
109 5.7 5.2 
54 1.2 2.3 
44 1.3 2.9 
105 3.0 2.8 
98 5.0 5.0 
3417 87.9 2.6 
1304 40.8 3.1 
3 0.3 9.4 
71 0.0 0.0 
11 C.5 4.3 
301 11.9 3.9 
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is a 1.0 percent annual decline in cropped area. Most yield trends are 
distinctly positive, but the combined effect of area and yield trends 
produces a mixed pattern of positive and negative production trends. 
Fruit crops (for which area and yield trends were not estimated) are 
found to have strongly positive production trends, and it is likely that 
at least some of the "lost" area of field crops is being used by fruit 
crops. 
Table 83 shows that Portugal's total area trend is nearly constant. 
Increased areas of rye, corn and pulses essentially offset declines in 
barley and oats area. Corn shows the only positive yield trend. 
Spain's total area trend declines 0.6 percent annually in 1960 
according to estimates in Table 85. Excepting corn, all cereal areas fall. 
The array of yield trends is dominated by positive values, and as is true 
of Italy, fruit production trends are nearly all positive. Again, this 
suggests that fruits are replacing field crops on at least some cropland. 
Tables 86 through 99 present income and population projections and 
basic trend results for agricultural production in 7 countries of Eastern 
Europe. Projected population growth is again small. Low variant projections 
for East Germany show less than 1 percent increase between 1960 and 2000, 
while Poland's high variant projections, embodying the most rapid growth in 
the region, forecast only a 65 percent increase in the same period. Past 
rates of income growth foretell substantial future gains in both total and 
per capita income throughout the region. 
Countries of Eastern Europe are somewhat diverse in their area, yield 
and production trends. Total crop area is falling at small to moderate 
rates in every country except Romania. There, total area is estimated to 
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TABLE 86. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR BULGARIA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
7867 
8536 
9256 
9761 
7867 
8614 
9591 
1C462 
7867 
8691 
9925 
11166  
ICG 
175 
286 
398 
IOC 
225 
412 
600 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 161 159 158 
1985 243 235 227 
2000 321 300 281 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 207 205 204 
1985 351 338 327 
2000 484 451 423 
TABLE 87. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN BULGARIA 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 1333 -13. 3 
-1 .0 
RYE 93 
-10, .5 -11 .3 
BARLEY 279 6 ,  .9 2 .5 
OATS 163 0. 0 0 .0 
CORN 703 0. 0 0 • G 
SUGAR BEETS 63 2. 6 4 .1 
DRY BEANS 239 0, .0 0 .0 
DRY PEAS 13 0, .7 5 .8 
CHICK PEAS 2 0. 0 0 .0 
LENTILS 2 0. 0 0 .0 
SOYBEANS 2 0. 0 0 .0 
GROUNDNUTS 2 0. 0 0 .0 
COTTONSEED 69 
-7. ,6 -11 .1 
LINSEED 1 0. 0 0 .0 
RAPESEED 6 0. ,0 0 .0 
SESAME SEED 2 0, ,0 0 .0 
SUNFLOWERSEED 234 5. 9 2 .5 
COTTON 69 
-7. ,6 -11 .1 
TOBACCO 103 3. 8 3 .7 
FLAX 9 0, .0 0 .0 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P! 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
13.4 0 . 0  0 : 0  1784 
-17.8 -1.0 
8.2 0.0 0.0 76 -8.5 
-11.3 
16.0 0.4 2.2 445 21.0 4.7 
10.6 0.2 2.2 174 3.8 2.2 
17.5 0.7 4.1 1233 51.1 4.1 
192.5 7.1 3.7 1222 95.0 7.3 
3.2 O.C 0.0 77 0.0 0.0 
9.0 0.0 0.0 12 0.7 5.8 
8.9 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
4.8 O.C 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
5.7 0.0 0 . 0  1 0.0 0.0 
9.9 O.C 0 . 0  2 0.0 0 . 0  
4.2 0.1 2:8 29 
-2.4 -8.3 
5.3 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
6.4 0 . 0  0.0 4 0.0 0.0 
0.7 O.C 0.0 0 0.0 O. C  
12.8 0.4 3.4 299 17.7 5.9 
2.1 0.1 3.3 15 
-1.1 -7.8 
7.8 0.0 0.0 80 3.0 3.7 
2.4 O.C 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 87. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
HEMP 13 -1. .0 —71 .5 
POTATOES 43 0. 0 0. 0 
ONIONS 10 0, .0 0. 0 
TOMATOES 19 2. 1 10. 9 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 3401 -10.2 -0.3 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 Pf 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
5 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  6 - 0 . 5  -7.5 
94.7 2.1 2.2 403 8.8 2.2 
100.5 0.0 OëO 99 0 . 0  0 . 0  
307.3 o . c  0.0 588 64.1 10.9 
269 12.9 4.8 
61 4.2 6.8 
170 14.4 8.4 
36 2.7 7.6 
31 4.5 14.5 
36 0.0 O.C 
786 51.9 6.6 
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TABLE 88. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
(THOUSANDS) REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 13654 13654 13654 100 100 
1970 14608 14742 14874 137 151 
1985 15719 16268 16816 189 279 
2000 16466 17551 18640 236 518 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 129 127 126 
1985 164 159 153 
2000 196 184 173 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 141 140 138 
1985 243 , 235 227 
2000 429 403 379 
TABLE 89. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
MILLET 
SUGAR BEETS 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
LENTILS 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
TOBACCO 
HOPS 
FLAX 
HEMP 
POTATOES 
ONIONS 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
839 0.0 0.0 
467 
-23.0 
-4.9 
679 7.0 1.0 
485 -9.0 
-1.8 
193 3.9 2.0 
4 0.0 0.0 
235 2.2 0.9 
2 0.0 O.C 
26 1.4 5.3 
7 0.5 6.2 
2 0.0 0.0 
51 -0.3 
-0.7 
39 1.6 4.0 
5 0.0 0.0 
6 0.0 0.0 
8 0.0 0.0 
51 -0.3 
-0.7 
6 0.0 0.0 
555 
-12.4 
-2.2 
5 0.2 3.6 
1960 ANNUAL 0/G PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
22.7 0.6 2.6 
20.0 0.4 1.8 
22.9 0.6 2.5 
19.4 0.4 2.0 
26.9 0.8 3.0 
13.3 0.3 2.3 
278.5 4.2 1.5 
6.8 0.0 0.0 
11.5 0.0 0.0 
14.3 0.0 0.0 
6.7 O.C 0^0 
3.3 0.0 0.0 
13.6 0.0 0.0 
11.0 0.0 0.0 
12.1 O.C O.C 
8.0 0.2 2.5 
4.0 O.C 0.0 
9.3 O.C 0.0 
117.7 O.C 0.0 
117.4 0.0 0.0 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1904 49.7 2.6 
935 
-29.2 
-3.1 
1552 55.5 3.6 
943 1.1 0. 1 
519 26.2 5.0 
5 0.1 2.3 
6548 159.8 2.4 
1 0.0 0.0 
29 1.6 5.3 
11 0.7 6.2 
2 0.0 0.0 
17 
-0.1 -0.7 
53 2.1 4.0 
5 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 
7 0.2 2.5 
21 
-0.1 -0.7 
6 0.0 0.0 
6526 
-146.1 -2.2 
64 2.3 3.6 
TABLE 89. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
TOMATOES 3 C.O 0.0 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 3618 -28.1 -0.8 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
177.6 7.4 4.2 
PROD, (loco M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
53 2.2 4.2 
209 0.0 0.0 
65 0.0 0.0 
150 0.0 0.0 
65 0.0 0.0 
3 0.2 6.6 
18 1.1 6.0 
60 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 90. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR EAST GERMANY (INCLUDING E. BERLIN) 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
17241 
17321 
17211 
17354 
17241 
17479 
17689 
17930 
17241 
17636 
18166 
18504 
ICC 
158 
232 
293 
IOC 
167 
268 
368 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 157 156 155 
1985 232 226 220 
2000 291 282 273 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
166 
268 
366 
100 
165 
261 
354 
100 
163 
254 
343 
TABLE 91. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN EAST GERMANY (INCLUDING E. BERLIN) 
AREA (lOGO HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 428 0.0 0.0 29.4 C.G 0.0 1256 0.0 O.C 
RYE 820 0.0 0.0 19.5 0.3 1.6 1597 25.5 1.6 
BARLEY 383 14.9 3.9 26.7 0.9 3.4 1023 74.8 7.3 
OATS 390 -23.0 -5.9 23.4 0.8 3.4 914 -22.5 -2.5 
CORN 2 0.0 0.0 20.6 0.0 0.0 4 0.0 0.0 
SUGAR BEETS 226 1.8 0.8 241.9 o.c  0.0 5460 42.5 0.8 
DRY BEANS 1 0.0 0.0 9.6 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
DRY PEAS 42 -0.3 -0.7 10.9 O.G c.o 46 -0.3 -0.7 
BROAD BEANS 7 0.0 0.0 15.5 O.C 0.0 11 0.0 0.0 
LINSEED 26 — 1.6 —6 . 3 3.4 O.G 0.0 9 — 0.6 —6 « 3 
RAPESEED 118 0.4 0.3 13.9 0.0 0.0 165 0.5 0.3 
TOBACCO 5 0.0 0.0 11.8 0.0 0.0 5 0.0 0.0 
HOPS 1 0.2 14.2 8.5 O.c  0.0 1 0.2 14.2 
FLAX 26 — 1.6 —6 . 3 3.1 0.0 0.0 8 -0.5 — 6.3 
HEMP 5 —0 * 3 -5.5 3.3 0.0 0.0 2 -0.1 -5.5 
POTATOES 756 -10.8 -1.4 157.6 O.G 0.0 11918 -170.2 -1.4 
ONIONS 4 0.0 0.0 163.1 O.C 0.0 62 0.0 0.0 
TOMATOES 1 0.0 0.0 164.6 o.c  0^0 16 0.0 0.0 
APPLES 286 0.0 0.0 
PEARS 99 0.0 0.0 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 108 c.o 0.0 
CHERRIES 91 0.0 0.0 
PEACHES 
« 
5 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 3215 -18.7 —0 . 6 
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TABLE 92. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME 
FOR HUNGARY 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
9984 
10278 
10549 
10827 
9984 
10372 
10876 
11350 
9984 
10465 
11204 
11873 
ICC 
166 
265 
364 
IOC 
20C 
35C 
50C 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
161 
251 
335 
100 
1 6 0  
243 
320 
100 
158 
236 
306 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 194 193 191 
1985 331 321 312 
2000 461 440 420 
TABLE 93. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN HUNGARY 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR BEETS 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
LENTILS 
SOYBEANS 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
TOBACCO 
FLAX 
HEMP 
POTATOES 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1131 0.0 0.0 
311 -12.6 -4.0 
498 0.0 0.0 
125 -6.3 -5.0 
1319 7.5 0.6 
18 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 
6 0.4 7.8 
119 1.1 0.9 
7 0.0 0.0 
62 3.4 5.4 
5 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 
106 0.0 0.0 
19 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 
24 -1.4 -5.7 
233 0.0 0.0 
YIELD (ICO KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
16.3 0.4 2.4 
10.6 0.0 0.0 
18.4 0.6 3.4 
13.3 0.2 1.7 
23.6 0.7 2.9 
19.5 0.0 0.0 
6.7 O.C 0.0 
11.2 0.8 7.3 
224.2 8.5 3.8 
3.2 0.0 0.0 
12.3 0.3 2.0 
5 .2  O.C 0.0 
6.8 O.C 0.0 
6.9 0.3 4.9 
10.0 0.4 4.0 
9.7 O.C 0.0 
12.1 0.0 0.0 
4.1 0.3 6.4 
8.5 0.3 3.6 
91.7 O.C 0.0 
PROD . (lOOO M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1840 43.3 2.4 
331 
-13.4 -4.0 
919 30.9 3.4 
166 
— 5.6 -3.4 
3114 1C7.7 3.5 
36 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 
6 1.0 15.1 
2669 125.2 4.7 
2 0.0 0.0 
77 5.7 7.4 
2 0.0 0.0 
2 G.O 0.0 
5 0.2 4.9 
3 0.1 4.0 
103 0.0 0.0 
23 0.0  O.C 
3 0.2 6.4 
21 -0.4 
-2.2 
2137 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 93, (CONTINUED) 
CROP 
•NIONS 
TOMATOES 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
8 0. 4  4.8 
16  0 .0  0 .0  
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 4031 -7.5 - 0 . 2  
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
103.1 O.C 0.0 
138.1 0.0 0.0 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
81 3.9 4.8 
218 0.0 0.0 
327 26.5 8.1 
64 4.9 7.6 
232 0.0 0.0 
8 3  0.0 0. 0 
32 3.9 12.4 
72 6.8 9.4 
564 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 94. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR POLAND 
PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
(THOUSANDS) REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 29703 29703 29703 100 IOC 
1970 33448 33753 34057 145 157 
1985 38362 39928 41489 211 31C 
20 GO 41504 45395 49355 278 610 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20CG 
100 
128 
164 
199 
100 
127 
157 
1 8 2  
100 
126 
151 
167 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
140 
240 
437 
100 
138 
230 
399 
100 
137 
222 
367 
TABLE 95. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN POLAND 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD {100 KG ./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
- 1960 ANNUAL C/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 Pi 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 1622 0.0 0.0 17.7 0.7 3.9 2877 111.4 3.9 
RYE 4897 -80.7 —1. 6 14.9 0.2 1.1 7312 -39.0 — 0.5 
BARLEY 730 0.0 0.0 18.0 0.7 4.1 1313 53.6 4.1 
OATS 1654 0.0 0.0 16.3 0.5 3.0 2696 81.9 3.0 
MILLET 41 -0.3 —0 . 6 11.9 0.1 1.2 49 0.3 0.6 
SUGAR BEETS 392 12.7 3.2 233.4 4.4 1.9 9155 470.0 5.1 
DRY BEANS 14 0.0 0.0 12.4 o.c 0.0 17 0.0 0.0 
DRY PEAS 35 0.0 0.0 10.8 o.c 0.0 38 0.0 0.0 
LINSEED 114 0.0 0.0 5.1 o.c 0.0 58 0.0 0.0 
RAPESEED 153 5.9 3.9 12.3 0.4 3.6 188 14.1 7.5 
TOBACCO 34 1.6 4.6 13.6 0.0 0.0 46 2.1 4.6 
HOPS 2 0.1 3.2 8.5 0.5 5.9 2 0.2 9.1 
FLAX 114 0.0 0.0 4.2 C.G 0.0 48 0.0 0.0 
HEMP 23 0.1 0.6 5.4 0.1 2.3 12 0.4 2.9 
POTATOES 2818 19.4 0.7 133.6 0.0 0.0 37643 259.6 0.7 
ONIONS 19 0.0 0.0 100.5 4.1 4.1 192 7.8 4.1 
TOMATOES 19 0.0 0.0 100.7 O.C OiO 194 0.0 0.0 
APPLES 331 17.1 5.2 
PEARS 54 0.0 0. 0 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 108 8.4 7.8 
CHERRIES 75 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 12565 -41.2 -0.3 
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TABLE 96. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR ROMANIA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=1C0) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
18403 
20208 
22313 
23787 
18403 
2G392 
23164 
25713 
18403 
20576 
24012 
27661 
100 
163 
257 
352 
IOC 
225 
413 
60 C 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1965 
20C0 
100 
148 
212 
272 
ICQ 
147 
204 
252 
100 
146 
197 
234 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 205 203 201 
1985 340 328 316 
2000 464 429 399 
TABLE 97. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN ROMANIA 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 2943 0. 0 0.0 
RYE 88 0. 0 0.0 
BARLEY 274 -14. 8 -5.4 
OATS 248 -28. 7 -11.6 
CORN 3477 0. 0 0.0 
RICE 17 0. 0 0.0 
SUGAR BEETS 168 9. 0 5.3 
DRY BEANS 1091 63. 5 5.8 
DRY PEAS 92 5. 0 5.4 
LENTILS 1 -1. 1 -107.0 
SOYBEANS 9 0. 0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 9 -21. 0 -243.2 
LINSEED 31 0. 9 3.0 
RAPESEED 10 
-2. 4 -24.2 
SUNFLOWERSEEO 411 9. 6 2.3 
COTTON 9 
-21. C -243.2 
TOBACCO 36 0. 7 1.9 
FLAX 25 0. 7 2.7 
HEMP 37 
-2. 2 — 6.0 
POTATOES 290 6. 1 2.1 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
12.5 0.6 4.8 3669 176.9 4.8 
10.0 0.3 2.8 88 2.5 2.8 
14.6 l.C 6.6 400 4.6 1.2 
10.1 0.0 0.0 250 
-29.0 
-11.6 
15.8 0.0 0.0 5494 0.0 0.0 
28.4 c.c 0.0 48 0.0 0.0 
148.0 3.5 2.4 2486 191.7 7.7 
1.0 O.G 0.0 107 6.2 5.8 
8.7 0.0 0.0 80 4.3 5.4 
7.8 0.0 0.0 1 — 0 . 8— 107.0 
4.4 O.C 0.0 4 0.0 0.0 
2.3 0.1 3.9 2 
-4.7-239.3 
3.9 0.1 3.5 12 0.8 6.6 
4.6 0.1 2.9 5 
-1.0 -21.2 
10.0 0.3 3.2 410 22.7 5.5 
1.1 O.C 3.7 1 
-2.3-239.4 
7.5 0.2 2.6 27 1.2 4.4 
3.2 0.1 2.7 8 0.4 5.4 
5.0 0.1 2.2 18 
-0.7 -3.8 
98.0 O.C 0.0 2841 60.1 2. 1 
TABLE 97. (CONTINUED) 
CROP 
ONIONS 
TOMATOES 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
34 0.0 0.0 
33 1.0 3.2 
9322 26.4 0.3 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
62.6 O.C 0.0 
121.6 O.C 0.0 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
213 0.0 0. C 
400 12.7 3. 2 
157 5.8 3. 7 
40 0.0 0. 0 
490 0.0 0. 0 
50 0.0 0. c 
26 2.5 9. 5 
914 13.0 1. 4 
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TABLE 98. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR YUGOSLAVIA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
18402 
20161 
21660 
22439 
18402 
20351 
22537 
24425 
18402 
20533 
23412 
26411 
100 
166 
265 
364 
100 
225 
412 
600 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 151 150 149 
1985 225 216 208 
2000 298 274 254 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 205 203 202 
1985 350 337 324 
2000 492 452 418 
TABLE 99. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN YUGOSLAVIA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR BEETS 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
OLIVES 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SESAME SEED 
AREA (1000 
1960 ANNUAL 
LEVEL CHANGE 
1959 0.0 
210 
-13.2 
367 0.0 
344 0.0 
2504 0.0 
6 0.0 
9 — 0. 6 
7 0.0 
82 0.0 
199 0.0 
9 0.2 
4 0.0 
1 0.0 
S 0.0 
1 0.0 
11 0.0 
6 -0.3 
1 0.0 
HA.) YIELD 
0/0 PER 1960 
YEAR LEVEL 
0 . 0  1 6 . 1  
-6.3 10.2 
0.0 14.0 
0.0 10.3 
0.0 19.9 
0.0 37.9 
—6.0 14.3 
0.0 21.3 
0.0 233.3 
0.0 7.3 
2.3 10.3 
0.0 6.5 
0.0 6.6 
0 . 0  1 1 . 2  
0 .0  12 .8  
0.0 4.4 
-5.1 8.7 
0.0 4.1 
(100 KG./HA.) 
ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CHANGE YEAR 
0.7 4.3 
O.G 0.0 
0.5 3.5 
O.G 0.0 
0 . 0  0 . 0  
0.4 1.2 
0.8 5.3 
0.9 4.1 
6.4 2.7 
O.G 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
O.G 0.0 
0.1 1.5 
0.4 3.8 
0.6 4.4 
0.2 4.2 
0.3 3.0 
0.2 4.8 
PROD . (ICCO M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 Pi 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
3149 136.2 4.3 
214 
-13.4 -6.3 
514 17.9 3.5 
355 0.0 0 . 0 
4981 C.O 0.0 
22 0.3 1.2 
13 
-0.1 -0.7 
15 0.6 4.1 
1919 52.6 2.7 
145 0.0 0.0 
9 0.2 2.3 
3 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 1.5 
28 0.0 0.0 
9 0.3 3.8 
1 0.1 4.4 
5 0.2 4.2 
1 0.0 0.0 
6 
-0.1 -2.0 
1 0.0 4.8 
TABLE 99. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
SUNFLOWERSEED 101 0.0 0.0 
COTTON 11 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 39 0.0 0.0 
HOPS 3 0.2 5.7 
FLAX 8 
-0.2 
-2.2 
HEMP 45 -1.8 -3.9 
POTATOES 294 7.9 2.7 
ONIONS 25 0.0 0.0 
TOMATOES 22 1.1 5.0 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
FIGS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 6268 
—  6 .  6  - 0 . 1  
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/G PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
I960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
13.1 0.4 3.0 132 3.9 3.0 
2.1 0.1 4.9 2 0.1 4.9 
8.1 0.0 0.0 32 0.0 0.0 
12.0 0.4 3.1 4 C.4 8.7 
4.3 0.0 0.0 4 -0.1 
-2.2 
8.6 0.2 2.2 39 
-0.7 -1.8 
95.7 2.9 3.1 2811 161.7 5.8 
61.0 1.8 2.9 152 4.4 2.9 
122.5 O.C 0.0 273 13.5 5.0 
217 5.7 2.6 
71 0.0 0.0 
721 29.9 4.1 
84 2.4 2.9 
26 1.7 6.6 
26 1.3 4.8 
4 0.0 0.0 
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increase at 0.3 percent annually. Positive trends for rye and oats area 
are absent, but instead, a mixed pattern of constant and falling trends 
is observed. 
Table 87 indicates that wheat is the major field crop in Bulgaria, 
but that its area is declining. Cotton is much less important in terms 
of present land use, but its area also shows a marked decline. Barley, 
sunflowerseed and tobacco account for most of the area expansion reported. 
The proportion of crops showing positive yield trends is less impressive 
than in Northern Europe, but sizeable gains are indicated for corn, sugar 
beets and some oil crops. Fruit and vegetable production show large posi­
tive trends. 
Moderate increases in barley and corn area, and a rather large decline 
in potatoes area are the most significant features in Czechoslovakia's 
area d^ta other than the rye and oats trends mentioned earlier. Table 89 
also indicates steady growth in yields of cereals and sugar beets for this 
country. 
East Germany's increases in barley area and decreases in potatoes 
area stand out, though not so markedly as the 5.9 percent annual decline 
in oats area shown in Table 91. Only rye, barley and oats show positive 
yield trends; all others are stagnant. 
Table 93 shows that three of the five major cereals grown in Hungary 
show substantial positive production trends. The influence of declining 
areas of rye and oats dominate these production trends, but trends for 
area and yield of corn are positive, and wheat and barley yields are 
moving upward. Increasing yield trends are also estimated for other less 
important crops. 
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Table 95 shows that Poland's large rye area is declining quite 
rapidly, and that only sugar beets, rapeseed and potatoes are showing 
significant area gains. However, yield trends are strong enough so that 
the net production trend for all cereals is positive. Production trends 
for other crops show a mixture of gains in some cases and no change in 
others. 
Area trends for Romania show losses for barley, oats and cotton, but 
a nearly offsetting rise for dry beans area according to estimates in 
Table 97. Significantly positive yield trends are found for wheat, barley 
and sunflowerseed, among the major crops. 
Yugoslavia's total crop area trend is only slightly negative, and the 
negative trend for rye, together with the positive potatoes area trend are 
the most significant components. Table 99 also shows that positive yield 
trends are in evidence for many crops, though the more significant crops 
show less progress than some minor ones. Rapid production increases are 
forecast for many fruits and vegetables. 
Tables 100 and 101 present basic results for the U.S.S.R. Projected 
population growth is more rapid than in the European countries to the 
west, and more nearly like Canada and the U.S. Future income is pro­
jected to continue its past rapid growth. 
Projected areas of rye and oats again decline according to estimates 
presented in Table 101. However, very rapid area growth is projected for 
barley, corn and several less important crops. Wheat, millet, dry peas 
and sunflowerseed exhibit noteworthy yield increases, but other major 
crops do not. 
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TABLE ICO. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR U.S.S.R. 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=1C0) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 214400 214400 214400 ICO IOC 
1970 243500 245700 253800 172 20C 
1985 282363 296332 320025 279 35C 
2000 316499 353099 402799 386 50G 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
151 
212  
262 
100 
150 
202 
234 
100 
145 
187 
206 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 176 175 169 
1985 266 253 234 
2000 339 304 266 
TABLE 101. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN U.S.S.R. 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 61847 0.0 0.0 8.0 0.1 1.4 
RYE 16900 
-219.1 — 1.3 8.1 0.0 0.0 
BARLEY 14050 945.9 6.7 10.4 0.1 0.8 
OATS 10740 -921.9 — 8.6 7.7 0.0 0.0 
CORN 5572 188.4 3.4 14.4 0.0 0.0 
RICE 129 0.0 0.0 21.3 0 . 8  3.9 
MILLET 3675 0.0 0.0 6.7 0.2 2.8 
SUGAR BEETS 2977 226.1 7.6 166.4 0.0 0.0 
DRY PEAS 7318 150.0 2.0 . 10.5 0.7 7.1 
SOYBEANS 575 61.4 10.7 5.2 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 2280 40.9 1.8 13.1 0.0 0.0 
LINSEED 1921 0.0 0.0 2.3 o.c 0.0 
SUNFLOWERSEED 4212 45.0 1.1 10.0 0.5 4.8 
COTTON 2280 40.9 1.8 20.0 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 152 0.0 0.0 11.7 0.0 0.0 
FLAX 1921 0.0 0.0 2.1 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 8988 0.0 0.0 91.7 0.7 C.7 
GRAPES 
TEA 63 1.3 2.1 5.7 0.3 4.7 
PROD. (IGOO M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
49237 
13723 
14671 
8238 
8037 
274 
2456 
49551 
7659 
299 
2987 
444 
4216 
4553 
177 
409 
82396 
2070 
36 
680.7 
-177.9 
1103.0 
-707.1 
271.8 
10.6 
69.5 
3762.3 
698.1 
31.9 
53.6 
0.0 
246.6 
8 1 . 8  
0.0 
0.0 
603.4 
187.4 
1.4 
-1.3 
7.5 
— 8.6 
3.4 
3.9 
2.8 
7.6 
9.1 
10.7 
1.8 
0.0 
5.8 
1 . 8  
0.0 
0.0 
0.7 
9.1 
6 . 8  
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 141399 518.0 0.4 
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In the following paragraphs, basic results for the countries of 
Africa will be considered. Of the 24 countries to be considered, only 
in the United Arab Republic have area and yield trends been estimated. 
For the remaining 23, only direct production estimates are presented. 
Consider first Tables 102 through 115 which report basic results of 
time trend analyses for 7 countries in North Africa. Here again, pro­
jected population growth is very rapid. Under the low variant, Ethiopia's 
population increases 95 percent between 1960 and 2000, and the remaining 
6 countries more than double their 1960 populations in the succeeding 40 
years. At the other extreme, Morocco's high variant projection for 2000 
is 3-2/3 times estimated 1960 population. Estimates of future income are 
widely dispersed, but excepting the projections based on high income vari­
ants in Libya and the United Arab Republic, projections of per capita in­
come indicate no major improvements for these low income countries. In 
fact, estimates presented in Table 108 project quite drastic declines for 
Morocco. 
Results of the analysis of production trends reveal considerable 
intercountry variation. Algeria's production trends are least promising. 
Table 103 shows that only citrus production contains any discernable time 
trend. 
Ethiopia production (Table 105) has a distinctly different outlook. 
All but 2 of the 15 crops reported show positive production trends; though 
millet and sorghum, the leading cereals, increase somewhat less rapidly 
than the average of all crops. 
Table 107 shows that Libya's agricultural production trends are also 
poor. The only crop of any significance showing a positive trend is 
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TABLE 102. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME 
FOR ALGERIA 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
200G 
1 1 0 2 0  
14393 
20809 
27817 
11020 
14493 
22326 
32214 
11020 
14493 
22749 
34379 
100 
155 
237 
319 
100 
160 
324 
655 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 119 118 118 
1985 126 117 115 
2000 126 109 102 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
122 
171 
259 
100 
122 
160 
224 
100 
122 
157 
210 
TABLE 103. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN ALGERIA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
DRY PEAS 
LENTILS 
TOBACCO 
POTATOES 
TOMATOES 
GRAPES 
DATES 
FIGS 
OLIVE OIL 
CITRUS 
WOOL 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1351 0.0 0.0 
TIG 0.0 0. 0  
38 0.0 0.0 
10 0.0 0. 0  
6 0.0 0.0 
33 0.0 0. 0  
11 0.0 0. 0  
12 0.0 0. G 
246 0.0 0.0 
124 0.0 0. 0  
2143 0.0 0. 0  
135 0.0 0.0 
18 0.0 0.0 
19 0.0 o . c  
387 9 . 9  2.5 
9 G.O 0.0 
NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 
WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 104. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR ETHIOPIA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20CÛ 
20000 
23314 
29818 
38969 
200C0 
23416 
31324 
42765 
20000 
23573 
33159 
48367 
ICO 
125 
163 
200 
IOC 
150 
225 
300 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 107 107 106 
1985 109 104 98 
2000 103 94 83 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
129 
151 
154 
100 
128 
144 
140 
100 
127 
136 
124 
TABLE 105. ESTIMATED I960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN ETHIOPIA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
BARLEY 
CORN 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY PEAS 
LINSEED 
SESAME SEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
COTTON 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
BANANAS 
COFFEE 
NIGERSEED 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1 9 6 0  ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. {1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
2C2 9.1 4.5 
526 15.8 3.0 
176 5.6 3.2 
1779 19.9 1.1 
659 74.9 11.4 
489 0.0 0.0 
49 0.0 0.0 
40 1.0 2.6 
11 0.4 3.9 
2 0.2 9.R 
18 1.5 8.4 
31 1.6 5.4 
32 2.3 7.1 
63 2.8 4.5 
102 1.7 1.7 
NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 
WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0 . 0  
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TABLE 106. POPULATION, REAL INCOKE AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR LIBYA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
1195 
1464 
1923 
2398 
1195 
1474 
2052 
2714 
1195 
1474 
2083 
2856 
ICO 
175 
288 
400 
IOC 
275 
538 
800 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
143 
179 
199 
100 
142 
167 
176 
100 
142 
165 
167 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
224 
334 
399 
100 
223 
313 
352 
100 
223 
308 
335 
TABLE 107. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN LIBYA 
RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. ( 1000 
1 1 
•
 
t 
1-
1 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL C/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 34 0.0 0.0 
BARLEY 110 0.0 0.0 
OATS 1 0.0 0 . 0  
CORN 2 0.0 0.0 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 3 0.3 9.8 
DRY PEAS 6 0 . 0  0.0 
GROUNDNUTS NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 10 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 1 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 23 1.7 7.6 
ONIONS 6 0.0 0.0 
TOMATOES 123 0.0 0.0 
GRAPES 8 0.0 0.0 
DATES 41 0.0 0.0 
FIGS 1 0.0 0.0 
OLIVE OIL 7 0.0 0.0 
CASTOR BEANS 4 0.3 7.8 
CITRUS 8 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 108. POPULATION, REAL INCOKE AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR MOROCCO 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (196G=1C0) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
11626 
15882 
24272 
33803 
11626 
15993 
26133 
39680 
11626 
15993 
26676 
42675 
ICC 
130 
176 
221  
IOC 
138 
223 
361 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
95 
84 
76 
100 
95 
78 
65 
100 
95 
77 
60 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 101 100 100 
1985 107 99 97 
2000 124 106 98 
TABLE 1G9. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN MOROCCO 
RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL u/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P[ 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 1045 0.0 O.C 
BARLEY 1263 0.0 0.0 
OATS 22 0.0 0.0 
CORN 309 0.0 0.0 
RICE 17 0.0 0.0 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 62 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 8 1.2 14.1 
LINSEED WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 13 0.0 0.0 
SUNFLOWERSEED 4 0.8 19.4 
COTTON 3 0.4 13.4 
TOBACCO 2 C.O 0.0 
POTATOES 155 18.7 12.0 
TOMATOES 194 0.0 0.0 
GRAPES 375 0.0 0.0 
DATES 72 0.0 0.0 
FIGS 13 0.0 0.0 
PULSES 144 13.4 9.3 
OLIVE OIL 22 0.0 0.0 
CITRUS 459 41.0 8.9 
WOOL 16 0.0 0.0 
TREE NUTS 4 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 110. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR SUDAN 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20CC 
1177C 
14790 
20251 
26C61 
11770 
14893 
21656 
29797 
1177C 
14893 
22029 
31567 
100 
124 
17G 
234 
IOC 
163 
256 
350 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 IOC 
1970 98 98 98 
1985 99 92 91 
2000 106 92 87 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 129 128 128 
1985 149 139 137 
2000 158 138 131 
TABLE 111. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN SUDAN 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 28 0.0 0.0 
BARLEY 2 0.0 C.C 
CORN 37 0.0 0.0 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 1479 46.1 3.1 
DRY PEAS 157 7.2 4.6 
GROUNDNUTS 145 11.6 8.0 
COTTONSEED NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 257 14.5 5.6 
SESAME SEED WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 147 3.1 2.1 
COTTON 130 6.6 5.1 
POTATOES 3 0.3 8.7 
CASSAVA 107 3.1 2.9 
ONIONS 40 2.8 6.8 
DATES 35 1.7 5.0 
CITRUS 8 C.6 8.4 
GUM ARABIC 57 3.2 5.6 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 112. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR TUNISIA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
4168 
5087 
6710 
8383 
4168 
5123 
7157 
9488 
4168 
5123 
727C 
9991 
ICO 
140 
199 
258 
IOC 
155 
299 
577 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 114 114 114 
1985 124 116 114 
2000 128 113 108 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 127 126 126 
1985 186 174 171 
2000 287 254 241 
TABLE 113. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN TUNISIA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
TOBACCO 
POTATOES 
TOMATOES 
GRAPES 
DATES 
FIGS 
OLIVE OIL 
CITRUS 
DECIDUOUS FRUIT 
WOOL 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0  PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
467 0.0 o.c 
167 0.0 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 
3 0.2 6.2 
5 0.0 0.0 
19 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 
38 3.4 8.8 
58 3.8 6.5 
226 0.0 0.0 
35 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 
66 0.0 o.c 
77 2.6 3.4 
14 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 
NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 
WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 114. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
25952 
34245 
49983 
67162 
25952 
34484 
53651 
77911 
25952 
34484 
54681 
83229 
ICO 
150 
225 
300 
100 
189 
494 
1289 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 114 113 113 
1985 117 109 107 
2000 116 100 94 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 144 143 143 
1985 257 239 235 
2000 498 429 402 
TABLE 115. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC 
CROP 
WHEAT 
BARLEY 
CORN 
RICE 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
BROAD BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
OLIVES 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
FLAX 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
ONIONS 
AREA {1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0  PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
639 0 .0  0.0 
55 0.0 0.0 
782 0.0 0.0 
307 13.1 4.3 
191 0.0 0.0 
52 1.0 1.9 
1 0.0 0.0 
148 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 0 .0  
32 0.0 0.0 
18 0.7 3.8 
747 0.0 0.0 
9 0.6 7.1 
18 0.0 0.0 
747 0.0 0.0 
9 0.6 7.1 
21 1.7 8.1 
4 0.0 0.0 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PE 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
24.6  0.5 2.2 
25.2 0.6 2.2 
21.5 O.C 0.0 
45.0 0.0 0.0 
32.1 0.5 1.7 
926.5 19.C 2.1 
13.1 0.0 0.0 
16.6 0.0 0.0 
15.7 O.C 0.0 
14.7 O.C 0.0 
20.6 0.3 1.4 
11.4 0.3 2.5  
10.1 G. 1 0.9 
9.2 0.1 1.6 
6.0 0. 1 0.9 
8.0 O.C 0.0 
158.7 O.C 0.0 
182.6 5.6 3.1 
PROD .  (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1575 34.7 2.2  
138 3.1 2.2 
1683 0.0 0.0  
1381 58.8 4.3 
613 10.4 1.7 
4800 191.2 4.0 
1 0.0 0.0 
247 0.0 0,0 
7 0.0 0.0 
47 0.0 0.0 
7 0.5 7.1 
36 1.9 5.1 
855 21.5 2.5 
9 0.7 8.0 
17 0.3 1.6 
452 4.0  0.9 
7 0.5 7.1 
338 27.4 8.1 
75 2.3 3.1 
556 31.8 5.7 
TABLE 115. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0  PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
TOMATOES 58 4.1 7.1 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
DATES 
FIGS 
BANANAS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 3086 21.2 0.7 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/G PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
144.6 1.0 0.7  
71 Twrrarwef nrif-s-wrn'.-A 
PROD. (1000 lY.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0  PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
839 65.3 7.8 
4 0.2 4.8 
9 0.8 9.3 
2 0.0 0.0 
4 0.1 3.1 
7 0.0 0.0 
99 4.0 4.0 
301 0.0 0.0 
49 0.0 0.0 
386 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 c.c 
57 0.0 0.0 
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potatoes. 
Morocco's 1960 production trends, presented in Table 109, appear 
only slightly better, if any. Pulses, citrus and potatoes show substan­
tial increases, but none of the cereals do. 
Production trends in Sudan are more promising according to estimates 
presented in Table 111. Stagnant trends are in evidence for only 3 minor 
cereals, while all other crops reported show annual increases of 2.1 per­
cent or more. 
Tunisia's production trends are comparable to those for Libya and 
Morocco. Potatoes, tomatoes and citrus are the only crops of any signif­
icance showing positive trends in Table 113. 
Production trends for the United Arab Republic, based primarily on 
area and yield estimates, show a rising tendency for most of the important 
crops. Total crop area for the country rises 0.7 percent annually. This 
increase is distributed among several crops, but rice is most important by 
far. Progress in yields is mixed, and some important crops are among 
those for which no trend could be discerned. 
Next to be considered are the 11 countries of West-Central Africa. 
Trend results for these countries are reported in Tables 116 through 137. 
Substantial variability exists in the relative changes in population pro­
jected for the countries of this region. For the region as a whole, 
population increases 166 percent between 1960 and 2000 under the low 
variant projection. The corresponding percentage for the high variant is 
239. The extremes are an increase of only 57 percent during this period 
for Angola's low variant projections, and an increase of 315 percent during 
the same period for Ghana's high variant projected population. Projected 
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TABLE 116. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR ANGOLA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 4642 4642 4642 100 IOC 
1970 5246 5294 5405 125 20G 
1985 6124 6457 6768 163 35C 
20CO 7232 8016 8799 200 500 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 111 110 107 
1985 123 117 111 
2000 127 116 106 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 
1985 
2000 
177 
265 
319 
175 
252 
290 
172 
240 
264 
TABLE 117. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN ANGOLA 
RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. ( 1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 13 l.C 7.8 
CORN 403 0.0 0.0 
RICE 28 0.0 0.0 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 66 0.7 1.0 
TOTAL SUGAR 61 1.5 2.5 
DRY BEANS 119 4.7 3.9 
PALM KERNELS NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 13 0.5 3.8 
GROUNDNUTS WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 26 1.4 5.2 
COTTONSEED 14 0.0 0.0 
COTTON 6 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 2 0.2 8.9 
POTATOES 21 0.9 4.3 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 105 4.2 4.0 
CASSAVA 1240 21.0 1.7 
ONIONS 180 5.4 3.0 
BANANAS 405 0.0 0.0 
COFFEE 140 14.3 10.2 
PALM OIL 38 0.0 0.0 
SISAL 59 2.2 3.8 
CASTOR BEANS 4 0.0 0.0 
CITRUS 61 3.5 5.7 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 C.O 0.0 
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TABLE 118. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR CAMEROUN 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 4097 4097 4097 100 100 
1970 4621 4662 4761 125 150 
1985 5576 5896 6197 163 225 
2000 6897 7686 8544 200 300 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 111 110 108 
1985 119 113 107 
2000 119 107 96 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 133 132 129 
1985 165 156 149 
2000 178 160 144 
TABLE 119. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CAMEROUN 
RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL C/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0  PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 178 2.0  1.1 
RICE 11 0.0 0.0 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 213 2.2 l . C  
PALM KERNELS 20 G.O 0.0 
GROUNDNUTS 85 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 23 2.4 10.4 
SESAME SEED NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 3 0.0  0.0 
COTTON WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 11 1.1 10.4 
TOBACCO 2 0.0  0.0 
RUBBER 4 0.0 0.0 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 311 2.4 0.8 
CASSAVA 775 7.9 1.0 
BANANAS 672 5.8 0.9 
COFFEE 41 4.3 10.4 
COCOA 74 3.2 4.3 
COCOYAMS 539 5.9 1.1 
PALM OIL 36 0.6 1.7 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 120. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR CONGO(KINSHASA), RWANDA AND BURUNDI 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=1C0) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
14139 
16863 
23284 
32827 
14139 
17016 
24844 
38044 
14139 
17374 
26344 
44015 
ICG 
133 
178 
219 
IOC 
163 
256 
350 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 111 lie 108 
1985 108 101 96 
2000 94 82 70 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
136 
156 
151 
100 
135 
146 
130 
100 
132 
138 
112 
TABLE 121. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CONGO(KINSHASA), RWANDA AND BURUNDI 
CROP 
WHEAT 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 
TOTAL SUGAR 
DRY PEAS 
SOYBEANS 
PALM KERNELS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
RUBBER 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
CASSAVA 
BANANAS 
COFFEE 
TEA 
COCOA 
PALM OIL 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
9 0.0 0.0 
422 0.0 0.0 
121 0.0 0.0 
272 0.0 c .o  
30 2.0 6.8 
369 0.0  O.G 
2 0.0 0.0 
140 0.0 0.0 
136 0.0 0.0 
40 0.0 o.c 
5 0.0 0.0 
18 0.0 0.0 
1 c.o 0.0 
36 1.0 2.7 
118 0.0 0.0  
1390 0.0 0.0 
7433 0.0 0.0  
3513 0.0 0.0 
86 0.0 0.0  
4 0.4 11.4 
6 0.3 5.3 
236 0.0 0.0 
NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 
WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 122. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR GHANA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
6777 
9075 
13916 
21848 
6777 
9145 
14646 
24351 
6777 
9238 
15627 
28180 
100 
133 
183 
232 
100 
141 
235 
392 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 99 99 98 
1985 89 84 79 
2000 72 65 56 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 105 104 103 
1985 114 109 102 
2000 122 109 94 
TABLE 123. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN GHANA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 215 10.0  4. 6 
RICE 31 1.2 3.8 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 205 0.0 0.0 
DRY PEAS 40 0.8 2.0 
PALM KERNELS 12 0.0  0.0 
GROUNDNUTS 103 0.0 0.0 
COPRA NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 3 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 2 0.2 10.6 
RUBBER 1 0.0 0.0 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 1395 65.4 4.7 
CASSAVA 891 66.1 7.4 
ONIONS 3 0.2 7.6 
BANANAS 1873 84.7 4.5 
COFFEE 2 0.3  13.0 
COCOA 381 32.1 8.4 
COCOYAMS 582 G.O 0.0 
PALM OIL 36 1.2 3.2 
CITRUS 7 0.0 0.0 
TREE NUTS 73 1.9 2.6 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 124. POPULATION, REAL INCOKE AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR GUINEA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOM[ 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
3C72 
3834 
5547 
8301 
3072 
3864 
5828 
9183 
3072 
3903 
6204 
1052G 
ICO 
150 
225 
30C 
IOC 
20C 
350 
500 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 120 119 118 
1985 125 119 111 
2000 111 100 88 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
160 
194 
185 
100 
159 
184 
167 
100 
157 
173 
146 
TABLE 125. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN GUINEA 
RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 133 0.0 0.0 
RICE 316 2.0 0.6 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 122 7.1 5.8 
PALM KERNELS • 21 0.0 0.0 
GROUNDNUTS 18 0.0 0.0 
SESAME SEED 0 0.0 0.0 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 128 3.0 2.4 
CASSAVA WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 395 9.8 2.5 
BANANAS 73 0.0 0.0 
PINEAPPLES 4 0.3 6.7 
COFFEE 11 0.3 2.6 
COCOYAMS 37 1.6 4.4 
PALM OIL 11 0.0 G.O 
CITRUS 75 1.4 1.8 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 126. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR IVORY COAST 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
3230 
3934 
5537 
8C55 
3230 
3965 
5810 
8871 
3230 
4005 
6175 
10099 
ICO 
150 
225 
300 
IOC 
225 
413 
600 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 123 122 121 
1985 131 125 118 
2000 12C 109 96 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
185 
241 
241 
100 
183 
229 
218 
100 
181 
216 
192 
TABLE 127. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN IVORY COAST 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 196C ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 119 9.9 8.3 
RICE 166 13.3 8.0 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 79 3.0 3.9 
PALM KERNELS 13 0.5 3.5 
GROUNDNUTS 21 1.5 7.1 
COTTONSEED 4 0.4 10.7 
COPRA NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 1 0.0 0.0 
COTTON WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 2 0.2 9.7 
TOBACCO 2 0.0 C.C 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 1342 23.7 1.8 
CASSAVA 613 33.6 5.5 
BANANAS 744 78.8 10.6 
PINEAPPLES 27 4.7 17.2 
COFFEE 167 13.4 8.0 
COCOA 89 6.3 7.1 
COCOYAMS 88 0.0 0.0 
PALM OIL 17 2.1 12.0 
TREE NUTS 30 0.9 3.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 128. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME 
FOR LIBERIA 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20G0 
980 
1103 
1276 
1512 
980 
1111  
1328 
1610 
980 
1122  
1397 
175C 
ICO 
125 
163 
200 
IOC 
20C 
35 G 
500 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
111 
125 
130 
IOC 
110 
120 
122 
100 
109 
114 
112 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
178 
269 
324 
IOC 
176 
258 
304 
100 
175 
246 
280 
TABLE 129. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN LIBERIA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0  PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 11 0 . 0  G. 0 
RICE 168 0.0 0 . 0  
TOTAL SUGAR 5 0 . 0  0 . 0  
PALM KERNELS 11 0 . 0  c . c  
GROUNDNUTS 3 0.0 o . c  
RUBBER 42 0 . 5  1.2 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 14 0 . 0  O.C 
CASSAVA WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 217 5.3 2.5 
BANANAS 77 0.3 0 . 4  
PINEAPPLES 5 0 . 0  0 . 0  
COFFEE 2 0.4 23.1 
COCOA 1 0 . 0  0 . 0  
COCOYAMS 9 0 . 0  0 . 0  
PALM OIL 12 0 . 0  0 . 0  
CITRUS 5 0 . 0  0 . 0  
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 130. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FDR NIGERIA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
5C000 
67661 
102706 
158C32 
50000 
68181 
103007 
175588 
50000 
68869 
115127 
202337 
ICQ 
130 
174 
2 1 8  
IOC 
139 
227 
372 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 96 95 94 
1985 85 81 76 
2000 69 62 54 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
103 
111  
118 
100 
102 
105 
106 
100 
101 
99 
92 
TABLE 131. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN NIGERIA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (IGO KG./HA.) PROD .  (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 1036 20.6 2.0 
RICE 342 4.5 1.3 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 3121 92 .1  3.0 
TOTAL SUGAR 44 1.0 2.2 
DRY PEAS 349 10.0 2.9 
SOYBEANS 13 0.0 0.0 
PALM KERNELS NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 429 0.0 O.G 
GROUNDNUTS WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 1180 53.3 4.5 
COTTONSEED 92 3.6 4.0 
SESAME SEED 21 0.8  3 .9  
COTTON 43 1.6 3.8  
TOBACCO 12 0.0 O.C 
RUBBER 54 4.3 8.1 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 1G922 225.1 2.1 
CASSAVA 9296 408.1 4.4 
BANANAS 1611 0.0 0.0 
COCOA 180 17.0 9.4 
PALM OIL 537 0.0 0.0 
TREE NUTS 144 2.2 1.5 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 132. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR SENEGAL 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
196C 
1970 
1985 
2000 
3110 
3619 
4834 
6677 
3110 
3646 
5062 
7292 
311C 
3683 
5367 
8208 
ICC 
125 
163 
2CC 
IOC 
20C 
35G 
50C 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
107 
105 
93 
100 
107 
100 
85 
100 
106 
94 
76 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
172 
225 
233 
100 
171 
215 
213 
100 
169 
203 
189 
TABLE 133. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN SENEGAL 
CROP 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 
DRY PEAS 
GROUNDNUTS 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
CASSAVA 
ONIONS 
CITRUS 
DECIDUOUS FRUIT 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD (100 KG./FA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
30 0.0 0.0 
78 3.4 4.4 
381 9.2 2.4 
14 0.0 G.C 
902 10.6 1.2 
31 0.0 0.0 
172 3.8 2.2 
31 1.2 3.9 
2 0.0 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 
NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 
WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 134. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
FOR SIERRA LEONE 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2450 
3C07 
3952 
5303 
2450 
3030 
4134 
5766 
2450 
3061 
4376 
6447 
100 
125 
163 
200 
IOC 
200 
350 
500 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
102 
101 
92 
100 
101 
96 
85 
100 
IOC 
91 
76 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 163 162 160 
1985 217 207 196 
2000 231 212 190 
TABLE 135. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN SIERRA LEONE 
CROP 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 
DRY PEAS 
PALM KERNELS 
GROUNDNUTS 
SESAME SEED 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
CASSAVA 
ONIONS 
BANANAS 
COFFEE 
COCOA 
PALM OIL 
CITRUS 
DECIDUOUS FRUIT 
TREE NUTS 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL C/G PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
10 0.0 C.C 
434 19.5 4.5 
29 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 
58 0.0 0.0 
6 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0 . 0
56 0.0 0.0 
437 3.5 0.8 
35 0.7 2 . (' 
145 • 2.9 2.0 
4 C.O 0.0 
4 0.2 6.1 
37 0.0 0.0 
84 1.6 1.9 
29 0.6 2.2 
1 0.0 0.0 
NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 
WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 136. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR TOGO 
PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
(THOUSANDS) REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 1440 1440 144C IOC IOC 
1970 1759 1773 1791 125 15C 
1985 2562 2692 2867 163 225 
2000 3864 4278 4909 200 30C 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 102 102 101 
1985 91 87 82 
2000 75 67 5 9  
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 123 122 121 
1985 126 120 113 
2000 112 101 88 
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TABLE 137. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN TOGO 
CROP 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 
DRY BEANS 
PALM KERNELS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
COPRA 
COTTON 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
CASSAVA 
COFFEE 
COCOA 
COCOYAMS 
PALM OIL 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL G/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
73 0.8 1.1 
12 0.0 0.0 
99 0.0 o.u 
14 0.0 0.0 
14 0.0 0.0 
18 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 
3 0.1 3.0 
364 0.0 0.0 
366 0.0 0.0 
10 0.8 8.5 
11 1.1 10.3 
3 0.0 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 
NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 
WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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total income gains are moderate to small, and the combination of these with 
the population estimates just discussed results in per capita income pro­
jections which are still very low. At the extreme, projected per capita 
income trends for Ghana, Nigeria and Togo under the low total income vari­
ant are similar to those for Haiti, 
Agricultural production in these countries naturally centers around 
tropical crops. Root crops tend to be the major staples; particularly 
sweet potatoes, yams and cassava. The Congo, second largest country in 
the region in terms of population, shows least progress in agricultural 
production. Actually, the constant values used as trends in Table 121 
are substantially better than recent experience for many crops in this 
country. The effects of the recent civil war were very damaging to agri­
culture, and recovery promises to be difficult. 
Production gains in Cameroun (Table 119) and Togo (table 137) are 
generally small insofar as significant crops are concerned. Production 
trends in Ghana and Ivory Coast (Tables 123 and 127) are more favorable 
than for other countries in the region; and those for Angola and Nigeria 
(Tables 117 and 131) are predominantly positive, but somewhat less vigorous 
than trends in Ghana and Ivory Coast, Trends for other countries of the 
region lie between those of the Congo and the countries just discussed. 
Tables 138 through 147 present results of trend analyses for 5 coun­
tries of East Africa, Population growth rates are universally high, 
though Malawi, Rhodesia and Zambia show rates markedly higher than others 
in the region, Tanganyika is the only possible exception to a region-wide 
tendency toward poor income growth rates, but even there, the low variant 
total income trend results in only modest per capita increases. 
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TABLE 138. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR KENYA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
8115 
10111 
14505 
21263 
8115 
10155 
15344 
23909 
8115 
10223 
16356 
27939 
100  
129 
172 
215 
IOC 
134 
208 
323 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 103 103 102 
1985 96 91 85 
2000 82 73 62 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 108 107 106 
1985 116 110 103 
2000 123 110 94 
TABLE 139. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN KENYA 
RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. ( 1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 Pf 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 124 1.6 1.3 
BARLEY 24 0.0 O.C 
OATS 11 0.0 0.0 
CORN 1148 0.0 0.0 
RICE 10 1.2 11.0 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 15C 0.0 C.G 
TOTAL SUGAR NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 35 2.4 7.0 
DRY PEAS WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 3C 0.6 2.0 
GROUNDNUTS 4 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 6 0.2 3.9 
SESAME SEED 2 0.0 0.0 
SUNFLOWERSEED 2 0.0 0.0 
COPRA 1 0.0 0.0 
COTTON 3 0.2 5.2 
TOBACCO 0 0.1 12.2 
POTATOES 50 1.5 3.0 
ONIONS 147 1.9 1.3 
PINEAPPLES 11 1.5 13.1 
COFFEE 32 2.4 7.5 
TEA 14 1.1 7.7 
TABLE 139. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
SISAL 
CASTOR BEANS 
DECIDUOUS FRUIT 
TREE NUTS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
YIELD ( I O C  KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
57 3.6 6.4 
5 C.O 0.0 
2 5  2.2 8.9 
5 0.5 9.7 
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TABLE 140. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR MALAGASY REPUBLIC 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
5393 
6120  
7867 
10458 
5393 
6147 
8273 
11519 
5393 
6188  
8768 
13093 
100 
125 
163 
200 
100 
20G 
35 0 
500 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
ICG 
l i e  
1 1 1  
103 
100 
l i e  
106 
94 
100 
109 
100 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
l O G  
176 
240 
258 
100 
175 
228 
234 
100 
174 
215 
206 
TABLE 141. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN MALAGASY REPUBLIC 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 78 3.3 4.3 
RICE 1176 29.9 2.5 
TOTAL SUGAR 79 10.2 13.0 
DRY PEAS 21 C.4 2.1 
BROAD BEANS 16 0.0 0.0 
GROUNDNUTS 28 0.0 0.0 
COPRA NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 25 1.6 6.5 
TOBACCO WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 4 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 74 1.1 1.5 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 266 4.7 1.8 
CASSAVA 743 14.5 2.0 
BANANAS 140 0.0 0.0 
COFFEE 53 0.0 0.0 
SISAL 17 1.2 6.9 
CASTOR BEANS 1 0.0 0.0 
TUNG OIL 1 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLÉ 142. POPULATION, REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR MALAWI, 
AND PER CAPITA REAL 
RHODESIA, ZAMBIA 
INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2 0 0 0  
1 0 3 5 0  
13595 
20363 
3 0 R 3 6  
10350 
13655 
21582 
34911 
1 0 3 5 0  
13746 
23049 
41168 
100 
136 
189 
243 
IOC 
147 
260 
462 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 103 103 1 0 2  
1985 96 91 8 5  
2 0 0 0  81 72 61 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 112 111 110 
1985 132 125 117 
2000 155 137 116 
TABLE 143. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN MALAWI, RHODESIA, ZAMBIA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 3 0.0 0.0 
CORN 1496 72.5 4.8 
RICE 9 0.3 3.9 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 369 0.0 0.0 
TOTAL SUGAR 57 14.2 25.0 
DRY PEAS 118 1.7 1.4 
GROUNDNUTS NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 275 22.1 8.0 
COTTONSEED WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 11 1.6 14.9 
SUNFLOWERSEED 1 0.0 C.O 
COTTON 5 0.8 16.2 
TOBACCO 113 7.3 6.5 
POTATOES 36 1.9 5.4 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 116 4.3 3.7 
CASSAVA 375 —16. 3 —4.3 
BANANAS 74 5.3 7.1 
TEA 13 0.8 6.0 
CITRUS 33 3.4 10.3 
DECIDUOUS FRUIT 7 0.9 11.8 
TUNG OIL 1 C.O 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 144. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR TANGANYIKA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
196G 
1970 
1985 
2000 
9239 
11G53 
14731 
20C61 
9239 
11102 
15514 
22210 
9239 
11176 
16465 
25422 
IGC 
154 
234 
314 
100  
171 
384 
862 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 128 128 127 
1985 147 139 131 
2000 145 131 114 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 143 143 142 
1985 241 229 216 
2000 397 358 313 
TABLE 145. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN TANGANYIKA 
RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (ICO KG./HA.) PROD. (IGCO M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1 9 6 0  ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 14 0.0 0.0 
CORN 554 14.6 2 . 6  
RICE 95 5.0 5.3 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 1069 C.O 0.0 
TOTAL SUGAR 32 3.9 12.3 
DRY PEAS 250 0.0 0.0 
SOYBEANS NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 2 G.3 11.8 
GROUNDNUTS WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 31 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 77 6.1 7.9 
SESAME SEED 3 G.O G.O 
SUNFLDHERSEED 9 0.0 O.G 
COPRA 11 C.O 0 . 0  
COTTON 36 2.8 7.8 
TOBACCO 3 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 36 0.0 0.0 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 241 0.0 0.0 
CASSAVA 1009 0.0 0.0 
BANANAS 804 0.0 C.O 
COFFEE 27 1.5 5.5 
TEA 4 0.3 7.5 
TABLE 145. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
SISAL 
CASTOR BEANS 
CITRUS 
TREE NUTS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD, (loco M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
207 4.6 2.2 
16 1.0 6.5 
95 c.o C . C
40 6.2 15.3 
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TABLE 146. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR UGANDA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARI ANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
6677 
7927 
10331 
13699 
6677 
7962 
10861 
15080 
6677 
8015 
11509 
17129 
100 
123 
167 
227 
100 
225 
413 
600 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 103 103 102 
1985 108 102 97 
2000 110 100 88 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
190 
267 
293 
IOC 
189 
254 
266 
100 
187 
239 
234 
TABLE 147. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN UGANDA 
CROP 
CORN 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 
TOTAL SUGAR 
DRY PEAS 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
CASSAVA 
ONIONS 
BANANAS 
COFFEE 
TEA 
CASTOR BEANS 
DECIDUOUS FRUIT 
AREA (1000 HA. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD 1100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
246 18.2 7.4 
560 0.0 0.0 
102 7.5 7.3 
114 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 
171 0.0 0.0 
145 2.5 1.7 
33 0.5 1.5 
68 1.2 1.8 
?, 0.0 0.0 
970 0.0 0.0 
118 0.0 0.0 
66 1.2 1.8 
3072 28.2 0.9 
125 10.8 8.6 
5 0.4 7.3 
2 0.0 C.G 
27 G.9 3.3 
NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 
WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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Overall agricultural productivity trends in East Africa are little 
different than in the West-Central region. Output is by no means stagnant 
but production increases are not large relative to population growth rates 
Furthermore, the more notable positive production trends frequently occur 
among export crops rather than in subsistence crops. 
Tables 148 and 149 present trends data for the last of the African 
regions, the Republic of South Africa. Per capita income rates are again 
dominated by large increases in projected population. According to esti­
mates in Table 148, 40 years of growth would not double 1960 per capita 
income levels even under the most favorable population and income growth 
assumptions. Production growth rates are sizeable for many crops; but 
corn, the major subsistence crop, shows no trend. 
Eight countries are included in the West Asian region, and basic 
results from estimating time trends for their income, population and 
agricultural production are presented in Tables 150 through 165. Israel 
and Cyprus stand out from the rest of the group. Both have markedly 
higher present income levels, and both are expected to sustain less future 
population growth and higher future per capita income growth than most 
other countries in the region. Iran, under the high variant total income 
projection, exceeds Israel's relative per capita income growth, but this 
is the only exception. The other 5 countries all exhibit falling per 
capita incomes under the most unfavorable population and income assumptions 
Area and yield trends are again reported for most crops in these and 
all remaining countries. Table 151 presents estimates for Cyprus's small 
agricultural sector, and positive trends are shown for barley and potatoes 
area, while oats area declines. Yield trends for barley and some minor 
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TABLE 148. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20C0 
15822 
2C505 
30106 
41547 
15822 
20505 
30911 
46335 
15822 
20686 
32211 
52585 
IOC 
139 
197 
255 
IOC 
15G 
276 
507 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 107 107 106 
1985 104 101 97 
2000 97 87 77 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 116 116 115 
1985 145 141 136 
2000 193 173 153 
TABLE 149. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN REP. OF S. AFRICA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (ICQ KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER I960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 813 26.4 3.2 
RYE 11 1.1 10.4 
BARLEY 33 2.1 6.5 
OATS 117 4.7 4.C 
CORN 5043 0.0 0.0 
MILLET AND SORGHUM 236 12.2 5.2 
TOTAL SUGAR NOTE - CROP AREA AND YIELD TRENDS 1023 45.4 4.4 
DRY PEAS WERE NOT ESTIMATED. 66 0.0 0.0 
GROUNDNUTS 204 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 19 1.4 7.6 
SUNFLOWERSEED 89 0.0  0.0 
COTTON 9 C.7 7.8 
TOBACCO 29 0.0 O.C 
POTATOES 367 11.4 3.1 
ONIONS 634 20.0 3.2 
GRAPES 487 6.4 1.3 
BANANAS 47 0.0 0.0 
CITRUS 397 26.1 6.6 
DRIED FRUIT 12 0.3 2.6 
DECIDUOUS FRUIT 613 28.3 4.6 
WOOL 136 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 150. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR CYPRUS 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
573 
609 
644 
685 
573 
612 
666 
717 
573 
612  
674 
736 
ICO 
133 
183 
232 
100 
1 6 6  
356 
761 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 125 125 125 
1985 163 157 155 
2000 194 186 181 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
156 
316 
637 
100 
156 
306 
608 
100 
156 
302 
592 
TABLE 151. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CYPRUS 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL C/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P£ 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 77 0.0 0.0 7.8 0.0 0.0 60 0.0 0.0 
BARLEY 60 0.8 1.3 12.2 0.3 2.1 74 2.5 3.4 
OATS 3 -0.2 -7.1 9.3 0.3 3.4 2 -0.1 -3.7 
DRY BEANS 2 0.0 0.0 9.6 0.2 1.9 2 0.0 1.9 
BROAD BEANS 4 0.0 0.0 8.0 O.G 0.0 3 0.0 0.0 
CHICK PEAS 1 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.2 3.2 1 0.0 3.2 
LENTILS 1 0.0 0.0 5.3 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
OLIVES 11 c.o o.c 
COTTONSEED 1 0.0 0.0 3.6 0.1 2.4 0 c.o 2.4 
SESAME SEED 1 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 2.4 0 0.0 2.4 
COTTON 1 0.0 0.0 1.3 o.c 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 3 0.0 0.0 4.4 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
HEMP c 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 8 0.4 5.7 111.6 1.3 1.2 8 6  6.0 6.9 
ONIONS 3 0.0 0.0 
TOMATOES 1 0.0 0.0 123.5 7.9 6.4 12 0.8 6.4 
APPLES 1 G. l  4.9 
GRAPES 9 9  2.1 2.1 
ORANGES AND OTHER 40 1.9 4.8 
GRAPEFRUIT 11 0.5 4.5 
LEMONS AND OTHER 11 0.7 6.4 
FIGS 3 -0.1 -4.5 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 161 1 .0  0.6 
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TABLE 152. POPULATION, REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR IRAN 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
20182  
25032 
33123 
40668 
20182 
25427 
35090 
43765 
20182 
25519 
36722 
47393 
100 
150 
225 
300 
IOC 
171 
382 
853 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
I O C  
121 
137 
149 
100 
119 
129 
138 
100 
119 
124 
128 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
138 
233 
423 
100 
136 
220 
393 
100 
135 
210 
363 
TABLE 153. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN IRAN 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (ICO KG ./HA.) PROD .  (lOOC M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 196C ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PE 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 3247 100.8 3.1 9.1 O.G 0.0 2964 92.0 3.1 
BARLEY 1010 22.8 2.3 10.1 0.0 0.0 1023 23.1 2.3 
RICE 297 10.6 3.6 20.3 0.2 1.1 603 28.0 4.6 
SUGAR BEETS 48 1.2 2.5 157.4 5.G 3.2 755 4 2 . 9  5.7 
COTTONSEED 392 0.0 0.0 6.0 0 . 2  3.6 2 3 5  8.5 3.6 
SESAME SEED 9 0.0 O.G 
COTTON 392 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.1 2.1 109 2.3 2.1 
TOBACCO 22 0 . 5  2.3 7.3 O.G 0.0 16 0.4 2.3 
JUTE 4 C.O C.O 
APRICOTS 5 3  -1.3 -2.4 
R A I S I N S  56 0.6 1.0 
ORANGES AND OTHER 43 0.0 0.0 
DATES 303 0 . 0  0.0 
TEA 9 0.4 3 . 8  
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 5017 136.0 2.7 
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TABLE 154. POPULATION, REAL INCOKE AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR IRAQ 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=1CO) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
7C0C 
9613 
15404 
22758 
TOGO 
9664 
16230 
25803 
7000 
9664 
16736 
28711 
ICC 
149 
222 
295 
IOC 
171 
382 
853 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 108 108 108 
1985 101 96 93 
2000 91 80 72 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
124 
174 
262 
100 
124 
165 
231 
100 
124 
160 
208 
TABLE 155. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN IRAQ 
AREA ( 1 0 0 0  HA. ) YIELD ( 1 0 0  KG ./HA.) PROD .  ( 1 0 0 0  K.T. ) 
1 9 6 0  ANNUAL 0 / 0  PER 1 9 6 0  ANNUAL O/C PER 1 9 6 0  ANNUAL 0/0 Pi 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 1 4 4 3  3 4 . 9  2 . 4  5 . 1  0 . 0  0 . 0  7 4 3  1 8 . 0  2 . 4  
BARLEY 1132 0 . 0  0 . 0  8 . 4  o . c  0 . 0  9 5 6  3 . 0  0.0 
CORN 4  0 . 0  0 . 0  7 . 1  0 . 0  0. 0  3  0. 0  0.0 
RICE 217 0 . 0  0 . 0  1 2 . 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  263 0 . 0  o.c 
MILLET 6  0 . 0  0 . 0  8 . 8  C.G 0 . 0  5 0 . 0  0.0 
DRY BEANS 7  0 . 0  0 . 0  7 . 4  0 . 0  0 - 0  5 0 . 0  0 . 0  
BROAD BEANS 1 1  0 . 6  5 . 1  1 0 . 8  o . c  0 . 0  1 2  0.6 5 . 1  
CHICK PEAS 5 0 . 0  0 . 0  5.9 0 . 0  0 . 0  3 0 . 0  0 . 0  
LENTILS 11 0 . 0  0 . 0  6 . 1  o . c  0 . 0  7  0 . 0  0 . 0  
COTTONSEED 44 0 . 0  0 . 0  4 . 1  0 . 2  5.1 1 8  0.9 5.1 
LINSEED 1 0  0 . 6  6 . 2  5.3 O.C o . c  5 0.3 6 . 2  
SESAME SEED 11 0 . 0  0 . 0  5.9 O.C 0 . 0  6 0 . 0  0.0 
COTTON 44 0 . 0  0 . 0  1.9 o . c  0 . 0  8  0 . 0  0.0 
TOBACCO 11 0.5 5.2 7.5 o . c  0 . 0  8  0.4 5.2 
DATES 343 0 . 0  O.C 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 2910 36,7 1.3 
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TABLE 156. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME 
FOR ISRAEL 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
196C 
1 9 7 0  
1985 
2000 
2 1 1 4  
2592 
3252 
3924 
2114 
2605 
3388 
4241 
2114 
2605 
3457 
4498 
100 
172 
281 
389 
IOC 
25 G 
47 5 
TOG 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 IOC 100 
1970 141 140 140 
1985 182 175 172 
2000 210 194 183 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
204 
309 
377 
100 
203 
296 
349 
100 
2 0 3  
290 
329 
TABLE 157. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN ISRAEL 
CROP 
WHEAT 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR BEETS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
OLIVES 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
SESAME SEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
FLAX 
POTATOES 
ONIONS 
TOMATOES 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
I960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1CCÛ M .T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 070 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
60 
59 
1 
4 
19 
4 
2 
0 
2 
4 
14 
3 
2 
14 
3 
0 
5 
2 
3 
2.8 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
-0.4 
0.8 
0.6 
-0.4 
- 0 . 1  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
4.7 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
-11.3 
4.4 
14.0 
- 1 8 . 6  
-45.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0  
0 . 0  
11.3 
9.8 
10 .6  
45.5 
20.2 
450.8 
5.0 
4.3 
6.2 
33.7 
15.2 
3.9 
8 . 8  
9.4 
5.1 
3.6 
195.0 
179.3 
282.9 
0.3 
o.c 
0.0 
3.6 
1 . 6  
1 8 . 8  
o . c  
o . c  
o . c  
o . c  
0 . 8  
0 . 1  
0.3 
0.3 
O . C  
O . C  
3.7 
14. G 
17.4 
2.9 
0.0 
0.0 
7.8 
7.9 
4.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.3 
2 . 1  
3.5 
3.4 
0.0 
0.0 
1.9 
7.8 
6.2 
68 
58 
2 
18  
38 
180  
1 
0 
1 
15 
15 
21 
1 
2 
13 
2 
C 
92 
36 
85 
5.2 
0.0  
0.0  
—0 . 6 
4.7 
32.8 
-0.2 
-0.1 
0.0  
0.6 
0.0 
1 . 1  
0.0 
0 . 1  
0.5 
0.0 
0.0 
1.7 
2.8 
5.2 
7.6 
0.0 
0.0 
-3.5 
12.3 
1 8 . 2  
- 1 8 . 6  
-45. G 
O.C 
3.9 
0.0 
5.3 
2 . 1  
3.5 
3.4 
0.0 
0.0 
1.9 
7.8 
6.2 
VO 
o 
TABLE 157. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
PEACHES 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
GRAPEFRUIT 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
FIGS 
BANANAS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 189 3.3 1.7 
YIELD (100 KG,/HA.) PROD, (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/3 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
23 2.7 11.8 
3 0.8 30.9 
10 0.8 8.9 
3 0.8 25.0 
56 4.7 8.4 
454 31.3 6.9 
82 5.2 6.4 
20 1.9 9. 1 
13 1.0 7.8 
35 2.7 7.6 
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TABLE 158. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR JORDAN 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20CG 
1695 
2329 
3730 
5470 
1695 
2341 
3928 
6192 
1695 
2341 
4049 
6878 
ICG 
150 
225 
300 
100 
200 
3 5 C  
50C 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 109 109 109 
1985 102 97 94 
2000 93 82 74 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 100 
1970 146 145 145 
1985 159 151 147 
2000 155 137 123 
TABLE 159. ESTIMATED 196C LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN JORDAN 
-
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD .  (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/G PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P E  
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 263 0.0 0.0 6.4 0.0 0.0 168 0.0 0.0 
BARLEY 70 0.0 0.0 7.0 O.C 0.0 49 0.0 O. C  
SORGHUM 9 0.0 0.0 6.9 O . C  0.0 6 0.0 0.0 
BROAD BEANS 3 0.0 0.0 5.8 O.C 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 
CHICK PEAS 4 0.0 0.0 6.2 0.3 4.0 3 0.1 4.0 
LENTILS 19 0.0 0.0 4.3 O.C 0.0 8 0.0 0.0 
OLIVES 31 0.0 0.0 
SESAME SEED 4 0.0 0.0 4.6 O . C  0.0 2 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 3 0.2 5.4 3.9 0.0 0.0 1 0.1 5.4 
POTATOES 2 0.0 0.0 88.3 O . C  0.0 15 0.0 0.0 
ONIONS 3 0.0 0.0 60.4 3.9 6.5 19 1.2 6.5 
TOMATOES 14 0.9 6.3 100.0 8.0 8.0 144 20.6 14.4 
APPLES 3 • 0.0 0.0 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 2 0.3 13.4 
APRICOTS 2 0.0 0.0 
GRAPES 59 3.C 5.1 
ORANGES AND OTHER 13 2.7 21.5 
FIGS 18 0.5 2.8 
BANANAS 12 0.7 5.6 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 394 1 .1  0.3 
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TABLE 160. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR LEBANON 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
1793 
2329 
3338 
4477 
1793 
2341 
3499 
4964 
1793 
2341 
3591 
5403 
ICO 
139 
197 
255 
IOC 
169 
369 
809 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 107 106 106 
1985 106 101 98 
2000 102 92 84 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 ICQ 100 100 
1970 130 129 129 
1985 198 189 184 
2000 324 292 268 
TABLE 161. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN LEBANON 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P! 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 59 0.0 0.0 7.5 O.C 0.0 44 0.0 O.C 
BARLEY 14 0.1 0.4 9.5 0.0 0.0 14 0.1 0.4 
OATS 1 0.0 0.0 17.5 0.0 0.0 2 D.O o.r 
CORN 7 0.0 0.0 19.0 O.C 0.0 14 0.0 G.O 
SUGAR CANE 4 -0.2 -5.0 
DRY BEANS 1 0.0 0.0 15.5 O.C 0.0 2 G.O 0.0 
BROAD BEANS 2 0.0 0.0 8.5 O.C 0.0 2 0.0 O.C 
CHICK PEAS 2 0.0 0.0 9.7 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 O.C 
LENTILS 2 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 
OLIVES 36 0.0 0.0 
GROUNDNUTS 2 0.1 4.6 13.4 0.6 4.3 2 0.2 8.9 
SESAME SEED 1 -0.1 -14.4 9.8 0.4 3.7 1 — 0.1 -10.7 
TOBACCO 4 0.2 4.6 8.7 0.2 1.8 4 0.2 6.3 
HEMP 1 0.0 O.C 
POTATOES 5 0.1 1.0 89.1 1.9 2.1 47 1.5 3.1 
ONIONS 2 -0.1 -5.5 152.1 3.8 2.5 28 -0.8 -3.0 
TOMATOES 2 0.1 5.7 147.4 O.C 0.0 29 1.6 5.7 
APPLES 54 5.2 9.6 
PEARS 4 0.0 O.C 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 7 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 161. (CONTINUED) 
AREA {lOGO HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
FIGS 
BANANAS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 105 0.3 0.3 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
5 0.5 9.7 
7 0.3 4.7 
5 0.0 0 . 0 
82 0.0 0.0 
91 3.8 4.2 
26 1.7 6.5 
21 0.6 3.1 
26 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 162. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR SYRIA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=1CC) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20CO 
4682 
6392 
10332 
15293 
4682 
6426 
10888 
17347 
4682 
6426 
11228 
19309 
100 
141 
203 
264 
IOC 
154 
295 
565 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 IOC IOC 
1970 103 103 103 
1985 92 87 85 
2000 81 71 64 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
113 
134 
173 
100 
112  
127 
153 
100 
112 
123 
137 
TABLE 163. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN SYRIA 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 1109 22.6 2.0 
BARLEY 492 13.5 2.7 
OATS 4 -0.3 
-7.3 
CORN 8 
-1.2 -15.2 
RICE 0 — 0. 6 
-171.0 
SUGAR BEETS 4 G.O 0.0 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 2 0.0 0.0 
BROAD BEANS 9 G.O 0.0 
CHICK PEAS 29 0.0 0.0 
LENTILS 81 1.9 2.3 
OLIVES 
GROUNDNUTS 3 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 260 9.4 3.6 
SESAME SEED 8 0.0 0.0 
COTTON 260 9.4 3.6 
TOBACCO 9 0.3 2.9 
HEMP 1 -0.3 
-19.2 
POTATOES 3 0.0 0.0 
ONIONS 4 0.0 0.0 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
6.9 O.G 0.0 763 15.5 2.0 
7.6 0.0 0.0 372 10.2 2.7 
8.6 G.O 0.0 3 
-0.2 -7.3 
13.3 O.G 0.0 10 — 1.6 -15.2 
25.4 O.C 0.0 1 -1.4-•171.0 
189.6 7.2 3.8 77 2.9 3.8 
3 0.0 0.0 
6.8 G.O 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
9.3 O.C 0.0 9 0.0 0.0 
4.9 O.C 0.0 14 0.0 0.0 
7.2 O.C 0.0 59 1.4 2.3 
61 0.0 0.0 
21.1 0.0 0.0 6 0.0 0.0 
7.9 0.2 2.5 204 12.4 6.1 
5.7 0.1 0.9 5 0.0 0.9 
4.8 0.2 4.4 125 10.0 8.0 
7.5 O.C 0.0 7 0.2 2.9 
9.1 0.3 3.2 1 -0.2 —16.0 
103.1 0.0 0.0 31 0.0 0.0 
94.7 O.C 0.0 35 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 163. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
TOMATOES 13 0.8 6.0 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
FIGS 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 2039 46.1 2.3 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
81.9 O.C 0.0 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
105 6.3 6.0 
14 0.9 6.6 
3 0.2 5.9 
16 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0 . 0  
4 0.0 0.0 
21 0 . 0  0.0 
219 0 . 0  0.0 
5 0.4 7.9 
1 0.0 0.0 
45 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 164. POPULATION, REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR TURKEY 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
27818 
36276 
52171 
69844 
27818 
36466 
54672 
77397 
27818 
36466 
56100 
84187 
ICC 
146 
215 
284 
IOC 
175 
287 
400 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
112 
115 
113 
100 
111 
109 
102 
100 
111  
107 
94 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 ICO 100 100 
1970 134 133 133 
1985 153 146 143 
2000 159 144 132 
TABLE 165. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATF OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN TURKEY 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SUGAR BEETS 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
OLIVES 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SESAME SEED 
AREA (1000 
1960 ANNUAL 
LEVEL CHANGE 
6929 192.8 
635 4.4 
2576 23.7 
404 0.0 
668 0.0 
53 0.0 
56 -3.5 
139 7.7 
118 0.0 
2  0 . 1  
39 0.0 
85 0.5 
95 3.9 
6 0.0 
9 0.5 
634 1.0 
31 -1.0 
5 0.4 
71 0.0 
HA.) YIELD 
0/0 PER 1960 
YEAR LEVEL 
2 . 8  1 0 . 1  
0.7 9.8 
1.1 12.7 
0.0 11.3 
0.0 11.7 
0.0 29.9 
- 6 . 2  1 0 . 6  
5.5 197.8 
0.0 11.4 
5.0 9.8 
0.0 12.7 
0 . 6  1 0 . 6  
4.1 9.3 
0.0 8.2 
5.4 24.0 
0.2 5.4 
-3.1 6.0 
7.6 7.7 
0.0 5.7 
(100 KG./HA.) 
ANNUAL G/C PER 
CHANGE YEAR 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.2 1.4 
0.2 1.3 
0.0 0.0 
O.G 0.0 
O.C 0.0 
2.5 1.2 
0.0 0.0 
0.3 3.4 
0.3 2.7 
0.1 0.8 
0.1 0.8 
O.C 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.1 2.3 
O.C 0.0 
O.G 0.0 
O.C 0.0 
PROD . (1000 K.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
6990 194.5 2.8 
622 4.3 0.7 
3273 82.8 2.5 
459 6.2 1.3 
779 0.0 0.0 
158 0.0 0.0 
59 
-3.7 -6.2 
2754 185.9 6.7 
135 0.0 O.C 
2 0.2 8.4 
50 1.4 2.7 
90 1.2 1.4 
09 4.4 4.9 
463 18.1 3.9 
5 0.0 O.C 
21 1.1 5.4 
343 8.3 2.4 
19 — 0.6 -3.1 
4 0.3 7.6 
41 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 165. (CONTINUED) 
CROP 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
FLAX 
HEMP 
POTATOES 
ONIONS 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
GRAPEFRUIT 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
FIGS 
TEA 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
112 0.0 0.0 
634 1.0 0.2 
168 3.5 2.1 
31 -1.0 -3.1 
14 0.1 0.7 
140 5.4 3.8 
55 1.0 1.9 
14 1.3 9.2 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 13058 246.9 1.9 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD, (loco M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL C/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
8.1 0.0 0.2 
3.2 0.1 3.8 
6.9 0.0 0.0 
1.6 0.1 3.2 
8.5 0.0 0.0 
105.6 3.C 2.8 
78.7 3.2 4.1 
3.9 0.5 12.2 
ANNUAL Û/0 PER 
CHANGE YEAR 
0.2 0.2 
7.9 3.9 
2.5 2.1 
C.O 0.2 
0.1 0.7 
98.3 6.7 
25.8 6.0 
13.3 5.7 
4.2 3.4 
2.9 3.7 
1.9 3.4 
4.9 7.3 
0.0 0.0 
118.3 4.1 
17.5 8.1 
0.0 0.0 
3.0 6.3 
1.1 2.7 
1.2 21.4 
1960 
LEVEL 
91 
202 
117 
5 
12 
1478 
430 
235 
121 
80 
57 
66 
17 
2865 
215 
2 
48 
39 
5 
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crops show gains, but wheat yield shows none. Production levels of all 
fruits except figs rise steadily. 
Israel's total cropped area rises at 1.7 percent per year according 
to estimates in Table 157. Increases in wheat, sorghum and sugar beets 
more than offset declines in corn and pulses. Yield increases also con­
tribute to rising production levels for many field crops, but perhaps the 
most striking increases are in production of fruit crops. 
All other countries in the region show moderately to rapidly rising 
total cropland trends in 1960. Iran's 2.7 percent increase, shown in 
Table 153, reflects expanding areas of cereals, especially wheat. Yields 
of some crops also rise, but production trends for the 2 major crops, 
wheat and barley, reflect only area increases. 
Table 155 indicates that wheat area is again the major expansionary 
force acting to cause Iraq's total cropped area to increase 1.3 percent 
per year. No yield increases are found for any important crop. 
Jordan is in only a slightly better position with respect to yield 
trends according to trend estimates presented in Table 159. But in 
addition, estimated area trends are also stagnant for all but 2 crops. 
Production of 4 important fruit crops is rising, however. 
Lebanon's production trend patterns, presented in Table 161, parallel 
those of Jordan. Both area and yield increases are limited to lesser 
crops, while production of some important fruit crops increases steadily. 
Table 163 shows that Syria's increasing wheat, barley and cotton 
areas are the major contributors to its 2,3 percent annual increase in 
total cropland. Only cotton, among the crops significant in terms of 
area, shows a positive yield trend. 
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Turkey's 1.9 percent increase in crop area is due mostly to expanding 
wheat area, but barley area is also a significant contributor as shown in 
Table 165. Positive yield trends are not absent, but those for major crops 
are not very large. All but 2 of the many fruit crops reported show size­
able production increases. 
Considering India next, estimates in Table 166 indicate that the most 
populous country included in this study may still experience substantial 
future population growth. Even the low variant population estimate for 
2000 dwarfs any other country's population projections. The projections of 
past total income trends foretell little progress in per capita incomes 
for the future. Increases ranging from about zero to 70 percent above 1960 
levels are projected for 2000. 
Total area of all crops reported increases at 0.7 percent per year 
according to estimates in Table 167. The increases are concentrated in 
wheat, rice and groundnuts area, though several others also contribute. 
Yield trends for most major crops are positive, but none reach striking 
proportions. The largest yield increase reported for any crop is 2.4 
percent annually. 
Tables 168 through 171 present basic results for Ceylon and Pakistan, 
the two countries comprising the region, Other South Asia. Projected 
population grows somewhat more rapidly than in India. Both Ceylon's and 
Pakistan's low variant total income trends produce per capita income values 
below 1960 levels by 2000, while Ceylon's high variant trend results in 
slightly rising per capita income trends and Pakistan's high variant trend 
produces the largest per capita income increases found in South Asia. 
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TABLE 166. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOKE 
FOR INDIA 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20C0 
432750 
532600 
678905 
838 500 
432750 
541115 
717955 
908000 
432750 
543200 
753079 
98100C 
ICC 
123 
169 
232 
IOC 
135 
212 
332 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 100 99 98 
1985 108 102 97 
2000 120 111 102 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 110 108 108 
1985 135 128 122 
2000 171 158 146 
TABLE 167. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN INDIA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
BARLEY 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SESAME SEED 
COPRA 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
HEMP 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
12913 221.2 1.7 
3323 
—66 . 2 -2.0 
4318 89.8 2.1 
33567 341.9 1.0 
18370 -80.2 -0.4 
17232 31.1 0.2 
2185 50.8 2.3 
6169 0.0 0.0 
1142 35.4 3.1 
9608 0.0 0.0 
644 15.1 2.3 
6234 179.2 2.9 
7895 0.0 0.0 
1776 51.7 2.9 
2876 77.7 2.7 
2320 0.0 0.0 
7895 0.0 0.0 
395 5.3 1.3 
201 0.0 0.0 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
8.1 0.2 2.1 
8.1 O.C 0.0 
9.0 0.2 2.4 
14.2 0.2 1.4 
3.8 0.0 0.0 
5.1 0.1 2.4 
381.5 5.2 1.4 
2.3 0.0 0.8 
7.6 0.0 0.0 
6.0 O.C 0.0 
4.3 0.0 0.0 
7.6 0.0 0.0 
2.2 0 . 0  0.0 
2.3 0.0 0.0 
4.1 O.C 0.0 
2.0 O.C 0 . 0  
1.3 O.C 1.0 
7.7 0.1 1.4 
3.8 0.0 0.0 
PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
10411 392.0 3.8 
2708 -54.C 
-2.0 
3834 172.9 4.5 
47645 1163.2 2.4 
7072 -30.9 -0.4 
8786 225.9 2.6 
83346 3083.5 3.7 
1443 11.0 0.8 
864 26.7 3.1 
5803 0.0 0.0 
278 6.5 2.3 
4738 136.2 2.9 
1713 0.0 0.0 
403 11.7 2.9 
1173 31.7 2.7 
459 0.0 0.0 
250 3.4 1.4 
994 10.3 1.0 
306 8.5 2.8 
76 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 167. (CONTINUED) 
CROP 
JUTE 
RUBBER 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
CASSAVA 
ANANAS 
OFFEE 
TEA 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
761 13.6 1.8 
365 13.6 3.7 
178 0.0 0.0 
253 0.0 0.0 
330 1.8 0.5 
133051 981.6 0.7 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL C/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
11.7 0.1 0.5 
69.4 O.C 0.0 
66.9 0.0 0.0 
71.8 O.C 0.0 
10.2 0.1 1.4 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
887 20.4 2.3 
27 1.0 3.6 
2531 94.1 3.7 
1189 0.0 O.C 
1812 0.0 0.0 
2241 O.C 0.0 
51 2.8 5.5 
336 6.6 2.0 
OJ 
o 
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TABLE 168. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR CEYLON 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
9986 
13155 
18515 
23587 
9896 
13363 
19657 
25509 
9896 
13412 
20623 
27854 
100 
130 
175 
221 
IOC 
136 
216 
342 
196C BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 99 96 96 
1985 95 88 84 
2000 93 86 78 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 103 101 100 
1985 116 109 103 
2000 145 133 121 
TABLE 169. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CEYLON 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
CROP 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
-1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 15 0.0 0 .0 5. ,4 0, 0. ,0 8 0, ,0 0.0 
RICE 460 6. 2 1 .3 18. .3 0. .5 2. ,6 843 33.3 4. ,0 
MILLET 37 -0.3 -0 .8 4. .5 0. 0 0, .0 17 -0. ,1 — 0. .8 
DRY BEANS 4 0. 0 0 .0 5. 8 0. .2 3. 8 2 0. .1 3.8 
COTTONSEED 2 0. 0 0 .0 10. 4 0. . G 0. .0 2 0. .0 0. ,0 
SESAME SEED 14 0. 0 0 .0 4, ,2 0. ,0 0. 0 6 0. .0 0, ,0 
COPRA 233 0. ,0 0, .0 
COTTON 2 0. 0 0 .0 2. 9 o.c 0. 0 C 0. 0 0. 0 
TOBACCO 7 0. 0 0 • 0 5-« 6 0. .0 0. 0 4 0, .0 0. 0 
RUBBER 99 0. ,4 0, .4 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 12 0, .0 0 .0 39. 0 1. 4 3. 5 47 1, .6 3. 5 
CASSAVA 43 0. 0 0 .0 68. 2 0. .C 0. 0 294 c. 0 0. 0 
ONIONS 6 c. 0 0 .0 64. .1 0, ,0 0. 0 38 0. 0 0. 0 
TOMATOES 3 0. 3 8 . 6 20. 3 0, .G 0. ,0 7 c. 6 8, 1 6 
TEA 236 0. 9 0 .4 8. 4 0. 2 2. 9 199 6. ,5 3. 3 
COCOA 3 G. 0 0-.C 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 840 7.0 0.8 
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TABLE 170. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR PAKISTAN 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=1G0) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 92578 92578 92578 ICO 
1970 118600 120537 121100 133 
1985 159825 169758 178658 181 
2000 208300 226500 245800 230 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
IOC 
160 
324 
655 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC 100 ICC 
1970 103 102 101 
1985 105 99 94 
2000 102 94 87 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 125 123 122 
1985 187 176 168 
2000 291 268 247 
TABLE 171. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN PAKISTAN 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
CROP 
WHEAT 
BARLEY 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
LENTILS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
RAPESEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
JUTE 
POTATOES 
ONIONS 
TEA 
1960 ANNUAL G/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
4811 60.4 1.3 8.2 0.0 0.0 3936 49.4 1.3 
227 0.0 0.0 6.4 0.0 0.0 146 0.0 0.0 
466 6.3 1.4 10.2 0.0 0.0 475 6.5 1.4 
9706 72.5 0.7 15.1 0.3 1.7 14703 356.7 2.4 
813 -8.9 -1.1 3.6 0.0 0.0 297 — 3.3 — 1.1 
488 0.0 0.0 4.8 o.c 0.0 232 0.0 0.0 
553 25.6 4.6 312.6 o.c 0.0 17294 800.0 4.6 
170 0.0 0.0 5.1 o.c 0.0 87 0.0 O.C 
1243 8.9 0.7 5.5 o.c 0.0 686 4.9 0.7 
155 0.0 0.0 5.6 o.c 0.0 87 0.0 0.0 
1390 11.5 0.8 4.6 0.1 1.9 646 17.8 2.8 
31 0.0 0.0 4.7 0.0 1.0 15 0.1 1.0 
726 0.0 0.0 4.3 O.G 0.0 311 0.0 0.3 
83 0.0 0.0 4.1 o.c 0.0 34 0.0 0.0 
1390 11.5 0.8 2.4 0.0 1.5 338 7.8 2.3 
83 1.4 1.7 11.6 0. 1 0.9 97 2.4 2.5 
643 0.0 0.0 15.3 o.c c.o 984 0.0 0.0 
69 0.0 0.0 62.0 0.0 0.0 428 0.0 0.0 
31 3.6 11.8 62.0 0.0 0.0 192 22.5 11.8 
32 0.3 . 0.9 7.7 O.G 0.0 25 0.2 0.9 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 21720 181.7 0.8 
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Estimates in Tables 169 and 171 show that both Ceylon and Pakistan 
exhibit 0.8 percent annual increases in total cropped area. Rice area is 
the most important contributor in both cases, but wheat, sugar cane and 
cotton areas also show substantial increases in Pakistan. Ceylon rice 
yields increase 2.6 percent per year, and tea yields increase 2.9 percent 
per year. However, other yield increases are not significant. Pakistan's 
yield increases are limited to rice, cotton, linseed and tobacco, but none 
are large. 
Japan's population, income and agricultural production trends are 
presented in Tables 172 and 173. Projected population growth is much lower 
than for other countries in Asia, and relative increases projected for 
per capita incomes are among the highest, even though the absolute level 
is already much higher than in neighboring countries. 
Table 173 indicates that total cropped area is falling at nearly 1 
percent per year. The declines are broadly distributed among crops, but 
rice, the country's major crop, is increasing in area at 0.3 percent per 
year. Yields are already high, but steady increases are still indicated. 
Basic results of time trend analysis for 9 countries in the final 
Asian region, Other East Asia, are presented in Tables 174 through 191. 
Again population growth rates are generally high. South Viet Nam, with 
the region's lowest growth rates, increases in population by 94 percent 
between 1960 and 2000 under the low variant projections. The Philippines 
show the highest growth. There, the high variant projections foretell a 
341 percent increase in the same 40 year period. Wide dispersion in per 
capita income projections is observed. Malaya, Indonesia and the Phil­
ippines all exhibit falling per capita incomes under the low variant 
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TABLE 172. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOKE 
FOR JAPAN 
AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=1C0) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 93210 93210 9321C 100 
1970 100330 101465 102970 159 
1985 110324 114615 122219 247 
20C0 11533C 122400 138730 336 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
IOC 
250 
475 
700 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 148 146 144 
1985 209 201 189 
2000 271 256 226  
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1970 
1985 
20C0 
100 
232 
401 
566 
100 
230 
386 
533 
100 
226 
362 
470 
TABLE 173, ESTIMATED I960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN JAPAN 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 618 -12.6 
-2.0 
RYE 0 -0.3 
-60.1 
BARLEY 770 -36.0 
-4.7 
OATS 86 
-1.4 
-1.7 
CORN 45 
-2.7 -5.9 
RICE 3251 10.7 0.3 
MILLET 60 
-4.0 —6 . 6 
SORGHUM 1 -0.3 -20.4 
SUGAR BEETS 38 2.8 7.3 
SUGAR CANE 8 G.6 7.3 
DRY BEANS 228 0.0 0.0 
DRY PEAS 14 -0.1 -0.4 
BROAD BEANS 19 — 0.8 -4.1 
SOYBEANS 313 
-16.0 -5.1 
GROUNDNUTS 53 3.5 6.6 
LINSEED 12 -0.9 
-7.1 
RAPESEED 204 
-1.2 —0 . 6 
SESAME SEED 8 -0.2 —2.6 
COTTON 1 -0.3 -28.7 
TOBACCO 69 1.6 2.4 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
24.5 0.5 1.9 1511 
— 1.6 -0.1 
15.8 0.0 0.0 1 -0.4 -60.1 
24.0 0.4 1.5 1850 
-58.2 
-3.1 
19.9 0.2 1.0 170 
-1.2 -0.7 
23.2 0.9 4.0 105 
-2.0 -1.9 
47.4 0.9 2.0 15425 357.4 2.3 
15.3 0.4 2.8 91 -3.5 -3.8 
12.5 O.C 0.0 2 -0.4 -20.4 
246.6 0.0 0.0 944 69.1 7.3 
458.9 0.0 0.0 358 26.3 7.3 
11.9 0.2 2.G 272 5.4 2.C 
11.3 0.0 0.0 16 
-0.1 -0.4 
11.3 0.0 0.0 22 -0.9 
-4.1 
12.6 O.C 0.0 394 
-20.1 -5.1 
20.8 0.9 4.4 110 12.0 11.0 
2.9 0.1 2.6 4 -0.2 —4. 5 
13.3 0.1 1.0 272 1.2 0.5 
6.3 0.0 0.0 5 
-0.1 — 2.6 
1.1 O.C 0.0 0 
-0.0 -28.7 
21.0 0.4 2.0 144 6.3 4.3 
TABLE 173, (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
HOPS 
FLAX 12 -0.9 -7.1 
HEMP 2 -0.1 -4.7 
JUTE 1 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 210 1.3 0.6 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 343 -4.4 -1.3 
ONIONS 52 1.4 2.7 
TOMATOES 14 0.4 2.9 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
6RAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
TEA 49 0.0 o
 
o
 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 6469 C
O 
•
 
00 in 1 
-0.9 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1 0.1 7.8 
5.2 0.2 4.5 6 -0.2 — 2.6 
7.6 0.1 0.7 2 -0.1 -4.0 
18.4 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 
164.0 4.1 2.5 3439 1C7.3 3.1 
188.9 3.8 2.0 6489 47.6 0.7 
193.6 4.7 2.4 IGQO 51.1 5.1 
189.1 11.7 6.2 257 23.5 9.1 
897 53.1 5.9 
249 17.2 6.9 
45 0.1 0.1 
6 0.2 3.1 
171 15.3 9.0 
140 9.9 7.1 
985 59.5 6.0 
41 2.6 6.3 
16.3 
Q
 
O
 0.0 80 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 174. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR BURMA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (196C=1C0) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20CC 
22325 
27473 
37448 
49365 
22325 
27622 
38704 
53696 
22325 
27687 
39661 
57065 
100 
139 
196 
254 
IOC 
158 
315 
627 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC IOC 100 
1970 113 112 112 
1985 117 113 111 
2000 115 106 99 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 IOC 
1970 129 128 128 
1985 188 182 177 
2000 283 261 245 
TABLE 175. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN BURMA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
CHICK PEAS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
RUBBER 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (ICOO M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
24 2.8 11.7 3.2 0.0 1.4 8 
119 0.0 0.0 5.6 0. 1 1.9 66 
4779 79.0 1.7 16.1 0.2 1.3 7717 
147 0.0 0.0 2.8 O.C 0.0 41 
34 0.0 0.0 321.2 O.C 0.0 1083 
245 0.0 0.0 11.1 0.3 2.3 273 
98 1.5 1.5 4.3 0.1 2.8 42 
456 17.0 3.7 7.0 0.1 1.9 319 
173 6.7 3.8 2.2 0.0 0.0 38 
418 5.6 1.3 1.5 0.0 2.5 62 
173 6.7 3.8 1.2 0.0 0.0 21 
50 0.0 0.0 8.8 O.C 0.0 44 
17 
1 .0  
1.3 
228.3 
0.0 
0 . 0  
6 . 2  
1 . 8  
17.9 
1.5 
2.4 
0.8 
0.0 
0.0 
13.1 
1.9 
3.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.3 
4.3 
5.6 
3.8 
3.8 
3.8 
0.0 
0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 6542 112.6 1.7 
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TABLE 176. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR CAMBODIA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20 CO 
5600 
7300 
10747 
15114 
5600 
7340 
11138 
16671 
560C 
7357 
11438 
17896 
ICO 
153 
231 
310 
100 
185 
467 
1178 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
117 
121 
115 
100 
116 
116 
104 
100 
116 
113 
97 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
142 
243 
437 
100 
141 
235 
396 
100 
141 
229 
369 
TABLE 177. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CAMBODIA 
CROP 
CORN 
RICE 
DRY BEANS 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
RUBBER 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
113 5.5 4.9 12.4 0.0 0.0 140 6.8 4.9 
2231 21.7 1.0 11.1 0.0 0.0 2474 24.1 1.0 
52 0.0 0.0 4.1 0.0 0.0 21 0.0 0.0 
11 0.0 0.0 6.5 G.C 0.0 7 c.o 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 4 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 0.0 3 0.0 0.0 
B 0.6 7.9 5.7 0.2 3.1 5 0.5 11.0 
3 0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 5.7 0.0 0.0 6 
37 
0.0 
2.1 
0.0 
5.5 
2 o
 
•
 
o
 o
 
•
 
o
 115.7 0.0 O
 
O
 
18 
39 
0.0 
3.0 
0.0 
7.5 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 2437 27.9 1 .1  
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TABLE 178. POPULATION, REAL INCOKE AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTIONS FOR CHINA (TAIWAN) 
PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
(THOUSANDS) REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 10612 10612 10612 ICO IOC 
1970 13572 13754 13353 153 188 
1985 17600 18912 19675 232 48 5 
2000 21258 24781 26917 312 1252 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME^VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
12C 
140 
156 
100 
118 
130 
133 
100 
117 
125 
123 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
147 
293 
625 
100 
145 
272 
536 
100 
144 
262 
494 
TABLE 179. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN CHINA (TAIWAN) 
CROP 
WHEAT 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
RAPESEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
FLAX 
JUTE 
AGAVES FIBER 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
CASSAVA 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
17 0.0 0.0 
12 0.8 6.5 
771 0.0 0.0 
6 
— 0.1 
-2.1 
3 0.0 0.0 
99 0.0 0.0 
26 0.0 0.0 
54 0.0 0.0 
99 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 
6 0.5 8.8 
6 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 
8 0.0 0.0 
2 0.2 9.6 
12 0.0 0.0 
8 0.5 7.0 
1 0.1 11.0 
233 -0.9 
-0.4 
14 0.5 3.5 
YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PEI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
19.6 l.C 5.0 
13.9 0.0 0.0 
33.6 0.9 2.7 
10.2 0.3 2.6 
10.2 0.9 8.6 
727.7 0.0 0.0 
6.0 0.1 1.1 
8.9 0.3 3.8 
9.6 0.2 2.4 
4.5 O.C 0.0 
7.1 0.5 7.0 
4.7 0.1 2.6 
2.4 O.C 0.0 
19.0 0.2 1.2 
4.5 0.2 3.6 
13.4 0.3 2.5 
9.7 O.C 0.0 
78.1 O.G 0.0 
127.6 3.5 2.7 
124.4 0.3 0.2 
PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 Pi 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
33 1.7 5.0 
17 1.1 6.5 
2592 70.7 2.7 
6 0.0 0.6 
3 0.3 8.6 
7195 0.0 0.0 
16 0.2 1.1 
48 1.8 3.8 
94 2.2 2.4 
2 0.0 0.0 
4 0.6 15.7 
3 0.1 2.6 
1 0.0 0.0 
16 0.2 1.2 
1 0.1 13.1 
16 0.4 2.5 
a 0.5 7.0 
7 0.7 11.0 
2966 69.3 2.3 
173 6.4 3.7 
TABLE 179. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
CROP 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
ONIONS 
TOMATOES 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
PEACHES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
GRAPEFRUIT 
BANANAS 
PINEAPPLES 
TEA 
4 
3 
42 
0.1 
0.3 
0 . 1  
2.4 
10.1  
0.3 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 1429 2.1 0.1 
YIELD (100 KG,/HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
93.3 2.4 2.5 
91.6 1.8 2.0 
4.2 0.2 4.7 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
34 1.7 4.9 
24 2.9 12.1 
9 0.5 5.8 
2 0.1 6.7 
44 2.1 4.8 
7 C.O 0.0 
115 3.2 2.8 
152 11.2 7.4 
17 0.9 5.0 
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TABLE 180. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
FOR FEDERATION OF MALAYA 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
6909 
9263 
14C06 
20C96 
6909 
9314 
14528 
22260 
6909 
9336 
14929 
23966 
ICO 
144 
210 
276 
100 
156 
304 
592 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 IOC 100 
1970 107 107 106 
1985 103 100 97 
2000 95 86 79 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
116 
150 
204 
100  
116 
145 
184 
100 
115 
141 
171 
TABLE 181. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN FEDERATION OF MALAYA 
CROP 
RICE 
PALM KERNELS 
COPRA 
TOBACCO 
RUBBER 
CASSAVA 
PINEAPPLES 
TEA 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
375 2.9 0.8 
2 o
 
•
 
o
 
o
 
•
 
o
 
12 o
 
# o
 o
 1 
o
 
4 0.0 
o
 « 
o
 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
23.9 0.6 2.7 
7.5 O.C O.-O 
177.3 O.C 0.0 
6 . 2  0 . 1  2 . 2  
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
898 31.1 3. 5 
22 1.2 5. 5 
145 0.0 0. C 
2 0.0 0. 0 
717 15.9 2. 2 
220 0.0 0. G 
160 13.8 8. 6 
2 0.1 2. 2 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 394 2.9 0.7 
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TABLE 182. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOKE AND 
FOR INDONESIA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2 0CG 
94250  
117773 
165264 
224612 
94250 
118415 
171031 
245943 
9425C 
118693 
175437 
262613 
IC'O 
124 
157 
188 
IOC 
138 
223 
361 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
99 
90 
79 
100 
99 
87 
72 
100 
99 
85 
67 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
IOC 
110 
127 
152 
100 
110  
123 
138 
100 
109 
120 
130 
TABLE 183. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN INDONESIA 
AREA ( 1 0 0 0  HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
CROP 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 2698 107.5 4.0 9.6 O.C 0.0 2584 1 0 3 . 0  4 . 0  
RICE 7158 93.9 1.3 17.9 0.2 1.3 12794 338.2 2.6 
SUGAR CANE ICO 1.7 1.7 1084.1 O.C 0.0 10795 187.9 1.7 
SOYBEANS 603 0.0 0.0 6.8 0.0 0.0 409 0.0 0.0 
PALM KERNELS 34 c.o 0.0 
GROUNDNUTS 356 7.0 2.0 11.6 0.0 0.0 413 8.1 2.0 
COPRA 1191 22.2 1.9 
TOBACCO 176 3.5 2.0 4.1 0 . 0  0.0 73 1.4 2.0 
ABACA FIBER 1 0.0 0.0 5.5 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
AGAVES FIBER 6 0.0 0.0 30.2 O.C 0.0 18 0.0 0 . 0  
RUBBER 672 -16.5 -2.5 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 429 17.3 4.0 69.0 O.C 0:0 2957 119.1 4.0 
CASSAVA 1390 46.2 3.3 82.3 0.0 0.0 11446 380.1 3.3 
C O F F E E  94 5.9 6.3 
TEA 140 0.0 0.0 5.2 0.2 3.3 73 2.4 3.3 
COCOA 1 0.0 0.0 
u> 
tvJ C\ 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 13056 277.0 2.1 
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TABLE 184. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR PHILIPPINES 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000  
27407 
38277 
63253 
97976 
27407 
38486 
65818 
110275 
27407 
38576 
67796 
120073 
100 
139 
198 
257  
100 
159 
319 
639 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 100 100 
1970 100 99 
1985 86 83 
2000 72 64 
100 
99 
80 
59 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
114 
138 
179 
100 
113 
133 
159 
100 
113 
129 
146 
TABLE 185. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN PHILIPPINES 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD. ( 1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
CORN 1784 63.8 3.6 6.3 0.0 0.0 1133 40.5 3.6 
RICE 3073 49.7 1.6 12.1 0.1 0.5 3733 77.8 2.1 
SUGAR CANE 270 10.1 3.7 487.0 0.0 0.0 13154 491.0 3.7 
DRY BEANS 73 0.3 0.4 5.7 0.0 0.0 41 0.2 0.4 
GROUNDNUTS 19 0.0 0,0 6.0 0.0 0.0 12 0.0 0.0 
COTTONSEED 2 0.0 0.0 4.2 c.c 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 
COPRA 1276 35.8 2.8 
COTTON 2 G.O 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 87 4.2 4.8 6.4 0.1 1.4 56  3.5 6.2 
ABACA FIBER 182 0.0 0.0 5.9 0.1 1.8 107 2.0 1.8 
AGAVES FIBER 3 0.0 0.0 7.4 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0 .0  
RUBBER 3 0.3 8.1 
POTATOES 3 0.0 0.0 41.0 3.4 8.3 10 0.8 8.3 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 144 0.0 0.0 48.4 0.8 1.7 696 11.7 1.7 
CASSAVA 79 3.1 3.9 53.0 0.4 0.8 418 19.6 4.7 
ONIONS 5 0.2 4.3 29.3 O.G 0.0 16 0. 7  4.3 
TOMATOES 25 0.0 0.0 21.7 0.0 0.0 55 0.0 0.0 
ORANGES AND OTHER 22 1.0 4.6 
GRAPEFRUIT 21 0.6 2.7 
LEMONS AND OTHER 5 0.3 5.6 
TABLE 185. (CONTINUED) 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
BANANAS 
PINEAPPLES 
COFFEE 
COCOA 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 5749 131.3 2.3 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
426 36.5 8.5 
130 6.7 5.1 
26 2.0 7.5 
3 0.2 5.9 
LO N> 
v£> 
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TABLE 186. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR SOUTH KOREA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
20 CO 
24665 
32563 
46159 
62016 
24665 
33119 
49197 
67418 
24665 
33261 
53623 
79151 
ICO 
161  
252 
344 
IOC 
193 
515 
1378 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 122 120 119 
1985 135 127 116 
2000 137 126 107 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
YEAR 
LOW 
POPULATION 
MEDIUM 
POPULATION 
HIGH 
POPULATION 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
100 
146 
275  
548 
100 
143 
258 
504 
100 
143 
237 
430 
TABLE 187- ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN SOUTH KOREA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
HEMP 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
ONIONS 
TOMATOES 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
131 2.8 2.2 
36 0.0 0.0 
812 11.9 1.5 
24 0.5 2.3 
1108 13.7 1.2 
153 0.0 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 
36 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 
281 4.0 1.4 
2 0.1 4.0 
59 —6. 0 
-10.0 
6 0.2 2.7 
59 — 6. 0 
-10.0 
21 0.4 1.9 
9 -0.1 -1.4 
48 0.0 0.0 
60 2.8 4.7 
2 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL Q/C PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
11.8 0.4 3.1 
6.3 0.0 0.0 
10.3 O.C 0.0 
6.2 0.1 1.2 
30.3 0.3 1.1 
5.4 0.0 0.0 
5.8 0.0 0.0 
4.7 0 . 0  0.0 
6.2 0.1 2.0 
5.6 0.0 0.0 
7.0 0.2 2.9 
2.9 0.0 0:0 
3.7 0.0 1.0 
1.5 0.0 OwO 
14.1 0.3 1.8 
7.5 0.1 1.5 
65.4 2.2 3.4 
80.1 0.0 0,0 
131.8 0.0 0 . 0  
110.0 2.6 2 . 4  
PROD . (1000 M.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
154 8.1 5.3 
23 0.0 0.0 
837 12.2 1.5 
15 0.5 3.5 
3352 77.5 2.3 
83 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 
17 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 2.0 
156 2.2 1.4 
2 0.1 6.9 
17 
-1.7 -10.0 
2 0.1 3.8 
9 
-0.9 -10.0 
30 1.1 3.7 
6 0.0 0.1 
315 10.8 3.4 
480  22.7 4.7 
29 0.0 0.0 
11 0.3 2.4 
TABLE 187. (CONTINUED) 
AREA 11000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PEACHES 
GRAPES 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 2803 30.4 1.1 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
88 4.3 4.9 
28 0.0 0.0 
16 0.0 0.0 
5 C.2 5.4 
w 
CO ls3 
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I T A B LE 188. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
I PROJECTIONS FOR SOUTH VIET NAM 
i 
I PROJECTED POPULATION PROJECTED INDICES OF 
I (THOUSANDS) REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW HIGH 
YEAR VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 
1960 14100 14100 14100 IOC IOC 
1970 17727 17824 17865 132 139 
1985 22352 23028 23539 180 228 
2000 27405 29335 30816 228 373 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 105 104 104 
1985 114 110 108 
2000 117 lie 104 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100  
1970 111 110 110 
1985 144 139 136 
2000 192 179 171 
lir-irna W 
T A B L E  1 8 9 .  E S T I M A T E D  1 9 6 0  L E V E L ,  R A T E  O F  C H A N G E  A N D  P E R C E N T A G E  R A T E  O F  C H A N G E  F O R  
C R O P  A R E A ,  Y I E L D  A N D  P R O D U C T I O N  I N  S O U T H  V I E T  N A M  
A R E A  ( 1 0 0 0  X 
1 
>
 
1 
•
 
1 
Y I E L D  ( 1 0 0  K G  . / H A ^ )  P R O D  .  ( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P E R  1 9 6 0  A N N U A L  0 / 0  P t  
C R O P  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  L E V E L  C H A N G E  Y E A R  
C O R N  3 7  0 . 0  0 . 0  1 1 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  4 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  
R I C E  2 3 2 2  8 8 . 8  3 . 8  2 0 . 8  0 . 0  0 .0  4 8 3 5  1 8 5 . 0  3 . 8  
S U G A R  C A N E  3 1  0 - 0  0 . 0  2 8 6 . 6  0 . 0  0 . 0  8 7 7  0 . 0  0 . 0  
D R Y  B E A N S  1 4  0 . 8  5 . 8  5 . 9  0 .2  4 . 0  8  0 . 8  9 . 8  
G R O U N D N U T S  2 9  2 . 1  7 . 1  8 .5  0 .2  2 . 8  2 5  2 . 5  9 . 9  
C O T T O N S E E D  1  0 . 0  0 . 0  8 . 3  0 . 0  0 . 0  1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
S E S A M E  S E E D  2  0 . 0  0 . 0  3 . 5  0 . 0  0 . 0  1  0 . 0  0 . 0  
C O P R A  4 1  c . o  0 . 0  
C O T T O N  1  0 . 0  0 . 0  .  3 . 7  0 . 0  0 . 0  0  0 . 0  0 . 0  
T O B A C C O  9  0 . 0  0 . 0  8 . 4  0 . 0  0 . 0  7  0 . 0  0 . 0  
J U T E  1  0 . 0  0 . 0  1 1 . 8  0 . 6  4 . 7  2  0 . 1  4 . 7  
R U B B E R  7 6  0 . 0  0 . 0  
S W . P O T A T O E S ,  Y A M S  4 1  2 . 1  5 . 2  5 2 . 7  0 . 0  0 . 0  2 1 6  1 1 . 2  5 . 2  
C A S S A V A  3 7  3 . 2  8 . 7  5 8 . 6  1 . 7  2 . 9  2 1 9  2 5 . 3  1 1 . 6  
P I N E A P P L E S  4 5  4 . 8  1 0 . 6  
C O F F E E  3  0 . 2  6 . 7  
T E A  8  0 . 0  
o
 
•
 
o
 5 . 0  o
 
•
 o
 o
 
o
 4  0 . 0  0 . 0  
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 2533 97, 1 3.8 
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TABLE 190. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR THAILAND 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (196C=IC0) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 26438 26438 26430 100 IOC 
1970 36164 36362 36447 153 173 
1985 51219 52983 54330 232 392 
2 0 G 0  6 8 9 0 9  75289 8 0 2 6 6  311 8 9 C  
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 IOC IOC 100 
1970 112 111 111 
1985 120 116 113 
2000 119 109 102 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 126 126 125 
1985 202 196 191 
2000 3 4 1  312 2 9 :  
TABLE 191. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN THAILAND 
CROP 
CORN 
RICE 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
SOYBEANS 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
SESAME SEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
JUTE 
RUBBER 
CASSAVA 
AREA (1000 HA.) YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
234 28.3 12.1 17.2 0.8 4.7 402 67.7 16.8 
5932 113.3 1.9 14.1 0.2 1.4 8350 275.0 3.3 
135 6.9 5.1 326.7 0.0 0.0 4420 224.0 5. 1 
42 1.0 2.3 11.1 0.3 2.3 46 2.1 4.6 
23 0.0 0.0 10.3 0.0 0.0 24 0.0 0.0 
94 1.8 1.9 12.9 0.2 1.3 121 3.8 3.2 
48 1.9 3.9 5.3 O.C 0.0 25 1.0 3.9 
18 0.0 0.0 8.3 0.2 2.6 15 0.4 2.6 
48 1.9 3.9 2.6 0.0 0.0 12 0.5 3 . 9  
55 1.1 2.1 5.8 0.0 0.0 32 0.7 2.1 
10 0.0 0.0 12.1 o . c  0.0 11 0.0 O.r, 
173 7.9 4.6 
81 13.1 16.2 165.1 0.0 o
 
»
.
 
o
 
1338 216.5 16.2 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 6671 167.3 2.5 
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total income projections, and only modest gains under the high variant 
projections. Recent political problems in Indonesia have caused severe 
adverse effects on income growth, and the trends shown are even more 
optimistic than recent data would indicate. China (Taiwan) and South 
Korea represent the other extremes. There, per capita incomes increase 
to 6-1/4 and 5-1/2 times respective 1960 levels when high variant total 
income trends are continued to 2000. However, under the low variant 
income trend, per capita income growth is curtailed sharply. 
Trends in total cropped area are positive for every country in the 
region, and they range up to 3.8 percent per year in the case of South 
Viet Nam. As is true elsewhere in Asia, rice is the dominant crop. 
Moreover, rising rice area is an important contributor to the expansion 
in total cropland in every country except Taiwan. 
Estimates in Table 175 show that area expansion is important for 
several other crops in Burma, most notably groundnuts. Yield increases are 
in evidence for about half of the crops grown, but the rates of increase 
are quite modest. 
Corn shows the only increasing area trend other than rice in Cambodia, 
and yield increases are insignificant according to estimates presented in 
Table 177. 
Taiwan's production increases stem almost entirely from yield trends 
which move steadily upward for a majority of the crops reported in Table 
179 o 
Data on agricultural production in Malaya are not plentiful, but the 
major developments are shown in Table 181. Rice yield, as well as area, 
shows a notable gain, and production of rubber for export increases 
344 
2.2 percent annually. 
Table 183 presents estimates indicating that Indonesia's corn area 
expansion exceeds that of rice. Area of root crops also shows a large 
gain. Only rice and tea show yield increases, and the rice yield trend 
is not impressive. 
Corn area also expands rapidly in the Philippines (Table 185) and 
yield increases, again, are of little significance. 
South Korea's barley and rice areas are growing about equally fast 
as shown in Table 187. While yield increases are present, the larger 
ones tend to be found among less important crops. 
The 3,8 percent annual increases in rice area and production are by 
far the most significant time trends shown for South Viet Nam in Table 189. 
Table 191 presents estimates showing that the substantial increase in 
total crop area in Thailand is distributed among nearly all crops. Corn 
and cassava show very large trends in percentage terms, but still much less 
than rice in absolute value. Yield increases are less prevalent, but 2 of 
the 3 most important crops show rising yields. 
Trends data for the final 2 countries, Australia and New Zealand, are 
presented in Tables 192 through 195. Table 192 shows that projected popu­
lation growth for Australia is moderate to high, and projected per capita 
income increases range from 26 percent to 144 percent over the 40 year 
projection period. Estimates presented in Table 193 show that rapidly 
rising wheat area is the major cause of the 3.4 percent estimated annual 
increase in total cropland. Unlike the trend in most other countries, 
oats area rises in Australia. Where positive yield trends are shown, they 
tend to be moderate. 
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TABLE 192. POPULATION, REAL INCOME AND 
PROJECTIONS FOR AUSTRALIA 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
Y E A F  
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2000 
10315 
12007 
14655 
17111 
10315 
12072 
15373 
19176 
10315 
12273 
16024 
20528 
ICO 
138 
194 
250 
100 
142 
239 
404 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 118 118 116 
1985 137 130 125 
2000 151 135 126 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW 
YEAR POPULATION 
1960 100 
1970 122 
1985 168 
20C0 244 
MEDIUM HIGH 
POPULATION POPULATION 
100 100 
121 119 
161 154 
217 203 
TABLE 193. ESTIMATED 1960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN AUSTRALIA 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET 
SORGHUM 
SUGAR CANE 
DRY BEANS 
DRY PEAS 
BROAD BEANS 
OLIVES 
GROUNDNUTS 
COTTONSEED 
LINSEED 
SUNFLOWERSEED 
COTTON 
TOBACCO 
HOPS 
AREA ( 1 0 0 0  HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0 / 0  PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
5 3 7 2  228.9 4.3 
29 0.0 0.0 
918 0.0 0.0 
1341 4 2 . 0  3.1 
79 1.7 2.1 
21 0.7 3.2 
28 0.0 0.0 
1 2 0  6.2 5.1 
193 0 . 6  0.3 
1 0 . 0  0.0 
23 
-0.2 -0.7 
16 0.9 5.3 
11 1.2 10.7 
3 4  2.0 6.0 
3 0 . 0  0.0 
11 1.2 10.7 
11 0.0 0.0 
1 0 . 0  1.5 
YIELD ( 1 0 0  KG ./HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PEF 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
12.4 0.2 1.4 
4.1 O.G 0.0 
11.4 O.G 0.0 
8.2 0.2 2.1 
21.2 0.4 1.9 
59.1 1.1 1.8 
10.7 O.G 0.0 
17.4 0.3 1.9 
548.9 16.2 2 . 9  
5.9 0.0 0 . 0  
10.3 0 . 0  0 . 0  
12.3 0.6 4-5 
3.9 0.2 4 . 2  
5.4 0.0 0 . 0  
6.9 0.0 0.0 
4.5 0.0 0.0 
11.4 O . G  0 . 0  
20.5 0.0 0.0 
PROD . (1000 N.T. ) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PI 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
6638 373.1 5.6 
12 0.0 0.0 
1050 0.0 0.0 
1094 57.7 5.3 
167 6.3 4.1 
126 6.4 5.1 
30 0.0 0.0 
210 14.9 7. 1 
10601 343.4 3.2 
1 0.0 0.0 
24 
-C.2 -0.7 
0 
-0.1-107.0 
1 0.0 0.0 
20 1.9 9.8 
4 0.7 14.9 
18 1.1 6.0 
2 0.0 0.0 
5 0.6 10.7 
12 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 1.5 
TABLE 193. (CONTINUED) 
CROP 
FLAX 
POTATOES 
SW.POTATOES, YAMS 
ONIONS 
TOMATOES 
APPLES 
PEARS 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 
CHERRIES 
PEACHES 
APRICOTS 
GRAPES 
ORANGES AND OTHER 
GRAPEFRUIT 
LEMONS AND OTHER 
FIGS 
BANANAS 
PINEAPPLES 
AREA (1000 HA.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
1 —0.3 —51.6 
42 -0.9 -2.1 
4 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 0255 282.7 3.4 
YIELD (100 KG./HA.) PROD. (ICGO M.T.) 
1960 ANNUAL 0/C PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 
LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
9.6 0.2 2.4 1 -0.3 -49.2 
131.6 3.5 2.7 551 3.2 0.6 
1 0.0 0.0 
153.4 0.0 0.0 61 0.0 C. 0 
197.4 4.1 2.1 138 2.9 2.1 
303 10.9 3.6 
113 3.4 3.0 
21 0.3 1.4 
6 0.2 3.0 
71 2.1 2.9 
36 1.1 3.2 
542 7.2 1.3 
156 4.4 2.8 
7 0.3 3.9 
15 0.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 
124 0.0 0.0 
79 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE 194. POPULATION, 
PROJECTIONS 
REAL INCOME AND 
FOR NEW ZEALAND 
PER CAPITA REAL INCOME 
PROJECTED POPULATION 
(THOUSANDS) 
PROJECTED INDICES OF 
REAL INCOME (1960=100) 
YEAR 
LOW 
VARIANT 
MEDIUM 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
LOW 
VARIANT 
HIGH 
VARIANT 
1960 
1970 
1985 
2ÛC0 
2372 
2 8 7 4  
3749 
4 5 7 4  
2372 
2890 
3956 
5252 
2372 
2937 
4130 
5671 
ICO 
130 
174 
218 
IOC 
137 
221  
356 
1960 BASE PER CAPITA REAL INCOME INDICES 
LOW INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 107 106 105 
1985 110 104 100 
2000 113 98 91 
HIGH INCOME VARIANT 
LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
YEAR POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION 
1960 100 100 100 
1970 113 113 111 
1985 1 4 0  133 127 
2 0 0 0  185 161 149 
TABLE 195. ESTIMATED I960 LEVEL, RATE OF CHANGE AND PERCENTAGE RATE OF CHANGE FOR 
CROP AREA, YIELD AND PRODUCTION IN NEW ZEALAND 
AREA (1000 HA. ) YIELD (100 KG ./HA.) PROD. (1000 M.T. ) 
1960  ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 PER 1960 ANNUAL 0/0 P{ 
CROP LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR LEVEL CHANGE YEAR 
WHEAT 63 1.3 2.1 30.4 0.4 1.2 191 6.3 3.3 
BARLEY 27 0.5 1.8 28.0 0.5 1.8 76 2.8 3.7 
OATS 14 -0.3 -2.4 23.3 0.2 0.7 32 -0.5 -1.7 
CORN 3 0.2 6.4 39.9 0.4 1.0 12 0.9 7.4 
DRY PEAS 12 0.0 O.C 21.7 0.4 1.6 25 0.4 1.6 
LINSEED 8 0.0 0.0 12.9 0.0 0.0 10 0.0 0.0 
TOBACCO 2 0.0 0 .0  18.6 0.4 2.3 4 0.1 2.3 
HOPS 0 0 .0  0.0 18.4 O.C 0,0 0 0.0 0.0 
FLAX 8 0.0 0.0 6.3 O.C O.C 5 c.o 0.0 
ABACA FIBER 15 0.0 0.0 2.5 O.C 0 .0  4 0.0 0.0 
POTATOES 11 0.0 0.0 201.0 O.C 0 .0  229 0.0 0.0 
ONIONS 1 0.0 0.0 262.9 4.8 1.8 26 0.5 1.8 
APPLES 78 1.5 2.0 
PEARS 14 0.4 2.7 
PLUMS AND PRUNES 4 0.0 O.u 
CHERRIES 0 0.0 0.0 
PEACHES 15 0.7 4.6 
APRICOTS 4 0.1 2.7 
GRAPES 6 G.3 5.6 
ORANGES AND OTHER 1 0.0 0.0 
GRAPEFRUIT 3 0.1 2.0 
LEMONS AND OTHER 2 0.0 O.C 
SUM OF ABOVE AREAS 156 1.7 1.1 
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Population projections show more rapid growth and income projections 
rise less rapidly in New Zealand than in Australia. The results are dis­
tinctly lower estimates of future per capita income for New Zealand than 
for Australia under all assumptions as shown in Table 194. Table 195 
shows New Zealand crop area trends to be rising only for wheat, corn and 
barley. And like Australia, the positive yield trends indicated for New 
Zealand tend to be modest. 
Cereals Projections by Major World Regions 
Tables 196 through 227 present projections through 2000 for area, 
yield and production for 7 cereal crops. Such estimates are first pre­
sented for each of the 21 regions defined in Table 3. It will be recalled 
that in some cases a region is defined as a single large country, or a 
country distinctly different from its neighbors. Further cereals projec­
tions are presented for 3 aggregates of countries which have been defined 
in Table 3 on the basis of per capita income levels. Finally, results 
are presented for the aggregate of all 96 countries. 
Area and production for each crop in each country are added to form 
totals for the aggregates in 1960, 1970, 1985 and 2000, and yield is then 
computed by dividing aggregate production by aggregate area. When only a 
production trend has been estimated for a crop, the production is added 
to form the aggregates even though no corresponding area appears. In such 
cases, yield for the aggregate is computed as a weighted average of the 
individual country values which were actually estimated. Such instances 
are noted in footnotes. 
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Two sets of estimates are presented for the same aggregate when, for 
at least one country in the aggregate, projections have been made subject 
to low and high variant constraints on cropland expansion, and area expan­
sion is bounded under the low variant constraint. 
When cropland expansion is unbounded under the low variant constraint 
for all countries in an aggregate, only one set of estimates are presented, 
and they are designated, "low variant land restraint projections". Finally, 
when either no area trends have been estimated, or only one variant on land 
expansion potentials has been specified for all countries in an aggregate, 
only one set of estimates are presented and they are designated, "high vari­
ant land restraint projections". 
1 
Of course, the projections presented in Tables 196 through 227 are 
reflections of the same trends which have just been discussed, and there 
is no need to repeat observations made earlier. Still, they do illustrate 
the trends for some important crops in a vivid way, and a few comments may 
be made about the most notable results before proceeding to consider the 
production-demand comparisons. 
Very high yield projections are found in a number of instances. 
Among these are nearly all cereals in the United States and Northern 
Europe, corn in Canada and Southern Europe, wheat in Mexico, rice in Japan 
and Oceania, and millet and sorghum in West Asia. It might be argued that 
such trends ignore one of the most venerable concepts in all of economics: 
the principle of diminishing returns. However, it must be reemphasized 
that: (a) the projections presented are conditional in the sense that the 
same factors which have affected yield trends in past years are presumed 
to continue affecting them in the same way in the future; and (b) among 
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TABLE 196. CEREALS PROJECTIONS FOR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING A HIGH VARIANT LAND RESTRAINT 
C R O P  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S C R G H  
1 9 6 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
18210  
6 8 9  
4 8 8 4  
1 1 3 6 3  
2 2 9 2 4  
7 0 9  
5 5 9 4  
1 9 6 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 5 . 9  
1 1 . 2  
1 6 . 9  
1 4 . 8  
3 5 . 5  
3 8 , 4  
2 4 . 2  
1 9 6 0  P R O D .  
( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
2 9 0 1 2  
7 7 3  
8 2 7 5  
1 6 8 5 8  
8 1 4 8 5  
2 7 2 5  
1 3 5 3 2  
C R O P  
W H E A T  
RYE 
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
1 9 7 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
2 1 7 0 1  
6 8 9  
4 8 8 4  
7 4 2 0  
2 4 5 4 3  
7 0 9  
5 5 9 4  
1 9 7 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
2 0 . 0  
1 5 . 7  
1 9 . 7  
1 7 . 4  
4 9 . 4  
4 9 . 6  
4 1 . 8  
1 9 7 0  P R O D .  
( l O O C  M . T . )  
4 3 4 8 9  
1082 
9 6 1 C  
1 2 9 1 4  
1 2 1 3 4 4  
3 5 1 5  
2 3 4 1 2  
C R O P  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
1 9 8 5  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
2 6 9 3 7  
6 8 9  
4 8 8 4  
2 4 5 3  
2 6 9 7 1  
7 0 9  
5 5 9 4  
1 9 8 5  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
2 6 . 2  
2 2 . 4  
2 3 . 8  
2 1 . 3  
7 0 . 3  
6 4 . 9  
6 8 . 3  
1 9 8 5  P R O D .  
( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
7 0 5 8 2  
1 5 4 5  
1 1 6 1 3  
5 2 1 4  
1 8 9 5 6 9  
4 6 0 1  
3 8 2 3 1  
C R O P  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
2 0 0 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
3 2 1 7 3  
6 8 9  
4 8 8 4  
0 
2 9 3 9 9  
7 0 9  
5 5 9 4  
2 0 0 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
3 2 . 4  
2 9 . 1  
2 7 . 9  
0 . 0  
9 1 . 1  
7 8 . 9  
9 4 . 8  
2 0 0 0  P R O D .  
( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
1 0 4 1 2 9  
2 0 0 9  
1 3 6 1 6  
0 
2 6 7 9 1 6  
5 5 9 4  
5 3 0 5 0  
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TABLE 197. CEREALS PROJECTIONS FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING A HIGH VARIANT LAND RESTRAINT 
C R O P  
I 9 6 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 6 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 6 0  P R O D .  
( l O O C  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  
1 2 0 4 2  
2 4 9  
3 0 4 3  
4 1 3 6  
1 9 7  
A N D  S C R G H  
1 3 . 8  
10 .6  
1 5 . 4  
1 4 . 7  
4 1 . 0  
0.0 
o . c  
1 6 5 7 1  
2 6 4  
4 6 8 0  
6088 
8 0 7  
C 
G  
C R O P  
1 9 7 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 7 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 7 0  P R O D .  
( l O Q C  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
1 2 4 0 7  
2 4 9  
3 0 4 3  
3 7 3 2  
262 
0 
n 
1 5 . 2  
1 0 . 9  
1 7 . 4  
1 7 . 2  
5 1 . 1  
0 . 0  
0.0 
1 8 8 9 0  
2 7 0  
5288  
6 4 1 4  
1 3 3 9  
C  
C  
C R O P  
1 9 8 5  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 8 5  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 8 5  P R O D .  
( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S C R G H  
1 2 9 5 3  
2 4 9  
3 0 4 3  
3 1 7 6  
3 5 1  
0 
0 
1 7 . 2  
1 1 . 2  
2 0 . 4  
20.6 
6 6 . 4  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
2 2 3 2 9  
2 7 8  
6201  
6 5 3 6  
2 3 3 0  
C  
0 
C R O P  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
2 0 0 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 3 4 8 1  
2 4 8  
3 0 3 8  
2 6 6 3  
4 3 2  
0 
0 
2 0 0 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 . 1  
1 1 . 5  
2 3 . 4  
2 3 . 7  
81 . 6  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
2 0 0 0  P R O D .  
( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
2 5 7 2 1  
286 
7 1 0 4  
6 3 0 8  
3 5 2 5  
C  
0 
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TABLE 198. CEREALS PROJECTIONS FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING A HIGH VARIANT LAND RESTRAINT 
C R O P  
1 9 6 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 6 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 6 0  P R O D .  
( l O O C  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S C R G H  
8 3 6  
0 
2 4 0  
8 9  
6 0 4 1  
1 2 9  
1 7 . 4  
0.0 
7 . 6  
7 . 5  
8 . 8  
2 1 . 5  
0.0 
1 4 5 4  
r 
182 
66 
5 3 4 6  
2 7 7  
C 
C R O P  
1 9 7 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 7 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 7 0  P R O D .  
( l O O G  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
D A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S C R G H  
8 3 6  
0 
2 3 8  
9 3  
7 9 0 3  
1 6 5  
0 
2 9 . 0  
0.0 
8.0  
7 . 5  
1 0 . 4  
2 4 . 9  
0 . 0  
2 4 2 5  
C 
1 9 2  
7 0  
8 1 9 C  
4 1 0  
0 
C R O P  
1 9 8 5  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 8 5  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 8 5  P R O D .  
( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
8 3 6  
0 
2 3 7  
100  
1 0 4 6 2  
2 1 4  
0 
4 6 . 4  
0 . 0  
8 . 7  
7 . 5  
12.6 
2 9 . 9  
0.0 
3 8 8 2  
G  
206 
7 5  
1 3 2 1 8  
6 4 2  
0 
C R O P  
2 0 0 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
2 0 0 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
2 0 0 0  P R O D .  
( l O O G  M . T . )  
W H E A T  8 3 6  
R Y E  0  
B A R L E Y  2 3 5  
O A T S  1 0 7  
C O R N  1 2 8 0 4  
R I C E  2 6 0  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  0  
6 3 . 9  
0.0 
9 . 3  
7 . 5  
1 4 . 9  
3 5 . 0  
0 . 0  
5 3 3 8  
C  
220 
80 
1 9 0 8 4  
9 0 9  
C  
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Table 199. Cereals projections for Caribbean, Central America assuming a 
high variant land restraint 
1960 area 1960 yield 1960 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 36 6.3 23 
Rye 0 0.0 0 
Barley 0 0.0 0 
OatSg 0 0.0 0 
Corn. 1595 8.4 1594 
Rice^ 368 17.1 670 
Millet and sorgh. 216 9.5 205 
1970 area 1970 yield 1970 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 36 7.1 25 
Rye 0 0.0 0 
Barley 0 0.0 0 
Oats 0 0.0 0 
Corn^ 1851 8.3 1812 
Rice 429 18.9 851 
Millet and sorgh. 219 9.5 207 
1985 area 1985 yield 1985 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 36 8.2 29 
Rye 0 0.0 0 
Barley 0 0.0 0 
OatSg 0 0.0 0 
Corn, 2207 8.2 2114 
Rice 513 21.1 1124 
Millet and sorgh. 223 9.4 210 
2000 area 2000 yield 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 36 9.3 33 
Rye 0 0.0 0 
Barley 0 0.0 0 
OatSg 0 0.0 0 
Corn, 2538 8.2 2395 
Rice 592 22.8 1392 
Millet and sorgh. 227 9.4 214 
^Area and yield estimates for Costa Rica, Dominican Republic and 
Haiti are not included. 
^Area and yield estimates for Haiti are not included. 
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TABLE 200. CEREALS PROJECTIONS FOR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING A HIGH VARIANT LAND RESTRAINT 
1 9 6 0  A R E A  1 9 6 0  Y I E L D  1 9 6 0  P R O D .  
C R O P  ( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  ( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  ( l O O G  M . T .  
W H E A T  8 7 9  7 . 4  6 4 7  
R Y E  2 6  7 . 3  1 9  
B A R L E Y  3 4  9 . 6  3 3  
O A T S  2 6  7 . 0  1 8  
C O R N  6 7 4 5  1 2 . 7  8 5 7 C  
R I C E  3 0 2 1  1 6 . 3  4 9 3 C  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  0 0. 0  C 
1 9 7 0  A R E A  1 9 7 0  Y I E L D  1 9 7 0  P R O D .  
C R O P  ( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  ( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  ( l O O C  M . T .  
W H E A T  8 7 9  7 . 4  6 4 7  
R Y E  2 3  7 . 3  1 7  
B A R L E Y  3 4  9 . 6  3 3  
O A T S  3 5  7 . 0  2 5  
C O R N  8 7 0 7  1 2 . 7  1 1 0 6 3  
R I C E  4 0 6 7  1 7 . 3  7 0 3 6  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  0 0 . 0  0  
1 9 8 5  A R E A  1 9 8 5  Y I E L D  1 9 8 5  P R O D .  
C R O P  ( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  ( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  ( 1 0 0 0  M . T .  
W H E A T  8 7 9  7 . 4  6 4 7  
R Y E  1 9  7 . 3  1 4  
B A R L E Y  3 4  9 . 6  3 3  
O A T S  4 6  7 . 0  3 3  
C O R N  1 1 6 4 9  1 2 . 7  1 4 8 0 1  
R I C E  5 6 3 7  1 8 . 8  1 0 5 7 9  
M I L L E T  A N D  S C R G H  0  0 . 0  0  
2 0 0 0  A R E A  2 0 0 0  Y I E L D  2 0 0 0  P R O D .  
C R O P  ( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  ( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  ( 1 0 0 0  M . T . :  
W H E A T  8 7 9  7 . 4  6 4 7  
R Y E  1 5  7 . 3  1 1  
B A R L E Y  3 4  9 . 6  3 3  
O A T S  5 6  7 . 0  3 9  
C O R N  1 4 5 9 1  1 2 . 7  1 8 5 3 9  
R I C E  7 2 0 7  2 0 . 2  1 4 5 8 2  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  0  0 . 0  0  
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TABLE 201. CEREALS PROJECTIONS FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
ASSUMING A HIGH VARIANT LAND RESTRAINT 
C R O P  
I 9 6 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 6 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 6 0  P R O D .  
( l O O C  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
5 1 7 2  
828 
7 6 0  
7 7 6  
2 7 4 4  
7 1  
928 
1 2 . 6  
7 . 0  
1 1 . 6  
1 0 . 8  
1 6 . 3  
3 3 . 5  
1 5 . 3  
6 5 2 1  
5 8 2  
8 8 1  
8 3 6  
4 4 6 1  
2 3 8  
1 4 1 5  
C R O P  
1 9 7 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 7 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 7 0  P R O D .  
( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
5 1 7 2  
828 
7 6 0  
7 7 6  
3 1 4 7  
7 5  
-  9 2 8  
1 2 . 6  
7 . 0  
11.6  
10 .8  
1 6 . 4  
3 4 . 9  
16 .1  
6 5 2 1  
5 8 2  
8 8 1  
8 3 6  
5 1 5 5  
2 6 1  
1 4 9 0  
C R O P  
1 9 8 5  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
1 9 8 5  Y I E L D  
( I O C  K G . / H A . )  
1 9 8 5  P R O D .  
( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
5 1 7 2  
828 
7 6 0  
7 7 6  
3 7 0 0  
80 
9 2 8  
12.6  
7 . 0  
1 1 . 6  
1 0 . 8  
1 6 . 5  
3 6 . 7  
1 7 . 2  
6 5 2 1  
5 8 2  
881 
8 3 6  
6 1 0 9  
2 9 3  
1 5 9 4  
C R O P  
2 0 0 0  A R E A  
( 1 0 0 0  H A . )  
2 0 0 0  Y I E L D  
( 1 0 0  K G . / H A . )  
2 0 0 0  P R O D .  
( l O O G  M . T . )  
W H E A T  
R Y E  
B A R L E Y  
O A T S  
C O R N  
R I C E  
M I L L E T  A N D  S O R G H  
5 1 7 2  
828 
7 6 0  
7 7 6  
4 2 0 6  
8 4  
9 2 8  
1 2 . 6  
7 . 0  
11.6  
1 0 . 8  
16.6  
3 8 . 4  
1 8 . 2  
6 5 2 1  
5 8 2  
881 
8 3 6  
6 9 8 2  
3 2 4  
1688 
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Table 202. Cereals projections for Other South America assuming a high 
variant land restraint 
Crop 
Wheat^ 
Rye a 
Barley 
Oats 
a 
Corn 
Rice 
Millet and sorgh. 
Crop 
Wheat^ 
Rye a 
Barley 
Oats^ 
Corn 
Rice 
Millet and sorgh. 
Crop 
Wheat^ 
Rye a 
Barley 
Oats 
Corn 
Rice 
Millet and sorgh. 
1960 area 
(1000 Ha.) 
1230 
18 
428 
110 
1684 
531 
0 
1970 area 
(1000 Ha.) 
1264 
20 
472 
123 
2012 
664 
0 
1985 area 
(1000 Ha.) 
1316 
22 
536 
140 
2442 
856 
0 
1960 yield 
(100 Kg./Ha.) 
12.5 
7.2 
11.5 
10.1 
11.8 
22.0  
0 .0  
1970 yield 
(100 Kg./Ha.) 
13.3 
8.5 
12.2 
10.1 
12.0 
24.1 
0 . 0  
1985 yield 
(100 Kg./Ha.) 
15.0 
10.6 
13.4 
10.1 
12.3 
27.8 
0 . 0  
1960 prod. 
(1000 M.T.) 
1540 
13 
562 
111 
2248 
1165 
0 
1970 prod. 
(1000 M.T.) 
1729 
17 
648 
124 
2668 
1602 
0 
1985 prod. 
(1000 M.T.) 
2022 
23 
790 
141 
3250 
2375 
0 
Crop 
Wheat^ 
Rye 
Barley 
Oats 
Corn 
Rice 
Millet and sorgh. 
2000 area 
(1000 Ha.) 
1367 
24 
596 
154 
2819 
1040 
0 
2000 yield 
(100 Kg./Ha.) 
16.7 
12.8  
14.7 
10.1 
12.6 
31.6 
0 .0  
2000 prod. 
(1000 M.T.) 
2328 
31 
949 
155 
3794 
3284 
0 
^Area and yield estimates for Bolivia are not included. 
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TABLE 203. CEREALS PROJECTIONS FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING A HIGH VARIANT LAND RESTRAINT 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND 
1960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
7994 
2291 
6489 
4959 
901 
31 
11 
1960 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
28.3 
23.9 
29.2 
23.4 
28.9 
42.3 
19.0 
1960 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
22642 
5477 
18955 
11591 
2599 
132 
20 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
8217 
1792 
9145 
3140 
1139 
37 
16 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
35.6 
27.8 
35.8 
27.2 
41.7 
50.3 
27.6 
1970 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
29256 
4979 
32771 
8552 
4955 
188 
44 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
8451 
1158 
12583 
1319 
1644 
47 
24 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
46.4 
33.8 
46.0 
30.9 
59.0 
61.3 
40.3 
1985 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
39242 
3910 
57904 
4073 
9696 
286 
96 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
8245 
821 
14587 
965 
1877 
52 
30 
2000 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
57.1 
38.5 
56.2 
32.2 
74.9 
71.4 
53.0 
2000 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
47045 
3162 
81941 
3104 
14049 
369 
156 
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TABLE 204. CEREALS PROJECTIONS FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING A HIGH VARIANT LAND RESTRAINT 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
1960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
10633 
898 
2059 
1407 
2381 
247 
4 
1960 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
14.2 
8.5 
11.9 
9.2 
22.6 
52.4 
10.7 
1960 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
15125 
76G 
2444 
130C 
5374 
1295 
4 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
10026 
596 
1852 
1257 
2395 
243 
2 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
16.5 
8.5 
12.5 
1 0 . 1  
28.7 
56.6 
11.5 
1970 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
16547 
504 
2316 
1265 
6883 
1377 
2 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
9096 
327 
1537 
1049 
2416 
237 
2 
1985 YIELD 
(IOC KG./HA.) 
19.8 
6 .2  
13.6 
11.2  
37.7 
62.6 
1 1 . 2  
1985 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
17993 
204 
2092 
1175 
9115 
1485 
2 
CROP 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
2000 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
2000 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
8152 
360 
1217 
860 
2442 
231 
2 
22.8 
6.2 
15.0 
12 .2  
46.4 
68.2 
11 .2  
18607 
225 
1828 
1052 
11321 
1577 
2 
3 6 1  
T A B L E  2 0 5 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  E A S T E R N  E U R O P E  
A S S U M I N G  A  H I G H  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
1960 AREA 1960 YIELD 1960 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (IOC KG./HA.) (1000 M.T. 
WHEAT 10255 16.1 16479 
RYE 6885 15.3 10554 
BARLEY 3210 19.2 6166 
OATS 3409 16.1 5499 
CORN 8198 18.7 15345 
RICE 41 25.8 105 
MILLET AND SORGH 72 12.8 92 
1970 AREA 1970 YIELD 1970 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (LOOC M.T. 
WHEAT 10127 21.0 2125C 
RYE 5595 17.4 9731 
BARLEY 3354 26.1 8739 
OATS 2804 20.2 5661 
CORN 8308 20.7 17220 
RICE 41 26.5 108 
MILLET AND SORGH 69 16.1 111 
1985 AREA 1985 YIELD 1935 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (1000 M.T. 
WHEAT 9762 27.9 27260 
RYE 4159 20.3 8441 
BARLEY 3611 35.3 12753 
OATS 2442 25.3 6180 
CORN 8235 24.0 19757 
RICE 40 27.4 109 
MILLET AND SORGH 67 22.0 148 
2000 AREA 2000 YIELD 2000 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (1000 M.T.: 
WHEAT 9255 34.6 31990 
RYE 3315 23.4 7746 
BARLEY 3965 43.8 17386 
OATS 2326 31.1 7239 
CORN 7968 27.6 22027 
RICE 38 28.3 108 
MILLET AND SORGH 70 29.8 208 
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T A B L E  2 C 6 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  U . S . S . R .  
A S S U M I N G  A  H I G H  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
CROP 
1960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1960 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1960 PROD. 
(LOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 61847 
RYE 16900 
BARLEY 14050 
OATS 10740 
CORN 5572 
RICE 129 
MILLET AND SORGH 3675 
8.0 
8.1 
10.4 
7.7 
14.4 
21.3 
6.7 
49237 
13723 
14671 
8238 
8037 
274 
2456 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
60994 
14507 
23185 
2183 
7213 
127 
3624 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
9.1 
8 . 1  
11.3 
7.7 
14.4 
29.5 
8.4 
1970 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
55271 
11779 
26111 
1674 
10405 
375 
3055 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
54250 
10020 
33068 
0 
8341 
113 
3224 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
10.7 
8 . 1  
12.5 
0 . 0  
14.4 
41.9 
10 .6  
1985 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
58116 
8136 
41308 
C 
12032 
474 
3428 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
48438 
6373 
40638 
0 
8886 
101 
2878 
2000 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
12.4 
8 . 1  
13.7 
0 . 0  
14.4 
54.3 
12.5 
2000 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
59887 
5175 
55764 
0 
12818 
548 
3591 
363 
Table 207. Cereals projections for North Africa assuming a high variant 
land restraint^ 
1960 area 1960 yield 1960 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 639 24.6 4702 
Rye 0 0.0 0 
Barley 55 25.2 2914 
Oats 0 0.0 71 
Corn 782 21.5 2221 
Rice 307 45.0 1403 
Millet and sorgh. 191 32.1 3940 
1970 area 1970 yield 1970 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 639 30.1 5133 
Rye 0 0.0 0 
Barley 55 30.9 3104 
Oats 0 0.0 71 
Corn 782 21.5 2277 
Rice 437 45.0 1992 
Millet and sorgh. 191 37.6 4691 
1985 area 1985 yield 1985 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 634 38.2 5740 
Rye 0 0.0 0 
Barley 54 39.4 3386 
Oats 0 0.0 71 
Corn 776 21.5 2348 
Rice 628 45.0 2851 
Millet and sorgh. 189 45.8 5755 
2000 area 2000 yield 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 586 46.4 6124 
Rye 0 0.0 0 
Barley 50 47.9 3650 
Oats 0 0.0 71 
Corn 717 21.5 2306 
Rice 761 45.0 3447 
Millet and sorgh. 175 54.0 6694 
^All area and yield figures are for the United Arab Republic only. 
Area and yield trends were not estimated for other countries in the region. 
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Table 208. Projected cereals production for West-Central Africa 
Crop 
1960 prod. 
(1000 M.T.) 
1970 prod. 
(1000 M.T.) 
1985 prod. 
(1000 M.T.) 
2000 prod. 
(1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 
Corn 
Rice 
Millet and sorgh. 
22 
2629 
1704 
4587 
31 
3035 
2131 
5720 
43 
3564 
2731 
7387 
53 
4023 
3295 
9026 
Table 209. Projected cereals production for East Africa 
1960 prod. 1970 prod. 1985 prod. 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 M.T.) (1000 M.T.) (1000 M.T.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 141 156 174 190 
Barley 24 24 24 24 
Oats 11 11 11 11 
Corn 3523 4566 5998 7310 
Rice 1290 1651 2186 2713 
Millet and sorgh. 2148 2148 2148 2148 
Table 210. Projected cereals production for Republic of South Africa 
1960 prod. 1970 prod. 1985 prod. 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 M.T.) (1000 M.T.) (1000 M.T.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 813 
Rye 11 
Barley 33 
Oats 117 
Corn 5043 
Millet and sorgh. 236 
1066 1415 1733 
22 39 56 
52 77 98 
160 214 260 
5043 5043 5043 
350 492 611 
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A S S U M I N G  A  L O W  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
CROP 
1960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1960 YIELD 
(IOC KG./HA.) 
1960 PROD. 
( LOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 13188 
RYE 635 
BARLEY 5414 
OATS 414 
CORN 691 
RICE 567 
MILLET AND SORGH 89 
8.9 
9.8 
10.7 
11.3 
11.9 
1 8 . 1  
1 2 . 2  
11801 
622 
5818 
468 
824 
1026 
108 
CROP 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1970 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 14989 
RYE 577 
BARLEY 5528 
OATS 348 
CORN 579 
RICE 665 
MILLET AND SORGH 59 
8.9 
9.8 
11.5 
12 .8  
11.7 
19.6 
21.4 
13392 
566 
6346 
446 
679 
1301 
127 
CROP 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1985 PROD. 
(LOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 16708 
RYE 529 
BARLEY 5640 
OATS 289 
CORN 485 
RICE 775 
MILLET AND SORGH 51 
8.9 
9.8 
12.5 
14.8 
11.7 
2 1 . 8  
45.6 
1489C 
518 
7074 
429 
569 
1688 
233 
CROP 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
2000 YIELD 
(IOC KG./HA.) 
2000 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 17331 
RYE 503 
BARLEY 5591 
OATS 253 
CORN 425 
RICE 804 
MILLET AND SORGH 53 
8.9 
9.8 
13.7 
16.7 
11.7 
23.7 
64.3 
15369 
492 
7653 
421 
499 
1903 
344 
R 
i 
• [ 
I 366 
I 
I TABLE 212. CEREALS PROJECTIONS FOR WEST ASIA 
I ASSUMING A HIGH VARIANT LAND RESTRAINT 
I 
! 1960 AREA 1960 YIELD 1960 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (LOOC M.T.; 
WHEAT 13188 8.9 11801 
RYE 635 9.8 622 
BARLEY 5414 10.7 5818 
OATS 414 11.3 468 
CORN 691 11.9 824 
RICE 567 18.1 1026 
MILLET AND SCRGH 89 12.2 108 
1970 AREA 1970 YIELD 1970 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (IOC KG./HA.) (LOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 15215 8.9 13547 
RYE 577 9.8 566 
BARLEY 5634 11.4 6427 
OATS 349 12.8 446 
CORN 579 11.7 679 
RICE 665 19.6 1301 
MILLET AND SCRGH 59 21.4 127 
1985 AREA 1985 YIELD 1985 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (ICOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 17471 8.9 15512 
RYE 529 9.8 518 
BARLEY 5928 12.4 7321 
OATS 289 14.8 429 
CORN 485 11.7 569 
RICE 817 22.0 1796 
MILLET AND SORGH 52 45.5 238 
2000 AREA 2000 YIELD 2000 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 18944 8.9 16797 
RYE 503 9.8 492 
BARLEY 6112 13.3 8134 
OATS 253 16.7 422 
CORN 425 11.7 499 
RICE 937 24.3 2275 
MILLET AND SORGH 62 66.2 412 
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T A B L E  2 1 3 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  I N D I A  
A S S U M I N G  A  L O W  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
CROP 
1960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1960 YIELD 
(IOC KG./HA.) 
1960 PROD. 
(LOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 12913 
RYE 0 
BARLEY 3323 
OATS 0 
CORN 4318 
RICE 33567 
MILLET AND SORGH 35602 
8. 1  
0 . 0  
8 . 1  
0 . 0  
9.0 
14.2 
4.5 
10411 
0 
2708 
G 
3884 
47645 
15858 
CROP 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1970 PROD. 
(LOOG M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
15125 
G 
2661 
0 
5181 
36854 
35110 
9.7 
0.0 
8 . 1  
0 .0  
1 1 . 1  
16 .2  
5.1 
14697 
C 
2168 
C 
5767 
59755 
17847 
CROP 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1985 PROD. 
(LOOG M.T.) 
WHEAT 18444 
RYE 0 
BARLEY 1667 
OATS 0 
CORN 6368 
RICE 41372 
MILLET AND SGRGH 34373 
1 2 . 2  
0 . 0  
8 . 1  
0 . 0  
14.3 
19.2 
6 . 1  
22498 
G 
1359 
0 
9126 
79613 
20971 
CROP 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
2000 YIELD 
(IOC KG./HA.) 
2000 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
20928 
0 
648 
0 
7168 
43107 
32080 
14.7 
0 . 0  
8 . 1  
0 . 0  
17.5 
22.3 
7.2 
30722 
0 
528 
0 
12567 
96011 
23070 
3 6 8  
T A B L E  2 1 4 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  I N D I A  
A S S U M I N G  A  H I G H  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
1960 AREA 1960 YIELD 1960 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (lOOC M.T. 
WHEAT 12913 8.1 10411 
RYE 0 0.0 0 
BARLEY 3323 8.1 2708 
OATS C 0.0 C 
CORN 4318 9.0 3884 
RICE 33567 14.2 47645 
MILLET AND SGRGH 35602 4.5 15858 
1970 AREA 1970 YIELD 1970 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (1000 M.T.I 
WHEAT 15125 9.7 14697 
RYE 0 C.O C 
BARLEY 2661 8.1 2168 
OATS 0 C.O 0 
CORN 5181 11.1 5767 
RICE 36854 16.2 59755 
MILLET AND SORGH 35110 5.1 17847 
1985 AREA 1985 YIELD 1985 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (lOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 18444 12.2 22496 
RYE 0 0.0 C 
BARLEY 1667 8.1 1359 
OATS 0 C.O 0 
CORN 6368 14.3 9126 
RICE 41372 19.2 79613 
MILLET AND SORGH 34373 6.1 20971 
2000 AREA 2000 YIELD 2000 PROD. 
CROP (1000 HA.) (100 KG./HA.) (lOOG M.T.) 
WHEAT 21762 14.7 31946 
RYE 0 0.0 0 
BARLEY 674 8.1 549 
OATS 0 0.0 C 
CORN 7454 17.5 13068 
RICE 45506 22.3 101354 
MILLET AND SORGH 33635 7.2 24265 
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T A B L E  2 1 5 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  O T H E R  S O U T H  A S I A  
A S S U M I N G  A  L O W  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
C R O P  
1960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1960 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1960 PROD. 
(lOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 4811 
RYE 0 
BARLEY 227 
OATS 0 
CORN 481 
RICE 10166 
MILLET AND SCRGH 1338 
8.2 
0.0 
6.4 
0 . 0  
1 0 . 1  
15.3 
4.1 
3936 
0 
146 
G 
483 
15547 
546 
CROP 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1970 PROD, 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SCRGH 
5392 
0 
227 
0 
544 
10923 
1250 
8 . 2  
0.0 
6.4 
0 .0  
10 .1  
17.9 
4.1 
4412 
0 
146 
C 
548 
19606 
513 
CROP 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1985 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 6190 
RYE 0 
BARLEY 227 
GATS 0 
CORN 639 
RICE 11962 
MILLET AND SORGH 1127 
3.2 
0 . 0  
6.4 
0.0 
10 .1  
21.9 
4.2 
5065 
0 
146 
G 
645 
26254 
468 
CROP 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
2000 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
2000 PROD. 
( 1 0 0 0  M . T . )  
WHEAT 6416 
RYE 0 
BARLEY 210 
OATS 0 
CORN 682 
RICE ' 12021 
MILLET AND SORGH 943 
8 . 2  
0 .0  
6.4 
0 . 0  
10 .1  
26 .0  
4.2 
525C 
C 
135 
0 
688 
31258 
396 
370 
T A B L E  2 1 6 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  O T H E R  S O U T H  A S I A  
A S S U M I N G  A  H I G H  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
CROP 
1960 AREA 
(lOOC HA.) 
1960 YIELD 
(IOC KG./HA.) 
1960 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 4811 
RYE 0 
BARLEY 227 
OATS 0 
CORN 481 
RICE 10166 
MILLET AND SGRGH 1338 
8 . 2  
0 . 0  
6.4 
0.0 
10 .1  
15.3 
4.1 
3936 
G 
146 
0 
483 
15547 
546 
CROP 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1970 PROD. 
(ICOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 5392 
RYE 0 
BARLEY 227 
OATS 0 
CORN 544 
RICE 10923 
MILLET AND SCRGH 1250 
8.2 
0.0 
6.4 
0.0 
10 .1  
17.9 
4.1 
4412 
0 
146 
0 
548 
19606 
513 
CROP 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1935 PROD. 
(lOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 6190 
RYE 0 
BARLEY 227 
OATS 0 
CORN 639 
RICE 11962 
MILLET AND SCRGH 1127 
8.2 
0 . 0  
6.4 
0.0 
1 0 . 1  
21.9 
4.2 
5065 
C 
146 
C 
645 
26254 
46 8 
CROP 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
2000 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
2000 PROD. 
(lOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 6921 
RYE 0 
BARLEY 227 
OATS 0 
CORN 734 
RICE 12913 
MILLET AND SGRGH 1015 
8 . 2  
0.0 
6.4 
0 . 0  
1 0 . 1  
2 6 . 0  
4.2 
5663 
0 
146 
C 
742 
33518 
427 
371 
T A B L E  2 1 7 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  J A P A N  
A S S U M I N G  A  H I G H  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
CROP 
1960 AREA 
(ICOO HA.) 
1960 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1960 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SCRGH 
6 1 8  
0 
770 
86 
45 
3251 
6 1  
24.5 
15.8 
24.0 
19.9 
23.2 
47.4 
15.2 
1511 
1 
1850 
17C 
105 
15425 
93 
CROP 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1970 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
• ATS 
CORN 
R ICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
491 
0 
410 
71 
18  
3350 
23 
29.2 
0.0 
27.7 
2 1 . 8  
32.5 
56.9 
19.6 
1435 
0 
1136 
155 
6C 
19055 
45 
CROP 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1985 PROD. 
(lOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
302 
0 
0 
50 
0 
3474 
0 
36.3 
0.0 
0 . 0  
24.8 
0 . 0  
71.0 
0.0 
1097 
C 
c 
123 
G 
2468C 
CROP 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
2000 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
2000 PROD. 
(lOOG M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
DATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
113 
0 
0 
28 
0 
3579 
0 
43.4 
0.0  
0 . 0  
27.8 
0.0 
85.2 
0.0 
49 C 
0 
c 
78 
C 
30486 
C 
372 
T A B L E  2 1 8 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  O T H E R  E A S T  A S I A  
A S S U M I N G  A  L O W  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
CROP 
1960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1960 YIELD 
(IOC KG./HA.) 
1960 PROD. 
(lOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 172 
RYE 36 
BARLEY 812 
OATS 0 
CORN 5020 
RICE 27749 
MILLET AND SGRGH 321 
11.3 
6.3 
10.3 
0 . 0  
8 . 8  
1 6 . 8  
4.4 
195 
23 
837 
C 
4399 
46744 
141 
CROP 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1970 PROD. 
(ICOG M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SCRGH 
227 
36 
926 
0 
6921 
31581 
320 
13.8 
6.3 
10.3 
0.0 
9.7 
18.7 
4.5 
312 
23 
955 
0 
6721 
59202 
144 
CROP 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1985 PROD. 
(lOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SCRGH 
3G6 
36 
1083 
0 
9003 
35790 
319 
17.1 
6.3 
10.3 
0 . 0  
11.7 
2 1 . 6  
4.6 
523 
23 
1117 
C 
10537 
77162 
148 
CROP 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
2000 YIELD 
(IOC KG./HA.) 
2000 PROD. 
(lOOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
360 
32 
1103 
0 
10634 
38408 
301 
19.8 
6.3 
10.3 
0 . 0  
14.2 
24.3 
4.7 
711 
20 
1138 
0 
15059 
93196 
142 
373 
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A S S U M I N G  A  H I G H  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
1960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
172 
36 
8 1 2  
0 
5020 
27749 
321 
1960 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
11.3 
6.3 
10.3 
0.0 
8 . 8  
1 6 . 8  
4.4 
1960 PROD. 
(ICCC M.T.) 
195 
23 
837 
C 
4399 
46744 
141 
CROP 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1970 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 227 
RYE 36 
BARLEY 926 
OATS 0 
CORN 6921 
RICE 32192 
MILLET AND SORGH 320 
13.8 
6.3 
10.3 
0.0 
9.7 
18.7 
4.5 
312 
23 
955 
C 
6721 
60181 
144 
CROP 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1985 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
306 
36 
1083 
0 
9281 
37622 
319 
17.1 
6.3 
10.3 
0 . 0  
11.5 
21.4 
4. 6 
523 
23 
1117 
0 
10714 
80395 
148 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
360 
32 
1103 
0 
11207 
41831 
301 
2000 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
19.8 
6.3 
10.3 
0 .0  
13.8 
23.9 
4.7 
2000 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
711 
20 
1138 
C 
15427 
99821 
142 
374 
T A B L E  2 2 0 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  O C E A N I A  
A S S U M I N G  A  H I G H  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
CROP 
1960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
1960 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1960 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SCRGH 
5435 
29 
945 
1355 
8 1  
21 
148 
1 2 . 6  
4.1 
11.9 
8.3 
21.9 
59.1 
16 .2  
6829 
1 2  
1126 
1126 
178 
126 
240 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SCRGH 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
7736 
29 
950 
1740 
100 
28 
210 
1970 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
14.1 
4.1 
12.2 
1 0 . 0  
2 6 . 2  
70.0 
19.5 
1970 PROD. 
(lOOO M.T.) 
10912 
12 
1157 
1738 
262 
198 
409 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SCRGH 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
8876 
23 
767 
1762 
103 
31 
240 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1 6 . 1  
4.1 
13.0 
1 2 . 6  
32.9 
86.3 
24.5 
1985 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
14298 
9 
994 
2215 
338 
265 
588 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
9196 
18  
622 
1645 
101 
31 
247 
2000 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
17.8 
4.1 
14.3 
15.1 
39.5 
102.7 
29.6 
2000 PROD. 
(1000 M.T.) 
16383 
7 
887 
2492 
401 
316 
732 
I 
I 
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i 
Table 221. Cereals projections for low income nations assuming a low 
variant land restraint^ 
1960 area 1960 yield 1960 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 32893 8.8 32154 
Rye 705 9.5 668 
Barley 10107 9.8 12802 
Oats 435 12.7 565 
Corn 20600 10.8 29451 
Rice 75935 15.6 121561 
Millet and sorgh. 37739 4.6 27494 
1970 area 1970 yield 1970 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 37516 9.5 39081 
Rye 645 9.5 610 
Barley 9698 10.4 13135 
Oats 381 14.1 550 
Corn 25684 11.7 37965 
Rice 85206 17.7 154413 
Millet and sorgh. 37122 5.2 31300 
1985 area 1985 yield 1985 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 43396 10.7 49875 
Rye 592 9.4 559 
Barley 9012 11.4 13571 
Oats 334 15.9 542 
Corn 32443 12.5 51415 
Rice 97016 20.7 205608 
Millet and sorgh. 36245 6.3 37098 
2000 area 2000 yield 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 46730 11.9 59387 
Rye 559 9.5 529 
Barley 7991 12.8 13694 
Oats 307 17.3 541 
Corn 38248 13.8 65300 
Rice 103325 23.6 249866 
Millet and sorgh. 33740 7.3 41701 
^Area times yield does not equal production since some countries' 
production trends were estimated directly when area and yield data were 
not available. 
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Table 222. Cereals 
variant 
projections for 
land restraint^ 
low income nations assuming a high 
1960 area 1960 yield 1960 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 32893 8.8 32154 
Rye 705 9.5 668 
Barley 10107 9.8 12802 
Oats 435 12.7 565 
Corn 20600 10.8 29451 
Rice 75935 15.6 121561 
Millet and sorgh. 37739 4.6 27494 
1970 area 1970 yield 1970 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 37741 9.5 39236 
Rye 645 9.5 610 
Barley 9804 10.4 13215 
Oats 381 14.1 550 
Corn 25684 11.4 37965 
Rice 85817 17.7 155392 
Millet and sorgh. 37122 5.2 31300 
1985 area 1985 yield 1985 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 44156 10.6 50492 
Rye 592 9.4 559 
Barley 9298 11.3 13817 
Oats 334 15.9 542 
Corn 32720 12.5 51591 
Rice 98890 20.6 208949 
Millet and sorgh. 36246 6.3 37098 
2000 area 2000 yield 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 49655 11.8 62395 
Rye 559 9.5 529 
Barley 8544 12.5 14198 
Oats 307 17.3 541 
Corn 39160 13.7 66222 
Rice 110173 23.5 264465 
Millet and sorgh. 35368 7.4 42927 
^Area times yield does not equal production since some countries' 
production trends were estimated directly when area and yield data were 
not available. 
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Table 223. Cereals projections for medium income nations assuming a high 
variant land restraint^ 
1960 area 1960 yield 1960 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 28127 14.7 42245 
Rye 7802 13.2 10320 
Barley 6917 16.1 11174 
Oats 5650 13.3 7609 
Corn 20120 15.6 36576 
Rice 4079 43.9 17904 
Millet and sorgh. 1065 15.1 1841 
1970 area 1970 yield 1970 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 27253 17.8 49638 
Rye 6210 14.5 9018 
Barley 6436 19.4 12509 
Oats 5006 15.5 7900 
Corn 22663 17.0 43717 
Rice 4287 51.1 21923 
Millet and sorgh. 1022 16.1 1998 
1985 area 1985 yield 1985 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 25755 22.2 58554 
Rye 4508 15.8 7155 
Barley 5884 24.5 14468 
Oats 4556 18.7 8743 
Corn 25938 19.1 54776 
Rice 4563 61.7 28164 
Millet and sorgh. 997 17.5 2236 
2000 area 2000 yield 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 24141 26.3 65182 
Rye 3698 16.8 6256 
Barley 5840 30.8 18103 
Oats 4250 22.2 9699 
Corn 28743 21.3 66334 
Rice 4806 72.0 34617 
Millet and sorgh. 1000 19.0 2510 
^Area and yield estimates for Union of South Africa are not included. 
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T A B L E  2 2 4 .  C E R E A L S  P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  H I G H  I N C O M E  N A T I O N S  
A S S U M I N G  A  L O W  V A R I A N T  L A N D  R E S T R A I N T  
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
I960 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
105890 
20976 
29717 
32782 
29681 
891 
9447 
1960 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
1 1 . 8  
10.4 
16.3 
13.5 
31.4 
36.6 
17.2 
1960 PROD. 
(ICOC M.T.) 
125212 
21845 
48329 
44394 
93128 
3258 
16286  
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
1970 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
111490 
18085 
41591 
18334 
33309 
902 
9471 
1970 YIELD 
(IOC KG./HA.) 
14.3 
1 1 . 0  
18.3 
17.3 
41.5 
47.4 
28.5 
1970 PROD. 
(lOOC M.T.) 
158877 
19955 
76033 
31666 
138309 
4277 
27017 
CROP 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SORGH 
1985 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
111997 
12958 
54834 
8711 
37411 
900 
9118 
1985 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
18.4 
12.4 
21.9 
20.7 
57.2 
62.5 
46.7 
1985 PROD. 
(ICOO M.T.) 
205937 
16010 
119919 
18039 
213967 
5625 
42564 
CROP 
2000 AREA 
(1000 HA.) 
2000 YIELD 
(100 KG./HA.) 
2000 PROD. 
(ICOC M.T.) 
WHEAT 
RYE 
BARLEY 
OATS 
CORN 
RICE 
MILLET AND SCRGH 
112092 
8969 
64349 
5274 
40697 
893 
8789 
22.7 
14.5 
25.2 
22.6 
73.4 
76.5 
65.8 
254702 
13018 
162037 
11905 
298712 
6826 
57863 
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Table 225. Cereals projections for high income nations assuming a high 
variant land restraint 
1960 area 1960 yield 1960 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 105890 11.8 125212 
Rye 20976 10.4 21845 
Barley 29717 16.3 48329 
Oats 32782 13.5 44394 
Corn 29681 31.4 93128 
Rice 891 36.6 3258 
Millet and sorgh. 9447 17.2 16286 
1970 area 1970 yield 1970 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 111490 14.3 158877 
Rye 18085 11.0 19955 
Barley 41591 18.3 76033 
Oats 18334 17.3 31666 
Corn 33309 41.5 138309 
Rice 902 47.4 4277 
Millet and sorgh. 9471 28.5 27017 
1985 area 1985 yield 1985 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 112000 18.4 205942 
Rye 12958 12.4 16010 
Barley 54835 21.9 119920 
Oats 8711 20.7 18039 
Corn 37411 57.2 213967 
Rice 900 62.5 5625 
Millet and sorgh. 9119 46.7 42569 
2000 area 2000 yield 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 112119 22.7 254759 
Rye 8969 14.5 13018 
Barley 64359 25.2 162047 
Oats 5275 22.6 11905 
Corn 40697 73.4 298712 
Rice 893 76.5 6826 
Millet and sorgh. 8797 65.9 57930 
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Table 226. Cereals projections for 96 nation total assuming a low variant 
land restraint^ 
1950 area 1960 yield 1960 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 166909 11.7 199610 
Rye 29483 11.1 32833 
Barley 46741 14.8 72305 
Oats 38868 13.5 52568 
Corn 70400 20.9 159153 
Rice 80904 17.3 142723 
Millet and sorgh. 48250 7.3 45621 
1970 area 1970 yield 1970 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 176258 13.8 247595 
Rye 24940 11.9 29583 
Barley 57724 17.1 101676 
Oats 23721 16.8 40116 
Corn 81655 25.3 219989 
Rice 90395 19.6 180613 
Millet and sorgh. 47615 10.1 60314 
1985 area 1985 yield 1985 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 181148 17.1 314365 
Rye 18058 13.1 23724 
Barley 69730 20.7 147956 
Oats 13601 19.9 27325 
Corn 95791 31.8 320156 
Rice 102479 22.9 239397 
Millet and sorgh. 46360 14.4 81897 
2000 area 2000 yield 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 182962 20.4 379269 
Rye 13226 14.9 19802 
Barley 78179 24.3 193833 
Oats 9831 22.2 22145 
Corn 107687 38.3 430344 
Rice 109024 26.2 291309 
Millet and sorgh. 43528 19.4 102073 
^Area times yield does not equal production since some countries' 
production trends were estimated directly when area and yield data were 
not available. 
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Table 227. Cereals projections for 96 nation total assuming a high 
variant land restraint^ 
1960 area 1960 yield 1960 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 166909 11.7 199610 
Rye 29483 11.1 32833 
Barley 46741 14.8 72305 
Oats 38868 13.5 52568 
Corn 70400 20.9 159153 
Rice 80904 17.3 142723 
Millet and sorgh. 48250 7.3 45621 
1970 area 1970 yield 1970 prod. 
Crop (100 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 176484 13.8 247750 
Rye 24940 11.9 29583 
Barley 57830 17.1 101756 
Oats 23722 16.8 40116 
Corn 81655 25.3 219989 
Rice 91006 19.5 181592 
Millet and sorgh. 47615 10.1 60314 
1985 area 1985 yield 1985 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 181911 17.0 314987 
Rye 18058 13.1 23724 
Barley 70017 20.7 148203 
Oats 13601 19.9 27325 
Corn 96069 31.7 320332 
Rice 104353 22.8 242737 
Millet and sorgh. 46361 14.4 81902 
2000 area 2000 yield 2000 prod. 
Crop (1000 Ha.) (100 Kg./Ha.) (1000 M.T.) 
Wheat 185914 20.3 382335 
Rye 13226 14.9 19802 
Barley 78743 24.2 194347 
Oats 9832 22.2 22145 
Corn 108599 38.1 431266 
Rice 115871 25.9 305908 
Millet and sorgh. 45164 19.0 103366 
^Area times yield does not equal production since some countries' 
production trends were estimated directly when area and yield data were 
not available. 
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the factors are not only application of more inputs, but adoption of better 
practices and inputs ; and not only use of practices and inputs known at 
some given time, but continued discovery, development and use of new produc­
tion technologies and inputs, some of which are not now known. 
Lack of progress in yields is in evidence in many regions, but Argen­
tina and Uruguay, Table 201, are especially interesting. These countries, 
with natural resources not unlike many regions with rapidly rising yields, 
exhibit almost no yield progress. 
Tables 221 through 225 present projections for the low, medium and 
high income countries included in the study. While the contrast between 
yield progress in the high income versus medium income countries is not 
great, a comparison of the low income countries with the other two is 
striking. The projections forecast an ever-widening spread between yield 
levels in the low income countries and yields elsewhere. And it must be 
recalled that estimates for the low income countries (Tables 221 and 222) 
exclude the effects of most African yields. To include them would un­
doubtedly lower the trends of the low income country aggregate even 
further. 
Tables 226 and 227 summarize the results for all 96 countries. 
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CHAPTER V. ANALYSIS OF PROJECTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION-DEMAND 
COMPARISONS IN 1970, 1985 AND 2000 
The time trends presented and discussed in the preceding chapter 
provide the basic requirements for comparing future production and demand. 
Production is projected subject to constraints on land expansion where 
possible, and demand projections are derived from projected population and 
income using methods described in Chapter III. 
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the resulting comparisons 
to assess where and when possible serious imbalances may occur, and to 
analyze the manner in which the factors under study simultaneously deter­
mine the outcome as they evolve through time. 
Appendix A. presents 1960 average food balances for each of the 21 
regions; for aggregates of low, medium and high income countries; and for 
the 96 country total. These are based on USDA's food balances, but they 
have been adjusted in the way specified in Chapter III so that conceptu­
ally, the entries titled "domestic disappearance" include all demand for 
primary agricultural products. 
Appendix B. presents 1970 and 1985 production-demand comparisons for 
the above 25 groupings of countries. The appendix is subdivided at 2 lev­
els. The first level subdivisions correspond to assumptions on population 
growth, and the numbers 1, 2, and 3 in the appendix designations refer to 
low, medium and high population variants, respectively. Second order sub­
divisions correspond to total income growth rate assumptions, and the 
letters a, b, and c refer to income growth at the population growth rate 
(constant per capita income), low income variant and high income variant, 
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respectively. Thus, for example. Appendix B.2.b. contains 1970 and 1985 
production-demand comparisons assuming medium population variants and low 
variant total incomes; Appendix B.l.c. contains 1970 and 1985 comparisons 
assuming low population and high income, etc. 
Appendix C. presents production-demand comparisons for 2000. Sub­
divisions and designations identical to those in Appendix B. are used. 
Comparisons of production and demand are presented for two alternative 
upper bounds on cropland expansion in some cases. If, for at least one 
country in an aggregate, two variants for the cropland expansion constraints 
have been specified, and land expansion is actually bounded before 2000 
under the low variant, then two sets of results are presented for each of 
the years, 1970, 1985 and 2000, Note that if area becomes bounded, say, 
between 1970 and 1985, the two sets of 1970 comparisons will be identical, 
while for 1985 and 2000, the comparisons associated with low constraints 
will differ from those computed with high constraints. This format adds to 
consistency, though some redundancy also results. 
When production-demand comparisons are to be given for both low and 
high variant land constraints, but for the same time, population assump­
tions and income assumption, then the two balances appear consecutively 
within each subsection of the appendix. 
As a final step before considering the results, it will be useful to 
specify the way the discussion and analysis will be organized. Each of 
the 21 regional aggregates will be examined individually, and some common 
features affecting all future comparisons for the aggregate will be con-
) 
sidered first. These include the nature of the 1960 balances, estimated 
base period income elasticities estimated by FAG, the completeness of crop 
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coverage in each product class, and whether or not total crop area becomes 
bounded. Comparisons of production and demand for the intermediate years, 
1970 and 1985, will be analyzed; and results under medium population, con­
stant per capita income and, where specified, low land constraint assump­
tions will be taken as benchmarks. Projections under benchmark assumption 
are found in Appendices B.2.a. and C.2.a. Significant differences occurring 
under other population, income and land constraint assumptions will then 
be discussed. Long-term comparisons for the year 2000 will be considered 
using the same procedural framework as for 1970 and 1985. 
Comparisons for the United States 
United States income elasticities are among the world's lowest. The 
highest estimate, 0.21, is for meat. Among the negative elasticities 
estimated are -0.2 for cereals and milk, and -0.1 for starchy roots, pulses 
and eggs. Other elasticities used are 0.15 for fruit and vegetables, 0.1 
for oil crops and zero for sugar. 
The base period food balance in Appendix A. shows about 80 percent of 
cereals and oil crops domestic disappearance allocated to feed use. These 
two classes of products are produced far in excess of domestic demand, 
while most sugar requirements are met by imports. 
It can be inferred that most future demand increases will come from 
population growth. Income increases will affect demand for cereals posi­
tively through feed demand since meat production is the largest determinant 
of feed demand, but a counterbalancing effect can be foreseen through re­
duced direct per capita consumption of cereals at higher income levels. 
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Land expansion is unbounded throughout the projection period, and in 
2000, areas of crops included in the analysis exceed their 1960 levels by 
30.6 million hectares. 
Crops for which trends have been estimated account for a very high 
percent of production in each product class except fruit and vegetables. 
There the estimated coverage is 60 percent. 
With medium population growth and constant per capita income, pro­
duction of cereals and oil crops would exceed domestic demand by very large 
and increasing margins in 1970 and 1985 as shown in Appendix B.2.a. The 
158 million ton surplus of cereals production projected for 1985 amounts 
to about half of estimated domestic production, while only about 30 percent 
of the estimated 50 million tons production of oil crops would be required 
domestically. Fruit and vegetable production does not keep pace with do­
mestic demand, even with per capita income assumed constant. Projected 
sugar production increases about keep pace with demand increases in 1985, 
leaving the country a net importer at about 1960 levels. Of course, no 
changes in demand for sugar are anticipated under other income assumptions 
because of the zero income elasticity. 
All income effects are relatively minor as would be expected. To 
compare the extremes, consider the projections for the United States in 
Appendix B.2.c. in relation to those just discussed. With a high variant 
income trend and medium population growth, 1985 per capita income would 
be 69 percent above benchmark levels, but meat demand would increase only 
11 percent. Feed demands rise 6 percent above benchmark levels as the 
result of demand differences for meat, milk and eggs. Changes in direct 
and indirect demand for cereals result in a net 3.3 percent increase above 
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the benchmark level; while for oil crops, the total increase is 5.6 percent. 
It will be recalled that the income elasticity of direct demand for oil 
crops is positive, and that it is negative for cereals. Fruit and vegeta­
bles show an 8 percent increase in demand and a 30 percent increase in the 
projected deficit when comparing the I.e. variant to the 2.a. variant. 
Comparing 1985 demand under low versus high population assumptions, 
but with constant per capita income in both cases (variant l.a. versus 
3.a.), demand for cereals is found to be 14 percent of 23 million tons 
greater. Of course, demand for all product classes differs by the same 
percent in this comparison since per capita income is the same. It is 
seen that the various demand projections differ more under the extreme 
population assumptions than under alternative income levels, even though 
the variability in income levels far exceeds the variability in population. 
Appendix C. illustrates the effects of continued operation of the 
forces just described for another 15 years to 2000, Vigorous production 
trends coupled with moderate population growth and severe damping of the 
effects of increased per capita income result in extremely large produc­
tion surpluses for cereals and oil crops under all demand assumptions. 
Extremes of cereals surpluses in amounts of 220 and 280 million metric 
tons are shown in Appendices C.3.c. and C.l.a., respectively. Correspond­
ing extremes for oil crops are 56 and 62 million tons. Sugar, pulses and 
root crops production grow at about the same rate as demand, while vege­
tables and fruit show increasing production deficits. 
In summary, the projections indicate that production capacity of 
United States agriculture will far exceed any of the possible patterns 
of domestic demand which have been postulated for the future. 
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Comparisons for Canada 
Base period income elasticities for Canada are similar to those for 
the United States. Elasticities for vegetables and fruit, oil crops and 
meat; 0.25, 0.2 and 0.26, respectively, are the only positive values esti­
mated. Cereals, pulses and eggs are estimated to have income elasticities 
of about -0,1, milk's elasticity is -0.2, and the elasticity estimated for 
starchy roots is -0.3. Sugar again shows no response to per capita income 
changes. From these values it is clear that population growth will be the 
major determinant of future Canadian domestic demand as was true for the 
United States. 
Estimates presented in Appendix A. show that Canada produced about 
50 percent more cereals (primarily wheat) than was required domestically 
in 1960. Like the United States, about 80 percent of domestic cereals 
demand was for livestock feed. Sugar, pulses, fruit and vegetables, and 
oil crops were all consumed in quantities well above domestic production. 
However, cereals are much more important to Canadian agriculture than any 
of these crops. 
Crops for which trends are estimated account for nearly all of esti­
mated 1960 production in each product class except fruit and vegetables. 
Only 55 percent coverage is estimated for this class. 
Total cropland expansion proceeds very slowly. The constraint set on 
cropland expansion exceeds the 1960 total by only 3.6 percent, but estimated 
area time trends remain unbounded until after 1985. 
Projections to 1970 and 1985 under assumptions of medium population 
growth and constant per capita income, the benchmark assumptions, are 
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presented in Appendix B.2,a. Cereals production advances well above demand 
by 1970, and the production surplus is projected to double the 1960 level. 
However, in the succeeding 15 years, demand increases 32 percent while pro­
duction projections rise about 17 percent. Thus, the rising cereals produc­
tion surplus projected for the decade 1960-70 levels off and then falls 
slightly between 1970 and 1985 as domestic demand "catches up". In the 
same 15 year period, production deficits for raw sugar and fruit and vege­
tables increase. 
Assuming a high income variant and medium population, variant 2.c., 
the per capita income estimate for 1985 lies 94 percent above the level 
estimated for variant 2.a. Comparing the associated demand estimates, 
meat demand increases 17 percent while demands for milk and eggs fall 7 
and 5 percent, respectively. The net effect on feed demand is a 9 percent 
increase. Total demand for cereals lies only 6 percent higher since off­
setting changes occur in demand for food and industrial uses. Demand for 
root crops lies 12 percent lower, reflecting the influence of a large 
negative income elasticity. Demands for fruit and vegetables are 16 per­
cent higher, and the production deficit increases 0.8 million tons. 
Appendix C. shows that by the year 2000, Canadian production has not 
outdistanced demand to nearly the extent found in the analysis of United 
States projections. Cereals production continues to dominate Canadian 
agriculture, and a sizeable production surplus is still in evidence under 
all assumptions as to future trends in factors affecting demand. Variant 
l.a., with low population and constant per capita income assumptions, re­
sults in a production surplus of 18.6 million tons of cereals in 2000; 
while at the other extreme, variant 3.c. yields only a 7.7 million ton 
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surplus. This later value is only slightly above the 1960 level. Vege­
tables and fruit is the only product class for which large deficits are 
projected in 2000. Deficits ranging up to 6.6 million tons are estimated. 
To summarize, the projections for Canada indicate that production 
will keep pace with domestic demand for the most part. Maintenance of 
Canada's traditional role as a grain exporter seems likely, though rapid 
population and income growth at home could limit the expansion of grain 
exports. 
Comparisons for Mexico 
Estimates of income elasticities are quite different for Mexico than 
for Canada and the United States. Values near 0.2 are estimated for 
cereals, starchy roots and pulses; 0.3 for milk; 0.4 for sugar; 0.5 for 
oil crops; 0.6 for meat and for vegetables and fruit; and 0.7 for eggs. 
Thus, it is assured that future income as well as population, will affect 
demand significantly. 
Appendix A. shows that Mexico was not a major importer of any class 
of food in 1960, but that moderate exports of sugar and vegetables and 
fruit were sustained. Feed demand accounted for about 13 percent of total 
domestic demand for cereals, and about half of oil crops demand was for 
livestock. 
Root crops and pulses are the only product classes for which time 
trend estimates on significant quantities of production are lacking. 
Both low and high variant constraints on cropland expansion are 
established for Mexico, but the trend in total area is not bounded before 
2000 under the low constraint even though projected area of crops increases 
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8 9  percent in the 40 year projection period. Estimates based on Harper's 
data show that the projected crop area for 2000 would still leave unex-
ploited about 30 percent of the low land variant potential. 
Consider first the production demand comparisons in 1970 and 1985 
under medium population growth and constant per capita income assumptions. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that production increases generally exceed the rise 
in demand. By 1985, only fruit and vegetables show a less favorable pro­
duction demand comparison than in 1959-61. 
However, noteworthy deviations from benchmark results are obtained 
with different population and income assumptions. Under variant 2.c. 
where high income growth is assumed, 1985 per capita income would more 
than double. Food and industrial demand for cereals increases 11 percent, 
feed demand increases 31 percent, and total domestic demand for cereals 
increases 13 percent or 2.2 million tons over benchmark levels. Thus, 
rather than a 1.6 million ton surplus, a 0.6 million ton deficit is pro­
jected. 
A fairly general principle can be illustrated by comparing cereals 
demands for Mexico with those for the United States and Canada. In low 
income countries, large relative increases in feed demand occur when in­
comes rise, but since feed demand is initially small, the effect on total 
cereals demand is also small. The total change in cereals demand related 
to increasing incomes comes primarily from expanded direct demand. 
In high income countries, direct demand for cereals often falls with 
higher incomes, though demand for feed usually will still advance. And 
since livestock feed makes up a large share of total demand in such coun­
tries, the total may well expand still further. 
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Demand for meat and for fruit and vegetables is 43 percent higher in 
1985 under variant 2.c. than under variant 2.a. Qualitatively similar 
comparisons result in other product classes. 
Varying the population assumptions while holding per capita income 
constant results in less striking contrasts. 1985 demands for variant 
3.a. are about 10 percent above those for variant l.a. 
By 2000, the forces discussed above create quite divergent results, 
depending on population and income assumptions. For the benchmark variant, 
2,a., the cereals and fruit and vegetables categories show a deficit, while 
other product classes show modest surpluses. However, for variant 3.c. 
where population is 4 times the 1960 level and per capita income triples, 
total domestic demand for cereals increases to 4.7 times the I960 level 
and a 7.7 million ton deficit results, i.e., 23 percent of estimated total 
demand. Feed demand accounts for about 16 percent of total cereals demand 
under these assumptions. Under variant I.e., total cereals demand is 
reduced 18 percent as compared to variant 3.c. This is the result of 
assuming that the same total income in 2000 is distributed among 20 percent 
fewer people. 
In summary, Mexico's agricultural output is projected to rise very 
rapidly, indeed. Area and yield increases both contribute significantly. 
That possible future deficits might occur is less surprising than that the 
projected deficits are not larger in view of the extremely large projected 
demand figures. Reductions in population growth could cause very substan­
tial export surpluses in future years, and certainly n@ crises in food 
supplies are evident in the projections to 1985. However, continued growth 
of Mexican population at present very high rates could outdistance the 
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present vigorous growth rates for agricultural output by a time near the 
turn of the century. 
Comparisons for Central America and the Caribbean 
Income elasticities for the 12 countries of this region are variable, 
but in general they are relatively high. Unweighted averages of estimated 
elasticities for cereals, sugar, starchy roots, pulses and vegetables and 
fruit all fall in the range, 0.18 to 0.35. Average elasticities for oil 
crops and the three livestock product classes range from 0.65 to 0.87. 
The lowest elasticity, 0.18, is for starchy roots, and the 0.87 value 
estimated for eggs is the highest. 
Appendix A. shows that the region imported about one-third of its 
cereals in 1960, that it was a major exporter of sugar, and that lesser 
quantities of fruit and vegetables were exported. Feed demand was only 
8 percent of total cereals demand. 
Among the 12 countries, crops for which time trends are estimated 
account for nearly all production of cereals and sugar. Coverage for other 
crops is variable, but root crops are covered least well throughout the 
region. 
Crop area is unbounded under the land constraint in all of the 12 
countries. The aggregate of all crop area trends estimated for the region 
projects a total crop area in 2000 which is 42 percent above the 1960 
level. However, area trends could not be estimated for a number of impor­
tant crops. Upper bounds on cropland expansion were derived from Harper's 
estimates for 6 of the 12 countries in the region. Of the 6, only Haiti's 
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1960 crop area was near the estimated potential. Estimated expansion 
potentials for the other 5 were far above any conceivable levels which 
might be reached by 2000. Three of the countries not studied by Harper 
had no crops for which estimated area trends were positive. Upper bounds 
on cropland expansion for the remaining three countries were routinely set 
at levels which would leave the area trends unbounded. 
Considering results for the benchmark variant in 1970 and 1985, 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that demand rises substantially faster than produc­
tion through the intermediate projection period for all product classes 
except sugar. Projected cereals production for 1985 is about half the 
level estimated for domestic demand. The corresponding fraction for root 
crops and pulses is about two-thirds, and for oil crops it is about two-
fifths. A deficit of about 1.8 million tons of fruit and vegetables is 
projected, while in 1960 the region exported about 1.6 million tons 
annually. 
Assuming high income levels and medium population, 1985 demands for 
meat, milk and eggs are, respectively, 32, 21 and 48 percent higher than 
under the benchmark variant for the same year. Feed demand is a small 
proportion of cereals demand, and the corresponding comparison for total 
cereals demand shows only a 12 percent increase. Production deficits under 
the 2.C. variant are higher, of course. Deficits of 4.6, 1.6 and 2.8 
million tons are estimated for cereals, root crops and fruit and vegetables, 
respectively. 
Assuming a low total income variant and medium population, variant 
2.b., demands actually fall slightly below levels estimated for the bench­
mark variant since under these assumptions, per capita incomes for the 
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region decline somewhat from 1960 levels. 
Comparing results for variants l.a. and 3.a., it is seen that high 
population generates demands which are 12 percent higher than under the 
low population assumption when per capita income is held constant. 
Appendix C.2.a. shows that by 2000, very sizeable deficits are pro­
jected for cereals, root crops, and fruit and vegetables when medium popu­
lation growth and constant per capita income are assumed. Cereals produc­
tion, though 65 percent above 1960 levels, accounts for only 40 percent of 
projected domestic demand, and a 6.5 million ton deficit is projected. 
Sugar continues to be produced in surplus at near 1960 levels, but root 
crops and fruit and vegetables production are a little over half of esti­
mated domestic demand. 
Other assumptions on population and income result in differences in 
demand qualitatively like those discussed for the 1985 estimates. Variant 
3.C. results in about 9 million ton annual deficits for cereals and fruit 
and vegetables in 2000. The most favorable balance occurs under low popu­
lation and constant per capita income assumptions, variant l.a., but a 
4.8 million ton deficit of cereals is still indicated. 
To summarize, projections for this region indicate that agricultural 
production is rising much less rapidly than demand throughout the projec­
tion period. Expanding crop areas are more important than yields in their 
effects on production. Sugar production continues to keep pace, and a con­
tinuing export surplus is projected. Evidence suggests that more rapid 
crop area expansion could be sustained, but the desirability of this has 
not been analyzed. Should per capita incomes rise rapidly in the region, 
the additional demand generated would place substantially more pressure on 
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food supplies. 
Comparisons for Brazil 
The structure of Brazilian food demand in 1960 is quite similar to 
that in Central America. Estimated income elasticity of demand for sugar 
is zero, and for pulses, 0.1. Starchy roots and cereals are estimated to 
have elasticities of 0.2 and 0.28, respectively; while for fruit and vege­
tables the estimate is 0.4. Estimates for oil crops and the 3 livestock 
product classes are distributed in the range, 0.5 to 0.61. 
Appendix A. shows that in 1960, Brazil was a net exporter in every 
crop product class except cereals. Cereals demand exceeded production 
by 1.4 million tons. Feed demand for cereals was 38 percent of total 
cereals demand, and about 20 percent of root crops demand was for feed. 
Crops for which time trends are estimated account for at least 87 
percent of production in each of the 6 product classes. 
Low and high variant constraints on cropland expansion are estimated 
for Brazil, but area trends are unbounded even under the low variant con­
straint. Total projected crop area in 2000 is 81 percent above the 1960 
total, but according to estimates derived from Harper's study, the area 
projected for 2000 by extending time trends is only about 25 percent of the 
low variant potential. Like many tropical regions, Brazil's soil resources 
are judged to be of much lower productivity than soils in the temperate 
zones; however, the estimated quantity of unused but potentially cropable 
land is striking, indeed. 
Turning now to results for the intermediate projection period, 1970 
and 1985, a somewhat mixed pattern is projected under the benchmark 
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assumptions. Estimates presented in Appendix B.2.a. show about the same 
deficit for cereals in 1970 as was indicated in 1960, but by 1985, a 5 
million ton deficit is projected. Both sugar and oil crops are produced 
in increasingly surplus quantities through 1985, while a trend toward 
slight deficits is observed for the other 3 product classes. 
Under variant 2.c., per capita income is 70 percent higher than under 
2.a., and in 1985, demands for meat, milk and eggs are found to be 31, 32, 
and 26 percent higher, respectively than under variant 2.a. Feed demand 
increases 31 percent. Total demand for cereals increases 19 percent, and 
demand for root crops rises 13 percent. The net effect in terms of pro­
duction-demand comparisons is a 10.9 million ton deficit of cereals and 
a 5.9 million ton deficit of root crops. Only sugar, whose income elas­
ticity is zero, retains the same position; all other demands rise in com­
parison to results for variant 2.a. 
Effects of alternative population assumptions are illustrated by com­
paring variants 2.a. and 2.c. in 1985. Demand for each commodity is 17 
percent greater under the high population assumption. Assuming high in­
come and high population in 1985, variant 3.c., demand for cereals is 37 
percent higher than under low population and constant per capita income 
assumptions. 
Under the benchmark assumptions, sugar and oil crops continue to be 
produced in surplus quantities in 2000. Appendix C.2.a. shows that def­
icits are projected for the other 4 commodity classes. Compared to 1960, 
total cereals demand increases 3 times by 2000, while production rises 
2-1/2 times. While this is a very substantial production increase, it 
does not match the increase in demand, and it falls even further below 
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demand under other assumptions. 
For variant 3.c., estimated cereals production is only 60 percent of 
demand, and a 22.3 million ton deficit is projected. Assumptions of low 
population and high income, variant I.e., result in a cereals demand pro­
jection which is 20 percent lower and a deficit which is halved. Minimum 
cereals demand is estimated when low population and constant per capita 
income are assumed. While there is some variability by crops, the produc-
tion-demand comparisons are not unfavorable relative to those in 1960. 
In summary, Brazil's agricultural output shows quite vigorous growth, 
primarily from cropland expansion. Evidence available suggests that the 
cropland trend can continue, or even accelerate if necessary. However, 
total demand has a potential for even more rapid growth, though no serious 
shortages appear in the projections for 1970 and 1985. Demand projections 
and production-demand comparisons for 2000 show great variability, largely 
because of uncertain population trends. The low and high population esti­
mates for that date differ by almost 60 million; a figure little below 
total 1960 population for the country. Too, income trends are important 
in determining demand because of high income elasticities. 
Comparisons for Argentina and Uruguay 
Demand structure in this region is somewhat unique in that 1960 in­
come elasticities of demand for livestock products are relatively small 
while those for crop products are more characteristic of low income coun­
tries. Elasticity estimates for meat and milk are less than 0.1, and the 
estimate for eggs is about 0.3, The estimated elasticity for cereals is 
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0.19. Root crops demand is estimated to have near zero income elasticity, 
while for pulses, oil crops, and vegetables and fruit, estimates range 
from about 0.4 to 0.6. Thus, per capita income changes will affect food 
and industrial demand primarily, and they will have little effect on feed 
demand. 
Appendix A. shows that the region was an exporter in every product 
class except fruit and vegetables in 1960. Cereals were produced in amounts 
about 70 percent greater than domestic demand, leaving about 5.8 million 
tons for export (either as cereals or livestock). Feed demand accounted 
for about 40 percent of total cereals demand and about half of total oil 
crops demand. 
At least 75 percent of the production in each product class is account­
ed for by crops included in this study. 
Neither country's crop area trends were bounded before 2000; area 
expansion projected by extending time trends amounts to only 14 percent 
over the 40 year period. Hot^ever, the total area projected for 2000 is 
only about one-third of the low variant potential estimated from Harper's 
data. Of course, this is a much more significant unused potential than 
some, for it occurs in a region where soil productivity is higher than in 
many other areas. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that no significant changes occur in the pro­
jected production-demand comparisons through the intermediate years, 1970 
and 1985. Production and demand grow along essentially parallel time 
paths. Under variant 2.c., per capita incomes in 1985 are about twice as 
high as under benchmark assumptions. Total cereals demand lies 6.7 per­
cent higher, and the production surplus is reduced from 5.3 to 4.6 million 
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tons. Vegetables and fruit demand increases 35 percent, and the production-
demand balance changes from a 0.6 million ton surplus to a 2.1 million ton 
deficit. Other changes are less significant. 
Population differences under the various assumptions are not great 
in 1985, and variants l.a. and 3.a., embodying low and high population 
assumptions, respectively, along with constant per capita income, show 
only small demand differences. 
Continuing for another 15 years under benchmark assumptions yields 
production-demand comparisons for 2000 which are very similar to those 
in 1985. Appendix C.3.c. shows that under the most pressing demand assump­
tions deficits do occur, but none are of crisis proportions. A 3.8 million 
ton deficit of fruit and vegetables is the most striking figure. Produc­
tion surpluses are maintained for cereals and oil crops, but at reduced 
levels. Other deficits are minor. Under these assumptions, total demand 
for cereals increases 94 percent, root crops' demand increases 75 percent 
and demand for fruit and vegetables increases 152 percent above 1960 lev­
els . These values appear small compared to corresponding demand increases 
in other Latin American countries, and the reason why production keeps 
pace with demand more easily is clear. 
Summarization of projections for Argentina and Uruguay can be done 
briefly. Small area and yield increases raise production somewhat less 
rapidly than demand, and projected demand increases are only moderate. 
Unused cropland potential in these countries represents a substantial 
stock of idle agricultural capacity. Perhaps more important, yield trends 
in this region are distinctly less vigorous than in regions with similar 
climate and soils, and potential agricultural capacity in this form may be 
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even larger. 
Comparisons for Other South America 
The structure of agricultural demand for this region as a whole is 
similar to that for Brazil and Central America. The unweighted average 
1960 income elasticity for starchy roots is the lowest for any of the 9 
product classes; 0.2. Estimated elasticities for cereals, sugar, pulses 
and vegetables and fruit lie in the range, 0.33 to 0.41. Oil crops and the 
3 livestock product groups have estimated income elasticities ranging from 
0.71 to 0.81. Again, per capita income as well as population will be a 
major determinant of food demand. 
Appendix A. shows that 1960 domestic production of cereals was only 
about 76 percent of domestic demand. Root crops and vegetables and fruit 
were important components of domestic demand, as were cereals. Feed de­
mand was concentrated primarily in cereals and root crops, but in both cases, 
the feed component was only slightly over 10 percent of total domestic de­
mand. Thus, even though livestock products demand, and hence feed demand, 
may show sizeable relative gains in response to per capita income increases, 
the income effect through demand for food and industrial uses will be more 
important. Modest production surpluses are recorded for all other crop 
product classes except oil crops. 
Except for fruit and vegetables, a high proportion of production in 
each product class is accounted for by crops whose area and yield or pro­
duction trends have been estimated. However, only about half of all fruit 
and vegetable production is included. Almost no production data were avail­
able for pulses, oil crops, and fruit and vegetables in Bolivia, but 
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production in that country is a small fraction of the regional totals. 
As in every other Latin American country, crop area expansion is 
unbounded through 2000 in each of the 7 countries of the region. The 
total of all area trends included rises 53 percent above the 1960 level 
by 2000, but the total projected for 2000 amounts to only 20 percent of 
the low variant cropland potential estimated from Harper's data. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that production in each of the 3 major product 
classes rises less rapidly than demand through 1970 and 1985 under bench­
mark assumptions. Total demand in 1985 increases over 1960 levels by 
about 100 percent for cereals, root crops and fruit and vegetables. Pro­
jected cereals and fruit and vegetables deficits are about 6 million tons 
each, and the estimated deficit for root crops is about 3.8 million tons. 
Considering the effects of higher per capita incomes, the assumptions 
of variant 2.c. result in demand increases for cereals, root crops, and 
fruit and vegetables of 15, 12 and 20 percent, respectively, relative to 
demands under variant 2.a. Deficits projected under variant 2.c. are 
8.2, 5.4 and 10.2 million tons, respectively, for cereals, root crops, 
and fruit and vegetables. 
Alternative population assumptions result in about the same demand 
variability as observed under 1985 income alternatives. Demand for all 
product classes is about 16 percent higher under variant 3.a. than under 
variant l.a. in 1985. 
By 2000, sizeable deficits are projected under all demand variants, 
and in every product class except sugar. Appendix C. shows minimum and 
maximum cereals deficits of 6.8 and 17.4 million tons. Other product 
classes show similar contrasts in the projections to 2000. 
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In summary, though production levels increase over the 40 year projec­
tion period, projected demand grows much more rapidly, even by 1970 and 
1985. Expanding crop areas account for most of the production increases 
projected, while positive yield trends contribute in only a minor way. 
Unused land resources are estimated to exceed projected land use in 2000 
by a wide margin. Both population and income are important determinants 
of future demand, and if both high population and high income trends are 
assumed, a continuation of recent production trends would result in output 
levels which are less than half the projected demands. 
Comparisons for Northern Europe 
Northern Europe, of course, is a region where average incomes are 
high, and the structure of demand in 1960 reflects the high income and 
consumption levels. Estimated income elasticities for cereals and root 
crops are -0.3 and -0.37, respectively. Pulses, oil crops and milk have 
estimated elasticities which are positive, but near zero; the elasticity 
estimate for sugar is 0.18; and the highest estimates, 0.37 to 0.30, are 
associated with vegetables and fruit, meat and eggs. Each figure reported 
above is a simple average of estimates for the 12 countries. Intercountry 
variability in elasticity estimates is small. 
Appendix A. shows that the region was a major food importer in 1960. 
Estimated cereals production was nearly 24 million tons less than domestic 
demand. Estimated deficits for sugar, fruit and vegetables, and oil crops 
were 2.4, 13.1 and 8.0 million tons, respectively. 
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Crops for which time trends were estimated in this study account for 
nearly all production in every product class except fruit and vegetables 
where only about 40 percent coverage is estimated. 
Total projected expansion in crop area by 2000 is only 4.7 percent 
for the region, and most of this occurs in France. Area trends for Norway 
and Sweden become bounded by 1970; Denmark, United Kingdom and West Germany 
area trends are bounded between 1970 and 1985; and area trends in Finland, 
France, Netherlands and Switzerland are bounded between 1985 and 2000. 
Total area estimates for Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg and Ireland are lower 
in 2000 than in 1960. 
Appendix B.2.a. presents results for 1970 and 1985 under benchmark 
assumptions. The most significant features of these production-demand 
comparisons are found in the cereals and root crops categories. A dramatic 
shift is projected for cereals wherein the 1960 deficit is reduced by 15 
million tons by 1970 and a surplus of 20.4 million tons is projected by 
1985. On the other hand, the deficit of root crops increases to 38.7 
million tons by 1985. 
A more interesting set of projections is found in Appendix B.2.c. 
where results are reported for assumptions of medium population and high 
income growth. Relative to the 1985 benchmark variant, feed components of 
demand for cereals and root crops increase 18.0 and 13.1 million tons, 
respectively, while respective food components fall 5.5 and 8.9 million 
tons. A surplus of 7.9 million tons is projected for cereals along with a 
42.9 million ton deficit of root crops. Production of fruit and vegetables 
and oil crops also fall short of demand, and the deficits are somewhat 
larger than in 1960. Of course, the deficit of root crops reflects the 
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absolute decline in production; the demand increase is moderate. 
The high variant population projection for 1985 exceeds the low variant 
projection by only 6.8 percent, so demand variability associated with alter­
native population trends is not great. 
Appendix C.2.a. presents results for the benchmark assumptions in 2000. 
Cereals production is projected at a level 2.4 times 1960 production, and a 
50 million ton surplus is estimated. A 64 million ton deficit of root 
crops is projected as production falls to 21 percent of 1960 levels. 
Under the assumptions of medium population and high income, variant 
2.C., the projected cereals surplus is 28 million tons and the root crops 
deficit is 73.9 million tons in 2000. Feed components of cereals and root 
crops demand are estimated to be about 75 percent of their total demands. 
Results associated with other demand variants do not differ greatly. 
Although the balance among individual product classes is uneven, the 
projections clearly imply that expansionary forces acting on European 
agricultural output will cause production increases well in excess of 
demand growth. Of course, a given tonnage of root crops is produced with 
fewer agricultural resources than the same tonnage of cereals, and the 
adjustment needs implied between future cereals and root crops production 
should cause no problems. Moreover, the assumption adopted here that 
cereals and root crops will be fed to livestock in constant proportions 
through future years is at least questionable. 
Rising yields are the dominant factor affecting agricultural output, 
and barley area increases, largely at the expense of other crops, has 
been particularly important in raising cereals production. Projected 
population increases are small and income elasticities are relatively 
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low, so future demand increases are only moderate. 
The implications for long term U.S. grain exports to this area are 
clear, though adjustments in livestock feeding practices indicated above, 
and future internal agricultural policies in Europe will almost certainly 
result in cereals surpluses less dramatic than those indicated in this 
s tudy. 
Comparisons for Southern Europe 
Estimated income elasticities for root crops and pulses demand in 
Southern Europe are near zero, and the elasticity estimate for cereals 
is -0.21. Oil crops and vegetables and fruit demand have elasticities 
estimated at 0.3, and elasticity estimates for sugar and the 3 livestock 
product classes are in the range, 0.6 to 0.76. 
Appendix A. shows that in 1960, Southern Europe produced 5.4 million 
tons of vegetables and fruit in excess of domestic demand, but that 
domestic production was below domestic demand for all other product 
classes. Again, the cereals category is most notable, for a 6.6 million 
ton deficit was recorded; 21 percent of domestic demand. Cereals were the 
major feed commodity, and feed demand accounted for 40 percent of demand in 
this product class. 
Estimated crop area trends for Greece are bounded by 1970, but trends 
in total area for the other 3 countries of the region are negative. For 
the region, the sum of all estimated areas in 2000 is 21 percent below the 
sum of the trend values in 1960. 
Crops included in the study cover a high percentage of production in 
each product class except fruit and vegetables where coverage is estimated 
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to be about 70 percent. 
Estimates presented in Appendix B.2.a. show that projected production 
rises more rapidly than demand through 1970 and 1985 under the benchmark 
assumptions. Steadily growing surpluses are projected for sugar, root 
crops and oil crops, while excess demand for pulses varies little from the 
1960 level. By 1985, the cereals deficit is reduced to 3.8 million tons, 
and a 37.4 million ton surplus is projected for fruit and vegetables. 
When high income and medium population are assumed, significant 
differences are observed. Relative to 1985 results under the benchmark 
variant, Appendix B.2.c. shows that the feed component of cereals demand 
increases 9.7 million tons as a result of increased per capita income and 
relatively high income elasticities for livestock products. However, the 
food and industrial component falls 4.3 million tons, and the result is 
an excess demand estimate of 9.2 million tons; 2.6 million tons higher 
than in 1960. Demands in other product classes increase accordingly, but 
a 28.7 million ton surplus of fruit and vegetables remains. 
Variations between low and high population assumptions result in 1985 
demands 3.6 percent below and above benchmark levels, but even under vari­
ant 3.C. where high population and income are assumed, the total 1985 pro­
duction-demand balance compares reasonably well with 1960. Cereals and 
oil crops deficits increase 3.9 and 1.4 million tons, respectively, from 
1960; but the deficit for root crops decreases 1.3 million tons, and the 
surplus of fruit and vegetables increases 21.7 million tons. 
Considering the benchmark projections in 2000, production-demand 
comparisons are much like the corresponding ones in 1985, except that 
the surplus of fruit and vegetables rises to 56.7 million tons. 
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Comparing 2000 results for variants I.e. and 3.c. with 1960 estimates, 
it is seen that future population growth will have a sizeable effect on de­
mand. In both cases, the estimated cereals deficit in 2000 is above the 
1960 value, but it is 5.6 million tons greater when high population is 
assumed rather than low population. Of course, per capita incomes are 
not the same under variants I.e. and 3.c. If they were, the comparison 
would be more striking. 
Under the most pressing demand assumptions, variant 3. C . ,  agricultural 
production-demand comparisons show a mixed pattern in 2000. Excess demand 
for cereals increases 8.7 million tons above 1960 levels, and the produc­
tion surplus for fruit and vegetables increases 35.6 million tons. 
Falling areas for a number of field crops, rising yields for these 
same crops, and very strongly positive production trends for fruit and 
vegetables are the dominant features reflected in the agricultural produc­
tion projections for Southern Europe. Projections of slow population 
growth along with moderate to high income growth result in demand projec­
tions which are not generally excessive relative to production. Cereals 
may be an exception. The feed component of cereals demand is quite re­
sponsive to per capita income growth because of the relatively high income 
elasticity of demand for livestock products. 
Comparisons for Eastern Europe 
The estimated average income elasticity for cereals and root crops 
in 7 countries of Eastern Europe is -0:16, and for pulses, the estimate 
is 0.14. Values in the range 0.35 to 0.44 are estimated for sugar, 
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vegetables and fruit, milk and eggs, while income elasticities for oil 
crops and meat are estimated to be 0.51 and 0,55, respectively. 
Appendix A. shows that in 1960, Eastern Europe's production of cereals 
was 4.5 million tons less than domestic demand, but that production in 
each other crop product class except oil crops exceeded demand by a small 
margin. Large domestic disappearances of cereals and root crops were re­
ported. Slightly less than half the total demand for these products was 
for food and industrial use, and the remainder was for feed. Thus, income 
will have counteracting effects on future demand for these commodities 
through the negative income elasticity of demand for direct consumption, 
and through the positive income elasticity of demand for livestock products. 
Again, the only significant omissions from the time trend estimates 
of production are found in the fruit and vegetables category. 
The total crop area in 2000 estimated from area trends included in 
this study is about 2 percent less than the sum of the trend estimates 
for 1960. Area trends for Romania are bounded between 1970 and 1985; 
Bulgaria and Yugoslavia area expansion is bounded between 1985 and 2000; 
and trends for the other 4 countries in the region are unbounded through­
out the projection period. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that under the benchmark variant, excess demand 
falls steadily through 1985 for all product classes except root crops. By 
1985, the 1960 cereals deficit is changed to a 4.3 million ton annual 
surplus, and the 0.7 million ton fruit and vegetable surplus increases 
to 11.3 million tons. However, in the same 25 year period, the 3.7 million 
ton surplus of root crops changes to a 5.2 million ton deficit. 
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The effect of higher incomes on 1985 demand is very pronounced. 
Appendix B.2 .C. shows that the feed components of cereals and root crops 
demand increase 17.3 and 13.0 million tons respectively, while the food 
and industrial components decrease 5.8 and 8.0 million tons. The 4.3 
million ton cereals surplus estimated under the benchmark assumptions be­
comes a 7.1 million ton deficit, and the deficit for root crops increases 
from 5.2 to 10.3 million tons. 
Varying population assumptions from low to high while holding per 
capita income constant causes a 7 percent change in 1985 demand. 
Projections to 2000 under benchmark assumptions are qualitatively 
the same as in 1985 as shown in Appendix G.Z.a. Projected production 
increases are more than adequate to provide for demand increases brought 
about by population growth except in the case of root crops where a 10 
million ton deficit is projected. 
High income again increases demand sharply, but in addition, alter­
native population assumptions differ by 15 percent in 2000, and demand 
projections under the various assumptions are quite diverse. Assuming 
low population and high income, variant I.e., only root crops production 
falls short of projected demand in 2000; but under variant 3.c., a 10.9 
million ton cereals deficit is projected as well as a 22.7 million ton 
root crops deficit. Projected sugar production is in surplus by 6.5 
million tons, but estimated excess demands for other commodities are not 
greatly different from 1960 levels. 
In summary, projections of demand in most countries of Eastern Europe 
reflect slow to moderate population growth, though Poland, the largest 
country in the region, also shows the highest population growth rate. 
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Demand for some important commodities is quite responsive to income growth, 
and while projected production values increase more rapidly than popula­
tion, demands resulting from high population and income growth are well 
in excess of production for some important commodities. 
Comparisons for the U.S.S.R. 
Two negative income elasticities are estimated for 1960 demand in 
the Soviet Union: -0.22 for cereals and -0.3 for root crops. Estimated 
elasticity for pulses is 0.1 and for oil crops, 0.8. Elasticities for 
sugar, vegetables and fruit, and the livestock product classes are esti­
mated to be in the range, 0.35 to 0.53. 
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Appendix A. shows that 1960 production surpluses were realized for 
cereals, root crops and oil crops, but that in all product classes, pro­
duction and domestic demand differed by only about 10 percent at most. 
Cereals and root crops were again the major crops fed to livestock. The 
feed component was about 32 percent of total demand for each of these 
product classes. 
Only about 10 percent of fruit and vegetable production is accounted 
for by crops included in this study, but coverage in the remaining pro­
duct classes is essentially complete. 
Expansion of total crop area is bounded before 1970 at a level 2.5 
percent greater than the total of all estimated areas in 1960. However, 
significant adjustments occur among individual crops. Most notably, a 
large increase in barley area is projected. 
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Appendix B.2.a. shows that significant changes are projected for the 
production-demand balances by 1985 under the benchmark assumptions. Both 
cereals and root crops move from surplus to deficit positions. A 4.2 
million ton deficit is projected for cereals, and a 24.6 million ton def­
icit for root crops. Large surpluses are projected for pulses and fruit 
and vegetables. 
Appendix B.2.c. shows that the effect of high income on total demand 
for cereals and root crops is negative. Reduced demand for food and indus­
trial uses more than offsets the increased feed demand, though deficits 
are still projected for 1985. Surpluses of sugar, pulses, fruit and vege­
tables and oil crops are all reduced, but each maintains its surplus posi­
tion. 
Low and high population assumptions with per capita income held con­
stant result in 1985 demand changes of -4.7 and 8.0 percent, respectively, 
relative to results under benchmark assumptions. 
Appendix C. presents a highly varied pattern of possible results for 
2000. Under benchmark assumptions, a cereals deficit of 14.5 million tons 
is projected along with a root crops deficit of 48.3 million tons. Sur­
pluses are estimated for the other 4 product classes, and those for vege­
tables and fruit and pulses, 42.6 and 32.9 million tons, respectively, 
are especially large. 
The range between low and high population estimates for 2000 is 86.3 
million, and corresponding demand projections reflect this. Under variant 
I.e., low population and high income, surpluses are projected for all pro­
duct classes except root crops where a 24.9 million ton deficit is esti­
mated. However, under assumptions of high population and income, the 2000 
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projection for cereals shows a deficit of 35.2 million tons, and a 57.7 
million ton deficit is projected for root crops. Changes among other 
commodities are less significant. 
To stjmmarize, though population growth projected for the Soviet Union 
is not extremely high by world standards, it is, nevertheless, substantial. 
Moreover, the production-demand comparisons herein imply that the future 
course of population will be an important determinant of actual future 
balances. Output expansion, based primarily on yield increases, is not 
presently increasing at a pace which will match the most extreme of the 
several demand projections. 
Comparisons for North Africa 
Demand structure throughout nearly all of Africa reflects the low 
income and consumption status common for the area. All estimated income 
elasticities for the 7 countries of North Africa are positive. Elasticity 
estimates for cereals, root crops, pulses and vegetables and fruit are, 
respectively, 0.31, 0.24, 0.39 and 0.50. The estimate for milk is 0.75, 
and estimates for sugar, oil crops and meat are in the range 0.84 to 0.87. 
For eggs demand, the income elasticity estimate is 1.16. 
Appendix A. shows that in 1960, the region exported about 30 percent, 
or 3 million tons, of fruit and vegetables production as well as minor 
quantities of pulses and oil crops. Deficits were reported for other pro­
duct classes, and the 2.4 million ton excess demand for cereals was most 
significant. Feed was a minor component of demand; only 6 percent of 
cereals demand was for this use. 
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Crops for which production trends are estimated account for nearly 
all production of cereals, root crops and pulses, and coverage is least 
adequate for oil crops and vegetables and fruit. 
The United Arab Republic is the only country for which area trends 
were estimated in all of Africa. Total area expansion for that country 
was bounded between 1970 and 1985 at a level 15.6 percent above the 
estimated 1960 level. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows a distinct worsening of the production demand 
comparisons in the intermediate projection years. By 1985, medium popu­
lation growth alone causes the cereal demand projection to be about 50 
percent above projected production, and a 12.1 million ton deficit results. 
Slightly increased production surpluses are projected for root crops and 
fruit and vegetables, but other product classes show worsening deficits. 
Under the same population assumption, but assuming a high income 
trend, variant 2.c., deficits are projected for all commodities in 1985. 
Relative to 1985 benchmark projections, demand for cereals increases 
13.5 percent. The feed component of domestic demand increases 53.4 per­
cent, but it is only a small part of the total. Demands for oil crops and 
meat rise 48.7 and 52.5 percent, respectively, compared to 1985 benchmark 
levels. 
Assuming low versus high population with constant per capita income 
results in 1985 demand levels which lie 6.9 percent below and 2.5 percent 
above 1985 benchmark levels. However, even under low population assump­
tions, demand is distinctly higher relative to production than in 1960. 
Qualitatively, all results for 2000 are very similar; demand outstrips 
production. Appendix C.l.a. shows slightly larger surpluses for fruit and 
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vegetables and root crops than in 1960, but an 18 million ton cereals 
deficit is projected. At the other extreme. Appendix C.3.c. shows a pro­
jected 36.7 million ton cereals deficit, or 61 percent of total demand, and 
deficits occur for all other commodities. It will be recalled that the 
elasticity for cereals demand was among the lowest for the region, but the 
effects of population and income assumptions for variant 3.c. cause a 250 
percent increase in cereals demand above the 1960 level. Cereals production 
increases only 60 percent in the 40 year projection period when present 
trends are extended. Larger production increases are estimated for other 
product classes, but demand estimates are higher also. 
The summary of the projections for North Africa can be brief. Present 
rates of agricultural production growth are less than necessary to meet 
almost any foreseeable pattern of demand, and steadily worsening production-
demand comparisons are projected throughout the period under study. 
Comparisons for West-Central Africa 
Income elasticity estimates for West-Central Africa are similar to 
those for North Africa. The average root crops elasticity for the 11 
countries is 0.19, and values in the range 0.40 to 0.56 are estimated 
for cereals, pulses and vegetables and fruit. A higher value, 0.74, is 
estimated for oil crops, and the income elasticities estimated for sugar, 
and the 3 livestock products are highest; 1.21 to 1.47. All of the above 
values are simple averages of estimates for the 11 countries. However, 
Nigeria has over half the region's population, and elasticity estimates 
for livestock products demand in that country are significantly lower than 
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the average. 
Production trends have been estimated for crops accounting for nearly 
all production in each product class. 
Appendix A. shows that in 1960, the region produced substantial quan­
tities of oil crops in excess of domestic demand. Root crops, pulses, and 
vegetables and fruit were also produced in surplus quantities, but domestic 
demand exceeded production of cereals and sugar by modest amounts. Feed 
demand was small; the feed component of cereals demand was only 6 percent 
of the total. Cereals, root crops and fruit and vegetables were the most 
important crops used domestically. 
Projections to 1970 and 1985 under benchmark assumptions are presented 
in Appendix B.2.a. They show production increasing slightly faster than 
demand for pulses and oil crops. However, increasing deficits are projected 
for all other product classes. By 1985, a 5 million ton deficit is pro­
jected for cereals, a 6.4 million ton deficit for fruit and vegetables, and 
a 18.8 million ton deficit for root crops. 
Projected income increases are very small for Nigeria and Congo 
(Kinshasa), the region's two largest countries, and consequently, the 
combination of high income and medium population, variant 2.c., produces 
little increase in demand above that reflected in the benchmark projections. 
Compared to variant 2.a., 1985 demand for cereals, root crops, and vegeta­
bles and fruit increase, respectively, 10.2, 2.7 and 10.6 percent. 
Low and high population assumptions, together with constant per capita 
income, result in 1985 demands 5.2 percent below and 6.3 percent above 
benchmark levels. 
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Production-demand comparisons for 2000 are similar to those for 1985. 
Appendix C.2.a. shows that projections to 2000 under the benchmark variant 
produce a 12.9 million ton cereals deficit, a 55.2 million ton root crops 
deficit, and a 17.2 million ton deficit of fruit and vegetables. Small 
surpluses are projected for pulses and oil crops. Under the high popula­
tion and income assumptions, cereals, root crops, and fruit and vegetable 
production estimates are only about half the corresponding demand estimates, 
and respective deficits of 18.2, 74.0 and 24.3 million tons are projected. 
The synopsis of the projections for West-Central Africa is much the 
same as for North Africa. Demand outstrips production under all population 
and income assumptions. But there is another, more pessimistic conclusion 
to be drawn from these comparisons. While the contributions of population 
to demand growth are large, (Nigeria's high variant projection quadruples 
the 1960 level), per capita income increases are modest, or even negative 
under several low income variant projections. If genuine economic develop­
ment occurs in this region, the income elasticities presently in evidence 
ensure that food demand will be much greater. 
Comparisons for East Africa 
The 1960 income elasticity of demand for root crops in East Africa 
is estimated to be 0.22, and for cereals, pulses, and vegetables and 
fruit, estimates range from 0.41 to 0.54. Demands for oil crops and the 
3 classes of livestock products are projected using base period elasticity 
estimates in the range, 0.78 to 1.07. A value of 1.26 is estimated as the 
income elasticity for sugar. 
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Appendix A. shows that in 1960, East Africa was essentially self-
sufficient in each of the 6 crop product classes. Minor excess demands 
were reported for cereals, fruit and vegetables, and sugar, and production 
exceeded demand by a small margin in each of the other product classes. 
Cereals, root crops, and fruit and vegetables were again the dominant 
commodities in both production and domestic disappearance, and the feed 
component of domestic demand was small. 
Crops for which time trends are estimated account for high proportions 
of production in each product class except fruit and vegetables where the 
coverage is estimated to be about one-half. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that under benchmark assumptions, 1985 demands 
exceed production for 4 of the 6 product classes. Cereals, root crops, 
and fruit and vegetables deficits of 2.3, 2.2 and 2.1 million tons, respec­
tively, are projected. The cereals deficit is 17.4 percent of domestic de­
mand; the deficit of root crops is 28.3 percent; and the fruit and vegeta­
bles deficit is 23.1 percent of demand. 
Appendix B.2.c. indicates that the effect of combining high income and 
medium population assumptions is to increase 1985 demands for cereals, root 
crops, and fruit and vegetables 14.9, 10.6 and 43.5 percent, respectively, 
above benchmark levels. Sugar demand, with a 1960 income elasticity of 
1.26, increases 113 percent. Deficits are projected for all 6 product 
classes in 1985 under variant 2.c. Cereals, root crops and fruit and 
vegetables demands each exceed production by between 3 and 6 million tons. 
The range between 1985 demands under low and high population assump­
tions with constant per capita income is 11 percent. 
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Projections to 2000 under benchmark assumptions show even larger 
deficits for the 3 major product classes, together with small to moderate 
surpluses of sugar and oil crops. About 65 percent of projected 2000 
demand for cereals, root crops and fruit and vegetables can be provided by 
domestic production according to estimates presented in Appendix C.2.a. 
Again, demand outpaces production under all assumptions as to future 
population and income growth. Under variant l.a., projected deficits for 
the 3 major crops range from 3.8 to 5.1 million tons, and moderate sugar 
and oil crops surpluses are projected. At the other extreme, assumptions 
of high income and population growth result in projected 2000 deficits for 
all commodities. Production projections are less than half of demand for 
cereals, root crops and fruit and vegetables, and deficits of 13.4, 8.3 
and 13.5 million tons, respectively, are estimated. 
Clearly, the summary for East Africa must be similar to those for the 
preceding 2 African regions. Expansionary forces on the demand side far 
exceed those on the production side insofar as they are reflected in the 
projections. 
Comparisons for The Republic of South Africa 
The 1950 estimated demand structure for this country differs somewhat 
from the rest of Africa. The estimated income elasticity of demand for 
cereals is -0.09, estimates for sugar and root crops are each 0.1, and the 
elasticity estimate for pulses is 0.2. Elasticity estimates for meat and 
fruit and vegetables are about 0.4, those for milk and eggs are each 0.5, 
and the elasticity estimate for oil crops, 0.8, is the highest recorded 
for the country. 
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Estimates presented in Appendix A. show that in 1960 the country was 
a surplus producer in each crop commodity class except pulses where a very 
small deficit was reported. Cereals and vegetables and fruit were the 
major commodities produced and consumed, and the feed component of cereals 
demand was about 30 percent of the total. 
Crops for which time trends are estimated account for an estimated 81 
percent of fruit and vegetables production, and for nearly all production 
in every other product class. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that increased surpluses are projected in 1985 
for fruit and vegetables and sugar under benchmark assumptions. However, 
the balance for cereals changes from a 0.8 million ton surplus in 1960 to 
a 1.3 million ton deficit in 1985. Estimated 1985 cereals production is 
40 percent greater than in 1960, while demand increases 95 percent. 
The 1985 high variant income projection, when combined with medium 
population, results in a per capita income estimate 41 percent higher. 
Livestock products demand increases about 17 percent over 1985 benchmark 
levels, fruit and vegetable demand increases about 14 percent, but cereals ' 
demand increases only 2.4 percent. Thus, the overall comparison between 
production and demand is little different from benchmark results. 
Alternative population estimates are closely grouped, and therefore, 
so are the associated demand estimates. The 1985 low variant estimate is 
only 2,6 below the estimate for the medium assumption, and the high esti­
mate is only 4.2 percent above. 
By 2000, the projected cereals deficit grows to 5.1 million tons under 
benchmark assumptions as shown in Appendix C,2,a. Production-demand com­
parisons for other commodity classes are not drastically different from 1960. 
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Under high income and population assumptions, population more than 
triples by 2000, and per capita income rises 53 percent relative to 1960. 
Sugar production is still 0.6 million tons greater than demand, but 
cereals demand exceeds production by 7.3 million tons and deficits are 
projected for the other 4 product classes. 
Essentially the same result is obtained for 2000 when the high popu­
lation assumption is retained, but per capita income is assumed constant 
at the 1960 level. Even under assumptions of low population and constant 
per capita income, a 3.8 million ton deficit of cereals is projected. 
However, a 1.2 million ton surplus of sugar is also estimated, along with 
a 0.9 million ton surplus of fruit and vegetables. 
In summary, production increases projected for the Republic of South 
Africa are substantial, especially for sugar and fruit and vegetables. 
But production of corn, the major subsistence crop, increases only about 
50 percent over the 40 year projection period. Population growth dominates 
all of these, however. Projected population increases between 1960 and 
2000 range from 163 to 233 percent, and it is only under the most conserva­
tive population and income assumptions where estimated demand in 2000 is 
held to levels near projected production. 
Before proceeding to consider the remainder of the regions, it should 
be observed that though it has not generally been possible to take account 
of the possible future boundedness of crop areas in Africa, it seems likely 
that most results would have changed little if the study had included ex­
plicit area trends and cropland expansion constraints. It has been seen 
earlier that potential cropland estimates for tropical South America were 
far in excess of projected cropland use in 2000. Moreover, it will be 
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recalled that trends in total crop area for countries in that region were 
rising rapidly. Population density per unit of area in Latin America is 
much lower than in most underdeveloped areas, but in Africa, it is lower 
still (41, p. 42). Thus, the similarity in soils between parts of Africa 
and South America, together with the low population densities in both 
areas, suggest that in most African countries ample cropland is available 
to support the production projections which have been estimated. If there 
are exceptions to this judgement, they would be the countries of North 
Africa where large expanses of desert terrain are dominant. 
Comparisons for West Asia 
This region is made quite heterogeneous by inclusion of Cyprus and 
Israel, 2 relatively wealthy countries, with 6 others which are definitely 
underdeveloped. Though Cyprus and Israel are very small relative to the 
regional total (together, they had 4 percent of the region's 1960 popula­
tion), their demand structure is quite unlike the other 6 countries', and 
it will be discussed separately. 
Average 1960 income elasticities of demand for cereals in Cyprus and 
Israel are estimated to be -0.23, and zero income elasticities are esti­
mated for root crops and pulses. Estimated elasticities for the other 6 
commodities lie in the range, 0.25 to 0.42. 
Elasticity estimates for cereals and root crops in the remaining 6 
countries are about 0.25; pulses and vegetables and fruit elasticities 
are estimated to be about 0.45; the average estimate for oil crops is 
0.57; and sugar's elasticity is estimated to be 0.67. The 3 livestock 
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product classes have elasticity estimates in the range, 0.83 to 1.10. 
The 1960 production-demand comparisons for West Asia presented in 
Appendix A., and later projections, are strongly influenced by circumstances 
in Turkey and Iran which together account for 73 percent of the total popu­
lation of the region. Cereals and fruit and vegetables are seen to be the 
most important crops in both production and domestic disappearance, and the 
feed component of cereals demand amounts to 6.6 million tons, or 31 percent. 
Cereals production is 88 percent of demand, and a deficit of 2.5 million 
tons is estimated. Sugar production amounts to only slightly more than 
half of demand, but the commodity class is not a major one for the region. 
Other surpluses and deficits are small relative to production. 
Crops for which time trends have been estimated in this study account 
for only about 40 percent of fruit and vegetable production, but coverage 
in all other product classes is nearly complete. 
Production-demand comparisons are presented in Appendices B. and C. 
for both low and high variant constraints on cropland expansion. For 4 
of the 8 countries, 2 constraints were specified and land expansion was 
bounded under the low variant constraint. Area expansion was bounded for 
Iran between 1970 and 1985 under the low variant constraint and between 
1985 and 2000 under the high variant constraint. Area expansion in Israel 
was unbounded through 2000 under the high variant constraint; but under 
the low variant constraint, further expansion in total area was limited 
between 1970 and 1985. Jordan's total crop area trend was also unbounded 
for the high variant constraint; but for the low variant constraint, the 
boundary was reached before 1970. Finally, Syria's total area expansion 
was limited before 1970 when a low variant constraint was specified; and 
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between 1970 and 1985 when a high variant bound was specified. Only single 
variants were specified for Cyprus and Turkey, and Cyprus's total area ex­
pansion was limited between 1970 and 1985, while further expansion was 
limited in Turkey before 1970. Two variants were specified for both Iraq 
and Lebanon, but in both cases, area was unbounded through 2000 under the 
low variant constraint. 
For the region as a whole, total area trends projected to 2000 under 
the low variant constraints yield estimates of cropland use which are 16.6 
percent above the estimated cropland total for 1960; but when high variant 
constraints are specified, total projected crop area for 2000 is 27.3 per­
cent above the 1960 level. However, some countries exhibit much more ex­
pansion than indicated above. Crop area in Turkey accounts for over half 
of the regional total in 1960, and the single constraint on area expansion 
estimated for that country is only 0.1 percent above the estimated area 
in use in 1960. 
Projections for the region as a whole are dominated by production and 
demand estimates for Turkey and Iran, while results for Israel and Cyprus 
are quite different from others in the region. Projections for these 2 
will not be singled out for detailed examination, but as a qualifying 
statement to the discussion which follows, it should be recognized that 
projected production-demand comparisons for Israel and Cyprus indicate 
that production will rise about as rapidly as demand regardless of the 
assumptions adopted. Increasing surpluses of vegetable and fruit produc­
tion are projected under all assumptions. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that the most significant feature of projections 
through the intermediate years under benchmark assumptions is an increasing 
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deficit of cereals. Estimated 1985 cereals production is only 3.9 percent 
greater under the high land constraint assumption than under the low assump­
tion. For the low constraint assumption, estimated 1985 cereals production 
equals only 60.9 percent of demand, and a deficit of 16.3 million tons is 
estimated. On the whole, estimated 1985 excess demands in other product 
classes do not differ greatly from 1960 levels. 
Estimated 1985 cereals demand under assumptions of high income and 
medium population, variant 2.c., is 18.6 percent greater than under the 
benchmark variant, and for a low constraint on cropland expansion, a 24.0 
million ton deficit is projected. Livestock product demands under variant 
2.C. are about 50 percent greater than under variant 2.a. in 1985, and the 
estimated increase in feed demand is about 40 percent. Demands for sugar, 
fruit and vegetables and oil crops all rise substantially, and deficits of 
2.2, 5.7 and 1.2 million tons, respectively, are projected. 
Demands in 1985 are 4.8 percent lower under low population and constant 
per capita income assumptions than under benchmark assumptions, and they 
increase 3,1 percent above benchmark estimates when high population is 
assumed. 
Projections for West Asia presented in Appendix C. indicate serious 
deficits in the cereals category by 2000 under all population, income and 
land constraint assumptions, but the variability under different assump­
tions is still large. Under benchmark population and income assumptions, 
variant 2.a., the high land constraint assumption results in 8.8 percent 
greater cereals production than is estimated for a low constraint, but 
neither production projection reaches 50 percent of estimated 2000 demand. 
Estimated cereals deficits are 32.0 million tons with a low constraint, and 
• 
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29.6 million tons with a high constraint. Deficits are projected for all 
other product classes under both land expansion constraints, but they are 
less striking. 
Estimated cereals deficits in 2000 range from 24.0 million tons when 
low population, constant per capita income and high variant land constraints 
are assumed, to 49.9 million tons when high population, high income and low 
variant land constraints are assumed. Under these later assumptions, esti­
mated 2000 cereals demand is 3.57 times 1960 demand, but 2000 production is 
only 1.41 times the I960 level. Small surpluses are projected for vegeta­
bles and fruit and root crops under assumptions of less vigorous population 
and income trends, but under most assumptions deficits are projected for 
2000 in every product class. 
In summary, projected production-demand comparisons for West Asia are 
perhaps the most alarming of any appearing in this study. Estimated popu­
lation growth rates are very high, and projected demand is quite responsive 
to increasing per capita income. Recent production trends have been in­
fluenced substantially by expansion of crop area, and yield increases have 
been less important. Estimates of available crop area suggest that future 
increases in cropland will be limited. Thus, present trends in yields will 
need to be accelerated sharply if large future deficits are to be avoided, 
even if future demand grows at a relatively conservative pace. 
Comparisons for India 
The 1960 structure of demand in India reflects the low average income 
and consumption levels found in that country. The lowest estimated income 
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elasticity, 0.2, is associated with root crops demand. Cereals, pulses 
and meat demand are estimated to have elasticities of 0.43, 0.50 and 0.54, 
respectively. The elasticity estimate for vegetables and fruit is 0.78, 
for sugar it is 0.90, and for oil crops, it is 1.0. Estimates are highest 
for milk and eggs; 1.6 and 1.5, respectively. 
Appendix A. shows that in 1960, India was nearly self-sufficient in 
every product class. The feed component of demand was very small except 
for oil crops where a 2.3 million ton feed demand was estimated. Cereals 
are the most important crop produced and consumed. 
Crops for which time trends are estimated account for nearly all pro­
duction of cereals and oil crops, but for sugar, root crops and pulses, 
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the estimated coverage is only about two-thirds. The coverage estimate 
for fruit and vegetables is very small; about 10 percent. 
Crop areas are projected subject to low and high variant constraints 
on total cropland expansion. Under the low variant constraint, total area 
expands 21.5 percent above the 1960 level before becoming bounded between 
1985 and 2000. Total crop area remains unbounded through 2000 under the 
high variant constraint, and projected area in 2000 is 27.2 percent greater 
than the 1960 value. In this case, tables presented in Appendix B. showing 
projected production-demand comparisons in 1970 and 1985 under low variant 
land constraints are identical to the corresponding ones where high variant 
constraints are assumed. However, comparisons presented in Appendix C. 
differ under alternative land constraint assumptions. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that under assumptions of constant per capita 
income and medium population growth, projected production generally keeps 
pace with demand rather well. Cereals demand exceeds production by only 
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1.6 million tons in 1985. A 15.6 million ton deficit is projected for 
fruit and vegetables, along with a 6.6 million ton annual deficit of pulses. 
However, sugar and oil crops surpluses are projected for 1985 which are 
well above corresponding surplus levels estimated for 1960. 
Appendix B.2. C .  presents results for assumptions of high income and 
medium population. The resulting per capita income estimate is only 28 
percent above the level reflected in the 1985 benchmark projections. 
However, cereals demand increases 9.5 percent, pulses demand increases 
13.2 percent, and demand for vegetables and fruit increases 19.0 percent. 
Demands for meat, milk and eggs increase 14.1 percent, 38.9 percent and 
44.0 percent, respectively, and corresponding increases are indicated for 
feed demand. However, feed demand is such a small portion of total demand 
for crop products that the relative impact on total demand is not great. 
The projections indicate total 1985 deficits of 14.7 and 23.0 million tons 
of cereals and fruit and vegetables, respectively, under variant 2.c. 
Alternative population estimates for 1985 differ by about 11 percent, 
and corresponding variations are estimated for demand under variants l.a. 
and 3.a. 
Appendix C.2.a. shows that under assumptions of medium population, 
constant per capita income and a low variant land expansion constraint, 
deficits of 8.2, 11.6 and 25.9 million tons of cereals, pulses and fruit 
and vegetables, respectively, are projected for 2000. When the population 
and income assumptions are retained, but a high variant land constraint is 
assumed, a 0.3 million ton production surplus of cereals is estimated. The 
cereals production estimate for the high land constraint assumption repre­
sents a 5.1 percent increase over the estimate associated with low land 
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constraints. 
Appendix C.3.c. presents estimates for assumptions of high population 
and income. The same alternative estimates of production are retained. 
For these assumptions, 2000 population is 126 percent above the level for 
1960, but per capita income is only 46 percent greater. However, assump­
tions of low land expansion potentials then result in an estimated 48.6 
million ton cereals deficit, or 22.5 percent of estimated demand. Deficits 
are estimated for all other product classes, and the 45.9 million ton esti­
mate for fruit and vegetables and the 19.6 million ton value for pulses are 
most striking. 
Assuming a high land expansion constraint, the cereals deficit is re­
duced by 8.5 million tons, but it and most others are still large. 
Appendix C.l.c. shows that under assumptions of low population and 
high income, the cereals deficit is reduced substantially relative to re­
sults for variant 3.c., though the projected deficit of fruit and vegeta­
bles remains large. With a low variant land restriction, the estimated 
cereals deficit is 24.3 million tons, while if the high land restriction 
is adopted, it is reduced to 15.9 million tons. 
India's low and high variant population estimates for 2000 differ by 
143 million, and, of course, the potential difference in food demand is 
immense. 
In summary, projected production-demand comparisons for India are not 
as unfavorable as those for some other underdeveloped areas when measured 
by relative growth in production and demand. Indeed, under assumptions of 
low population and constant per capita income, a substantial surplus of 
cereals is estimated, and other deficits are not extremely large. However, 
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the very large population of this country, and its potential for further 
growth under less conservative population assumptions combine to effect 
some projected deficits which are very large in absolute value. This 
picture must be expanded further to recognize that present food consumption 
and income levels are very low, and that per capita income increases em­
bodied in the demand estimates are very meager. Any real economic develop­
ment would increase the projected deficits for 2000 and earlier years by 
a wide margin. 
Comparisons for Other South Asia 
Root crops and pulses demands in this region have estimated income 
elasticities of about 0.2, and estimated elasticities for cereals, vege­
tables and fruit, sugar and oil crops are 0.44, 0.68, 0.91 and 1.0, re­
spectively. Demand elasticities for both meat and milk are estimated to 
be 1.2, and the estimate for eggs is 1.5. 
Appendix A. shows that 1960 cereals production was about 89 percent 
of demand, and that a 2.6 million ton deficit was estimated. Except for 
an estimated 65 thousand ton surplus of oil crops, small deficits were 
estimated for all other product classes. The only feed demand estimated 
for the region was 0.3 million tons of oil crops. As is true of India, 
cereals are by far the dominant commodity class. 
Estimated crop coverage is essentially the same as for India. High 
proportions of cereals and oil crops production are accounted for by crops 
for which time trends have been estimated, but the estimated coverage of 
sugar, root crops and pulses is only about half, and for vegetables and 
fruit, it is less than 5 percent. 
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Both low and high variant constraints on cropland expansion were 
estimated for the 2 countries of this region, but Ceylon's area expansion 
was unbounded under the low variant constraint. Area expansion in Pakistan 
was bounded between 1985 and 2000 under the low constraint, but the bound 
was not reached by 2000 when the high constraint was specified. For the 
region, estimated total crop area in 2000 is 20.2 percent greater than 
1960 when low constraints are specified, and 29.3 percent greater than 
1960 when high constraints are introduced. 
Again, tables in Appendix B. presenting results for low and high 
variant restrictions on land expansion are identical when population and 
income assumptions are the same since total area is unbounded through 1985. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that a substantial cereals deficit is projected for 
1985 when medium population growth and constant per capita incomes are 
assumed. The deficit, 10.6 million tons, is 23.7 percent of estimated 
demand. A surplus of 11.2 million tons of fruit and vegetables is also 
projected, but this estimate must be qualified since, as specified earlier, 
it is based on time trend representing only a very small part of total 
production. 
Appendix B.2. C .  shows the result of assuming high income growth along 
with medium population. Average per capita incomes for the region increase 
about 70 percent above 1985 benchmark levels. Estimated 1985 demand in­
creases above benchmark levels are 17.0 percent for cereals, and 36.9 per­
cent for vegetables and fruit. Total 1985 demand for cereals is then 
estimated to be 53 percent greater than production, and an 18.1 million 
ton deficit results. 
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Population growth is rapid under all projections. In 1985, demand 
under variant l.a. is 6 percent lower than under variant 2.a., while demand 
under variant 3.a. is 5.2 percent greater than under the benchmark variant. 
However, a 7.9 million ton cereals deficit is projected for 1985 even under 
assumptions of low population growth and constant per capita income. 
Appendix C.2.a. indicates relatively large deficits for 2000 in all 
product classes except fruit and vegetables regardless of which bound is 
specified for cropland expansion. Cereals production is 7.4 percent 
greater when high variant land restrictions are specified than under low 
variant assumptions, but the lowest projected deficit is still 17.1 mil­
lion tons, or 29 percent of projected demand. 
Appendix G.3.c. presents production-demand comparisons under assump­
tions of high population and income growth. Population for the region is 
thus presumed to be 2.67 times the 1960 level, and average per capita in­
come increases 2.3 times. The projected deficit of cereals is 40.3 mil­
lion tons under low land restrictions, and 37.4 million tons under high 
land restrictions. Except for fruit and vegetables, estimated production 
in each other commodity class is less than one-half of demand. 
Even under assumptions of low population growth and constant per 
capita income, cereals deficits of 15.1 and 12.3 million tons are projected 
for 2000, under low and high variant land expansion constraints. 
To summarize, future production-demand comparisons for Other South 
Asia are dominated by expansionary forces on the demand side. Of course, 
this is not to say that production is stagnant. Continued trends for 
cereals production will nearly double output by 2000. Both crop areas 
and yields increase, but the combined effect is inadequate to keep pace 
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with demand. 
Comparisons for Japan 
The estimated structure of demand for Japan in 1960 is quite different 
from its neighbors. Two negative income elasticities are estimated: -0.1 
for root crops and -0.06 for cereals. Pulses and vegetables and fruit have 
estimated elasticities of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. Estimates for sugar, 
milk and eggs lie in the range, 0.7 to 0.8, and values of 1.0 and 1.12 are 
estimated for oil crops and meat. 
Appendix A. shows that 1960 demand exceeded production in all product 
classes, and that the largest deficits were reported for cereals, sugar 
and oil crops. Cereals, root crops and fruit and vegetables are the major 
components in Japanese production and demand, and cereals and root crops 
are also the most important commodities fed to livestock. However, the 
feed component in cereals demand is only 12.6 percent of the total, and 
root crops fed to livestock are 22.6 percent of the total. 
Crops for which trends have been estimated account for nearly all 
cereals, root crops and oil crops production, but coverage for sugar and 
pulses is only about 80 percent, and for vegetables and fruit, it is about 
30 percent. 
The trend in total crop area for Japan is distinctly negative, and by 
2000, estimated total area in crops is only 80 percent of the estimated 
level in 1960. 
Estimates in Appendix B.2.a. indicate that under benchmark assumptions, 
Japan's agricultural production rises at about the same rate as demand. The 
cereals deficit declines slightly through 1970 and 1985, and an 18.1 million 
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ton surplus of vegetables and fruit is estimated for 1985. 
Under variant I.e., 1985 per capita incomes rises to 3.86 times the 
level under the benchmark assumptions, but only moderate increases in crop 
commodity demands are projected. Relative to 1985 demand under benchmark 
assumptions, demand for meat, milk and eggs increases 151, 109 and 81 per­
cent, respectively; and demand for feed increases 119 percent. However, 
total cereals demand increases only 11 percent, and total demand for root 
crops increases 21 percent. Projected 1985 deficits of 6.2 million tons 
of cereals, 3.0 million tons of sugar, and 5.5 million tons of oil crops 
are estimated. 
Low and high variant population estimates for 1985 differ by 11 per­
cent, and corresponding differences between demand estimates under variants 
l.a. and 3.a. are observed. 
Appendix C.2.a. shows that medium population and constant per capita 
income assumptions result in a small surplus of cereals for Japan by 2000. 
Again, a large surplus of fruit and vegetables is projected. 
Under the most pressing demand assumptions, variant 3.c., deficits 
are projected for all commodity classes except fruit and vegetables. Cere­
als and oil crops, with estimated deficits of 8.4 and 7.2 million tons, 
respectively, are most notable. 
Appendix C.l.c. shows that the low population growth rate assumption, 
together with a high income assumption, result in a projected cereals 
deficit in 2000 which is less than was realized in 1960. The projected 
deficit for oil crops remains large, and deficits for sugar, root crops 
and pulses are also above 1960 levels. However, the 25.5 million ton 
estimated fruit and vegetable surplus is an offsetting factor. 
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To summarize, the projections indicate that Japan's agricultural 
production may keep pace with demand reasonably well, despite a rather 
striking 20 percent projected decline in crop area by 2000. Of course, 
projected yields rise; but most important, projected population growth is 
very modest. Large increases in projected income cause moderate increases 
in demand for sugar and vegetables and fruit, but its positive effect on 
feed demand for cereals and root crops is partially offset by the negative 
effect on demand for direct consumption. Japan seems likely to continue 
in its present role as an importer of cereals and oil crops, though this 
tendency may be less pronounced in the case of cereals than in oil crops. 
Comparisons for Other East Asia 
The estimated average 1960 income elasticity of demand for root crops 
in this region is 0.09. Estimates for cereals, pulses and vegetables and 
fruit are 0.29, 0.33 and 0.52, respectively. All other estimates are 
greater than 1.0. Those for sugar, oil crops, meat and eggs lie in the 
range, 1.02 to 1.16; and milk has the highest estimated elasticity, 1.44. 
Appendix A. shows that in 1960, production exceeded demand in each of 
the 6 crop product classes. The largest surplus recorded was 3.1 million 
tons of cereals, but this was only 6 percent of production. Cereals were 
the most important product class in both production and consumption, but 
large quantities of root crops and fruit and vegetables were also reported. 
Cereals and root crops were the most important commodities fed to livestock, 
but the feed component was small relative to total demand in each case. 
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Crops for which time trends are estimated account for nearly all 
production of cereals, sugar, root crops and oil crops, but only about 25 
percent of pulses production is covered, and estimated coverage for fruit 
and vegetables is less than 10 percent. 
Both low and high variant cropland expansion constraints are estimated 
for all countries of the region except South Korea. Total cropland expan­
sion in the estimates for South Korea is bounded between 1985 and 2000. 
Estimated total crop areas for Burma, Cambodia, China (Taiwan), Malaya 
and Indonesia are all unbounded through 2000 under their low variant con­
straints. Land expansion for both the Philippines and South Viet Nam is 
bounded between 1970 and 1985 when low variant constraints are specified, 
but expansion is unbounded under high variant land restrictions. Thailand's 
land expansion is bounded by 1970 for the low variant restriction, and by 
1985 when a high variant constraint is assumed. For the entire region, 
projections of total crop area in 2000 are 51.9 percent greater than 1960 
under low variant constraints, and 62.2 percent higher than 1960 when high 
variant constraints are assumed. 
Production and demand trends advance at nearly equal rates through 
1970 and 1985 under benchmark assumptions as shown in Appendix B.2.a. By 
1985, the 3.1 million ton cereals surplus estimated for 1960 falls to a 
2.5 million ton deficit when a low constraint on cropland expansion is 
assumed; but if the high constraint is adopted, a 0.9 million ton surplus 
is projected. Estimated cereals production in 1985 is higher by 3.4 mil­
lion tons, or 3.8 percent, under high rather than Iqw land constraints. 
Excess demands for other commodities are near their 1960 levels. 
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For the region as a whole, assumptions of medium population and low 
income result in per capita incomes below 1960 levels, and hence, demands 
are lower than under the benchmark variant. 
Appendix B.2.c. shows that the effect of assuming high incomes rather 
than constant per capita incomes is to increase the projected 1985 cereals 
demand by 11.8 percent. The 3 livestock product demands increase between 
52 and 77 percent, and feed demand rises about 50 percent. When a low 
land constraint is assumed along with the above population and income 
assumptions, a 13.5 million ton cereals deficit is estimated. Deficits 
then are estimated for all other product classes except root crops, and 
the surplus estimated for this class is only 0.3 million tons. Demand 
estimates for 1985 under assumptions of low population and constant per 
capita income are 4.1 percent below benchmark levels, while high popula­
tion assumptions result in demand increases of 3.4 percent. 
Appendix C.2.a. shows that by 2000, cereals production under low and 
high land constraints is projected at 111.2 and 118.3 million tons, re­
spectively. In both cases, the estimates are more than double the 51.7 
million tons production of 1960. However, cereals demand is estimated to 
be 134 million tons, and therefore, deficits of 22.9 or 15.8 million tons 
are estimated, depending upon the land constraint assumption. A slight 
surplus is projected for sugar, but small to moderate deficits are esti­
mated for each other product class. 
The only assumptions for population, income and land constraints which 
result in estimated excess demands near 1960 levels are low population, 
constant per capita income and high land expansion constraints. At the 
other extreme, high population and income assumptions result in estimated 
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cereals deficits for 2000 of 56.3 or 49.2 million tons, depending upon 
assumptions about land expansion constraints. The population and income 
assumptions result in projected deficits for all other product classes 
as well. 
In summarizing the projections for Other East Asia, it should be 
pointed out that considerable intercountry variability exists. Projected 
excess demands for the Philippines are very high, while Burma and Thailand 
exhibit growing surpluses under most variants. For the region as a whole, 
even the large crop area increases projected, together with moderate yield 
increases, do not advance production levels as rapidly as demand under most 
population and income assumptions. However, high variant estimates of crop­
land constraints based on Harper's data indicate that almost twice the crop 
area projected for 2000 may be developed if necessary. 
Comparisons for Oceania 
Estimated income elasticities for the 2 countries of Oceania are 
very low. The 1960 value estimated for cereals is -0.21, and estimates 
for sugar, root crops, meat, milk and eggs are all near zero. Highest 
estimates are recorded for oil crops, pulses, and fruit and vegetables; 
0.10, 0.17 and 0.22, respectively. Thus, population growth will be the 
major determinant of future domestic demand. 
Estimates presented in Appendix A. show that in 1960, the region was 
a surplus producer in every product class except oil crops. A 6 million 
ton surplus of cereals is estimated, or nearly two-thirds of production. 
High levels of demand for livestock products are estimated, and cereals 
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and fruit and vegetables are the most important crop commodities in domestic 
demand. The feed component of cereals demand was about 45 percent of the 
total. 
Time trend estimates are included for crops which account for essen­
tially all production in each product class except vegetables and fruit and 
oil crops. About 80 percent coverage is estimated for these 2 product 
classes. 
Only high variant cropland expansion constraints have been specified 
for these two countries. Australia's cropland expansion is limited between 
1970 and 1985, but New Zealand's is unbounded through 2000. Under these 
constraints, projected total crop area for the region expands 45 percent 
above the 1960 level by 2000. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that under benchmark assumptions, expanding 
surpluses are projected for cereals and sugar. Estimated 1985 cereals 
production is nearly twice the 1960 level, and a 13.4 million ton surplus 
results. Small deficits are projected for root crops, pulses and oil crops, 
but all are relatively insignificant. 
Per capita incomes are over 50 percent greater under variant 2.c., 
but as expected, 1985 demands are little different from those found under 
variant 2.a. Oceania is the only region for which estimated total cereals 
demand is actually lower under a high income assumption than under a con­
stant per capita income assumption. Comparing 1985 cereals demands for 
variant 2.c. with those for variant 2.a., the feed component increases 16 
thousand tons, but the food and industrial component falls 213 thousand 
t o n s .  E s t i m a t e d  t o t a l  d e m a n d  f o r  f r u i t  a n d  v e g e t a b l e s  i n c r e a s e s  9 . 5  
percent, but in general the changes are small. 
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Variability between low and high variant population estimates causes 
1985 demand estimates which are about 10 percent higher under the latter 
than under the former assumptions when per capita income is held constant. 
Appendix C.2.a. shows that the projected surplus of cereals continues 
to expand through 2000 under benchmark assumptions. The estimated surplus 
for 2000 is 14.5 million tons. Estimated cereals production is then 121 
percent above the 1960 level while estimated demand grows 90 percent. 
A sugar surplus of 0.9 million tons is projected, together with a root 
crops deficit at the same level. 
Variability in results under other population and income assumptions 
is not large, and in all cases, the large growth of cereals production 
relative to demand is the dominant characteristic of the projected com­
parisons . 
To summarize, very large increases in production relative to demand 
are evident in all of the projections for Oceania. Population increases 
ranging from about 70 to 100 percent by 2000 are major determinants of pro­
jected demand, and the impact of income increases is severely damped be­
cause present consumption is at near-saturation levels. A substantial 
expansion in crop area is projected, but increasing yields are also impor-
tnat in explaining the production trend. 
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CHAPTER. VI. SYNTHESIS OF REGIONAL PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS 
AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
Production-Demand Comparisons for Low, Medium and High 
Income Nations and for the 96-Nation Total 
Comparisons presented in the Appendices for the above 4 aggregates of 
countries embody the same basic estimates as those used to construct bal­
ances for the 21 regions discussed in Chapter V. As such, they are useful 
to draw together all that has gone before, and to point up some significant 
contrasts among countries having different average per capita incomes. 
Tables are presented for the high income nations under assumptions of 
both low and high variant constraints on cropland expansion. However, 
Israel is the only high income country for which 2 different sets of pro­
duction estimates are included. Therefore, all variability between re­
sults shown for the high income nations under the 2 alternative land 
assumptions is attributable to differences in the Israeli estimates. In 
all'cases, such differences are minor relative to the totals. 
Appendix B.2.a. shows that for the 96-nation total, large and growing 
surpluses are estimated through 1970 and 1985 when medium population and 
constant per capita income are assumed. A 145 million ton surplus of 
cereals is projected for 1985 under the high land restriction assumption, 
or about 12 percent of production. A deficit is estimated only in the 
case of root crops. 
However, an examination of 1970 and 1985 benchmark projections for 
low, medium and high income aggregates shows that the surplus is concen­
trated in the high income nations. Growing cereals deficits are projected 
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for the low and medium income nations. In 1970, the estimated deficit 
for the low income groups is a fairly modest 15.8 or 14.6 million tons, 
depending upon cropland restriction assumptions; but by 1985, the correspond­
ing estimated deficits are 60.0 or 55.6 million tons. Surpluses are pro­
jected for only sugar and oil crops in the 1985 results for the low income 
nations under benchmark assumptions. Under the same assumptions, cereals 
deficits of 0.9 and 0.1 million tons are estimated for the medium income 
nations in 1970 and 1985, respectively. However, large and growing sur­
pluses are projected for sugar and fruit and vegetables. 
Massive surpluses of cereals are projected for the high income nations 
in 1970 and 1985 under benchmark assumptions. Production rises rapidly, 
while only modest demand increases are projected. The surpluses projected 
are about'99 million tons in 1970 and about 201 million tons in 1985. 
Appendix B.2 . C .  shows that by assuming high income rather than constant 
per capita income, estimated total cereals demand for the 96 nations is 
increased 9.5 percent or 99 million tons above levels in the benchmark 
projections. For analogous comparisons, cereals demand in the low income 
nations is estimated to increase 13.0 percent or 55.5 million tons; esti­
mated cereals demand in the medium income nations increases 13.1 percent 
or 23.6 million tons; and cereals demand in the high income nations is 
estimated to increase 4.5 percent or 19.9 million tons. Thus, it is seen 
that the 96-nation comparison is affected primarily by the increased 
deficits in the low and medium income nations. The level of the 1985 
cereals surplus for the 96 nations under variant 2.c. is 41.8 or 46.2 
million tons, depending upon cropland constraint assumptions. 
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Appendix B.2.c. also shows positive 1985 excess demands for all other 
product classes in the low income countries. Estimates for the medium in­
come countries show moderate deficits for root crops, pulses and oil crops, 
but also a moderate sugar surplus and a relatively large surplus of fruit 
and vegetables in 1985. Estimates for the high income nations reveal a 
sizeable root crops deficit, and lesser deficits of sugar and fruit and 
vegetables. Relatively large surpluses of pulses and oil crops are pro­
jected. 
For the 96-nation total, 1985 demands are estimated to be 5.4 percent 
less under assumptions of low population and constant per capita income 
than under benchmark assumptions, while high population assumptions increase 
demand 4.8 percent. For the low, medium and high income nation aggregates, 
corresponding changes are -6.0 percent and 4.3 percent; -4.4 percent and 
4.1 percent; and -5.7 percent and 5.6 percent. 
Appendix B.3 . C .  shows that for assumptions of high income and popula­
tion, projections for the 96-nation total still indicate a surplus of 
cereals by 1970, but by 1985, projections of production and demand are 
nearly equal. 
Appendix C.2.a. shows that by 2000, medium population growth and 
constant per capita income assumptions result in an estimated cereals 
surplus for the 96-nation total of 158 or 179 million tons, depending on 
whether low or high variant cropland expansion constraints are assumed. 
The estimated surplus for the high income nations is about 307 million 
tons, but demand in the medium income nations is about equal to pro­
duction. Deficits of either 148 or 128 million tons are projected for the 
low income nations, depending upon land constraint assumptions. 
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Estimated cereals production in 2000 is about 2.1 times 1960 levels 
for the 96-nation aggregate, 2.3 times 1960 production for the high in­
come nations, 1.6 times 1960 production for the medium income nations, 
and 2.0 times 1960 production for the low income nations. Corresponding 
cereals demand increases to 2000 under variant 2.a. are 1.89 times 1960 
levels for the 96-nation total, 1.58 times 1960 levels for the high income 
nations, 1.55 times 1960 levels for the medium income nations, and 2.53 
times 1960 demand for the low income nations. 
Of course, since constant per capita income has been assumed in the 
above demand comparisons, the ratios generated are the same as the ratios 
of medium variant population projections for 2000 to 1960 population. Ap­
pendix C.2 .C. illustrates the effect of assuming a high income trend 
rather than constant per capita income. Projected cereals demand in 
2000 is then 2.15 times 1960 demand for the 96-nation total. Correspond­
ing ratios for the high, medium and low income nations are 1.69, 1.81, 
and 2.99. 
Finally, projections to 2000 under the highest and lowest demand 
assumptions will be considered. 
Appendix C.l.a. shows that for assumptions of low population and con­
stant per capita income, cereals demand for the 96-nation total is only 78 
percent of production estimated under high variant land constraints. A 
323 million ton surplus results. Root crops production lies below demand 
by about 134 million tons, but surpluses are projected for all other com­
modities . 
Surpluses are projected for all commodities except root crops in the 
high income nations' production-demand comparisons, and the 373 million 
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ton estimated surplus of cereals dominates the array of results. Every 
commodity is seen to be in surplus in the production-demand comparisons 
for the medium income nations, and the 111 million ton estimated surplus 
of fruit and vegetables is most striking. In projections for the low in­
come nations, estimated production exceeds demand only for sugar and oil 
crops. Deficits are estimated for the other 4 product classes; and for 
cereals, the level is 67 or 88 million tons, depending on cropland con­
straint assumptions. Thus, estimated production in the low income nations 
in 2000 is seen to be inadequate to meet even demands which embody no per 
capita income growth and only low variant population projections. 
Appendix C.3.c. shows that for the 96-nation total, projected cereals 
production is only about 92 percent of demand in 2000 when high population 
and income are assumed. Under low variant cropland constraints, a 133 mil­
lion ton cereals deficit is estimated. A small surplus of oil crops is 
estimated, but deficits occur in all other product classes. In addition 
to cereals shortages, large deficits are projected for root crops (310 
million tons) and fruit and vegetables (199 million tons). 
Deficits are estimated for three product classes and surpluses are 
estimated for the other three in the projections for the high income na­
tions. The 225 million ton estimated surplus of cereals and the 145 mil­
lion ton deficit of root crops are the most striking figures. Production-
demand comparisons for the medium income nations show a 57 million ton 
deficit of cereals. Three deficits and two surpluses are found among the 
estimates for the other five product classes. Finally, projections for 
the low income nations under the highest demand assumptions follow a pat­
tern which, by now, is familiar. Deficits are estimated for every product 
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class, and in each case they are very large. The estimated cereals deficit 
is 280 or 301 million tons, depending upon land constraint assumptions. 
Production estimates range from 47 to 70 percent of the corresponding de­
mands in the other 5 product classes. 
To summarize, a wide range of possible outcomes in the production-
demand comparisons for the 96-nation totals is observed, depending on 
population, income and land constraint assumptions. Both large deficits 
and large surpluses are included. However, while the range of results 
within each of the low, medium and high income groups is also large, re­
sults for the low income countries are dominated by deficits and those for 
the high income countries are dominated by surpluses. 
Though different income assumptions have definite effects on demand, 
future population growth is the overriding determinant of future agricul­
tural demand. Production-demand comparisons estimated for.the low income 
countries in 1970 and 1985 are less alarming than those for 2000, but 
worsening excess demands are evident throughout the projection period. 
The production-demand comparisons discussed in this and the preceding 
chapter have very significant policy implications, and these will be con­
sidered in the following sections. 
Policy Implications of the Intermediate-Term Projections 
Projections through 1970 and 1985 suggest that some high income coun­
tries (most notably the United States) may well be pursuing policies de­
signed to limit production for most of this period regardless of the 
course of future demand around the world. Most 1985 projections for 
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the 96-nation total exhibit surpluses, and only the highest demand estimates 
produce overall deficits. Under high population and income assumptions and 
low constraints on land expansion, estimated cereals production for the 96-
nation total falls short of demand by 4.5 million tons or 0.4 percent. If 
high land constraints are assumed, production almost exactly equals demand. 
However, the combined 1985 cereals deficit for the low and medium income 
countries is 161.6 or 157.2 million tons, depending upon land constraint 
assumptions. 
These projections are based on high income assumptions, and if they 
are realized, some additional imports into the low income countries can 
probably be financed commercially. However, deficits are projected for 
every other product class, and if these materialize, it seems likely that 
a major share of the overall shortage will have to be made up by non­
commercial shipments. While no precise evaluation has been made, it is 
clear that shipments this large would be difficult to sustain. Certainly 
the cost of financing such shipments would be immense, and in any case, 
such a policy would not lead to a permanent solution. 
But other alternatives exist for balancing food demand and supply in 
the low income countries. In many areas, particularly Latin America, 
Africa and Other East Asia, further cropland expansion seems to be a def­
inite possibility. 
Still other alternatives lie in policies designed to accelerate the 
rate of increase in crop yields in the underdeveloped countries. For low 
land restrictions and high population and income assumptions, 1985 cere­
als demand is 35 percent greater than production in the low income coun­
tries, If present average yield trends were to experience a cumulative 
I 
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0.9 percent per year increase above rates already estimated for the period 
1960-1985, and if projected crop areas were to be realized, then the over­
all cereals deficit could be erased by increased domestic production. Of 
course, this is no small task. Such a rate of increase would be more than 
double the present rate in some low income countries. To achieve it, pol­
icies would be required to substantially increase the rate of development 
and adoption of yield increasing technology. 
Several possible policy alternatives exist, and it is likely that a 
combination of approaches will be required. To some extent, proven tech­
niques and inputs from the Western countries may be adapted, but the ex­
tent to which knowledge and practices may be transferred is not fully 
known. But whether by transfer or by new initiatives, policies will be 
required to develop improved techniques adapted to local conditions in 
the underdeveloped countries. 
Policies designed to transfer such knowledge from the technician to 
the cultivator will also be required. Often such transfers must be made 
under conditions where the recipients are illiterate, numerous and re­
motely located; and where they have had little or no experience with tech­
nical or cultural change. 
Price policies will be required for both inputs and agricultural pro­
ducts so that incentives will be created for adoption of new practices and 
inputs. 
Major policies must be implemented to ensure that required inputs will 
be available for cultivators to use. Several alternatives are open. Indig­
enous production under either domestic or foreign capitalization offers pos­
sibilities. Commercial imports with or without foreign assistance offers 
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others. 
Improved marketing, processing, storage and transportation can con­
tribute substantially to alleviating food shortages in some countries. In 
many cases policies fostering such improvements will be needed regardless 
of whether additional food supplies come from domestic production or imports. 
Each of the above policy alternatives has a cost and an expected re­
turn. Each competes for available resources which may be devoted to bal­
ancing food supply and demand, and a reckoning of these costs and benefits 
must be made by leaders in both the food deficit countries and in those 
developed countries which seek to assist in finding solutions to the poorer 
nations' food problems. Strategies must be designed with the particular 
circumstances of each country or region in mind, and a great deal more 
specific analysis and study will be required to support intelligent policy 
formulation in these matters. 
Returning to consideration of other possible production-demand out­
comes, low population and high income assumptions result in 1985 cereals 
surpluses of either 94 or 99 million tons for the 96-nation total, depend­
ing on cropland expansion constraint assumptions. Estimated deficits in 
the low and medium income countries are then 107 or 111 million tons. The 
same production and trade policy alternatives are then open, but necessary 
adjustments are smaller. 
However, the reduced demands estimated in this comparison illustrate 
the kind of results which might be achieved from still another kind of 
investment. That investment, of course, is in fertility control. But 
the effectiveness of this alternative as a short-run policy tool is nec­
essarily limited. Time requirements for effecting substantial fertility 
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reduction may be large. It was noted in the preceding section that the 
difference between low and high variant population projections for the low 
income countries was only about ten percent. 
Results presented in Appendix B. indicate that deficits are foreseen 
for the low income countries in 1985 under all demand variants. The policy 
alternatives are qualitatively similar in all cases. However, the lower 
deficits projected under low income assumptions also imply a lessened 
ability to finance agricultural development through indigenous savings 
and investment. 
Policy Implications of the Long-Term Projections 
Under high population and income assumptions, cereals deficits in the 
year 2000 for the low and medium income countries are about 350 million 
tons, while under low population and high income assumptions, the estimated 
deficit is about 210 million tons. Under variant 3.c., demand exceeds pro­
duction by about 56 percent, while the excess is about 34 percent under 
variant I.e. High variant population projections for 2000 exceed those for 
low variants by about 20 percent. 
Thus, the long-term policy implications appear to be somewhat different. 
Possibilities of meeting the projected food deficits of the poorer nations 
through increased trade seem remote. Indeed, it was noted earlier in the 
chapter that a sizeable deficit (133 million tons) of cereals was estimated 
for the 96-nation total under the assumptions of variant 3.c, The full 
array of policies designed to achieve substantial production increases 
will be required, and high level food shipments from the developed to the 
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underdeveloped countries may still be required. 
However, it seems clear that population control must play an important 
role in any realistic long-run solution. Continued rapid population growth 
seems certain to thwart any long-term efforts to balance food production 
and needs, much less to raise general levels of human well-being. 
Finally, timing is important. While it is impossible to foretell the 
future with certainty, potentials for serious long-term food problems seem 
clear, and substantive remedial policies will require time to become fully 
effective. Food shipments, properly planned for, can provide time for 
setting in motion the more basic policies needed to alter the trends pro­
jected for the underdeveloped countries. But it would be unconscionable to 
proceed along a course of meeting food deficits with concessional imports 
without responding to the more fundamental policy demands implied in the 
long-term projections. 
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CHAPTER VII. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
Summary and Conclusions 
This study seeks to investigate present headings of food production 
and demand in most countries of the world and to ascertain, in terms of 
projected production-demand comparisons, the implications of present pro­
duction trends. 
Time trends are estimated for area, yield and/or production of major 
crops in 96 countries using data covering the years since World War II. 
In all, over 3,000 such trends are analyzed. Low and high variant esti­
mates of cropland expansion potentials are derived for most countries of 
Central and South America and Non-Communist Asia. Estimated area trends 
for each crop are extrapolated to 1970, 1985 and 2000 subject to con­
straints reflecting total cropland potentials in each country. Estimated 
yield trends are extrapolated to the same years, and production is esti­
mated as the product of area times yield. Where area and yield data are 
unavailable, but production data are available, production trends are 
estimated and extrapolated directly. 
Nine alternative patterns of future demand are estimated for 1970, 
1985 and 2000. Each reflects specific assumptions as to future population 
and income growth. Low, medium and high variant estimates of future popu­
lation in each country are derived from estimates prepared by the United 
Nations, and 3 alternative sets of demand projections are estimated by 
assuming that future per capita income will be constant at 1960 levels 
throughout the projection period under each population assumption. Of 
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course, demands so estimated embody only the effects of estimated future 
population. Low and high variant trends in total real income are esti­
mated for each country using post World War II data, and values projected 
by each of these trends are combined with the 3 population variants to 
derive the remaining 6 alternative demand possibilities. For each set of 
population and income assumptions, future food and industrial demands are 
estimated for 9 classes of agricultural products by first using consump­
tion functions to estimate per capita demand on the basis of per capita 
income estimates, and then incorporating the effects of projected popula­
tion. 
Feed demand is derived from estimated demand for livestock products. 
All non-forage feed required to produce the livestock products demanded is 
added to each country's estimated domestic demand for crop products regard­
less of whether future domestic production of livestock products may be 
greater than, less than or equal to domestic demand for such products. 
Similarly, an implicit "demand" for crop products in the form of seed 
and waste is added to the estimate of domestic crop products demand for 
each country. The amount added is intended to estimate the amount of seed 
and waste which is associated with the quantity of each crop product de­
manded domestically for feed, food and industrial uses. 
Comparisons of future production and demand are then made in terms of 
primary agricultural products only. Excess demands are computed for each 
of 6 crop product classes; for each population, income and land constraint 
assumption; and for each of the 3 future years, 1970, 1985 and 2000. 
Finally, estimates for the 96 countries are aggregated before pre­
senting results. Production-demand comparisons are presented for 21 
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regions; for aggregates of low, mediiun and high income countries; and for 
the 96 nation total. 
In several ways, the resulting production-demand comparisons are highly 
diverse. Estimated production trends for most high income countries are 
found to rise more rapidly than demand under plausible income, population 
and land constraint assumptions. However, most low income countries' pro­
duction trends rise less rapidly than demand. Projections to 2000 for the 
96-nation total indicate both massive surpluses and massive deficits, de­
pending upon assumptions; and corresponding wide ranges are found among 
the several production and demand variants for individual regions. Pro­
jected population growth is rampant in some regions and nearly stagnant 
in others. Still, some important conclusions do stand out in the midst 
of all this diversity. These will be considered in succeeding paragraphs. 
Population growth accounts for most of the projected increase in 
demand in both low and high income countries. The impact of income in­
creases on demand is not to be neglected, but over the 40-year projection 
period which has been studied, population effects are substantially greater 
than income effects. 
A 50 percent increase in food intake among the most poorly fed popula­
tions of the world could result in per capita nutrient consumption levels 
which compare reasonably well with consumption levels in the wealthy nations. 
But, of course, total food intake in the wealthy nations is near saturation 
levels, and income elasticities are very small. Demands for livestock pro­
ducts and some other product classes exhibit high income elasticities in 
the low income countries, and therefore, large percentage increases are 
estimated in response to a specified increase in income. However, present 
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consumption levels of such products are very low in underdeveloped coun­
tries, and the impact on total food demand is usually small. 
Thus, for a country where income and food consumption are low, an 
upper bound on food demand increases resulting from higher incomes might 
amount to, say, 50 percent of present demand plus an upward adjustment to 
allow for an increase in demand for primary products per unit of nutrients 
consumed as livestock products are substituted for other foods in the 
diet. However, the amount of increase in incomes needed before such di­
etary substitutions have a large impact on demand seems to be much greater 
than is evident in the incomes projected as part of this study. 
On the other hand, it will be recalled that a doubling of projected 
population between 1960 and 2000 is a common occurrence among estimates 
for the underdeveloped countries, and that in some cases, projected popu­
lation for 2000 is over 4 times 1960 levels. 
The analysis of production trend has shown that instances where 
agricultural output is stagnant are rare, indeed. Projected yields for 
many developed countries, particularly the United States, are very high. 
Present yields are lower, and estimated yield trends are less vigorous in 
most underdeveloped countries. 
Cropland expansion has been important in explaining production trends 
in the underdeveloped countries. Moreover, available evidence indicates 
that this means of expanding production will continue to be feasible in 
many underdeveloped countries for some time into the future. Estimates of 
agricultural land resources in Latin America are extremely large relative 
to any foreseeable requirements. To be sure, the natural productivity of 
many soils in this area is not high, and the economic and institutional 
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problems involved in expanding the agricultural area could not be subjected 
to close study in this investigation. However, the potential for cultivat­
ing large additional areas of no lower productivity than many areas now in 
use is clearly present. In Asia, the potentials appear to be more limited; 
but still, they seem to be far from exhausted. The countries of Southeast 
Asia appear to have the greatest potential for adding new land, but addi­
tional multiple cropping and irrigation from available water sources seems 
possible throughout Asia. Again, these results do not imply that an all-
out effort toward cropland expansion is the surest or most effective means 
of solving the food problems of the underdeveloped countries. 
Prospects for U.S. farm exports are mixed. Projections for some 
regions which are presently important commercial customers for U.S. farm 
products indicate long-term trends toward self-sufficiency. Northern 
Europe is the most striking example. Projected yield increases are sub­
stantial and projected population growth is small. Per capita income gains 
increase demand for livestock products and feed, but this is partially off­
set by declines in direct consumption of some foods, particularly cereals. 
Projections for Eastern Europe show similar tendencies, though for highest 
demand variants, increasing deficits are estimated. Estimates for Japan 
show continuing deficits in products which are now imported from the U.S., 
but the projected deficits do not grow rapidly. 
Major deficits are projected for areas which now receive U.S. agri­
cultural products on concessional terms. Under most demand variants, pro­
jections for the intermediate years, 1970 and 1985, are such that the de­
mands could probably be met on concessional terms if such a U.S. policy 
decision is made. However, the necessary expenditure would be very large. 
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Of course, such countries do purchase some agricultural imports commercially 
at present, and some purchases can be expected in the future. However, it 
seems overly hopeful to suppose that a major share of imports will be pur­
chased commercially in view of the present limited foreign exchange earning 
capacities of such countries, and competing needs for capital goods imports 
to promote development. 
Projected deficits for 2000 under some demand variants are so large 
that it is difficult to conceive of attempts to fill them by concessional 
exports. 
Thus, the implications of the projections suggest: (a) future U.S. 
agricultural capacity will continue to be far greater than domestic de­
mand; (b) unless some countries now receiving concessional shipments be­
come commercial importers, our capacity may also exceed commercial demand 
by a substantial margin; and (c) in the absence of large government under­
writing of concessional sales, it seems likely that U.S. agriculture may 
be producing at sub-capacity levels for some time. 
Naturally, the above statements on the implications for U.S. con­
cessional exports resulting from projected production-demand comparisons 
in the underdeveloped countries are conditional upon these comparisons 
being realized. But, of course, a purpose of this investigation has been 
to evaluate the consequences of a continuation of recent trends, and the 
projected comparisons are derived in a manner consistent with this purpose. 
Certainly, governments of countries facing food deficit prospects such 
as those projected for many underdeveloped countries will be judged irrespon­
sible if no effort is made to alter present food production and demand 
growth rates. In some cases, projected comparisons show extreme deficits 
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under all population, income and land constraint assumptions; and in some 
others, acceptable comparisons result only under assumptions of no per 
capita income growth and only minimal population increases. Neither re­
sult is really acceptable, for even in the second case, all that is achieved 
is maintenance of present substandard diets and living conditions. 
To realistically evaluate specific measures for ensuring balanced 
production-demand comparisons for each underdeveloped country would be a 
monumental task, and it is well beyond the scope of this investigation. 
Certainly, a variety of measures will be required for each country. Trends 
in crop yields are frequently sluggish, and agricultural productivity will 
have to be increased substantially in many countries. 
In Chapter I it was suggested that falling mortality rates have been 
the major demographic factors affecting trends in per capita food supplies 
among the underdeveloped nations during recent years. However, future 
human fertility rates will undoubtedly be important factors affecting long-
term prospects for balancing food production and demand in these nations. 
Demand projections presented for the 3 population alternatives illustrate 
the variability in food demand which may be expected from different fer­
tility trends. But actually, none of the population projections embody 
assumptions of continued recent trends in mortality and fertility; in 
general, projections for the underdeveloped countries are based on assump­
tions that fertility will fall more rapidly than in the past. 
On the other hand, others believe that these estimates are too high. 
Bogue argues that the political leadership in many underdeveloped countries 
has recently come to view family planning as a moral and sensible solution 
to their food and population problems (72, p. 75). He further argues that 
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low cost birth control technology is presently at hand, and that persons 
living in the impoverished, overpopulated nations are receptive to family 
planning programs. On the basis of these postulates, he puts forth the 
thesis that the world population growth rate may be reduced to zero by the 
year 2000. He constructs a set of population projections for the world by 
assuming that growth rates began falling in 1965, and that they fall lin­
early to zero by 2000. The resulting estimate of population for the world 
in 2000 is about 4.5 billion. He terms this approach "crude and subjec­
tive", and to allow for some possible contingencies, he submits for con­
sideration an adjusted estimate of about 5 billion. 
Estimates for world population in 2000 under the low, medium and high 
variant projections used in this study are 5.3, 6.0 and 6.8 billion. 
From these estimates it is seen that the future population picture is 
cloudy, indeed. Some "natural" lowering of fertility seems nearly certain 
as the number of surviving children, and hence, average family size, in­
creases above prior levels. Thus, population projections embodying assump­
tions of constant fertility and declining mortality have been excluded. 
This tendency toward smaller families will be augmented as birth control 
assistance becomes more widespread and parents gain access to knowledge 
and means to limit family size to desired levels. However, Bogue's pro­
jections reflect an assumption that this process will occur very quickly, 
and even with this assumption, his "adjusted" estimates for 2000 are only 
6 percent lower than the low variant estimates used in this study. Thus, 
Bogues projections also have been excluded from this study. 
But Bogue's excellent and well documented paper on recent experience 
with family planning programs in selected underdeveloped countries is not 
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to be ignored. In it he presents convincing evidence of the efficacy of 
family planning as an integral part of any long-term solution to the 
world food problem. 
If certain of the projected production-demand comparisons were taken 
as predictions of future reality, they would almost certainly prove to be 
wrong. Deficits as large as some of those projected could not be sustained. 
But by now it is clear that the intent has not been to predict the future. 
Rather, it is to gain quantitative estimates of conditions which would re­
sult if present trends are allowed to continue. It is only with such 
estimates that it becomes possible to see in perspective the nature and 
magnitude of possible future problems. And this perspective, in turn, 
should certainly contribute toward constructing effective action programs 
designed to alter past trends so that desired future goals can be achieved. 
Limitations 
Several limitations of this study have been pointed out in preceding 
chapters, and some other major ones should be noted here. But before 
discussing them, an important limitation which has been discussed before 
should be reemphasized. That limitation is the quality of the basic data 
on agriculture in the underdeveloped countries. Though there is no way of 
estimating the amount of possible error, it is certain that the accuracy 
is not as great as is implied by the number of significant digits reported 
in many text and appendix tables. Throughout the time when this study was 
in progress, revisions in previously published statistics have been made, 
and some have been very significant. Moreover, there is no reason to 
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believe that future revisions will not make obsolete some of the data 
which have been used. However, it seems likely that the accuracy of 
statistical reporting in underdeveloped countries will be better in the 
future, and more rigorous analysis and fuller coverage will be possible. 
The length of the time series used to estimate time trends consti­
tutes a definite limitation. Various kinds of random "shocks" can unduly 
influence trend estimates when they are based on regression analysis of 
short data series. The most common example is weather variability. In 
cases where convincing evidence was present suggesting that a particularly 
aberrant observation was caused by weather or other extreme abnormalities, 
it was removed from the data set. However, this approach was used sparingly. 
In many ways, it would have been desirable to conduct the analysis 
using smaller aggregates, but both the execution of the research and the 
presentation of results favored the use of the present forms because of 
the size of the undertaking, if for no other reason. A significant amount 
of commodity detail is hidden by estimating production-demand comparisons 
for only 6 crop product classes. Too, analysis of agricultural production 
trends for regions within some large countries would have been desirable. 
In establishing cropland trends and constraints on land expansion, it 
was not possible to estimate specifically the land requirements for growing 
livestock roughage crops. In general, cropland expansion constraints were 
set at levels which permit roughage crops to occupy a percentage of poten­
tial cropland equal to the percent devoted to roughage production in 1960. 
This limitation may affect the estimates for European countries, but it is 
probably not a serious detriment to the estimates for other regions. 
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Finally, the very objectives of the study are necessarily quite 
limited in a very important sense. Any investigation of world food pro­
duction and demand inherently requires a research effort of large dimen­
sions. Moreover, reasonable coverage of the world's agriculture requires 
that some data be used which are of poor quality. Because of these 2 
factors--the scale of the research effort and data quality--it has been 
necessary to restrict the objectives to a set which is attainable, yet 
which is significant in terms of promoting a fuller understanding of 
problems inherent in the present and potential world food situation. 
Thus, the analysis does not investigate in depth the input-output 
relations involved in production of various crops in individual countries, 
present production practices and rates of development and adoption of new 
ones, markets for products and factors of production, agricultural invest­
ment, tenure, credit, or a host of other topics. Basically, the only 
"explanatory variable" used in projecting production and demand at future 
times is time itself. Effective act ion-oriented programs, or even a full 
understanding of the dynamics of change in the agriculture of individual 
countries, will require more detailed research into the structure of 
agriculture and its relation to the overall economy in a dynamic setting. 
But as pointed out in Chapter II, a study of time trends in some impor­
tant variables can identify developing problem situations and assist in 
directing more substantial efforts toward investigating and solving problems 
of greatest urgency. It is hoped that the present study may contribute in 
this way. 
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APPENDIX A. 1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS 
1 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN lOCG M.T. FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC DISAPP EARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. F E E D  TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS P R O D ,  
CEREALS 24377 98536 122913 157495 -34582 
RAW SUGAR 8644 27 8671 2744 5927 
ROOT CROPS 10604 1519 12123 12796 -672 
PULSES 1115 2 1113 1042 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 36058 C 36053 35425 633 
OIL CROPS 2485 8655 11140 15601 —446 0 
M E A T  16871 C 16871 16868 3 
MILK 49012 1225 50237 55955 -5717 
EGGS 3755 C  3755 3 8 4 2  — 86 
>0 PRODUCTION l-DEMAND COMPARISON IN inco M.T. FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC DISAPP EARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD 
CEREALS 2941 11474 14415 21774 -7358 
RAW SUGAR 967 0 967 208 759 
ROOT CROPS 1808 105 1912 1906 6 
PULSES 8 9  7 97 5 9  3 8  
FRUIT, VEG. 3117 0 3117 1861 1256 
OIL CROPS 190 474 664 377 287 
MEAT 1454 G 1454 1454 C 
MILK 7233 1114 8347 8533 -185 
EGGS 302 0 3 0 2  306 -3 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 6186 904 709 0 6993 97 
RAW SUGAR 1194 C 1194 1597 -402 
ROOT CROPS 412 19 430 426 4 
PULSES 787 C 787 790 —2 
FRUIT, VEG. 3262 13 3275 3607 -331 
OIL CROPS 203 204 407 411 -3 
MEAT 691 C 691 721 -29 
MILK 2915 51 2966 2803 163 
EGGS 166 G 166 166 G 
1960 PRODUCTION -DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN , C. AMER 
1 DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3522 297 3819 2566 1253 
RAW SUGAR 972 0 972 8264 -7291 
ROOT CROPS 2032 50 2081 2034 47 
PULSES 334 0 334 339 -4 
FRUIT, VEG. 4520 251 4771 6405 -1633 
OIL CROPS 110 85 195 133 62 
MEAT 607 C 637 538 19 
MILK 2092 153 2245 1989 256 
EGGS 95 0 95 95 0 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN lOCG M.T. FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 9354 5730 15084 13669 1415 
RAW SUGAR 2955 0 2955 3757 -BCl 
ROOT CROPS 15658 4251 19909 20152 -242 
PULSES 1774 0 1774 1955 -180 
FRUIT, VEG. 8114 112 8226 8537 -310 
OIL CROPS 437 239 676 759 -82 
MEAT 2032 G 2032 2039 -56 
MILK 4877 213 5090 5046 44 
EGGS 281 0 281 231 0 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN lOCO M.T. FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
COMMODITY FOOD 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 4839 3275 8114 13879 -5764 
RAW SUGAR 909 C 909 972 — 62 
ROOT CROPS 2298 178 2475 2499 -23 
PULSES 60 G 60 63 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 5450 G 5450 5392 5 8 
OIL CROPS 314 355 669 1120 -450 
MEAT 2297 G 2297 2850 -552 
MILK 4998 27 5025 5185 -159 
EGGS 161 G 161 178 —16 
196C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 6488 796 7284 5575 17C9 
RAW SUGAR 1865 0 1865 2210 — 344 
ROOT CROPS 5646 786 6432 6514 -81 
PULSES 514 G 514 570 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 9796 279 10C74 11405 -1330 
OIL CROPS 204 140 344 181 163 
MEAT 1362 0 1362 1373 -10 
MILK 4550 314 4364 4154 710 
EGGS 197 0 197 172 25 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN lOCG M.T. FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC 
FOOD AND IND. 
DISAPPEARANCE 
FEED TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 32691 55285 
RAW SUGAR 9152 34 
ROOT CROPS 31760 32955 
PULSES 1380 348 
FRUIT, VEG. 48971 1181 
OIL CROPS 2508 5883 
MEAT 13806 0 
MILK 58581 30987 
EGGS 2759 C 
87976 
9185 
64716 
1729 
50152 
8390 
13806 
89567 
2759 
64057 
6829 
63550 
761 
37073 
359 
13151 
89833 
2689 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
•13079 
8031 
655 
-265 
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C PRODUCTION -DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD 
CEREALS 19065 12670 31736 25149 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2052 G 2052 1724 328 
ROOT CROPS 9183 994 10176 10071 105 
PULSES 1051 813 1864 1739 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 34963 478 35441 40836 -5394 
OIL CROPS 5779 460 6240 5467 773 
MEAT 2360 0 2360 2070 290 
MILK 9086 722G 16306 15188 1118 
EGGS 749 0 749 646 1G3 
196C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 29411 34076 63487 58978 4509 
RAW SUGAR 3019 G 3019 4295 -1275 
ROOT CROPS 25267 36591 61858 65564 -37C5 
PULSES 622 116 738 763 -24 
FRUIT, VEG. 18834 611 19444 2G179 -734 
OIL CROPS 772 1284 2055 1536 519 
MEAT 4774 0 4774 4858 -83 
MILK 19658 11374 31032 30793 239 
EGGS 845 C 845 965 -119 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR U.S.S.R. 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 63446 30087 93533 979C1 -4367 
RAW SUGAR 7006 0 70C6 6286 720 
ROOT CROPS 55836 25806 81642 85082 -3439 
PULSES 1244 1761 30G6 2950 56 
FRUIT, VEG. 21884 G 21884 20838 1046 
OIL CROPS 1222 2678 39C0 4169 — 268 
MEAT 8034 0 8034 8060 -25 
MILK 33986 18225 52211 52667 -455 
EGGS 15C9 0 1509 1498 11 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD 
CEREALS 16235 1040 ^ 17275 14869 24C6 
RAW SUGAR 1194 0 1194 392 802 
ROOT CROPS 1165 0 1165 1089 76 
PULSES 1065 212 1276 13C8 -31 
FRUIT, VEG. 7913 0 7913 10972 -3058 
OIL CROPS 1250 12 1262 1396 -133 
MEAT 1279 0 1279 1261 18 
MILK 6762 C 6762 6213 549 
EGGS 208 0 208 2:5 3 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DISAPP EARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 9336 591 9927 9164 763 
RAW SUGAR 370 C 37 0 137 233 
ROOT CROPS 39827 c 39827 40059 -231 
PULSES 1072 c 1072 1738 — 665 
FRUIT, VfcG. 12633 c 12633 12710 — 7 6 
OIL CROPS 1157 c 1157 3455 -2297 
MEAT 521 0 521 488 33 
MILK 729 7 73 6 620 116 
EGGS 68 G 68 68 
.0 PRODUCTION l-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD 
CEREALS 7138 275 7412 7394 18 
RAW SUGAR 363 0 363 268 9 5 
ROOT CROPS 4441 45 4486 4538 -51 
PULSES 647 C 647 690 -42 
FRUIT, VEG. 5439 G 5439 5390 49 
OIL CROPS 286 61 347 42C -72 
MEAT 713 C 713 749 -35 
MILK 1449 133 1582 1388 194 
EGGS 23 0 23 22 1 
196C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN lOCO M.T. FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DISAPP EARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3067 1343 4410 52C5 -794 
RAW SUGAR 636 G 636 982 -345 
ROOT CROPS 330 39 368 372 — 3 
PULSES 70 0 70 68 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 2194 0 2194 2715 -520 
OIL CROPS 50 75 124 223 -98 
MEAT 687 G 687 696 -8 
MILK 2068 321 2389 2363 26 
EGGS 53 0 53 61 -7 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD 
CEREALS 14798 6601 21399 18879 2520 
RAW SUGAR 1432 0 1432 738 694 
ROOT CROPS 1707 36 1743 1762 -18 
PULSES 700 8 708 766 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 14195 805 15000 16124 -1123 
OIL CROPS 852 200 1052 893 159 
MEAT 1061 C 1061 1048 13 
MILK 6699 391 7091 6881 210 
EGGS 169 0 169 139 -19 
1960 PRODUCTION—DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 83130 454 83584 82604 980 
RAW SUGAR 3441 409 8851 9359 -507 
ROOT CROPS 8399 0 8399 8399 c 
PULSES 11997 480 12476 12474 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 23619 0 23619 23619 
OIL CROPS 1914 2344 4257 4818 -56C 
MEAT 600 0 600 6ca C 
MILK 21233 0 21233 20942 291 
EGGS 126 0 126 125 1 
>D PRODUCTION l-DEMAND COMPARISON IN lOOC M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD 
CEREALS 24117 0 24117 21543 2574 
RAW SUGAR 1634 0 1634 1393 241 
ROOT CROPS 1050 c 1050 987 63 
PULSES 1236 0 1236 1179 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 7787 c 7787 7714 73 
OIL CROPS 224 304 528 594 -65 
MEAT 607 C 607 6C7 0 
MILK 6359 0 6359 6221 138 
EGGS 45 0 45 44 1 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FDR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DISAPP EARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 21166 3054 24220 19919 43C1 
RAW SUGAR 1477 0 1477 195 1282 
ROOT CROPS 7864 2294 10158 10094 64 
PULSES 401 59 460 370 90 
FRUIT, VEG. 12959 0 12959 12943 16 
OIL CROPS 1483 708 2190 765 1425 
MEAT 600 0 600 575 25 
MILK 2004 172 2176 1905 271 
EGGS 552 [ 552 56D -7 
.C PRODUCTION -DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 47499 1081 48580 51683 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 2368 C 2368 3982 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 20625 1745 22370 24310 -1939 
PULSES 901 0 901 1044 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 26452 79 26532 26758 -225 
OIL CROPS 2212 821 3033 4133 -1099 
MEAT 1333 0 1333 1314 19 
MILK 1117 0 1117 440 677 
EGGS 550 0 550 557 -6 
1960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN lOGO M.T 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 1944 1615 3559 
RAW SUGAR 684 0 684 
ROOT CROPS 711 0 711 
PULSES 37 1 38 
FRUIT, VEG. 1958 0 1958 
OIL CROPS 51 2C 71 
MEAT 1570 C 1570 
MILK 5825 1868 7693 
EGGS 133 C 133 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. 
9604 -6044 
1336 -651 
718 — 6 
44 -5 
2228 -269 
20 51 
2385 -814 
11765 -4C71 
152 -18 
)C PRODUCTION -DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1003 M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION L ESS PROD 
CEREALS 217161 15570 232731 224920 7811 
RAW SUGAR 20426 409 2C836 23179 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 98127 6787 104913 107343 -2429 
PULSES 19907 700 20607 21756 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 115136 1425 116562 1229G5 — 6342 
OIL CROPS 8396 3897 12293 16600 — 43 G 6 
MEAT 9204 0 9204 9263 -58 
MILK 52422 1048 53470 51148 2322 
EGGS 1610 G 1610 1613 C 
i960 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN 1000 M.T. FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 85126 51713 136838 128625 8214 
RAW SUGAR 9944 0 9944 16430 -6485 
ROOT CROPS 43358 33657 77015 81750 -4734 
PULSES 3263 960 4224 4047 177 
FRUIT, VEG. 80216 2315 82530 92026 -9494 
OIL CROPS 8629 3167 11796 9507 2289 
MEAT 11471 0 11471 12173 -701 
MILK 41154 17006 58160 57329 830 
EGGS 2506 0 2506 2536 
-29 
196C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISON IN lOOC M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DISAPP EARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 128463 201901 33C364 355355 -2499C 
RAW SUGAR 26965 61 27025 18059 8966 
ROOT CROPS 105136 66967 172103 173829 -1725 
PULSES 3924 2148 6072 49C9 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 114764 70 1148 34 97800 17034 
OIL CROPS 667 6 17937 24613 20723 3890 
MEAT 42585 C 42585 42369 216 
MILK 157656 55743 213400 222407 -9GC7 
EGGS 8628 0 8628 8675 
— 46 
i>0 PRODUCTION -DEMAND COMPARISON IN lOCO M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD 
CEREALS 430748 269182 699931 7089G0 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 57334 47C 578G4 57668 137 
ROOT CROPS 246620 10741C 354031 362922 -8890 
PULSES 27095 3808 30903 30712 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 310114 3810 313924 312731 1193 
OIL CROPS 23701 25001 48702 46830 1872 
MEAT 63260 0 63260 63805 -543 
MILK 251232 73797 325028 330884 -5855 
EGGS 12744 0 12744 12821 -76 
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APPENDIX B. 1970 AND 1985 PRODUCTION DEMAND COMPARISONS 
Appendix B.l. 1970 and 1985 Production-Demand Comparisons for Low 
Variant Population Trends 
Appendix B.l.a» 1970 and 1985 production-demand comparisons for low variant 
population trends and constant per capita income 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULAT ION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 27132 109675 136807 222187 -85379 -34582 
RAW SUGAR 9622 30 9652 4178 5473 5927 
ROOT CROPS 11803 1691 13493 15159 -1665 -672 
PULSES 1241 2 1244 1199 45 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 40134 0 4C134 37413 2721 633 
OIL CROPS 2766 9633 12399 28617 -16217 — 4460 
MEAT 18778 C 18778 
MILK 54552 1364 55916 
EGGS 4180 G 4180 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA: 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 31676 128039 159715 331533 
-171817 -34582 
RAW SUGAR 11233 35 11268 6409 4859 5927 
ROOT CROPS 13779 1974 15753 18147 -2393 -672 
PULSES 1449 3 1452 1431 21 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 46854 0 46854 37681 9173 633 
OIL CROPS 3229 11246 14475 5C805 -36329 — 4460 
MEAT 21923 0 21923 
MILK 63687 1592 65279 
EGGS 4880 C 4880 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCG M.T. FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =HIGH 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3450 13460 16910 32201 -15290 -7358 
RAW SUGAR 1134 0 1134 235 90G 759 
ROOT CROPS 2120 123 2243 2484 -239 6 
PULSES 105 9 113 67 47 38 
FRUIT, VtG. 3656 C 3656 1918 1738 1256 
OIL CROPS 223 556 779 592 187 287 
MEAT 1705 G 1705 
MILK 8464 1307 9791 
EGGS 354 0 354 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 4267 16648 20914 37674 -16758 7358 
RAW SUGAR 1403 G 14C3 268 1135 759 
ROOT CROPS 2623 152 2774 3256 -481 6 
PULSES 129 11 140 67 73 38 
FRUIT, VEG. 4522 C 4522 1994 2528 1256 
OIL CROPS 275 688 963 912 52 287 
MEAT 2109 0 2109 
MILK 10494 1616 12110 
EGGS 438 C 438 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 8479 1239 9718 11287 -1568 97 
RAW SUGAR 1637 0 1637 2745 -1107 -402 
ROOT CROPS 564 25 590 647 -57 4 
PULSES 1078 0 1C78 1351 -272 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 4471 18 4489 4565 — 76 -331 
GIL CROPS 279 279 558 766 -207 -3 
MEAT 947 G 947 
MILK 3995 70 4G66 
EGGS 228 G 228 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 13372 1955 15327 18022 -2694 97 
RAW SUGAR 2582 0 2582 3842 -1259 -402 
ROOT CROPS 890 40 930 1078 -147 4 
PULSES 1701 0 1701 2495 -794 
-2 
FRUIT, VEG. 7051 29 7079 5972 1107 -331 
OIL CROPS 440 440 880 1252 -372 —3 
MEAT 1494 0 1494 
MILK 6301 111 6412 
EGGS 359 0 359 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DËMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 4524 389 4914 3U96 1818 1253 
RAW SUGAR 1236 C 1236 8730 -7493 -7291 
ROOT CROPS 2538 62 2600 2217 393 47 
PULSES 429 0 429 416 13 
-4 
FRUIT, VEG. 5868 324 6192 6971 -778 -1633 
OIL CROPS 137 106 243 133 110 62 
MEAT 770 G 770 
MILK 2693 201 2894 
EGGS 122 C 122 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 6289 556 6845 3683 3162 1253 
RAW SUGAR 1679 0 1679 9251 -7570 -7291 
ROOT CROPS 3346 79 3425 2341 1084 47 
PULSES 595 0 595 471 125 -4 
FRUIT, VEG. 8292 456 8748 7781 967 -1633 
OIL CROPS 178 136 314 137 177 62 
MEAT 1041 0 1041 
MILK 3718 290 4008 
EGGS 170 C 170 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 12532 7677 2G209 18820 1390 1415 
RAW SUGAR 3959 0 3959 5 3 5 9  -1399 
-801 
ROOT CROPS 20978 5695 26673 27858 -1184 -242 
PULSES 2377 C 2377 2356 20 -180 
FRUIT, VEG. 10871 150 11G21 11753 -731 -310 
OIL CROPS 586 321 906 1456 -548 -82 
MEAT 2722 C 2722 
MILK 6534 285 6819 
EGGS 376 C 376 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =HIGH 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 17270 1058G 27850 26106 1744 1415 
RAW SUGAR 5456 C 5456 7959 -2502 -801 
ROOT CROPS 28909 7848 36757 4C576 -3818 -242 
PULSES 3275 0 3275 2865 411 -180 
FRUIT, VEG. 14981 207 15188 16539 -1351 -310 
OIL CROPS 807 442 1249 2663 -1413 -82 
MEAT 3752 0 3752 
MILK 9004 393 9398 
EGGS 519 0 519 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
ASSUMING - tl) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 5600 3793 9393 15726 -6332 -5764 
RAW SUGAR 1051 0 1051 1188 -135 -62 
ROOT CROPS 2659 206 2865 2952 — 86 
-23 
PULSES 69 0 69 35 -15 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 6306 G 6306 6609 -302 58 
OIL CROPS 363 411 774 1292 -517 —450 
MEAT 2652 G 2652 
MILK 5772 30 5802 
EGGS 186 C 186 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 6465 4384 10850 16816 -5965 
-5764 
RAW SUGAR 1213 0 1213 1489 -275 —62 
ROOT CROPS 3069 240 3309 3602 -292 -23 
PULSES 80 0 80 101 -20 
-2 
FRUIT, VEG. 7281 G 7281 8306 -1025 58 
OIL CROPS 420 473 894 1528 -633 
—450 
MEAT 3052 0 3052 
MILK 6648 32 6681 
EGGS 214 0 214 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(21 INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 8528 1041 9568 6904 2664 1709 
RAW SUGAR 2479 0 2479 3051 -570 -344 
ROOT CROPS 7414 1024 8437 8028 409 -81 
PULSES 603 0 683 629 54 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 12987 372 13359 12944 415 -1330 
OIL CROPS 276 19G 466 338 128 163 
MEAT 1796 0 1796 
MILK 6038 414 6453 
EGGS 262 0 262 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEM A: 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 11905 1439 13344 8739 4605 1709 
RAW SUGAR 3517 C 3517 4122 — 604 -344 
ROOT CROPS 10366 1437 11804 9309 2495 -81 
PULSES 968 0 968 711 257 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 18383 534 18917 15074 3843 1330 
OIL CROPS 400 274 674 532 142 163 
MEAT 2526 0 2526 
MILK 8543 581 9124 
EGGS 372 0 372 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 34326 58067 92393 84291 8102 23919 
RAW SUGAR 9601 36 9637 8114 1523 2356 
ROOT CROPS 33397 34636 68C33 55420 12613 1166 
PULSES 1452 366 1818 650 1168 968 
FRUIT, VEG. 51774 1164 52938 42668 1C271 13079 
OIL CROPS 2646 6172 8818 483 8335 8031 
MEAT 14519 0 14519 
MILK 61685 32690 94375 
EGGS 2893 0 2893 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 35705 60372 96078 119793 -23715 23919 
RAW SUGAR 9965 38 10003 9645 358 2356 
ROOT CROPS 34808 35984 70793 34500 36293 1166 
PULSES 1513 383 1895 440 1455 968 
FRUIT, VEG. 54471 1138 55610 50516 5093 13079 
OIL CROPS 2772 6390 9162 589 8573 8031 
MEAT 15145 0 15145 
MILK 64396 34230 98626 
EGGS 3003 C 3003 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 19976 13297 33273 28905 4368 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2149 C 2149 2211 — 61 328 
ROOT CROPS 9662 1G39 10701 11562 -859 105 
PULSES 1103 856 1959 1815 144 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 36613 499 37112 55509 -18396 -5394 
OIL CROPS 6069 481 6549 6201 349 773 
MEAT 2470 0 2470 
MILK 9511 7551 17063 
EGGS 784 C 784 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 20765 13842 34607 32081 2526 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2232 C 2232 2984 -751 328 
ROOT CROPS 10084 1078 11162 13635 -2472 105 
PULSES 1148 894 2042 1746 296 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 38046 516 38562 77407 -38844 -5394 
OIL CROPS 6319 497 6816 7146 -328 773 
MEAT 2565 0 2565 
MILK 9884 7835 17718 
EGGS 815 0 815 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 31920 36715 68635 68535 100 4509 
RAW SUGAR 3248 0 3248 6309 -3060 1275 
ROOT CROPS 27419 40069 67487 68636 -1148 3705 
PULSES 674 125 798 987 -188 
-24 
FRUIT, VEG. 20338 667 21005 26322 -5316 -734 
OIL CROPS 327 1334 2211 2296 -84 519 
MEAT 5128 0 5128 
MILK 21264 12258 33521 
EGGS 908 Q 908 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 34767 39684 74450 81537 -7085 4 5G9 
RAW SUGAR 3512 G 3512 9401 -5888 -1275 
ROOT CROPS 30012 44433 74446 72012 2434 -3705 
PULSES 728 134 862 1294 -431 -24 
FRUIT, VEG. 22001 721 22722 34865 -12142 -734 
OIL CROPS 887 1497 2384 3416 -1C31 519 
MEAT 5533 0 5533 
MILK 23139 13319 36458 
EGGS 930 C 980 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR U.S.S.R. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATlOM RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 72058 34180 106238 11C094 -3855 -4367 
RAW SUGAR 7957 0 7957 1C725 -2767 720 
ROOT CROPS 63415 29317 92732 9C053 2678 -3439 
PULSES 1413 2001 3414 15284 -11869 56 
FRUIT, VEG. 24854 0 24854 38281 -13426 1046 
OIL CROPS 1388 3043 4430 7247 -2816 -268 
MEAT 9124 0 9124 
MILK 38599 20705 59303 
EGGS 1713 0 1713 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR U.S.S.R. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 83558 39636 123194 125110 -1915 -4367 
RAW SUGAR 9227 C 9227 15071 -5843 720 
ROOT CROPS 73536 33996 107532 88294 19238 -3439 
PULSES 1639 2320 3959 26548 -22588 56 
FRUIT, VEG. 28821 0 28821 60251 -31429 1046 
OIL CROPS 1609 3528 5137 1C330 -5192 -268 
MEAT 10581 0 10581 
MILK 44759 24009 68768 
EGGS 1987 0 1987 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTH AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (IJ POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC 01 SAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 20756 1361 22118 18256 3862 2406 
RAW SUGAR 1562 0 1562 705 8 57 802 
ROOT CROPS 1514 c 1514 1735 -220 76 
PULSES 1325 277 1602 1559 43 
-31 
FRUIT, VEG. 10280 e 102R0 14522 -4241 -3058 
OIL CROPS 1573 16 1590 1605 -14 -133 
MEAT 1604 C 1604 
MILK 8523 8523 
EGGS 265 c 265 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTH AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 29355 1973 31328 21379 9949 2406 
RAW SUGAR 2263 2263 1063 1200 802 
ROOT CROPS 2174 G 2174 2533 -358 76 
PULSES 1823 399 2222 1857 364 
-31 
FRUIT, VEG. 14763 C 14763 19627 -4863 -3058 
OIL CROPS 2173 24 2197 1896 301 -133 
MEAT 2224 0 2224 
MILK 11855 0 11855 
EGGS 374 0 374 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(21 INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 11836 797 12633 11249 1384 763 
RAW SUGAR 466 0 466 183 283 233 
ROOT CROPS 51190 c 51190 48944 2246 -231 
PULSES 1342 c 1342 2479 -1136 —665 
FRUIT, VEG. 15848 c 15848 14745 11C2 — 76 
OIL CROPS 1470 c 1470 4040 -2569 -2297 
MEAT 668 0 668 
MILK 923 8 931 
EGGS 86 G 86 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC K.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 16931 1206 18137 14077 406C 763 
RAW SUGAR 666 0 666 239 42 8 233 
ROOT CROPS 74650 0 74650 59944 14706 -231 
PULSES 1909 c 1909 3440 -1530 -665 
FRUIT, VEG. 22583 0 22583 17465 5119 -76 
OIL CROPS 2111 c 2111 4663 -2551 -2297 
MEAT 965 c 965 
MILK 1313 9 1323 
EGGS 121 0 121 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR EAST AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 8751 345 9096 8963 133 18 
RAW SUGAR 445 C 445 683 -237 95 
ROOT CROPS 5341 54 5395 5092 303 -51 
PULSES 794 0 794 8C9 -13 -42 
FRUIT, VEG, 6509 0 6509 6080 429 49 
OIL CROPS 351 81 432 613 -180 -72 
MEAT 883 G 883 
MILK 1790 167 1957 
EGGS 29 C 29 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR EAST AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAt 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 12174 494 12668 11042 1626 18 
RAW SUGAR 617 0 617 1221 -603 95 
ROOT CROPS 7239 72 7310 5527 1783 
-51 
PULSES 1104 0 1104 891 213 
-42 
FRUIT, VEG. 8649 0 8649 6999 1650 49 
OIL CROPS 486 121 6G7 821 -213 
-72 
MEAT 1248 0 1248 
MILK 2516 240 2756 
EGGS 42 0 42 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3975 1741 5716 6693 -976 -794 
RAW SUGAR 824 C 824 1477 -652 -345 
ROOT CROPS 427 50 477 479 -1 -3 
PULSES 91 0 91 68 23 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 2843 c 2843 3714 -870 -520 
OIL CROPS 64 97 161 232 -70 -98 
MEAT 890 C 890 
MILK 2680 416 3C97 
EGGS 68 0 68 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 5836 2557 8392 7260 1112 -794 
RAW SUGAR 1210 0 1210 2158 -947 -345 
ROOT CROPS 627 74 701 613 87 -3 
PULSES 134 0 134 68 66 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 4174 0 4174 5195 -1020 -520 
OIL CROPS 95 142 236 232 5 -98 
MEAT 1307 0 1307 
MILK 3935 612 4546 
EGGS 100 C 100 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 19166 8546 27712 22857 4855 2520 
RAW SUGAR 1849 0 1849 1137 712 694 
ROOT CROPS 2212 47 2259 2674 -414 -18 
PULSES 910 11 921 842 79 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 18337 1050 19437 22047 -2609 -1123 
OIL CROPS 1112 250 1362 1094 267 159 
MEAT 1369 G 1369 
MILK 8666 509 9175 
EGGS 215 C 215 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 19166 8546 27712 23092 4620 2520 
RAW SUGAR 1849 0 1849 1139 710 694 
ROOT CROPS 2212 47 2259 2679 -419 -18 
PULSES 910 11 921 858 63 
-57 
FRUIT, VEG. 18387 1C5G 19437 22089 -2652 
-1123 
OIL CROPS 1112 250 1362 1096 266 159 
MEAT 1369 0 1369 
MILK 8 666 509 9175 
EGGS 215 0 215 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICOG M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAiM 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 27490 12178 39668 25402 14266 2520 
RAW SUGAR 2640 0 2640 17 G C 940 694 
ROOT CROPS 3159 68 3227 3716 — 488 -18 
PULSES 1315 17 1332 911 421 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 26280 1509 27789 3C4G7 -2617 •1123 
OIL CROPS 1616 329 1945 1357 588 159 
MEAT 1955 C 1955 
MILK 124C5 726 13131 
EGGS 297 0 297 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 27490 12178 39668 26384 13284 2520 
RAW SUGAR 264C C 2640 1733 907 694 
ROOT CROPS 3159 68 3227 3740 -513 -18 
PULSES 1315 17 1332 952 330 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 26280 1509 27789 3C563 -2773 •1123 
OIL CROPS 1616 329 1945 1360 585 159 
MEAT 1955 0 1955 
MILK 12405 726 13131 
EGGS 297 0 297 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 102310 559 102869 102844 26 980 
RAW SUGAR 10389 504 10893 12935 -2041 -507 
ROOT CROPS 10337 0 1C337 9827 510 C 
PULSES 14765 590 15355 13132 2223 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 29069 0 29069 23619 5450 0 
OIL CROPS 2355 2885 5240 6489 -1248 -560 
MEAT 738 0 738 
MILK 26132 Q 26132 
EGGS 155 0 155 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FDR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
1 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 102310 559 102869 102844 26 980 
RAW SUGAR 10389 504 10893 12935 -2041 -507 
ROOT CROPS 10337 G 1C337 9827 510 0 
PULSES 14765 590 15355 13132 2223 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 29069 0 29069 23619 5450 G 
OIL CROPS 2355 2885 5240 6489 -1248 -560 
MEAT 738 0 738 
MILK 26132 c 26132 
EGGS 155 0 155 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 130415 713 131128 137045 -5917 980 
RAW SUGAR 13243 642 13885 18685 -4799 -507 
ROOT CROPS 13176 0 13176 11969 1208 0 
PULSES 18821 753 19573 14119 5454 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 37054 0 37054 23619 13435 0 
OIL CROPS 3002 3677 6679 8377 -1697 -560 
MEAT 941 0 941 
MILK 33311 c 33311 
EGGS 198 c 198 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PQPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 130415 713 131128 137045 -5917 980 
RAW SUGAR 13243 642 13885 18685 -4799 -507 
ROOT CROPS 13176 0 13176 11969 1208 0 
PULSES 13821 753 19573 14119 5454 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 37054 0 37054 23619 13435 0 
OIL CROPS 3002 3677 6679 8377 -1697 -560 
MEAT 941 0 941 
MILK 33311 C 33311 
EGGS 198 0 198 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3097G 0 30970 26299 4671 2574 
RAW SUGAR 2102 0 2102 2013 89 241 
ROOT CROPS 1357 0 1357 1081 276 63 
PULSES 1586 0 1586 1245 340 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 9998 c 9998 15606 -56C7 73 
OIL CROPS 289 394 683 594 89 -65 
MEAT 779 0 779 
MILK 8155 c 8155 
EGGS 58 c 58 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAj 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 30970 0 30970 26299 4671 2574 
RAW SUGAR 2102 0 2102 2013 89 241 
ROOT CROPS 1357 G 1357 1081 276 63 
PULSES 1586 0 1586 1245 340 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 9998 0 9998 15606 -5607 73 
OIL CROPS 289 394 683 594 89 -65 
MEAT 779 G 779 
MILK 8155 0 8155 
EGGS 58 G 58 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND INC. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 41894 C 41894 33957 7937 2574 
RAW SUGAR 2850 0 2850 - 2864 —13 241 
ROOT CROPS 1855 0 1855 1100 755 63 
PULSES 2142 c 2142 1337 805 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 13519 0 13519 25546 -12026 73 
OIL CROPS 394 541 935 594 341 -65 
MEAT 1051 0 1051 
MILK 11C07 c 11007 
EGGS 79 0 79 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 41894 0 41894 33957 7937 2574 
RAW SUGAR 2850 0 2850 2864 -13 241 
ROOT CROPS 1855 0 1855 1100 755 63 
PULSES 2142 c 2142 1337 805 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 13519 0 13519 25546 -12026 73 
OIL CROPS 394 541 935 594 341 -65 
MEAT 1051 0 1051 
MILK 110C7 0 11007 
EGGS 79 0 79 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR JAPAN 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 22783 3288 26071 22760 3311 4301 
RAW SUGAR 1590 G 1590 333 1257 1282 
ROOT CROPS 8464 2470 10934 11468 -532 64 
PULSES 432 64 495 418 77 90 
FRUIT, VEG. 13949 0 13949 21076 -7126 16 
OIL CROPS 1596 762 2358 670 1688 1425 
MEAT 645 0 645 
MILK 2157 185 2342 
EGGS 594 C 594 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR JAPAN 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 25053 3615 28668 26934 1733 4301 
RAW SUGAR 1748 0 1748 526 1222 1282 
ROOT CROPS 9307 2716 12024 12896 -871 64 
PULSES 475 70 545 476 69 90 
FRUIT, VEG. 15338 C 15338 34 024 -18685 16 
OIL CROPS 1755 838 2593 674 1919 1425 
MEAT 710 0 710 
MILK 2372 204 2576 
EGGS 653 C 653 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= LOW 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 61398 1432 62830 68C11 -5180 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 3068 C 3068 5078 -2G1C -1613 
ROOT CROPS 26254 2243 28497 34454 -5956 -1939 
PULSES 1162 G 1162 1273 -110 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 34133 102 34235 37C41 -2805 -225 
OIL CROPS 2837 1C7C 3907 5284 -1377 -1099 
MEAT 1735 0 1735 
MILK 1461 0 1461 
EGGS 712 0 712 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 61398 1432 62830 68990 -6159 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 3068 C 3068 5125 -2056 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 26254 2243 28497 34974 — 647 6 -1939 
PULSES 1162 0 1162 1286 -123 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 34133 102 34235 37387 -3152 -225 
OIL CROPS 2837 1C70 3907 5289 -1381 -1099 
MEAT 1735 0 1735 
MILK 1461 G 1461 
EGGS 712 G 712 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 37089 2169 89258 90346 -1083 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 4419 0 4419 6111 -1691 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 37160 2958 40118 46345 — 6226 -1939 
PULSES 1678 C 1678 1447 231 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 49182 132 49314 52670 -3355 -225 
OIL CROPS 4048 1565 5613 6665 -1051 -1099 
MEAT 2499 0 2499 
MILK 2151 C 2151 
EGGS 1028 c 1028 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 87089 2169 89258 92779 -4 520 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 4419 0 4419 6236 -1816 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 37160 2958 40118 48097 -7979 -1939 
PULSES 1678 0 1678 15C2 176 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 49182 132 49314 53650 -4335 
-225 
OIL CROPS 4048 1565 5613 6675 -1061 -1099 
MEAT 2499 0 2499 
MILK 2151 0 2151 
EGGS 1028 0 1028 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCG M.T. FOR OCEANIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 2279 1885 4164 14713 -10548 •6044 
RAW SUGAR 802 0 802 1978 -1175 -651 
ROOT CROPS 836 0 836 792 43 — 6 
PULSES 43 1 45 52 — 6 -5 
FRUIT, VEG. 2293 0 2293 2671 -378 -269 
OIL CROPS 60 23 93 39 43 51 
MEAT 1842 G 1842 
MILK 6849 2222 9G71 
EGGS 156 C 156 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OCEANIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 2816 2310 5126 18740 -13613 •6044 
RAW SUGAR 993 0 993 2191 -1198 -651 
ROOT CROPS 1037 0 1037 638 399 — 6 
PULSES 54 2 56 52 4 -5 
FRUIT, VEG. 2828 0 2823 3267 -439 -269 
OIL CROPS 74 28 101 66 36 51 
MEAT 2279 C 2279 
MILK 8505 2809 11314 
EGGS 194 0 194 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 275108 20524 295632 283361 12270 7811 
RAW SUGAR 26063 504 26567 31958 -5389 
-2342 
ROOT CROPS 126060 8956 135016 138684 -3667 -2429 
PULSES 24944 878 25822 24412 141G -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 147inc 1876 148977 157099 -8122 -6342 
OIL CROPS 10667 492C 15586 21363 -5775 -4306 
MEAT 11903 0 119C3 
MILK 66482 1379 67861 
EGGS 2087 C 2087 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION^HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMA; 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 275108 20524 295632 284576 11056 7811 
RAW SUGAR 26063 504 26567 32007 -5439 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 126060 3956 135C16 139209 -4192 -2429 
PULSES 24944 878 25822 24442 1381 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 147100 1876 148977 157488 -8511 -6342 
OIL CROPS 10667 4920 15586 21369 -5781 -43C6 
MEAT 11903 0 11903 
MILK 66482 1379 67861 
EGGS 2087 0 2087 
1985 PRDDUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FDR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LGW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 373291 29193 402484 3667CG 35784 7811 
RAW SUGAR 35360 642 36C02 44573 -3569 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 177962 12224 190186 179739 10447 -2429 
PULSES 33049 1169 34218 277C4 6513 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 204419 2688 207107 205390 1717 -6342 
OIL CROPS 14784 6593 21378 27331 -5952 -4306 
MEAT 16649 0 16649 
MILK 89851 1975 91826 
EGGS 2942 C 2942 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T. Ft 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANC! DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 373291 29193 402484 371104 31380 7811 
RAW SUGAR 35360 642 36002 44727 -8724 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 177962 12224 190186 181513 8672 -2429 
PULSES 33049 1169 34218 27 801 6417 -1143 
FRUIT, VEG. 204419 2688 207107 206518 589 -6342 
OIL CROPS 14784 6593 21378 27343 — 5964 -4306 
MEAT 16649 0 16649 
MILK 89851 1975 91826 
EGGS 2942 0 2942 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =HIGH 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 95216 56632 151847 152373 -525 8214 
RAW SUGAR 11452 C 11452 21335 -9832 •6485 
ROOT CROPS 47803 37397 85200 9CC44 -4843 4734 
PULSES 3813 1016 4828 5001 -172 177 
FRUIT, VEG. 88428 2399 90 827 125605 -34777 •9494 
OIL CROPS 9288 3547 12835 11519 1317 2289 
MEAT 13023 G 13G23 
MILK 46686 18362 65047 
EGGS 2778 G 2778 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 110481 62929 173410 18C889 -7478 8214 
RAW SUGAR 13919 C 13919 28059 -14139 6485 
ROOT CROPS 53585 42218 95803 99662 -3858 4734 
PULSES 4779 1C70 5849 6480 -630 177 
FRUIT, VEG. 100021 2482 102503 175487 -72983 9494 
OIL CROPS 10108 4106 14214 14384 
-169 2289 
MEAT 15320 0 15320 
MILK 55025 20019 75044 
EGGS 3181 C 3181 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC K .T.  FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMANl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 142424 222331 364755 468954 -104198 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 29655 66 29720 26072 3 648 8966 
ROOT CROPS 116038 72398 188436 172834 15602 -1725 
PULSES 4317 2408 6724 17302 -10577 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 125651 70 125721 123370 2352 17034 
OIL CROPS 7312 19684 26996 37200 -10203 3890 
MEAT 46842 C 46842 
MILK 173294 60642 233936 
EGGS 9479 C 9479 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 iM.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(31 LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEM A! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 142424 222331 364755 468954 -1G4198 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 29655 66 29720 26072 3648 8966 
ROOT CROPS 116038 72398 188436 172834 15602 -1725 
PULSES 4317 2408 6724 173C2 -10577 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 125651 70 125721 123370 2352 17034 
OIL CROPS 7312 19684 26996 37200 -10203 3890 
MEAT 46842 C 46842 
MILK 173294 60642 233936 
EGGS 9479 C 9479 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAÎ 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 161319 252225 413545 639706 -226160 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 33388 73 33461 34565 -1102 8966 
ROOT CROPS 130258 78707 208966 152630 56336 -1725 
PULSES 4850 2747 7597 28583 -20935 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 140634 70 14G7G3 154329 -13624 17034 
OIL CROPS 8199 22177 30376 62939 -32562 3890 
MEAT 52930 0 52930 
MILK 195067 66615 261682 
EGGS 10698 0 10698 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 161319 252225 413545 639716 -226171 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 33388 73 33461 34569 -1106 8966 
ROOT CROPS 130258 78707 208966 152632 56333 
-1725 
PULSES 4850 2747 7597 28583 -20985 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 140634 70 140703 154336 -13632 17034 
OIL CROPS 8199 22177 30376 62940 -32563 3890 
MEAT 52930 0 52930 
MILK 195067 66615 261682 
EGGS 10698 0 10698 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOC M.T. FOA 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1560 DEMAN 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 512746 299485 812232 904688 -92454 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 67170 570 67739 79365 -11624 137 
ROOT CROPS 289900 118751 408650 401561 709C -8890 
PULSES 33073 4302 37375 46716 -9340 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 361178 4345 365524 406073 —40549 1193 
OIL CROPS 27266 28151 55418 7G081 —14662 1872 
MEAT 71768 0 71768 
MILK 286460 80382 366842 
EGGS 14344 G 14344 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 512746 299485 812232 9G59C2 -93669 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 67170 570 67739 79414 -11674 137 
ROOT CROPS 289900 118751 408650 402086 6564 -8890 
PULSES 33073 4302 37375 46745 -9369 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 361178 4345 365524 406462 -40938 1193 
OIL CROPS 27266 28151 55418 7C088 —14669 1872 
MEAT 71768 0 71768 
MILK 286460 80382 366842 
EGGS 14344 G 14344 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIGN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 645090 344346 989438 1187286 -197847 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 82667 715 83382 107196 -23813 137 
ROOT CROPS 361805 133149 494953 432029 62924 -8890 
PULSES 42679 4985 47663 62767 -15103 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 445072 5240 450313 535205 -84892 1193 
OIL CROPS 33091 32876 65968 104652 -38684 1872 
MEAT 84899 C 84899 
MILK 339941 88608 428550 
EGGS 16822 G 16822 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
1 3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 645090 344346 989438 1191701 -202262 8967 
RAW SUGAR 82667 715 83382 107354 -23971 137 
ROOT CROPS 361805 133149 494953 433807 61147 8890 
PULSES 42679 4985 47663 62863 -15199 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 445072 5240 450313 536341 -36027 1193 
OIL CROPS 33091 32876 65968 104665 -38696 1872 
MEAT 84899 0 84899 
MILK 339941 88608 428550 
EGGS 16822 0 16822 
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population trends and low variant income trends 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICGO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 26355 111639 137994 
RAW SUGAR 9622 30 9652 
ROOT CROPS 11623 1721 13344 
PULSES 1223 2 1225 
FRUIT, VEG. 41134 C 41134 
OIL CROPS 2809 9806 12614 
MEAT 19434 0 19434 
MILK 52908 1388 54296 
EGGS 4116 0 4116 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
30079 
11233 
13409 
1410 
49088 
3318 
23386 
60312 
4749 
132561 
36 
2043 
3 
0 
11643 
C 
1648 
C 
162640 
11269 
15452 
1413 
49088 
14962 
23386 
61961 
4749 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
222187 -84192 -34582 
4178 5474 5927 
15159 -1314 -672 
1199 26 76 
37413 3721 633 
28617 -16002 -4460 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
331533 
6409 
18147 
1431 
37631 
5C805 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-168892 
4860 
-2694 
-17 
11406 
-35843 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
—672 
76 
633 
— 4460 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(21 INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3391 13744 17135 
RAW SUGAR 1134 C 1134 
ROOT CROPS 2024 125 2149 
PULSES 103 9 112 
FRUIT, VEG. 3811 C 3811 
OIL CROPS 230 568 798 
MEAT 1780 C 1780 
MILK 8224 1334 9559 
EGGS 349 0 349 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4144 17304 21448 
RAW SUGAR 1403 0 1403 
ROOT CROPS 2423 158 2580 
PULSES 126 11 137 
FRUIT, VEG. 4869 0 4869 
OIL CROPS 290 715 1006 
MEAT 2278 G 2278 
MILK 9953 1680 11633 
EGGS 426 G 426 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
32201 
235 
2484 
67 
1918 
592 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-15064 
90C-
-333 
45 
1893 
2G6 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-7358 
759 
6 
38 
1256 
287 
U1 
i-* VD 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
37674 -16224 -7358 
268 1135 759 
3256 -675 6 
67 70 38 
1994 2875 1256 
912 94 287 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGCG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8666 1302 9963 
RAW SUGAR 1708 0 1708 
ROOT CROPS 577 27 604 
PULSES llCl C 1101 
FRUIT, VEG. 4769 19 4788 
OIL CROPS 294 293 588 
MEAT IClu C 1010 
MILK 4123 74 4197 
EGGS 245 0 245 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 13575 2022 15596 
RAW SUGAR 2658 C 2658 
ROOT CROPS 903 41 945 
PULSES 1725 G 1725 
FRUIT, VEG. 7367 30 7396 
OIL CROPS 456 455 912 
MEAT 1561 C 1561 
MILK 6439 115 6554 
EGGS 378 0 378 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11287 -1318 97 
2745 -1C36 -402 
647 -43 4 
1351 -249 -2 
4565 222 -331 
766 -177 -3 
Ln N) 
O 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18022 -2425 97 
3842 -1183 -402 
1078 -133 4 
2495 -769 -2 
5972 1424 -331 
1252 -340 -3 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC V-.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TCTAL 
CEREALS 4624 414 5038 
RAW SUGAR 1258 C 1258 
ROOT CROPS 2548 64 2611 
PULSES 436 C 436 
FRUIT, VEG. 5974 331 63G5 
OIL CROPS 140 114 254 
MEAT 811 V 811 
MILK 2821 205 3026 
EGGS 131 G 131 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION: HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6420 593 7013 
RAW SUGAR 1702 0 1702 
ROOT CROPS 3333 83 3417 
PULSES 601 G 601 
FRUIT, VEG. 8430 458 8888 
OIL CROPS 184 154 338 
MEAT 1118 C 1118 
MILK 3958 295 4253 
EGGS 188 0 188 
FCR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3096 
8730 
2217 
416 
6971 
133 
1942 
-7472 
394 
19 
-665 
120 
1253 
-7291 
47 
-4 
-1633 
62 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD. 
3683 3330 1253 
9251 -7548 -7291 
2341 1076 47 
471 131 -4 
7781 1107 -1633 
137 201 62 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12455 7579 20034 
RAW SUGAR 3959 C 3959 
ROOT CROPS 20886 5622 26508 
PULSES 2371 C 2371 
FRUIT, VEG. 10776 148 10924 
OIL CROPS 578 316 895 
MEAT 2688 C 2688 
MILK 6447 282 6729 
EGGS 372 0 372 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 17568 10974 28542 
RAW SUGAR 5456 C 5456 
ROOT CROPS 29266 814C 37406 
PULSES 3295 0 3295 
FRUIT, VEG. 15362 214 15577 
OIL CROPS 833 458 1296 
MEAT 3890 C 3890 
MILK 9354 408 9762 
EGGS 535 C 535 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18820 1214 1415 
5359 -1399 -801 
27858 -1349 -242 
2356 15 -180 
11753 -828 -310 
1456 -56C -82 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD.  LESS PROD. 
26106 2437 1415 
7959 -2502 -801 
4C576 -3169 -242 
2865 431 -laC 
16539 -962 -310 
2663 -1365 -82 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 5679 3805 9483 
RAW SUGAR 1081 0 1C81 
ROOT CROPS 2647 207 2854 
PULSES 72 0 72 
FRUIT, VEG. 6546 G 6546 
OIL CROPS 374 412 786 
MEAT 2655 p 2655 
MILK 5810 30 5840 
EGGS 191 C 191 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
( 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6683 4417 lllCO 
RAW SUGAR 1296 0 1296 
ROOT CROPS 3036 241 3277 
PULSES 89 C 89 
FRUIT, VEG. 7983 G 7983 
OIL CROPS 452 477 929 
MEAT 3061 G 3C61 
MILK 6752 33 6785 
EGGS 230 C 230 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
15726 
1183 
2952 
85 
6 609 
1292 
-6242 
-106 
-97 
-11 
—  6 2  
-505 
-5764 
— 62 
-23 
- 2  
58 
—450 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
16816 -5715 -5764 
1489 -192 -62 
3602 -325 -23 
101 -IC -2 
8306 -323 58 
1528 -597 -450 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8731 1C98 9829 
RAW SUGAR 2533 C 2533 
ROOT CROPS 7548 1097 8646 
PULSES 701  C 701 
FRUIT, VEG. 13391 388 13780 
OIL CROPS 292 200  492 
MEAT 1908  G 1908 
MILK 6360 434 6794 
EGGS 278 C 278 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12299 1560 13859 
RAW SUGAR 3624 C 3624  
ROOT CROPS 10626 1584 12210 
PULSES 1003  0 1003 
FRUIT, VEG. 19130 558 19688 
OIL CROPS 431 294 725 
MEAT 2748 C 2748 
MILK 9165 618 9784 
EGGS 403 0 403 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
6904  2924 1709 
3C51 -516 -344 
8028 617 -81 
629 72 -55 
12944 836 -133G 
338 154 163 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
6739 5121 1709 
4122 -497 -344 
9309 2901 -81 
711 292 -55 
15G74 4614 -1330 
532 193 163 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32130 63586 95716 
RAW SUGAR 10049 40 10C88 
ROOT CROPS 29595 38812 68408 
PULSES 1474 394 1868 
FRUIT, VEG. 55251 1219 56470 
OIL CROPS 2671 6781 9452 
MEAT 16036 C 16036 
MILK 62977 36032 99009 
EGGS 3161 C 3161 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31574 72324 103898 
RAW SUGAR 10795 46 1C840 
ROOT CROPS 27979 44639 72618 
PULSES 1555 445 2000 
FRUIT, VEG. 61875 1269 63143 
OIL CROPS 2820 7713 1C533 
MEAT 18471 0 18471 
MILK 66897 41379 108276 
EGGS 3548 0 3548 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
84291 
8114 
55420 
650 
42668 
483 
11425 
1974 
12988 
1218 
13803 
8968 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
119793 
9645 
34500 
44C 
5C516 
589 
-15894 
1196 
38118 
1560 
12627 
9944 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13G79 
8031 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOU M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 18771 16045 34816 
RAW SUGAR 2481 0 2481 
ROOT CROPS 9567 1260 10827  
PULSES 1103 1027 2130 
FRUIT, VEG. 39581 611 4C192 
OIL CROPS 6598 584 7162  
MEAT 3029  0 3029 
MILK 10829 9166 19996 
EGGS 922  C 922  
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LQW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =HIGH 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 18129 19816 37946 
RAW SUGAR 2960  0 2960 
ROOT CROPS 9822  1557 11379 
PULSES 1148 1270 2418 
FRUIT, VEG. 43864 751 44615 
OIL CROPS 7431 722 8153 
MEAT 3775 0 3775 
MILK 12706 11334 24040  
EGGS 1117 0 1117 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
28905  
2211  
11562 
1815 
5 5509 
6201 
5911 
27C 
-734 
315 
-15317 
981 
6587 
328 
105 
125 
-5394 
773 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
32C81 
2984 
13635 
1746 
77407 
7146 
5865 
-23 
-2255 
672 
-3279C 
1G07 
6587 
328 
1C5 
125 
5394 
773 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30082 42938 73020 
RAW SUGAR 3690 G 3690 
ROOT CROPS 24998 44568 69567 
PULSES 693 152 846 
FRUIT, VEG. 23534 821 24354 
OIL CROPS 959 1650 26C9 
MEAT 6003 C 6003 
MILK 23062 13912 36974 
EGGS 1029 G 1029 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
( 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30958 51703 82661 
RAW SUGAR 4405 C 4405 
ROOT CROPS 24931 53257 78188 
PULSES 768 190 957 
FRUIT, VEG. 28569 1016 29585 
OIL CROPS 1161 2023 3185 
MEAT 7204 C 7204 
MILK 26455 16495 42949 
EGGS 1231 C 1231 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
68535 
6309 
6 8636 
987 
26322 
2296 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4485 
- 2 6 1 8  
93 C 
-14C 
-1967 
313 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
Ln 
ro 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
81537 
9401 
72012 
1294 
34865 
3416 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1124 
-4994 
6176 
-336 
-5279 
-230 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4 509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 65520 40581 106101 
RAW SUGAR 9598 0 9598 
ROOT CROPS 55569 34807 90376 
PULSES 1472 2376 3847 
FRUIT, VEG. 28442 C 28442 
OIL CROPS 1845 3612 5458 
MEAT 10855 C 1C855 
MILK 46170 24582 70752 
EGGS 1996 C 1996 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 69767 53014 122781 
RAW SUGAR 12688 C 12688 
ROOT CROPS 56985 45471 102457 
PULSES 1762 3103 4865 
FRUIT, VEG. 36388 0 36388 
OIL CROPS 2575 4719 7294 
MEAT 14232 0 14232 
MILK 59204 32113 91317 
EGGS 2583 0 2583 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
11C094 
1G725 
9C053 
15284 
38281 
7247 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3993 
-1126 
323 
-11436 
-9838 
-1788 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
125110 
15071 
88294 
26548 
6C251 
1C33G 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2327 
-2382 
14163 
-21682 
-23861 
-3035 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 21201 1499 22701 
RAW SUGAR 1661 0 1661 
ROOT CROPS 1538 0 1538 
PULSES 1365 299 1664 
FRUIT, VEG. 10754 C 10754 
OIL CROPS 1734 18 1753 
MEAT 1702 C 1702 
MILK 8945 0 8945 
EGGS 288 0 288 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 29980 2199 32179 
RAW SUGAR 2410 0 2410 
ROOT CROPS 2217 2217 
PULSES 1885 439 2323 
FRUIT, VEG. 15554 0 15554 
OIL CROPS 2475 27 2502 
MEAT 2376 n 2376 
MILK 12523 0 12523 
EGGS 408 0 408 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD.  
18256 4445 2406 
705 956 802 
1735 -195 76 
1559 105 -31 
14522 -3766 -3058 
1605 148 -133 
FOR NCRTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
21379 10800 2406 
1063 1347 802 
2533 -315 76 
1357 466 -31 
19627 -4072 -3058 
1896 606 -133 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
UMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE= LOW 
(2) INCOl ME GROWTH RAT E=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 11981 769 12749 
RAW SUGAR 493 G 493 
ROOT CROPS 51247 0 51247 
PULSES 1361 0 1361 
FRUIT, VEG. 15988 G 15988 
OIL CROPS 1505 G 1505 
MEAT 695 0 695 
MILK 961 9 970 
EGGS 89 G 89 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 16563 1G45 17608 
RAW SUGAR 651 C 651 
ROOT CROPS 73415 0 73415 
PULSES 1894 G 1894 
FRUIT, VEG. 21996 C 21996 
OIL CROPS 2083 C 2CS3 
MEAT 942 G 942 
MILK 1292 11 13C3 
EGGS 118 G 118 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11249 1501 763 
183 310 233 
48944 2304 -231 
2479 -1118 -665 
14745 1243 -76 
4040 -2535 -2297 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
14C77 
239 
59944 
3440 
17465 
4663 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3531 
412 
13471 
-1545 
4531 
-2580 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
763 
233 
-231 
— 665 
— 76 
-2297 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9061 372 9434 
RAW SUGAR 493 C 493 
ROOT CROPS 5489 66 5555 
PULSES 838 0 838 
FRUIT, VEG. 6846 G 6846 
OIL CROPS 368 83 451 
MEAT 957 C 957 
MILK 1954 171 2124 
EGGS 32 C 32 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12528 526 13054 
RAW SUGAR 693 G 693 
ROOT CROPS 7472 99 7571 
PULSES 1171 G 1171 
FRUIT, VEG. 9352 G 9352 
OIL CROPS 500 117 616 
MEAT 1330 C 1330 
MILK 2768 232 3000 
EGGS 44 G 44 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
8963 470 18 
683 -189 95 
5092 463 -51 
809 3C -42 
6C80 766 49 
613 -161 -72 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD. 
11042 2011 18 
1221 -527 95 
5527 2G44 -51 
891 280 -42 
6999 2353 49 
821 -204 
-72 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3 ) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND INC. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3950 1795 5745 
RAW SUGAR 830 0 B30 
ROOT CROPS 43C 52 482 
PULSES 92 C 92 
FRUIT, VEG. 2922 G 2922 
OIL CROPS 68 100 168 
MEAT 915 G 915 
MILK 2772 429 3202 
EGGS 71 r 71 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 5817 2597 8414 
RAW SUGAR 1214 C 1214 
ROOT CROPS 629 75 704 
PULSES 135 0 135 
FRUIT, VEG. 4233 0 4233 
OIL CROPS 97 144 241 
MEAT 1326 G 1326 
MILK 4004 621 4626 
EGGS 102 0 102 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
6693 -947 -794 
1477 -646 -345 
479 3 -3 
68, 24 2 
2714 -792 -520 
232 -63 -98 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
7280 1134 -794 
2158 -942 -345 
613 91 -3 
68 67 2 
5195 -961 -520 
232 10 -98 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19715 9396 29112 
RAW SUGAR 2029 0 2029  
ROOT CROPS 2266 52 2317 
PULSES 955  12 967 
FRUIT, VEG. 19623  1154 20777 
OIL CROPS 1179 269 1448 
MEAT 1544 0 1544 
MILK 9496 558 1CC54 
EGGS 242 0 242 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19715 9396 29112 
RAW SUGAR 2029 0 2029  
ROOT CROPS 2266 52 2317 
PULSES 955 12 967 
FRUIT, VEG. 19623 1154 2C777 
OIL CROPS 1179 269 1448 
MEAT 1544 Û 1544 
MILK 9496 558 10054 
EGGS 242 0 242 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
22857 6255 252C 
1137 893 694  
2674 —356 —18 
842  125 -57 
22047  -1269 -1123 
1094 354  159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
23C92 6C20 2520 
1139 890 694  
2679 -361 -18 
858 109 -57 
22089 -1312 -1123 
1096 353 159 
1985 PRÛDUCTIGN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 28389 13644 42033 
RAW SUGAR 2965 0 2965 
ROOT CROPS 3252 76 3328 
PULSES 1389 18 1408 
FRUIT, VEG. 28472 1691 30163 
OIL CROPS 1722 365 2087 
MEAT 2249 C 2249 
MILK 13801 812 14613 
EGGS 348 C 348 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOC K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 28389 13644 42033 
RAW SUGAR 2965 0 2965 
ROOT CROPS 3252 76 3328 
PULSES 1389 18 1408 
FRUIT, VEG. 28472 1691 30163 
OIL CROPS 1722 365 2087 
MEAT 2249 C 2249 
MILK 13801 812 14613 
EGGS 348 C 348 
FDR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
25402 16631 2520 
1700 1265 694 
3716 -386 -13 
911 497 -57 
30407 -243 -1123 
1357 729 159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
26384 
1733 
3740 
952 
30563 
1360 
15649 
1232 
-411 
456 
-399 
727 
252C 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 102438 562 103000 
RAW SUGAR 10416 506 10922 
ROOT CROPS 10343 C 10343 
PULSES 14786 593 15379 
FRUIT, VEG. 29135 G 29135 
OIL CROPS 2362 2897 5259 
MEAT 740 0 740 
MILK 26254 0 26254 
EGGS 156 0 156 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICQO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 102438 562 1030C0 
RAW SUGAR 10416 506 10922 
ROOT CROPS 1C343 C 10343 
PULSES 14786 593 15379 
FRUIT, VEG, 29135 0 29135 
OIL CROPS 2362 2897 5259 
MEAT 740 G 740 
MILK 26254 0 26254 
EGGS 156 0 156 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
102844 
12935 
9827 
13132 
23619 
6489 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
156 
- 2 0 1 2  
516 
2247 
5516 
- 1 2 2 8  
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
980 
-507 
n 
2 
0 
-560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
102844 156 980 
12935 -2012 -507 
9827 516 C 
13132 2247 2 
23619 5516 0 
6489 -1228 -560 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 134518 796 135314 
RAW SUGAR 14148 717 14866 
ROOT CROPS 13377 0 13377 
PULSES 19536 841 20376 
FRUIT, VEG. 39250 G 39250 
OIL CROPS 3239 4107 7346 
MEAT 981 0 981 
MILK 37361 c 37361 
EGGS 222 0 222 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 134518 796 135314 
RAW SUGAR 14148 717 14866 
ROOT CROPS 13377 0 13377 
PULSES 19536 841 20376 
FRUIT, VEG. 39250 0 39250 
OIL CROPS 3239 4107 7346 
MEAT 981 0 981 
MILK 37361 0 37361 
EGGS 222 c 222 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
137045 -1730 980 
18685 -3818 -507 
11969 1408 C 
14119 6257 2 
23619 15631 0 
8377 -1030 -560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
137045 -1730 980 
18685 -3818 -507 
11969 1408 0 
14119 6257 2 
23619 15631 0 
8377 -1030 -560 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31353 C 31353 
RAW SUGAR 2154 c 2154 
ROOT CROPS 1363 G 1363 
PULSES 1595 0 1595 
FRUIT, VEG. 10214 0 1C214 
OIL CROPS 296 400 696 
MEAT 812 0 812 
MILK 8447 0 8447 
EGGS 60 G 60 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31353 0 31353 
RAW SUGAR 2154 0 2154 
ROOT CROPS 1363 0 1363 
PULSES 1595 c 1595 
FRUIT, VEG. 10214 0 10214 
OIL CROPS 296 400 696 
MEAT 812 0 812 
MILK 8447 G 8447 
EGGS 60 60 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
26299 5C54 2574 
2013 141 241 
1081 282 63 
1245 35C 57 
15606 -5390 73 
594 102 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26299 5054 2574 
2013 141 241 
1081 232 63 
1245 350 57 
15606 -5390 73 
594 102 -65 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lODC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 42553 C 42553 
RAW SUGAR 2936 0 2936 
ROOT CROPS 1860 c 1860 
PULSES 2159 0 2159 
FRUIT, VEG. 13920 0 13920 
OIL CROPS 404 544 948 
MEAT 1115 C 1115 
MILK 11561 0 11561 
EGGS 82 G 82 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 42553 0 42553 
RAW SUGAR 2936 0 2936 
ROOT CROPS 1860 0 1860 
PULSES 2159 c 2159 
FRUIT, VEG. 13920 0 13920 
OIL CROPS 404 544 948 
MEAT 1115 G 1115 
MILK 11561 0 11561 
EGGS 82 0 82 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
33957 8597 2574 
2364 71 241 
1100 761 63 
1337 822 57 
25546 -11625 73 
594 354 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
33957 8597 2574 
2364 71 241 
1100 761 63 
1337 822 57 
25546 -11625 73 
594 354 -65 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION^ HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22346 4463 26809 
RAW SUGAR 2023 C 2C23 
ROOT CROPS 8195 3353 11548 
PULSES 449 86 535 
FRUIT, VEG. 15870 0 15870 
OIL CROPS 2218 1034 3252 
MEAT 927 C 927 
MILK 2829 252 3081 
EGGS 769 C 769 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 24281 6026 30307 
RAW SUGAR 2650 0 2650 
ROOT CROPS 8835 4527 13362 
PULSES 510 116 626 
FRUIT, VEG. 18895 C 18895 
OIL CROPS 3048 1396 4444 
MEAT 1295 C 1295 
MILK 3770 340 4110 
EGGS 991 C 991 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
22760 4049 4301 
333 1690 1282 
11468 81 64 
418 117 90 
21076 -5205 16 
670 2582 1425 
Ln 
U> VD 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26934 3372 4301 
526 2124 1282 
12896 466 64 
476 150 90 
34024 -15129 16 
674 3771 1425 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 62280 1485 63766 
RAW SUGAR 3214 0 3214 
ROOT CROPS 26269 2627 28895 
PULSES 1175 0 1175 
FRUIT, VEG. 34726 12G 34846 
OIL CROPS 2989 1122 4111 
MEAT 1830 0 1830 
MILK 1612 c 1612 
EGGS 747 0 747 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 62280 1485 63766 
RAW SUGAR 3214 C 3214 
ROOT CROPS 26269 2627 28895 
PULSES 1175 0 1175 
FRUIT, VEG. 34726 120 34846 
OIL CROPS 2989 1122 4111 
MEAT 1830 0 1830 
MILK 1612 0 1612 
EGGS 747 0 747 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
68011 
5078 
34454 
1273 
37041 
5284 
-4244 
-1863 
-5558 
-96 
-2194 
-1172 
-31C2 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
Ul 
o 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
68990 
5125 
34974 
1286 
37387 
5289 
-5223 
-1910 
-6C78 
-109 
-2540 
-1177 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRTCTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 86597 2C09 88606 
RAW SUGAR 4409 0 4409 
ROOT CROPS 36622 3855 40477 
PULSES 1666 G 1666 
FRUIT, VEG. 48115 177 48292 
OIL CROPS 4104 1520 5623 
MEAT 2483 C 2433 
MILK 2262 0 2262 
EGGS 1028 G 1C28 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 86597 2CD9 88606 
RAW SUGAR 4409 0 4409 
ROOT CROPS 36622 3855 40477 
PULSES 1666 C 1666 
FRUIT, VEG. 48115 177 48292 
OIL CROPS 4104 152C 5623 
MEAT 2483 0 2483 
MILK 2262 c 2262 
EGGS 1028 c 1028 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
9C346 
6111 
46345 
1447 
52670 
6665 
-1739 
-1702 
-5867 
219 
-4377 
-1041 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
93779 
6236 
48097 
1502 
53650 
6675 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
-5172 
-1827 
-7619 
164 
-5357 
-1051 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2215 1890 4104 
RAW SUGAR 803 C 8C3 
ROOT CROPS 836 C 836 
PULSES 44 1 46 
FRUIT, VEG. 2367 c 2367 
OIL CROPS 61 23 84 
MEAT 1845 0 1845 
MILK 6888 2227 9115 
EGGS 157 C 157 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2683 2321 5C03 
RAW SUGAR 994 C 994 
ROOT CROPS 1037 c 1G37 
PULSES 56 2 58 
FRUIT, VEG. 2994 0 2994 
OIL CROPS 75 28 103 
MEAT 2284 0 2284 
MILK 8589 2818 11407 
EGGS 195 C 195 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
14713 
1978 
792 
52 
2671 
39 
-106C8 
-1174 
43 
-5 
-303 
44 
-6044 
-651 
— 6 
-5 
-269 
51 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18740 -13736 -6044 
2191 -1196 -651 
633 399 -6 
52 6 -5 
3267 -272 -269 
66 38 51 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 278109 21451 299559 
RAW SUGAR 26684 506 27190 
ROOT CROPS 126380 935C 135730 
PULSES 25149 904 26053 
FRUIT, VEG. 150340 2013 152353 
OIL CROPS 11105 5003 16107 
MEAT 12452 0 12452 
MILK 68661 1443 70104 
EGGS 2189 Q 2189 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 278109 21451 299559 
RAW SUGAR 26684 506 27190 
ROOT CROPS 126380 9350 135730 
PULSES 25149 904 26C53 
FRUIT, VEG. 150340 2013 152353 
OIL CROPS 11105 5003 16107 
MEAT 12452 0 12452 
MILK 68661 1443 70104 
EGGS 2139 0 2189 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
283361 
31958 
138684 
24412 
157099 
21363 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
16198 
-4767 
-2953 
1640 
-4746 
-5254 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
284576 
32007 
139209 
24442 
157488 
21369 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
14984 
-4816 
-3478 
1611 
-5135 
-5261 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LQW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 379735 3102C 410755 
RAW SUGAR 36930 717 37647 
ROOT CROPS 177281 13579 19C860 
PULSES 34002 1297 35299 
FRUIT, VEG. 209824 2927 212752 
OIL CROPS 15504 7015 22519 
MEAT 17522 0 17522 
MILK 97616 2087 99703 
EGGS 3089 0 3089 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTI0N=HI6H 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 379735 31020 410755 
RAW SUGAR 36930 717 37647 
ROOT CROPS 177281 13579 190860 
PULSES 34002 1297 35299 
FRUIT, VEG. 209824 2927 212752 
OIL CROPS 15504 7015 22519 
MEAT 17522 0 17522 
MILK 97616 2087 99703 
EGGS 3089 G 3089 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
366700 
44573 
179739 
27704 
205390 
27331 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
44055 
-6925 
11122 
7595 
7362 
-4811 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FDR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
371104 
44727 
181513 
2 7801 
206518 
27343 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
39651 
-7C79 
9347 
7499 
6234 
-4823 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
— 6342 
-4306 
1970 PRODUCTIGN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 92253 66224 158477 
RAW SUGAR 12727 C 12727 
ROOT CROPS 45700 41893 87593 
PULSES 3878 1233 5110 
FRUIT, VEG. 96796 2716 99513 
OIL CROPS 10610 4206 14816 
MEAT 14738 0 14738 
MILK 50718 21286 72005 
EGGS 3223 0 3223 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 104204 82401 186605 
RAW SUGAR 16555 0 16555 
ROOT CROPS 49003 51543 100547 
PULSES 4893 1541 6434 
FRUIT, VEG. 116476 3149 119625 
OIL CROPS 12862 5445 18307 
MEAT 18781 0 18781 
MILK 62982 26175 89156 
EGGS 4089 G 4089 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
152373 
21335 
9C044 
5001 
1256C5 
11519 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
6103 
-8607 
-245C 
109 
-26C91 
3297 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
180889 
2 8059 
99662 
6480 
175487 
14384 
5716 
-11503 
885 
—45 
-55861 
3923 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG iM.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 132581 237287 369869 
RAW SUGAR 31617 70 31887 
ROOT CROPS 103478 83217 186694 
PULSES 4384 2815 7199 
FRUIT, VEG. 134518 81 134599 
OIL CROPS 7855 21075 28929 
MEAT 50985 G 50935 
MILK 180512 68354 248866 
EGGS 9988 0 9988 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 132581 237287 369869 
RAW SUGAR 31817 70 31887 
ROOT CROPS 103478 83217 186694 
PULSES 4384 2815 7199 
FRUIT, VEG. 134518 81 134599 
OIL CROPS 7855 21075 28929 
MEAT 50985 0 50985 
MILK 180512 68354 248866 
EGGS 9988 0 9988 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26072 
172834 
17302 
123370 
37200 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-99085 
5214 
13861 
-10102 
11230 
-8 270 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26C72 
172834 
17302 
123370 
37200 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-99085 
5814 
13861 
-10102 
11230 
-8270 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 141165 284029 425195 
RAW SUGAR 37 803 82 37885 
ROOT CROPS 105144 100725 205869 
PULSES 4989 3600 8589 
FRUIT, VEG. 159405 88 159493 
OIL CROPS 9335 25163 34498 
MEAT 61803 C 61803 
MILK 208527 82691 291219 
EGGS 11745 11745 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 141165 284029 425195 
RAW SUGAR 37803 82 37885 
ROOT CROPS 105144 100725 205869 
PULSES 4989 3600 8589 
FRUIT, VEG. 159405 88 159493 
OIL CROPS 9335 25163 34498 
MEAT 61803 0 61803 
MILK 208527 82691 291219 
EGGS 11745 C 11745 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
6397C6 
34565 
152630 
28583 
154329 
62939 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-21451C 
3320 
53239 
-19993 
5164 
-28440 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17C34 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
639716 
34569 
152632 
28583 
154336 
62940 
-214521 
3316 
53237 
-19993 
5157 
-28440 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 502941 324960 8279C3 
RAW SUGAR 71228 576 71804 
ROOT CROPS 275557 134459 410016 
PULSES 33410 4952 38363 
FRUIT, VEG. 381652 4811 386463 
OIL CROPS 29569 30283 59852 
MEAT 78173 G 78173 
MILK 299889 91C83 390973 
EGGS 15400 0 15400 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 502941 324960 827903 
RAW SUGAR 71228 576 71804 
ROOT CROPS 275557 134459 41G016 
PULSES 33410 4952 38363 
FRUIT, VEG. 381652 4811 386463 
OIL CROPS 29569 30283 59352 
MEAT 78173 C 78173 
MILK 299889 91083 390973 
EGGS 15400 G 15400 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
904688 
79365 
401561 
46716 
406073 
70081 
-76783 
-7560 
8455 
-8353 
-19609 
-1C228 
-8967 
137 
-889C 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
9C59C2 
79414 
402C86 
46745 
406462 
7CC88 
-77998 
-7609 
7930 
-8382 
-19998 
-10 234 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 625103 397449 1022554 
RAW SUGAR 91287 799 92086 
ROOT CROPS 331427 165847 497275 
PULSES 43884 6439 50323 
FRUIT, VEG. 485704 6165 491869 
OIL CROPS 37701 37623 75324 
MEAT 98104 0 98104 
MILK 369123 110953 480076 
EGGS 18924 0 18924 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGVI 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 625103 397449 1022554 
RAW SUGAR 91287 799 92C36 
ROOT CROPS 331427 165847 497275 
PULSES 43884 6439 50323 
FRUIT, VEG. 485704 6165 491869 
OIL CROPS 37701 37623 75324 
MEAT 98104 C 981C4 
MILK 369123 110953 480076 
EGGS 18924 C 18924 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1187286 
107196 
432029 
62767 
53 5205 
104652 
-164731 
-15109 
65246 
-12443 
-43335 
-29327 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1191701 
107354 
433807 
62863 
536341 
104665 
-169146 
-15267 
63468 
-1254C 
-44471 
-29340 
-8967 
137 
-8090 
191 
1193 
1872 
550 
Appendix B.l.c. 1970 and 1985 production-demand comparisons for low variant 
population trends and high variant income trends 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 26057 112548 138605 
RAW SUGAR 9622 31 9652 
ROOT CROPS 11554 1735 13289 
PULSES 1215 2 1218 
FRUIT, VEG. 41574 0 41574 
OIL CROPS 2825 9886 12711 
MEAT 19722 C 19722 
MILK 52279 1399 53679 
EGGS 4C92 G 4092 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
29C61 
11233 
13168 
1385 
51099 
3379 
24704 
58166 
4664 
137039 
37 
2112 
3 
C 
12037 
0 
1704 
0 
1661C0 
11270 
15281 
1388 
51099 
15416 
24704 
59870 
4664 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
222187 
4178 
15159 
1199 
37413 
28617 
-83581 
5474 
-1869 
19 
4162 
-15905 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
—4460 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
331533 
6409 
18147 
1431 
37681 
5C8G5 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-165432 
4861 
-2865 
-42 
13418 
-35389 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
— 4460 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3356 13958 17314 
RAW SUGAR 1134 C 1134 
ROOT CROPS 1967 127 2094 
PULSES 1C2 9 111 
FRUIT, VEG. 3921 C 3921 
OIL CROPS 234 577 811 
MEAT 1834 0 1834 
MILK 8069 1355 9424 
EGGS 345 0 345 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4026 18360 22386 
RAW SUGAR 14C3 C 1403 
ROOT CROPS 2239 167 2406 
PULSES 123 12 135 
FRUIT, VEG. 5370 0 5370 
OIL CROPS 306 759 1065 
MEAT 2521 0 2521 
MILK 9443 1783 11225 
EGGS 415 0 415 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
32201 -14886 -7358 
235 gCG 759 
2484 -3 89 6 
67 44 38 
1918 2C03 1256 
592 219 287 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
37674 
268 
3256 
67 
1994 
912 
-15287 
1135 
-849 
68 
3376 
153 
-7358 
759 
6 
38 
1256 
287 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8950 1411 1C361 
RAW SUGAR 1820 0 1320 
ROOT CROPS 599 29 628 
PULSES 1137 0 1137 
FRUIT, VEG. 5296 21 5317 
OIL CROPS 322 318 639 
MEAT 1122 C 1122 
MILK 4326 00 4406 
EGGS 277 c 277 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 14902 2614 17516 
RAW SUGAR 3211 0 3211 
ROOT CROPS 1030 54 1084 
PULSES 1897 0 1897 
FRUIT, VEG. 10379 38 10417 
OIL CROPS 613 589 1201 
MEAT 2199 0 2199 
MILK 7420 148 7568 
EGGS 556 0 556 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 19ÔC DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11287 -925 97 
2745 -924 -402 
647 -18 4 
1351 -213 -2 
4565 751 -331 
766 —125 —3 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18022 -505 97 
3842 -630 -4C2 
1078 5 4 
2495 -598 -2 
5972 4445 -331 
1252 -50 -3 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4791 445 5236 
RAW SUGAR 1299 0 1299 
ROOT CROPS 2601 67 2669 
PULSES 450 0 450 
FRUIT, VEG. 6209 384 6593 
OIL CROPS 152 124 276 
MEAT 896 0 896 
MILK 2991 233 3224 
EGGS 151 C 151 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7083 739 7822 
RAW SUGAR 1857 0 1857 
ROOT CROPS 3539 103 3642 
PULSES 665 0 665 
FRUIT, VEG. 9274 632 9906 
OIL CROPS 233 190 422 
MEAT 1441 0 1441 
MILK 4658 365 5023 
EGGS 271 0 271 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
3G96 2140 1253 
8730 -7430 -7291 
2217 451 47 
416 34 —4 
6971 -377 -1633 
133 143 62 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
3683 4140 1253 
9251 -7392 -7291 
2341 1301 47 
471 195 -4 
7781 2125 -1633 
137 286 62 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION: HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 13691 9481 23171 
RAW SUGAR 3959 0 3959 
ROOT CROPS 22363 7033 29396 
PULSES 2456 0 2456 
FRUIT, VEG. 12613 185 12799 
OIL CROPS 7 27 396 1122 
MEAT 3355 0 3355 
MILK 8131 353 8433 
EGGS 452 0 452 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19555 14547 34102 
RAW SUGAR 5456 0 5456 
ROOT CROPS 31641 10791 42432 
PULSES 3434 0 3434 
FRUIT, VEG. 18814 284 19098 
OIL CROPS 1117 607 1724 
MEAT 5143 0 5143 
MILK 12517 541 13058 
EGGS 685 0 685 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
18820 
5359 
27858 
2356 
11753 
1456 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4352 
-1399 
1538 
100 
1045 
-332 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
- 1 8 0  
-310 
- 8 2  
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
26106 
7959 
4C576 
2865 
16539 
2663 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7996 
-2502 
1856 
569 
2559 
-937 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1415 
-801  
-242 
-180 
-310 
-82 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 5960 3849 9809 
RAW SUGAR 1195 0 1195 
ROOT CROPS 2597 209 2806 
PULSES 86 0 86 
FRUIT, VEG. 7597 0 7597 
OIL CROPS 422 417 839 
MEAT 2665 C 2665 
MILK 5941 31 5971 
EGGS 215 C 215 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7122 4498 11620 
RAW SUGAR 1486 0 1486 
ROOT CROPS 2955 245 3200 
PULSES 117 0 117 
FRUITi VEG. 10042 c 10042 
OIL CROPS 546 486 1033 
MEAT 3076 0 3C76 
MILK 6984 34 7019 
EGGS 275 0 275 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
15726 -5916 -5764 
1188 7 -62 
2952 -145 -23 
85 2 -2 
6609 988 58 
1292 -452 -45C 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
16816 -5195 -5764 
1489 -2 -62 
3602 -401 -23 
101 16 -2 
8306 1736 58 
1528 -494 -450 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9090 1216 10307 
RAW SUGAR 2637 C 2637 
ROOT CROPS 7758 1214 8972 
PULSES 739 0 739 
FRUIT, VEG. 14318 428 14746 
OIL CROPS 341 231 572 
MEAT 2130 C 2130 
MILK 7067 475 7542 
EGGS 315 0 315 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 13691 2025 15716 
RAW SUGAR 4018 0 4018 
ROOT CROPS 11401 2126 13527 
PULSES 1162 0 1162 
FRUIT, VEG. 22785 775 23560 
OIL CROPS 599 387 987 
MEAT 3678 0 3678 
MILK 12084 818 12903 
EGGS 586 0 586 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
6904 
3Û51 
8028 
629 
12944 
338 
3402 
-413 
943 
110 
1802 
234 
1709 
-344 
- 8 1  
-55 
-1330 
163 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
8739 6977 1709 
4122 -103 -344 
9309 4218 -81 
711 451 -55 
15074 8487 -1330 
532 455 163 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31568 65197 96765 
RAW SUGAR 10161 41 10202 
ROOT CROPS 28767 39839 68607 
PULSES 1483 404 1887 
FRUIT, VEG. 56192 1274 57466 
OIL CROPS 2681 6933 9614 
MEAT 16505 G 16505 
MILK 63370 37042 100412 
EGGS 3232 0 3232 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30249 78351 108600 
RAW SUGAR 11166 51 11216 
ROOT CROPS 26028 49054 75083 
PULSES 1577 480 2057 
FRUIT, VEG. 64892 1397 66289 
OIL CROPS 2844 8312 11157 
MEAT 20325 G 20325 
MILK 67982 45368 113350 
EGGS 3752 G 3752 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
84291 
8114 
55420 
650 
42668 
483 
12474 
2088 
13187 
1237 
14799 
9130 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
119793 
9645 
34500 
440 
5C516 
589 
-11192 
1572 
40583 
1616 
15773 
10568 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 18363 16984 35347 
RAW SUGAR 2596 0 2596 
ROOT CROPS 9565 1338 10903 
PULSES 1103 1081 2184 
FRUIT, VEG. 40436 656 41091 
OIL CROPS 6754 621 7375 
MEAT 3224 C 3224 
MILK 11244 9747 2C991 
EGGS 969 0 969 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTI0N=H1GH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 16442 23571 40013 
RAW SUGAR 3431 G 3431 
ROOT CROPS 9691 1868 11559 
PULSES 1148 1499 2647 
FRUIT, VEG. 46310 911 47221 
OIL CROPS 8014 869 8883 
MEAT 4537 0 4537 
MILK 14309 13630 27939 
EGGS 1314 0 1314 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
28905 
2211 
11562 
1815 
55509 
6201 
6441 
385 
-658 
369 
-14417 
1174 
6587 
328 
105 
125 
-5394 
773 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
32081 7932 6587 
2984 447 328 
13635 -2G76 105 
1746 901 125 
77407 -30184 -5394 
7146 1737 773 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - il) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 29099 4585C 74949 
RAW SUGAR 3914 0 3914 
ROOT CROPS 24256 45900 70156 
PULSES 699 171 870 
FRUIT, VEG. 25138 908 26046 
OIL CROPS 1037 1799 2836 
MEAT 6378 0 6378 
MILK 23775 14493 38268 
EGGS 1091 0 1091 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 28939 56839 85778 
RAW SUGAR 4861 G 4861 
ROOT CROPS 22009 57394 79403 
PULSES 786 219 1005 
FRUIT, VEG. 31929 1131 33C60 
OIL CROPS 1314 2277 3591 
MEAT 7902 0 7902 
MILK 27639 17864 45503 
EGGS 1364 0 1364 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
66535 
6309 
68636 
987 
26322 
2296 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
6414 
-2395 
1519 
-116 
-275 
540 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-37C5 
-24 
-734 
519 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
81537 
9401 
72012 
1294 
34865 
3416 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4241 
-4539 
7391 
-288 
-1805 
175 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IMD. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG. 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
63087 
10208 
52649 
1493 
29777 
2016 
11500 
48533 
2101 
42926 
0 
36819 
2513 
G 
3821 
0 
26002 
106013 
10208 
89468 
'4GC6 
29777 
5837 
11500 
74536 
2101 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 65591 56962 122553 
RAW SUGAR 13736 0 13736 
ROOT CROPS 51973 48858 100831 
PULSES 1799 3335 5134 
FRUIT, VEG. 38680 0 38680 
OIL CROPS 2867 5071 7938 
MEAT 15338 0 15338 
MILK 62294 34504 96798 
EGGS 2763 C 2763 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
11C094 
1C725 
9C053 
15284 
38281 
7247 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4080 
-516 
-585 
-11277 
-8503 
-1409 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
— 268  
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
125110 
15071 
88294 
26548 
6C251 
10330 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2556 
-1334 
12537 
-21413 
-21569 
-2391 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22132 1685 23817 
RAW SUGAR 1853 n 1853 
ROOT CROPS 1595 C 1595 
PULSES 1463 355 1818 
FRUIT, VEG. 11700 0 11700 
OIL CROPS 1918 22 1939 
MEAT 1964 0 1964 
MILK 9956 0 9956 
EGGS 346 0 346 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32879 3176 36055 
RAW SUGAR 3232 C 3232 
ROOT CROPS 2433 0 2433 
PULSES 2228 719 2948 
FRUIT, VEG. 19615 0 19615 
OIL CROPS 3401 48 3449 
MEAT 3575 0 3575 
MILK 16244 0 16244 
EGGS 720 c 720 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18256 5561 2406 
7C5 1148 802 
1735 -139 76 
1559 259 -31 
14522 -2821 -3058 
1605 335 -133 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
21379 
1063 
2533 
1857 
19627 
1896 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
14676 
2169 
-99 
109C 
-11 
1553 
196C 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
2406 
802 
76 
-31 
-3058 
-133 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 N.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12813 823 13637 
RAW SUGAR 729 0 729 
ROOT CROPS 52274 c 52274 
PULSES 1435 0 1435 
FRUIT, VEG. 17053 0 17053 
OIL CROPS 1679 0 1679 
MEAT 849 G 849 
MILK 1193 13 1206 
EGGS 111 0 111 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19055 1335 20390 
RAW SUGAR 1375 C 1375 
ROOT CROPS 77261 0 77261 
PULSES 2115 0 2115 
FRUIT, VEG. 25509 0 25509 
OIL CROPS 2608 G 2608 
MEAT 1431 0 1431 
MILK 2017 20 2037 
EGGS 181 C 131 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11249 2388 763 
183 546 233 
46944 3330 -231 
2479 -1C43 -665 
14745 2307 -76 
4040 -2361 -2297 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
14077 
239 
59944 
3440 
17465 
4663 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
6313 
1136 
17317 
-1324 
8 045 
-2054 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
763 
233 
-231 
— 665 
-76 
-2297 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9576 396 9973 
RAW SUGAR 701 G 701 
ROOT CROPS 5680 73 5753 
PULSES 920 0 920 
FRUIT, VEG. 8266 n 8266 
OIL CROPS 507 39 596 
MEAT 1107 0 1107 
MILK 2094 176 2270 
EGGS 37 C 37 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 14077 698 14776 
RAW SUGAR 1411 0 1411 
ROOT CROPS 7994 151 8145 
PULSES 1443 0 1443 
FRUIT, VEG. 12652 0 12652 
OIL CROPS 893 156 1048 
MEAT 1968 0 1968 
MILK 3652 270 3922 
EGGS 71 0 71 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
8963 
683 
5092 
809 
6D80  
613 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1G09 
18 
662 
111 
2186 
-16 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
18  
95 
-51 
-42 
49 
-72 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11042 3733 18 
1221 190 95 
5527 2618 -51 
891 552 -42 
6999 5652 49 
821 227 -72 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOKE GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3922 1854 5776 
RAW SUGAR 836 0 836 
ROOT CROPS 433 53 487 
PULSES 94 0 94 
FRUIT, VEG. 3010 0 3010 
OIL CROPS 72 103 175 
MEAT 941 0 941 
MILK 2877 444 3320 
EGGS 73 C 73 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 5640 2963 8603 
RAW SUGAR 1248 0 1248 
ROOT CROPS 650 85 736 
PULSES 144 0 144 
FRUIT, VEG. 4795 0 4795 
OIL CROPS 123 164 287 
MEAT 1484 0 1484 
MILK 4666 709 5375 
EGGS 119 0 119 
FOR REP. CF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
6693 -916 -794 
1477 —640 —345 
479 8 -3 
68 26 2 
3714 -703 -520 
232 -56 -98 
FOR REP. CF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
7280 1323 -794 
2158 -908 -345 
613 123 -3 
68 76 2 
5195 -399 -520 
232 55 -98 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 20263 10657 30919 
RAW SUGAR 2255 0 2255 
ROOT CROPS 2335 6C 2394 
PULSES 1010 15 1025 
FRUIT, VEG. 21165 1329 22493 
OIL CROPS 1298 292 1590 
MEAT 1772 0 1772 
MILK 10519 64C 11159 
EGGS 279 G 279 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 20263 10657 30919 
RAW SUGAR 2255 0 2255 
ROOT CROPS 2335 60 2394 
PULSES 1010 15 1025 
FRUIT, VEG. 21165 1329 22493 
OIL CROPS 1298 292 1590 
MEAT 1772 C 1772 
MILK 10519 640 11159 
EGGS 279 0 279 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
22857 8063 2520 
1137 1119 694 
2674 -278 -18 
342 184 -57 
22047 447 -1123 
1094 496 159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
23092 7828 252C 
1139 1116 694 
2679 -294 -18 
858 167 -57 
22089 404 -1123 
1096 494 159 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30399 17386 47784 
RAW SUGAR 3805 0 3805 
ROOT CROPS 3445 95 3539 
PULSES 1607 25 1632 
FRUIT, VEG. 33038 2117 35155 
OIL CROPS 2056 420 2476 
MEAT 3127 0 3127 
MILK 17852 1006 18858 
EGGS 509 c 509 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30399 17386 47784 
RAW SUGAR 3805 0 3305 
ROOT CROPS 3445 95 3539 
PULSES 1607 25 1632 
FRUIT, VEG. 33038 2117 35155 
OIL CROPS 2056 420 2476 
MEAT 3127 0 3127 
MILK 17852 1006 18858 
EGGS 509 0 509 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
25402 
1700 
3716 
911 
30407 
1357 
22383 
2105 
-175 
722 
4748 
1118 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26384 21400 2520 
1733 2G72 694 
3740 -200 -18 
952 681 -57 
30563 4592 -1123 
1360 1116 159 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 106192 639 106831 
RAW SUGAR 11253 576 11828 
ROOT CROPS 10528 0 10528 
PULSES 15447 674 16121 
FRUIT, VEG. 31163 0 31163 
OIL CROPS 2583 3295 5878 
MEAT 776 C 776 
MILK 29995 0 29995 
EGGS 178 0 178 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 106192 639 106831 
RAW SUGAR 11253 576 11828 
ROOT CROPS 10528 0 10528 
PULSES 15447 674 16121 
FRUIT, VEG. 31163 0 31163 
OIL CROPS 2583 3295 5878 
MEAT 776 C 776 
MILK 29995 0 29995 
EGGS 178 0 178 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
102844 3987 980 
12935 -11C6 -507 
9827 701 C 
13132 2989 2 
23619 7544 G 
6489 —61c —560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
102844 3987 980 
12935 -1106 -507 
9827 701 0 
13132 2989 2 
23619 7544 C 
6489 -610 -560 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 144935 1042 145978 
RAW SUGAR 16814 939 17754 
ROOT CROPS 13966 0 13966 
PULSES 21640 1101 22741 
FRUIT, VEG. 45715 C 45715 
OIL CROPS 4051 5378 9429 
MEAT 1107 C 11C7 
MILK 49282 0 49282 
EGGS 310 0 310 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 144935 1042 145978 
RAW SUGAR 16814 939 17754 
ROOT CROPS 13966 0 13966 
PULSES 21640 1101 22741 
FRUIT, VEG. 45715 0 45715 
OIL CROPS 4051 5378 9429 
MEAT 1107 C 11C7 
MILK 49282 G 49282 
EGGS 31C C 310 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
137C45 
18685 
11969 
14119 
23619 
8377 
8933 
-93G 
1997 
8622 
22096 
1C52 
980 
-5C7 
0 
2 
0 
-560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
137045 8 933 98 0 
18685 -930 -507 
11969 1997 C 
14119 8622 2 
23619 22096 0 
8377 1052 -560 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 33383 0 33383 
RAW SUGAR 2471 C 2471 
ROOT CROPS 1401 0 1401 
PULSES 1653 c 1653 
FRUIT, VEG. 11445 c 11445 
OIL CROPS 346 457 803 
MEAT 1021 0 1021 
MILK 10087 G 1CC87 
EGGS 76 0 76 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
( 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 33383 0 33383 
RAW SUGAR 2471 0 2471 
ROOT CROPS 1401 0 1401 
PULSES 1653 G 1653 
FRUIT, VEG. 11445 0 11445 
OIL CROPS 346 457 803 
MEAT 1021 0 1G21 
MILK 10087 0 10087 
EGGS 76 0 76 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26299 7084 2574 
2013 458 241 
1081 320 63 
1245 418 57 
15606 -4160 73 
594 209 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
26299 
2C13 
1081 
1245 
15606 
594 
7084 
458 
32C 
408 
-4160 
209 
2574 
241 
63 
57 
73 
-65 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 49662 0 49662 
RAW SUGAR 4286 0 4286 
ROOT CROPS 2030 0 2030 
PULSES 2403 0 2403 
FRUIT, VEG. 19078 0 19078 
OIL CROPS 667 813 1480 
MEAT 2278 0 2278 
MILK 18173 c 18173 
EGGS 178 G 178 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 49662 0 49662 
RAW SUGAR 4286 0 4286 
ROOT CROPS 2030 0 2030 
PULSES 2403 0 2403 
FRUIT, VEG. 19078 C 19078 
OIL CROPS 667 813 1480 
MEAT 2278 0 2278 
MILK 18173 c 18173 
EGGS 178 0 178 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
33957 15705 2574 
2864 1422 241 
1100 930 63 
1337 1066 57 
25546 — 6466 73 
594 886 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
33957 
2864 
1100 
1337 
25546 
594 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
15705 
1422 
930 
1066 
— 6466 
886 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2574 
241 
63 
57 
73 
-65 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22018 5783 27801 
RAW SUGAR 2528 0 2528 
ROOT CROPS 7996 4345 12341 
PULSES 468 112 580 
FRUIT, VEG. 17517 C 17517 
OIL CROPS 2941 134C 4281 
MEAT 1255 0 1255 
MILK 3611 326 3937 
EGGS 937 0 937 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 23949 8032 31981 
RAW SUGAR 3449 0 3449 
ROOT CROPS 8634 6035 14669 
PULSES 541 155 696 
FRUIT, VEG. 20711 0 20711 
OIL CROPS 4194 1861 6055 
MEAT 1814 G 1814 
MILK 5009 453 5462 
EGGS 1191 0 1191 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD. 
22760 5041 4301 
333 2194 1282 
11468 873 64 
418 162 90 
21076 -3558 16 
670 3611 1425 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
26934 
526 
12896 
476 
34024 
674 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
5047 
2923 
1773 
220 
-13312 
5381 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
43C1 
1282 
64 
90 
16 
1425 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 N.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 64566 1728 66293 
RAW SUGAR 3641 0 3641 
ROOT CROPS 26689 3C81 29771 
PULSES 1218 C 1218 
FRUIT, VEG. 37039 141 37181 
OIL CROPS 3421 128C 4700 
MEAT 2123 0 2123 
MILK 1893 0 1893 
EGGS 851 0 851 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 64566 1728 66293 
RAW SUGAR 3641 0 3641 
ROOT CROPS 26689 ' 3081 29771 
PULSES 1218 G 1218 
FRUIT, VEG. 37039 141 37181 
OIL CROPS 3421 1280 4700 
MEAT 2123 0 2123 
MILK 1893 0 1893 
EGGS 851 0 851 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
68C11 
5078 
34454 
1273 
37041 
5284 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-1716 
-1436 
-4682 
— 54 
139 
-583 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
68990 
5125 
34974 
1286 
37387 
5289 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2696 
-1483 
-5202 
-67 
-206 
-588 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 97322 3343 10C665 
RAW SUGAR 6930 0 6930 
ROOT CROPS 38663 5825 44487 
PULSES 1884 C 1884 
FRUIT, VEG. 60093 266 60360 
OIL CROPS 7011 2390 9401 
MEAT 4098 0 4098 
MILK 3971 0 3971 
EGGS 1666 0 1666 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
( 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 97322 3343 100665 
RAW SUGAR 6930 0 6930 
ROOT CROPS 38663 5825 44487 
PULSES 1884 0 1884 
FRUIT, VEG. 60093 266 6C360 
OIL CROPS 7011 2390 9401 
MEAT 4098 G 4098 
MILK 3971 C 3971 
EGGS 1666 0 1666 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
9C346 
6111 
46345 
1447 
52670 
6665 
10318 
819 
-1856 
437 
7690 
2736 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
93779 
6236 
48097 
1502 
53650 
6675 
6886 
694 
-3609 
382 
6710 
2726 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2200 1890 4090 
RAW SUGAR 804 0 804 
ROOT CROPS 836 0 336 
PULSES 45 1 46 
FRUIT, VEG. 2384 0 2384 
OIL CROPS 61 23 84 
MEAT 1845 0 1845 
MILK 6895 2228 9123 
EGGS 157 G 157 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2595 2327 4922 
RAW SUGAR 999 0 999 
ROOT CROPS 1037 G 1037 
PULSES 58 2 60 
FRUIT, VEG. 3126 0 3126 
OIL CROPS 77 28 105 
MEAT 2288 0 2288 
MILK 8633 2827 11461 
EGGS 197 0 197 
FOR OCEANIA 
D O M E S T I C  
PRODUCTION 
D E M A N D  
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
14713 
1978 
792 
52 
2671 
39 
-10622 
-1173 
43 
-5 
- 2 8 6  
44 
-6044 
-651 
— 6 
-5 
-269 
51 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
18740 
2191 
638 
52 
3267 
66 
-13817 
-1192 
399 
8 
-140 
39 
-6044 
-651 
— 6 
-5 
-269 
51 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 290575 25203 315778 
RAW SUGAR 29196 576 29771 
ROOT CROPS 130033 11321 141354 
PULSES 26336 1044 27380 
FRUIT, VEG. 163356 2308 165664 
OIL CROPS 12583 5724 18307 
MEAT 14605 C 14605 
MILK 78844 1652 80496 
EGGS 2563 0 2563 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 290575 25203 315778 
RAW SUGAR 29196 576 29771 
ROOT CROPS 130033 11321 141354 
PULSES 26336 1044 27380 
FRUIT, VEG. 163356 2308 165664 
OIL CROPS 12583 5724 18307 
MEAT 14605 0 14605 
MILK 78844 1652 80496 
EGGS 2563 0 2563 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
283361 
31958 
136684 
24412 
157099 
21363 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
32417 
-2185 
2671 
2968 
8565 
-3054 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
284576 
32007 
139209 
24442 
157488 
21369 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
312C2 
-2234 
2145 
2938 
8176 
— 3060 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 420426 41574 462000 
RAW SUGAR 46943 939 47883 
ROOT CROPS 188041 18757 206798 
PULSES 37925 1845 39770 
FRUIT, VEG. 255352 3837 259189 
OIL CROPS 22036 9717 31753 
MEAT 25694 0 25694 
MILK 132737 2667 135404 
EGGS 4810 0 4810 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
( 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 420426 41574 462000 
RAW SUGAR 46943 939 47883 
ROOT CROPS 188041 18757 206798 
PULSES 37925 1845 39770 
FRUIT, VEG. 255352 3837 259189 
OIL CROPS 22036 9717 31753 
MEAT 25694 0 25694 
MILK 132737 2667 135404 
EGGS 4810 0 4810 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
366700 
44573 
179739 
27704 
205390 
27331 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
95300 
3310 
27060 
12C66 
53799 
4422 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7R11 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FDR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
371104 
44727 
181513 
27801 
206518 
27343 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
90896 
3156 
25285 
11969 
52671 
4410 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
1970 PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 91290 7166C 162950 
RAW SUGAR 13861 C 13861 
ROOT CROPS 44861 44248 89109 
PULSES 3973 133G 5303 
FRUIT, VEG. 103014 2935 105949 
OIL CROPS 11691 4765 16457 
MEAT 15924 0 15924 
MILK 53484 22548 76032 
EGGS 3581 0 3581 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 102364 94583 196947 
RAW SUGAR 19208 0 19208 
ROOT CROPS 46161 57451 103611 
PULSES 5206 1837 7044 
FRUIT, VEG. 131009 3625 134634 
OIL CROPS 15143 6560 217G3 
MEAT 21996 C 21996 
MILK 70131 30114 100245 
EGGS 4932 C 4932 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
152373 
21335 
9C044 
5001 
125605 
11519 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1C576 
-7473 
-934 
302 
-19656 
4938 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
180889 
28059 
99662 
6480 
175487 
14384 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
16058 
-8850 
3949 
564 
-4C852 
7319 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 100: M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 129210 242457 371667 
RAW SUGAR 32557 72 32628 
ROOT CROPS 99549 86353 1859C2 
PULSES 4408 2964 7371 
FRUIT, VEG. 137444 82 137526 
OIL CROPS 8059 21534 29593 
MEAT 52454 0 52454 
MILK 182516 70837 253353 
EGGS 1C140 C 10140 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3 ) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 129210 242457 371667 
RAW SUGAR 32557 72 32628 
ROOT CROPS 99549 86353 185902 
PULSES 4408 2964 7371 
FRUIT, VEG. 137444 82 137526 
OIL CROPS 8059 21534 29593 
MEAT 52454 0 52454 
MILK 182516 70837 253353 
EGGS 10140 0 ICI 40 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26C72 
172834 
17302 
123370 
372G0 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-97286 
6556 
13069 
-993C 
14157 
-7607 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2499C 
3966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
389C 
FDR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26072 
172834 
17302 
123370 
37200 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-97286 
6556 
13069 
-9930 
14157 
-7607 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1Î POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 134383 299691 434074 
RAW SUGAR 39255 88 39343 
ROOT CROPS 97585 108755 206340 
PULSES 5C24 3867 8891 
FRUIT, VEG. 167545 91 167636 
OIL CROPS 9733 26564 36297 
MEAT 66343 C 66343 
MILK 210128 89264 299392 
EGGS 12044 0 12044 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 134383 299691 434074 
RAW SUGAR 39255 88 39343 
ROOT CROPS 97535 108755 206340 
PULSES 5024 3867 8891 
FRUIT, VEG. 167545 91 167636 
OIL CROPS 9733 26564 36297 
MEAT 66343 C 66343 
MILK 210128 89264 299392 
EGGS 12044 0 12044 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
635706 
34565 
152630 
28583 
154329 
62939 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-205631 
4778 
5371C 
-19691 
13307 
-26642 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
639716 
34569 
152632 
28583 
154336 
62940 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-205642 
4774 
' 53707 
-19691 
13300 
— 26 642 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2499C 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 511074 339318 85G394 
RAW SUGAR 75614 647 76261 
ROOT CROPS 274443 141921 416364 
PULSES 34717 5338 4CG54 
FRUIT, VEG. 403812 5325 409138 
OIL CROPS 32333 32023 64356 
MEAT 82982 0 82982 
MILK 314842 95037 409879 
EGGS 16285 0 16285 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 511074 339318 850394 
RAW SUGAR 75614 647 76261 
ROOT CROPS 274443 141921 416364 
PULSES 34717 5338 40054 
FRUIT, VEG. 403812 5325 409138 
OIL CROPS 32333 32023 64356 
MEAT 82982 0 82982 
MILK 314842 95037 409879 
EGGS 16235 C 16285 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
904688 
79365 
401561 
46716 
406073 
7C081 
-54293 
-3103 
14804 
— 6661 
3C64 
-5724 
-8967 
137 
-889C 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
905902 
79414 
402086 
46745 
406462 
7G088 
-55507 
-3152 
14278 
-6690 
2676 
-5730 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
( 3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 657173 435846 1093016 
RAW SUGAR 105405 1027 106433 
ROOT CROPS 331785 134962 516748 
PULSES 48155 7550 55705 
FRUIT, VEG. 553906 7552 561458 
OIL CROPS 46912 42841 89752 
MEAT 114031 C 114031 
MILK 412994 122045 535040 
EGGS 21786 C 21786 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 657173 435846 1093016 
RAW SUGAR 105405 1027 106433 
ROOT CROPS 331785 184962 516748 
PULSES 48155 7550 55705 
FRUIT, VEG. 553906 7552 561458 
OIL CROPS 46912 42841 89752 
MEAT 114031 0 114031 
MILK 412994 122C45 535040 
EGGS 21786 G 21786 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
1187286 
107196 
432029 
62767 
535205 
104652 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-94269 
-762 
84719 
-7C61 
26253 
-14899 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1191701 
107354 
433807 
62863 
536341 
104665 
-98684 
-920 
82941 
-7158 
25117 
-14911 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
583 
Appendix B.2. 1970 and 1985 Production-Demand Comparisons for Medium 
Variant Population Trends 
Appendix B.2.a. 1970 and 1985 production-demand comparisons for medium 
variant population trends and constant per capita income 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 27694 111947 139641 222187 -82545 -34582 
RAW SUGAR 9821 31 9851 4178 5673 5927 
ROOT CROPS 12047 1726 13773 15159 -1386 -672 
PULSES 1267 2 1270 1199 71 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 40965 G 4G965 37413 3553 633 
OIL CROPS 2823 9833 12656 28617 -15960 -4460 
MEAT 19168 0 19168 
MILK 55683 1392 57C74 
EGGS 4267 0 4267 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 34324 138744 173068 331533 -158464 -34582 
RAW SUGAR 12172 38 12210 6409 5801 5927 
ROOT CROPS 14931 2139 17070 18147 -1C76 -672 
PULSES 1571 3 1574 1431 142 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 50772 0 50772 37681 13090 633 
OIL CROPS 3499 12187 15686 50805 -35119 -4460 
MEAT 23756 0 23756 
MILK 69012 1725 70737 
EGGS 5288 G 5288 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3521 13739 17260 322C1 -14940 -7358 
RAW SUGAR 1158 G 1158 235 923 759 
ROOT CROPS 2164 125 2290 2484 -193 6 
PULSES 107 9 116 67 49 38 
FRUIT, VEG. 3732 G 3732 1918 1814 1256 
OIL CROPS 227 568 795 592 203 287 
MEAT' 1741 C 1741 
MILK 8660 1334 9994 
EGGS 361 0 361 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =HIGH 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 4657 18172 22829 37674 -14843 7358 
RAW SUGAR 1531 C 1531 268 1263 759 
ROOT CROPS 2863 166 3028 3256 -227 6 
PULSES 141 12 153 67 86 38 
FRUIT, VEG. 4936 0 4936 1994 2942 1256 
OIL CROPS 300 751 1052 912 140 287 
MEAT 2302 0 2302 
MILK 11455 1764 13219 
EGGS 478 0 478 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 8584 1255 9839 11287 -1447 97 
RAW SUGAR 1658 0 1658 2745 -1086 -402 
ROOT CROPS 571 26 597 647 -49 4 
PULSES 1092 0 1092 1351 -259 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 4526 18 4545 4565 -20 -331 
OIL CROPS 282 283 565 766 -200 -3 
MEAT 959 0 959 
MILK 4045 71 4116 
EGGS 230 C 230 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 14288 2088 16376 18022 -1645 97 
RAW SUGAR 2759 G 2759 3842 -1082 -4C2 
ROOT CROPS 951 43 994 1078 -84 4 
PULSES 1817 0 1817 2495 -677 
-2 
FRUIT, VEG. 7533 30 7564 5972 1592 -331 
OIL CROPS 470 470 940 1252 -311 -3 
MEAT 1596 0 1596 
MILK 6733 119 6851 
EGGS 383 C 383 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 4587 395 4982 3096 1887 1253 
RAW SUGAR 1254 0 1254 8730 -7475 -7291 
ROOT CROPS 2577 62 2639 2217 422 47 
PULSES 435 0 435 416 19 -4 
FRUIT, VEG. 5952 329 6281 6971 -690 -1633 
OIL CROPS 139 108 247 133 114 62 
MEAT 781 0 781 
MILK 2730 204 2934 
EGGS 124 0 124 
00 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED • TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 6826 601 7428 3683 3745 1253 
RAW SUGAR 1828 0 1828 9251 -7421 -7291 
ROOT CROPS 3709 87 3796 2341 1455 47 
PULSES 652 0 652 471 182 -4 
FRUIT, VEG. 9084 494 9577 7781 1796 -1633 
OIL CROPS 197 151 347 137 211 62 
MEAT 1134 C 1134 
MILK 4039 311 4350 
EGGS 185 0 185 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FCR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PDPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 12723 7794 2C518 18820 1698 1415 
RAW SUGAR 4019 0 4019 5359 -1338 -8C1 
ROOT CROPS 21298 5782 27080 27858 -777 -242 
PULSES 2413 C 2413 2356 57 -180 
FRUIT, VEG. 11037 152 11189 11753 -563 -31C 
OIL CROPS 595 325 920 1456 -535 -82 
MEAT 2764 0 2764 
MILK 6634 290 6923 
EGGS 382 C 382 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 19305 11826 31131 26106 5025 1415 
RAW SUGAR 6098 0 6098 7959 -1860 -801 
ROOT CROPS 32315 8772 41088 4C576 512 -242 
PULSES 3661 0 3661 2865 796 -180 
FRUIT, VEG. 16746 231 16977 16539 438 -310 
OIL CROPS 902 494 1396 2663 — 1266 -82 
MEAT 4194 C 4194 
MILK 10065 440 10505 
EGGS 580 C 580 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 5658 3833 9490 15726 -6235 -5764 
RAW SUGAR 1062 G 1062 1188 -125 — 62 
ROOT CROPS 2686 209 2895 2952 -56 -23 
PULSES 70 C 70 85 -14 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 6372 c 6372 6609 -236 58 
OIL CROPS 367 415 782 1292 -509 -450 
MEAT 2679 0 2679 
MILK 5832 30 5862 
EGGS 188 C 188 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 6847 4643 11491 16816 -5325 5764 
RAW SUGAR 1284 0 1284 1489 -204 -62 
ROOT CROPS 3251 254 3504 3602 -97 -23 
PULSES 85 C 85 101 -15 
-2 
FRUIT, VEG. 7710 c 7710 £306 -595 58 
OIL CROPS 445 501 947 1528 -580 -450 
MEAT 3232 0 3232 
MILK 7040 34 7074 
EGGS 227 0 227 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 8647 1054 9701 6904 2797 1709 
RAW SUGAR 2516 G 2516 3051 -534 —344 
ROOT CROPS 7519 1037 8556 8:28 528 -81 
PULSES 693 0 693 629 64 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 13173 377 13550 12944 606 -133C 
OIL CROPS 280 192 472 333 134 163 
MEAT 1822 G 1822 
MILK 6123 420 6543 
EGGS 265 C 265 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUN 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 13211 1581 14791 8739 6053 1709 
RAW SUGAR 3929 0 3929 4122 -192 -344 
ROOT CROPS 11521 1573 13094 9309 3784 -81 
PULSES 1079 0 1079 711 368 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 20477 599 21076 15074 6002 -133C 
OIL CROPS 447 305 752 532 22C 163 
MEAT 2805 0 2805 
MILK 9497 645 10142 
EGGS 414 G 414 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
t2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND R£STRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 34604 58537 93141 84291 8850 23919 
RAW SUGAR 9679 36 9715 8114 1601 2356 
ROOT CROPS 33668 34918 68586 55420 13166 1166 
PULSES 1464 369 1833 650 1183 968 
FRUIT, VEG. 52195 1174 53369 42668 10701 13079 
OIL CROPS 2668 6222 8890 483 8406 8031 
MEAT 14637 0 14637 
MILK 62184 32956 95140 
EGGS 2916 0 2916 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 36938 62480 99418 119793 -2G374 23919 
RAW SUGAR 10312 40 10352 9645 707 2356 
ROOT CROPS 36016 37185 73201 34500 38701 1166 
PULSES 1565 396 1961 440 1521 968 
FRUIT, VEG. 56365 1163 57528 5C516 7012 13079 
OIL CROPS 2869 6612 9482 589 8893 8031 
MEAT 15669 C 15669 
MILK 66668 35430 102098 
EGGS 3106 C 3106 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGG M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 20164 13422 33586 28905 4681 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2169 0 2169 2211 -41 328 
ROOT CROPS 9753 1049 108C2 11562 -759 105 
PULSES 1113 864 1977 1815 163 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 36958 504 37461 555C9 -18047 -5394 
OIL CROPS 6126 485 6611 6201 41C 773 
MEAT 2493 C 2493 
MILK 9601 7622 17223 
EGGS 791 0 791 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 21540 14360 35899 32081 3818 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2316 0 2316 2984 -667 328 
ROOT CROPS 10464 1118 11582 13635 
-2052 105 
PULSES 1191 928 2119 1746 372 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 39462 535 39997 77407 -37408 5394 
OIL CROPS 6556 515 7071 7146 -73 773 
MEAT 2660 0 2660 
MILK 10251 8125 18376 
EGGS 846 0 846 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 32213 37052 69264 68535 730 4509 
RAW SUGAR 3278 G 3278 6309 -3030 -1275 
ROOT CROPS 27669 40435 68104 6 8636 -531 -3705 
PULSES 680 126 806 987 -181 -24 
FRUIT, VEG. 20525 673 21198 26322 -5123 -734 
OIL CROPS 834 1397 2231 2296 -64 519 
MEAT 5175 0 5175 
MILK 21459 12370 33828 
EGGS 916 C 916 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 36065 41132 77197 81537 -4338 4509 
RAW SUGAR 3639 0 3639 9401 -5761 •1275 
ROOT CROPS 31129 46123 77252 72012 5240 3705 
PULSES 755 139 894 1294 -399 
-24 
FRUIT, VEG. 22811 749 23560 34865 -11304 -734 
OIL CROPS 919 1551 2470 3416 -944 519 
MEAT 5733 C 5733 
MILK 23994 13802 37796 
EGGS 1016 0 1016 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1030 M.T. FOR U.S.S.R. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 72709 34489 107198 11C094 -2895 -4367 
RAW SUGAR 8029 0 8029 1C725 -2695 720 
ROOT CROPS 63988 29582 93570 9C053 3516 -3439 
PULSES 1426 2C19 344 5 15284 -11838 56 
FRUIT, VEG. 25079 0 25079 38281 -13201 1046 
OIL CROPS 1400 3070 4470 7247 -2776 -268 
MEAT 9207 0 92G7 
MILK 38947 20892 59839 
EGGS 1729 0 1729 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR U.S.S.R. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 87692 41596 129288 125110 4179 •4367 
RAW SUGAR 9683 0 9683 15071 -5387 720 
ROOT CROPS 77174 35678 112852 88294 24558 •3439 
PULSES 1720 2435 4155 26548 -22392 56 
FRUIT, VEG. 30247 0 3C247 6C251 -3GC03 1046 
OIL CROPS 1689 3703 5391 1C330 -4938 -268 
MEAT 11104 0 11104 
MILK 46973 25197 72170 
EGGS 2085 C 2085 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR NORTH AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 20891 1371 22262 18256 4GC6 24-06 
RAW SUGAR 1572 0 1572 705 867 8G2 
ROOT CROPS 1524 0 1524 1735 -210 76 
PULSES 1333 278 1611 1559 52 —31 
FRUIT, VEG. 10350 C 10350 14522 -4171 -3058 
OIL CROPS 1584 17 1601 1605 — 3 -133 
MEAT 1614 C 1614 
MILK 8576 c 8576 
EGGS 267 0 267 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T, FOR NORTH AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 31383 2116 33499 21379 12120 2406 
RAW SUGAR 2427 0 2427 1063 1364 8C2 
ROOT CROPS 2331 0 2331 2533 -2G1 76 
PULSES 1940 428 2368 1857 511 -31 
FRUIT, VEG. 15822 C 15822 19627 -3804 -3058 
OIL CROPS 2323 26 2349 1896 453 -133 
MEAT 2371 C 2371 
MILK 12650 G 12650 
EGGS 399 C 399 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 1193C 803 12733 11249 1485 763 
RAW SUGAR 470 0 470 183 287 233 
ROOT CROPS 51603 0 51603 48944 2660 
-231 
PULSES 1353 c 1353 2479 -1125 -665 
FRUIT, VEG. 15979 c 15979 14745 1233 —7 6 
OIL CROPS 1482 c 1482 4 040 -2557 -2297 
MEAT 674 G 674 
MILK 931 8 939 
EGGS 87 0 87 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 17820 1268 19088 14077 5011 763 
RAW SUGAR 701 G 701 239 462 233 
ROOT CROPS 78739 0 78739 59944 18795 -231 
PULSES 2019 C 2019 3440 -1420 -665 
FRUIT, VEG. 23859 0 23859 17465 6394 -76 
OIL CROPS 2227 0 2227 4663 -2435 -2297 
MEAT 1017 0 1017 
MILK 1385 10 1395 
EGGS 128 0 128 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR EAST AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 19ÔC DEMANl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 8790 347 9136 8963 173 18 
RAW SUGAR 447 C 447 683 -235 95 
ROOT CROPS 5365 54 5419 5092 327 -51 
PULSES 798 0 798 809 -IC 
-42 
FRUIT, VEG. 6538 C 6538 6080 458 49 
OIL CROPS 353 81 434 613 -178 -72 
MEAT 887 C 887 
MILK 1798 167 1965 
EGGS 29 0 29 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR EAST AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 12854 523 13377 11G42 2335 18 
RAW SUGAR 652 0 652 1221 -568 95 
ROOT CROPS 7631 75 7707 5527 2180 
-51 
PULSES 1166 0 1166 891 275 -42 
FRUIT, VEG. 9105 0 9105 6999 2106 49 
OIL CROPS 513 128 641 821 -179 -72 
MEAT 1319 C 1319 
MILK 2658 254 2912 
EGGS 44 0 44 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR REP. OF 5. AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 19 6C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3975 1741 5716 6693 -976 
-794 
RAW SUGAR 824 G 824 1477 -652 -345 
ROOT CROPS 427 50 477 479 -1 -3 
PULSES 91 G 91 68 23 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 2843 G 2843 3714 -87G -52 G 
OIL CROPS 64 97 161 232 -70 -98 
MEAT 890 0 890 
MILK 2680 416 3097 
EGGS 68 0 68 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T. FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 5992 2625 8616 7280 1336 -794 
RAW SUGAR 1243 0 1243 2158 -914 -345 
ROOT CROPS 644 76 719 613 106 -3 
PULSES 137 0 137 68 69 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 4236 0 4286 5195 -9C8 -520 
OIL CROPS 97 146 243 232 11 -98 
MEAT 1342 0 1342 
MILK 4040 628 4668 
EGGS 103 C 103 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 19318 8600 27918 22857 5 062 2520 
RAW SUGAR 1865 G 1865 1137 728 694 
ROOT CROPS 2225 47 2272 2674 -400 -18 
PULSES 916 11 927 842 86 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 18512 1055 19568 22047 -2478 •1123 
OIL CROPS 1113 251 1369 1094 275 159 
MEAT 1381 C 1381 
MILK 8739 511 9251 
EGGS 217 C 217 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 19318 860G 27918 23092 4826 252C 
RAW SUGAR 1865 C 1865 1139 725 694 
ROOT CROPS 2225 47 2272 2679 — 406 -18 
PULSES 916 11 927 858 70 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 18512 1055 19568 22089 -2521 1123 
OIL CROPS 1118 251 1369 1096 273 159 
MEAT 1381 0 1381 
MILK 8739 511 9251 
EGGS 217 0 217 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 28910 12779 41689 25402 16287 2520 
RAW SUGAR 2778 C 2778 1700 1C78 694 
ROOT CROPS 3313 71 3384 3716 -331 -18 
PULSES 1382 18 1400 911 489 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 27593 1582 29174 3C407 -1232 -1123 
OIL CROPS 1695 344 2039 1357 681 159 
MEAT 2057 C 2057 
MILK 13054 761 13815 
EGGS 312 C 312 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =HIGH 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 28910 12779 41689 26384 15305 252C 
RAW SUGAR 2778 0 2778 1733 1045 694 
ROOT CROPS 3313 71 3384 3740 -356 -18 
PULSES 1382 18 1400 952 448 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 27593 1582 29174 3C563 -1388 -1123 
OIL CROPS 1695 344 2039 1360 679 159 
MEAT 2057 0 2057 
MILK 13054 761 13815 
EGGS 312 C 312 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCG M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 103946 568 104514 102844 167C 980 
RAW SUGAR 10555 512 11067 12935 -1867 -507 
ROOT CROPS 10502 0 10502 9827 675 0 
PULSES 15001 600 15601 13132 2468 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 29533 0 29533 23619 5914 0 
OIL CROPS 2393 2931 5323 6489 -1164 -560 
MEAT 750 G 750 
MILK 26550 C 26550 
EGGS 158 G 158 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 103946 568 104514 102844 1670 980 
RAW SUGAR 10555 512 11067 12935 -1867 -507 
ROOT CROPS 10502 0 10502 9827 675 0 
PULSES 15001 600 15601 13132 2468 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 29533 0 29533 23619 5914 G 
OIL CROPS 2393 2931 5323 6489 -1164 -560 
MEAT 750 0 750 
MILK 26550 0 26550 
EGGS 158 Q 158 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PuPULATION RATE 
(31 LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I96C.DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 137916 754 138670 137045 1625 980 
RAW SUGAR 14004 679 14683 18685 -4000 -507 
ROOT CROPS 13934 0 13934 11969 1965 0 
PULSES 19903 796 20699 14119 6580 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 39185 G 39185 23619 15566 0 
OIL CROPS 3175 3888 7063 8377 -1313 -560 
MEAT 995 C 995 
MILK 35227 0 35227 
EGGS 209 c 209 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FDR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 137916 754 138670 137045 1625 980 
RAW SUGAR 14004 679 14683 18685 -4 COO -507 
ROOT CROPS 13934 0 13934 11969 1965 0 
PULSES 199G3 796 2C699 14119 6580 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 39185 0 39185 23619 15566 0 
OIL CROPS 3175 3888 7063 8377 -1313 -560 
MEAT 995 0 995 
MILK 35227 G 35227 
EGGS 209 C 2C9 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 N.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 31499 C 31499 26299 5200 2574 
RAW SUGAR 2139 C 2139 2013 126 241 
ROOT CROPS 1383 0 1383 1081 3C2 63 
PULSES 1612 C 1612 1245 367 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 1G168 0 1D168 15606 -5437 73 
OIL CROPS 295 402 696 594 102 -65 
MEAT 792 C 792 
MILK 8290 0 8290 
EGGS 59 c 59 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 31499 0 31499 26299 5200 2574 
RAW SUGAR 2139 c 2139 2013 126 241 
ROOT CROPS 1383 c 1383 1081 302 63 
PULSES 1612 0 1612 1245 367 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 10168 0 1C168 15606 -5437 73 
OIL CROPS 295 402 696 594 102 -65 
MEAT 792 0 792 
MILK 8290 0 8290 
EGGS 59 0 59 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 44532 C 44532 33957 10576 2574 
RAW SUGAR 3031 0 3031 2864 167 241 
ROOT CROPS 1975 G 1975 1100 876 63 
PULSES 2276 G 2276 1337 939 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 14369 0 14369 25546 -11176 73 
OIL CROPS 419 577 996 594 402 -65 
MEAT 1117 0 1117 
MILK 11696 0 11696 
EGGS 84 G 84 
1935 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 44532 0 44532 33957 10576 2574 
RAW SUGAR 3031 0 3031 2864 167 241 
ROOT CROPS 1975 c 1975 1100 876 63 
PULSES 2276 Û 2276 1337 939 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 14369 0 14369 25546 -11176 73 
OIL CROPS 419 577 996 594 402 — 65 
MEAT 1117 0 1117 
MILK 11696 0 11696 
EGGS 84 0 84 
I 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FDR JAPAN 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 23041 3325 26366 22760 3606 4301 
RAW SUGAR 1608 G 1608 333 1275 1282 
ROOT CROPS 8560 2498 11058 11468 -409 64 
PULSES 437 64 501 418 83 90 
FRUIT, VEG. 14107 C 14107 21C76 -6969 16 
OIL CROPS 1614 770 2385 670 1715 1425 
MEAT 653 0 653 
MILK 2181 187 2369 
EGGS 601 C 6C1 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR JAPAN 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEOIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 26027 3756 29783 26934 2848 43:1 
RAW SUGAR 1816 0 1316 526 1290 1282 
ROOT CROPS 9669 2822 12491 12896 -403 64 
PULSES 493 73 566 476 90 9C 
FRUIT, VEG. 15935 C 15935 34024 -18089 16 
OIL CROPS 1823 87C 2694 674 2G2C 1425 
MEAT 737 C 737 
MILK 2464 212 2676 
EGGS 679 C 679 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 61838 1441 63279 68011 -4731 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 3087 0 3087 5078 -199G -1613 
ROOT CROPS 26426 2272 28697 34454 -5755 -1939 
PULSES 1169 0 1169 1273 -1C3 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 34348 103 34451 37041 -2590 -225 
OIL CROPS 2856 1077 3934 5284 -1350 -1099 
MEAT 1747 C 1747 
MILK 1469 G 1469 
EGGS 716 0 716 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEOIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 61838 1441 63279 68990 -5710 3102 
RAW SUGAR 3087 0 3087 5125 -2037 1613 
ROOT CROPS 26426 2272 28697 34974 -6276 1939 
PULSES 1169 0 1169 1286 -116 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 34348 103 34451 37387 -2936 -225 
OIL CROPS 2856 1077 3934 5289 -1354 •1099 
MEAT 1747 0 1747 
MILK 1469 c 1469 
EGGS 716 0 716 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 90622 2258 92881 90346 2534 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 4591 C 4591 6111 -1519 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 38624 3169 41793 46345 -4551 -1939 
PULSES 1743 0 1743 1447 296 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 51075 142 51217 52670 -1452 -225 
OIL CROPS 4213 1630 5842 6665 -822 -1C99 
MEAT 2603 0 2603 
MILK 2230 0 2230 
EGGS 1067 0 1C67 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1S6C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 90622 2258 92881 93779 -897 -31C2 
RAW SUGAR 4591 C 4591 6236 -1644 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 38624 3169 41793 48097 -6 304 -1939 
PULSES 1743 C 1743 1502 241 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 51075 142 51217 53650 -2432 -225 
OIL CROPS 4213 1630 5842 6675 -832 -1099 
MEAT 2603 C 2603 
MILK 2230 0 2230 
EGGS 1067 0 1067 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OCEANIA 
ASSUMING - tl) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUN 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 2291 1895 4187 14713 -1C525 6044 
RAW SUGAR 806 0 8 06 1978 -1170 -651 
ROOT CROPS 840 c 840 792 48 —6 
PULSES 43 2 45 52 — 6 -5 
FRUIT, VEG. 2305 0 2305 2671 -365 -269 
OIL CROPS 60 23 83 39 44 51 
MEAT 1852 0 1852 
MILK 6886 2234 9121 
EGGS 157 C 157 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OCEANIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 2957 2425 5382 18740 -13358 •6044 
RAW SUGAR 1043 0 1043 2191 -1148 -651 
ROOT CROPS 1089 0 1089 638 451 — 6 
PULSES 56 2 58 52 7 -5 
FRUIT, VEG. 2969 C 2969 3267 -297 -269 
OIL CROPS 77 29 106 66 41 51 
MEAT 2393 0 2393 
MILK 8936 2956 11892 
EGGS 204 G 2C4 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOC M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 278436 20735 299171 283361 15810 7811 
RAW SUGAR 26412 512 26924 31958 -5C32 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 127305 9084 136389 138684 -2294 -2429 
PULSES 25290 890 26179 24412 1767 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 143658 1894 150552 157099 -6547 -6342 
OIL CROPS 10770 4988 15758 21363 -5603 -4306 
MEAT 12033 C 12033 
MILK 67353 1393 68746 
EGGS 2108 0 2108 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RA" 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 278436 20735 299171 284576 14595 7811 
RAW SUGAR 26412 512 26924 32007 -5C82 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 127305 9084 136389 139209 -2819 -2429 
PULSES 25290 890 26179 24442 1738 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 148658 1894 150552 157488 —6936 -6342 
OIL CROPS 10770 4988 15758 21369 -5610 -4306 
MEAT 12033 0 12033 
MILK 67353 1393 68746 
EGGS 2108 0 2103 
1985 PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - ( 1 )  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 395206 31450 426656 366700 59956 7811 
RAW SUGAR 37862 679 38 541 44573 -6031 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 189629 13482 2Û3111 179739 23373 -2429 
PULSES 35183 1242 36425 27704 3720 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 217229 2886 220115 205390 14725 -6342 
OIL CROPS 15637 6985 22622 27331 -4708 — 4306 
MEAT 17916 C 17916 
MILK 95979 2136 98115 
EGGS 3143 0 3143 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICOC M.T. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 395206 31450 426656 371104 55552 7811 
RAW SUGAR 37862 679 38541 44727 -6185 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 189629 13482 203111 181513 21598 -2429 
PULSES 35183 1242 36425 27801 8624 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 217229 2886 22C115 206518 13597 -6342 
OIL CROPS 15637 6985 22622 27343 -4720 — 4306 
MEAT 17916 0 17916 
MILK 95979 2136 98115 
EGGS 3143 0 3143 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 96159 57156 153316 152373 942 8214 
RAW SUGAR 11566 0 11566 21335 -9768 -6485 
ROOT CROPS 48275 37744 86019 9C044 -4024 -4734 
PULSES 3854 1025 4879 5001 -122 177 
FRUIT, VEG. 89297 2420 91717 125605 -33887 -9494 
OIL CROPS 9380 3583 12963 11519 1445 2289 
MEAT 13147 0 13147 
MILK 47131 18528 65659 
EGGS 2805 G 2805 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 115530 65479 181009 18C889 120 8214 
RAW SUGAR 14647 0 14647 28059 -13411 -6485 
ROOT CROPS 55966 43912 99878 99662 216 -4734 
PULSES 5047 1110 6157 6480 -322 177 
FRUIT, VEG. 104582 2567 107149 175487 -68337 -9494 
OIL CROPS 10537 4304 14841 14384 457 2289 
MEAT 16075 C 16075 
MILK 57715 20777 78492 
EGGS 3327 0 3327 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING -  11)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAf 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 144027 225715 369742 468954 -99211 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 30036 67 30103 26072 4C30 8966 
ROOT CROPS 117216 73C44 190260 172834 17426 -1725 
PULSES 4370 2429 6799 17302 -1C502 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 127240 71 127311 123370 3942 17034 
OIL CROPS 7410 19975 27385 37200 -9815 3890 
MEAT 47484 0 47484 
MILK 175514 61184 236698 
EGGS 9614 Q 9614 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 144027 225715 369742 468954 -99211 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 30036 67 3C1C3 26072 4030 8966 
ROOT CROPS 117216 73044 190260 172834 17426 -1725 
PULSES 4370 2429 6799 17302 -1C5C2 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 127240 71 127311 123370 3942 17034 
OIL CROPS 7410 19975 27385 37200 -9815 3890 
MEAT 47484 C 47484 
MILK 175514 61184 236698 
EGGS 9614 0 9614 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1> POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 169969 268798 438767 6397G6 -200938 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 35329 77 35406 34565 841 8966 
ROOT CROPS 136673 81956 218634 152630 66C04 -1725 
PULSES 5122 2877 7999 28583 -20583 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 148529 72 148601 154329 -5727 17034 
OIL CROPS 8682 23589 32272 62939 -30 667 3 890 
MEAT 56146 0 56146 
MILK 206372 6950C 275872 
EGGS 11364 C 11364 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 169969 268798 438767 639716 -200948 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 35329 77 35406 34569 838 8966 
ROOT CROPS 136678 81956 218634 152632 66001 -1725 
PULSES 5122 2877 7999 28583 -20583 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 148529 72 148601 154336 -5735 17034 
OIL CROPS 8682 23589 32272 62940 -30667 3890 
MEAT 56146 0 56146 
MILK 206372 69500 275872 
EGGS 11364 0 11364 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 518621 303604 822227 904688 -8246C -8967 
RAW SUGAR 68014 579 68593 79365 -10771 137 
ROOT CROPS 292796 119871 412667 401561 11107 -8890 
PULSES 33513 4344 37857 46716 -8858 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 365194 4385 369579 406073 -36494 1193 
OIL CROPS 27560 28546 56106 70081 -13974 1872 
MEAT 72663 G 72663 
MILK 289996 81105 371102 
EGGS 14527 0 14527 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RE5TRICTI0N=HI6H 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 518621 303604 822227 905902 -83674 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 68014 579 68593 79414 -10 82C 137 
ROOT CROPS 292796 119871 412667 402086 10581 -8890 
PULSES 33513 4344 37857 46745 -8887 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 365194 4385 369579 406462 -36883 1193 
OIL CROPS 27560 28546 56106 70088 -13980 1872 
MEAT 72663 0 72663 
MILK 289996 81105 371102 
EGGS 14527 G 14527 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 68C704 365725 1046431 1187286 —140854 8967 
RAW SUGAR 87837 757 88594 1C7196 -18601 137 
ROOT CROPS 382272 139350 521622 432029 89592 8890 
PULSES 45352 5229 50581 62767 -12185 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 470339 5524 475863 535205 -59341 1193 
OIL CROPS 34856 . 34878 69734 104652 -34917 1872 
MEAT 90135 C 90135 
MILK 360065 92412 452477 
EGGS 17835 0 17835 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUN 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 680704 365725 1046431 1191701 -145269 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 87837 757 88594 107354 -18759 137 
ROOT CROPS 382272 139350 521622 433807 87815 -8890 
PULSES 45352 5229 5C581 62863 -12232 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 470339 5524 475863 536341 -6C476 1193 
OIL CROPS 34856 34878 69734 104665 -34929 1872 
MEAT 90135 0 90135 
MILK 360065 92412 452477 
EGGS 17835 C 17835 
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Appendix B.2.b. 1970 and 1985 production-demand comparisons for medium 
variant population trends and low variant income trends 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 26991 113647 140687 
RAW SUGAR 9821 31 9852 
ROOT CROPS 11885 1753 13638 
PULSES 1250 3 1253 
FRUIT, VEG. 41860 0 41860 
OIL CROPS 2862 9986 12848 
MEAT 19754 0 19754 
MILK 54194 1414 55607 
EGGS 4209 0 4209 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC 
FOOD AND IND. 
DISAPPEARANCE 
FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
32973 
12172 
14619 
1538 
52580 
3574 
24941 
66155 
5177 
142350 
39 
2194 
3 
0 
12503 
G 
1770 
n 
175323 
12211 
16813 
1541 
52580 
16077 
24941 
67925 
5177 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
222187 
4178 
15159 
1199 
37413 
28617 
-81499 
5674 
-1521 
54 
4448 
-15768 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
— 446G 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
331533 
6409 
18147 
1431 
37681 
50805 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-156209 
5802 
-1333 
110 
14899 
-34727 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
— 672 
76 
633 
— 4460 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3468 13992 17460 
RAW SUGAR 1158 0 1158 
ROOT CROPS 2077 128 2204 
PULSES 105 9 114 
FRUIT, VEG. 3871 G 3871 
OIL CROPS 233 578 812 
MEAT 1808 0 1808 
MILK 8424 1359 9783 
EGGS 356 G 356 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4558 18676 23233 
RAW SUGAR 1531 0 1531 
ROOT CROPS 2698 170 2869 
PULSES 138 12 151 
FRUIT, VEG. 5207 0 5207 
OIL CROPS 313 772 1085 
MEAT 2434 n 2434 
MILK 11012 1813 12825 
EGGS 469 C 469 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
32201 -14739 -7358 
235 923 759 
2484 -278 6 
67 48 38 
1918 1953 1256 
592 220 287 
(-• 
00 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
37674 
268 
3256 
67 
1994 
912 
—14440 
1263 
-387 
84 
3213 
173 
•7358 
759 
6 
38 
1256 
287 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8754 1312 1GG65 
RAW SUGAR 1721 C 1721 
ROOT CROPS 583 27 610 
PULSES 1113 C 1113 
FRUIT, VEG. 4795 19 4814 
OIL CROPS 296 295 592 
MEAT 1016 u 1016 
MILK 4161 74 4235 
EGGS 246 G 246 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 14313 2C97 16410 
RAW SUGAR 2768 0 2768 
ROOT CROPS 953 43 996 
PULSES 1820 0 1820 
FRUIT, VEG. 7572 31 7603 
OIL CROPS 472 472 944 
MEAT 1604 0 1604 
MILK 6750 119 6869 
EGGS 386 0 386 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11287 -1221 97 
2745 -1G23 -402 
647 -37 4 
1351 -238 -2 
4565 248 -331 
766 -173 -3 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18022 -1612 97 
3842 -1C72 -402 
1078 -82 4 
2495 -674 -2 
5972 1630 -331 
1252 -307 -3 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND R£STRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4669 416 5084 
RAW SUGAR 1272 0 1272 
ROOT CROPS 2576 64 2640 
PULSES 440 0 440 
FRUIT, VEG. 6037 332 6370 
OIL CROPS 140 115 255 
MEAT 815 C 815 
MILK 2841 206 3047 
EGGS 132 0 132 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6789 610 7399 
RAW SUGAR 1816 0 1816 
ROOT CROPS 3578 87 3665 
PULSES 641 C 641 
FRUIT, VEG. 9012 468 9480 
OIL CROPS 189 162 350 
MEAT 1151 0 1151 
MILK 4128 307 4435 
EGGS 189 0 189 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
3096 1989 1253 
8730 -7457 -7291 
2217 423 47 
416 24 -4 
6971 -601 -1633 
133 122 62 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3683 
9251 
2341 
471 
7781 
137 
3717 
-7433 
1324 
170 
1699 
214 
1253 
-7291 
47 
-4 
-1633 
62 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION: HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12589 7626 2C215 
RAW SUGAR 4019 0 4019 
ROOT CROPS 21138 5656 26795 
PULSES 2404 0 2404 
FRUIT, VEG. 10874 149 11023 
OIL CROPS 581 318 900 
MEAT 2705 0 2705 
MILK 6484 284 6768 
EGGS 375 G 375 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19040 11495 3C535 
RAW SUGAR 6098 C 6098 
ROOT CROPS 31999 8526 40526 
PULSES 3643 0 3643 
FRUIT, VEG. 16426 224 16651 
OIL CROPS 676 480 1356 
MEAT 4077 0 4C77 
MILK 9772 427 10199 
EGGS 566 C 566 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
18820 
5359 
27858 
2356 
11753 
1456 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1395 
-1338 
-1063 
48 
-729 
-555 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
-18G 
-310 
- 8 2  
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26106 4429 1415 
7959 -1860 -801 
40576 -50 -242 
2365 779 -180 
16539 111 -310 
2663 -1305 -82 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 5727 3843 9570 
RAW SUGAR 1088 0 1088 
ROOT CROPS 2677 209 2886 
PULSES 73 0 73 
FRUIT, VEG. 6581 G 6581 
OIL CROPS 377 416 793 
MEAT 2682 C 2682 
MILK 5866 30 5897 
EGGS 193 G 193 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7014 4669 11683 
RAW SUGAR 1347 0 1347 
ROOT CROPS 3227 255 3482 
PULSES 92 0 92 
FRUIT, VEG. 8234 G 8234 
OIL CROPS 469 504 973 
MEAT 3239 0 3239 
MILK 7123 35 7158 
EGGS 238 C 238 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
15726 -6155 -5764 
1188 -99 -62 
2952 -65 -23 
85 -11 -2 
6509 -27 58 
1292 -498 -45G 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
16816 -5132 -5764 
1489 -141 -62 
36C2 -119 -23 
1 0 1  - 8  - 2  
8306 -71 58 
1528 -554 -450 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8816 1102 9919 
RAW SUGAR 2561 G 2561 
ROOT CROPS 7634 1102 8736 
PULSES 708 G 708 
FRUIT, VEG. 13505 389 13894 
OIL CROPS 294 201 495 
MEAT 1915 G 1915 
MILK 6389 436 6825 
EGGS 279 0 279 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 13218 1607 14825 
RAW SUGAR 3939 C 3939 
ROOT CROPS 11551 1634 13185 
PULSES 1078 0 1078 
FRUIT, VEG. 20371 573 2C943 
OIL CROPS 450 307 756 
MEAT 2824 0 2824 
MILK 9476 637 10113 
EGGS 415 0 415 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
6904 
3051 
8C28 
629 
12944 
338 
3C14 
-489 
708 
79 
951 
157 
1709 
-344 
- 8 1  
-55 
-1330 
163 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
8739 6G86 1709 
4122 -182 -344 
9309 3876 -81 
711 367 -55 
15074 5870 -133C 
532 224 163 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32444 63949 96393 
RAW SUGAR 10120 40 10160 
ROOT CROPS 29919 39029 68948 
PULSES 148 5 396 1881 
FRUIT, VEG. 55607 1226 56833 
OIL CROPS 2692 6819 9511 
MEAT 16124 0 16124 
MILK 63454 36235 99689 
EGGS 3180 0 3180 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32833 74211 107044 
RAW SUGAR 11135 47 11182 
ROOT CROPS 29202 45724 74925 
PULSES 1607 457 2064 
FRUIT, VEG. 63644 1290 64934 
OIL CROPS 2917 7913 10830 
MEAT 18929 0 18929 
MILK 69136 42440 111576 
EGGS 3644 0 3644 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
84291 
8114 
55420 
650 
42668 
483 
12101 
2046 
13528 
1231 
14165 
9028 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
119793 
9645 
345C0 
440 
50516 
589 
-12748 
1538 
40425 
1624 
14417 
10241 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 18988 16104 35092 
RAW SUGAR 2493 0 2493 
ROOT CROPS 9662 1264 10926 
PULSES 1113 1030 2144 
FRUIT, VEG. 39862 613 40475 
OIL CROPS 6642 586 7228 
MEAT 3039 0 3G39 
MILK 10887 9200 20086 
EGGS 926 G 926 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 18975 20175 39151 
RAW SUGAR 3023 0 3C23 
ROOT CROPS 10219 1585 11804 
PULSES 1191 1293 2484 
FRUIT, VEG. 45194 765 45960 
OIL CROPS 7642 734 8376 
MEAT 3840 0 3840 
MILK 13003 11536 24539 
EGGS 1139 C 1139 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
28905 6187 6587 
2211 282 328 
11562 -634 1C5 
1815 329 125 
55509 -15C33 -5394 
62C1 1028 773 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
32081 
2984 
13635 
1746 
77407 
7146 
7070 
39 
-1830 
738 
-31446 
1231 
6587 
328 
105 
125 
-5394 
773 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=KEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30403 43188 73591 
RAW SUGAR 3713 C 3713 
ROOT CROPS 25300 44848 7C14S 
PULSES 699 153 853 
FRUIT, VEG. 23672 825 24497 
OIL CROPS 964 1659 2623 
MEAT 6037 C 6037 
MILK 23233 13997 37230 
EGGS 1035 G 1035 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 10ÛG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32317 53037 85354 
RAW SUGAR 4519 0 4519 
ROOT CROPS 26195 54760 8C955 
PULSES 794 194 988 
FRUIT, VEG. 29276 1044 30320 
OIL CROPS 1189 2072 3261 
MEAT 7387 0 7387 
MILK 27288 16932 44220 
EGGS 1262 0 1262 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
68535 5C56 4509 
6309 -2595 -1275 
68636 1511 -3705 
987 -134 -24 
26322 -1824 -734 
2296 327 519 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
81537 
9401 
72012 
1294 
34365 
3416 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3817 
-4830 
8943 
-305 
-4 545 
-153 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - tl) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IMD. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 66256 40808 107064 
RAW SUGAR 9648 0 9648 
ROOT CROPS 56243 35002 91246 
PULSES 1484 2389 3873 
FRUIT, VEG. 28620 0 28620 
OIL CROPS 1852 3633 5484 
MEAT 10915 0 10915 
MILK 46440 24719 71159 
EGGS 2008 0 2008 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE^LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG. 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
74150 
13082 
6C923 
1841 
37677 
2637 
14690 
61369 
2670 
54750 
0 
46960 
3205 
0 
4874 
G 
33164 
C 
128900 
13C82 
107883 
5046 
37677 
7510 
14690 
94533 
2670 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
110094 
10725 
9CG53 
15284 
38281 
7247 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3029 
-1076 
1192 
-11411 
— 966C 
-1762 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
— 4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
—268 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
125110 
15071 
88294 
26548 
60251 
1C330 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3791 
-1988 
19589 
-21501 
-22572 
-2819 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUiM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 21302 1501 22804 
RAW SUGAR 1664 G 1664 
ROOT CROPS 1547 C 1547 
PULSES 1370 300 1670 
FRUIT, VEG. 10793 0 10793 
OIL CROPS 1736 18 1755 
MEAT 1704 C 1704 
MILK 8964 c 8964 
EGGS 288 c 288 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RtSTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31465 2231 33695 
RAW SUGAR 2459 0 2459 
ROOT CROPS 2345 0 2345 
PULSES 1957 446 2403 
FRUIT, VEG. 16130 0 16130 
OIL CROPS 2503 28 2531 
MEAT 2402 0 2402 
MILK 12794 0 12794 
EGGS 405 0 405 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
18256 
705 
1735 
1559 
14522 
1605 
4548 
959 
-187 
111 
-3728 
150 
2406 
802  
76 
—31 
-3058 
-133 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
21379 
1063 
2533 
1857 
19627 
1896 
12317 
1397 
-187 
545 
-3496 
634 
2406 
802 
76 
-31 
-3058 
-133 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12034 769 12804 
RAW SUGAR 491 0 491 
ROOT CROPS 51589 c 51589 
PULSES 1369 c 1369 
FRUIT, VEG. 16066 0 16066 
OIL CROPS 1510 0 1510 
MEAT 694 0 694 
MILK 960 9 969 
EGGS 89 C 89 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 16993 1051 18044 
RAW SUGAR 634 0 634 
ROOT CROPS 76623 • G 76623 
PULSES 1966 C 1966 
FRUIT, VEG. 22693 C 22693 
OIL CROPS 2127 0 2127 
MEAT 937 0 937 
MILK 1286 11 1298 
EGGS 117 0 117 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11249 1555 763 
183 308 233 
43944 2645 -231 
2479 -1110 -665 
14745 1320 -76 
4040 -253G -2297 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
14077 
239 
59944 
3440 
17465 
4663 
3967 
395 
16679 
-1473 
5228 
-2535 
763 
233 
-231 
— 665 
—7 6 
-2297 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICGG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9087 373 9459 
RAW SUGAR 493 0  493 
ROOT CROPS 5508 66 5574 
PULSES 840 C 840 
FRUIT,  VEG. 6861 0  6861 
OIL CROPS 368 83 451 
MEAT 957 0  957 
MILK 1956 171 2127 
EGGS 32 0  32 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCQ M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12948 531 13479 
RAW SUGAR 685 0 685 
ROOT CROPS 7796 100 7895 
PULSES 1204 c 1204 
FRUIT, VEG. 9597 0 9597 
OIL CROPS 500 117 617 
MEAT 1336 c 1336 
MILK 2806 235 3C41 
EGGS 44 C 44 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
8963 
683 
5092 
809 
6080 
613 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
496 
-189 
483 
32 
781 
- 1 6 1  
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
13 
95 
-51 
-42 
49 
-72 
ON 
u> 
o 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11042 2436 18 
1221 -535 95 
5527 2369 -51 
891 313 -42 
6999 2598 49 
821 -203 -72 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3950 1795 5745 
RAW SUGAR 830 0 830 
ROOT CROPS 430 52 482 
PULSES 92 0 92 
FRUIT, VEG. 2922 0 2922 
OIL CROPS 68 100 168 
MEAT 915 Q 915 
MILK 2772 429 3202 
EGGS 71 G 71 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 5987 2635 8622 
RAW SUGAR 1244 0 1244 
ROOT CROPS 644 76 720 
PULSES 138 0 138 
FRUIT, VEG. 4301 C 4301 
OIL CROPS 98 146 244 
MEAT 1347 0 1347 
MILK 4058 630 4688 
EGGS 103 0 103 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
6693 
1477 
479 
68 
3714 
232 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-947 
— 646 
3 
24 
-792 
-63 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-794 
-345 
-3 
2 
-520 
-98 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
7280 1342 -794 
2158 -913 -345 
613 107 -3 
68 70 2 
5195 -893 -520 
232 12 -98 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19834 9411 29245 
RAW SUGAR 2035 0 2035 
ROOT CROPS 2276 52 2328 
PULSES 959 12 971 
FRUIT, VEG. 19687 1155 20842 
OIL CROPS 1182 270 1452 
MEAT 1545 G 1545 
MILK 9522 558 10081 
EGGS 242 0 242 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19834 9411 29245 
RAW SUGAR 2035 G 2035 
ROOT CROPS 2276 52 2328 
PULSES 959 12 971 
FRUIT, VEG. 19687 1155 20842 
OIL CROPS 1182 270 1452 
MEAT 1545 n 1545 
MILK 9522 558 10081 
EGGS 242 0 242 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
22857 6389 2520 
1137 899 694 
2674 -345 -18 
842 129 -57 
22047 -1203 -1123 
1094 358 159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
23092 6153 2520 
1139 896 694 
2679 -350 -18 
858 113 -57 
22089 -1246 -1123 
1096 356 159 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=KEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION = LOW 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 29536 13804 43340 
RAW SUGAR 3017 n 3017 
ROOT CROPS 3379 76 3456 
PULSES 1432 18 1450 
FRUIT, VEG. 29191 1707 30898 
OIL CROPS 1760 374 2134 
MEAT 2262 0 2262 
MILK 14023 821 14843 
EGGS 350 Q 350 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 29536 13804 43340 
RAW SUGAR 3017 0 3017 
ROOT CROPS 3379 76 3456 
PULSES 1432 18 1450 
FRUIT, VEG. 29191 1707 30898 
OIL CROPS 1760 374 2134 
MEAT 2262 0 2262 
MILK 14023 821 14843 
EGGS 350 C 350 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
25402 
1700 
3716 
911 
3C407 
1357 
17938 
1318 
-259 
540 
491 
777 
2520 
694 
-18 
-57 
-1123 
159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
26384 
1733 
3740 
952 
3C563 
1360 
16956 
1234 
-284 
499 
335 
774 
252C 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 103363 557 103920 
RAW SUGAR 10432 502 10934 
ROOT CROPS 10475 0 10475 
PULSES 14904 588 15492 
FRUIT, VEG. 29235 0 29235 
OIL CROPS 2362 2872 5234 
MEAT 745 0 745 
MILK 26000 0 26CC0 
EGGS 155 0 155 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 103363 557 103920 
RAW SUGAR 10432 502 10934 
ROOT CROPS 10475 0 10475 
PULSES 14904 588 15492 
FRUIT, VEG. 29235 0 29235 
OIL CROPS 2362 2872 5234 
MEAT 745 0 745 
MILK 26000 0 26000 
EGGS 155 0 155 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD. 
102844 1076 980 
12935 -2000 -507 
9827 648 C 
12132 2359 2 
23619 5616 G 
6489 -1253 -560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
102844 1076 980 
12935 -2C00 -507 
9827 648 0 
13132 2359 2 
23619 5616 C 
6489 -1253 -560 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LGW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 139094 777 139871 
RAW SUGAR 14257 700 14957 
ROOT CROPS 13990 0 13990 
PULSES 20103 820 20923 
FRUIT, VEG. 39798 0 39798 
OIL CROPS 3239 4008 7247 
MEAT 1006 C 1006 
MILK 36357 G 36357 
EGGS 215 C 215 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 139094 777 139871 
RAW SUGAR 14257 700 14957 
ROOT CROPS 13990 C 13990 
PULSES 20103 820 20923 
FRUIT, VEG. 39798 G 39798 
OIL CROPS 3239 4008 7247 
MEAT 1006 G 1006 
MILK 36357 0 36357 
EGGS 215 0 215 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
137045 
18685 
11969 
14119 
23619 
8377 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2826 
-3727 
2021 
6804 
16179 
-1128 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
98C 
-507 
n 
2 
G 
-560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
137G45 
18685 
11969 
14119 
23619 
8377 
2826 
-3727 
2C21 
6804 
16179 
-1128 
980 
-507 
0 
2 
C 
-560 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31659 0 31659 
RAW SUGAR 2157 0 2157 
ROOT CROPS 1383 c 1383 
PULSES 1616 c 1616 
FRUIT, VEG. 1C271 G 1C271 
OIL CROPS 296 400 696 
MEAT 809 c 809 
MILK 8436 0 8436 
EGGS 60 c 60 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31659 0 31659 
RAW SUGAR 2157 c 2157 
ROOT CROPS 1383 0 1383 
PULSES 1616 G 1616 
FRUIT, VEG. 10271 0 10271 
OIL CROPS 296 400 696 
MEAT 809 G 809 
MILK 8436 0 8436 
EGGS 60 C 60 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26299 5360 2574 
2013 145 241 
1C81 302 63 
1245 371 57 
15606 -5334 73 
594 1C2 -65 
Oi 
00 
o\ 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26299 5360 2574 
2013 145 241 
1081 302 63 
1245 371 57 
15606 -5334 73 
594 102 -65 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= LOW 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 44056 0 44C56 
RAW SUGAR 2951 G 2951 
ROOT CROPS 1957 0 1957 
PULSES 2265 0 2265 
FRUIT, VEG. 14193 C 14193 
OIL CROPS 404 540 944 
MEAT 1100 0 1100 
MILK 11500 c 11500 
EGGS BO c 80 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG. 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
44056 
2951 
1957 
2265 
14193 
404 
1100 
11500 
8G 
C 
0 
0 
c 
c 
54C 
c 
c 
44C56 
2951 
1957 
2265 
14193 
944 
1100 
11500 
80 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
33957 10099 2574 
2864 86 241 
1100 857 63 
1337 928 57 
25546 -11351 73 
594 350 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
33957 
2864 
1100 
1337 
25546 
594 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
10099 
86 
857 
928 
-11351 
350 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2574 
241 
63 
57 
73 
-65 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22609 4479 27089 
RAW SUGAR 2034 0 2034 
ROOT CROPS 8295 3365 11660 
PULSES 453 87 540 
FRUIT, VEG. 16001 Ci 16001 
OIL CROPS 2225 1038 3263 
MEAT 929 C 929 
MILK 2842 253 3094 
EGGS 773 G 773 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 25254 6134 31388 
RAW SUGAR 2704 0 2704 
ROOT CROPS 9195 4609 13804 
PULSES 528 119 646 
FRUIT, VEG. 19484 0 19484 
OIL CROPS 3097 1421 4518 
MEAT 1314 0 1314 
MILK 3841 346 • 4187 
EGGS 1015 0 1015 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
22760 4329 43C1 
333 1700 1282 
11468 192 64 
418 122 90 
21076 -5075 16 
670 2593 1425 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
26934 
526 
12896 
476 
34024 
674 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4453 
2179 
908 
170 
-14539 
3845 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4301 
1282 
64 
90 
16 
1425 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 62589 1484 64 072 
RAW SUGAR 3213 G 3213 
ROOT CROPS 26417 2631 29047 
PULSES 1180 0 1180 
FRUIT, VEG. 34825 120 34945 
OIL CROPS 2987 112G 4107 
MEAT 1828 c 1828 
MILK 1609 0 1609 
EGGS 746 c 746 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 62589 1484 64072 
RAW SUGAR 3213 0 3213 
ROOT CROPS 26417 2631 29047 
PULSES 1180 G 1180 
FRUIT, VEG. 34825 120 34945 
OIL CROPS 2987 1120 4107 
MEAT 1828 0 1828 
MILK 1609 0 1609 
EGGS 746 0 . 746 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
68011 
5078 
34454 
1273 
37041 
5284 
-3937 
-1864 
-5405 
-91 
-2095 
-1176 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
68990 
5125 
34974 
1286 
37387 
5289 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4916 
-1911 
-5926 
-104 
-2441 
- 1 1 8 1  
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 H.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 88863 1986 90849 
RAW SUGAR 4394 0 4394 
ROOT CROPS 37829 3912 41741 
PULSES 1711 C 1711 
FRUIT, VEG. 48885 180 49064 
OIL CROPS 4082 1509 5591 
MEAT 2467 C 2467 
MILK 2224 c 2224 
EGGS 1025 c 1025 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 88663 1986 90849 
RAW SUGAR 4394 
€ 
4394 
ROOT CROPS 37829 3912 41741 
PULSES 1711 0 1711 
FRUIT, VEG. 48885 180 49064 
OIL CROPS 4082 1509 5591 
MEAT 2467 0 2467 
MILK 2224 0 2224 
EGGS 1025 c 1025 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
9C346 
6111 
46345 
1447 
52670 
6665 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
503 
-1716 
—4602 
264 
— 3605 
-1073 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
93779 
6236 
48097 
1502 
53650 
6675 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
-2929 
-1841 
-6355 
209 
-4585 
-1083 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2229 1900 4129 
RAW SUGAR 807 0 807 
ROOT CROPS 840 c 840 
PULSES 45 2 46 
FRUIT, VEG. 2377 0 2377 
OIL CROPS 61 23 84 
MEAT 1855 0 1855 
MILK 6925 2239 9163 
EGGS 157 0 157 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2842 2434 5275 
RAW SUGAR 1043 G 1043 
ROOT CROPS 1039 0 1089 
PULSES 59 2 61 
FRUIT, VEG. 3112 0 3112 
OIL CROPS 79 29 108 
MEAT 2398 0 2398 
MILK 9012 2963 11975 
EGGS 204 0 204 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
14713 
1978 
792 
52 
2671 
39 
-10583 
-1169 
48 
-5 
-293 
45 
— 6044 
-651 
— 6 
-5 
-269 
51 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18740 —13464 —6044 
2191 -1147 -651 
638 451 -6 
52 9 -5 
3267 -154 -269 
66 43 51 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 280158 21507 301665 
RAW SUGAR 26794 502 27296 
ROOT CROPS 127391 9393 136783 
PULSES 25349 900 26249 
FRUIT, VEG. 151008 2017 153025 
OIL CROPS 11115 4978 16093 
MEAT 12477 0 12477 
MILK 68496 1448 69943 
EGGS 2190 0 2190 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 280158 21507 301665 
RAW SUGAR 26794 502 27296 
ROOT CROPS 127391 9393 136783 
PULSES 25349 900 26249 
FRUIT, VEG. 151008 2017 153025 
OIL CROPS 11115 4978 160 93 
MEAT 12477 G 12477 
MILK 68496 1448 69943 
EGGS 2190 C 2190 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
283361 
31958 
138684 
24412 
157099 
21363 
18304 
-4661 
-1899 
1837 
-4073 
-5268 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
— 6342 
-4306 
f-N> 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
284576 
32007 
139209 
24442 
157488 
21369 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
17089 
-4710 
-2425 
1807 
-4462 
-5275 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 393810 31682 425491 
RAW SUGAR 38032 700 38732 
ROOT CROPS 186541 14064 200605 
PULSES 35356 1284 36640 
FRUIT, VEG. 215989 2976 218965 
OIL CROPS 15633 6929 22562 
MEAT 17791 0 17791 
MILK 97625 2139 99765 
EGGS 3109 0 3109 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 393810 31632 425491 
RAW SUGAR 38032 700 38732 
ROOT CROPS 186541 14064 200605 
PULSES 35356 1284 36640 
FRUIT, VEG. 215989 2976 218965 
OIL CROPS 15633 6929 22562 
MEAT 17791 Q 17791 
MILK 97625 2139 99765 
EGGS 3109 0 3109 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
366700 
44573 
179739 
27704 
205390 
27331 
58792 
-5840 
20867 
8936 
13575 
-4768 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
371104 
44727 
181513 
27801 
206518 
27343 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
54387 
-5994 
19092 
8840 
12447 
-4780 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUN 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 93216 66566 159782 
RAW SUGAR 12806 0 128C6 
ROOT CROPS 46220 42140 88359 
PULSES 3914 1237 5151 
FRUIT, VEG. 97445 2730 100176 
OIL CROPS 10671 4228 14899 
MEAT 14817 0 14817 
MILK 51056 21389 72444 
EGGS 3240 0 3240 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 109028 84487 193515 
RAW SUGAR 17117 0 17117 
ROOT CROPS 51491 52991 104482 
PULSES 5124 1569 6693 
FRUIT, VEG. 120079 3216 123295 
OIL CROPS 13198 5592 18790 
MEAT 19323 0 19323 
MILK 65128 26771 91898 
EGGS 4187 0 4187 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
152373 
21335 
90044 
5001 
125605 
11519 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7409 
-8528 
-1684 
15C 
-25429 
3381 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
— 6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
180889 
28059 
99662 
6480 
175487 
14384 
12626 
-10941 
4820 
213 
-52191 
4406 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUF 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 134387 240232 374618 
RAW SUGAR 32170 71 32241 
ROOT CROPS 104842 83716 188558 
PULSES 4438 2831 7269 
FRUIT, VEG. 135866 82 135947 
OIL CROPS 7941 21326 29267 
MEAT 51497 0 51497 
MILK 182807 68776 251583 
EGGS 10121 0 10121 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 134387 240232 374618 
RAW SUGAR 32170 71 32241 
ROOT CROPS 104842 83716 188558 
PULSES 4438 2831 7269 
FRUIT, VEG. 135866 82 135947 
OIL CROPS 7941 21326 29267 
MEAT 51497 0 51497 
MILK 182807 68776 251583 
EGGS 10121 0 10121 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26072 
172834 
17302 
123370 
37200 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-94335 
6169 
15724 
-10032 
12578 
-7932 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26072 
172834 
17302 
123370 
37200 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-94335 
6169 
15724 
-10032 
12578 
-7932 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3 890 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 150378 299090 449468 
RAW SUGAR 39673 86 39758 
ROOT CROPS 111977 103657 215634 
PULSES 5264 3716 8980 
FRUIT, VEG. 166509 90 166599 
OIL CROPS 9783 26447 36230 
MEAT 64572 C 64572 
MILK 220359 85278 305637 
EGGS 12415 C 12415 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 150378 29909G 449468 
RAW SUGAR 39673 86 39758 
ROOT CROPS 111977 103657 215634 
PULSES 5264 3716 8980 
FRUIT; VEG. 166509 9C 166599 
OIL CROPS 9783 26447 36230 
MEAT 64572 C 64572 
MILK 220359 85278 305637 
EGGS 12415 0 12415 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
639706 
34565 
152630 
28583 
154329 
62939 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-190237 
5194 
63C04 
-19602 
12271 
-26709 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
639716 
34569 
152632 
28583 
154336 
62940 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-190247 
5190 
63001 
-19602 
12263 
-26709 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2499C 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 507759 328303 836064 
RAW SUGAR 71771 572 72343 
ROOT CROPS 278451 135248 413700 
PULSES 33701 4968 38670 
FRUIT, VEG. 384317 4829 389147 
OIL CROPS 29728 30532 60260 
MEAT 78789 0 78789 
MILK 302356 91613 393969 
EGGS 15550 0 15550 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 507759 328303 836064 
RAW SUGAR 71771 572 72343 
ROOT CROPS 278451 135248 413700 
PULSES 33701 4968 38670 
FRUIT, VEG. 384317 4829 389147 
OIL CROPS 29728 30532 60260 
MEAT 78789 G 78789 
MILK 302356 91613 393969 
EGGS 15550 0 15550 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
904688 
79365 
401561 
46716 
406073 
7C081 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-68623 
-7021 
12139 
-8C46 
-16925 
-982C 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
905902 
79414 
402086 
46745 
406462 
7C088 
-69837 
-7070 
11614 
-8075 
-17314 
-9827 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
1985 PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 653215 415257 1068471 
RAW SUGAR 94821 786 95606 
ROOT CROPS 350008 170711 520720 
PULSES 45744 6569 52313 
FRUIT, VEG. 502577 6281 508858 
OIL CROPS 38613 38968 77581 
MEAT 101684 G 101684 
MILK 383110 114187 497298 
EGGS 19712 C 19712 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 653215 415257 1068471 
RAW SUGAR 94821 786 95606 
ROOT CROPS 350008 170711 520720 
PULSES 45744 6569 52313 
FRUIT, VEG. 502577 6281 508858 
OIL CROPS 38613 38968 77581 
MEAT 101684 0 101684 
MILK 383110 114187 497298 
EGGS 19712 0 19712 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
1187286 
107196 
432029 
62767 
535205 
104652 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-118814 
-11588 
88690 
-10453 
-26346 
-27071 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
1191701 
107354 
433807 
62863 
536341 
104665 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-123229 
-11747 
86913 
-10549 
-27482 
-27083 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
649 
Appendix B.2.c. 1970 and 1985 production-demand comparisons for medium 
variant population trends and high variant income trends 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 26680 114617 141296 
RAW SUGAR 9821 31 9852 
ROOT CROPS 11813 1767 13580 
PULSES 1243 3 1245 
FRUIT, VEG. 42310 0 42310 
OIL CROPS 2879 10CÔ7 12947 
MEAT 20048 0 20048 
MILK 53537 1425 54962 
EGGS 4184 C 4184 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31766 147102 178867 
RAW SUGAR 12172 40 12212 
ROOT CROPS 14335 2268 16602 
PULSES 1508 3 1511 
FRUIT, VEG. 54760 0 54760 
OIL CROPS 3645 12921 16565 
MEAT 26368 0 26368 
MILK 63608 1829 65437 
EGGS 5077 0 5077 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
222187 
4178 
15159 
1199 
37413 
28617 
-80890 
5674 
-1579 
46 
4897 
-15670 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
— 4460 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
331533 
6409 
18147 
1431 
37681 
50805 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-152665 
5803 
-1544 
80 
17079 
-34239 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
—4 460 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IOCS M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3431 14209 17640 
RAW SUGAR 1158 0 1158 
ROOT CROPS 2017 130 2146 
PULSES 104 9 114 
FRUIT, VEG. 3983 0 3983 
OIL CROPS 238 587 826 
MEAT 1862 C 1862 
MILK 8261 1380 9641 
EGGS 353 G 353 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - tl) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4416 19804 24220 
RAW SUGAR 1531 0 1531 
ROOT CROPS 2476 181 2656 
PULSES 135 13 147 
FRUIT, VEG. 5754 G 5754 
OIL CROPS 331 819 1150 
MEAT 2699 0 2699 
MILK 10397 1923 12320 
EGGS 455 G 455 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
32201 
235 
2484 
67 
1918 
592 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-14559 
923 
— 336 
47 
2065 
233 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-7358 
75 9 
6 
38 
1256 
287 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
37674 
268 
3256 
67 
1994 
912 
-13453 
1263 
-599 
81 
3759 
238 
-7358 
759 
6 
38 
1256 
287 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9045 1421 10467 
RAW SUGAR 1836 0 1836 
ROOT CROPS 605 29 634 
PULSES 1149 C 1149 
FRUIT, VEG. 5328 21 5349 
OIL CROPS 324 320 644 
MEAT 1129 0 1129 
MILK 4368 81 4448 
EGGS 278 0 278 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 15828 2737 18566 
RAW SUGAR 3388 0 3388 
ROOT CROPS 1088 56 1144 
PULSES 2014 0 2G14 
FRUIT, VEG. 10790 40 10830 
OIL CROPS 639 616 1256 
MEAT 2286 C 2286 
MILK 7854 155 8009 
EGGS 577 G 577 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11287 -819 97 
2745 -908 -402 
647 -12 4 
1351 -201 -2 
4565 784 -331 
766 -121 -3 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18022 543 97 
3842 -453 -402 
1078 66 4 
2495 -481 -2 
5972 4858 -331 
1252 3 -3 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lODC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4839 448 5287 
RAW SUGAR 1314 C 1314 
ROOT CROPS 2631 68 2699 
PULSES 455 0 455 
FRUIT, VEG. 6276 386 6662 
OIL CROPS 132 125 277 
MEAT 901 G 901 
MILK 3014 235 3249 
EGGS 152 C 152 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7531 765 8296 
RAW SUGAR 1988 0 1988 
ROOT CROPS 3834 108 3941 
PULSES 711 0 711 
FRUIT, VEG. 9942 650 1C592 
OIL CROPS 239 200 440 
MEAT 1492 G 1492 
MILK 4896 382 5278 
EGGS 273 0 273 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3 096 
8730 
2217 
416 
6971 
133 
2191 
-7416 
432 
39 
-309 
144 
1253 
-7291 
47 
-4 
-1633 
62 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
3683 4613 1253 
9251 -7261 -7291 
2341 1601 47 
471 240 -4 
7781 2811 -1633 
137 303 62 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUX 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND I NO. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 13863 9556 23419 
RAW SUGAR 4019 0 4019 
ROOT CROPS 22661 7088 29750 
PULSES 2491 0 2491 
FRUIT, VEG. 12739 187 12926 
OIL CROPS 732 399 1131 
MEAT 3382 0 3382 
MILK 8194 355 8549 
EGGS 456 C 456 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 21523 15489 37012 
RAW SUGAR 6098 0 6098 
ROOT CROPS 34968 11489 46457 
PULSES 3814 n 3814 
FRUIT, VEG. 20284 302 20587 
OIL CROPS 1188 647 1835 
MEAT 5478 0 5478 
MILK 13308 576 13884 
EGGS 733 0 733 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18820  
5359 
27858 
2356 
11753 
1456 
4600 
-1338 
1891 
135 
1172 
-323 
1415 
—  8 0 1  
-242 
- 1 8 0  
-31C 
- 8 2  
Ln 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
26106 
7959 
4C576 
2865 
16539 
2663 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
10906 
- 1 8 6 0  
5880 
950 
4048 
-827 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
- 1 8 0  
-310 
-82 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6014 3888 9902 
RAW SUGAR 1204 C 1204 
ROOT CROPS 2625 211 2836 
PULSES 87 0 87 
FRUIT, VEG. 7643 0 7643 
OIL CROPS 425 421 846 
MEAT 2692 C 2692 
MILK 5998 31 6029 
EGGS 216 C 216 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7507 4756 12263 
RAW SUGAR 1557 0 1557 
ROOT CROPS 3135 259 3395 
PULSES 121 C 121 
FRUIT, VEG. 10415 0 10415 
OIL CROPS 569 514 1083 
MEAT 3256 0 3256 
MILK 7373 36 74 C 9 
EGGS 286 0 286 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
15726 -5823 -5764 
1188 17 -62 
2952 -115 -23 
85 2 -2 
6609 1034 58 
1292 -445 -450 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
16816 
1489 
3602 
101 
8306 
1528 
-4552 
68 
-2C6 
20 
2109 
— 444 
— 5764 
-62 
-23 
- 2  
58 
-450 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (11 POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9135 1222 1G407 
RAW SUGAR 2667 0 2667 
ROOT CROPS 7850 1220 9070 
PULSES 746 G 746 
FRUIT, VEG. 14447 429 14876 
OIL CROPS 343 233 575 
MEAT 2140 0 2140 
MILK 7105 477 7583 
EGGS 317 G 317 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 14876 2115 16991 
RAW SUGAR 4399 G 4399 
ROOT CROPS 12517 2218 14735 
PULSES 1255 0 1255 
FRUIT, VEG. 24508 809 25317 
OIL CROPS 626 41C 1036 
MEAT 3841 G 3841 
MILK 12731 859 13590 
EGGS 603 G 603 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
6904 
3G51 
8028 
629 
12944 
338 
3503 
-383 
1042 
117 
1932 
237 
1709 
-344 
- 8 1  
-55 
-133C 
163 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
6739 
4122 
9309 
711 
15074 
532 
8252 
277 
5426 
544 
10 243 
504 
1709 
-344 
- 8 1  
-55 
-1330 
163 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31872 65576 97448 
RAW SUGAR 1C234 41 1G275 
ROOT CROPS 29075 40067 69141 
PULSES 1494 407 1901 
FRUIT, VEG. 56559 1281 57840 
OIL CROPS 2702 6973 9675 
MEAT 16597 0 16597 
MILK 63853 37255 1C1108 
EGGS 3252 0 3252 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31408 80490 111898 
RAW SUGAR 11530 52 11582 
ROOT CROPS 27098 50311 77409 
PULSES 1631 493 2124 
FRUIT, VEG. 66810 1421 68231 
OIL CROPS 2943 8537 11480 
MEAT 20852 0 20852 
MILK 70297 46590 116886 
EGGS 3861 0 3861 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
84291 
8114 
55420 
650 
42668 
483 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
13157 
2161  
13722 
1251 
15172 
9192 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
119793 
9645 
34500 
440 
5C516 
589 
-7895 
1938 
42909 
1683 
17715 
1C891 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 18576 17052 35628 
RAW SUGAR 2609 0 26C9 
ROOT CROPS 9661 1343 110C4 
PULSES 1113 1C85 2198 
FRUIT, VEG. 40731 659 41389 
OIL CROPS 6800 624 7424 
MEAT 3236 0 3236 
MILK 11306 9786 21091 
EGGS 974 0 974 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 17225 24076 41301 
RAW SUGAR 3512 0 3512 
ROOT CROPS 10086 1907 11994 
PULSES 1191 1531 2722 
FRUIT, VEG. 47811 932 48743 
OIL CROPS 8253 887 9141 
MEAT 4631 0 4631 
MILK 14678 13919 28597 
EGGS 1343 0 1343 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
289C5 6723 6587 
2211 398 328 
11562 -557 105 
1315 384 125 
55509 -14119 -5394 
6201 1223 773 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
32C81 922C 6587 
2984 528 328 
13635 -1640 105 
1746 975 125 
77407 -28662 -5394 
7146 1995 773 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 29411 46137 75548 
RAW SUGAR 3939 0 3939 
ROOT CROPS 24550 46198 70748 
PULSES 705 172 877 
FRUIT, VEG. 25291 914 26204 
OIL CROPS 1043 181C 2853 
MEAT 6417 G 6417 
MILK 23957 14586 38543 
EGGS 1098 C 1G98 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30221 58456 88677 
RAW SUGAR 4994 0 4994 
ROOT CROPS 23153 59167 82320 
PULSES 813 225 1038 
FRUIT, VEG., 32762 1166 33928 
OIL CROPS 1347 2338 3685 
MEAT 8125 0 8125 
MILK 28559 18380 46939 
EGGS 1400 C 14C0 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
68535 7013 4509 
6309 -2369 -1275 
68636 2112 -3705 
987 -lie -24 
26322 -117 -734 
2296 557 519 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
81537 
9401 
72012 
1294 
34865 
3416 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7140 
-44C6 
10309 
-255 
-936 
270 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUN 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 63801 43176 106977 
RAW SUGAR 10264 G 10264 
ROOT CROPS 53297 37033 90330 
PULSES 1506 2528 4033 
FRUIT, VEG. 29967 0 29967 
OIL CROPS 2024 3843 5867 
MEAT 11565 0 11565 
MILK 48839 26153 74992 
EGGS 2114 r\ V 2114 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
13) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 69767 58903 128670 
RAW SUGAR 14182 G 14182 
ROOT CROPS 55662 50523 106185 
PULSES 1880 3448 5328 
FRUIT, VEG. 40083 G 40083 
OIL CROPS 2944 5243 8187 
MEAT 15850 G 15850 
MILK 64734 35680 10C414 
EGGS 2860 0 2860 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
11CC94 
1C725 
9C053 
15284 
38281 
7247 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3117 
-460 
277 
-11250 
-8313 
-1379 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
72C 
-3439 
56 
1046 
- 2 6 8  
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
125110 
15071 
88294 
26548 
6C251 
1C330 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3561 
-888 
17891 
-21219 
-20167 
-2142 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22244 1688 23932 
RAW SUGAR 1857 0 1857 
ROOT CROPS 1604 0 1604 
PULSES 1469 355 1824 
FRUIT, VEG. 11745 C 11745 
OIL CROPS 1920 22 1942 
MEAT 1966 0 1966 
MILK 9983 0 9983 
EGGS 346 c 346 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 34777 3246 38023 
RAW SUGAR 3336 0 3336 
ROOT CROPS 2577 C 2577 
PULSES 2324 738 3062 
FRUIT, VEG. 20483 0 20483 
OIL CROPS 3444 49 3493 
MEAT 3617 G 3617 
MILK 16798 0 16798 
EGGS 713 0 713 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
1E256 5676 24G6 
705 1152 802 
1735 -130 76 
1559 265 -31 
14522 -2776 -3058 
1605 337 -133 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
21379 
1063 
2533 
1857 
19627 
1896 
16645 
2274 
44 
1205 
856 
1596 
2406 
8C2 
76 
-31 
-3058 
-133 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12878 824 13702 
RAW SUGAR 726 0 726 
ROOT CROPS 52632 0 52632 
PULSES 1443 0 1443 
FRUIT, VEG. 17138 0 17138 
OIL CROPS 1684 0 1684 
MEAT 849 0 849 
MILK 1192 13 1205 
EGGS 111 0 111 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19705 1343 21048 
RAW SUGAR 1340 0 1340 
ROOT CROPS 30887 0 80887 
PULSES 2200 0 2200 
FRUIT, VEG. 26393 0 26393 
OIL CROPS 2663 0 2663 
MEAT 1421 G 1421 
MILK 2006 20 2026 
EGGS 180 0 180 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11249 2453 763 
183 543 233 
48944 3688 -231 
2479 -1035 -665 
14745 2393 -76 
4C4C -2355 -2297 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
14077 
239 
59944 
3440 
17465 
4663 
6971 
1102 
20943 
-1239 
8923 
-1999 
763 
233 
-231 
-665 
-76 
-2297 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9606 397 10003 
RAW SUGAR 700 C 700 
ROOT CROPS 5702 73 5775 
PULSES 922 n 922 
FRUIT, VEG. 8287 0 8287 
OIL CROPS 507 89 596 
MEAT 11C7 0 1107 
MILK 2096 177 2273 
EGGS 37 G 37 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 14673 705 15378 
RAW SUGAR 1392 C 1392 
ROOT CROPS 8373 152 8525 
PULSES 1483 0 1488 
FRUIT, VEG. 13068 C 13068 
OIL CROPS 894 157 1051 
MEAT 1974 0 1974 
MILK 3706 274 3980 
EGGS 70 C 70 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
8963 1040 18 
683 17 95 
5092 683 -51 
809 114 -42 
6080 22C7 49 
613 —16 —72 
o\ 
to 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
11042 
1221 
5527 
891 
6999 
821  
4335 
172 
2999 
597 
6069 
230 
18 
95 
-51 
-42 
49 
-72 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3922 1854 5776 
RAW SUGAR 836 0 836 
ROOT CROPS 433 53 487 
PULSES 94 0 94 
FRUIT, VEG. 3010 C 3010 
OIL CROPS 72 103 175 
MEAT 941 0 941 
MILK 2877 444 3320 
EGGS 73 0 73 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 5805 3014 8819 
RAW SUGAR 1279 0 1279 
ROOT CROPS 666 87 753 
PULSES 147 0 147 
FRUIT, VEG. 4878 0 4878 
OIL CROPS 124 167 291 
MEAT 1512 0 1512 
MILK 4738 721 5459 
EGGS 121 C 121 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
6693 -916 -794 
1477 —640 —345 
479 8 -3 
68 26 2 
3714 -703 -520 
232 -56 -98 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
-794 
-345 
-3 
2 
-520 
-98 
7280 1539 
2158 -877 
613 14G 
68 79 
5195 -316 
232 59 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 20392 10677 31C69 
RAW SUGAR 2262 0 2262 
ROOT CROPS 2346 6C 2406 
PULSES 1015 15 1029 
FRUIT, VEG. 21244 1331 22574 
OIL CROPS 1301 293 1594 
MEAT 1775 C 1775 
MILK 10554 640 11194 
EGGS 279 G 279 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 20392 10677 31069 
RAW SUGAR 2262 0 2262 
ROOT CROPS 2346 60 2406 
PULSES 1015 15 1029 
FRUIT, VEG. 21244 1331 22574 
OIL CROPS 1301 293 1594 
MEAT 1775 G 1775 
MILK 10554 640 11194 
EGGS 279 G 279 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
22357 8212 2520 
1137 1126 694 
2674 -267 -18 
842 188 -57 
22047 528 -1123 
1094 500 159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23092 
1139 
2679 
858 
22089 
1096 
7977 
1123 
-273 
172 
485 
498 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31772 17674 49447 
RAW SUGAR 3892 0 3892 
ROOT CROPS 3586 96 3682 
PULSES 1662 25 1687 
FRUIT, VEG. 34090 2144 36234 
OIL CROPS 2102 432 2534 
MEAT 3166 0 3166 
MILK 18281 1020 19301 
EGGS 510 0 510 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31772 17674 49447 
RAW SUGAR 3892 C 3892 
ROOT CROPS 3 586 96 3682 
PULSES 1662 25 1687 
FRUIT, VEG. 34090 2144 36234 
OIL CROPS 2102 432 2534 
MEAT 3166 C 3166 
MILK 18281 1020 19301 
EGGS 510 0 510 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
25402 24045 2520 
1700 2192 694 
3716 -33 -18 
911 776 -57 
3C407 5827 -1123 
1357 1176 159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
26384 
1733 
3740 
952 
30563 
1360 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23063 
2159 
-57 
735 
5671 
1174 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2520 
694 
-18 
-57 
-1123 
159 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 107239 635 107874 
RAW SUGAR 11282 572 11854 
ROOT CROPS 10663 C 10663 
PULSES 15575 671 16245 
FRUIT, VEG. 31296 C 31296 
OIL CROPS 2583 3276 5859 
MEAT 782 C 782 
MILK 29801 G 29801 
EGGS 177 C 177 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 107239 635 107874 
RAW SUGAR 11282 572 11854 
ROOT CROPS 10663 G 10663 
PULSES 15575 671 16245 
FRUIT, VEG. 31296 0 31296 
OIL CROPS 2583 3276 5859 
MEAT 782 C 782 
MILK 29801 C 29801 
EGGS 177 G 177 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
102844 
12935 
9827 
13132 
23619 
6489 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
5030 
-1G80 
836 
3113 
7677 
-629 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
980 
-507 
0 
2 
0 
-560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
102844 
12935 
9827 
13132 
23619 
6489 
5C30 
-1080 
836 
3113 
7677 
-629 
980 
-507 
0 
2 
0 
-560 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 150744 1C37 151781 
RAW SUGAR 17076 935 18011 
ROOT CROPS 14614 0 14614 
PULSES 22329 1095 23424 
FRUIT, VEG. 46635 0 46635 
OIL CROPS 4051 5350 9401 
MEAT 1135 G 1135 
MILK 48965 0 48965 
EGGS 301 G 301 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 150744 1037 151781 
RAW SUGAR 17076 935 18011 
ROOT CROPS 14614 0 14614 
PULSES 22329 1095 23424 
FRUIT, VEG. 46635 0 46635 
OIL CROPS 4051 5350 9401 
MEAT 1135 0 1135 
MILK 48965 0 48965 
EGGS 301 0 301 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
137045 
18685 
11969 
14119 
23619 
8377 
14736 
-673 
2645 
9305 
23C16 
1C25 
980 
-507 
0 
2 
G 
-560 
FDR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
137045 
18685 
11969 
14119 
23619 
8377 
14736 
-673 
2645 
9305 
23016 
1C25 
980 
-507 
0 
2 
0 
-560 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LQW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 33757 C 33757 
RAW SUGAR 2480 0 2480 
ROOT CROPS 1423 c 1423 
PULSES 1675 0 1675 
FRUIT, VEG. 11522 c 11522 
OIL CROPS 346 457 803 
MEAT 1017 0 1017 
MILK 10104 G 1C1C4 
EGGS 76 Q 76 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
C3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 33757 C 33757 
RAW SUGAR 2480 0 2480 
ROOT CROPS 1423 0 1423 
PULSES 1675 0 1675 
FRUIT, VEG. 11522 0 11522 
OIL CROPS 346 457 803 
MEAT 1017 0 1017 
MILK 10104 c 1C1Q4 
EGGS 76 0 76 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
26299 
2013 
1081 
1245 
15606 
594 
7458 
467 
342 
430 
-4083 
209 
2574 
241 
63 
57 
73 
-65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD. 
26299 7458 2574 
2013 467 241 
1081 342 63 
1245 43 C 57 
15606 -4083 73 
594 209 -65 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 52083 0 52083 
RAW SUGAR 4386 0 4386 
ROOT CROPS 2137 0 2137 
PULSES 2524 c 2524 
FRUIT, VEG. 19673 0 19673 
OIL CROPS 667 821 1488 
MEAT 2244 0 2244 
MILK 18598 0 18598 
EGGS 173 0 173 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 52083 C 52083 
RAW SUGAR 4386 0 4386 
ROOT CROPS 2137 0 2137 
PULSES 2524 c 2524 
FRUIT, VEG. 19673 0 19673 
OIL CROPS 667 821 1488 
MEAT 2244 C 2244 
MILK 18598 0 18598 
EGGS 173 0 173 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
33957 18126 2574 
2864 1522 241 
1100 1037 63 
1337 1187 57 
25546 -5871 73 
594 894 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
33957 18126 2574 
2864 1522 241 
1100 1037 63 
1337 1187 57 
25546 -5871 73 
594 894 -65 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22273 5816 28090 
RAW SUGAR 2544 0 2544 
ROOT CROPS 8090 437C 12460 
PULSES 473 112 585 
FRUIT, VEG. 17681 0 17681 
OIL CROPS 2956 1348 4304 
MEAT 1261 0 1261 
MILK 3632 328 3960 
EGGS 944 0 944 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 24895 8226 33121 
RAW SUGAR 3534 0 3534 
ROOT CROPS 8979 6180 15159 
PULSES 560 159 719 
FRUIT, VEG. 21433 C 21433 
OIL CROPS 4287 1906 6193 
MEAT 1853 C 1853 
MILK 5128 464 5592 
EGGS 1228 G 1228 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
22760 
333 
11468 
418 
21076 
670 
5330 
2210 
992 
168 
-3395 
3634 
4301 
1282 
64 
90 
16 
1425 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
26934 
526 
12896 
476 
34024 
674 
6187 
3009 
2264 
243 
-12590 
5520 
4301 
1282 
64 
90 
16  
1425 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 64908 1727 66634 
RAW SUGAR 3641 G 3641 
ROOT CROPS 26842 3092 29934 
PULSES 1223 0 1223 
FRUIT, VEG. 37153 142 37295 
OIL CROPS 3417 1279 4697 
MEAT 2122 G 2122 
MILK 1891 C 1891 
EGGS 850 0 850 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 64908 1727 66634 
RAW SUGAR 3641 0 3641 
ROOT CROPS 26842 3C92 29934 
PULSES 1223 C 1223 
FRUIT, VEG. 37153 142 37295 
OIL CROPS 3417 1279 4697 
MEAT 2122 G 2122 
MILK 1891 0 1891 
EGGS 850 C 850 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
68011 
5078 
34454 
1273 
37041 
5284 
-1375 
-1436 
-4519 
-49 
254 
-587 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
68990 
5125 
34974 
1286 
37387 
5289 
-2354 
-1483 
-5039 
— 6 2  
-91 
-591 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 100472 3352 103825 
RAW SUGAR 6947 0 6947 
ROOT CROPS 40008 6055 46063 
PULSES 1938 C 1938 
FRUIT, VEG. 61335 278 61613 
OIL CROPS 6973 2394 9367 
MEAT 4104 G 4104 
MILK 3964 G 3964 
EGGS 1661 0 1661 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 100472 3352 103825 
RAW SUGAR 6947 0 6947 
ROOT CROPS 40008 6055 46063 
PULSES 1938 0 1938 
FRUIT, VEG. 61335 278 61613 
OIL CROPS 6973 2394 9367 
MEAT 4104 0 4104 
MILK 3964 0 3964 
EGGS 1661 0 1661 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
90346 
6111 
46345 
1447 
52670 
6665 
13478 
836 
- 2 8 1  
491 
8 943 
2702 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
93779 
6236 
48097 
1502 
53650 
6675 
1C046 
711 
-2034 
436 
7963 
2692 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1C99 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2214 1901 4114 
RAW SUGAR 808 C 808 
ROOT CROPS 840 G 340 
PULSES 45 2 46 
FRUIT, VEG. 2395 C 2395 
OIL CROPS 61 23 84 
MEAT 1855 n 1855 
MILK 6931 2240 9171 
EGGS 158 0 158 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2744 2441 5185 
RAW SUGAR 1048 0 1048 
ROOT CROPS 1089 g 1089 
PULSES 60 2 62 
FRUIT, VEG. 3251 0 3251 
OIL CROPS 80 29 110 
MEAT 2402 0 2402 
MILK 9061 2973 12034 
EGGS 207 0 207 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
14713 
1978 
792 
52 
2671 
39 
-10598 
-1169 
48 
-5 
-276 
45 
—6044 
-651 
— 6 
-5 
-269 
51 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
18740 
2191 
638 
52 
3267 
66 
-13554 
-1142 
451 
11 
- 1 6  
44 
-6044 
-651 
— 6 
-5 
-269 
51 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 292929 25297 318226 
RAW SUGAR 29329 572 29901 
ROOT CROPS 131122 11393 142515 
PULSES 26554 1041 27595 
FRUIT, VEG. 164167 2314 166481 
OIL CROPS 12597 5709 183C5 
MEAT 14644 0 14644 
MILK 78814 1659 80473 
EGGS 2565 0 2565 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 292929 25297 318226 
RAW SUGAR 29329 572 29901 
ROOT CROPS 131122 11393 142515 
PULSES 26554 1041 27595 
FRUIT, VEG. 164167 2314 166481 
OIL CROPS 12597 5709 18305 
MEAT 14644 0 14644 
MILK 78814 1659 80473 
EGGS 2565 0 2565 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
283361 
31958 
138684 
24412 
157099 
21363 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
34865 
-2056 
3832 
3182 
9382 
-3056 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
284576  
32007 
139209 
24442 
157488 
21369 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
33650 
-2105 
3306 
3153 
8993 
-3C62 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306  
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
13) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 439299 42891 482190 
RAW SUGAR 48431 935 49366 
ROOT CROPS 198779 19764 218543 
PULSES 39536 1858 41394 
FRUIT, VEG. 264482 3934 268416 
OIL CROPS 22218 9753 31971 
MEAT 26215 0 26215 
MILK 135088 2763 137851 
EGGS 4838 0 4838 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 439299 42891 482190 
RAW SUGAR 48431 935 49366 
ROOT CROPS 198779 19764 218543 
PULSES 39536 1858 41394 
FRUIT, VEG. 264482 3934 268416 
OIL CROPS 22218 9753 31971 
MEAT 26215 C 26215 
MILK 135088 2763 137851 
EGGS 4838 0 4838 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
366700 
44573 
179739 
27704 
205390 
27331 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
115490 
4793 
38804 
1369C 
63026 
4640 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
— 6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
371104 
44727 
181513 
27801 
206518 
27343 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
111086 
4639 
3703C 
13594 
61898 
4628 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
197G PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 92252 72067 164319 
RAW SUGAR 13955 C 13955 
ROOT CROPS 45371 44525 89896 
PULSES 4011 1336 5346 
FRUIT, VEG. 103750 2951 106701 
OIL CROPS 11765 4794 16559 
MEAT 16017 0 16017 
MILK 53859 22664 76523 
EGGS 3602 0 3602 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 107375 97275 204 651 
RAW SUGAR 19951 C 19951 
ROOT CROPS 48557 59244 1078C2 
PULSES 5469 1877 7346 
FRUIT, VEG. 135539 3715 139253 
OIL CROPS 15581 6767 22348 
MEAT 22723 0 22723 
MILK 72777 30889 103666 
EGGS 5074 0 5G74 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
152373 
21335 
9 0044 
5001 
125605 
11519 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
11945 
-7379 
-147 
345 
-18903 
5C40 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2209 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
180889 
28059 
99662 
6480 
175487 
14384 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23762 
-8108 
8140 
867 
-36233 
7964 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 130968 245456 376424 
RAW SUGAR 32917 72 32990 
ROOT CROPS 100865 86884 187749 
PULSES 4462 2981 7443 
FRUIT, VEG. 138827 83 138910 
OIL CROPS 8148 21790 29938 
MEAT 52984 0 52984 
MILK 184818 71284 256102 
EGGS 10274 0 10274 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND R£STRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 130968 245456 376424 
RAW SUGAR 32917 72 32990 
ROOT CROPS 100865 86884 187749 
PULSES 4462 2981 7443 
FRUIT, VEG. 138827 83 138910 
OIL CROPS 8148 2179C 29938 
MEAT 52984 0 52984 
MILK 184818 71284 256102 
EGGS 10274 C 10274 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26072 
172834 
17302 
123370 
37200 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-92529 
6917 
14915 
-9859 
15540 
-7261 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26072 
172834 
17302 
123370 
37200 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-92529 
6917 
14915 
-9859 
1554C 
-7261 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 143063 315565 458628 
RAW SUGAR 41202 92 41294 
ROOT CROPS 103931 112049 215980 
PULSES 5297 3997 9294 
FRUIT, VEG. 175139 93 175232 
OIL CROPS 10210 27919 38129 
MEAT 69371 c 69371 
MILK 221813 92150 313963 
EGGS 12720 0 12720 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 N.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 143063 315565 458628 
RAW SUGAR 41202 92 41294 
ROOT CROPS 103931 112049 215980 
PULSES 5297 3997 9294 
FRUIT, VEG. 175139 93 175232 
OIL CROPS 10210 27919 38129 
MEAT 69371 C 69371 
MILK 221813 92150 313963 
EGGS 12720 0 12720 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
639706 
34565 
152630 
28583 
154329 
62939 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-181C76 
6729 
6335C 
-19208 
20903 
-24810 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
639716 
34569 
152632 
28583 
154336 
62940 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-181087 
6725 
63 347 
-19288 
20895 
-24810 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 516148 342818 858967 
RAW SUGAR 76201 645 76846 
ROOT CROPS 277358 142801 420159 
PULSES 35026 5357 40383 
FRUIT, VEG. 406741 5348 412090 
OIL CROPS 32510 32292 64802 
MEAT 83643 0 83643 
MILK 317489 95606 413096 
EGGS 16441 C 16441 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 516148 342818 858967 
RAW SUGAR 76201 645 76846 
ROOT CROPS 277358 142801 420159 
PULSES 35026 5357 40383 
FRUIT, VEG. 406741 5348 412090 
OIL CROPS 32510 32292 64802 
MEAT 83643 0 83643 
MILK 317489 95606 413096 
EGGS 16441 C 16441 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
904688 
79365 
401561 
46716 
406073 
7CG81 
-45719 
-2518 
18599 
—6 332 
6016 
-5278 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
905902 
79414 
402086 
46745 
406462 
7CC88 
—46934 
-2568 
18073 
— 6361 
5628 
-5285 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 689736 455730 1145464 
RAW SUGAR 109532 1027 110609 
ROOT CROPS 351267 191056 542323 
PULSES 50302 7732 58034 
FRUIT, VEG. 575158 7741 582900 
OIL CROPS 48009 44438 92447 
MEAT 118308 C 118308 
MILK 429676 125801 555478 
EGGS 22631 0 22631 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 689736 455730 1145464 
RAW SUGAR 109582 1027 110609 
ROOT CROPS 351267 191056 542323 
PULSES 50302 7732 58034 
FRUIT, VEG. 575158 7741 582900 
OIL CROPS 48009 44438 92447 
MEAT 118308 0 118308 
MILK 429676 125 801 555478 
EGGS 22631 0 22631 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1187286 
107196 
43 2029 
62767 
5352G5 
104652 
-41821 
3413 
110294 
-4732 
47695 
-12204 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1191701 
107354 
433807 
62863 
536341 
104665 
—46236 
3255 
1C8517 
-4828 
46559 
-12216 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
682 
Appendix B.3. 1970 and 1985 Production-Demand Comparisons for High 
Variant Population Trends 
Appendix B.3.a. 1970 and 1985 production-demand comparisons for high 
variant population trends and constant per capita income 
I 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND INC. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 28427 114906 143333 222137 -78853 
-34582 
RAW SUGAR 10081 31 1C112 4178 5934 5927 
ROOT CROPS 12366 1771 14137 15159 -1C21 -672 
PULSES 1301 3 1303 1199 104 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 42049 C 42049 37413 4636 633 
OIL CROPS 2898 10093 12991 28617 -15626 —4460 
MEAT 19674 0 19674 
MILK 57155 1429 58583 
EGGS 4379 C 4379 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 36150 146126 182276 331533 -149256 -34582 
RAW SUGAR 12819 4C 12859 6409 6451 5927 
ROOT CROPS 15725 2253 17978 18147 —168 
-672 
PULSES 1654 3 1657 1431 226 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 53473 0 53473 37681 15792 633 
OIL CROPS 3685 12835 16520 5G8C5 -34284 — 4460 
MEAT 25020 0 25020 
MILK 72684 1817 74500 
EGGS 5569 C 5569 
197C PRCDUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HI6H 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3 ) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960  DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3614 14102 17716 32201 -14484 •7358 
RAW SUGAR 1188 0 1188 235 954 759 
ROOT CROPS 2222 129 2350 2484 -132 6 
PULSES 110 9 119 67 52 38 
FRUIT, VEG. 3831 G 3831 1918  1913 1256 
OIL CROPS 233 583 816 592 224 287 
MEAT 1787 C 1787 
MILK 8889 1369 1C258 
EGGS 371 C 371 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 4909 19152 24061 37674 -13612 -7358 
RAW SUGAR 1614 0 1614 268 1346 759 
ROOT CROPS 3017 175 3192 3256  —63 6 
PULSES 149 12 161 67 94 38 
FRUIT, VEG. 5203 0 5203 1994 3208  1256  
OIL CROPS 317 792 11C8 912  197 287 
MEAT 2427 0 2427 
MILK 12073 1860 13932 
EGGS 504 0 504 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 8585 1255 9840 11237 -1446 97 
RAW SUGAR 1658 0 1658 2745 -1086 -402 
ROOT CROPS 571 26 597 647 -49 4 
PULSES 1092 0 1092 1351 -259 
-2 
FRUIT, VEG. 4527 18 4545 4565 -19 -331 
OIL CROPS 282 233 565 766 -200 -3 
MEAT 959 G 959 
MILK 4045 71 4117 
EGGS 230 0 230 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 14696 2148 16844 18022 -1177 97 
RAW SUGAR 2838 C 2838 3842 -1003 -402 
ROOT CROPS 978 44 1022 1G78 -55 4 
PULSES 1869 0 1869 2495 -625 
-2 
FRUIT, VEG. 7749 31 7780 5972 1808 -331 
OIL CROPS 483 484 967 1252 -284 -3 
MEAT 1642 C 1642 
MILK 6925 122 7047 
EGGS 394 C 394 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 4598 395 4993 3096 1897 1253 
RAW SUGAR 1257 0 1257 8730 -7472 -7291 
ROOT CROPS 2587 63 2650 2217 433 47 
PULSES 436 C  436 416 2C —4 
FRUIT, VEG. 5968 329  6297 6971 -673 -1633 
OIL CROPS 140 108 248 133 115 62 
MEAT 784 G 784 
MILK 2737 204 2941 
EGGS 124 0 124 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 7070 621 7691 3683 4008 1253 
RAW SUGAR 1896 0 1896 9251 -7353 
-7291 
ROOT CROPS 3877 91 3968 2341 1628 47 
PULSES 678 C 678 471 2C8 -4 
FRUIT, VEG. 9445 511 9955 7781 2174 -1633 
OIL CROPS 206 157 363 137 226 62 
MEAT 1177 0 1177 
MILK 4184 321 4505 
EGGS 191 C 191 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE^POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY FOOD 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 12798 
RAW SUGAR 4043 
ROOT CROPS 21424 
PULSES 2427 
FRUIT, VEG. 11102 
OIL CROPS 598 
MEAT 2780 
MILK 6673 
EGGS 384 
7 8 40 20639 18820 1819 1415 
C 4C43 5359 -1315 -801 
5816 27240 27858 -617 -242 
0 2427 2356 71 -18C 
153, 11255 11753 -497 -310 
327 926 1456 -529 -82 
C 2780 
292 
C 
6964 
384 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOO M.T. FOR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 20224 12389 32613 26106 6508 1415 
RAW SUGAR 6389 0 6389 7959 -1569 -801 
ROOT CROPS 33854 9190 43044 4C576 2468 -242 
PULSES 3835 0 3835 2865 971 -180 
FRUIT, VEG. 17544 242 17786 16539 1246 -310 
OIL CROPS 945 517 1463 2663 -1199 
-82 
MEAT 4393 r\ 4393 
MILK 10544 461 11005 
EGGS 608 0 608 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 5686 3852 9538 15726 -6187 -5764 
RAW SUGAR 1067 G 1C67 1188 -119 — 62 
ROOT CROPS 2700 210 2909 2952 -42 -23 
PULSES 70 C 70 85 -14 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 6404 c 64C4 6609 -204 58 
OIL CROPS 369 417 786 1292 -505 -450 
MEAT 2693 C 2693 
MILK 5361 3C 5892 
EGGS 189 0 189 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 7107 482C 11927 16816 -4888 -5764 
RAW SUGAR 1333 0 1333 1489 -155 — 62 
ROOT CROPS 3374 264 3637 3602 35 -23 
PULSES 88 C 88 101 -12 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 8003 c 8003 8306 -303 58 
OIL CROPS 462 520 982 1528 — 544 -450 
MEAT 3354 C 3354 
MILK 7306 35 7341 
EGGS 235 G 235 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 8697 1C6Q 9757 6904 2852 1709 
RAW SUGAR 2530 0 2530 3051 -519 — 344 
ROOT CROPS 7563 1C42 8605 8028 576 -81 
PULSES 697 C 697 629 68 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 13249 379 13628 12944 685 -1330 
OIL CROPS 282 193 475 338 137 163 
MEAT 1832 G 1832 
MILK 6158 423 6581 
EGGS 267 C 267 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 13857 1658 15515 8739 6777 17G9 
RAW SUGAR 4123 C 4123 4122 1 -344 
ROOT CROPS 12086 1653 13739 9309 4430 -81 
PULSES 1132 Û 1132 711 421 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 21488 629 22117 15074 7043 -1330 
OIL CROPS 469 321 790 532 258 163 
MEAT 2943 C 2943 
MILK 9967 677 10644 
EGGS 435 435 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T. FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 34900 59033 93938 84291 9647 23919 
RAW SUGAR 9761 37 9798 8114 1684 2356 
ROOT CROPS 33956 35218 69174 55420 13754 1166 
PULSES 1476 372 1849 650 1199 968 
FRUIT, VEG. 52642 1184 53826 42668 11158 13079 
OIL CROPS 2691 6275 8966 483 8482 8031 
MEAT 14762 G 14762 
MILK 62716 33238 95954 
EGGS 2941 C 2941 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 38126 64498 102624 119793 -17168 23919 
RAW SUGAR 10645 41 10686 9645 1042 2356 
ROOT CROPS 37179 38356 75535 34500 41035 1166 
PULSES 1616 409 2025 440 1584 968 
FRUIT, VEG. 58210 1194 59404 5C516 8888 13079 
OIL CROPS 2963 6824 9788 589 9199 8031 
MEAT 16176 0 16176 
MILK 68842 36582 105424 
EGGS 3206 G 3206 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 20345 13542 33888 23905 4983 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2188 Q 2138 2211 -22 328 
ROOT CROPS 9841 1C58 10899 11562 — 662 105 
PULSES 1123 872 1995 1815 180 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 37290 508 37798 55509 -17711 -5394 
OIL CROPS 6181 489 6670 6201 47C 773 
MEAT 2516 G 2516 
MILK 9687 7691 17378 
EGGS 799 C 799 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEAR ANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 22312 14877 37189 32081 5108 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2398 G 2398 2984 -585 328 
ROOT CROPS 10844 1158 12002 13635 — 1633 105 
PULSES 1234 961 2195 1746 449 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 40876 5 54 41430 77407 -35976 -5394 
OIL CROPS 6792 534 7326 7146 180 773 
MEAT 2756 0 2756 
MILK 10619 8415 19033 
EGGS 876 G 876 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 32502 37384 69836 68535 1352 4509 
RAW SUGAR 3307 0 3307 6309 -3001 -1275 
ROOT CROPS 27918 40798 68717 6 8 636 8G -3705 
PULSES 686 127 813 987 -173 -24 
FRUIT, VEG. 20709 679 21389 26322 -4932 -734 
OIL CROPS 842 1409 2251 2296 —44 519 
MEAT 5221 G 5221 
MILK 21651 12481 34132 
EGGS 924 G 924 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 37361 42577 79938 81537 -1598 4509 
RAW SUGAR 3766 G 3766 9401 -5633 •1275 
ROOT CROPS 32243 47808 8CG51 72012 8C39 3705 
PULSES 783 143 926 1294 -367 -24 
FRUIT, VEG. 23619 777 24396 34865 -10468 -734 
OIL CROPS 951 1605 2556 3416 -859 519 
MEAT 5932 0 5932 
MILK 24846 14284 39130 
EGGS 1051 0 1C51 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR U.S.S.R. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTI0N=HI6H 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMANI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 751Q6 35626 11C732 110094 638 -4367 
RAW SUGAR 8293 0 8293 1C725 -2431 720 
ROOT CROPS 66097 30557 96654 9GC53 6601 -3439 
PULSES 1473 2086 3559 15284 -11724 56 
FRUIT, VEG. 25905 C 25905 38281 -12375 1046 
OIL CROPS 1446 3171 4618 7247 -2629 -268 
MEAT 9510 C 9510 
MILK 40231 21580 61812 
EGGS 1786 0 1786 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR U.S.S.R, 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
1 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 94703 44922 139626 125110 14516 -4367 
RAW SUGAR 10458 0 10458 15071 -4613 720 
ROOT CROPS 83344 38531 121875 88294 33581 -3439 
PULSES 1858 2630 4487 26548 -22060 56 
FRUIT, VEG. 32665 0 32665 60251 -27585 1046 
OIL CROPS 1824 3999 5822 1G330 -4507 -268 
MEAT 11992 0 11992 
MILK 50729 27211 77941 
EGGS 2252 G 2252 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTH AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 20918 1371 22288 18256 4032 2406 
RAW SUGAR 1573 C 1573 705 868 802 
ROOT CROPS 1524 0 1524 1735 -209 76 
PULSES 1337 278 1615 1559 56 -31 
FRUIT, VEG. 10354 0 10354 14522 -4167 -3058 
OIL CROPS 1585 17 1601 1605 -2 -133 
MEAT 1618 0 1618 
MILK 8591 G 8591 
EGGS 267 0 267 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR NORTH AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 32187 2159 34346 21379 12967 2406 
RAW SUGAR 2476 0 2476 1063 1414 802 
ROOT CROPS 2378 0 2378 2533 -154 76 
PULSES 2005 436 2441 1857 584 -31 
FRUIT, VEG. 16153 C 16153 19627 -3473 -3058 
OIL CROPS 2372 26 2398 1896 502 -133 
MEAT 2444 0 2444 
MILK 130G3 G 13003 
EGGS 410 0 410 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 12076 812 12388 11249 1639 763 
RAW SUGAR 476 G 476 183 292 233 
ROOT CROPS 52279 0 52279 48944 3335 -231 
PULSES 1374 C 1374 2479 -1104 -665 
FRUIT, VEG. 16215 0 16215 14745 1469 —7 6 
OIL CROPS 15C2 c 1502 4G40 -2537 -2297 
MEAT 682 c 682 
MILK 944 8 952 
EGGS 88 0 88 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE D O M E S T I C  D E M A N D  1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 18941 1351 2C292 14C77 6215 763 
RAW SUGAR 745 0 745 239 506 233 
ROOT CROPS 83761 0 83761 59944 23817 -231 
PULSES 2144 0 2144 3440 -1295 — 665 
FRUIT, VEG. 25349 G 25349 17465 7884 -76 
OIL CROPS 2367 0 2367 4663 -2295 -2297 
MEAT 1081 0 ICBl 
MILK 1471 10 1482 
EGGS 136 0 136 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR EAST AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 8848 349 9197 8963 234 18 
RAW SUGAR 450 C 450 683 -232 95 
ROOT CROPS 5400 54 5455 5092 363 -51 
PULSES 803 C 803 809 -5 -42 
FRUIT, VEG. 6581 0 6581 6080 501 49 
OIL CROPS 355 82 437 613 -175 -72 
MEAT 893 0 893 
MILK 1810 169 1978 
EGGS 29 0 29 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR EAST AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPE ARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 13677 557 14234 11342 3192 18 
RAW SUGAR 693 0 693 1221 -527 95 
ROOT CROPS 8108 80 8188 5527 2661 -51 
PULSES 124C C 1240 891 349 -42 
FRUIT, VEG. 9661 0 9661 6999 2662 49 
OIL CROPS 545 137 632 821 -138 -72 
MEAT 1405 C 1405 
MILK 2830 270 3100 
EGGS 47 0 47 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
FDR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
RATE 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC 
FOOD AND IND. 
DISAPPEARANCE 
FEED TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
4010 
832 
431 
92 
2868 
65 
898 
2704 
69 
1757 
0 
51 
G 
0 
97 
0 
420 
C 
5766 
832 
481 
92 
2868 
162 
898 
3124 
69 
6693 -926 -794 
1477 — 644 -345 
479 3 -3 
68 24 2 
3714 -845 -520 
232 — 68 -98 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR REP. CF 5. AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PDPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 6244 2735 8979 7280 1699 -794 
RAW SUGAR 1295 0 1295 2158 — 862 -345 
ROOT CROPS 671 79 750 613 136 -3 
PULSES 143 0 143 68 75 2 
FRUIT, VEG, 4466 0 4466 5195 -723 -520 
OIL CROPS 101 152 253 232 21 -98 
MEAT 1398 G 1398 
MILK 4210 654 4864 
EGGS 107 0 107 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAN! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 19336 8604 27940 22857 5C83 2520 
RAW SUGAR 1867 0 1867 1137 730 694 
ROOT CROPS 2226 47 2273 2674 -400 -18 
PULSES 917 11 928 942 86 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 18522 1055 19578 22047 -2468 -1123 
OIL CROPS 1118 251 1369 1094 275 159 
MEAT 1382 Q 1382 
MILK 8749 511 9260 
EGGS 217 C 217 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 19336 8604 27940 23092 4 848 2520 
RAW SUGAR 1867 0 1867 1139 727 694 
ROOT CROPS 2226 47 2273 2679 -4C5 -18 
PULSES 917 11 928 858 70 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 18522 1055 19578 22089 -2 510 -1123 
OIL CROPS 1118 251 1369 1096 273 159 
MEAT 1382 C 1382 
MILK 8749 511 9260 
EGGS 217 0 217 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION = LOW 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 29331 13142 42973 25402 17571 2520 
RAW SUGAR 2870 G 2870 1700 1170 694 
ROOT CROPS 3403 73 3476 3716 -239 -18 
PULSES 1424 18 1443 911 532 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 28403 1623 3CC26 3C437 -38C -1123 
OIL CROPS 1741 352 2092 1357 735 159 
MEAT 2124 0 2124 
MILK 13485 780 14265 
EGGS 321 0 321 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =HIGH 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 29831 13142 42973 26384 16589 252 C-
RAW SUGAR 2870 C 2370 1733 1137 694 
ROOT CROPS 3403 73 3476 3740 -264 -18 
PULSES 1424 18 1443 952 491 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 28403 1623 30026 3C563 -536 -1123 
OIL CROPS 1741 352 2092 1360 732 159 
MEAT , 2124 G 2124 
MILK 13485 780 14265 
EGGS 321 C 321 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 104346 570 104917 102844 2C73 98C 
RAW SUGAR 10596 514 11109 12935 -1824 -507 
ROOT CROPS 10543 0 10543 9827 716 
PULSES 15059 602 15661 13132 2529 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 29647 G 29647 23619 6C28 0 
OIL CROPS 2402 2942 5344 6489 -1144 -560 
MEAT 753 0 753 
MILK 26652 G 26652 
EGGS 158 G 158 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 104346 570 104917 102844 2073 980 
RAW SUGAR 10596 514 11109 12935 -1824 -507 
ROOT CROPS 10543 0 1C543 9327 716 n 
PULSES 15059 602 15661 13132 2529 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 29647 0 29647 23619 6028 c 
OIL CROPS 2402 2942 5344 6489 -1144 -560 
MEAT 753 C 753 
MILK 26652 0 26652 
EGGS 158 0 158 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 144663 791 145454 137G45 8409 980 
RAW SUGAR 14689 712 15402 18685 -3282 -507 
ROOT CROPS 14616 0 14616 11969 2647 0 
PULSES 20877 835 21712 14119 7592 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 41102 0 41102 23619 17483 D 
OIL CROPS 3330 4079 7409 8377 -967 -560 
MEAT 1044 0 1044 
MILK 36950 0 36950 
EGGS 219 c 219 
1935 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 144663 791 145454 137045 8409 980 
RAW SUGAR 14689 712 15402 18685 -3282 -5 07 
ROOT CROPS 14616 G 14616 11969 2 647 0 
PULSES 20877 835 21712 14119 7592 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 41102 C 41102 23619 17483 0 
OIL CROPS 3330 4079 7409 8377 -967 -560 
MEAT 1044 0 1044 
MILK 36950 0 36950 
EGGS 219 0 219 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICGC M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AMD IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PHOD. 
CEREALS 31643 0 31643 26299 5344 2574 
RAW SUGAR 2148 0 2148 2013 136 241 
ROOT CROPS 1389 0 1389 1081 308 63 
PULSES 1620 0 1620 1245 374 5 1  
FRUIT, VEG. 1C214 0 1C214 15606 -5391 73 
OIL CROPS 296 403 699 594 105 -65 
MEAT 795 C 795 
MILK 8329 G 8329 
EGGS 59 0 59 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 31643 0 31643 26299 5344 2574 
RAW SUGAR 2148 0 2148 2013 136 241 
ROOT CROPS 1389 c 1389 1081 308 63 
PULSES 1620 G 1620 1245 374 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 10214 c 10214 15606 -5391 73 
OIL CROPS 296 403 699 594 i 05 -65 
MEAT 795 C 795 
MILK 8329 c 8329 
EGGS 59 G 59 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PDPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 46854 C 46854 33957 12897 2574 
RAW SUGAR 3189 0 3189 2864 325 241 
ROOT CROPS 2077 0 2077 1100 977 63 
PULSES 2395 c 2395 1337 1058 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 15118 0 15118 25546 -10426 73 
OIL CROPS 441 606 1048 594 454 -65 
MEAT 1176 0 1176 
MILK 12307 0 123G7 
EGGS 88 c 88 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 46854 C 46854 33957 12897 2574 
RAW SUGAR 3189 0 3189 2864 325 241 
ROOT CROPS 2077 G 2077 1100 977 63 
PULSES 2395 C 2395 1337 1C58 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 15118 0 15118 25546 —10426 73 
OIL CROPS 441 606 1048 594 454 -65 
MEAT 1176 0 1176 
MILK 12307 c 123C7 
EGGS 88 0 88 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR JAPAN 
ASSUMING - tl) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 23383 3374 26757 22760 3997 4301 
RAW SUGAR 1632 0 1632 333 1299 1282 
ROOT CROPS 8687 2535 11222 11468 -245 64 
PULSES 443 65 508 418 90 9C 
FRUIT, VEG. 14316 C 14316 21076 -6759 16 
OIL CROPS 1638 782 2420 670 1750 1425 
MEAT 662 C 662 
MILK 2214 19C 24G4 
EGGS 610 0 610 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR JAPAN 
ASSUMING - (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 19 6C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 27754 4005 31759 26934 4824 4301 
RAW SUGAR 1937 0 1937 526 1411 1282 
ROOT CROPS 10311 3009 13320 12896 424 64 
PULSES 526 77 603 476 127 90 
FRUIT, VEG. 16992 G 16992 34024 -17031 16 
OIL CROPS 1944 928 2872 674 2199 1425 
MEAT 786 G 786 
MILK 2628 226 2853 
EGGS 724 C 724 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR OTHER FAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIGN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 62012 1445 63457 68011 -4552 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 3095 0 3C95 5078 -1982 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 265GC 2287 28787 34454 — 5 666 -1939 
PULSES 1172 C 1172 1273 -ICO -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 34437 104 34541 37041 -2499 -225 
OIL CROPS 2865 1C80 3945 5284 -1338 -1099 
MEAT 1752 G 1752 
MILK 1473 C 1473 
EGGS 718 0 718 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FDR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIGN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAM 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 62012 1445 63457 68990 -5532 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 3095 0 3095 5125 -2C29 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 26500 2287 28787 34974 — 6186 -1939 
PULSES 1172 C 1172 1286 -113 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 34437 104 34541 37387 -2 846 -22 5 
OIL CROPS 2365 1030 3945 5289 -1343 -1G99 
MEAT 1752 0 1752 
MILK 1473 0 1473 
EGGS 718 0 718 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 93702 2324 96C26 9C346 5680 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 4726 0 4726 6111 -1385 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 39773 3294 43067 46345 -3277 -1939 
PULSES 1793 0 1793 1447 346 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 52611 147 52758 52670 88 -225 
OIL CROPS 4350 1677 6027 6665 -637 -1099 
MEAT 2678 0 2678 
MILK 2291 0 2291 
EGGS 1095 n 1095 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 93702 2324 96026 93779 2247 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 4726 0 4726 6236 -1510 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 39773 3294 43067 48097 -5C30 -1939 
PULSES 1793 0 1793 1502 291 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 52611 147 52758 53650 -891 -225 
OIL CROPS 4350 1677 6027 6675 — 647 -1099 
MEAT 2678 0 2678 
MILK 2291 c 2291 
EGGS 1095 0 1C95 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OCEANIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PQPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 2329 1927 4256 14713 -1C456 — 6044 
RAW SUGAR 820 0 820 1978 -1157 -651 
ROOT CROPS 854 0 854 792 62 — 6 
PULSES 44 2 46 52 -5 -5 
FRUIT, VEG. 2344 G 2344 2671 -327 -269 
OIL CROPS 61 23 84 39 45 51 
MEAT 1883 C 1883 
MILK 7000 2271 9271 
EGGS 160 0 160 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OCEANIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HI6H 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3083 2528 5611 18740 -13128 •6044 
RAW SUGAR 1087 C 1087 2191 -1103 -651 
ROOT CROPS 1136 C 1136 638 498 — 6 
PULSES 59 2 61 52 9 -5 
FRUIT, VEG. 3096 C 3096 3267 -171 -269 
OIL CROPS 31 30 111 66 45 51 
MEAT 2496 0 2496 
MILK 9318 3084 12402 
EGGS 212 0 212 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH BATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3 ) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 279515 20804 30C319 283361 16958 7811 
RAW SUGAR 26517 514 27031 31958 -4925 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 128303 9139 137441 138684 -1241 -2429 
PULSES 25406 892 26298 24412 1886 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 149330 1898 151228 157099 -5870 -6342 
OIL CROPS 10817 5C07 15824 21363 -5538 -4 3G6 
MEAT 12088 G 12088 
MILK 67608 1398 69006 
EGGS 2116 C 2116 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR- LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 279515 20804 300319 284576 15744 7811 
RAW SUGAR 26517 514 27C31 32007 -4975 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 128303 9139 137441 139209 -1767 -2429 
PULSES 25406 892 26298 24442 1856 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 149330 1898 151228 157488 -6259 -6342 
OIL CROPS 10817 5007 15824 21369 -5544 -4306 
MEAT 12088 C 12038 
MILK 67608 1398 690C6 
EGGS 2116 C 2116 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG %.T. FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 412484 32659 445143 3667CC 78443 7811 
RAW SUGAR 39524 712 40236 44573 -4335 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 199268 14103 213371 179739 33632 -2429 
PULSES 36859 1289 35148 27704 10444 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 226362 2986 229348 205390 23958 -6342 
OIL CROPS 16272 7294 23566 27331 -3764 -4306 
MEAT 18696 G 18696 
MILK 100226 2223 102449 
EGGS 3262 Q  3262 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =HIGH 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C CEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 412484 32659 445143 3711C4 74039 7811 
RAW SUGAR 39524 712 40236 44727 — 4490 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 199268 14103 213371 181513 31858 -2429 
PULSES 36859 1289 38148 27801 10 347 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 226362 2986 229348 206518 22830 -6342 
OIL CROPS 16272 7294 23566 27343 -3776 — 4306 
MEAT 18696 C 18696 
MILK 100226 2223 102449 
EGGS 3262 C 3262 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T. FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 97035 57658 154693 152373 2320 8214 
RAW SUGAR 11654 0 11654 21335 -9680 -6485 
ROOT CROPS 48731 38096 86827 9CÛ44 -3216 -4734 
PULSES 3879 1035 4914 5001 -87 177 
FRUIT, VEG. 90089 2440 92529 125605 -33075 -9494 
OIL CROPS 9469 3615 13033 11519 1565 2289 
MEAT 13245 C 13245 
MILK 47491 18694 66184 
EGGS 2831 G 2831 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
FOR MEO. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 120505 67976 188481 18C889 7592 3214 
RAW SUGAR 15236 0 15236 28059 -12822 -6485 
ROOT CROPS 58356 45667 104023 99662 4361 -4734 
PULSES 5238 1153 6390 6480 -39 177 
FRUIT, VEG. 108895 2649 111544 175487 -63942 -9494 
OIL CROPS 10974 4486 15461 14384 1077 2289 
MEAT 16692 0 16692 
MILK 59925 21540 81464 
EGGS 3467 0 3467 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 147608 230747 378355 468954 -9C598 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 30691 68 30759 26C72 4686 8966 
ROOT CROPS 120043 74428 194471 172834 21637 -1725 
PULSES 4467 2500 6966 17302 -1C335 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 129754 71 129825 123370 6456 17034 
OIL CROPS 7562 20405 27968 372C0 -9232 3890 
MEAT 48504 0 48504 
MILK 179170 62285 241456 
EGGS 9822 C 9822 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3 ) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TCTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 147608 230747 378355 468954 -90598 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 30691 68 30759 26072 4686 8966 
ROOT CROPS 120043 74428 194471 172834 21637 -1725 
PULSES 4467 25ÛC 6966 17302 -10335 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 129754 71 129825 123370 6456 17C34 
OIL CROPS 7562 20405 27968 37200 -9 232 389C 
MEAT 48 504 0 48504 
MILK 179170 62285 241456 
EGGS 9822 0 9822 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCG M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196u DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 180460 282746 463206 639706 -176499 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 37225 81 373C6 34565 2741 8966 
ROOT CROPS 145130 86286 231416 152630 78787 -1725 
PULSES 5405 3087 8492 28583 -2009C 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 155967 74 156041 154329 1712 17034 
OIL CROPS 9123 24795 33918 62939 -29C21 3890 
MEAT 59055 G 59G55 
MILK 217061 73047 29C107 
EGGS 11951 C 11951 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T. FDR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMA; 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 180460 282746 463206 639716 -1765C9 -2499C 
RAW SUGAR 37225 81 37306 34569 2738 8966 
ROOT CROPS 145130 86286 231416 152632 78784 -1725 
PULSES 5405 3087 8492 28583 -2009C 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 155967 74 156C41 154336 1704 17034 
OIL CROPS 9123 24795 33918 62940 -29021 3890 
MEAT 59055 G 59055 
MILK 217061 73047 290107 
EGGS 11951 0 11951 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 524157 309207 833365 904688 -71321 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 68862 582 69444 79365 -9920 137 
ROOT CROPS 297076 121662 418738 401561 17178 -8890 
PULSES 33752 4427 38178 46716 -8537 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 369171 4410 373581 406073 -32491 1193 
OIL CROPS 27848 29027 56875 7C081 -13205 1872 
MEAT 73836 G 73836 
MILK 294267 82377 376644 
EGGS 14769 0 14769 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 524157 309207 833365 905902 -72536 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 68862 582 69444 79414 -9969 137 
ROOT CROPS 297076 121662 418738 402086 16652 -8390 
PULSES 33752 4427 38178 46745 -8566 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 369171 4410 373581 406462 -32880 1193 
OIL CROPS 27848 29027 56375 70088 -13212 1872 
MEAT 73836 0 73836 
MILK 294267 82377 376644 
EGGS 14769 C 14769 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 N.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (11 POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 713448 383378 1096825 1187286 —90460 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 91985 793 92778 107196 -14416 137 
ROOT CROPS 402753 146056 548809 432029 116780 -8890 
PULSES 47501 5528 53030 62767 -9736 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 491222 5709 496931 535205 -38273 1193 
OIL CROPS 36370 36575 72944 104652 -31707 1872 
MEAT 94441 0 94441 
MILK 377210 96809 474019 
EGGS 18680 C 18680 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 713448 383378 1096825 11917C1 -94875 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 91985 793 92778 107354 -14575 137 
ROOT CROPS 402753 146056 5488C9 4338C7 115C02 -8890 
PULSES 47501 5528 53030 62863 -9833 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 491222 5709 496931 536341 -39409 1193 
OIL CROPS 36370 36575 72944 104665 -31720 1872 
MEAT 94441 0 94441 
MILK 377210 96809 474019 
EGGS 18680 C 18680 
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Appendix B.3.b. 1970 and 1985 production-demand comparisons for high 
variant population trends and low variant income trends 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12)  INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 27825 116372 144197 
RAW SUGAR 10081 32 10112 
ROOT CROPS 12227 1794 14021 
PULSES 1286 3 1289 
FRUIT, VEG. 42802 0 42802 
OIL CROPS 2931 10221 13152 
MEAT 20168 0 20168 
MILK 55881 1447 57328 
EGGS 4330 0 4330 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC 
FOOD AND IND. 
DISAPPEARANCE 
FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
35005 
12819 
15461 
1626 
54962 
3748 
25995 
70262 
5476 
149064 
41 
2298 
3 
C 
13093 
G 
1853 
0 
184069 
12860 
17759 
1630 
54962 
16841 
25995 
72115 
5476 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
222187 
4178 
15159 
1199 
37413 
28617 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-77989 
5934 
-1137 
90 
5390 
-15464 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
-4460 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
331533 
6409 
18147 
1431 
37681 
50805 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-147463 
6452 
-387 
198 
17281 
-33963 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
—4460 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3569 14315 17884 
RAW SUGAR 1188 0 1138 
ROOT CROPS 2146 130 2277 
PULSES 108 9 118 
FRUIT, VEG. 3948 0 3948 
OIL CROPS 239 592 830 
MEAT 1844 G 1844 
MILK 8686 139C 10076 
EGGS 367 G 367 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4826 19552 24378 
RAW SUGAR 1614 0 1614 
ROOT CROPS 2881 178 3059 
PULSES 147 13 159 
FRUIT, VEG. 5420 G 5420 
OIL CROPS 327 808 1135 
MEAT 2532 0 2532 
MILK 11707 1898 13605 
EGGS 496 0 496 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
32201 
235 
2484 
67 
1918 
592 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-14316 
954 
- 2 0 6  
51 
2030 
238 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-7358 
759 
6 
38 
1256 
287 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
37674 -13295 -7358 
268 1346 759 
3256 -196 6 
67 92 38 
1994 3425 1256 
912 223 287 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 N.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8754 1312 1GG66 
RAW SUGAR 1721 0 1721 
ROOT CROPS 583 27 610 
PULSES 1113 0 1113 
FRUIT, VEG. 4795 19 4814 
OIL CROPS 296 295 592 
MEAT 1016 C 1016 
MILK 4161 74 4236 
EGGS 246 0 246 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 14635 2128 16763 
RAW SUGAR 2815 C 2815 
ROOT CROPS 974 44 1018 
PULSES 1862 C 1862 
FRUIT, VEG. 7657 31 7688 
OIL CROPS 479 479 958 
MEAT 1622 G 1622 
MILK 6884 121 7005 
EGGS 389 0 389 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11287 -122G 97 
2745 -1G23 -4C2 
647 -37 4 
1351 -238 -2 
4565 249 -331 
766 -173 -3 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1961 demand 
LESS PROD. 
18022 
3842 
1078 
2495 
5972 
1252 
-1258 
-1025 
-59 
— 633 
1716 
-294 
97 
-402 
4 
- 2  
-331 
-3 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4676 416 5092 
RAW SUGAR 1275 0 1275 
ROOT CROPS 2584 64 2648 
PULSES 441 0 441 
FRUIT, VEG. 6049 333 6382 
OIL CROPS 141 115 256 
MEAT 816 C 816 
MILK 2845 206 3051 
EGGS 132 0 132 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
r 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6950 618 7568 
RAW SUGAR 1868 G 1868 
ROOT CROPS 3683 88 3771 
PULSES 658 G 658 
FRUIT, VEG. 9270 472 9743 
OIL CROPS 191 165 356 
MEAT 1166 C 1166 
MILK 4200 313 4512 
EGGS 190 G 190 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
3096 1996 1253 
6730 -7455 -7291 
2217 431 47 
416 25 -4 
6971 -538 -1633 
133 122 62 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
3683 3885 1253 
9251 -7382 -7291 
2341 1430 47 
471 187 -4 
7781 1961 -1633 
137 219 62 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12642 7644 20285 
RAW SUGAR 4043 0 4C43 
ROOT CROPS 21237 5670 26907 
PULSES 2417 0 2417 
FRUIT, VEG. 10912 149 11061 
OIL CROPS 583 319 902 
MEAT 2711 0 2711 
MILK 6499 284 6783 
EGGS 376 0 376 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19664 11704 31368 
RAW SUGAR 6389 0 6389 
ROOT CROPS 33185 8682 41866 
PULSES 3798 0 3798 
FRUIT, VEG. 16882 229 17110 
OIL CROPS 892 489 1380 
MEAT 4153 0 4153 
MILK 9938 435 10373 
EGGS 579 0 579 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
18820 
5359 
27858 
2356 
11753 
1456 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1466 
-1315 
-951 
6C 
-691 
-553 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
- 1 8 0  
-31C 
-82 
I 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
26106 
7959 
4G576 
2865 
16539 
2663 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
5263 
-1569 
1290 
933 
571 
- 1 2 8 1  
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
- 1 8 0  
-310 
-82 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN LOGO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LQW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 5751 3861 9612 
RAW SUGAR 1091 0 1091 
ROOT CROPS 2691 210 2901 
PULSES 73 0 73 
FRUIT, VEG. 6598 c 6598 
OIL CROPS 378 418 796 
MEAT 2695 0 2695 
MILK 5894 30 5924 
EGGS 193 0 193 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7235 4840 12C75 
RAW SUGAR 1380 0 1380 
ROOT CROPS 3358 264 3622 
PULSES 93 0 93 
FRUIT, VEG. 8399 0 8399 
OIL CROPS 480 523 1002 
MEAT 3360 0 3360 
MILK 7374 36 7410 
EGGS 244 G 244 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
15726 -6113 -5764 
1188 -95 -62 
2952 -50 -23 
35 -11 -2 
6609 -10 58 
1292 -495 -450 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
16816 
1489 
3602 
ICI 
8306 
1528 
-4740 
- 1 0 8  
20 
-7 
92 
-524 
-5764 
- 6 2  
-23 
- 2  
58 
-450 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8852 1104 9956 
RAW SUGAR 2572 C 2572 
ROOT CROPS 7669 1104 8774 
PULSES 710 C 710 
FRUIT, VEG. 13551 390 13941 
OIL CROPS 294 202 496 
MEAT 1918 Q 1918 
MILK 6400 437 6837 
EGGS 279 0 279 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 13651 1631 15282 
RAW SUGAR 4081 C 4081 
ROOT CROPS 11991 1664 13655 
PULSES 1113 C 1113 
FRUIT, VEG. 20938 578 21516 
OIL CROPS 458 312 771 
MEAT 2858 0 2858 
MILK 9607 645 10252 
EGGS 420 0 420 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
6904 3052 1709 
3051 -477 -344 
8028 745 -81 
629 81 -55 
12944 997 -133C 
338 158 163 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8739 
4122 
9309 
711 
15074 
532 
6543 
-40 
4346 
402 
6442 
239 
1709 
-344 
- 8 1  
-55 
-133C 
163 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32779 64333 97113 
RAW SUGAR 10196 40 10236 
ROOT CROPS 30265 39258 69523 
PULSES 1497 399 1896 
FRUIT, VEG- 55982 1233 57216 
OIL CROPS 2714 686C 9574 
MEAT 16216 G 16216 
MILK 63961 3645C 1GC412 
EGGS 3200 0 3200 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 34058 75993 110051 
RAW SUGAR 11459 48 115C7 
ROOT CROPS 30395 46769 77164 
PULSES 1657 469 2126 
FRUIT, VEG. 65357 1315 66671 
OIL CROPS 3010 8101 11112 
MEAT 19365 0 19365 
MILK 71269 43446 114715 
EGGS 3736 0 3736 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
84291 
8114 
55420 
650 
42668 
483 
12821 
2122 
14103 
1246 
14548 
9G91 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
119793 
9645 
34500 
440 
5C516 
589 
-9741 
1863 
42664 
1685 
16155 
10523 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19198 16160 35358 
RAW SUGAR 2505 0 2505 
ROOT CROPS 9754 1269 11023 
PULSES 1123 1034 2157 
FRUIT, VEG. 40132 615 40747 
OIL CROPS 6685 588 7273 
MEAT 3049 0 3049 
MILK 10942 9231 20173 
EGGS 929 C 929 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19826 20519 40346 
RAW SUGAR 3085 0 3085 
ROOT CROPS 10616 1611 12228 
PULSES 1234 1315 2549 
FRUIT, VEG. 46503 779 47282 
OIL CROPS 7849 747 8596 
MEAT 3901 0 3901 
MILK 13292 11730 25022 
EGGS 1160 0 1160 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
28905 
2211 
11562 
1815 
55509 
6201 
6453 
294 
-538 
343 
-14761 
1C72 
6587 
328 
105 
125 
-5394 
773 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
32081 
2984 
13635 
1746 
77407 
7146 
8265 
ICI 
-14 07 
802 
-30124 
1450 
6587 
328 
105 
125 
-5394 
773 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30720 43434 74154 
RAW SUGAR 3736 0 3736 
ROOT CROPS 25599 45124 70723 
PULSES 705 154 859 
FRUIT, VEG. 23807 829 24636 
OIL CROPS 970 1668 2638 
MEAT 6071 0 6071 
MILK 23401 14082 37483 
EGGS 1042 C 1042 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
33679 
4632 
27468 
821 
29970 
1216 
7566 
28111 
1292 
54339 
0 
56228 
198 
^ 1070 
2120 
G 
17359 
0 
88018 
4632 
83696 
1C19 
31040 
3336 
7566 
45469 
1292 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
68535 5619 4509 
63C9 -2572 -1275 
68636 2087 -3705 
987 -127 -24 
26322 -1685 -734 
2296 342 519 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
19ÔC DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
81537 
9401 
72012 
1294 
34865 
3416 
6482 
-4768 
11684 
-275 
-3824 
-79 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 68976 41634 110610 
RAW SUGAR 9832 0 9832 
ROOT CROPS 58741 35711 94451 
PULSES 1528 2437 3965 
FRUIT, VEG. 29269 0 29269 
OIL CROPS 1875 3706 5582 
MEAT 11133 0 11133 
MILK 47414 25220 72634 
EGGS 2051 G 2051 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 81682 57597 139279 
RAW SUGAR 13726 0 13726 
ROOT CROPS 67717 49403 117119 
PULSES 1974 3372 5345 
FRUIT, VEG. 39810 0 39310 
OIL CROPS 2735 5127 7862 
MEAT 15440 0 15440 
MILK 64898 34889 99787 
EGGS 2815 0 2815 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
11CC94 
1C725 
9C053 
15284 
38281 
7247 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
516 
-892 
4398 
-11318 
-9011 
— 1665 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
125110 
15071 
88294 
26548 
6C251 
10330 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
14169 
-1345 
28825 
-21202 
-20439 
-2467 
19ÔC DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 21319 1502 22821 
RAW SUGAR 1664 0 1664 
ROOT CROPS 1547 C 1547 
PULSES 1372 300 1672 
FRUIT, VEG. 10795 0 10795 
OIL CROPS 1737 IB 1755 
MEAT 1705 0 1705 
MILK 8972 0 8972 
EGGS 288 0 288 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32008 2239 34247 
RAW SUGAR 2470 0 2470 
ROOT CROPS 2382 0 2382 
PULSES 1996 447 2444 
FRUIT, VEG. 16299 0 16299 
OIL CROPS 2511 28 2539 
MEAT 2419 0 2419 
MILK 12928 0 12928 
EGGS 404 G 4G4 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18256 4565 24C6 
705 959 802 
1735 -187 76 
1559 113 -31 
14522 -3726 -3058 
1605 150 -133 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
21379 
1063 
2533 
1857 
19627 
1896 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
12869 
1407 
-150 
586 
-3327 
643 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2406 
002 
76 
-31 
-3058 
-133 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12117 770 12887 
RAW SUGAR 488 0 488 
ROOT CROPS 52154 G 52154 
PULSES 1383 0 1383 
FRUIT, VEG. 16221 0 16221 
OIL CROPS 1517 0 1517 
MEAT 693 0 693 
MILK 959 9 968 
EGGS 89 0 89 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 17475 1C58 18533 
RAW SUGAR 616 C 616 
ROOT CROPS 80387 0 8C387 
PULSES 2045 0 2045 
FRUIT, VEG. 23392 0 23392 
OIL CROPS 2179 G 2179 
MEAT 932 0 932 
MILK 1280 11 1291 
EGGS 116 0 116 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11249 1639 763 
183 305 233 
48944 3210 -231 
2479 -1095 -665 
14745 1475 -76 
4G40 -2522 -2297 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD. 
14077 4456 763 
239 377 233 
59944 20443 -231 
3440 -1394 -665 
17465 5927 -76 
4663 -2483 -2297 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9125 373 9498 
RAW SUGAR 492 0 492 
ROOT CROPS 5537 66 5604 
PULSES 843 D 843 
FRUIT, VEG. 6883 f. 6883 
OIL CROPS 368 83 451 
MEAT 958 0 958 
MILK 1960 171 2131 
EGGS 32 C 32 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 13417 536 13953 
RAW SUGAR 676 G 676 
ROOT CROPS 8178 101 8279 
PULSES 1241 0 1241 
FRUIT, VEG. 9880 0 9880 
OIL CROPS 500 118 618 
MEAT 1342 0 1342 
MILK 2848 239 3086 
EGGS 43 C 43 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
8963 535 18 
683 -190 95 
5092 512 -51 
809 34 -42 
6080 804 49 
613 -161 -72 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11C42 2911 18 
1221 -544 95 
5527 2752 -51 
891 350 -42 
6999 2881 49 
821 -202 -72 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3988 1804 5792 
RAW SUGAR 836 0 836 
ROOT CROPS 433 52 485 
PULSES 93 C 93 
FRUIT, VEG. 2937 0 2937 
OIL CROPS 68 IOC 168 
MEAT 920 c 920 
MILK 2785 431 3216 
EGGS 71 0 71 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6262 2695 8957 
RAW SUGAR 1291 C 1291 
ROOT CROPS 669 78 746 
PULSES 142 C 142 
FRUIT, VEG. 4409 0 4409 
OIL CROPS 99 149 248 
MEAT 1380 0 1380 
MILK 4142 645 4787 
EGGS 105 0 105 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
6693 -900 -794 
1477 —640 —345 
479 7 -3 
68 25 2 
3714 -776 -52C 
232 -63 -98 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
-794 
-345 
-3 
2 
-520 
-98 
7280 1677 
2158 — 866 
613 133 
68 74 
5195 -785 
232 16 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOC K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19847 9412 29259 
RAW SUGAR 2036 0 2036 
ROOT CROPS 2276 52 2328 
PULSES 959 12 971 
FRUIT, VEG. 19691 1155 20846 
OIL CROPS 1182 270 1452 
MEAT 1545 0 1545 
MILK 9526 558 10084 
EGGS 242 0 242 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
( 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19847 9412 29259 
RAW SUGAR 2036 0 2036 
ROOT CROPS 2276 52 2328 
PULSES 959 12 971 
FRUIT, VEG. 19691 1155 2G846 
OIL CROPS 1182 270 1452 
MEAT 1545 0 1545 
MILK 9526 558 10084 
EGGS 242 0 242 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
22857 
1137 
2674 
842 
22047 
1094 
6403 
899 
-345 
13C 
-1199 
358 
2520 
694 
-18 
-57 
-1123 
159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
23092 6167 2520 
1139 897 694 
2679 -350 -18 
858 113 -57 
22089 -1242 -1123 
1096 356 159 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =LOW 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30256 13892 44148 
RAW SUGAR 3050 0 3050 
ROOT CROPS 3452 77 3529 
PULSES 1458 18 1476 
FRUIT, VEG. 29605 1715 31320 
OIL CROPS 1781 379 2160 
MEAT 2269 0 2269 
MILK 14160 825 14985 
EGGS 350 0 350 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30256 13892 44148 
RAW SUGAR 3050 0 3C50 
ROOT CROPS 3452 77 3529 
PULSES 1458 18 1476 
FRUIT, VEG. 29605 1715 31320 
OIL CROPS 1781 379 2160 
MEAT 2269 0 2269 
MILK 14160 825 14985 
EGGS 350 0 350 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
25402 
1700 
3716 
911 
3C4Û7 
1357 
18746 
1351 
-186 
565 
913 
803 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
26384 
1733 
3740 
952 
3C563 
1360 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
17764 
1317 
- 2 1 1  
524 
757 
801 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
i97C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 103587 556 104142 
RAW SUGAR 10435 501 10936 
ROOT CROPS 10507 0 10507 
PULSES 14932 587 15519 
FRUIT, VEG. 29259 C 29259 
OIL CROPS 2362 2866 5228 
MEAT 746 0 746 
MILK 25936 0 25936 
EGGS 154 G 154 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 103587 556 104142 
RAW SUGAR 10435 501 10936 
ROOT CROPS 10507 0 10507 
PULSES 14932 587 15519 
FRUIT, VEG. 29259 G 29259 
OIL CROPS 2362 2866 5228 
MEAT 746 0 746 
MILK 25936 0 25936 
EGGS 154 c 154 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
102844 1298 980 
12935 -1998 -507 
9827 680 0 
13132 2387 2 
23619 564C C 
6489 -1260 -560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1Q6C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
102844 1298 98C 
12935 -1998 -507 
9827 680 0 
13132 2387 2 
23619 5 640 0 
6489 -1260 -560 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 142916 757 143673 
RAW SUGAR 14323 682 15005 
ROOT CROPS 14535 0 14535 
PULSES 20588 799 21387 
FRUIT, VEG. 40214 0 40214 
OIL CROPS 3239 3905 7144 
MEAT 1029 0 1029 
MILK 35312 0 35312 
EGGS 210 G 210 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 142916 757 143673 
RAW SUGAR 14323 682 15005 
ROOT CROPS 14535 0 14535 
PULSES 20588 799 21387 
FRUIT, VEG. 40214 0 40214 
OIL CROPS 3239 3905 7144 
MEAT 1029 0 1029 
MILK 35312 0 35312 
EGGS 210 0 210 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
137045 6623 980 
18685 -3679 -507 
11969 2566 0 
14119 7268 2 
23619 16595 0 
8377 -1232 -560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
137045 6628 980 
18685 -3679 -507 
11969 2566 C 
14119 7268 2 
23619 16595 0 
8377 -1232 -560 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31742 C 31742 
RAW SUGAR 2158 c 2158 
ROOT CROPS 1388 0 1388 
PULSES 1622 0 1622 
FRUIT, VEG. 10286 c 10286 
OIL CROPS 296 399 695 
MEAT 808 C 808 
MILK 8433 C 8433 
EGGS 59 G 59 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31742 C 31742 
RAW SUGAR 2158 0 2158 
ROOT CROPS 1388 c 1388 
PULSES 1622 0 1622 
FRUIT, VEG. 10286 G 10286 
OIL CROPS 296 399 695 
MEAT 808 0 808 
MILK 8433 0 8433 
EGGS 59 0 59 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26299 5443 2574 
2013 145 241 
1081 307 63 
1245 377 57 
15606 -5319 73 
594 101 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26299 5443 2574 
2013 145 241 
1081 3G7 63 
1245 377 57 
15606 -5319 73 
594 ICI -65 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 45273 C 45273 
RAW SUGAR 2956 0 2956 
ROOT CROPS 2036 0 2036 
PULSES 2358 0 2358 
FRUIT, VEG. 14404 0 14404 
OIL CROPS 404 535 939 
MEAT 1087 C 1087 
MILK 11414 c 11414 
EGGS 78 0 78 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 45273 0 45273 
RAW SUGAR 2956 0 2956 
ROOT CROPS 2036 0 2036 
PULSES 2358 c 2358 
FRUIT, VEG. 14404 0 144G4 
OIL CROPS 404 535 939 
MEAT 1087 C 1C87 
MILK 11414 0 11414 
EGGS 78 0 78 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
33957 11316 2574 
2864 92 241 
1100 936 63 
1337 1C21 57 
25546 -11140 73 
594 345 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
33957 
2864 
1100 
1337 
25546 
594 
11316 
92 
936 
1021 
-11140 
345 
2574 
241 
63 
57 
73 
-65 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22959 4501 27460 
RAW SUGAR 2047 0 2047 
ROOT CROPS 8426 3382 11808 
PULSES 459 87 546 
FRUIT, VEG. 16172 0 16172 
OIL CROPS 2234 1043 3277 
MEAT 932 C 932 
MILK 2858 254 3112 
EGGS 778 0 778 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 26982 6314 33296 
RAW SUGAR 2797 0 2797 
ROOT CROPS 9838 4744 14582 
PULSES 559 122 681 
FRUIT, VEG. 20504 0 20504 
OIL CROPS 3178 1463 4641 
MEAT 1345 G 1345 
MILK 3961 356 4317 
EGGS 1054 0 1054 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
22760 4700 4301 
333 1714 1282 
11468 340 64 
418 128 90 
21076 -4903 16 
670 2 607 1425 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
26934 
526 
12896 
476 
34024 
674 
6362 
2271 
1686 
205 
-13519 
3967 
4301 
1282  
64 
90 
16 
1425 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 62710 1483 64193 
RAW SUGAR 3213 C 3213 
ROOT CROPS 26481 2633 29114 
PULSES 1183 C 1183 
FRUIT, VEG. 34865 120 34986 
OIL CROPS 2986 1120 4106 
MEAT 1827 0 1327 
MILK 1608 0 1608 
EGGS 746 0 746 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 10ÛC M.T 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 62710 1483 64193 
RAW SUGAR 3213 0 3213 
ROOT CROPS 26481 2633 29114 
PULSES 1183 0 1183 
FRUIT, VEG. 34865 120 34986 
OIL CROPS 2986 1120 4106 
MEAT 1827 C 1827 
MILK 1608 c 1608 
EGGS 746 0 746 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
68G11 
5078 
34454 
1273 
37041 
5284 
-3816 
-1864 
-5339 
-89 
-2C54 
-1177 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
68990 
5125 
34974 
1286 
37387 
5289 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4795 
-1911 
-5859 
-102 
-2401 
-1182 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 90801 1966 92767 
RAW SUGAR 4380 C 4380 
ROOT CROPS 38766 3938 42703 
PULSES 1745 C 1745 
FRUIT, VEG. 49494 181 49675 
OIL CROPS 4055 15GC 5555 
MEAT 2453 C 2453 
MILK 2192 C 2192 
EGGS 1023 c 1023 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 90801 1966 92767 
RAW SUGAR 4380 C 4380 
ROOT CROPS 38766 3938 42703 
PULSES 1745 C 1745 
FRUIT, VEG. 49494 181 49675 
OIL CROPS 4055 150C 5555 
MEAT 2453 C 2453 
MILK 2192 0 2192 
EGGS 1023 0 1023 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
90346 
6 1 1 1  
46345 
1447 
52670 
6665 
2420 
-1730 
-364G 
298 
-2994 
-1109 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
93779 
6236 
48097 
1502 
53650 
6675 
-ICll 
-1855 
-5393 
243 
-3974 
-1119 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1C99 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2273 1931 4204 
RAW SUGAR 821 0 821 
ROOT CROPS 854 0 854 
PULSES 45 2 47 
FRUIT, VEG. 2408 G 2408 
OIL CROPS 62 23 85 
MEAT 1885 Q 1885 
MILK 7036 2275 9310 
EGGS 160 0 160 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOQG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2986 2535 5521 
RAW SUGAR 1087 0 1087 
ROOT CROPS 1136 0 1136 
PULSES 61 2 63 
FRUIT, VEG. 3217 0 3217 
OIL CROPS 82 31 113 
MEAT 2500 0 2500 
MILK 9387 3C88 12475 
EGGS 212 0 212 
FDR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
14713 -1G5C8 -6C44 
1978 -1156 -651 
792 62 -6 
52 -4 -5 
2671 —262 —269 
39 46 51 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
18740 
2191 
638 
52 
3267 
66 
-13218 
-1103 
498 
11 
-50 
-6044 
-651 
— 6 
— 5 
-269 
51 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 280814 21526 3C234Û 
RAW SUGAR 26828 501 27328 
ROOT CROPS 128216 941C 137626 
PULSES 25421 898 26319 
FRUIT, VEG. 151348 2018 153367 
OIL CROPS 11124 4972 16096 
MEAT 12485 0 12485 
MILK 68461 1449 69910 
EGGS 2190 G 2190 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lODC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 280814 21526 302340 
RAW SUGAR 26828 501 27328 
ROOT CROPS 128216 9410 137626 
PULSES 25421 898 26319 
FRUIT, VEG. 151348 2018 153367 
OIL CROPS 11124 4972 16096 
MEAT 12485 0 12485 
MILK 68461 1449 69910 
EGGS 2190 G 2190 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
283361 
31958 
138684 
24412 
157099 
21363 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
18978 
-4628 
-1057 
1907 
-3732 
-5266 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
284576 
32007 
139209 
24442 
157488 
21369 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
17764 
-4678 
-1582 
1878 
-4120 
-5272 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION = LOW 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 403957 31950 435907 
RAW SUGAR 38514 682 39196 
ROOT CROPS 193914 14272 208186 
PULSES 36333 1265 37598 
FRUIT, VEG. 219797 2997 222794 
OIL CROPS 15705 6823 22528 
MEAT 17906 0 179=36 
MILK 96993 2163 99156 
EGGS 3112 C 3112 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 403957 3195C 435907 
RAW SUGAR 38514 682 39196 
ROOT CROPS 193914 14272 208186 
PULSES 36333 1265 37598 
FRUIT, VEG. 219797 2997 222794 
OIL CROPS 15705 6823 22528 
MEAT 17906 0 17906 
MILK 96993 2163 99156 
EGGS 3112 0 3112 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
366700 
44573 
179739 
277C4 
205390 
27331 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
69207 
-5376 
28448 
9893 
17404 
-4BC2 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
371104 
44727 
181513 
27801 
206518 
27343 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
648C3 
-5530 
26673 
9797 
16275 
-4814 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
Î2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 94148 66084 161032 
RAW SUGAR 12866 0 12866 
ROOT CROPS 46727 42386 89114 
PULSES 3938 1242 5180 
FRUIT, VEG. 98059 2744 100803 
OIL CROPS 10729 4246 14975 
MEAT 14877 0 14877 
MILK 51321 2149C 72811 
EGGS 3255 3255 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AMD IND, FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 113961 86475 20C435 
RAW SUGAR 17571 0 17571 
ROOT CROPS 54027 54448 108476 
PULSES 5293 1598 6890 
FRUIT, VEG. 123658 3282 126940 
OIL CROPS 13535 5727 19263 
MEAT 19769 0 19769 
MILK 66884 27354 94238 
EGGS 4289 0 4289 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
152373 
21335 
9G044 
5001 
125605 
11519 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8659 
— 8468 
-930 
178 
-24801 
3456 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
180889 
28059 
99662 
6480 
175487 
14384 
19546 
-10488 
8814 
411 
-48546 
4879 
8 214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 138447 244506 382952 
RAW SUGAR 32737 72 32809 
ROOT CROPS 108157 84750 192906 
PULSES 4534 2883 7417 
FRUIT, VEG. 137956 82 138038 
OIL CROPS 8064 21690 29754 
MEAT 52295 G 52295 
MILK 186373 69611 255985 
EGGS 10318 10318 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY . FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 138447 244506 382952 
RAW SUGAR 32737 72 32809 
ROOT CROPS 108157 84750 192906 
PULSES 4534 2883 7417 
FRUIT, VEG. 137956 82 138038 
OIL CROPS 8064 21690 29754 
MEAT 52295 G 52295 
MILK 186373 69611 255985 
EGGS 10318 r> 1G318 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. 
468954 
26072 
172834 
17302 
123370 
372C0 
-86001 
6736 
20073 
-9884 
14668 
-7445 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26C72 
172834 
17302 
123370 
37200 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-86CC1 
6736 
2CG73 
-9884 
14668 
-7445 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 161668 311552 473221 
RAW SUGAR 41429 89 41518 
ROOT CROPS 121166 107445 228611 
PULSES 5548 3896 9443 
FRUIT, VEG. 173128 92 173220 
OIL CROPS 10172 27523 37695 
MEAT 67038 G 67038 
MILK 231286 88372 319659 
EGGS 12990 0 12990 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 161668 311552 473221 
RAW SUGAR 41429 89 41518 
ROOT CROPS 121166 107445 228611 
PULSES 5548 3896 9443 
FRUIT, VEG. 173128 92 173220 
OIL CROPS 10172 27523 37695 
MEAT 67038 C 67038 
MILK 231286 88372 319659 
EGGS 12990 0 12990 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
639706 
34565 
152630 
28583 
154329 
62939 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
—166484 
6953 
75982 
-19139 
18891 
-25243 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
639716 
34569 
152632 
28583 
154336 
62940 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
—166494 
6949 
75979 
-19139 
18884 
-25243 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2499C 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17C34 
3890 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO N.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 513407 332914 846322 
RAW SUGAR 72430 572 73003 
ROOT CROPS 283099 136546 419645 
PULSES 33893 5023 38916 
FRUIT, VEG. 387362 4844 392206 
OIL CROPS 29917 30908 60825 
MEAT 79656 C 79656 
MILK 306154 92550 398704 
EGGS 15763 C 15763 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LQW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 513407 332914 846322 
RAW SUGAR 72430 572 73003 
ROOT CROPS 283099 136546 419645 
PULSES 33893 5023 38916 
FRUIT, VEG. 387362 4844 392206 
OIL CROPS 29917 30908 60825 
MEAT 79656 0 79656 
MILK 306154 92550 398704 
EGGS 15763 0 15763 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
904688 
79365 
401561 
46716 
406073 
7C081 
—58364 
—6361 
18084 
-7800 
—13866 
-9256 
-8967 
137 
-8390 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
905902 
79414 
402086 
46745 
406462 
7C088 
-59579 
— 6410 
17 559 
-7829 
-14255 
-9262 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AMD IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 679585 429975 1109559 
RAW SUGAR 97512 771 98283 
ROOT CROPS 369107 176165 545272 
PULSES 47173 6758 53931 
FRUIT, VEG. 516582 6371 522953 
OIL CROPS 39413 40073 79485 
MEAT 104711 G 104711 
MILK 395162 117889 513051 
EGGS 20392 C 20392 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 679585 429975 1109559 
RAW SUGAR 97512 771 98283 
ROOT CROPS 369107 176165 545272 
PULSES 47173 6758 53931 
FRUIT, VEG. 516582 6371 522953 
OIL CROPS 39413 40073 79485 
MEAT 104711 C 104711 
MILK 395162 117889 513051 
EGGS 20392 Q 20392 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1187286 
107196 
432029 
62767 
535205 
104652 
-77726 
-8912 
113243 
-8835 
-12251 
-25166 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1191701 
107354 
433807 
62863 
536341 
104665 
-82141 
-9G70 
111465 
-8931 
-13387 
-25179 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
748 
Appendix B.3.C. 1970 and 1985 production-demand comparisons for high 
variant population trends and high variant income trends 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION-HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 27496 117307 144803 
RAW SUGAR 10081 32 10113 
ROOT CROPS 12151 1808 13959 
PULSES 1278 3 1281 
FRUIT, VEG. 43264 G 43264 
OIL CROPS 2949 10304 13253 
MEAT 20470 0 20470 
MILK 55186 1459 56645 
EGGS 4303 0 4303 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M, 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC 
FOOD AND I NO. 
DISAPPEARANCE 
FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
33657 
12819 
15145 
1593 
57258 
3826 
27499 
67416 
5364 
153993 
42 
2374 
3 
0 
13526 
0 
1915 
187650 
12861 
17519 
1596 
57258 
17352 
27499 
69331 
5364 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
222187 
4178 
15159 
1199 
37413 
28617 
-77383 
5935 
-1199 
82 
5851 
-15364 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
— 4460 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
331533 
6409 
18147 
1431 
37681 
5C805 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-143882 
6453 
-627 
165 
19576 
-33452 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
-4460 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M, 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3530 14536 18065 
RAW SUGAR 1188 0 1188 
ROOT CROPS 2083 132 2215 
PULSES 107 9 117 
FRUIT, VEG. 4063 C 4063 
OIL CROPS 243 601 844 
MEAT 1900 C 1900 
MILK 8514 1411 9925 
EGGS 363 C 363 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4668 20725 25394 
RAW SUGAR 1614 0 1614 
ROOT CROPS 2631 189 2820 
PULSES 142 13 156 
FRUIT, VEG. 5996 C 5996 
OIL CROPS 347 857 1204 
MEAT 2811 G 2811 
MILK 11019 2G12 13031 
EGGS 4SI C 481 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
3 22C1 
235 
2484 
67 
1918 
592 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-14134 
954 
- 2 6 8  
5C 
2145 
252 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-7358 
759 
6 
38 
1256 
287 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
37674 
268 
3256 
67 
1994 
912 
-12279 
1346 
-435 
89 
4G01 
292 
-7358 
759 
6 
38 
1256 
287 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9046 1422 10467 
RAW SUGAR 1836 0 1836 
ROOT CROPS 605 29 634 
PULSES 1149 0 1149 
FRUIT, VEG. 5329 21 5349 
OIL CROPS 324 320 644 
MEAT 1129 0 1129 
MILK 4368 81 4449 
EGGS 278 0 278 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 16238 2791 19C29 
RAW SUGAR 3465 C 3465 
ROOT CROPS 1114 57 1171 
PULSES 2066 C 2066 
FRUIT, VEG. 10968 41 11008 
OIL CROPS 651 629 1279 
MEAT 2324 0 2324 
MILK 0045 158 8203 
EGGS 585 G 585 
FDR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11287 -819 97 
2745 -908 -402 
647 -12 4 
1351 -201 -2 
4565 784 -331 
766 -121 -3 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18022 1C07 97 
3342 -375 -402 
1C78 92 4 
2495 -429 -2 
5972 5036 -331 
1252 27 -3 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCG iM.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4847 448 5295 
RAW SUGAR 1317 C 1317 
ROOT CROPS 2639 68 2707 
PULSES 456 0 456 
FRUIT, VEG. 6288 386 6674 
OIL CROPS 152 126 278 
MEAT 902 G 902 
MILK 3018 235 3253 
EGGS 152 0 152 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - il) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7728 776 8505 
RAW SUGAR 2047 C 2C47 
ROOT CROPS 3964 lie 4074 
PULSES 731 G 731 
FRUIT, VEG. 10239 658 10897 
OIL CROPS 242 205 448 
MEAT 1514 C 1514 
MILK 5000 389 5389 
EGGS 274 C 274 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3096 
8730 
2217 
416 
6971 
133 
2199 
-7412 
490 
39 
-296 
145 
1253 
-7291 
47 
-4 
—1633 
62  
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
3683 4822 1253 
9251 -7202 -7291 
2341 1733 47 
471 260 -4 
7781 3116 -1633 
137 311 62 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 13930 9586 23516 
RAW SUGAR 4043 C 4043 
ROOT CROPS 22778 711: 29888 
PULSES 2505 u 2505 
FRUIT, VEG. 12788 187 12975 
OIL CROPS 734 40n 1135 
MEAT 3392 c  3392 
MILK 8218 356 8575 
EGGS 457 0 457 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22389 15888 38277 
RAW SUGAR 6389 C 6389 
ROOT CROPS 36442 11786 48228 
PULSES 3985 C 3985 
FRUIT, VEG. 20924 310 21234 
OIL CROPS 1218 663 1882 
MEAT 5621 0 5621 
MILK 13643 591 14233 
EGGS 754 C 754 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
18820 
5359 
27858 
2356 
11753 
1456 
4696 
-1315 
2C30 
149 
1222  
-320 
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
-180 
-310 
-82 
U1 (jj 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
261C6 
7959 
4C576 
2 365 
16539 
2663 
12171 
-1569 
7652 
1120 
4695 
-780 
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
-180 
-310 
- 2 2  
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6041 3907 9948 
RAW SUGAR 1209 0 1209 
ROOT CROPS 2639 212 2851 
PULSES 87 C 87 
FRUIT, VEG. 7666 0 7666 
OIL CROPS 427 423 850 
MEAT 2706 0 2706 
MILK 6027 31 6C58 
EGGS 217 C 217 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7767 4931 12697 
RAW SUGAR 1605 0 1605 
ROOT CROPS 3259 269 3528 
PULSES 123 0 123 
FRUIT, VEG. 10662 c 1C662 
OIL CROPS 583 533 1117 
MEAT 3378 G 3378 
MILK 7635 37 7672 
EGGS 294 n 294 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
15726 -5777 -5764 
1 1 8 8  2 1  - 6 2  
2952 -ICC -23 
85 2  -2  
6609 1C57 58 
1292 -441 -450 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
16816 -4118 -5764 
1489 116 -62 
36G2 -73 -23 
101 22 -2 
8306 2356 58 
1528 -410 -450 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEAR ANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9224 1225 10449 
RAW SUGAR 2679 C 2679 
ROOT CROPS 7888 1223 9111 
PULSES 749 C 749 
FRUIT, VEG. 14499 430 14929 
OIL CROPS 343 233 577 
MEAT 2144 P  2144 
MILK 7121 478 7599 
EGGS 317 C 317 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 15447 2161 17607 
RAW SUGAR 4572 0 4572 
ROOT CROPS 13055 2273 15328 
PULSES 1299 G 1299 
FRUIT, VEG. 25306 823 26129 
OIL CROPS 638 421 1C59 
MEAT 3917 C 3917 
MILK 13022 877 13900 
EGGS 611 G 611 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
6904 3544 1709 
3C51 -371 -344 
8C28 1082 -SI 
629 120 -55 
12944 1905 -133C 
338 239 163 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
8739 8869 1709 
4122 450 -344 
9309 6019 -81 
711 588 -55 
15074 11055 -1330 
532 527 163 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32196 65978 98175 
RAW SUGAR 10312 41 10354 
ROOT CROPS 29404 40307 69711 
PULSES 1507 409 1916 
FRUIT, VEG. 56946 1289 58235 
OIL CROPS 2725 7015 9740 
MEAT 16694 Q 16694 
MILK 64368 37481 101848 
EGGS 3273 C 3273 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32532 82518 115C50 
RAW SUGAR 11878 53 11932 
ROOT CROPS 28137 51527 79664 
PULSES 1682 506 2138 
FRUIT, VEG. 68670 1450 70120 
OIL CROPS 3038 8750 11787 
MEAT 21357 C 21357 
MILK 72507 47753 120261 
EGGS 3966 G 3966 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
84291 
8114 
5542C 
650 
42668 
483 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
13833 
2240 
14291 
1266 
15567 
9257 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8331 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
119793 
9645 
34500 
440 
5C516 
589 
-4743 
2287 
45164 
1748 
19603 
11198 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 H.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
13) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 13782 17117 35899 29905 6994 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2622 C 2622 2211 41G 328 
ROOT CROPS 9753 1348 lllCl 11562 -46C ICS 
PULSES 1123 1C89 2212 1815 3 9 8  125 
FRUIT, VEG. 41015 661 41676 5 55G9 -13833 •5394 
OIL CROPS 6 844 626 7471 6201 1270 773 
MEAT 3247 Q 3247 
MILK 11365 9823 21188 
EGGS 978 C 978 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
SUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE= HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 18013 24567 42579 32081 10498 6587 
RAW SUGAR 3591 0 3591 2984 6C7 328 
ROOT CROPS 10482 1946 12428 13635 -1206 105 
PULSES 1234 1561 2795 1746 1048 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 49295 952 50247 774C7 -27159 -5394 
OIL CROPS 8489 905 9394 7146 2248 773 
MEAT 4723 C 4723 
MILK 15039 14200 29238 
EGGS 1372 G 1372 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 29719 46418 76138 
RAW SUGAR 3964 C 3964 
ROOT CROPS 24842 46493 71336 
PULSES 711 173 884 
FRUIT, VEG. 25441 919 26360 
OIL CROPS 1049 1820 2870 
MEAT 6456 C 64 56 
MILK 24137 14678 38815 
EGGS 1105 0 11C5 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31506 60046 91553 
RAW SUGAR 5125 0 5125 
ROOT CROPS 24307 60910 85217 
PULSES 840 23C 1070 
FRUIT, VEG. 33582 1200 34783 
OIL CROPS 1380 2397 3778 
MEAT 8344 G 8344 
MILK 29470 18887 48356 
EGGS 1435 0 1435 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
19ÔC 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
68535 
63C9 
6 8636 
987 
26322 
2296 
7603 
-2344 
2699 
-133 
38 
574 
45C9 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
81537 10016 4509 
9401 -4275 -1275 
72012 13205 -3705 
1294 -223 -24 
34865 -32 -734 
3416 362 519 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 66440 44084 110524 
RAW SUGAR 10468 0 1C468 
ROOT CROPS 55698 37812 93510 
PULSES 1550 2581 4131 
FRUIT, VEG. 30660 0 30660 
OIL CROPS 2053 3924 5977 
MEAT 11805 0 11805 
MILK 49946 26704 76650 
EGGS 2160 0 2160 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG. 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
76948 
14914 
62036 
2016 
42408 
3067 
16693 
68750 
3019 
62100 
0 
53265 
3635 
0 
5523 
C 
37617 
139G48 
14914 
115301 
5651 
42408 
8595 
16693 
106366 
3019 
FOR U.S.S.R 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
lie094 
1C725 
9CC53 
15284 
33281 
7247 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
430 
-256 
3456 
-11152 
-7619 
-1269 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
- 2 6 8  
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
125110 
15071 
88294 
26548 
60251 
10330 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
13938 
-157 
27007 
-20896 
-17842 
-1734 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
- 2 6 8  
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22265 1688 23953 
RAW SUGAR 1857 0 1857 
ROOT CROPS 1604 0 16C4 
PULSES 1471 355 1827 
FRUIT, VEG. 11748 G 11748 
OIL CROPS 1920 22 1942 
MEAT 1968 C 1968 
MILK 9992 C 9992 
EGGS 346 G 346 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 35494 3266 38760 
RAW SUGAR 3362 C 3362 
ROOT CROPS 2619 0 2619 
PULSES 2374 743 3117 
FRUIT, VEG. 20741 0 20741 
OIL CROPS 3456 49 3506 
MEAT 3641 G 3 641 
MILK 17031 G 17031 
EGGS 711 0 711 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18256 5697 2406 
705 1152 802 
1735 -129 76 
1559 268 -31 
14522 -2773 -3058 
16C5 337 -133 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
21379 17331 2406 
1063 2299 802 
2533 86 76 
1857 1260 -31 
19627 1114 -3C58 
1896 1609 -133 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12973 825 13 803 
RAW SUGAR 722 0 722 
ROOT CROPS 53225 r. 53225 
PULSES 1459 c 1459 
FRUIT, VEG. 17308 0 173C8 
OIL CROPS 1693 L, 1693 
MEAT 847 L 847 
MILK 1191 13 12C4 
EGGS 110 Q  110 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 100€ M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HI6H 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2G478 1352 21831 
RAW SUGAR 1302 0 1302 
ROOT CROPS 85211 G 85211 
PULSES 2293 0 2293 
FRUIT, VEG. 27327 0 27327 
OIL CROPS 2727 c 2727 
MEAT 1411 0 1411 
MILK 1992 20 2013 
EGGS 179 c 179 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11249 2554 763 
183 539 233 
48944 4292 -231 
2479 -1G19 -665 
14745 2563 -76 
4040 -2346 -2297 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
14C77 7753 763 
239 1063 233 
59944 25267 -231 
3440 —1146 —665 
17465 9863 -76 
4663 -1935 -2297 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9652 397 1C049 
RAW SUGAR 699 G 699 
ROOT CROPS 5734 73 58C7 
PULSES 926 926 
FRUIT, VEG. 8319 0 8319 
OIL CROPS 507 89 596 
MEAT 1107 0 11C7 
MILK 2100 177 2277 
EGGS 37 G 37 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEAR ANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 15367 712 16080 
RAW SUGAR 1371 C 1371 
ROOT CROPS 8826 154 8980 
PULSES 1541 0 1541 
FRUIT, VEG. 13560 0 13560 
OIL CROPS 896 158 1054 
MEAT 1981 C 1981 
MILK 3767 279 4046 
EGGS 70 0 70 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
8963 
68:^  
5G92 
809 
SO'àO 
613 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1C85 
16 
715 
117 
2239 
-16 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
18 
95 
-51 
-42 
49 
-72 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
11042 5037 18 
1221 15C 95 
5527 3453 -51 
891 650 -42 
6999 6561 49 
821 233 -72 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RAT£=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRlCTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3960 1864 5824 
RAW SUGAR 842 G 842 
ROOT CROPS 437 54 490 
PULSES 94 Q  94 
FRUIT, VEG. 3027 3027 
OIL CROPS 72 103 176 
MEAT 947 947 
MILK 2890 446 3336 
EGGS 74 G 74 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - tl) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6073 3095 9167 
RAW SUGAR 1329 0 1329 
ROOT CROPS 691 89 780 
PULSES 152 0 152 
FRUIT, VEG. 5010 0 5010 
OIL CROPS 126 172 298 
MEAT 1557 G 1557 
MILK 4351 74C 5591 
EGGS 123 C 123 
FOR REP. UF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
6693 -868 -794 
1477 -634 -345 
479 12 — 3 
68 26 2 
3714 -687 -520 
232 -55 -98 
FOR REP. CF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
7280 1887 -794 
2158 -828 -345 
613 167 —3 
68 84 2 
5195 -184 -520 
232 66 -90 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=KIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 20406 10678 31084 
RAW SUGAR 2263 C 2263 
ROOT CROPS 2346 60 2406 
PULSES 1015 15 1030 
FRUIT, VEG. 21249 1331 22579 
OIL CROPS 1301 293 1594 
MEAT 1775 0 1775 
MILK 10558 640 11199 
EGGS 279 G 279 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 20406 10678 31084 
RAW SUGAR 2263 C 2263 
ROOT CROPS 2346 60 2406 
PULSES 1015 15 1030 
FRUIT, VEG. 21249 1331 22579 
OIL CROPS 1301 293 1594 
MEAT 1775 G 1775 
MILK 10558 640 11199 
EGGS 279 G 279 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
22857 B228 252C 
1137 1127 694 
2674 -267 -18 
842 188 -57 
533 -1123 
1094 SCO 159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
23092 7993 252" 
1139 1124 694 
2679 -272 -18 
858 172 -57 
22089 490 -1123 
1096 498 159 
19 85 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32658 17845 50503 
RAW SUGAR 3949 n 3949 
ROOT CROPS 3669 96 3765 
PULSES 1695 25 1721 
FRUIT, VEG. 34720 2158 36878 
OIL CROPS 2123 438 2566 
MEAT 3193 0 3193 
MILK 18561 1027 19588 
EGGS 509 C 509 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGh 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32658 17845 50503 
RAW SUGAR 3949 0 3949 
ROOT CROPS 3669 96 3765 
PULSES 1695 25 1721 
FRUIT, VEG. 34720 2158 36878 
OIL CROPS 2128 438 2566 
MEAT 3193 3193 
MILK 18561 1027 19588 
EGGS 509 0 509 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
254C2 
17C0 
3716 
911 
3C407 
1357 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
25101 
2249 
49 
BIG 
6471 
1209 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
252G 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26384 24119 252G 
1733 2216 694 
3740 24 -18 
952 769 -57 
3C563 6315 -1123 
1360 1206 159 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 107492 634 108126 
RAW SUGAR 11289 571 11860 
ROOT CROPS 10696 C 10696 
PULSES 15606 670 16275 
FRUIT, VEG. 31328 C 31328 
OIL CROPS 2583 3271 5854 
MEAT 783 C 783 
MILK 29752 C 29752 
EGGS 176 0 176 
197C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 107492 634 108126 
RAW SUGAR 11289 571 11860 
ROOT CROPS 10696 G 10696 
PULSES 156G6 670 16275 
FRUIT, VEG. 31328 C 31328 
OIL CROPS 2583 3271 5854 
MEAT 783 0 783 
MILK 29752 c 29752 
EGGS 176 0 176 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
102844 5282 980 
12935 -1074 -507 
9827 869 C 
13132 3143 2 
23619 7709 G 
6489 -634 -560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
102844 5282 980 
12935 -1C74 -507 
9827 869 G 
13132 3143 2 
23619 7709 0 
6489 -634 -560 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 155734 1029 156763 
RAW SUGAR 17280 928 18208 
ROOT CROPS 15189 C 15189 
PULSES 22922 1087 24C10 
FRUIT, VEG. 47385 0 47385 
OIL CROPS 4051 5311 9362 
MEAT 1161 G 1161 
MILK 48537 0 48537 
EGGS 294 0 294 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 155734 1C29 156763 
RAW SUGAR 17280 928 182C8 
ROOT CROPS 15189 0 15189 
PULSES 22922 1C87 24 010 
FRUIT, VEG. 47385 0 47385 
OIL CROPS 4051 5311 9362 
MEAT 1161 0 1161 
MILK 48537 0 48537 
EGGS 294 c 294 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
137045 19718 980 
18685 -476 -507 
11969 3220 G 
14119 9890 2 
23619 23766 0 
8377 985 
-56C 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
137045 19718 980 
18685 -476 -507 
11969 3 220 C 
14119 9890 2 
23619 23766 0 
8377 985 -56: 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 33860 Q 33860 
RAW SUGAR 2482 C 2482 
ROOT CROPS 1428 c 1428 
PULSES 1631 c 1681 
FRUIT, VEG. 11543 G 11543 
OIL CROPS 346 457 803 
MEAT 1016 C 1016 
MILK 10108 c 1C108 
EGGS 76 A 76 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 33860 C 33860 
RAW SUGAR 2482 0 2482 
ROOT CROPS 1428 c 1428 
PULSES 1681 G 1681 
FRUIT, VEG. 11543 C 11543 
OIL CROPS 346 457 803 
MEAT 1016 Q 1016 
MILK 10108 G 10108 
EGGS 76 C 76 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
26299 7561 2574 
2013 469 241 
1081 347 63 
1245 436 57 
lb6C6 -4C62 73 
594 209 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26299 7561 2574 
2i.l3 469 241 
1081 347 63 
1245 436 57 
15606 -4062 73 
594 209 -65 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RcSTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 54161 G 54161 
RAW SUGAR 4466 C 4466 
ROOT CROPS 2226 V 2226 
PULSES 2630 G 2630 
FRUIT, VEG. 20171 0 20171 
OIL CROPS 667 827 1494 
MEAT 2215 0 2215 
MILK 18932 c 18932 
EGGS 169 0 169 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 54161 0 54161 
RAW SUGAR 4466 0 4466 
ROOT CROPS 2226 0 2226 
PULSES 2630 c 2630 
FRUIT, VEG. 20171 0 20171 
OIL CROPS 667 827 1494 
MEAT 2215 G 2215 
MILK 18932 C 18932 
EGGS 169 0 169 
PGR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
33957 20204 2574 
2864 1602 241 
1100 1126 63 
1337 1293 57 
25 546 -5373 73 
594 900 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
33957 20204 2574 
2864 1602 241 
1100 1126 63 
1337 1293 57 
25546 -5373 73 
594 900 -65 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22613 5860 28472 
RAW SUGAR 2564 C 2564 
ROOT CROPS 8215 4402 12618 
PULSES 479 113 593 
FRUIT, VEG. 17897 0 17897 
OIL CROPS 2976 1358 4334 
MEAT 1268 1268 
MILK 3660 330 3991 
EGGS 953 C 953 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
26574 
3682 
9591 
594 
22699 
4447 
192G 
5334 
1292 
8558 
C 
6430 
165 
C 
1983 
483 
35132 
3682 
16C21 
759 
22699 
6430 
1920 
5816 
1292 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
22760 
333 
11468 
418 
21076 
670 
5712 
2231 
1150 
175 
-3179 
3 664 
4301 
1282 
64 
90 
16 
1425 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26934 8198 4301 
526 3156 1282 
12896 3125 64 
476 283 90 
34024 -11324 16 
674 5756 1425 
197G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS Ô5G42 1726 66768 
RAW SUGAR 3641 0 3641 
ROOT CROPS 26908 3098 30005 
PULSES 1225 C 1225 
FRUIT, VEG. 37200 142 37342 
OIL CROPS 3417 1279 4696 
MEAT 2122 C 2122 
MILK 1890 0 1890 
EGGS 850 0 850 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIOiM=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 65042 1726 66768 
RAW SUGAR 3641 G 3641 
ROOT CROPS 26908 3098 30005 
PULSES 1225 C 1225 
FRUIT, VEG. 37200 142 37342 
OIL CROPS 3417 1279 4696 
MEAT 2122 0 2122 
MILK 1890 c  1890 
EGGS 850 0 850 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
68C11 
5078 
34454 
1273 
37041 
5284 
-1241 
—1436 
-4447 
—46 
301 
-588 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1C99 
-vl 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
68990 -2220 -31C2 
5125 -1483 -1613 
34974 -4968 -1939 
1286 -59 -142 
37387 — 44 -225 
5289 -592 -1099 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND INO. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 103242 3355 106597 
RAW SUGAR 6954 0 6954 
ROOT CROPS 41058 6182 47240 
PULSES 1979 0 1979 
FRUIT, VEG. 62339 284 62623 
OIL CROPS 6918 2394 9311 
MEAT 4102 G 4102 
MILK 3958 r 3958 
EGGS 1658 G 1658 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTI ON=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 103242 3355 106597 
RAW SUGAR 6954 G 6954 
ROOT CROPS 41058 6182 47240 
PULSES 1979 0 1979 
FRUIT, VEG. 62339 284 62623 
OIL CROPS 6918 2394 9311 
MEAT 4102 C 41Û2 
MILK 3958 G 3958 
EGGS 1658 C 1658 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
90346 16251 -31C2 
6111 843 -1613 
46345 896 -1939 
1447 532 -142 
52670 9953 -225 
6665 2646 -1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
93779 12818 -3102 
6236 718 -1613 
48097 -856 -1939 
1502 477 -142 
53650 8973 -225 
6675 2636 -1099 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2257 1932 4189 
RAW SUGAR 821 C 821 
ROOT CROPS 854 C 8 54 
PULSES 45 2 47 
FRUIT, VEG. 2426 G 2426 
OIL CROPS 62 23 85 
MEAT 1836 C 1386 
MILK 7042 2277 9319 
EGGS 160 G 160 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
M.T 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC 
FOOD AND IND. 
DISAPPEARANCE 
FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2879 2543 5422 
RAW SUGAR 1092 C 1092 
ROOT CROPS 1136 G 1136 
PULSES 63 2 65 
FRUIT, VEG. 3361 0 3361 
OIL CROPS 83 31 114 
MEAT 2504 0 2504 
MILK 9439 3100 12539 
EGGS 215 G 215 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
14713 -1C523 — 6 044 
1978 -1155 -651 
792 62 — 6 
52 -4 -5 
2671 -244 -269 
39 46 51 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
18740 -13318 — 6044 
2191 -1G98 -651 
638 498 — 6 
52 13 -5 
3267 94 -269 
66 48 51 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
UMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE= HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 293693 25329 319022 
RAW SUGAR 29366 571 29937 
ROOT CROPS 132001 11422 143423 
PULSES 26631 1040 27671 
FRUIT, VEG. 164568 2316 166883 
OIL CROPS 12608 5705 18313 
MEAT 14657 G 14657 
MILK 78817 1661 80478 
EGGS 2566 C 2566 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 293693 25329 319022 
RAW SUGAR 29366 571 29937 
ROOT CROPS 132001 11422 143423 
PULSES 26631 1G4C 27671 
FRUIT, VEG. 164568 2316 166883 
OIL CROPS 126C8 5705 18313 
MEAT 14657 0 14657 
MILK 78817 1661 80478 
EGGS 2566 G 2566 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
282361 
31958 
138684 
24412 
157099 
21363 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
35661 
-2C19 
4740 
3259 
9 784 
-3049 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LGW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
284576 
32007 
139209 
24442 
157488 
21369 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
34447 
-2C69 
4214 
3229 
9395 
-3055 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 10ÛC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 453516 43490 497CC6 
RAW SUGAR 49181 928 5G108 
ROOT CROPS 207341 20237 227578 
PULSES 40715 1855 42571 
FRUIT, VEG. 270427 3980 274407 
OIL CROPS 22300 9741 32041 
MEAT 26449 C 26449 
MILK 136063 28 07 138870 
EGGS 4843 C 4843 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 453516 4349C 497006 
RAW SUGAR 49181 928 50108 
ROOT CROPS 207341 20237 227578 
PULSES 40715 1855 42571 
FRUIT, VEG. 270427 3980 274407 
OIL CROPS 22300 9741 32041 
MEAT 26449 0 26449 
MILK 136063 2807 138870 
EGGS 4843 0 4843 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
366700 
44573 
179739 
27704 
205390 
27331 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
130306 
5536 
47839 
14867 
69017 
4711 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
371104 
44727 
181513 
27801 
206518 
27343 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1259C2 
5381 
46G65 
14770 
67889 
4699 
196r. DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 93165 72452 165617 
RAW SUGAR 14027 0 14027 
ROOT CROPS 45866 44806 90673 
PULSES 4035 1341 5377 
FRUIT, VEG. 104445 2967 107412 
OIL CROPS 11836 4819 16655 
MEAT 16090 0 16C9G 
MILK 54156 22778 76935 
EGGS 3623 C 3623 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 112300 99907 212207 
RAW SUGAR 20555 G 2G555 
ROOT CROPS 50964 61099 112C63 
PULSES 5656 1918 7574 
FRUIT, VEG. 139938 3802 143739 
OIL CROPS 16045 6966 23011 
MEAT 23327 0 23327 
MILK 74944 31655 106600 
EGGS 5222 0 5222 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
152373 
21335 
9C044 
5001 
125605 
11519 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
13244 
-7307 
629 
375 
-18192 
5136 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
18C889 
28059 
99662 
6480 
175487 
14384 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
31318 
-7 503 
12402 
1C94 
-31747 
8627 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 134916 249850 384766 
RA« SUGAR 33506 73 33580 
ROOT CROPS 104058 88001 192059 
PULSES 4558 3C37 7595 
FRUIT, VEG. 140988 84 141071 
OIL CROPS 8278 22164 30442 
MEAT 53817 0 53817 
MILK 188477 72180 260657 
EGGS 10475 0 10475 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 134916 249850 384766 
RAW SUGAR 33506 73 33580 
ROOT CROPS 104058 88001 192059 
PULSES 4558 3037 7595 
FRUIT, VEG. 140988 84 141C71 
OIL CROPS 8278 22164 30442 
MEAT 53817 G 53817 
MILK 188477 72180 260657 
EGGS 10475 0 10475 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26072 
172334 
17302 
123370 
37200 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-84187 
7507 
19225 
-9706 
17702 
-6757 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2499C 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
468954 
26072 
172834 
17302 
123370 
372G0 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-84187 
7507 
19225 
-9706 
17702 
-6757 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC iM.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 153734 328855 482589 
RAW SUGAR 43072 95 43167 
ROOT CROPS 112482 11632C 228801 
PULSES 5581 4198 9780 
FRUIT, VEG. 132254 95 182349 
OIL CROPS 10636 29068 39704 
MEAT 72090 C 72090 
MILK 232938 95623 328561 
EGGS 13310 0 13310 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 153734 328855 482589 
RAW SUGAR 43072 95 43167 
ROOT CROPS 112482 116320 228801 
PULSES 5581 4198 9780 
FRUIT, VEG. 182254 95 182349 
OIL CROPS 10636 29068 39704 
MEAT 72090 G 72090 
MILK 232938 95623 328561 
EGGS 13310 0 13310 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
639706 
34565 
152630 
28583 
154329 
62939 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-157116 
8602 
76172 
- 1 8 8 0 2  
28020 
-23235 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
639716 
34569 
152632 
28583 
154336 
62940 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-157127 
8598 
76169 
-18 802 
28013 
-23235 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 521773 347629 869404 
RAW SUGAR 76899 645 77544 
ROOT CROPS 281925 144229 426154 
PULSES 35225 5418 40643 
FRUIT, VEG. 409999 5366 415365 
OIL CROPS 32722 32688 65410 
MEAT 84563 0 84563 
MILK 321448 96619 418068 
EGGS 16663 0 16663 
1970 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 521773 347629 869404 
RAW SUGAR 76899 645 77544 
ROOT CROPS 281925 144229 426154 
PULSES 35225 5418 40643 
FRUIT, VEG. 409999 5366 415365 
OIL CROPS 32722 32688 65410 
MEAT 84563 0 84563 
MILK 321448 96619 418068 
EGGS 16663 n 16663 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
904688 -35282 -8967 
79365 -182C 137 
401561 24593 -839C 
46716 -6C72 191 
406073 9292 1193 
7GÛ81 -4671 1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
905902 
79414 
402086 
46745 
406462 
7C088 
36497 
-1869 
24068 
-6101 
8903 
-4677 
-8967 
137 
-8C9C 
191 
1193 
1872 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 719549 472250 1191793 
RAW SUGAR 112806  1C23 113829 
ROOT CROPS 370786 197655 568441 
PULSES 51953 7972 59925 
FRUIT, VEG. 592618 7876 600494 
OIL CROPS 48980 45775 94755 
MEAT 121865 C 121865 
MILK 443944 130085  574029 
EGGS 23374 0 23374 
1985 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 719549 472250 1191793 
RAW SUGAR 1128G6 1023 113829 
ROOT CROPS 370786 197655 568441 
PULSES 51953 7972 59925 
FRUIT, VEG. 592618 7876 600494 
OIL CROPS 48980 45775 94755 
MEAT 121865 0 121865 
MILK 443944 130085 574029 
EGGS 23374 G 23374 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
1187286 
107196 
432029  
62767 
5352G5 
104652  
4 507 
6633 
136412 
-2841 
65289  
-9896 
-8967 
137 
-889C 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 9 6  NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
1191701 
107354 
432807  
62863  
536341 
104665 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
92 
6475 
134635 
-2938 
64153 
-9909 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
781 
APPENDIX C. 2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS 
Appendix C.l. 2000 Production-Demand Comparisons for Low 
Variant Population Trends 
Appendix C.l.a. 2000 production-demand comparisons for low variant popula­
tion trends and constant per capita income 
2G0C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LQW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 35615 143962 179577 46C448  -280871 -34582 
RAW SUGAR 12630 39 12669 90C4  3665 5927 
ROOT CROPS 15493 2219 17712 21006 -3293 -672 
PULSES 1630 3 1633 1662 -28 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 52681 0 52681 35725 16957 633  
OIL CROPS 3631 12645 16275 78308 -62031 — 4460 
MEAT 24649  C 24649 
MILK 71607 1790  73397 
EGGS 5487 C 5487 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 OEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 4957 19343 24300 42944 -18643 •7358 
RAW SUGAR 1630 0 1630 296 1334 759 
ROOT CROPS 3047 176 3224 4023 -799 6 
PULSES 150 13 163 67 96 38 
FRUIT, VEG. 5254 0 5254 2062 3193 1256 
OIL CROPS 320 80C 1119 1237 -117 287 
MEAT 2451 0 2451 
MILK 12192 1878 1407C 
EGGS 509 0 509 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T. FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 19705 288C 22585 25631 -3044 97 
RAW SUGAR 3805 C 3805 4845 -1039 
-4C2 
ROOT CROPS 1312 59 1371 1628 -256 4 
PULSES 2506 0 25G6 4000 -1493 
-2 
FRUIT, VEG. 10390 42 1C432 7352 3C80 -331 
OIL CROPS 648 649 1297 1728 -430 -3 
MEAT 2201 0 22Û1 
MILK 9286 163 9449 
EGGS 529 C 529 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PDPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LANG RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 8322 752 9073 4245 4829 1253 
RAW SUGAR 2178 0 2178 9724 -7545 -7291 
ROOT CROPS 4176 97 4273 2448 1826 47 
PULSES 780 0 780 520 26G -4 
FRUIT, VEG. 11022 613 11635 8554 3C81 -1633 
OIL CROPS 220 165 385 150 236 62 
MEAT 1344 0 1344 
MILK 4894 400 5293 
EGGS 224 C 224 
20GG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 19 60 0EMAÎ 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 22337 13634 36C20 33851 21TC 1415 
RAW SUGAR 7056 0 7056 1C750 -3693 -801 
ROOT CROPS 37391 10150 47541 54678 -7135 -242 
PULSES 4236 0 4236 3293 943 -180 
FRUIT, VEG. 19376 267 19644 21269 -1624 -31C 
OIL CROPS 1044 571 1615 4064 -2448  -82 
MEAT 4852 G 4852 
MILK 11646 509 12155 
EGGS 671 671 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T. FOR ARGENTINA,  URUGUAY 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 7347 4985 12332 17815 -5482 5764 
RAW SUGAR 1377 0 1377 1789 -411 -62 
ROOT CROPS 3487 273 3761 4244 -482 -23 
PULSES 91 0 91 118 -26 
-2 
FRUIT, VEG. 8273 C 8273 9886 -1613 58 
OIL CROPS 478 538 1016 1756 -739  -450 
MEAT 3462 0 3462 
MILK 7543 35 7579 
EGGS 243 0 243  
O 
200G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOC-C M.T. FUR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 15600  1868 17468 10697 6770 1709 
RAW SUGAR 4670  0 4670 5246 -576 —344 
ROOT CROPS 13598 1882 15480 1C566 4912 -81 
PULSES 1283 C 1283 788 496 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 24347 715 25063 17 046 8016 1330  
OIL CROPS 539 368 9C7  726 182 163 
MEAT 3327 0 3327 
MILK 11309 764 12073 
EGGS 494 C 494  
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD 
CEREALS 36616 61814 98430 155505 -SlZl'i 23919 
RAW SUGAR 10186 40 1C226 1G471 -244  2356 
ROOT CROPS 35760 37063  72823 13588  59234 1166 
PULSES 1552 392 1944 463 1481 968 
FRUIT, VEG. 56331 1138 57469 57788 -318 13079 
OIL CROPS 2857 6527 9384 650 8734 8031 
MEAT 15558 C 15558 
MILK 66105 35253 101358 
EGGS 3C76 0 3C76 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PQPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD.  LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 21314 14213 35527 34629 898 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2291  0 2291 3815 -1523 328  
ROOT CROPS 10363 1106 11469 15627 -4157 105 
PULSES 1179 919  2C98  174C 358 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 39046 528 39575 99170 -59595 -5394 
OIL CROPS 6490 510  6999 8010 -lOlC 773 
MEAT 2632  G 2632 
MILK 10143 8036  18180 
EGGS 837 0 337 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 36661 41694 78355 94836 -16480 4509  
RAW SUGAR 3692 0 3692 12734  -9041 
-1275 
ROOT CROPS 31752 47327 79078  75390 3689 -3705  
PULSES 763 141 904 1562  -657  -24 
FRUIT, VEG. 23125 751 23876 42681 -18804 -734 
OIL CROPS 930 1575 2504 4460 -1955 519 
MEAT 5812  C 5812 
MILK 24399 14051 38450 
EGGS 1031 G 1C31 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. PGR U.S.S.R. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 93660  44427 138087  139585 -1497 4367 
RAW SUGAR 10342 G 10342 17976 -7633 720 
ROOT CROPS 82426 38106 120532 86155 34377 3439 
PULSES 1837 2601 4438 37848 -33409 56 
FRUIT, VEG. 32305 G 32305 78640  —46334 1046 
OIL CROPS 1803 3955 5758 12353 -7094 -268 
MEAT 11860 0 11860 
MILK 50170 26912 77082 
EGGS 2227 C 2227 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTH AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 39108 2648 41756 23749 18006  2406  
RAW SUGAR 3039 0 3039 1350 1689  802  
ROOT CROPS 2900 0 2900  3128 -227 76 
PULSES 2414 532 2946 2105 841 -31 
FRUIT, VEG. 19712 0 19712 24181 -4468 •3C58 
OIL CROPS 2832 32  2864 2169 695 -133 
MEAT 2950 G 2950 
MILK 15678 C 15678 
EGGS 499 0 499  
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
1 3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMANI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 24867 185G 26716 16766 9950  763 
RAW SUGAR 980  G 980 288  692  233 
ROOT CROPS 111278 G 111278 69393 41885 -231 
PULSES 2784 0 2784 4284 -1500 -665 
FRUIT, VEG. 33033 G 33038  19893 13145 -76 
OIL CROPS 3106 0 3106 5208  -2101 -2297 
MEAT 1431 0 1431 
MILK 1918 11 1929 
EGGS 176 0 176 
2000  PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR EAST AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
( 2 )  I N C O M E  GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 17332 722  18054 12984 5070 18 
RAW SUGAR 875 C 875 1734 -859  95 
ROOT CROPS 10052 97 10149 6 043 4106 -51 
PULSES 1569 0 1569 965 604  -42 
FRUIT, VEG. 11731 C 11731 7911 3820  49 
OIL CROPS 686 183 869 996 -126 
-72 
MEAT 1803 C 1803  
MILK 3615 352 3968  
EGGS 61 0 61 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR REP. GF S. AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LQW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
, DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY' FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD.  LESS PROD 
CEREALS 8053  3528 11581 7801 378C -794 
RAW SUGAR 1670 C 1670 2939  -1168 -345 
ROOT CROPS 865 102 967  726  241 -3 
PULSES 185  G 135 68  117 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 5761 u 5761 6660 -898 -520 
OIL CROPS 131 196 326 232  95 -98 
MEAT 18C3 C 18C3 
MILK 5430 844  6274 
EGGS 138 0 138 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 36793 16234 53027  26682  26346 2520 
RAW SUGAR 3525 0 3 525 2166 1360 694 
ROOT CROPS 4214  9C 4304 4571 -265 -18 
PULSES 1774 24 1797 948 850  -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 35069 2019 37088 38294 -1205 -1123 
OIL CROPS 2194  415 2609 1601 1C08  159 
MEAT 2608 0 2608  
MILK 16590 967 17557 
EGGS 387 0 387 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 36793 16234 53027 29031 23996 2520 
RAW SUGAR 3525 G 3525 23G6 1219 694 
ROOT CROPS 4214 90 4304 4650 — 344 -18 
PULSES 1774 24 1797 1025 773 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 35069 2019 37088 38704 -1614 1123 
OIL CROPS 2194 415 2609 1606 1003 159 
MEAT 2608 0 26G8 
MILK 16590 967 17557 
EGGS 387 C 387 
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD.  
CEREALS 161072 8SC 161953 167141 -5187 980 
RAW SUGAR 16356 793 17149 23880 -6738 -507  
ROOT CROPS 16274 0 16274  13570 2704  C 
PULSES 23245 930 24174 14528  9647  2 
FRUIT, VEG. 45764 0 45764 23619 22145 0 
OIL CROPS 3708 4541 8249  9805  -1555 -560 
MEAT 1163 0 1163 
MILK 41141 0 41141 
EGGS 244 0 244  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
( 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD.  LESS PROD 
CEREALS 161072 880 161953 175641 -13687 980  
RAW SUGAR 16356 793 17149 24 84C -7690 -507 
ROOT CROPS 16274 C 16274 14111 2163 0 
PULSES 23245 930  24174 15106 9068  2 
FRUIT, VEG. 45764 C 45764 23619 22145 G 
OIL CROPS 3708 4541 8249 1C223 -1973 -560 
MEAT 1163 C 1163 
MILK 41141 0 41141 
EGGS 244 0 244 
2000 PRODUCTION -DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE= LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 54491 C 54491 39311 15180 2574 
RAW SUGAR 3702 C 3 1 0 2  3378 325 241 
ROOT CROPS 2399 C 2399 1063 1337 63 
PULSES 2788 C 2783 1319 1469 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 17587 0 17587 31448 -13860 73 
OIL CROPS 511 698 12G9 569 640 -65 
MEAT 1369 C 1369 
MILK 14333 0 14333 
EGGS 102 p 1C2 
2000 PRODUCTICh l-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE= LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 54491 0 54491 4 2 201 1229G 2574 
RAW SUGAR 3702 C 37G2 3643 59 241 
ROOT CROPS 2399 G 2399 1116 1284 63 
PULSES 2788 C 2788 1421 1367 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 17587 0 17587 33866 -16278 73 
OIL CROPS 511 698 1209 394 615 -65 
MEAT 1369 C 1369 
MILK 14333 C 14333 
EGGS 102 0 102 
VD 
ro 
200G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T, FOR JAPAN 
;UMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE =LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIGN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND INO. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 26189 3779 29969 32293  -2323 4301 
RAW SUGAR 1828 n 1820  705 1123 1282 
ROOT CROPS 9730 2839 12569 13733 -1163 64 
PULSES 496 73 569 538 32 9C 
FRUIT, VEG. 16034 0 16034  47847 -31312 16 
OIL CROPS 1835 876 2710 900 181C 1425 
MEAT 742 C 742 
MILK 2480 213 2693 
EGGS 633 0 683 
2CCC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 118724 3137 121861 111215 12646 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 6119 G 6119 6989  -369 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 5C682  3651 54333 56231 -1897 -1939 
PULSES 2331 C 2331 1607 724 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 68129 159 68288 69076 -787 -225 
OIL CROPS 5556 2190 7746 8 005 -258 -1099 
MEAT 3449 C 3449 
MILK 3034 c 3C34 
EGGS 1428 c 1428 
2DCC PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FUR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
13) LAND RFSTRICTION=HIGH 
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20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 118724 3137 121861 111215 1C646 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 6119 0 6119 6989 -869 —1613 
ROOT CROPS 50682 3651 54333 56231 -1897 -1939 
PULSES 2331 0 2331 1607 724 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 68129 159 68288 6 9076 -787 -225 
OIL CROPS 5556 219C 7746 8 005 -258 -1099 
MEAT 3449 G 3449 
MILK 3034 G 3C34 
EGGS 1428 C 1428 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 118724 3137 121861 118279 3582 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 6119 0 6119 7141 -1021 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 50682 3651 54333 58317 -3983 -1939 
PULSES 2331 0 2331 1702 629 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 68129 159 68288 7G241 -1952 -225 
OIL CROPS 5556 2190 7746 8014 -267 -1099 
MEAT 3449 0 3449 
MILK 3034 0 3034 
EGGS 1428 c 1428 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OCEANIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3315 2706 6021 21262 -15240 -6044 
RAW SUGAR 1170 0 1170 2262 -1091 -651 
ROOT CROPS 1225 C 1225 484 740 — 6 
PULSES 63 2 66 53 13 -5 
FRUIT, VEG. 3325 G 3325 3857 -531 -269 
OIL CROPS 86 33 119 90 29 51 
MEAT 2686 0 2686 
MILK 10049 3358 13408 
EGGS 229 C 229 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 489132 39144 528276 44C478 87798 7811 
RAW SUGAR 45970 793 46763 56187 -9423 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 247830 15652 263482 217710 45772 -2429 
PULSES 42456 1486 43942 29998 13943 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 273860 3591 277450 249025 28425 — 6342 
OIL CROPS 19841 8518 28359 32827 -4467 -4306 
MEAT 22324 0 22324 
MILK 116522 2676 119198 
EGGS 3961 0 3961 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T, FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 489132 39144 528276 461147 67129 7811 
RAW SUGAR 45970 793 46763 57644 -10880 
-2342 
ROOT CROPS 247830 15652 263482 220442 43C4C -2429 
PULSES 42456 1486 43942 3C851 13091 
-1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 273860 3591 277450 252938 24512 -6342 
OIL CROPS 19841 8518 28359 33281 -4921 -4306 
MEAT 22324 0 22324 
MILK 116522 2676 119198 
EGGS 3961 0 3961 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 10ÛC M.T. FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 125329 68270 193599 21C621 -17021 8214 
R A W  SUGAR 16589 0 16589 34964 -18374 -6485 
ROOT CROPS 58098 45360 103458 11C087 -6628 -4734 
PULSES 5896 1104 70C0 8346 -1345 177 
FRUIT, VEG. 111177 2572 113749 224989 -111238 -9494 
OIL CROPS 10812 4650 15463 17300 -1837 2289 
MEAT 17700 0 17700 
MILK 63557 21280 84836 
EGGS 3573 0 3573 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PDPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 177616 277691 455307 828290 -372982 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 36562 79 36642 41098 — 4456 8966 
ROOT CROPS 142494 84227 226721 130499 96222 -1725 
PULSES 5304 3039 8343 4C130 -31786 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 153264 70 153334 178945 -2561C 17034 
OIL CROPS 8950 24296 33246 93388 -6C140 3890 
MEAT 58128 0 58128 
MILK 213485 71582 285067 
EGGS 11740 C 11740 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 177616 277691 455307 828425 -373117 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 36562 79 36642 41151 -4509 8966 
ROOT CROPS 142494 84227 226721 13C526 96195 -1725 
PULSES 5304 3039 8343 4C130 -31786 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 153264 70 153334 179024 -25689 17034 
OIL CROPS 8950 24296 33246 93391 -60143 3890 
MEAT 58128 0 58128 
MILK 213485 71582 285067 
EGGS 11740 C 1174C 
200G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 N.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PDPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 792076 385103 1177176 1479368 -302191 •8967 
RAW SUGAR 99120 872 99993 132248 -32255 137 
ROOT CROPS 448421 145239 593660 458295 135365 •8890 
PULSES 53656 5629 59285 7 8474 -19188 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 533300 6233 544533 652958 -108424 1193 
OIL CROPS 39603 37465 77068 143513 —66445 1372 
MEAT 98151 0 98151 
MILK 393562 95537 489099 
EGGS 19273 0 19273 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC K.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PQPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 792076 335103 1177176 1500175 -322998 •8967 
RAW SUGAR 99120 872 99993 133759 -33765 137 
ROOT CROPS 448421 145239 593660 461053 132607 •8890 
PULSES 53656 5629 59285 79327 -20C41 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 538300 6233 544533 656950 -112416 1193 
OIL CROPS 39603 37465 77068 143970 -66902 1872 
MEAT 98151 G 98151 
MILK 393562 95537 489099 
EGGS 19273 0 19273 
800 
Appendix C.l.b. 2000 production-demand comparisons for low variant popula­
tion trends and low variant income trends 
20GG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOD M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 33307 151062 184369 
RAW SUGAR 12630 41 12671 
ROOT CROPS 14956 2329 17284 
PULSES 1573 3 1576 
FRUIT, VEG. 56117 0 56117 
OIL CROPS 3761 13268 17029 
MEAT 26900 C 26900 
MILK 66731 1878 68609 
EGGS 5297 0 5297 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4775 20396 25171 
RAW SUGAR 1630 0 1630 
ROOT CROPS 2751 186 2937 
PULSES 145 13 159 
FRUIT, VEG. 5801 0 5801 
OIL CROPS 342 843 1135 
MEAT 2716 C 2716 
MILK 11390 1980 13370 
EGGS 492 0 492 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
46G448 
9004 
21006 
1662 
35725 
78308 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-276079 
3 666 
-3720 
-85 
20392 
-61277 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
—4460 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
42944 
296 
4023 
67 
2062 
1237 
-17772 
1334 
-1085 
92 
3739 
-5C 
-7358 
759 
Ô 
38 
1256 
287 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19628 2855 22483 
RAW SUGAR 3777 G 3777 
ROOT CROPS 1307 59 1365 
PULSES 2497 C 2497 
FRUIT, VEG. 10275 42 10316 
OIL CROPS 642 643 1285 
MEAT 2177 C 2177 
MILK 9234 162 9396 
EGGS 522 C 522 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8378 778 9155 
RAW SUGAR 2183 C 2183 
ROOT CROPS 4125 103 4228 
PULSES 778 0 778 
FRUIT, VEG. 11093 595 11688 
OIL CROPS 228 193 421 
MEAT 1429 C 1429 
MILK 5164 397 5561 
EGGS 246 0 246 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
25631 -3146 97 
4845 -1068 -402 
1628 -262 4 
4000 -1503 -2 
7352 2964 -331 
1728 -442 -3 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
4245 4911 1253 
9724 -7541 -7291 
2448 1780 47 
520 259 -4 
8554 3134 -1633 
150 271 62 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 23534 15387 38921 
RAW SUGAR 7056 C 7056 
ROOT CROPS 38822 11414 50236 
PULSES 4318 C 4318 
FRUIT, VEG. 21022 300 21323 
OIL CROPS 1177 643 1820 
MEAT 5450 0 5450 
MILK 13155 572 13727 
EGGS 742 C 742 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7681 5036 12717 
RAW SUGAR 1507 0 1507 
ROOT CROPS 3434 275 3709 
PULSES 106 C 106 
FRUIT, VEG. 9396 0 9396 
OIL CROPS 529 544 1072 
MEAT 3475 0 3475 
MILK 7703 37 7739 
EGGS 268 0 268 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
33851 
1C750 
54678 
3293 
21269 
4064 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
5G70 
-3693 
—4441 
1025 
54 
-2243 
196C DEMAND 
LESS'PROD. 
1415 
-801 
-242 
- 1 8 0  
-310 
-82 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
17815 
1739 
4244 
118 
9886 
1756 
-5096 
-281 
-533 
-11 
-490 
-682 
-5764 
—  6 2  
-23 
- 2  
58 
—450 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 16090 2032 18122 
RAW SUGAR 4806 0 4806 
ROOT CROPS 13927 2082 16009 
PULSES 1326 0 1326 
FRUIT, VEG. 25205 732 25938 
OIL CROPS 575 393 968 
MEAT 3609 0 3609 
MILK 12066 808 12874 
EGGS 532 G 532 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LQW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LQW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31288 78750 110038 
RAW SUGAR 11258 50 11308 
ROOT CROPS 27152 49041 76194 
PULSES 1608 482 2090 
FRUIT, VEG. 66894 1336 68230 
OIL CROPS 2920 8403 11323 
MEAT 20312 C 20312 
MILK 69420 45374 114794 
EGGS 3813 0 3813 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
1C69T 
5246 
IC568 
788 
17046 
726 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7425 
-439 
5441 
538 
8892 
242 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1709 
-344 
- 8 1  
-55 
-1330 
163 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
155505 
10471 
13588 
463 
57788 
650 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-45466 
836 
62605 
1627 
10442 
10 673 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 17546 22719 40266 
RAW SUGAR 3330 0 3330 
ROOT CROPS 9938 1788 11725 
PULSES 1179 1459 2638 
FRUIT, VEG. 46705 857 47562 
OIL CROPS 8029 828 8857 
MEAT 4349 G 4349 
MILK 14102 13C09 27110 
EGGS 1269 0 1269 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31327 57735 89061 
RAW SUGAR 4930 C 4930 
ROOT CROPS 24487 59335 83821 
PULSES 819 217 1036 
FRUIT, VEG. 32277 1138 33415 
OIL CROPS 1315 2291 3607 
MEAT 8030 --0 8030 
MILK 28690 18303 46993 
EGGS 1381 0 1381 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
34629 5636 6587 
3815 -484 328 
15627 -3901 1G5 
1740 898 125 
99170 -51608 -5394 
8010 847 773 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
94836 -5774 4509 
12734 -7803 -1275 
75390 8432 -3705 
1562 -525 -24 
42681 -9265 -734 
4460 -852 519 
20rC PkODUCTICN-DEKAiND COMPARISONS IN lOOC P.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LUW 
(3 ) LAND RESTRICTION = HIGH 
DOMESTIC D TSAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 17546 22719 4C266 
RAW SUGAR 3330 0 3330 
ROOT CROPS 9938 1788 11725 
PULSES 1179 1459 2638 
FRUIT, VEG. 46705 857 47562 
OIL CROPS 8029 828 8857 
MEAT 4349 C 4349 
MILK 14102 13009 27110 
EGGS 1269 0 1269 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31327 57735 89061 
RAW SUGAR 4930 C 4930 
ROOT CROPS 24487 59335 83821 
PULSES 819 217 1036 
FRUIT, VEG. 32277 1138 33415 
OIL CROPS 1315 2291 3607 
MEAT 8030 0 8030 
MILK 28690 18303 46993 
EGGS 1381 0 1331 
FCR SCUTHFRN EilRtJP[ 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196: f:EMA',n 
PRODUCTION LE-S3 PROD. LcSS PKOD. 
34629 5636 6587 
3815 -484 328 
15627 -3901 1C5 
1740 898 125 
99170 -516C8 -5394 
8C10 847 773 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
94836 
12734 
75390 
1562 
42681 
4460 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-5774 
-7803 
8432 
-525 
-9265 
-852 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC 
FOOD AND IND. 
DISAPPEARANCE 
FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
73845 
15315 
58646 
2014 
43178 
3191 
17106 
59604 
3083 
63543 
0 
54503 
3720 
0 
5656 
G 
38491 
137388 
15315 
113148 
5734 
43178 
8847 
17106 
1G8C95 
3083 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 39641 2907 42548 
RAW SUGAR 3195 0 3195 
ROOT CROPS 2959 G 2959 
PULSES 2469 586 3055 
FRUIT, VEG. 20703 0 2C703 
OIL CROPS 3230 37 3267 
MEAT 3101 0 3101 
MILK 16452 0 16452 
EGGS 531 c 531 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
139585 
17976 
86155 
37848 
78640 
12853 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2197 
—2 660 
26993 
-32113 
-35461 
—4005 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23749 
1350 
3128 
2105 
24181 
2169 
18799 
1845 
- 1 6 8  
949 
-3477 
1098 
2406 
802 
76 
-31 
-3058 
-133 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1Û0C M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND HMD. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22092 1340 23431 
RAW SUGAR 764 0 764 
ROOT CROPS 104811 0 104811 
PULSES 2605 c 26C5 
FRUIT, VEG. 29387 0 29387 
OIL CROPS 2781 G 2781 
MEAT 1175 c 1175 
MILK 1599 14 1613 
EGGS 143 0 143 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 16967 691 17657 
RAW SUGAR 894 0 894 
ROOT CROPS 10198 133 10331 
PULSES 1589 G 1589 
FRUIT, VEG. 12610 0 12610 
OIL CROPS 646 152 798 
MEAT 1717 G 1717 
MILK 3668 301 3969 
EGGS 55 0 55 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
16766 6665 763 
288 477 233 
69393 35419 -231 
4284 -1679 -665 
19893 9493 -76 
5208 -2426 -2297 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
12984 4673 18 
1734 -840 95 
6043 4288 -51 
965 624 -42 
7911 4699 49 
996 -196 -72 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3C73 3483 11557 
RAW SUGAR 1665 G 1665 
ROOT CROPS 863 100 963 
PULSES 184 c 184 
FRUIT, VEG. 5697 c 5697 
OIL CROPS 128 193 321 
MEAT 1783 C 1783 
MILK 5355 833 6188 
EGGS 136 0 136 
FDR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
7801 3756 -794 
2839 -1172 -345 
726 238 -3 
68 116 2 
6660 -962 -52C 
232 89 -98 
CO 
o 
00 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 37740 17941 55681 
RAW SUGAR 3923 C 3923 
ROOT CROPS 4328 100 4428 
PULSES 1854 24 1878 
FRUIT* VEG. 37759 2240 39999 
OIL CROPS 2298 460 2758 
MEAT 2943 0 2943 
MILK 18143 1072 19215 
EGGS 453 0 453 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 37740 17941 55681 
RAW SUGAR 3923 0 3923 
ROOT CROPS 4328 100 4428 
PULSES 1854 24 1878 
FRUIT, VEG. 37759 2240 39999 
OIL CROPS 2298 460 2758 
MEAT 2943 0 2943 
MILK 18143 1072 19215 
EGGS 453 0 453 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
26682 
2166 
4571 
948 
38294 
1601 
290C0 
1757 
-142 
931 
1704 
1157 
2520 
694 
-18 
-57 
1123 
159 
FDR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
29031 
2306 
4650 
1025 
38704 
1606 
26650 
1616 
- 2 2 1  
853 
1295 
1153 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
20G0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 172519 1125 173644 
RAW SUGAR 19015 1014 20029 
ROOT CROPS 16862 C 16862 
PULSES 25344 1188 26533 
FRUIT, VEG. 52213 G 52213 
OIL CROPS 4442 5806 10247 
MEAT 1282 0 1282 
MILK 53032 0 53032 
EGGS 320 0 320 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 172519 1125 173644 
RAW SUGAR 19015 1014 20029 
ROOT CROPS 16862 0 16862 
PULSES 25344 1188 26533 
FRUIT, VEG. 52213 G 52213 
OIL CROPS 4442 5806 1G247 
MEAT 1282 0 1282 
MILK 53032 0 53032 
EGGS 320 G 320 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
167141 6503 980 
23888 -3858 -507 
13570 3292 C 
14528 12035 2 
23619 28594 C 
9805 442 -560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
175641 
24840 
14111 
15106 
23619 
10223 
-1995 
-4810 
2751 
11426 
28594 
24 
980 
-507 
0 
2 
C 
-560 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 54786 C 54786 
RAW SUGAR 3732 c 3732 
ROOT CROPS 2397 0 2397 
PULSES 2796 0 2796 
FRUIT, VEG. 17802 c 17802 
OIL CROPS 511 687 1198 
MEAT 1406 C 1406 
MILK 14646 0 14646 
EGGS 103 c 103 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 54786 0 54786 
RAW SUGAR 3732 0 3732 
ROOT CROPS 2397 G 2397 
PULSES 2796 C 2796 
FRUIT, VEG. 17802 0 17802 
OIL CROPS 511 687 1198 
MEAT 1406 C 14 C 6 
MILK 14646 c 14646 
EGGS 103 0 103 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
39311 15476 2574 
3378 355 241 
1063 1334 63 
1319 1477 57 
31448 -13645 73 
569 629 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
42201 12586 2574 
3643 89 241 
1116 1281 63 
1421 1375 57 
33866 -16063 73 
594 604 -65 
2CC0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 25216 7153 32369 
RAW SUGAR 3104 C 31G4 
ROOT CROPS 9134 5375 14509 
PULSES 546 138 684 
FRUIT, VEG. 20641 0 2C641 
OIL CROPS 3666 1658 5323 
MEAT 1571 G 1571 
MILK 4459 403 4862 
EGGS 1132 C 1132 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
32293 76 43C1 
705 2399 1282 
13733 776 64 
538 147 90 
47847 -27205 16 
900 4423 1425 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 112929 2402 115332 
RAW SUGAR 5485 0 5485 
ROOT CROPS 48765 5000 53765 
PULSES 2238 G 2238 
FRUIT, VEG. 62246 230 62476 
OIL CROPS 5127 1860 6986 
MEAT 3037 0 3C37 
MILK 2774 0 2774 
EGGS 1299 G 1299 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 112929 2402 115332 
RAW SUGAR 5485 0 5485 
ROOT CROPS 48765 5000 53765 
PULSES 2238 0 2238 
FRUIT, VEG. 62246 230 62476 
OIL CROPS 5127 1860 6986 
MEAT 3037 C 3037 
MILK 2774 0 2774 
EGGS 1299 0 1299 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 19ÔC DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
111215 4117 -3102 
6989 -1502 -1613 
56231 -2465 -1939 
1607 631 -142 
69076 -6599 -225  
6005 -1017 -1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
118279 
7141 
58317 
1702 
7C241 
8014 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2946 
-1654 
-4550 
536 
-7764 
-1027 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3120 2721 5841 
RAW SUGAR 1173 C 1173 
ROOT CROPS 1225 0 1225 
PULSES 67 2 70 
FRUIT, VEG. 3582 C 3582 
OIL CROPS 89 33 122 
MEAT 2694 Q 2694 
MILK 1C173 3372 13545 
EGGS 231 C 231 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
21262  
2262  
484 
53 
3857 
90 
-1542C 
-1088 
740 
17 
-274 
32 
— 6C44 
-651 
— 6 
-5 
-269 
51 
2000 PRODUCTIDN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG K.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 494949 41676 536624 
RAW SUGAR 48425 1014 49439 
ROOT CROPS 241939 18490 260429 
PULSES 44547 1798 46345 
FRUIT, VEG. 277485 3878 281363 
OIL CROPS 20403 9503 29907 
MEAT 22957 0 22957 
MILK 132424 2797 135221 
EGGS 4055 0 4055 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 494949 41676 536624 
RAW SUGAR 48425 1014 49439 
ROOT CROPS 241939 18490 260429 
PULSES 44547 1798 46345 
FRUIT, VEG. 277485 3878 281363 
OIL CROPS 20403 9503 29907 
MEAT 22957 0 22957 
MILK 132424 2797 135221 
EGGS 4055 0 4055 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
440473 
56187 y 
217710 
29998 
249025 
32827 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
96147 
-6747 
42719 
16347 
32338 
-2919 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
461147 
57644 
22C442 
30851 
252938 
33281 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
75478 
-8204 
39987 
15494 
28426 
-3374 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
20G0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICGO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 116232 94932 211163 
RAW SUGAR 20188 0 20188 
ROOT CROPS 51358 58469 109827 
PULSES 6011 1778 7789 
FRUIT, VEG. 132823 3500 136323 
OIL CROPS 14647 6483 21130 
MEAT 22351 0 22351 
MILK 74048 29914 103961 
EGGS 4803 C 48 G 3 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
21C621 
34964 
11C087 
2346 
224989 
17300 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
542 
-14775 
-259 
-556 
-88665 
3 830 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
3214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LGW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 149298 323450 472749 
RAW SUGAR 42759 91 42850 
ROOT CROPS 107788 114863 222651 
PULSES 5496 4258 9755 
FRUIT, VEG. 180293 92 180385 
OIL CROPS 1Û577 28603 39130 
MEAT 70956 0 70956 
MILK 231087 94295 325382 
EGGS 13189 0 13189 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 149298 323450 472749 
RAW SUGAR 42759 91 42850 
ROOT CROPS 107788 114863 222651 
PULSES 5496 4258 9755 
FRUIT, VEG. 180293 92 180385 
OIL CROPS 10577 28603 39180 
MEAT 70956 0 70956 
MILK 231087 94295 325382 
EGGS 13189 c 13189 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
828290 
41098 
13C499 
40130 
178945 
93388 
-355540 
1752 
92152 
-30375 
1440 
-54207 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
828425 
41151 
130526 
40130 
179024 
93391 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-355675 
1699 
92125 
-30375 
1361 
-54210 
1960 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RAT£=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 760477 460056 1220529 
RAW SUGAR 111370 1105 112476 
ROOT CROPS 401084 191821 592906 
PULSES 56054 7834 63888 
FRUIT, VEG. 590600 7470 598070 
OIL CROPS 45628 44589 90216 
MEAT 116262 0 116262 
MILK 437556 127006 564563 
EGGS 22047 22047 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 760477 460056 122C529 
RAW SUGAR 111370 1105 112476 
ROOT CROPS 401084 191821 592906 
PULSES 56054 7834 63888 
FRUIT, VEG. 590600 7470 598070 
OIL CROPS 45628 44589 9C216 
MEAT 116262 G 116262 
MILK 437556 127006 564563 
EGGS 22047 0 22C47 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1479368 
132248 
458295 
7 8474 
652958 
143513 
-258838 
-19772 
134611 
-14585 
-54887 
-53296 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1500175 
133759 
461053 
79327 
656950 
14397C 
-279645 
-21282 
131852 
-15438 
-58879 
-53753 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
819 
Appendix G.I.e. 2000 production-demand comparisons for low variant popula­
tion trends and high variant income trends 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
M.T 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
31570 
12630 
14540 
1529 
60633 
3868 
29358 
63074 
5149 
161644 
44 
2492 
4 
C 
14198 
C 
2010 
0 
193215 
12674 
17032 
1533 
6C633 
18Û66 
29858 
65084 
5149 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 4580 22900 27480 
RAW SUGAR 1630 0 1630 
ROOT CROPS 2455 209 2664 
PULSES 140 15 155 
FRUIT, VEG. 6927 C 6927 
OIL CROPS 369 947 1316 
MEAT 3262 C 3262 
MILK 10557 2223 12781 
EGGS 473 C 473 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
46C448 
ÇC04 
21006 
1662 
35725 
78308 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-267233 
3669 
-3973 
- 1 2 8  
24909 
-60240 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
-4460 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
42944 -15463 -7358 
296 1334 759 
4023 -1358 6 
67 88 38 
2062 4865 1256 
1237 79 287 
200C PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22752 4454 27207 
RAW SUGAR 5108 0 5108 
ROOT CROPS 1662 91 1753 
PULSES 2904 0 2904 
FRUIT, VEG. 18703 65 18768 
OIL CROPS 1080 1G03 2C83 
MEAT 3962 0 3962 
MILK 11581 253 11834 
EGGS 1022 C 1022 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 10017 1175 11191 
RAW SUGAR 2558 C 2558 
ROOT CROPS 4551 155 4706 
PULSES 935 C 935 
FRUIT, VEG. 12969 1005 13973 
OIL CROPS 357 276 633 
MEAT 2222 G 2222 
MILK 6895 523 7418 
EGGS 471 G 471 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
25631 1576 97 
4845 263 -402 
1628 125 4 
4000 -1095 -2 
7352 11416 -331 
1728 355 -3 
00 
ro 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
4245 6947 1253 
9724 -7165 -7291 
2448 2238 47 
520 416 -4 
8554 5420 -1633 
150 483 62 
200G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IGCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 25604 19613 45217 
RAW SUGAR 7056 0 7056 
ROOT CROPS 41298 14548 55846 
PULSES 4463 C 4463 
FRUIT, VEG. 25104 383 25487 
OIL CROPS 1507 819 2326 
MEAT 6932 0 6932 
MILK 16896 729 17625 
EGGS 919 C 919 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8212 5144 13356 
RAW SUGAR 1744 0 1744 
ROOT CROPS 3335 281 3616 
PULSES 143 0 143 
FRUIT, VEG. 12239 0 12239 
OIL CROPS 659 556 1215 
MEAT 3493 0 3493 
MILK 8009 38 8047 
EGGS 330 0 330 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
33851 
1C750 
54678 
3293 
21269 
4064 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
11366 
-3693 
1 1 6 8  
IITC 
4219 
-1737 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1415 
-80] 
-242 
-180 
-310 
-82 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
17815 -4458 -5764 
1789 -44 -62 
4244 -627 -23 
118 26 -2 
9886 2353 58 
1756 —540 —450 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG %.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LDW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION: HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19150 3121 22271 
RAW SUGAR 5690 0 5690 
ROOT CROPS 15488 3454 18942 
PULSES 1703 0 1703 
FRUIT, VEG. 33546 1332 34878 
OIL CROPS 972 582 1555 
MEAT 5890 C 5890 
MILK 18948 1315 20263 
EGGS 1057 0 1C57 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 29607 90220 119827 
RAW SUGAR 11798 59 11857 
ROOT CROPS 24722 57773 82495 
PULSES 1637 545 2182 
FRUIT, VEG. 71058 1535 73393 
OIL CROPS 29 53 9561 12513 
MEAT 23999 0 23999 
MILK 70932 53125 124057 
EGGS 4103 0 4103 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1G697 
5246 
10568 
788 
17G46 
726 
11573 
444 
8374 
915 
17832 
829 
1709 
-344 
- 8 1  
-55 
-133G 
163 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
155505 
1C471 
13588 
463 
57788 
650 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-35677 
1386 
68907 
1719 
15605 
11863 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 14111 30227 44338 
RAW SUGAR 4290 0 4290 
ROOT CROPS 9543 2411 11959 
PULSES 1179 1930 3109 
FRUIT, VEG. 5C216 1156 51372 
OIL CROPS 9109 1124 10233 
MEAT 5857 0 5857 
MILK 17150 17596 34746 
EGGS 1674 0 1674 
2G0C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 28259 64353 92612 
RAW SUGAR 5611 G 5611 
ROOT CROPS 18514 65952 84466 
PULSES 853 253 1107 
FRUIT, VEG. 37438 1258 38697 
OIL CROPS 1539 2609 4147 
MEAT 8939 C 8939 
MILK 30149 20309 5C458 
EGGS 1590 0 1590 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
34629 
3815 
15627 
1740 
99170 
8010 
9709 
475 
-3667 
1369 
-47798 
2223 
6587 
328 
105 
125 
-5394 
773 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
94836 
12734 
75390 
1562 
42631 
4460 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-2223 
-7122 
9 076 
— 4 54 
-3984 
-312 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 68522 68521 137044 
RAW SUGAR 16651 0 16651 
ROOT CROPS 52259 58773 111031 
PULSES 2061 4011 6072 
FRUIT, VEG. 46099 0 46G99 
OIL CROPS 3564 6100 9663 
MEAT 18515 0 18515 
MILK 72890 41506 114396 
EGGS 3314 C 3314 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 45147 5785 50932 
RAW SUGAR 5152 0 5152 
ROOT CROPS 3447 0 3447 
PULSES 3221 1407 4628 
FRUIT, VEG. 30367 n 30367 
OIL CROPS 5997 98 6095 
MEAT 6704 0 6704 
MILK 24774 Q 24774 
EGGS 1607 c 1607 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
139585 
17976 
86155 
37848 
78640 
12853 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
-2541 
-1324 
24876 
-31774 
-32540 
-3189 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
23749 27183 2406 
1350 3802 802 
3128 319 76 
2105 2523 -31 
24181 6186 -3058 
2169 3926 -133 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 28217 2163 30380 
RAW SUGAR 2111 C 2111 
ROOT CROPS 115813 0 115813 
PULSES 31 GO 0 3 ICO 
FRUIT, VEG. 38016 0 38016 
OIL CROPS 3874 0 3874 
MEAT 2165 G 2165 
MILK 3041 27 3 06 8 
EGGS 268 C 268 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 20616 1255 21871 
RAW SUGAR 2587 C 2587 
ROOT CROPS 11303 315 11618 
PULSES 2207 C 2207 
FRUIT, VEG. 18409 G 18409 
OIL CROPS 1413 272 1686 
MEAT 3405 C 3405 
MILK 6473 416 6889 
EGGS 130 0 130 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
16766 
288 
69393 
4284 
19893 
5208 
13613 
1824 
46420 
-1184 
18122 
-1333 
763 
233 
-231 
— 665 
—7 6 
-2297 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
12984 8886 18 
1734 853 95 
6043 5575 -51 
965 1242 -42 
7911 10498 49 
996 690 -72 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 7576 4431 12056 
RAW SUGAR 1753 G 1753 
ROOT CROPS 922 129 1051 
PULSES 209 0 209 
FRUIT, VEG. 7279 G 7279 
OIL CROPS 199 248 448 
MEAT 2198 0 2198 
MILK 7219 1C72 8291 
EGGS 184 C 184 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
I96C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
78CI 
2839 
726 
68 
6 6 6 0  
232 
4255 
-1085 
326 
141 
619 
216 
-794 
-345 
— 3 
2 
-520 
-98 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=LGW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 41813 25333 67146 
RAW SUGAR 5778 0 5778 
ROOT CROPS 4696 130 4827 
PULSES 2357 37 2393 
FRUIT, VEG. 46737 2928 49666 
OIL CROPS 2942 563 3505 
MEAT 4953 0 4953 
MILK 27601 1379 28981 
EGGS 935 C 935 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - Î1] POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
<3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 41813 25333 67146 
RAW SUGAR 5778 0 5778 
ROOT CROPS 4696 130 4827 
PULSES 2357 37 2393 
FRUIT, VEG. 46737 2928 49666 
OIL CROPS 2942 563 3505 
MEAT 4953 C 4953 
MILK 27601 1379 28981 
EGGS 935 C 935 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
26682 
2166 
4571 
948 
38294 
1601 
4C465 
3612 
256 
1446 
11371 
1904 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57  
-1123 
159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
29031 
2306 
4650 
1025 
38704 
1606 
38115 
3472 
177 
1369 
10962 
1899 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= LOW 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 189912 1615 191527 
RAW SUGAR 24283 1455 25738 
ROOT CROPS 18027 G 18027 
PULSES 29504 1705 31209 
FRUIT, VEG. 64983 C 64988 
OIL CROPS 6353 8331 14684 
MEAT 1555 0 1555 
MILK 76591 0 76591 
EGGS 548 c 548 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 189912 1615 191527 
RAW SUGAR 24283 1455 25738 
ROOT CROPS 18027 0 18027 
PULSES 29504 1705 31209 
FRUIT, VEG. 64988 C 64988 
OIL CROPS 6353 8331 14684 
MEAT 1555 C 1555 
MILK 76591 c 76591 
EGGS 548 c 548 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
167141 24386 980 
23888 1850 -5C7 
13 57C 4457 C 
14528 16681 2 
23619 41369 0 
9805 4879 -560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
175641 
24840 
14111 
15106 
23619 
1C223 
15837 
898 
3916 
16103 
41369 
4461 
980 
-5C7 
0 
2 
0 
-560 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 69020 C 69020 
RAW SUGAR 6941 D 6941 
ROOT CROPS 2805 C 23C5 
PULSES 3373 C 3373 
FRUIT, VEG. 29985 G 29985 
OIL CROPS 1298 1379 2677 
MEAT 5144 0 5144 
MILK 29154 0 29154 
EGGS 432 0. 432 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
t3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 69C2G G 69G20 
RAW SUGAR 6941 0 6941 
ROOT CROPS 2805 C 28C5 
PULSES 3373 0 3373 
FRUIT, VEG. 29985 0 29985 
OIL CROPS 1298 1379 2677 
MEAT 5144 G 5144 
MILK 29154 0 29154 
EGGS 432 C 432 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
35311 
3378 
1063 
1319 
31448 
569 
29710 
3563 
1742 
2C54 
-1462 
2109 
2574 
241 
63 
57 
73 
-65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
42201 26820 2574 
3643 3298 241 
1116 1689 63 
1421 1952 57 
33866 -3880 73 
594 2083 -65 
2C0C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 24927 9454 34381 
RAW SUGAR 4044 0 4044 
ROOT CROPS 8961 7103 16G64 
PULSES 582 183 765 
FRUIT, VEG. 22287 0 22287 
OIL CROPS 5014 2191 7205 
MEAT 2182 0 2182 
MILK 5917 533 6450 
EGGS 1320 L 1320 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
32293 2083 43G1 
705 3340 1282 
13733 2331 64 
538 227 90 
47847 -25558 16 
900 6305 1425 
00 
w 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= LOW 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 139315 6248 145563 
RAW SUGAR 13242 G 13242 
ROOT CROPS 54031 9324 63356 
PULSES 2816 C 2816 
FRUIT, VEG. 94023 421 94443 
OIL CROPS 15951 4321 20272 
MEAT 7721 C 7721 
MILK 3179 G 8179 
EGGS 3357 0 3357 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 139315 6248 145563 
RAW SUGAR 13242 0 13242 
ROOT CROPS 54031 9324 63356 
PULSES 2816 0 2816 
FRUIT, VEG. 94023 421 94443 
OIL CROPS 15951 4321 20272 
MEAT 7721 C 7721 
MILK 8179 c 8179 
EGGS 3357 0 3357 
FDR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
111215 
6989 
56231 
1607 
69076 
8005 
34349 
6253 
7124 
1209 
25367 
12267 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
118279 
7141 
58317 
1702 
7C241 
8014 
27234 
6101 
5039 
1114 
24202 
12258 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
200C- PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 2938 2737 5675 
RAW SUGAR 1182 G 1182 
ROOT CROPS 1225 C 1225 
PULSES 72 2 74 
FRUIT, VEG. 3929 0 3929 
OIL CROPS 91 33 124 
MEAT 2704 C 2704 
MILK 10267 3394 13661 
EGGS 236 0 236 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
21262 —15586 —6044 
2262 -1079 -651 
484 T4G -6 
53 21 -5 
3857 72 -269 
90 34 51 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 578051 62612 64C663 
RAW SUGAR 72442 1455 73897 
ROOT CROPS 265919 27453 293372 
PULSES 52791 3149 55940 
FRUIT, VEG. 378806 5737 384543 
OIL CROPS 39816 15745 55561 
MEAT 43637 C 43637 
MILK 207795 3897 211692 
EGGS 9194 0 9194 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 578051 62612 640663 
RAW SUGAR 72442 1455 73897 
ROOT CROPS 265919 27453 293372 
PULSES 52791 3149 55940 
FRUIT, VEG. 378806 5737 334543 
OIL CROPS 39816 15745 55561 
MEAT 43637 C 43637 
MILK 207795 3897 211692 
EGGS 9194 0 9194 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
44C478 
56137 
217710 
29998 
249025 
32827 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
200185 
17710 
75662 
25942 
135518 
22734 
I960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
461147 
57644 
22C442 
30851 
252938 
33281 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
179516 
16253 
72930 
25089 
131606 
22279 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
— 6342 
-4306 
20CO PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 113726 114656 228382 
RAW SUGAR 24715 0 24715 
ROOT CROPS 45714 67459 113172 
PULSES 6667 2328 8994 
FRUIT, VEG. 158489 4250 162739 
OIL CROPS 18172 8213 26385 
MEAT 28446 0 28446 
MILK 86967 37076 124043 
EGGS 6363 G 6363 
FOR iMED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
21C621 
34964 
11C087 
8346 
224989 
17300 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
17762 
-10248 
3C85 
648 
-62248 
9C35 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lODC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND INO. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 140088 353174 493262 
RAW SUGAR 44683 103 44786 
ROOT CROPS 97966 128229 226196 
PULSES 5532 4615 10147 
FRUIT, VEG. 194455 96 194550 
OIL CROPS 11123 31252 42375 
MEAT 79577 0 79577 
MILK 231535 105475 337010 
EGGS 13562 C 13562 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 140088 353174 493262 
RAW SUGAR 44683 103 44786 
ROOT CROPS 97966 128229 226196 
PULSES 5532 4615 10147 
FRUIT, VEG. 194455 96 194550 
OIL CROPS 11123 31252 42375 
MEAT 79577 0 79577 
MILK 231535 105475 337010 
EGGS 13562 0 13562 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
828290 
41098 
130499 
4C130 
178945 
93388 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-335027 
3688 
95697 
-29933 
15606 
-51012 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
828425 
41151 
130526 
40130 
179024 
93391 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-335162 
3635 
95670 
-29983 
15526 
-51C14 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 831864 530441 1362298 
RAW SUGAR 141838 1559 143397 
ROOT CROPS 409598 223141 632739 
PULSES 64989 10092 75081 
FRUIT, VEG. 731749 10083 741832 
OIL CROPS 69112 55209 124320 
MEAT 151658 G 151658 
MILK 526295 146447 672743 
EGGS 29119 0 29119 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 831864 530441 1362298 
RAW SUGAR 141838 1559 143397 
ROOT CROPS 409598 223141 632739 
PULSES 64989 10092 75081 
FRUIT, VEG. 731749 10083 741832 
OIL CROPS 69112 55209 124320 
MEAT 151658 0 151658 
MILK 526295 146447 672743 
EGGS 29119 C 29119 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1479368 
132248 
458295 
78474 
652958 
143513 
-117069 
11149 
174444 
-3393 
88874 
-19192 
-8967 
137 
-8390 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1500175 
133759 
461053 
79327 
656950 
143970 
-137876 
9638 
171685 
-4245 
84882 
-19650 
-8967 
137 
-8090 
191 
1193 
1872 
838 
Appendix C.2. 2000 Production-Demand Comparisons for Medium 
Variant Population Trends 
Appendix C.2.a. 2000 production-demand comparisons for medium variant 
population trends and constant per capita income 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 42685 172543 215228 46C448 -245219 -34582 
RAW SUGAR 15137 47 15184 9 0C4 6180 5927 
ROOT CROPS 18568 2660 21228 21006 223 -672 
PULSES 1953 4 1957 1662 295 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 63140 0 63140 35725 27415 633 
OIL CROPS 4351 15155 19507 78308 -58800 — 4460 
MEAT 29543 G 29543 
MILK 85823 2145 87969 
EGGS 6576 C 6576 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 6149 23993 30142 42944 -12 801 •7358 
RAW SUGAR 2022 0 2022 296 1726 759 
ROOT CROPS 3780 219 3998 4023 -24 6 
PULSES 186 16 202 67 135 38 
FRUIT, VEG. 6517 0 6517 2062 4456 1256 
OIL CROPS 397 992 1389 1237 152 287 
MEAT 3040 0 3040 
MILK 15124 2330 17453 
EGGS 631 0 631 
20GG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 22578 3300 25873 25631 248 97 
RAW SUGAR 4360 C 4360 4845 -484 -402 
ROOT CROPS 1503 68 1571 1628 -57 4 
PULSES 2872 G 2872 4000 -1128 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 11905 48 11953 7352 4601 -331 
OIL CROPS 743 743 1486 1728 -241 -3 
MEAT 2522 0 2522 
MILK 10639 187 10827 
EGGS 636 G 606 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=KEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIQN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 9837 880 10718 4245 6473 1253 
RAW SUGAR 2591 C 2591 9724 -7132 -7291 
ROOT CROPS 5225 120 5345 2448 2897 47 
PULSES 947 Q 947 520 427 -4 
FRUIT, VEG. 13427 721 14148 8554 5594 -1633 
OIL CROPS 273 205 477 150 327 62 
MEAT 1601 C 1601 
MILK 5790 458 6249 
EGGS 267 0 267 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 28076 17199 45275 33351 11424 1415 
RAW SUGAR 8869 G 8869 1C750 -1380 -801 
ROOT CROPS 46998 12758 59756 54678 5078 -242 
PULSES 5324 0 5324 3293 2C31 -180 
FRUIT, VEG. 24355 336 24691 21269 3422 -310 
OIL CROPS 1312 718 2030 4064 -2C33 -82 
MEAT 6099 G 6099 
MILK 14638 640 15278 
EGGS 843 0 843 
20GC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 3060 5470 13530 17815 -4283 •5764 
RAW SUGAR 1511 0 1511 1789 -278 -62 
ROOT CROPS 3826 300 4126 4244 -117 -23 
PULSES 99 0 99 118 -17 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 9076 0 9076 9886 -810 58 
OIL CROPS 525 590 1114 1756 -641 -450 
MEAT 3796 0 3796 
MILK 8271 38 8310 
EGGS 266 C 266 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 19451 2281 21732 1C697 11034 1709 
RAW SUGAR 5915 C 5915 5246 668 -344 
ROOT CROPS 16991 2274 19265 10568 8697 -81 
PULSES 1618 0 1618 788 831 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 30661 916 31577 17046 14531 -1330 
OIL CROPS 685 467 1152 726 426 163 
MEAT 4160 G 4160 
MILK 14193 9 57 15151 
EGGS 623 C 623 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T. FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 39192 66258 105450 155505 -50054 23919 
RAW SUGAR 10921 43 10964 1C471 492 2356 
ROOT CROPS 38294 39463 77757 13588 64169 1166 
PULSES 1662 422 2084 463 1621 968 
FRUIT, VEG. 60366 1169 61535 57788 3747 13079 
OIL CROPS 3066 6991 1CG57 650 94C7 8031 
MEAT 16662 0 16662 
MILK 70961 37792 108753 
EGGS 3290 C 3290 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIGN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 22861 15254 38115 34629 3485 6587 
RAW SUGAR 2457 0 2457 3815 -1357 328 
ROOT CROPS 11137 1185 12322 15627 -3304 105 
PULSES 1265 988 2253 1740 513 125 
FRUIT, VEG. 41871 565 42436 99170 -56733 5394 
OIL CROPS 6967 545 7512 8010 -497 773 
MEAT 2822 G 2822 
MILK 10877 8610 19487 
EGGS 897 G 897 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC 
FOOD AND IND. 
DISAPPEARANCE 
FEED TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
CEREALS 39492 44756 84248 94836 -10587 4509 
RAW SUGAR 3960 0 3960 12734 -8773 -1275 
ROOT CROPS 34203 51172 85374 75390 9984 -3705 
PULSES 822 151 973 1562 -588 -24 
FRUIT, VEG. 24851 815 25666 42681 -17014 -734 
OIL CROPS 995 1689 2684 4460 -1775 519 
MEAT 6230 C 6230 
MILK 26245 15078 41324 
EGGS 1105 C 1105 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR U.S.S.R. 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIOW RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIGN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMANC 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 104491 49565 154056 139585 14470 •4367 
RAW SUGAR 11538 0 11538 17976 -6437 720 
ROOT CROPS 91957 42513 134470 86155 48315 3439 
PULSES 2050 2902 4951 37848 -32896 56' 
FRUIT, VEG. 36041 0 36041 78640 -42599 1046 
OIL CROPS 2012 4412 6424 12853 -6428 -268 
MEAT 13231 0 13231 
MILK 55972 30024 85996 
EGGS 2484 G 2484 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTH AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 44901 3068 47969 23749 24219 2406 
RAW SUGAR 3521 0 3521 1350 2171 802 
ROOT CROPS 3352 e 3352 3123 224 76 
PULSES 2741 616 3357 2105 1251 -31 
FRUIT, VEG. 22769 0 22769 24181 -1411 -3058 
OIL CROPS 324G 37 3278 2169 1108 -133 
MEAT 3361 0 3361 
MILK 17903 0 17903 
EGGS 572 c 572 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I96C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 27642 2055 29697 16766 12931 763 
RAW SUGAR 1087 C 1C87 288 799 233 
ROOT CROPS 124578 C 124578 69393 55185 -231 
PULSES 3138 0 3138 4284 -1145 -665 
FRUIT, VEG. 37140 0 37140 19893 17246 -76 
OIL CROPS 3477 n 3477 5208 -1730 -2297 
MEAT 1593 0 1593 
MILK 2144 12 2156 
EGGS 196 0 196 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FDR EAST AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 19377 311 2C187 12984 7203 18 
RAW SUGAR 977 G 977 1734 -756 95 
ROOT CROPS 11178 108 11286 6043 5242 -51 
PULSES 1754 0 1754 965 789 -42 
FRUIT, VEG. 12979 0 12979 7911 5068 49 
OIL CROPS 766 207 973 996 -22 -72 
MEAT 2022 0 2022 
MILK 4049 396 4445 
EGGS 69 0 69 
200G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T. FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 8981 3935 12916 7801 5115 -794 
RAW SUGAR 1863 0 1863 2839 -975 —345 
ROOT CROPS 965 113 1C78 726 353 -3 
PULSES 206 0 206 68 138 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 6425 C 6425 6660 -234 -520 
OIL CROPS 146 218 364 232 132 -98 
MEAT 2011 C 2C11 
MILK 6056 941 6997 
EGGS 154 G 154 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 40716 17963 58678 26682 31997 252C 
RAW SUGAR 3898 0 3898 2166 1733 694 
ROOT CROPS 4665 100 4765 4571 194 -18 
PULSES 1967 27 1994 948 1C46 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 38803 2237 41040 38294 2745 -1123 
OIL CROPS 2440 453 2893 1601 1292 159 
MEAT 2884 0 2884 
MILK 18351 1C71 19421 
EGGS 426 0 426 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
( 2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIDN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 40716 17963 58678 29G31 29647 252C 
RAW SUGAR 3898 0 3898 2306 1592 694 
ROOT CROPS 4665 100 4765 4650 115 -18 
PULSES 1967 27 1994 1025 969 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 38803 2237 41040 38704 2336 -1123 
OIL CROPS 2440 453 2893 1606 1287 159 
MEAT 2884 G 2884 
MILK 18351 1071 19421 
EGGS 426 0 426 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - ( 1 )  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIGN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND INO. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 174423 953 175376 167141 8235 980 
RAW SUGAR 17711 859 18570 23888 -5317 -507 
ROOT CROPS 17623 C 17623 13570 4053 0 
PULSES 25171 1007 26178 14528 11650 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 49558 0 49558 23619 25939 0 
OIL CROPS 4015 4918 8933 9 805 -872 -560 
MEAT 1259 C 1259 
MILK 44551 c 44551 
EGGS 264 0 264 
20GG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 174423 953 175376 175641 — 263 980 
RAW SUGAR 17711 859 18570 24840 -6269 -507 
ROOT CROPS 17623 C 17623 14111 3512 0 
PULSES 25171 1007 26178 15106 11C72 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 49558 0 49558 23619 25939 0 
OIL CROPS 4015 4918 8933 1C223 -1289 -560 
MEAT 1259 0 1259 
MILK 44551 0 44551 
EGGS 264 Q 264 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC K.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 59270 0 59270 39311 19960 2574 
RAW SUGAR 4028 c 4028 3378 650 241 
ROOT CROPS 2612 0 2612 1063 1549 63 
PULSES 3032 0 3032 1319 1713 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 19129 G 19129 31448 -12318 73 
OIL CROPS 556 760 1316 569 747 -65 
MEAT 1489 0 1489 
MILK 15588 0 15588 
EGGS 111 0 111 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 59270 0 59270 42201 17070 2574 
RAW SUGAR 4028 0 4028 3643 385 241 
ROOT CROPS 2612 0 2612 1116 1496 63 
PULSES 3032 0 3032 1421 1611 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 19129 0 19129 33866 -14736 73 
OIL CROPS 556 760 1316 594 722 -65 
MEAT 1489 0 1489 
MILK 15588 0 15588 
EGGS 111 0 111 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR JAPAN 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD, 
CEREALS 27795 4C11 31806 32293 — 486 4301 
RAW SUGAR 1940 U 1940 7C5 1235 1282 
ROOT CROPS 10326 3014 13340 13733 -392 64 
PULSES 527 78 604 538 67 90 
FRUIT, VEG. 17017 G 17017 47847 -30829 16 
OIL CROPS 1947 929 2377 900 1976 1425 
MEAT 787 C 787 
MILK 2632 226 2358 
EGGS 725 G 725 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 130580 3505 134085 111215 22871 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 6757 C 6757 6989 -230 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 55860 4237 60097 56231 3866 -1939 
PULSES 2575 0 2575 1607 967 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 75087 186 75273 69076 6197 -225 
OIL CROPS 6128 2435 8563 8005 559 -1099 
MEAT 3832 0 3832 
MILK 3354 0 3354 
EGGS 1575 G 1575 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIQN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD, LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 130580 3505 134085 118279 15806 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 6757 0 6757 7141 -332 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 55860 4237 60097 58317 1780 -1939 
PULSES 2575 0 2575 1702 873 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 75087 186 75273 7G241 5032 -225 
OIL CROPS 6128 2435 8563 8014 549 -1099 
MEAT 3832 0 3832 
MILK 3354 C 3354 
EGGS 1575 0 1575 
00 PRODUCTION -DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OCEANIA 
SUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE= MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOM ESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 3733 3G33 6771 21262 -14490 •6044 
RAW SUGAR 1318 G 1318 2262 -943 -651 
ROOT CROPS 1381 C 1381 484 897 —6 
PULSES 71 3 74 53 21 -5 
FRUIT, VEG. 3742 C 3742 3857 -114 -269 
OIL CROPS 97 37 134 90 44 51 
MEAT 3026 0 3026 
MILK 11339 3814 15153 
EGGS 259 259 
Ul 
N 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 542962 45706 588667 44C478 148189 7811 
RAW SUGAR 52295 859 53154 561R7 -3032 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 282855 19196 302051 217710 84340 -2429 
PULSES 47355 1649 49C04 29998 19 GO 6 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 309649 4186 313835 249G25 64810 -6342 
OIL CROPS 22212 9437 31649 32827 -1177 -43C6 
MEAT 25928 C 25928 
MILK 131360 3156 134516 
EGGS 4561 C 4561 
20G0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTI0N=HI6H 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1S6C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 542962 45706 588667 461147 127521 7811 
RAW SUGAR 52295 859 53154 57644 -4489 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 282855 19196 302G51 22C442 81609 -2429 
PULSES 47355 1649 49004 3C851 18154 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 309649 4186 313835 252938 6C897 -6342 
OIL CROPS 22212 9437 31649 33281 -1632 -4306 
MEAT 25928 0 25928 
MILK 131360 3156 134516 
EGGS 4561 0 4561 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR MED, 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
INCOME NATIONS 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC 
FOOD AND IND. 
DISAPPEARANCE 
FEED TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR ' 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
137471 
18515 
63480 
6628 
121862 
11737 
19576 
70415 
3915 
74G63 
G 
49364 
1187 
2735 
5119 
G 
22983 
G 
211534 
18515 
112844 
7814 
124596 
16855 
19576 
93393 
3915 
21C621 
34964 
11C087 
8346 
224989 
17300 
913 
-16448 
2757 
-531 
-100391 
— 444 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
20GC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 K.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
( 3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMANI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND I NO. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 199857 321068 52C926 828290 -3C7363 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 41570 90 41660 41098 562 8966 
ROOT CROPS 158687 91742 25G429 130499 119930 -1725 
PULSES 5998 3375 9373 40130 -30756 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 173345 73 173418 178945 -5526 17034 
OIL CROPS 10188 27947 38134 93388 -55252 3890 
MEAT 66464 C 66464 
MILK 242725 78580 321305 
EGGS 13465 0 13465 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN IQOO M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAÎ 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 199857 321068 520926 828425 -307498 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 41570 9C 41660 41151 509 8966 
ROOT CROPS 158687 91742 250429 130526 119903 -1725 
PULSES 5998 3375 9373 4C130 -30756 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 173345 73 173418 179024 -5606 17034 
OIL CROPS 10188 27947 38134 93391 -55255 3890 
MEAT 65464 C 66464 
MILK 242725 7858C 321305 
EGGS 13465 C 13465 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - ( 1 )  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2> INCOME GROWTH RATE=PGPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 880288 440835 1321119 1479368 -158248 8967 
R A W  SUGAR 112378 949 113327 132248 -18920 137 
ROOT CROPS 505020 160302 665323 458295 207028 •8390 
PULSES 59981 621C 66191 78474 -12282 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 604855 6993 611848 652958 -41109 1193 
OIL CROPS 44136 42502 86638 143513 -56874 1872 
MEAT 111967 0 111967 
MILK 444498 104719 549218 
EGGS 21940 21940 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEM Ai 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 880288 440835 1321119 150C175 -179055 -8967 
RAW SUGAR 112378 949 113327 133759 -20430 137 
ROOT CROPS 505020 160302 665323 461053 204269 -8890 
PULSES 59981 621C 66191 79327 -13135 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 604855 6993 611848 656950 -45102 1193 
OIL CROPS 44136 42502 86638 143970 -57332 1872 
MEAT 111967 0 111967 
MILK 444498 104719 549218 
EGGS 21940 0 21940 
857 
Appendix C.2.b. 2000 production-demand comparisons for medium variant 
population trends and low variant income trends 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
40906 
15137 
18157 
1910 
65543 
4450 
31117 
82062 
6430 
177349 
48 
2734 
4 
Q 
15577 
0 
2205 
0 
218256 
15185 
20891 
1914 
65543 
20027 
31117 
84267 
6430 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTR1CTI0N=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6G27 24598 3G626 
RAW SUGAR 2022 0 2022 
ROOT CROPS 3579 224 3803 
PULSES 183 16 199 
FRUIT, VEG. 6845 0 6845 
OIL CROPS 411 1017 1428 
MEAT 3199 G 3199 
MILK 14583 2388 16971 
EGGS 620 G 620 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
460448 
SDD4 
21006 
1662 
35725 
78308 
-242192 
6181 
-114 
252 
29818 
-58279 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
-4460 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
42944 -12317 -7358 
296 1726 759 
4023 -219 6 
67 132 38 
2062 4783 1256 
1237 191 287 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 21785 3059 24845 
RAW SUGAR 4078 0 4078 
ROOT CROPS 1456 63 1519 
PULSES 2777 0 2777 
FRUIT, VEG. 10801 45 10845 
OIL CROPS 685 689 1374 
MEAT 2288 G 2288 
MILK 10119 174 1G293 
EGGS 540 0 540 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9343 824 1C167 
RAW SUGAR 2473 G 2473 
ROOT CROPS 4739 111 4850 
PULSES 887 0 887 
FRUIT, VEG. 12790 620 13410 
OIL CROPS 242 214 455 
MEAT 1515 0 1515 
MILK 5609 432 6041 
EGGS 250 0 250 
\ 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
25631 -785 97 
4845 -766 -402 
1628 -108 4 
4000 -1222 -2 
7352 3493 -331 
1728 -353 -3 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
4245 5922 1253 
9724 -7251 -7291 
2448 2402 47 
520 367 -4 
8554 4856 -1633 
150 305 62 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 27947 17035 44982 
RAW SUGAR 8869 C 8869 
ROOT CROPS 46844 12636 59480 
PULSES 5316 0 5316 
FRUIT, VEG. 24196 333 24529 
OIL CROPS 1299 711 2011 
MEAT 6041 G 6041 
MILK 14493 633 15126 
EGGS ' 837 C 837 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8313 5509 13822 
RAW SUGAR 1607 0 1607 
ROOT CROPS 3789 302 4091 
PULSES 110 0 110 
FRUIT, VEG, 9889 C 9889 
OIL CROPS 561 594 1155 
MEAT 3807 C 3807 
MILK 8398 40 8437 
EGGS 284 0 284 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
33851 
1C750 
54678 
3293 
21269 
4064 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
11131 
- 1 8 8 0  
4802 
2C23 
3260 
-2G52 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
-18G 
-310 
- 8 2  
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
17815 -3991 -5764 
1789 -102 -62 
4244 -152 -23 
1 1 8  — 6  — 2  
9886 3 58 
1756 -600 -45C 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 18621 2156 20777 
RAW SUGAR 5727 0 5727 
ROOT CROPS 16523 2211 18734 
PULSES 1544 C 1544 
FRUIT, VEG. 28665 768 29433 
OIL CROPS 633 427 1060 
MEAT 3801 0 3801 
MILK 12863 854 13716 
EGGS 567 0 567 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 33770 83110 116879 
RAW SUGAR 11999 53 12052 
ROOT CROPS 29494 51418 80912 
PULSES 1719 511 2230 
FRUIT, VEG. 70911 1364 72274 
OIL CROPS 3130 8864 11994 
MEAT 21376 0 21376 
MILK 74290 47828 122117 
EGGS 4033 0 4033 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1C697 
5246 
1C568 
788 
17046 
726 
10080 
481 
8166 
757 
12387 
334 
1709 
-344 
- 8 1  
-55 
-1330 
163 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
155505 
10471 
13588 
463 
57788 
650 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-38624 
1581 
67323 
1767 
14486 
11344 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19167 23605 42772 
RAW SUGAR 3476 C 3476 
ROOT CROPS 10741 1855 12596 
PULSES 1265 1516 2782 
FRUIT, VEG. 49567 891 50457 
OIL CROPS 8491 859 9350 
MEAT 4510 0 4510 
MILK 14781 13501 28282 
EGGS 1321 0 1321 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 34199 60876 95075 
RAW SUGAR 5189 C 5189 
ROOT CROPS 27152 63040 90192 
PULSES 876 227 1104 
FRUIT, VEG. 33929 1210 35139 
OIL CROPS 1378 2408 3785 
MEAT 8456 0 8456 
MILK 30592 19313 49904 
EGGS 1451 0 1451 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
34629 
3815 
15627 
1740 
99170 
8010 
8142 
-338 
-3C30 
1042 
-48712 
1340 
6587 
328 
105 
125 
-5394 
773 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
94836 
12734 
75390 
1562 
42681 
4460 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
239 
-7 543 
14803 
-457 
-7541 
-674 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG. 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
84900 
16455 
68446 
2224 
46791 
3384 
18418 
75855 
3331 
68519 
0 
58770 
4011 
0 
6099 
G 
41505 
0 
153418 
16455 
127216 
6235 
46791 
9483 
18418 
117360 
3331 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 43670 2984 46654 
RAW SUGAR 3324 C 3324 
ROOT CROPS 3326 c 3326 
PULSES 2663 604 3267 
FRUIT, VEG. 22297 0 22297 
OIL CROPS 3304 38 3342 
MEAT 3169 0 3169 
MILK 17123 c 17123 
EGGS 522 0 522 
FOR U.S.S.R 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
139585 
17976 
86155 
37848 
78640 
12853 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
13833 
-1520 
41C61 
-31611 
-31848 
-3369 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
- 2 6 8  
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23749 
1350 
3128 
2105 
24181 
2169 
22905 
1974 
199 
1162 
-1883 
1172 
2406 
802 
76 
-31 
-3058 
-133 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22881 1356 24237 
RAW SUGAR 726 0 726 
ROOT CROPS 113982 0 113982 
PULSES 2814 0 2814 
FRUIT, VEG. 31261 0 31261 
OIL CROPS 2907 0 2907 
MEAT 1165 0 1165 
MILK 1585 14 1599 
EGGS 141 0 141 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 17935 702 18637 
RAW SUGAR 873 0 873 
ROOT CROPS 11070 135 11205 
PULSES 1675 0 1675 
FRUIT, VEG. 13256 C 13256 
OIL CROPS 647 154 801 
MEAT 1731 0 1731 
MILK 3754 308 4061 
EGGS 55 0 55 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
16766 
288 
69393 
4284 
19393 
5208 
7470 
438 
44589 
-1469 
11368 
-23GC 
763 
233 
-231 
-665 
-76 
-2297 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
12984 5652 19 
1734 — 86C 95 
6043 5162 -51 
965 710 -42 
7911 5345 49 
996 -194 -72 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9092 3686 12778 
RAW SUGAR 1835 0 1835 
ROOT CROPS 952 106 1058 
PULSES 200 G 200 
FRUIT, VEG. 6073 0 6C73 
OIL CROPS 130 204 334 
MEAT 1894 G 1894 
MILK 5641 882 6523 
EGGS 144 C 144 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
7801 4977 -794 
2839 -1G02 -345 
726 332 -3 
68 132 2 
6660 -586 -520 
232 102 -98 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 40760 18318 59078 
RAW SUGAR 4052 0 4052 
ROOT CROPS 4695 102 4797 
PULSES 1973 24 1998 
FRUIT, VEG. 39674 2281 41955 
OIL CROPS 2413 482 2895 
MEAT 2967 C 2967 
MILK 18609 1094 19703 
EGGS 457 G 457 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 40760 18318 59078 
RAW SUGAR 4052 0 4052 
ROOT CROPS 4695 102 4797 
PULSES 1973 24 1998 
FRUIT, VEG. 39674 2281 41955 
OIL CROPS 2413 482 2895 
MEAT 2967 0 2967 
MILK 18609 1094 19703 
EGGS 457 0 457 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
26682 32396 2520 
2166 1836 694 
4571 227 -18 
948 1050 -57 
38294 3661 -1123 
16C1 1294 159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
29C31 
23C6 
4650 
1G25 
387G4 
1606 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
30046 
1745 
147 
973 
3251 
1289 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 181629 1101 182730 
RAW SUGAR 19321 993 20314 
ROOT CROPS 17979 C 17979 
PULSES 26443 1163 27606 
FRUIT, VEG. 53462 0 53462 
OIL CROPS 4442 5633 10124 
MEAT 1330 0 1330 
MILK 51752 C 51752 
EGGS 308 G 308 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LQW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 181629 1101 182730 
RAW SUGAR 19321 993 20314 
ROOT CROPS 17979 0 17979 
PULSES 26443 1163 27606 
FRUIT, VEG. 53462 0 53462 
OIL CROPS 4442 5683 10124 
MEAT 1330 0 1330 
MILK 51752 C 51752 
EGGS 308 0 308 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
167141 
23888 
13570 
14528 
23619 
9805 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
15590 
-3573 
4409 
13078 
29843 
319 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
980 
-507 
0 
2 
0 
-560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
175641 7090 980 
24840 -4525 -507 
14111 3868 0 
15106 1250Q 2 
23619 29843 0 
1C223 -98 -560 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 57368 C 57368 
RAW SUGAR 3750 0 3750 
ROOT CROPS 2565 0 2565 
PULSES 2987 c 2987 
FRUIT, VEG. 18257 G 18257 
OIL CROPS 511 673 1189 
MEAT 1379 0 1379 
MILK 14490 0  14490 
EGGS 99 G 99 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - tl) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 57368 G 57368 
RAW SUGAR 3750 C 3750 
ROOT CROPS 2565 C 2565 
PULSES 2987 G 2987 
FRUIT, VEG. 18257 0 18257 
OIL CROPS 511 678 1189 
MEAT 1379 0 1379 
MILK 14490 G 14490 
EGGS 99 G 99 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
39311 18057 2574 
3378 372 241 
1063 15C2 63 
1319 1668 57 
31448 -13190 73 
569 621 -65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
42201 15167 2574 
3643 106 241 
1116 1449 63 
1421 1566 57 
33866 -15608 73 
594 < 595 -65 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 26798 7387 34185 
RAW SUGAR 3214 0 3214 
ROOT CROPS 9716 555C 15267 
PULSES 576 143 719 
FRUIT, VEG. 21709 0 21709 
OIL CROPS 3774 1712 5486 
MEAT 1615 0 1615 
MILK 4607 417 5024 
EGGS 1180 0 1180 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
32293 
705 
13733 
538 
47847 
900 
1892 
2509 
1534 
181 
-26137 
4586 
4301 
1282 
64 
90 
16 
1425 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC N.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 113702 225C 120951 
RAW SUGAR 5378 G 5378 
ROOT CROPS 52694 5180 57874 
PULSES 2396 C 2396 
FRUIT, VEG. 64381 240 64621 
OIL CROPS 5036 1804 6840 
MEAT 2956 C 2956 
MILK 2560 0 2560 
EGGS 1289 0 1289 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN LOGO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 118702 2250 120951 
RAW SUGAR 5378 0 5378 
ROOT CROPS 52694 5180 57874 
PULSES 2396 0 2396 
FRUIT, VEG. 64381 24 C 64621 
OIL CROPS 5036 1804 6840 
MEAT 2956 0 2956 
MILK 2560 0 2560 
EGGS 1289 0 1289 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
111215 
6989 
56231 
1607 
69076 
80U5 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
9737 
- 1 6 1 0  
1642 
788 
—4454 
— 1164 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-31G2 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND " 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. 
118279 
7141 
58317 
1702 
7C241 
8014 
2672 
-1762 
-442 
694 
-5619 
-1173 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3586 3G5C 6636 
RAW SUGAR 1318 0 1318 
ROOT CROPS 1381 0 1381 
PULSES 75 3 77 
FRUIT, VEG. 3934 Q 3934 
OIL CROPS 99 37 136 
MEAT 3033 n 3033 
MILK 11444 3821 15265 
EGGS 258 0 258 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
21262 -14625 -6044 
2262 -943 -651 
484 897 -6 
53 24 -5 
3857 77 -269 
90 46 51 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - ( 1 )  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 527782 43587 571369 
RAW SUGAR 51443 993 52436 
ROOT CROPS 268228 19996 288223 
PULSES 47797 1791 49588 
FRUIT, VEG. 294210 4010 298220 
OIL CROPS 20756 9399 30154 
MEAT 23704 0 23704 
MILK 133705 2943 136649 
EGGS 4127 0 4127 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
13) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 527782 43587 571369 
RAW SUGAR 51443 993 52436 
ROOT CROPS 268228 19996 288223 
PULSES 47797 1791 49588 
FRUIT, VEG. 294210 4010 298220 
OIL CROPS 20756 9399 30154 
MEAT 23704 0 23704 
MILK 133705 2943 136649 
EGGS 4127 0 4127 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
44C478 
56187 
217710 
29998 
249025 
32827 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
130891 
-3750 
70513 
19590 
49195 
-2672 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
461147 
57644 
220442 
3C851 
252938 
33281 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
110222 
-5207 
67782 
18737 
45282 
-3126 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 127309 100032 227342 
RAW SUGAR 21664 C 21664 
ROOT CROPS 56778 62238 119C15 
PULSES 6614 1848 8462 
FRUIT, VEG. 141101 3646 144747 
OIL CROPS 15411 6536 22247 
MEAT 23649 G 23649 
MILK 79349 31418 110767 
EGGS 5032 C 5C32 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
21G621 
34964 
110087 
8346 
224989 
17300 
16721 
-13299 
8929 
116 
-8C241 
4 947 
8214 
— 6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 172305 363856 536161 
RAW SUGAR 47714 101 47815 
ROOT CROPS 124274 122204 246478 
PULSES 6203 4583 10786 
FRUIT, VEG. 198917 95 199012 
OIL CROPS 11760 32016 43775 
MEAT 78412 0 78412 
MILK 262155 101045 363199 
EGGS 14958 0 14958 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 172305 363856 536161 
RAW SUGAR 47714 101 47815 
ROOT CROPS 124274 122204 246478 
PULSES 6203 4583 10786 
FRUIT, VEG. 193917 95 199012 
OIL CROPS 11760 32016 43775 
MEAT 78412 C 78412 
MILK 262155 101045 363199 
EGGS 14958 0 14958 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
828290 
41098 
130499 
40130 
178945 
93388 
-292128 
6717 
115980 
-29343 
20067 
—49611 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
828425 
41151 
13G526 
4C130 
179024 
93391 
-292263 
6664 
115953 
-29343 
19987 
-49614 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUK 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 827395 507473 1334863 
RAW SUGAR 120820 1094 121914 
ROOT CROPS 449279 204437 653716 
PULSES 60614 8222 68836 
FRUIT, VEG. 634227 7750 641977 
OIL CROPS 47926 48 250 96176 
MEAT 125764 G 125764 
MILK 475207 135405 610613 
EGGS 24117 0 24117 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGG M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 827395 507473 1334863 
RAW SUGAR 120820 1094 121914 
ROOT CROPS 449279 204437 653716 
PULSES 60614 8222 68836 
FRUIT, VEG. 634227 7750 641977 
OIL CROPS 47926 48250 96176 
MEAT 125764 0 125764 
MILK 475207 135405 610613 
EGGS 24117 0 24117 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1479368 
132248 
458295 
78474 
652958 
143513 
-144504 
-10333 
195421 
-9638 
-1G979 
-47336 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
PGR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1500175 
133759 
461053 
79327 
656950 
143970 
-165311 
-11844 
192663 
-1C49G 
-14972 
-47794 
-8967 
137 
-889C 
191 
1193 
1872 
876 
Appendix C.2.c. 2000 production-demand comparisons for medium variant 
population trends and high variant income trends 
20GG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
38363 
15137 
17554 
1846 
70956 
4603 
34663 
76701 
6217 
189587 
52 
2923 
16652 
0 
2357 
0 
227950 
15189 
20476 
1851 
70956 
21255 
34663 
79058 
6217 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTI ON=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 5723 27590 33313 
RAW SUGAR 2022 C 2022 
ROOT CROPS 3108 251 3359 
PULSES 175 18 193 
FRUIT, VEG. 8241 C 8241 
OIL CROPS 452 1141 1593 
MEAT 3876 0 3876 
MILK 13273 2679 15951 
EGGS 591 Q 591 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
46C448 
9004 
21U06 
1662 
35725 
78308 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-232497 
6184 
-528 
189 
35231 
-57051 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
—4460 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
42944 -9630 -7358 
296 1726 759 
4023 -663 6 
67 126 38 
2062 6179 1256 
1237 356 287 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 25838 4937 30824 
RAW SUGAR 5764 0 5764 
ROOT CROPS 1863 101 1964 
PULSES 3302 0 3302 
FRUIT, VEG. 20458 72 20530 
OIL CROPS 1187 1112 2299 
MEAT 4334 G 4334 
MILK 13118 28C 13398 
EGGS 1114 C 1114 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 11380 1261 12641 
RAW SUGAR 2943 G 2943 
ROOT CROPS 5437 171 5609 
PULSES 1080 0 1080 
FRUIT, VEG. 15126 1065 16190 
OIL CROPS 380 311 691 
MEAT , 2390 G 2390 
MILK 7676 572 8248 
EGGS 478 0 478 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
25631 5194 97 
4845 919 -402 
1628 336 4 
4000 -697 -2 
7352 13178 -331 
1728 571 -3 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 
LESS 
DEMAND 
PROD. 
4245 
9724 
2448 
520 
8554 
150 
8396 
-6780 
3161 
560 
7636 
541 
1253 
-7291 
47 
-4 
— 1633 
62 
2OC0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31218 22346 53564 
RAW SUGAR 8869 G 8869 
ROOT CROPS 50755 16575 67330 
PULSES 5541 0 5541 
FRUIT, VEG. 29327 436 29763 
OIL CROPS 1714 933 2647 
MEAT 7904 0 7904 
MILK 19195 831 20026 
EGGS 1059 C 1059 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8952 5630 14582 
RAW SUGAR 1386 G 1886 
ROOT CROPS 3668 308 3976 
PULSES 152 C 152 
FRUIT, VEG. 13009 0 13009 
OIL CROPS 704 608 1312 
MEAT 3828 n 3828 
MILK 8739 41 8780 
EGGS 353 0 353 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
33351 
1C750 
54678 
3293 
21269 
4G64 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
19713 
- 1 8 8 0  
12653 
2249 
8494 
-1416 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1415 
-8C1 
-242 
-180 
-310 
- 8 2  
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
17815 -3232 -5764 
1789 97 -62 
4244 -266 -23 
118 34 -2 
9886 3123 58 
1756 -443 -450 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG. 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
23008 
6933 
19010 
2020 
39531 
1064 
6522 
21518 
1119 
3451 
0 
3804 
C 
1477 
664 
C 
1483 
0 
26459 
6933 
22814 
2C20 
41008 
1728 
6522 
23CG1 
1119 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 31827 95526 127353 
RAW SUGAR 12613 63 12676 
ROOT CROPS 26682 60782 87464 
PULSES 1753 579 2332 
FRUIT, VEG. 76356 1568 77924 
OIL CROPS 3167 10114 13281 
MEAT 25339 0 25339 
MILK 76038 56197 132234 
EGGS 4363 0 4363 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
1C697 
5246 
1C56B 
788 
17G46 
726 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
15761 
1686 
12246 
1233 
23962 
1CG2 
196G DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1709 
-344 
-31 
-55 
-133G 
163 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
155505 
1G471 
13583 
463 
57788 
650 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-28151 
2205 
73876 
1869 
20136 
12631 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 15481 31674 47155 
RAW SUGAR 4505 0 4505 
ROOT CROPS 10330 2524 12853 
PULSES 1265 2022 3287 
FRUIT, VEG. 53572 1213 54785 
OIL CROPS 9671 1176 10847 
MEAT 6129 0 6129 
MILK 18096 18419 36515 
EGGS 1755 C 1755 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC K.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30884 68294 99179 
RAW SUGAR 5930 0 5930 
ROOT CROPS 20638 70654 91292 
PULSES 914 266 1180 
FRUIT, VEG. 39497 1348 40845 
OIL CROPS 1620 2757 4377 
MEAT 9480 0 9480 
MILK 32286 21578 53865 
EGGS 1677 C 1677 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
34629 
3815 
15627 
1740 
99170 
8010 
12526 
690 
-2773 
1548 
-44385 
2837 
6587 
328 
105 
125 
-5394 
773 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
94836 
12734 
75390 
1562 
42681 
4460 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4343 
-6802 
15902 
-381 
-1835 
-82 
196G DcMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
2GQC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (!) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MfcOIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 78962 74100 153062 
RAW SUGAR 17945 0 17945 
ROOT CROPS 61321 63557 124378 
PULSES 2277 4338 6615 
FRUIT, VEG. 50049 0 50049 
OIL CROPS 38C0 6596 10396 
MEAT 19991 0 19991 
MILK 79860 44886 124746 
EGGS 3588 0 3588 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPE ARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 50951 6069 57021 
RAW SUGAR 5576 0 5576 
ROOT CROPS 3890 0 3890 
PULSES 3525 1435 5010 
FRUIT, VEG. 33480 0 33480 
OIL CROPS 6127 104 6231 
MEAT 6839 0 6839 
MILK 26778 0 26773 
EGGS 1568 0 1568 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
139585 
17976 
86155 
37848 
7 8640 
12853 
13476 
-3C 
38723 
-31232 
-2859C 
-2457 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
- 2 6 8  
FDR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23749 
1350 
3128 
2105 
24181 
2169 
33271 
4225 
762 
29C5 
9299 
4G62 
24G6 
802 
76 
—31 
-3058 
-133 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3C219 2188 324^7 
RAW SUGAR 20G7 0 2007 
ROOT CROPS 127628 0 127628 
PULSES 3370 c 3370 
FRUIT, VEG. 40857 G 40857 
OIL CROPS 4049 G 4049 
MEAT 2137 0 2137 
MILK 3007 27 3034 
EGGS 265 G 265 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 22500 1278 23778 
RAW SUGAR 2515 0 2515 
ROOT CROPS 12420 32C 12740 
PULSES 2357 G 2357 
FRUIT, VEG. 19662 C 19662 
OIL CROPS 1415 276 1690 
MEAT 3429 0 3429 
MILK 6666 430 7095 
EGGS 128 0 128 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
16766 
288 
69393 
4284 
19893 
5208 
15640 
1719 
58235 
-913 
20963 
-1158 
763 
233 
-231 
-665 
-76 
-2297 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
12984 10794 18 
1734 780 95 
6043 6697 -51 
965 1392 -42 
7911 11751 49 
996 694 -72 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8537 4835 13372 
RAW SUGAR 1943 0 1943 
ROOT CROPS 1018 139 1157 
PULSES 228 G 228 
FRUIT, VEG. 7837 C 7837 
OIL CROPS 210 268 478 
MEAT 2392 C 2392 
MILK 7721 1157 8877 
EGGS 196 0 196 
FOR REP. OF S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
7801 5571 -794 
2839 -095 -345 
726 432 -3 
68 160 2 
6660 1178 -520 
232 246 -98 
00 
03 
•P-
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 45772 26255 72027 
RAW SUGAR 6057 C 6057 
ROOT CROPS 5120 134 5254 
PULSES 2529 38 2567 
FRUIT, VEG. 49960 3010 52970 
OIL CROPS 3091 595 368 6 
MEAT 5080 G 5C80 
MILK 29012 1419 30431 
EGGS 933 0 933 
20QC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTI0N=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 45772 26255 72327 
RAW SUGAR 6057 C 6057 
ROOT CROPS 5120 134 5254 
PULSES 2529 38 2567 
FRUIT, VEG. 49960 3010 52970 
OIL CROPS 3091 595 3686 
MEAT 5080 C 5080 
MILK 29012 1419 30431 
EGGS 933 0 933 
FDR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
26682 
2166  
4571 
948 
38294 
1601 
45345 
3891 
683 
1619 
14676 
2 085 
2520 
694 
-18 
-57 
-1123 
159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
29031 
2306 
4650 
1025 
3 8704 
1606 
42996 
3751 
604 
1542 
14266 
208C 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
20CO PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 202025 1630 203656 
RAW SUGAR 25026 1469 26495 
ROOT CROPS 19240 0 19240 
PULSES 30947 1721 32669 
FRUIT, VEG. 67297 G 67297 
OIL CROPS 6353 8410 14763 
MEAT 1613 0 1613 
MILK 77263 G 77263 
EGGS 526 G 526 
2000 PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
COMMODITY 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGAR 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, VEG, 
OIL CROPS 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
202025 1630 203656 
25026 1469 26495 
19240 0 19240 
3C947 1721 32669 
67297 0 67297 
6353 8410 14763 
1613 0 1613 
77263 0 77263 
526 0 526 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
167141 36515 980 
23888 2607 -507 
13570 5670 n 
14528 18141 2 
23619 43678 0 
9805 4958 -560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
175641 28C15 980 
24840 1655 -507 
14111 5129 G 
151C6 17562 2 
23619 43678 I, 
1C223 4540 -560 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 74207 0 74207 
RAW SUGAR 7240 0 7240 
ROOT CROPS 3009 G 3009 
PULSES 3614 0 3614 
FRUIT, VEG. 31506 0 31506 
OIL CROPS 1298 1411 2710 
MEAT 5034 0 5034 
MILK 30641 0 30641 
EGGS 414 0 414 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION= HIGH 
DOMESTIC DI SAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 74207 C 74207 
RAW SUGAR 7240 0 7240 
ROOT CROPS 3009 0 3009 
PULSES 3614 G 3614 
FRUIT, VEG. 31506 0 31506 
OIL CROPS 1298 1411 2710 
MEAT 5034 G 5034 
MILK 30641 G 30641 
EGGS 414 G 414 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
39311 
3378 
1063 
1319 
31448 
569 
34896 
3862 
1946 
2295 
57 
2141 
2574 
241 
63 
57 
73 
-65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
42201 32006 2574 
3643 3596 241 
1116 1893 63 
1421 2193 57 
33866 -2359 73 
594 2116 -65 
200G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 26472 9841 36314 
RAW SUGAR 4212 C 4212 
ROOT CROPS 9520 7394 16914 
PULSES 615 190 805 
FRUIT, VEG. 23551 0 23551 
OIL CROPS 5206 2280 7486 
MEAT 2263 0 2263 
MILK 6155 555 6710 
EGGS 1388 0 1388 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
32293 4021 4301 
705 3507 1282 
13733 3181 64 
538 268 90 
47847 -24294 16 
900 6586 1425 
20GC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION = LOW 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 150746 6340 157G86 
RAW SUGAR 13374 C 13374 
ROOT CROPS 58952 10278 69230 
PULSES 3034 C 3034 
FRUIT, VEG. 99422 467 99889 
OIL CROPS 15796 4353 20149 
MEAT 7758 0 7758 
MILK 8 203 0 8203 
EGGS 3330 0 3330 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEOIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION =HIGH 
DOMESTIC D ISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 150746 6340 157086 
RAW SUGAR 13374 0 13374 
ROOT CROPS 58952 10278 69230 
PULSES 3034 0 3034 
FRUIT, VEG. 99422 4 67 99889 
OIL CROPS 15796 4353 20149 
MEAT 7758 0 7758 
MILK 8203 G 8203 
EGGS 3330 C 3330 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
111215 
6989 
56231 
1607 
69076 
8 005 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
45872 
6385 
12999 
1427 
30813 
12144 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
118279 
7141 
58317 
1702 
7C241 
8014 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
38807 
6233 
10913 
1333 
29648 
12135 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
2000 PRODUC 
ASSUMING -
COMMODITY 
ION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC N.T 
1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 
RAW SUGA 
ROOT CROPS 
PULSES 
FRUIT, V^G. 
OIL CROP 
MEAT 
MILK 
EGGS 
3350 
1330 
1381 
80 
4324 
102 
3044 
11562 
265 
3069 
C 
0 
3 
0 
37 
3849 
C 
6418 
1330 
1361 
82 
4324 
139 
3044 
15410 
265 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
21262 
2262 
484 
53 
3857 
90 
-14842 
-932 
897 
29 
467 
49 
— 6044 
-651 
- 6  
-5 
-269 
51 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 629461 66777 696238 
RAW SUGAR 77061 1469 78530 
ROOT CROPS 298819 30737 329556 
PULSES 56976 3244 60220 
FRUIT, VEG. 408701 6095 414796 
OIL CROPS 40347 16053 56400 
MEAT 45316 C 45316 
MILK 217784 4226 222010 
EGGS 9250 0 9250 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 629461 66777 696238 
RAW SUGAR 77061 1469 78530 
ROOT CROPS 298819 30737 329556 
PULSES 56976 3244 60220 
FRUIT, VEG. 408701 6095 414796 
OIL CROPS 40347 16053 564C0 
MEAT 45316 0 45316 
MILK 217784 4226 222010 
EGGS 9250 0 9250 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
44C478 
56187 
217710 
29998 
249025 
32827 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
255761 
22343 
111846 
30222 
165771 
23573 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
461147 
57644 
22C442 
30851 
252938 
33281 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
235092 
20886 
109115 
29369 
161858 
23119 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
— 4306 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 125766 121830 247597 
RAW SUGAR 26893 0 26893 
ROOT CROPS 50763 72415 123177 
PULSES 7423 2439 9862 
FRUIT, VEG. 170190 4463 174653 
OIL CROPS 19249 8764 28C13 
MEAT 30533 C 3G533 
MILK 94315 3925G 133565 
EGGS 6755 G 6755 
FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
210621 
34964 
110087 
8346 
224989 
17300 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
36976 
-8070 
13091 
1516 
-50335 
10712 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
-6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND INO. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 161238 397293 558531 
RAW SUGAR 49872 115 49986 
ROOT CROPS 112961 136763 249725 
PULSES 6226 4981 112C8 
FRUIT, VEG, 215124 99 215223 
OIL CROPS 12414 34979 47393 
MEAT 88195 0 88195 
MILK 261406 113285 374690 
EGGS 15323 C 15323 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 161238 397293 558531 
RAW SUGAR 49872 115 49986 
ROOT CROPS 112961 136763 249725 
PULSES 6226 4981 11208 
FRUIT, VEG. 215124 99 215223 
OIL CROPS 12414 34979 47393 
MEAT 88195 0 88195 
MILK 261406 113285 374690 
EGGS 15323 Q 15323 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
828290 
41098 
130499 
4C130 
178945 
93388 
-269758 
8888 
119226 
-28921 
36278 
-45994 
-2499C 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
028425 
41151 
I3C526 
40130 
179024 
93391 
-269892 
8835 
119199 
-28922 
36199 
-45996 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3390 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEOIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=LCW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 916464 535899 1502357 
RAW SUGAR 153824 1584 1554C8 
ROOT CROPS 462542 239915 702458 
PULSES 70625 10664 81290 
FRUIT, VEG. 794014 10656 804671 
OIL CROPS 72009 59797 131804 
MEAT 164042 0 164042 
MILK 573503 156760 730264 
EGGS 31328 C 31328 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=MEDIUM 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 916464 585899 1502357 
RAW SUGAR 153824 1584 155408 
ROOT CROPS 462542 239915 702458 
PULSES 70625 10664 81290 
FRUIT, VEG. 794014 10656 804671 
OIL CROPS 72009 59797 131804 
MEAT 164042 0 164042 
MILK 573503 156760 730264 
EGGS 31328 0 31328 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1479368 
132248 
458295 
7 8474 
652958 
143513 
22989 
23159 
244163 
2815 
151713 
-11708 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
150-0175 
133759 
461053 
79327 
656950 
143970 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2182  
21649 
241405 
1963 
147721 
-12165 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
895 
Appendix G.3. 2000 Production-Demand Comparisons for High 
Variant Population Trends 
Appendix C.3.a. 2000 production-demand comparisons for high variant 
population trends and constant per capita income 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FDR UNITED STATES 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAt 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 45336 183257 228593 46C448 -231654 -34582 
RAW SUGAR 16077 50 16127 9G04 7123 5927 
ROOT CROPS 19721 2825 22546 21006 1541 -672 
PULSES 2074 4 2078 1662 416 76 
FRUIT, VEG. 67061 C 67C61 35725 31336 633 
OIL CROPS 4622 16096 2G718 78306 -57589 — 446C 
MEAT 31377 0 31377 
MILK 91153 2279 93431 
EGGS 6984 C 6984 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CANADA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMA! 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 6550 25557 32107 42944 -10836 •7358 
RAW SUGAR 2154 G 2154 296 1858 759 
ROOT CROPS 4026 233 4259 4023 236 6 
PULSES 199 17 215 67 148 38 
FRUIT, VEG. 6942 0 6942 2062 4831 1256 
OIL CROPS 423 1G57 1479 1237 242 287 
MEAT 3238 0 3238 
MILK 16109 2481 18591 
EGGS 672 0 672 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR MEXICO 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 24634 3601 28235 25631 2 604 97 
RAW SUGAR 4757 C 4757 4845 -87 -402 
ROOT CROPS 1640 74 1714 1628 85 4 
PULSES 3133 0 3133 4Ù0C — 866 
-2 
FRUIT, VEG. 12989 53 13G42 7352 5689 -331 
OIL CROPS 810 811 1621 1728 -106 -3 
MEAT 2752 0 2752 
MILK 11608 204 11813 
EGGS 661 C 661 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR CARIBBEAN, C, AMER. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 10583 950 11533 4245 7288 1253 
RAW SUGAR 2782 0 2782 9724 -6942 -7291 
ROOT CROPS 5593 128 5721 2448 3273 47 
PULSES 1019 C 1019 520 499 
—4 
FRUIT, VEG. 14471 777 15249 8554 6695 -1633 
OIL CROPS 291 218 510 150 360 62 
MEAT 1717 0 1717 
MILK 6226 495 6722 
EGGS 287 0 287 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICOG iM.T. FDR BRAZIL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 29977 18364 48341 33851 14490 1415 
RAW SUGAR 9470 C 9470 1C75J  -1279 -801  
ROOT CROPS 50130 13622 63802 54678 9125 -242  
PULSES 5685 r u 5685 3293 2392  -180 
FRUIT, VEG. 26004  359 26363 21269 5094 -31C 
OIL CROPS 1401 767 2168 4064 -1895 -82 
MEAT 6512 C 6512  
MILK 15629 683 16312 
EGGS 901 C 9C1 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.J. FOR ARGENTINA,  URUGUAY 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAT 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 8775 5958 14733 17815 -3C81 5764 
RAW SUGAR 1644 0 1644 1789  -144 — 62 
ROOT CROPS 4165 327 4493 4244  249 -23 
PULSES 108  n  108 118 -9 -2 
FRUIT, VEG. 9881 0 9881 9886  -5 58  
OIL CROPS 571 642 1213 1756 -542 -450  
MEAT 4129 C 4129 
MILK 8999 41 9G40 
EGGS 289 C 289 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 21070 2499 23569 10697 12872 1709 
RAW SUGAR 6375 C 6375 5246 1129 -344 
ROOT CROPS 18389 2529 2C918 1G568 10350 -81 
PULSES 1749 C 1749 788 962 -55 
FRUIT, VEG. 33155 984  34139 17046 17093 -1330 
OIL CROPS 743 506  1249 726 524 163 
MEAT 4511 G 4511 
MILK 15386 1035  16422 
EGGS 674 G 674 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 41770 7070C 112470 155505 -43034 23919 
RAW SUGAR 11656 46 11702 10471 1230 2356 
ROOT CROPS 40826 41857 82684 13588 69095  1166 
PULSES 1773 451 2224 463 1761 968 
FRUIT, VEG. 64402 1206  65608 57788 7820  13079 
OIL CROPS 3275 7454 10729 650 1C079 8031 
MEAT 17766 0 17766 
MILK 75816 40324 116140 
EGGS 3505 C 35C5 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. PGR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIDN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 24398 16289 4C687 34629  6058  6587 
RAW SUGAR 2621 0 2621 3815 -1193 328  
ROOT CROPS 119C7 1263 13171 15627 -2455  105  
PULSES 1351 1G56 24C8 1740  668  125 
FRUIT, VEG. 44679  602 45280 99170 -53889  5394  
OIL CROPS 7441  581 6022  eulo 12  773  
MEAT 301C C 3010  
MILK 11606 9180 2C786 
EGGS 958 C 958  
2GC0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T. FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HI6H 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIGN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPE ARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 42349 47844  9C194 94836  —4641 4509  
RAW SUGAR 4230  G 4230  12734  -2503  -1275 
ROOT CROPS 36684  55073 91757 75390 16367 -3705 
PULSES 882 160  1042  1562  -519 —24 
FRUIT, VEG. 26591 880  27471 42681 -15210 -734 
OIL CROPS 1061 1804  2865  4460  -1594 519 
MEAT 6651 C 6651  
MILK 28111 16118 44229  
EGGS 1179 G 1179 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR U.S.S.R. 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 119198 56541 175740 139585 36154 •4367 
RAW SUGAR 13162 0 13162 17976 -4813 720 
ROOT CROPS 104901 48497 153398 86155 67243 3439 
PULSES 2338 3310 5648 37848 -32199 56 
FRUIT, VEG. 41114 0 41114 78640 -37526  1046 
OIL CROPS 2295 5033 7328 12853 -5524 —268 
MEAT 15094 G 15094 
MILK 63850 34249 98100 
EGGS 2834 0 2834 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR NORTH AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 48387 3282  51668 23749 27919 2406 
RAW SUGAR 3768 0 3768 1350 2418 802  
ROOT CROPS 3583 0 3583  3128 455 76 
PULSES 2988 657 3645 2105 1540 -31 
FRUIT, VEG. 24371 0 24371 24181 189 -3053 
OIL CROPS 3459 40 3499 2169 1329  -133 
MEAT 3650 0 3650  
MILK 19343 0 19343 
EGGS 619 0 619 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICOC M.T. FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIGN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196G DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 31642 2367 34CC9 16766 17243 763 
RAW SUGAR 1243 0 1243 288 956 233 
ROOT CROPS 143328 c 143328 69393 73935 -231 
PULSES 3608 G 3608 4284 -675 -665 
FRUIT, VEG. 42681 C 42631 19893 22788 -76 
OIL CROPS 3993 c 3993 5 20 8 -1214 -2297 
MEAT 1827 c 1827 
MILK 2457 13 2470 
EGGS 224 224 
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T. FOR EAST AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE^HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 22472 947 23419 12984 1C435 18 
RAW SUGAR 1132 G 1132 1734 -602 95 
ROOT CROPS 12872 124 12995 6043 6952 -51 
PULSES 2033 0 2€33 965 1C68 
-42 
FRUIT, VEG. 14843 G 14843 7911 6932 49 
OIL CROPS 886 244 1131 996 135 -72 
MEAT 2355 C 2355 
MILK 4707 463 5170 
EGGS 80 0 80 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR REP. CF S. AFRICA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTI ON-HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 10193 4465 14658 78C1 6857  -794  
RAW SUGAR 2114 G 2114 2839 -724 -345 
ROOT CROPS 1095 129 1224 726 498 -3 
PULSES 234 C 234 68 166 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 7291 C 7291 6660 631 -520 
OIL CROPS 165 248 413 232  181 -98 
MEAT 2283 C 2283  
MILK 6873 1C68 7941 
EGGS 175 C 175 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 19 60 DEMANl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 44465 19557 64C22 26682 37340 2520  
RAW SUGAR 4259 C 4259 2166 2093 694 
ROOT CROPS 5075 109 5184 4571 613 -18  
PULSES 2150 29  2180  948 1232 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 42279 2433 44712 38294  6418 -1123 
OIL CROPS 2664 486 3151 1601 1549 159 
MEAT 3149 Q 3149 
MILK 2CG53 1163 21216 
EGGS 462 C 462 
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGG M.T. FOR WEST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
( 3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 44465 19557 64:22 29031 34990 2520  
RAW SUGAR 4259 C 4259 2306  1952 694 
ROOT CROPS 5075 109 5184  4650 534 -18 
PULSES 2150 29 2180 1025 1155 -57 
FRUIT, VEG. 42279 2433 44712 387C4 6009  -1123 
OIL CROPS 2664 486 3151 16C6 1545 159 
MEAT 3149 C 3149 
MILK 20053 1163 21216 
EGGS 462 C 462 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 188446 1030 189476 167141 22335 980 
RAW SUGAR 19135 928 20063 23888 -3824 -507 
ROOT CROPS 19040 0 19040 13570 5469 G 
PULSES 27195 1087 28283 14528 13755 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 53542 0 53542 23619 29923 0 
OIL CROPS 4338 5313 9651 9805 -154 -560 
MEAT 1360 C 1360 
MILK 48133 0 48133 
EGGS 286 0 286 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR INDIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 188446 1030 189476 175641 13835 980 
RAW SUGAR 19135 928 20063 24840 -4776 -507 
ROOT CROPS 19040 0 19040 14111 4929 0 
PULSES 27195 1087 28283 15106 13176 2 
FRUIT, VEG. 53542 0 53542 23619 29923 0 
OIL CROPS 4338 5313 9651 1C223 -571 -560 
MEAT 1360 0 1360 
MILK 48133 0 48133 
EGGS 286 0 286 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC iM.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 64356 0 64356 39311 25C45 2574 
RAW SUGAR 4375 c 4375 3378 997  241 
ROOT CROPS 2840  c 2840 1063 1778 63 
PULSES 3292  G 3292 1319 1973 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 2G770 c 2G770 31448 -1C678 73 
OIL CROPS 604 827 1431 569  863  -65 
MEAT 1616 0 1616 
MILK 16920  0 16920  
EGGS 121 c  121 
200G PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T. FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATICN RATE 
(3 ) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 64356 0 64356 422C1 22155 2574 
RAW SUGAR 4375 G 4375 3643 732 241 
ROOT CROPS 2840 G 2840  1116 1725 63 
PULSES 3292 G 3292  1421 1870 57 
FRUIT, VEG. 20770 C 2C770  33366 -13G95 73 
OIL CROPS 604 827 1431 594 337 -65 
MEAT 1616 0 1616 
MILK 16920 G 16920 
EGGS 121 C 121 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR JAPAN 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 315C3 4546 36049 32293 3756 43C1 
RAW SUGAR 2198 0 2198 705 1494 1282 
ROOT CROPS 11704 3416 15119 13733 1386 64 
PULSES 597 88 685 538 147 90 
FRUIT, VEG. 19287 0 19287 47847 -28558 16 
OIL CROPS 2207 1053 3260 900 2 360 1425 
MEAT 892 0 892 
MILK 2983 256 3239 
EGGS 822 C 822 
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PDPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 141278 379C 145C68 111215 33853 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 7272 0 7272 6909 283 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 60060  4601 64661 56231 8430 -1939 
PULSES 2769 C 2769  16G7 1162 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 80881 202 81C83 69076 12007 -225 
OIL CROPS 6621 2622 9243 8005  1239  -1099 
MEAT 4121 C 4121 
MILK 3606 G 3636  
EGGS 1689 0 1689 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PDPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 141278 3790 145068 118279 26739 -3102 
RAW SUGAR 7272 G 7272 7141 131 -1613 
ROOT CROPS 60060 4601 64661 58317 6344 -1939 
PULSES 2769 0 2769 17C2 1067 -142 
FRUIT, VEG. 80881  202  81083 7C241  10842  -225 
OIL CROPS 6621 2622 9243 8014 1229  -1099 
MEAT 4121 G 4121 
MILK 3606 C 3606 
EGGS 1689 C 1689 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR OCEANIA 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAl 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 4003 3254 7257 21262 -14004 6044 
RAW SUGAR 1414 0 1414 2262 -847 -651 
ROOT CROPS 1482 0 1482 484 998 —6 
PULSES 77 3 79 53 26 -5 
FRUIT, VEG. 4012  G 4012 3857 155 -269  
OIL CROPS 104 39 143 90 53 51 
MEAT 3245 G 3245 
MILK 12167 4102 16270 
EGGS 278 0 278 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 590384 49528 639912 440478 199434 7811 
RAW SUGAR 56509 928 57437 56187 1250 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 314219 20680 334899 217710 117189 -2429 
PULSES 51500 1774 53274 29998 23276 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 337512 4532 342044 249025 93019 -6342 
OIL CROPS 24270 10205 34474 32827 1647 -4306 
MEAT 28250 0 28250 
MILK 142476 3440 145916 
EGGS 4927 C 4927 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 590384 49528 639912 461147 178765 7811 
RAW SUGAR 56509 928 57437 57644 — 206 -2342 
ROOT CROPS 314219 20680 334899 22C442 114457 -2429 
PULSES 51500 1774 53274 30851 22423 -1148 
FRUIT, VEG. 337512 4532 342044 252938 89106 — 6342 
OIL CROPS 24270 10205 34474 33281 1193 -4306 
MEAT 28250 0 28250 
MILK 142476 3440 145916 
EGGS 4927 0 4927 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR MED. INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATIDN RATE 
13) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPE ARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 150399 80C73 23C472 21C621 19851 8214 
RAW SUGAR 20206  C 2C2C6 34964 -14758 -6485 
ROOT CROPS 69073 53606 122679 11G087 12592 -4734 
PULSES 7213 1275 8488 8346 141 177 
FRUIT, VEG. 132511 2887 135398 224989 -8959C -9494 
OIL CROPS 12711 5579  18291 173C0 990 2289  
MEAT 21289 0 21289 
MILK 76527 24724  101251 
EGGS 4266 C 4266 vo h-» 
2QCC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 220602 345196 565798 826290 -262490 -24990 
RAW SUGAR 45123 96 45213 41098 4120 8966 
ROOT CROPS 175819 100521 276340 13C499 145841 -1725 
PULSES 6539 3815 1C354 4C130 -29775 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 187221 75 187296 178945 8351 17C34 
OIL CROPS 10994 30C58 41052 93388 -52335 389C 
MEAT 71718 0 71718 
MILK 262734 85993 348727 
EGGS 14508 C 145G8 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T. FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
CEREALS 220602 345196 565798 828425 -262625 -2499G 
RAW SUGAR 45123 96 45218 41151 4067 8966 
ROOT CROPS 175819 1C0521 276340 13C526 145814 -1725 
PULSES 6539 3815 1C354 4C130 -29775 1163 
FRUIT, VEG. 187221 75 187296 179024 8271 17034 
OIL CROPS 10994 30058 41052 93391 -52338 3890 
MEAT 71718 C 71718 
MILK 262734 85993 348727 
EGGS 14508 C 145C8 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=POPULATI ON RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAi 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 961385 474794 1436174 1479368 -43193 8967 
RAW SUGAR 121836 1C24 122860 132248 -9388 137 
ROOT CROPS 559109 174807 733917 458295 275622 •889C 
PULSES 65253 6864 72116 78474 -6358 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 657243 7494 664737 652958 11779 1193 
OIL CROPS 47975 45842 93816 143513 -49696 1872 
MEAT 121255 C 121255 
MILK 481734 114157 595892 
EGGS 23700 G 23700 
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T. FDR 96 NATION TOTAL 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=PCPULATION RATE 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAI 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD 
CEREALS 961385 474794 1436174 150G175 -64C0C •8967 
RAW SUGAR 121836 1024 122860 133759 -10898  137 
ROOT CROPS 559109 174807 733917 461053 272863 •3890 
PULSES 65253 6864 72116 79327 -7210 191 
FRUIT, VEG. 657243 7494 664737 656950 7787 1193 
OIL CROPS 47975 45842 93816 143970 -50153 1872 
MEAT 121255 C 121255 
MILK 431734 114157 595892 
EGGS 23700 G 23700  
914 
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population trends and low variant income trends 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING - (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 43846 187103 230949 
RAW SUGAR 16077 51 16128 
ROOT CROPS 19378 283fi 22262 
PULSES 2038 4 2042 
FRUIT, VEG. 69007 0 69007 
OIL CROPS 4704 16434 21138 
MEAT 32652 0 32652 
MILK 88002 2326 90328 
EGGS 6863 C 6863 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING - 11) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6458 25993 32451 
RAW SUGAR 2154 0 2154 
ROOT CROPS 3874 237 4111 
PULSES 196 17 213 
FRUIT, VEG. 7181 0 7181 
OIL CROPS 434 1075 1508 
MEAT 3354 0 3354 
MILK 15700 2524 18224 
EGGS 664 0 664 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
46C448  
9004 
21006 
1662 
35725 
783G8 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-229499 
7124 
1256 
330 
33282 
-57169 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
—4460 
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND I960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
42944 -1C491 -7358 
296 1858 759 
4023 87 6 
67 146 38  
2062 5120 1256 
1237 271 287 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1Ô0G M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTICN=HI6H 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 23219 3186 26405 
RAW SUGAR 4264 0 4264 
ROOT CROPS 1561 65 1626  
PULSES 2966 0 2966 
FRUIT, VEG. 11105 47 11151 
OIL CROPS 712 717 1430 
MEAT 2353 C 2353 
MILK 10694  181 10875 
EGGS 549 G 549 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9768 843 10611 
RAW SUGAR 2596 0 2596 
ROOT CROPS 4920 113 5034 
PULSES 930 C 930 
FRUIT, VEG. 13470 630 14101 
OIL CROPS 246 220 466 
MEAT 1545 0 1545 
MILK 5803  452 6255 
EGGS 253 0 253 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
25631 775 97 
4845 -580 -402 
1628 -1 4 
40C0 -1C33 -2 
7352 3799 -331 
1728 -297 -3 
FOR CARIBBEAN» C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960  DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
4245 6367 1253 
9724  -7127 -7291 
2448 2586 47 
520 410 -4 
8554 5547 -1633 
150 316 62 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 29261 17483 46745 
RAW SUGAR 9470 0 9470 
ROOT CROPS 49325 12968 62293 
PULSES 5637 0 5637 
FRUIT, VEG. 25153 341 25494 
OIL CROPS 1332 730 2062 
MEAT 6203 C 6203 
MILK 14849 65G 15499 
EGGS 864 C 864 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 8927 5982 14909 
RAW SUGAR 1699 0 1699 
ROOT CROPS 4151 328 4479 
PULSES 115 0 115 
FRUIT, VEG. 10349 0 10349 
OIL CROPS 592 645 1237 
MEAT 4137 0 4137 
MILK 9089 42 9131 
EGGS 300 0 300 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
33851 
1C750 
54678 
3293 
21269 
4064 
12894 
-1279 
7616 
2344 
4226 
-2001 
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
- 1 8 0  
-310 
- 8 2  
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
17815 -2905 -5764 
1789 -89 -62 
4244 235 -23 
118 -2 -2 
9886 462 58 
1756 -518 -450 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 19594 2211 21806 
RAW SUGAR 6036 0 6036 
ROOT CROPS 17549 2303 19851 
PULSES 1625 0 1625 
FRUIT, VEG. 29904 775 30679 
OIL CROPS 654 437 1091 
MEAT 3869 0 3869 
MILK 13103 867 13970 
EGGS 579 0 579 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 36296 87360 123655 
RAW SUGAR 12732 56 12788 
ROOT CROPS 31894 53731 85625 
PULSES 1829 539 2369 
FRUIT, VEG. 74862 1396 76258 
OIL CROPS 3339 9313 12652 
MEAT 22412 0 22412 
MILK 79125 50211 129336 
EGGS 4248 G 4248 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1C697 
5246 
1C568 
788 
17046 
726 
11108  
789 
9283 
838 
13633 
366 
1709 
-344 
—  8 1  
-55 
-1330 
163 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
155505 
1C471 
13588 
463 
57788 
650 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-31849 
2317 
72036 
19C5 
18470 
12CC2 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 20301 24433 45234 
RAW SUGAR 3614 0 3614 
ROOT CROPS 11545 1918 13463 
PULSES 1351 1569 2921 
FRUIT, VEG. 52347 923 53269 
OIL CROPS 8938 888 9826 
MEAT 4660 0 4660 
MILK 15428 13961 29389 
EGGS 1370 0 1370 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LGW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 37130 63921 101051 
RAW SUGAR 5443 0 5443 
ROOT CROPS 29913 66655 96568 
PULSES 935 237 1171 
FRUIT, VEG. 35542 1279 36820 
OIL CROPS 1438 2520 3958 
MEAT 8868 0 8868 
MILK 32474 20297 52771 
EGGS 1520 0 1520 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
34629 
3815 
15627 
1740 
99170 
8010 
10604 
-199 
-2164 
1 1 8 1  
-45900 
1 8 1 6  
6587 
328 
105 
125 
-5394 
773 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
94836 
12734 
75390 
1562 
42681 
4460 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
6215 
-7289 
21178 
-390 
-5 860 
-501 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
20GC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 1003C3 74886 175189 
RAW SUGAR 17904 0 17904 
ROOT CROPS 82225 64232 146456 
PULSES 2506 4384 6890 
FRUIT, VEG. 51482 C 51482 
OIL CROPS 3618 6666 10234 
MEAT 20097 0 20097 
MILK 83823 45362 129184 
EGGS 3651 C 3651 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LCW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 45770 3012 48782 
RAW SUGAR 3368 0 3368 
ROOT CROPS 3508 0 3508 
PULSES 2799 610 3409 
FRUIT, VEG. 23037 0 23037 
OIL CROPS 3339 38 3377 
MEAT 3223 0 3223 
MILK 17516 0 17516 
EGGS 518 c 518 
FOR U.S.S.R. 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
139585 
17976 
86155 
37848 
78640 
12853 
35604 
-71 
603G1 
-30956 
-27157 
-2568 
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
-268 
FOR NCRTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23749 
1350 
3128 
2105 
24181 
2169 
25033 
2018 
380 
1304 
-1143 
1208 
2406 
802  
76 
-31 
-3058 
-133 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 23446 1377 24824 
RAW SUGAR 681 0 681 
ROOT CROPS 125370 0 125370 
PULSES 3067 G 3067 
FRUIT, VEG. 33174 C 33174 
OIL CROPS 3071 c 3G71 
MEAT 1156 c 1156 
MILK 1567 14 1582 
EGGS 138 0 138 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 18971 715 19686 
RAW SUGAR 846 C 846 
ROOT CROPS 12282 138 12420 
PULSES 1788 0 1788 
FRUIT, VEG. 14106 0 14106 
OIL CROPS 649 156 805 
MEAT 1751 G 1751 
MILK 3847 314 4161 
EGGS 54 0 54 
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
I960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
16766 
288 
69393 
4284 
19893 
5208 
8057 
393 
55978 
-1217 
13281 
-2136 
763 
233 
-231 
— 665 
-76 
-2297 
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
12984 6702 18 
1734 -887 95 
6043 6377 -51 
965 823 -42 
7911 6195 49 
996 -190 -72 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
12)  INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND, FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 10434 3914 14349 
RAW SUGAR 2051 0 2C51 
ROOT CROPS 1066 113 1179 
PULSES 221 C 221 
FRUIT, VEG. 6523 0 6523 
OIL CROPS 130 217 348 
MEAT 2017 C 2017 
MILK 5968 936 69 C 4 
EGGS 152 G 152 
FOR REP. CP S. AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
7801 6547 -794 
2839 -787 -345 
726 453 -3 
68 153 2 
6660 -136 -520 
232 116 -98 
vo 
N3 
to 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 43452 18578 62030 
RAW SUGAR 4162 G 4162 
ROOT CROPS 5016 103 5119 
PULSES 2078 24 2102 
FRUIT, VEG. 41203 2308 43512 
OIL CROPS 2511 499 30IC 
MEAT 2981 G 2981 
MILK 18953 1110 20063 
EGGS 460 0 460 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 43452 18578 62030 
RAW SUGAR 4162 0 4162 
ROOT CROPS 5016 103 5119 
PULSES 2078 24 2102 
FRUIT, VEG. 41203 2308 43512 
OIL CROPS 2511 499 3010 
MEAT 2981 0 2981 
MILK 18953 1110 20063 
EGGS 460 0 460 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
26682 
2166 
4571 
948 
38294 
1601 
35349 
1996 
549 
1154 
5217 
1409 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
29031 
2306 
4650 
1025 
38704 
16C6 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
32999 
1856 
470 
1077 
4808 
1404 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
13) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND INO. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 190343 1067 191410 
RAW SUGAR 19543 962 2G5C5 
ROOT CROPS 19130 0 19130 
PULSES 27517 1127 28644 
FRUIT, VEG. 54531 C 54531 
OIL CROPS 4442 5507 9948 
MEAT 1378 0 1378 
MILK 49957 G 49957 
EGGS 296 0 296 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
13) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 190343 1067 191410 
RAW SUGAR 19543 962 20505 
ROOT CROPS 19130 G 19130 
PULSES 27517 1127 28644 
FRUIT, VEG. 54531 C 54531 
OIL CROPS 4442 5507 9948 
MEAT 1378 G 1378 
MILK 49957 0 49957 
EGGS 296 C 296 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
167141 
23888 
13570 
14528 
23619 
9805 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
24269 
-3382 
5560 
14117 
3:912 
143 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
980 
-507 
G 
2 
C 
-560 
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
175641 15769 980 
24340 -4334 -507 
14111 5019 0 
15106 13538 2 
23619 30912 0 
1C223 -274 -560 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 59716 0 59716 
RAW SUGAR 3741 C 3741 
ROOT CROPS 2741 0 2741 
PULSES 3135 0 3185 
FRUIT, VEG. 18648 0 18648 
OIL CROPS 511 665 1176 
MEAT 1353 G 1353 
MILK 14222 0 14222 
EGGS 95 C  95 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 59716 0 59716 
RAW SUGAR 3741 0 3741 
ROOT CROPS 2741 c 2741 
PULSES 3185 G 3185 
FRUIT, VEG. 18648 C 18648 
OIL CROPS 511 665 1176 
MEAT 1353 0 1353 
MILK 14222 c 14222 
EGGS 95 0 95 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
39311 
3378 
1063 
1319 
31448 
569 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
20405 
364 
1678 
1 8 6 6  
- 1 2 8 0 0  
607 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
2574 
241 
63 
57 
73 
-65 
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
42201 
3643 
1116 
1421 
33866 
594 
17515 
98 
1625 
1764 
•15217 
2574 
241 
63 
57 
73 
-65 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30468 7881 38349 
RAW SUGAR 3450 0 3450 
ROOT CROPS 11070 5921 16991 
PULTES 646 152 798 
FRUIT, VEG. 24097 G 24097 
OIL CROPS 4002 1826 5828 
MEAT 1705 0 1705 
MILK 4923 444 5367 
EGGS 1282 c 1282 
. ^ ^ 
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
32293 6C56 4301 
70 5 2745 1282 
13733 3258 64 
538 260 90 
47847 -23749 16 
900 4927 1425 
vo 
to 
o\ 
2GGG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - tl) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LGW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 123473 2104 125582 
RAW SUGAR 5266 0 5266 
ROOT CROPS 55768 5238 61005 
PULSES 2515 0 2515 
FRUIT, VEG. 65969 244 66213 
OIL CROPS 4922 1750 6672 
MEAT 2875 G 2875 
MILK 2366 G 2366 
EGGS 1283 0 1293 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 123478 2104 125582 
RAW SUGAR 5266 0 5266 
ROOT CROPS 55768 5238 61005 
PULSES 2515 0 2515 
FRUIT, VEG. 65969 244 66213 
OIL CROPS 4922 1750 6672 
MEAT 2875 0 2875 
MILK 2366 0 2366 
EGGS 1283 0 1283 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
111215 
6989 
56231 
1607 
69076 
8005 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
14367 
-1721 
4774 
908 
-2862 
-1332 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
— 1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
118279 
7141 
58317 
1702 
70241 
8014 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7302 
-1873 
2689 
814 
-4027 
-1341 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-3102 
-1613 
-1939 
-142 
-225 
-1099 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3897 3264 7160 
RAW SUGAR 1411 C 1411 
ROOT CROPS 1482 0 1482 
PULSES 79 3 82 
FRUIT, VEG. 4157 Q 4157 
OIL CROPS 106 39 145 
MEAT 3251 G 3251 
MILK 12258 4104 16362 
EGGS 276 0 276 
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAN 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
21262 -14100 -6044 
2262 -850 -651 
484 998 -6 
53 29 -5 
3857 300 -269 
90 55 51 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN ICOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 552049 44127 596175 
RAW SUGAR 52486 962 53448 
ROOT CROPS 288978 20474 309452 
PULSES 50184 1762 51946 
FRUIT, VEG. 304439 4063 3085C2 
OIL CROPS 20973 9179 30153 
MEAT 23922 0 23922 
MILK 132715 3002 135717 
EGGS 4128 0 4128 
2CC0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 552049 44127 596175 
RAW SUGAR 52486 962 53448 
ROOT CROPS 288978 20474 309452 
PULSES 50184 1762 51946 
FRUIT, VEG. 304439 4063 308502 
OIL CROPS 20973 9179 30153 
MEAT 23922 C 23922 
MILK 132715 3C02 135717 
EGGS 4128 0 4128 
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
44C478 
56187 
217710 
29998 
249G25 
32827 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
155698 
-2738 
91741 
21948 
59478 
-2673 
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
461147 
57644 
22C442 
3G851 
252938 
33281 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
135029 
-4195 
89010 
21C95 
55565 
-3128 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
7811 
-2342 
-2429 
-1148 
-6342 
-4306 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 139476 105121 244597 
RAW SUGAR 22935 0 22935 
ROOT CROPS 62564 66086 128649 
PULSES 7094 1919 9013 
FRUIT, VEG. 149670 3783 153453 
OIL CROPS 16220 7195 23415 
MEAT 24842 0 24842 
MILK 83986 32875 116861 
EGGS 5289 0 5289 
FOR MED.  INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
21C621 
34964 
11C087 
8346 
224989 
17300 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
33976 
-12028 
18563 
667 
-71535 
6115 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
8214 
— 6485 
-4734 
177 
-9494 
2289 
\o  
w  
o 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LDW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 194053 386065 580118 
RAW SUGAR 51088 107 51195 
ROOT CROPS 142223 130389 272612 
PULSES 6745 4986 11732 
FRUIT, VEG. 211734 97 211831 
OIL CROPS 12496 33968 46464 
MEAT 83074 C 83074 
MILK 282964 107918 390882 
EGGS 15996 G 15996 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 194053 386065 580118 
RAW SUGAR 51088 107 51195 
ROOT CROPS 142223 130389 272612 
PULSES 6745 4986 11732 
FRUIT, VEG. 211734 97 211831 
OIL CROPS 12496 33968 46464 
MEAT 83074 0 83074 
MILK 282964 107918 39C882 
EGGS 15996 0 15996 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
826290 
41098 
13C499 
4C130 
178945 
93388 
-249171 
1G097 
142113 
-28398 
32886 
-46923 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
828425 
41151 
13G526 
40130 
179024 
93391 
-248305 
10044 
142086 
-28398 
32807 
-46926 
-24990 
8966 
-1725 
1163 
17034 
3890 
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LGW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 885576 535312 1420882 
RAW SUGAR 126508 1068 127576 
ROOT CROPS 493764 216947 710712 
PULSES 64023 8667 72690 
FRUIT, VEG. 665843 7943 673786 
OIL CROPS 49689 50341 100030 
MEAT 131837 0 131837 
MILK 499664 143794 643458 
EGGS 25413 0 25413 
200C PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=LOW 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 885576 535312 1420882 
RAW SUGAR 126508 1068 127576 
ROOT CROPS 493764 216947 710712 
PULSES 64023 8667 72690 
FRUIT, VEG. 665843 7943 673786 
OIL CROPS 49689 50341 100030 
MEAT 131837 G 131837 
MILK 499664 143794 643458 
EGGS 25413 0 25413 
FOR 96  NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
1479368 
132248 
458295 
78474 
652958 
143513 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-58485 
-4 671 
252417 
-5783 
20828 
-43482 
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
FOR 96 NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
15CC175 
133759 
461053 
79327 
656950 
143970 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
-79292 
-6181  
249658 
— 6636 
16836 
-4394C 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-8967 
137 
-8890 
191 
1193 
1872 
933 
Appendix  C .3 .c .  2000  product ion-demand comparisons  for  h igh  var iant  
populat ion  trends  and h igh  var iant  income trends  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTI0N=HI6H 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 40957 199918 24C875 
RAW SUGAR 16077 55 16131 
ROOT CROPS 18695 3082 21776 
PULSES 1966 4 1971 
FRUIT, VEG. 74756 C 74756 
OIL CROPS 4875 17560 22435 
MEAT 36418 0 36418 
MILK 81909 2486 84394 
EGGS 6621 0 6621 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
13) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 6111 29138 35249 
RAW SUGAR 2154 0 2154 
ROOT CROPS 3333 266 3598 
PULSES 136 19 205 
FRUIT, VEG. 8668 0 8668 
OIL CROPS 479 1205 1684 
MEAT 4076 0 4076 
MILK 14202 2829 17031 
EGGS 631 0 631 
FOR UNITED STATES 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
460448 
S004 
21006  
1662 
35725 
7 8308 
-219572 
7127 
771 
309 
39031 
-55871 
-34582 
5927 
-672 
76 
633 
— 4460 
VO U) 4>  
FOR CANADA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
42944 
296 
4023 
67 
2062 
1237 
-7694 
1858 
-424 
138 
6607 
447 
-7358 
759 
6 
38 
1256 
287 
2000  PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 28103 5268 33371 
RAW SUGAR 6220 0 6220 
ROOT CROPS 2004 108 2112 
PULSES 3583 0 3583 
FRUIT, VEG. 21642 77 21719 
OIL CROPS 1260 1186 2446 
MEAT 4585 0 4585 
MILK 14195 299 14494 
EGGS 1175 0 1175 
20CG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 12032 1300 13332 
RAW SUGAR 3113 0 3113 
ROOT CROPS 5728 177 5905 
PULSES 1138 C 1138 
FRUIT, VEG. 16031 1091 17122 
OIL CROPS 388 322 710 
MEAT 2458 G 2458 
MILK 8011 602 8613 
EGGS 482 0 482 
FOR MEXICO 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
25631 
4845 
1623 
4000 
7352 
1728 
7740 
1375 
4 84 
-417 
14367 
97 
-402 
4 
- 2  
-331 
-3 
FOR CARIBBEAN, C. AMER. 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
1253 
-7291 
47 
-4 
—1633 
62 
4245 9088 
9724 -6610 
2448 3457 
520 619 
8554 8568 
150 560 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCO M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32991 23153 56144 
RAW SUGAR 9470 0 9470 
ROOT CROPS 53784 17175 70958 
PULSES 5393 0 5893 
FRUIT, VEG. 30631 452 31083 
OIL CROPS 1775 967 2742 
MEAT 8192 0 8192 
MILK 19870 861 20731 
EGGS 1101 0 • 1101 
T 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9685 6116 15801 
RAW SUGAR 2024 C 2024 
ROOT CROPS 4005 335 4340 
PULSES 160 0 160 
FRUIT, VEG. 13746 0 13746 
OIL CROPS 748 660 1408 
MEAT 4162 0 4162 
MILK 9465 44 9508 
EGGS 375 G 375 
FOR BRAZIL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
33851 
1C750 
54678 
3293 
21269 
4364 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD, 
22293 
-1279 
16281 
2 600 
9814 
-1321 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
1415 
- 8 0 1  
-242 
- 1 8 0  
-310 
-82 
FOR ARGENTINA, URUGUAY 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
17815 -2013 -5764 
1789 235 -62 
4244 96 -23 
118 42 -2 
9886 386C 58 
1756 -347 -450 
20G0 PRODUCTICN-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 24572 3612 28184 
RAW SUGAR 7371 0 7371 
ROOT CROPS 20429 4042 24471 
PULSES 2138 0 2138 
FRUIT, VEG. 41747 1521 43268 
OIL CROPS 1099 693 1792 
MEAT 6774 0 6774 
MILK 22459 1543 24003 
EGGS 1142 0 1142 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 34068 100736 134804 
RAW SUGAR 13425 66 13491 
ROOT CROPS 28667 63733 92400 
PULSES 1868 614 2481 
FRUIT, VEG. 80804 1608 82411 
OIL CROPS 3381 10658 14038 
MEAT 26654 0 26654 
MILK 81126 59204 140330 
EGGS 4620 0 4620 
FOR OTHER SOUTH AMERICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
1C697 
5246 
1C568 
788 
17C46 
726 
17486 
2125 
139C3 
1351 
26222 
1066 
1709 
-344 
- 8 1  
-55 
-1330 
163 
FOR NORTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
1555C5 
1G471 
13588 
463 
57783 
650 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
-20700 
3020 
78812 
2C18 
24623 
13339 
1960 DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
23919 
2356 
1166 
968 
13079 
8031 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  IX.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 16867 33062 499 28 
RAW SUGAR 4712 0 4712 
ROOT CROPS 11112 2631 13744 
PULSES 1351 2110 3461 
FRUIT, VEG. 56872 1268 58140 
OIL CROPS 10221 1225 11446 
MEAT 6391 C 6391 
MILK 19012 1921C 38221 
EGGS 1832 0 1332 
2GQC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 33566 72181 105747 
RAW SUGAR 6245 0 6245 
ROOT CROPS 22847 75338 98186 
PULSES 975 278 1253 
FRUIT, VEG. 41520 1437 42956 
OIL CROPS 1700 2902 4602 
MEAT 10015 0 10015 
MILK 34423 22839 57262 
EGGS 1763 C 1763 
FOR SOUTHERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
34629 15299 6587 
3815 897 328 
15627 -1883 105 
1740 1722 125 
99170 -41030 -5394 
8010 3436 773 
FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
94836 
12734 
75390 
1562 
42681 
4460  
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
10911 
-6488 
22796 
-308 
275 
142 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
4509 
-1275 
-3705 
-24 
-734 
519 
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTIDN=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 93529 81293 174823 
RAW SUGAR 19604 0 19604 
ROOT CROPS 74096 69727 143823 
PULSES 2567 4759 7326 
FRUIT, VEG. 55199 0 55199 
OIL CROPS 4093 7236 11329 
MEAT 21890 0 21890 
MILK 88890 49243 138132 
EGGS 3944 C 3944 
20G0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 54218 6200 60418 
RAW SUGAR 5761 •2 5761 
ROOT CROPS 4110 C 4110 
PULSES 3730 1521 5250 
FRUIT, VEG. 34992 0 34992 
OIL CROPS 6189 106 6295 
MEAT 6933 0 6933 
MILK 27898 0 27898 
EGGS 1551 0 1551 
FOR U.S .S .R.  
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
139585 
17976 
86155 
37848 
78640 
12853 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
35237 
1628 
57668 
-30521 
-23440 
-1523 
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
-4367 
720 
-3439 
56 
1046 
- 2 6 8  
FOR NORTH AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960 DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
23749 36669 2406 
1350 4411 802 
3128 982 76 
2105 3145 -31 
24181 10811 -3058 
2169 4126 -133 
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 32758  2222  34981  
RAW SUGAR 1834  0  1884  
ROOT CROPS 143422  c  143422  
PULSES 37C4 G 3704  
FRUIT,  VEG.  44190  0  44190  
OIL CROPS 4274  c  4274  
MEAT 2108  c  2108  
MILK 2964  28  2993  
EGGS 262  0  262  
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING -  11)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
13)  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 25123  1309  26432  
RAW SUGAR 2423  0  2423  
ROOT CROPS 14046  326  14373  
PULSES 2566  0  2566  
FRUIT,  VEG.  21415  c  21415  
OIL CROPS 1418  280  1697  
MEAT 3461  0  3461  
MILK 6914  447  7360  
EGGS 126  Q 126  
FOR WEST-CENTRAL AFRICA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
16766  
288 
69393  
4284  
19893  
5208  
18214  
1596  
74030  
-579  
24296  
-933  
763  
233  
-231  
— 665  
-76  
-2297  
FOR EAST AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960  DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD.  LESS PROD.  
12984  13447  18  
1734  689  95  
6043  8329  -51  
965  1601  -42  
7911  13504  49  
996  702  -72  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPE ARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 9804 5267 15072 
RAW SUGAR 2188 0 2188 
ROOT CROPS 1142 152 1293 
PULSES 253 C 253 
FRUIT, VEG. 8526 c 8526 
OIL CROPS 221 292 513 
MEAT 2629 0 2629 
MILK 8327 1260 9587 
EGGS 212 0 212 
FOR REP.  CF S .  AFRICA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD. LESS PROD. 
7801 727C -794 
2839 -650 -345 
726 568 -3 
68 185 2 
6660 1866 -520 
232 282 -98 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 iV.T 
ASSUMING - (I) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 49502 27044 76546 
RAW SUGAR 6321 0 6321 
ROOT CROPS 5497 136 5633 
PULSES 2686 39 2725 
FRUIT, VEG. 52784 3074 55858 
OIL CROPS 3220 620 3841 
MEAT 5206 0 52C6 
MILK 30300 1451 31751 
EGGS 931 C 931 
2000 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000 M.T 
ASSUMING - (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2) INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3) LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND. FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 49502 27044 76546 
RAW SUGAR 6321 0 6321 
ROOT CROPS 5497 136 5633 
PULSES 2686 39 2725 
FRUIT, VEG. 52784 3074 55858 
OIL CROPS 3220 620 3841 
MEAT 5206 0 5 206 
MILK 30300 1451 31751 
EGGS 931 0 931 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
26682 
2166 
4571 
948 
38294 
1601 
49864 
4156 
1063 
1777 
17564 
2240 
2520 
694 
-18 
-57 
-1123 
159 
FOR WEST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD. 
29031 
2306 
4650 
1025 
38704 
1606 
47515 
4015 
983 
1700 
17155 
2235 
2520 
694 
- 1 8  
-57 
-1123 
159 
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
1 2 )  I N C O M E  G R O W T H  R A T E = H I G H  
(3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 214150  1637  215788  
RAW SUGAR 25707 1475  27182  
ROOT CROPS 20493  0  20493  
PULSES 32384  1729  34113  
FRUIT,  VEG.  69478  0  69478  
OIL CROPS 6353  8447  14800  
MEAT 1671  0  1671  
MILK 77519  0  77519  
EGGS 506  0  506  
20C0 PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 214150  1637  215788 
RAW SUGAR 25707  1475  27182  
ROOT CROPS 20493  0  20493  
PULSES 32384  1729  34113  
FRUIT,  VEG.  69478  0  69476  
OIL CROPS 6353  8447  14300  
MEAT 1671  0  1671  
MILK 77519  0  77519  
EGGS 506 0  506  
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
167141  
23888  
13570  
14528 
23619  
9805 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
48647  
3294  
6922  
19585  
45859  
4994 
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
980 
-507  
2 
0  
-560  
FOR INDIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
175641  
24840  
14111  
15106  
23619  
1C223  
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
40147  
2342  
6382  
19006  
45859  
4577  
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
980  
-507  
2 
0  
-560  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3 )  LAND RESTRICTIGN=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 79564  0  79564  
RAW SUGAR 7530  C 7530  
ROOT CROPS 3223  0  3223  
PULSES 3866  0  3866  
FRUIT,  VEG.  33028  c  33028 
OIL CROPS 1298  1441  2739  
MEAT 4929  0  4929  
MILK 32076  0  32G76 
EGGS 397  0  397  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 79564  C 79564  
RAW SUGAR 7530  0  7530  
ROOT CROPS 3223  c  3223  
PULSES 3866  0  3866  
FRUIT,  VEG.  33028  c  33C28 
OIL CROPS 1298  1441  2739  
MEAT 4929  0  4929  
MILK 32076  c  32076  
EGGS 397  c  397  
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 196C DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD.  LESS PROD.  
39311  40253  2574  
3378  4153  241  
1063  2161  63  
1319  2547  57  
31448  1579  73  
569  2171  -65  
FOR OTHER SOUTH ASIA 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960  DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD.  LESS PROD.  
42201  37364 2574  
3643  3887  241  
1116  2108  63  
1421  2445  57  
33866  -837  73  
594  2145  -65  
20GC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 30049  10692  40742  
RAW SUGAR 4581  C 4581  
ROOT CROPS 10818  8C33 18851  
PULSES 690  207  896  
FRUIT,  VEG.  26427  0  26427  
OIL CROPS 5624  2477  8101  
MEAT 2440  0  2440  
MILK 6677  603  728C 
EGGS 1542  n 1542  
FOR JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
32293  
705  
13733  
538  
47847  
900  
8449  
3876  
5118  
359  
-21418  
7201  
4301  
1282  
64  
90  
16 
1425  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HI6H 
( 2 )  I N C O M E  G R O W T H  R A T E = H I G H  
(3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=LOW 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND I  NO.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 161092  6386  167478  
RAW SUGAR 13434  0  13434  
ROOT CROPS 62897  10831  73728  
PULSES 3205  G 3205  
FRUIT,  VEG.  103811  493  1G4304  
OIL CROPS 15425  4365  19790  
MEAT 7764  0  7764  
MILK 8207  0  8207  
EGGS 3313  0  3313  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(3 )  LAND RESTRICTI0N=HI6H 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 161092  6386  167478  
RAW SUGAR 13434  0  13434  
ROOT CROPS 62897  10831  73728  
PULSES 3205  0  3205  
FRUIT,  VEG.  103811  493  104  304  
OIL CROPS 15425  4365  19790  
MEAT 7764  0  7764  
MILK 8  207  C 8207  
EGGS 3313  0  3313  
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
111215  
6939  
56231  
1607  
69076  
8DC5 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
56263  
6446  
17497  
1597  
35228  
11785  
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
-3102  
-1613  
-1939  
-142  
-225  
-1099  
FOR OTHER EAST ASIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
118279  
7141  
58317  
1702  
7C241  
8014  
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
49199  
6294 
15411  
1503  
34C63 
11776  
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
-3102  
-1613  
-1939  
-142  
-225  
-1099  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOCC M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
( 2 )  I N C O M E  G R O W T H  R A T E = H I G H  
( 3 )  L A N D  R E S T R I C T I O N = H I G H  
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND,  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 3621  3284  6906  
RAW SUGAR 1425  0  1425  
ROOT CROPS 1482  Q 1482  
PULSES 85  3  88  
FRUIT,  VEG.  4575  G 4575  
OIL CROPS 109  40  149  
MEAT 3263  0  3263  
MILK 12392  4136  16528  
EGGS 283  C 283  
FOR OCEANIA 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD,  
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
21262 
2262 
484 
53  
3857 
90 
-14355 
-837  
998 
35  
718  
59  
-6044  
-651  
— 6 
-5  
-269 
51  
vo 4>  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOGC M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
( 2 )  I N C O M E  G R O W T H  R A T E = H I G H  
( 3 )  L A N D  R E S T R I C T I O N = L C W  
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 672488  63611  741098  
RAW SUGAR 79311  1475  80787  
ROOT CROPS 326477  32118  358595  
PULSES 60200  3288  63488  
FRUIT,  VEG.  429571  6259  435831  
O I L  C R O P S  40462  1619C 56653  
MEAT 45955  0  45955  
MILK 223400  4367  227767  
EGGS 9219  0  9219 
20GG PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
( 3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 672488  68611  741098  
RAW SUGAR 79311  1475  80787  
ROOT CROPS 326477  32118  358595  
PULSES 60200  3288  63488  
FRUIT,  VEG.  429571  6259  435831  
O I L  C R O P S  40462  16190  56653  
MEAT 45955  0  45955  
MILK 2234C0 4367  227767  
EGGS 9219  0  9219 
FOR LCW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
44C478 
56187  
217710  
29998 
249025  
32827 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
300621  
24600 
140885  
33490  
1 8 6 8 0 6  
23826  
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
7811  
-2342  
-2429  
-1148  
-6342  
-4306  
FOR LOW INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
461147  
57644  
22C442 
3C851  
252938  
33281  
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
279952  
23142  
138154 
32637  
182893  
23371  
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
7811  
-2342  
-2429  
-1148  
-6342  
-4306  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN 1000  M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1) POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
(2 )  INCOME GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
( 3 )  LAND RESTRICTION=HIGH 
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 138443  129171  267614  
RAW SUGAR 28820 0  28820  
ROOT CROPS 56017  77656  133673  
PULSES 8023  2555  10578  
FRUIT,  VEG.  181901  4660 186561  
O I L  C R O P S  20449  9334  29783  
MEAT 32437  0  32437  
MILK 100802  41405  142207  
EGGS 7181  G 7181  
FOR MED.  INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 1960  DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD.  LESS PROD.  
21C621  56993  8214 
34964 -6143  -6485  
11CC87 23586  -4734  
8346 2231  177  
224989 -38427  -9494  
17300  12482  2289  
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
( 2 )  I N C O M E  G R O W T H  R A T E = H I G H  
( 3 )  L A N D  R E S T R I C T I O N = L O W  
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 181432  422G37 603469  
RAW SUGAR 53538  121  53659  
ROOT CROPS 129335  146318  275653  
PULSES 6772  5439  12211  
FRUIT,  VEG.  229366  102  229467  
O I L  C R O P S  13239  37158  50396  
MEAT 93625  G- 93625  
MILK 282631  121311  403942  
EGGS 16409  G 16409  
20CC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
( 2 )  I N C O M E  G R O W T H  R A T E = H I G H  
( 3 )  L A N D  R E S T R I C T I O N = H I G H  
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 181432  422037 603469  
RAW SUGAR 53538  121  53659  
ROOT CROPS 129335  146318  275653  
PULSES 6772 5439  12211  
FRUIT,  VEG.  229366  102  229467  
O I L  C R O P S  13239  37158  50396  
MEAT 93625  0  93625  
MILK 282631  121311  403942  
EGGS 16409  0  16409 
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
828290 
41098 
13C499 
4C130 
178945  
93388  
DEMAND 
LESS PROD,  
-224820 
12560  
145154  
-27918  
5C522  
-42990  
196C DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
-24990  
8966  
-1725  
1163  
17034  
3890  
FOR HIGH INCOME NATIONS 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD.  
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
828425  
41151  
13C526 
4C130  
179024  
93391  
-224955  
12508  
145127  
-27919  
50443  
-42993  
-24990  
8966  
-1725  
1163  
17034  
389C 
2000  PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOC M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1) •POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HIGH 
( 2 )  I N C O M E  G R O W T H  R A T E = H I G H  
( 3 )  L A N D  R E S T R I C T I O N = L O W  
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 992361  619817  1612169  
RAW SUGAR 161668  1596  163264  
ROOT CROPS 511828  256091  767920  
PULSES 74994  11282  86276  
FRUIT,  VEG.  840837 11C2C 851858  
O I L  C R O P S  74149  62682  136830  
MEAT 172015  0  172015  
MILK 606832  167GS2 773915  
EGGS 32808  0  328G8 
20GC PRODUCTION-DEMAND COMPARISONS IN lOOG M.T 
ASSUMING -  (1)  POPULATION GROWTH RATE=HI6H 
( 2 )  I N C O M E  G R O W T H  R A T E = H I G H  
( 3 )  L A N D  R E S T R I C T I O N = H I G H  
DOMESTIC DISAPPEARANCE 
COMMODITY FOOD AND IND.  FEED TOTAL 
CEREALS 992361  619817  1612169  
RAW SUGAR 161668  1596  163264  
ROOT CROPS 511828  256091  767920  
PULSES 74994  11282  86276  
FRUIT,  VEG.  840837  11020  851858  
O I L  C R O P S  74149  62682 136830  
MEAT 172015  G 172015  
MILK 606832  1Ô7C82 773915  
EGGS 32808 0  32808  
FOR 96  NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 
PRODUCTION LESS PROD,  
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
1479368  
132248 
458295  
78474  
652958  
143513  
132801  
31C15 
309625 
7  802  
198900 
—  6  6 8 2  
-P967 
137 
-889C 
191  
1193  
1872  
FDR 96  NATION TOTAL 
DOMESTIC 
PRODUCTION 
DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
1960  DEMAND 
LESS PROD.  
150C175 
133759  
461053  
79327  
656950  
143970  
111994  
29505  
306866  
6949  
194908  
-7139  
-8967 
137  
-8890  
191  
1193  
1872  
